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Starving. . .yet they Yireaaed

the coming of theFOOD SHIP
FREQUENTLY emaciated and ravenously hungry, the people

of St. Kilda's, the lonely island off the Scottish coast, dreaded

the arrival of the supply ship from the mainland. They realized

that though it brought food to the wilderness it brought also

civilization's curse— the common cold. Illness and death invariably

followed the rattle of the anchor chain. In the Arctic, the Eskimos

had the same experience.

Reviewing such cold epidemics, scientific men came eventually

to the belief that colds were caused by germs, not by exposure, wet

feet, or drafts although these may be contributing causes.

Colds are caused by germs, they say—but by germs unlike any

others previously known. Germs, If you please, that cannot be

seen. Germs so small they cannot be measured except as they

exert their evil effect upon the human body. Bacteriologists call

them the filtrable virus because they readily pass through the most

delicate bacterial filters. Using a liquid containing this mysterious

virus, they have been able to produce repeatedly by inoculation,

one man's cold in other men.

Under ordinary conditions, this virus enters the mouth, nose, or

throat to cause the dangerous infection we call a cold. Accom-

panying it are certain visible germs familiar to all; the pneu-

mococcus, for example, and the streptococcus—both dangerous.

They do not cause a cold—they complicate and aggravate it.

To Fight Colds—Fight Germs

Obviously, the important part of the fight against invisible virus

and visible bacteria should take

place in the mouth and throat.

The cleaner and more sanitary

you keep it, the less chance germs

have of developing.

"The daily use of a mouth-
wash," says one eminent au-

thority, "will prevent much of

the sickness which is so common
in the mouth, nose, and throat.

Children should be taught the

disinfection of the mouth and
nose from their earliest years."

For oral hygiene, Listerine is ideal—so considered for more than

fifty years both by the medical profession and the laity. It possesses

that rare combination absent in so many mouth washes—ade-

quate germ killing power plus complete safety. And of all mouth

washes, it has the pleasantest taste.

Numerous tests under medical supervision have shown that

regular twice-a-day users of Listerine caught fewer colds and less

severe colds than those who did not use it.

We will send free and postpaid a scientific treatise on the germicidal

action of Listerine; also, a Booklet on Listerine uses. Write Lambert

Pharmacol Company, Dept. S-it, St. Louis, Missouri.

For Colds and Sore Throat . . . LISTERINE ...The Safe Antiseptic
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name ?
Graceful girl . . . lovely manners. . . but her teeth are dingy, her gums tender!

"PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
ROB YOU OF YOUR CHARM

She's as gracious as she is grace-
ful. She is intelligent. ..friendly.

It's just too bad that the shadow of
neglected teeth makes most people
overlook her natural charm.

Yet sympathy is really misplaced.
She ought to know better. The
"pink" that appears on her tooth
brush and dims the natural lustre
of her teeth ought to warn her that
brushing the teeth is not enough.
Those tender gums say that gingivi-
tis, Vincent's disease, even pyorrhea,
may be just around the corner.

IPANA is needed
Modern soft foods that give our
gums no work or stimulation are
often responsible for our gum
troubles. But in spite of our daily
menus—it is possible to have spark-
ling teeth and firm, healthy gums.
Ipana and massage is the way.

Clean your teeth with Ipana twice
a day. And after each brushing,
massage a little extra Ipana into
your gums with your fingertip or
brush. The massage and the ziratol

in Ipana help tone and fortify the

gum walls. Start with Ipana today
and keep "pink tooth brush" out of
your life.

DON'T TAKE CHANCES!
A good tooth paste, like a good

dentist, is never a luxury

TUNE IN "TOWN HALL TONIGHT" AND HEAR
THE IPANA TROUBADOURS WEDNESDAY EVES.

- WEAF AND ASSOCIATED N. B. C. STATIONS

I PA N A
TOOTH PASTE

CODE

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.. Dept. 0-114 VNR
73 West Street, New York, N. Y.

Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA
TOOTH PASTE. Enclosed is a 3d stamp
to cover partly the cost of packing and mailing.

Name
.

Street

City State ...
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Watch for Our

Cover Girl

Prize Contests!

BEGINNING with the next

issue, SCREENLAND will

present a grand new, brand new

idea in star contests! The

month's Cover Girl will offer

prizes to you for clever descrip-

tive slogans.

Myrna Loy, subject of the

beautiful portrait by Charles

Sheldon on our next cover, will

invite you to participate in her

own contest. Then, the month

after, another lovely Cover Girl

will offer her contest. You'll

enjoy this contact with your

screen favorites, and you will be

entertained by the opportunity

to present your own expression

of the star's particular appeal.

Remember, only in SCREENLAND

will you find Cover Girl Prize

Contests! New, different, enter-

taining! Watch for the first,

next month

!
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WITH A WALTZ
IN yOUR HEART
Surrender to trie nappy seduction

of Ernst Lubitsch's most glorious

picture holiday! V^hen Maurice

Chevalier with delicious gaiety

flirts, sings/ conquers Jeanette

AlacDonald, the rich and merry

widow, it's your big new screen

thrill! Because Fran? Lehar's

romance is the greatest operetta

of our time M=G=M has spared

no expense to make it memorably

magnificent! With the stars and

director of "The L,ove Parade".

In trie hush of a

lilac * perfumed
night to the soft

sobbing of gypsy
violins . . . they
danced the dance
of love . . . the
"Merry Widow
Walts".

THE

.^acjfttb*

41 l> 11 II

I

JEANETTE

Hul« VIII
ERNST St I Production

with

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON • UNA MERKEL
GEORGE BARRIER • • • MINNA GOMBELL
Screen Play by Ernest Vajda and Samson Raphaelson

A METRO-GOLDW YN-M AYER PICTURE

\
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One
More
River

Uni-
versal

An exceptionally fine picture, one that

has certain appeal for every grown-up

—

Galsworthy's novel dealing with English
divorce laws is not, of course, for juveniles.

Diana Wynyard appears as the wife who
leaves her brutal husband, who then asks
for divorce, charging her with unfaithfulness.

Beautifully staged, and superbly acted by
Diana Wynyard, Frank Lawton, Colin
Clive and others in a superlative cast.

The Girl

From
Missouri

M-G-M

This was made to entertain you—and it

does, with a fast-moving action story

blending melodrama and broad comedy.
Jean Harlow gives a sparkling performance
as the girl who sets out to marry money,
then falls in love, and fights back when the
hero's father tries to "frame" her. Franchot
Tone is the hero, and Lionel Barrymore the
father—both acting at their best—with
Patsy Kelly supplying laughs. Swell show!

All the hokum that could be attached to

love and a "Cinderella story" are injected
into this picture, but it is so finely done
that the results are highly worth your
while. The hero is a press-agent who bally-

hoos a girl to wealth and fame; then he al-

most loses her. But the publicity chap is

too smart for his rival and wins out. Roger
Pryor, Heather Angel and Victor Moore
will wcw you. Go and have a good time.

The
Dragon
Murder
Case

Warners

Philo Vance again, and up to his usual
tricks. The title comes from a fiction that a
swimming pool, at the estate where an eccen-
tric old chap entertains many guests, is

haunted by a dragon. And the dragon is

blamed for the murder, but Warren William
as Vance knows better, and proves it. It is

the usual thing, made fair entertainment by
William, Margaret Lindsay, Lyle Talbot,
and others in the cast.

TAGGING
the TALKIES

Delight Evans' Revieivs

on Pages 54-55

Crime
Without
Passion

Para-
mount

If you prefer realism to spectacular set-

tings, dynamic story treatment to mere
"atmosphere," here is your picture—the
first production from the Hecht-MacArthur
combination, and a film you must see if

you're really interested in good cinema.
Claude Rains as the criminal lawyer who
is undone by his own cleverness, Margot,
(especially Margot), and Whitney Bourne,
are marvelously realistic. We repeat, see it!

A camera record in which Joan Lowell

seeks to prove that she is no story-book

sailor as critics of her book, "Cradle of

the Deep," declared. However, the thrill

exploits seem as fabulous in films as they

did in the printed word. Nevertheless,

fine camera work reveals storms at sea,

some interesting wild life of Guatamala,
and extraordinary Mayan ruins. It's good,

if you go for travel films in a big way.

This is melodrama cut to the "Turn to

the Right" pattern, with Robert Mont-
gomery starring as the city racketeer who
finds regeneration and love on the farm.

After a somewhat hesitant start it develops

into a highly effective, wholesome and in-

gratiating little romance that you'll find

mighty satisfying entertainment. Maureen
O'Sullivan, Edward Arnold, and Elizabeth
Patterson are notables of a swell cast.

Handy
Andy
fox

A Will Rogers picture is like the boy's
idea of apple pie—the one you're eating
is the best ever made. So "Handy Andy" is

Rogers' best. He appears as a lovable
druggist, who sells his store to please his

wife, and then in a hilarious sequence at

the New Orleans Mardi Gras proves to her
it's better for him to go back to work.
Peggy Wood is ever so charming as the wife,

and Mary Carlisle engaging as the daughter.

Kansas
City

Princess

Warners

Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, Hugh
Herbert, and Robert Armstrong struggle to

lift this story out of the rut, and they almost
succeed. It is all about a manicurist who is

loved by a gunman. She loses the ring he
gives her and in a rage causes her to flee—

-

the escape is to an ocean steamer where the
manicurist and her girl chum get into many
complications with a millionaire passenger.

Joan and Glenda make it worth seeing.

The
Human
Side

Uni-
versal

Naturalness is the principal joy offered

here. It's the story of what might occur to

any man, wife, and children who love each
other despite divorce which separates the
parents. Adolphe Menjou, as the improvi-

dent husband, and Doris Kenyon as the

wife are believable and therefore excellent.

You'll enjoy the struggles and eventual re-

union of this interesting, fate-parted family.

You'll also like the play's heart appeal.

You should see this, and for many reasons.

It's great entertainment, dealing with back-

stage vaudeville life, with a widowed actress,

mother of a boy, marrying again. The sec-

ond husband is a "bad egg," but Lee Tracy

is the Good Samaritan who helps things to

a happy conclusion. Tracy is excellent.

David Jack Holt is a boy actor who will be

a rival to Shirley Temple; and Helen Mack
and Helen Morgan also triumph.
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By Miss Vee Dee

U. B. C. That pretty little British star,

Heather Angel was born in Oxford, Eng-
land, on February 9, 1909. She is 5 feet

1 inch tall, weighs 105 pounds, and has
brown hair and brown eyes. Heather is

becoming more popular with each picture,

so keep your eye on her, for she's going
places. She was featured with Leslie How-
ard in "Berkeley Square," played with
Warner Oland in "Charlie Chan's Greatest

Case," and in "Springtime for Henry" with
Otto Kruger. Yes, you're right; it was
Ralf Harolde you saw in "I'm No Angel"
with Mae West. Edward Robinson ap-

peared in "Smart Money."

Marge. Where have you been not to

see all the stories that have been written

about your favorite, Katharine Hepburn?
Her latest film is "Spitfire" and the forth-

coming one, "The Little Minister." Gene
Raymond was born August 13, 1908, in

New York City. George Brent was born
in Dublin, Ireland, on March 15, 1904. He
has hazel eyes, black hair, is 6 feet 1 inch

tall, and weighs 170 pounds. Mr. Brent
is no longer Mr. Ruth Chatterton.

H. F. F. To give a list of all the pic-

tures several of the stars have appeared in

for the past few years is quite a large or-
der, but here are the films that Norma
Shearer and Robert Montgomery have been
co-featured in : "Private Lives," "Their
Own Desires," "Strangers May Kiss,"
"The Divorcee" and "Riptide." Joan
Blondell's pictures have included "Blonde
Crazy," "Night Nurse," "Public Enemy,"
"The Crowd Roars," "Union Depot," "The
Ferguson Case," "Miss Pinkerton," "Big
City Blues," "Three on a Match," "Cen-
tral Park," "Blondie Johnson," "Broad-
way Bad," "Footlight Parade," "He Was
Her Man," "Smarty," "Dames," and "Kan-
sas City Princess."

Miss E. P. Claudette Colbert is 5 feet

6 inches tall and weighs 103 pounds ; Mir-
iam Hopkins is 5 feet tall and weighs 100
pounds. Jean Parker weighs 105 pounds
and is 5 feet 3 inches tall. Norma Shearer
is 5 feet 3 inches and weighs 118 pounds.
Frances Dee is 5 feet 3 inches and weighs
108 pounds. And that's a weight off my
mind !

Radio's famous trio—the Pickens Sisters, Patti, Jane and Helen—who make
their screen debut in the short musical comedy picture, "Good Luck—Best
Wishes," in which Patti, who is sixteen, (and sweet), has the leading role.

7

Jean Parker's "furry friend" is a
baby leopard born during the film-
ing of her new picture, a nature
story of wild game in California.

Mrs. E. A. T. Lanny Ross has been
singing his way through life since he was
a lad of seven. He sang in the boys' choir
at the Cathedral of St. John the Divine
in New York City, and when about four-
teen years of age he entered the Taft
School for Boys at Watertown, Conn.
From the Taft school he went to Yale,
having in mind the law profession. He
wanted to take his law course at Columbia
but lack of funds prevented, so he turned
to singing on the air. By the time he re-

ceived his degree at Columbia he was
earning more than $25,000 a year. He has
made several "shorts" before his first full-

length feature on the screen, and no doubt
you have reference to those. His first star-

ring picture was "Melody in Spring." He
is now working on "College Rhythm" with
Joe Penner, Jack Oakie, and Lyda Roberti.

Bill H. Sorry I cannot give you the
name of the song you ask for in "Song of
Songs" but if you'll write the Paramount
Publicity Dept. and make your request you
may get the information. "A Tale of Two
Cities" has not yet been filmed with War-
ner Baxter—shelved, no doubt, for the

time. His latest releases are "Stand Up
and Cheer," '"Such Women are Danger-
ous," and "Grand Canary." His next on
schedule is "Broadway Bill" with Myrna
Loy, Helen Vinson, Walter Connolly,
Lynn Overman and thirty and more well-
known players.

Miss Hclene M. For a list of Joan
Blondell's releases will you please read
H. F. F. on this page? The role of the
heavy in Mae West's "I'm No Angel" was
played by Edward Arnold. He gave an
unforgettable performance in "Sadie Mc-
Kee" with Joan Crawford. And speaking
of Shirley Temple, if you did, she goes
right on making one good picture after

another ; her "Baby Take a Bow" wowed
'em and the box-offices bulged. Now comes
her latest with Gary Cooper and Carole
Lombard, "Now and Forever."

Dolores P. I believe you have reference

to Harold Huber who played the stool

pigeon, Nnnheim, in "The Thin Man" with
William Powell. He also played the gang-
ster, Leo, in "Hi Nellie" with Paul Muni.
Mr. Huber is one of the more memorable
movie menaces.
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Hollywood wants to

know your views! Put

them on record here

!

The first eight letters receive

prizes of $5.00 each

THE GREAT GLOOM CHASERS!
Every pest has an enemy to counteract

it—even the Big Bad Blues ! Hollywood
has developed a particularly sparkling-

brand of gloom chasers. Ruby Keeler,

Ginger Rogers, Una Merkel, Claire Trevor,

Joan Blondell, have had a lot to do with

sweetening up the world's disposition.

Mrs. F. D. McKinlay,
9709 47th Ave. S.W.,

Seattle, Wash.

CONVERTED BY SHIRLEY!
Though I have regularly attended movies

for over twenty years, I have never before

written a "fan letter," but Shirley Temple
has made a fan mail writer out of me

!

Whenever I want a happy thought I close

my eyes and see Shirley doing her dance.

Lotta Rose,
203 Avenue E. North,

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada.

HOME, HOME ON THE SCREEN!
Out here movie patrons are mostly

If you want to know exactly what is what,
also who is who, in current cinema activities,

listen to the voice of the Fans! Read what the

highest authority has to say about pictures, stars

and screen art, right here in the letters from the
real bosses of the movies!
When you see the Salutes outnumber the

Snubs by a great majority, you know that the
pictures and the stars have been putting forth

their very best recently, and that better times
cinematically speaking are here—for which
Hurrah!
This month the fans comment on a wide

range of subjects, from discussion of the effect of

talkies on the language of the land, to tips to

producers on how to cast pictures—with raves

for pictures and stars interspersed generously.
Here's a movie fan who has been a picture-goer
for twenty years and who here for the first

time in her life writes a fan letter. Why? We'll
give you three guesses, then read and you'll

realize you needed only one.
If you are not a regular contributor to this

department, start right now, and we'll wager
you'll realize instantly that you have been miss-

ing a lot of fun by not having joined the merry
party sooner. And, bear in mind, your letter

may be judged one of the eight best, which
means that you will receive a prize of $5.00.

Write your letter now! Make it deal with a

subject of general interest, restrict it to fifty

words, and address it to: Letter Dept., SCREEN-
LAND, 45 West 45th St., New York City. Please
don't ask that your letter be returned if it is not
published, and don't enclose stamps for its

return.

Chinese, Japanese, Polynesian, Filipino and
half-castes of all descriptions. But we few
Americans squeeze in to get the thrill of

American scenes. A picture like "If I Had
a Million." for example, was so homey, so

typical of American people that I'm still

homesick

!

Charles M. Hatcher,
1548 Kewalo.
Honolulu, T. H.

Fans clamored for Harold Lloyd to give

them a new picture and now tney
clamorously greet "The Cat's Paw."

SCREAMS FOR TEAMS!
Producers, listen

!

Wiry not cast Fredric March and
Katharine Hepburn together? Two of the

best players in Hollywood together in one
picture ! What a show that would be ! And
how about Leslie Howard opposite Garbo ?

Maybe the glamorous Swede might do
something to his British reserve!

Dorothy Miller,

Box 220 No. 2,

Warren, Mich.

BOON TO GOOD SPEECH!
Motion pictures are "standardizing" pro-

nunciation and enunciation of English

speech in America. Through pictures our

national tongue is rapidly becoming a blend

of all sectional accents. The Southern

speech is losing some of its drawl ; the

Northern, some of its crispness. The result

is a pleasing, clear diction, easily under-

stood.
Katherine Wharton,

Readyville, Tenn.

HURRAH! HAROLD'S BACK!
Good times must be back again if Harold

Lloyd is releasing a new picture ! He is

tonic for jaded nerves; and it's laughs in

the old way that we need today. Please

(Continued on page 85)
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Meet the Amazing Margo
7S MARGO, who captures our Honor Page this

month, the screen discovery of the season? Only
time can answer that question! But definitely estab-

lished is the real distinction of the debut performance

of this dark-haired girl with the smouldering eyes, in

the role of the tragic little night-club performer who is

cast off by the brilliant lawyer in "Crime Without Pas-

sion," the Hecht-MacArthur drama, in which Margo,

formerly known only as an interpreter of the dances of

her native Spain, shares leading prominence with

Claude Rains and Whitney Bourne, the latter also

making a distinguished debut. At the left is a scene

showing this accomplished trio in a dramatic moment.
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(JlBSON pAMILY

MARTY, AS CLUB MAID, gives a good

performance when she tells Jane to

use Ivory Flakes for her stockings

just as fine stores advise.

Good stores do tell you to use

Ivory Flakes for your stockings.

And here's why: The sheer silk of

stockings is very sensitive. It needs

a pure soap. Ivory Flakes are so pure

that both the makers and sellers of

fine stockings recommend them.

These people know silk. They like the

way Ivory Flakes are shaved up into

tiny, curly wisps, too. Ivory Flakes

won't flatten down on your stockings

to cause soap spots and runs!

And here's a thought for you thrifty

girls— Ivory Flakes cost less than other

"silk stocking" soaps. There are lots

more ounces in the box! Just hold on

to that thought and the next time

you're at your grocer's merely say, "A
box of Ivory Flakes, please."

IVORY FLAKES • 99 44
/ioo°/o PURE

IN THE DRESSING-ROOM
" 'Scuse me, Miss Jane, but

yo' sho* is luxurious on
stockings. That soap yo'

use must be pow'ful strong.

Why doan yo' use nice

gentle Ivory Flakes the way

stores tell yo' to?"

"LADY, WHY YO' LEAVE dis chile wif me?" gasps Sam.

"Yo' train goin' soon."

"Where's the station drug store? Where's my head?" demands

Nurse Tippit. "Why did I forget to pack Jerry's cake of Ivory?"

"Lots o' time," says Sam, turning smooth as a chocolate cus-

tard, now that he knows the reason. Then he chuckles to Jerry,

"So she's goin' to keep yo' 99 44/100% pure."

"PURE IVORY SOAP FOR BABIES" SAY DOCTORS

"REMEMBER THIS HAT, HENRY?" asks Mrs. Gibson softly.

"Sure!" says Mr. Gibson. "It chaperoned us on our honey-

moon, Sara. And we knew we were made for each other because

we'd both brought Ivory Soap!"

"It's still the finest complexion soap," declares Mrs. Gibson.

"Absolutely!" agrees Mr. Gibson. "Your complexion is as

clear and fine as the day I first kissed it, 17 years ago!"

SENSITIVE SKINS ARE SAFE WITH IVORY SOAP
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Inside

omes

She's Hollywood's
grand "Lady for a
Day" andeveryday!
Above, May Rob-
son sewing one of
her sought-for ties.

Miss Robson serves

her popular
pickles! She loves

outdoor dining.
Right, below, a
glimpse of her very
colorful kitchen.

Screenland takes you on
informal, "different" visits to

Hollywood's most charming

homes! Here May Robson shares

her secrets of hospitality

By Betty Boone

MAY ROBSON lives in a red-roofed white

bungalow on a homey tree-shaded street

where the neighbors all live in pretty bunga-

lows, too, with strips of neat green lawn before

their doors. Her house has iron grilles in the windows
and yellow-painted window sills, and in a row outlining

the entire front of the house are pots of rose-pink gerani-

ums set as closely as possible.

There's a leather thong to be pulled instead of a

doorbell to be pushed. ("That rings an old Mexican
cowbell in the kitchen," explained Miss Robson, "We
couldn't have a modern doorbell in a Spanish house !")

The entrance hall is L-shaped, and looks like a

conservatory because it is so filled with tall potted palms,

cactus in variety, Mowers, all kinds, from exotic blooms

with long Latin names to huge Shasta daisies, growing

in window boxes, in flower baskets, in green and yellow

and orange pots.

Comfortable cushioned bamboo chairs and painted

tables, little and big. are set in the base of the L, one

side of which is all windows, looking out on a patio,

an inner court surrounded by the walls of the house.
_

In one of the bamboo chairs, her soft white hair

silhouetted against the window, sat Miss Robson, sewing

on a man's silk tie.

"My dear, it wouldn't matter when you dropped in
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here, you'd find me making Christmas

ties !" she greeted me, "I begin on the first

of January and I'm still doing it on the 31st

of December. Look, these are all I have

cut out now." She indicated a dozen

stripes of silk crepe in varying hues, piled,

not in a handsome work-box, but in a long

suit-box lid. "My husband once said to

me: 'I don't know why it is but I never

can buy ties big enough for my neck!'

"'You can't?' I cried. 'Well, I'll fix

that!' So I began to make them myself

and he liked them so well that he told

other people, and here I am still making

them for every man I know—if I like him

well enough. You see, I put my name
inside

—" she exhibited a neatly printed

label
—"and between you and me, I think

they just say they like the ties so they

can hang 'May Robson' around their

necks
!"

All Hollywood knows that the j oiliest

holiday celebrations are held at "Muzzie

May's," as her friends call Miss Robson,

so I asked her about them.

"On Thanksgiving, Christmas and New
Year's, we always have open house here

and invite every boy and girl we know
who happens to be living where it isn't

possible to cook a big holiday dinner," she

explained. "It's not charity, it's just a

jollification for my friends. Last year

there were eighty of them. From four

till ten, we served dinner on little tables

set all over the house and out in the patio

—it was warm enough, remember? The

boys washed dishes, whenever we needed

clean plates, and after it was all over, and

the girls put the things away, you never

saw such a merrymaking

!

"I'm not a prohibitionist, but I'm for

temperance. I never serve liquor, and the

boys and girls know that, so they are

prepared to drink tea or coffee, either hot

or iced, hot chocolate, lemonade, ginger

ale or orange juice. Then there's always

plenty cf milk on hand for the babies

—

there's always several babies

!

"We—when I say 'we' I mean my friend

Lillian Harmer and I—she's been with

me all these years—we order in turkeys,

hams, spaghetti, bread and butter, pies and

cakes and so on, and everyone comes to

enjoy himself. We try to have the sort

of holiday food that people expect. But

there's one thing I serve that nobody else

does, because they can't make 'em, and

that's my famous fifteen minutes pickles.

Wait—I want you to taste them !"

Maude, the cook, one broad, beaming-

dusky smile, brought in a dish of pickles

and I tried one—and the pickle justified the

smile.

"This is the way to make them," went

on my hostess, her- brown eyes dancing.

"Put your cucumbers on ice for two hours

before you begin, so that they will be

crisp. Then you peel off part of peeling

in strips, leaving alternate strips on, and

cut them in slices one-quarter inch thick.

Take some small pickling onions—if you

can't get them small enough, cut them

up in small pieces. Take a stalk of celery

and cut into one inch pieces and a green

pepper cut into small pieces. Put all

these solids into your jar—I use a big bean

pot myself, with a tightly fitting lid.

"Then I take 2 tablespoonsful of whole

pickling spice—it must not be the ground

kind—a quart of vinegar, 2 tablespoonsful

of sugar and 1 tablespoonful of salt, (but

leave the sugar and salt to taste, because

some vinegar is very strong). Stir the

liquid over the fire until it comes to a boil,

then let it cool for 5 minutes, put it back

until it boils again, then take it off and
pour the liquid over the solids in the bean

pot and put the lid on tight.

"It's the steam that cooks it, and takes

the onion taste out of it, so that you can

(Continued on page 86)
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PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE

cc ^or ^ Days at Our Expense!

J fvciCe v&clneed nitj. (tips

91iiva £7rrc/Les writes Miss Healy !

"I read an 'ad' of the

Perfolastic Company
...and sent (or FREE
folder".

"They allowed me to

wear their Perforated

Girdle for 10 days

on trial".

"The massage -like

action did -it . . . the

fat seemed to have

melted away".

"In a very short time

I had reduced my hips

9 INCHES and my
weight 20 pounds".

REDUCE
YOUR WAIST AND HIPS

INCHES
IN 10 DAY*

OR
...ft won t cost you one penny

W/E WANT YOU to try the

VVperfolastic Girdle and Uplift

Brassiere. Test them for yourself

for 10 days absolutely FREE. Then,
if without diet, drugs or exercise,

you have not reduced at least 3

inches around waist and hips, they

will cost you nothing!

Reduce Quickly, Easily, and Safely!

• The massage-like action of this

famous Perfolastic Reducing Girdle

and Brassiere takes the place of

months of tiring exercises. You do
nothing, take no drugs, eat all you
wish, yet, with every move the

marvelous Perfolastic gently mas-
sages away the surplus fat, stimu-

lating the body once more into

energetic health.

Ventilated . . . to Permit the

Skin to Breathe!

• And it is so comfortable! The venti-

lating perforations allow the skin pores to

breathe normally. The inner surface of

the Perfolastic is a delightfully soft, satin-

ized fabric, especially designed to wear
next to the body. It does away with all

irritation, chafing and discomfort, keep-

ing your body cool and fresh at all times.

There is no sticky, unpleasant feeling. A
special adjustable back allows for perfect

fit as inches disappear.

Don'f Wait Any Longer... Act Today!

• You can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely whether or not this very effi-

cient girdle and brassiere will reduce you.

You do not need to risk one penny . . . try

them for 10 days . . . then send them back
if you are not completely astonished at

the wonderful results.

You can be

YOUR SUMMER SELF

without Exercise, Diet or Drugs

!

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 7311, 41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N. Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Name —.

Address

City- . State-

Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Post Card— HUH "
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FUR COAT FROM EEVDXON FRERES

HAT BY LILY DACHE

INTERIOR DECORATION BY W. & J. SLOANE

JEWELRY FROM MARCUS & CO.

. . yet she uses a

25^ tooth paste

At Palm Beach and Nassau, California

and Cannes, every year they flock by scores

— those smart, cultured women with

enough money to indulge the slightest

whim. And the number ofthem who use

Listerine Tooth Paste is amazing. Obvi-

ously price could be no factor in their

choice. Why then did they choose this

tooth paste with its modest price of 25^?

Only one answer: better results.

Direct Cleansing

Listerine Tooth Paste does cleanse teeth

better than ordinary pastes, says a great

dental authority. That is becauseitsdeans-

ing agents come in Direct Contact with

decaying matter on teeth. With the aid of

the tooth brush they spread overtooth sur-

faces and penetrate hard-to-reach crevices,

attacking tartar and sweeping away germ

laden debris and discolorations.

Unlike some dentifrices, Listerine

Tooth Paste does not cover teeth with a

slippery barrier over which the brush

slides only partly removing the debris

beneath.

See and Feel the Difference

You can feel the difference Direct Cleans-

ing makes, the moment you use Listerine

Tooth Paste. Your teeth actually feel

cleaner when you run your tongue over

them. Try it yourselfand see. And within

few days your mirror tells you that

they look whiter.

Try It One Week

Why not give Listerine Tooth Paste a

trial? Why not let it make your teeth

cleaner, more brilliant, more sparkling?

In every way this modern tooth paste is

worthy of the quality name it bears;

worthy too, of the confidence placed in

it by millions of women. In 2 sizes

—

regular 25^ and double size 40$. Lambert

Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

LISTERINE
TOOTH PASTE
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An Open Letter

to Baby LeRoy

The master scene-stealer.
Baby LeRoy, shown here in
various moods. He runs
the gamut of emotions at
the slightest provocation.
But don't you love him?

DEAR BABY
LEROY:
Why don't you

pick on somebody your
own size?

First you terrorize

poor W. C. Fields and
make him so nervous he

can hardly play in a

scene with you. He
never knows when you
will tap him over the

head with a rattle—or

if there's no rattle
handy, a hammer will

do. The whole studio

cringes when you come to work. They're all in your
power. For a good reason, too.

With Garbo it's "I think I go home." With Hep-
burn it's haughty plane trips to New York. With
Dietrich it's silence. But with you—what a weapon
you have! With you it's tears. And when Baby LeRoy
begins to cry, work stops, strong directors tear their

hair, actors break down, and beautiful leading ladies

sob in sympathy. You have them right where you
want them and well you know it!

What a way to get actors upset! When you were
cast in this new picture with Lee Tracy, maybe you
had a few doubts that you would be able to hold your
own as easily as you did with W. C. Fields—own up,

now. So what did you do? You broke up Lee by
bursting into tears whenever you had to do a scene

together. Then, with Tracy all unstrung, you calmed
down and stole the scene away from him.
Then Lee Tracy, I hear, made a face at you. Not

that I blame him much. He had to defend himself

somehow. Well, that was just what you wanted.
You started crying all over again and put on such a

The close-ups of the great
actor reveal his inimitable
ability. The picture in the
center shows him at his
favorite pastime, making
W. C. Fields miserable.

good act that produc-
tion had to be held
up, which gave you a
chance to go home and

tothink up new ways
worry people.

"Baby" LeRoy! Ma-
chiavelli - Svengali - von -

Sternberg LeRoy would
be more like it. What
a brain, what an am-
bition, what a power!
From the day you broke
Maurice Chevalier's
watch in "A Bedtime
Story" you have swept

all before you. Of course, to be great one must be

ruthless, and I suppose you realize this and conse-

quently have no pity for your supporting cast.

Chevalier has never seemed quite so gay and carefree

to me since you stole his picture from him. Good old

Bill Fields seems to have a hunted look. But as for

you, you forge ahead, grabbing bigger and better

roles, reams of publicity, and the ecstatic gurgles of

women everywhere.
But there may be a day of reckoning. Fans are

clamoring to see you co-starred with Shirley Temple.

If the clamor is loud enough, the producers may listen.

And then, Baby LeRoy, watch out! It takes a picture

thief to catch a picture thief, and Shirley knows a few
tricks herself.
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Right, Lew Ayres in front of his

comfortable, but unpretentious
home. Lew has a business man-
ager who allows him only a

' modest sum weekly.

Joan Bennett, who
formerly seldom
invested less than
seventy -five dollars
on a gown now
buys inexpensive
dresses at a little

Hollywood shop.

Below, Richard
Cromwell doing the
chores in his home,
which he designed
himself. Dick is one
of the most prac-
tical young actors

in pictures.

THE stars are turning practical

!

No longer does the thousand dol-

lar a week actor spend fifteen

hundred to keep his place in the

sun, or the three thousand per actress ex-

pend that much and more to stock her

wardrobe with the season's latest. The
wild-buying figure of Hollywood belongs

to another era.

Of course, many of Hollywood's great-

est have practiced pet economies for years,

such as saving pretty boxes or picking up

paper clips or putting away string. Every-

one has some such habit. "What Holly-

wood has done in these past few months

is really set out to save. And those mak-

ing the most money are among the fore-

most to indulge in this new fad.

Take Miriam Hopkins, for instance

Her income runs well into six figures

every year. Yet she demanded that her

landlord cut her rent in two, or she would

move. It wasn't that she couldn't afford

No More
Splurging

!

Hollywood

Stars
to continue paying what she doled out

each month. Not that at all. But she

had observed that many of her friends,

who lived in as luxurious quarters as

she, were paying only about one-half of

her rental price. Hence, her peremp-

tory notice.

Those familiar with Joan Crawford's

handwriting will recognize her signature

on bank slips, business envelopes,

checks and the like. For Joan is now
handling her own business and secretar-

ial affairs.

During the past four years, the ac-

tress has employed the same secretary

to perform these routine duties. When
this man had a chance to better himself,

however, Joan readily assented, glad

of the opportunity to cut down her

monthly payroll. She couldn't possibly

dismiss a man who was giving excel-

lent service. She could not dispense

with the services of a night-watchman

Ann Dvorak has in-

vested her film earn-
ings in a ranch, where
she goes on vacations

from the studio.
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Because it gives her something
permanent to show for her hard
work, Loretta Young has put
part of her earnings into her

home, shown at left.

Left, Slim Sum-
'lie, with a
ome yearly
e for his

dy antics,
uietly in a
beach home,
urging now!

Farrell, be-
dgets her
and never
the figure

set for her-
She patron-

sales at the
test shops.

Picture people can be practical!

They are proving it. Read this

story for the real facts!

By Whitney Williams

or a cook. So now her household overhead is less and
Joan finds that with a little extra effort she is able to

manage her own affairs effectively.

Richard Barthehness owns a spacious and beautifully

furnished home in Beverly Hills. Local residents point

to it with pride. But does the star hold forth amid such

surroundings? He does not. He leases

this residence, for which he receives a

considerable rental fee each month. In

the meantime, he lives the year around
in his modest beach house at Malibu,

with the exception of that particular

period when he is making a picture.

Then, he rents a small apartment in

town. Another economy credited to

Barthelmess is the fact that he still

drives the same convertible coupe he

purchased seven years ago.

Even if Lew Ayres wished to spend

a great deal of money—and his salary is

sufficient to warrant the purchase of

any little thing like a yacht or a ranch

—

he could not lay out more than a very

few dollars each week. He has an agree-

ment with his business manager where-

by that individual will allow him only

a modest sum weekly, the remainder of

his pay check going into a trust fund.

His drawing account is so small as to

prohibit any foolish expenditure.
Bruce Cabot, the up and coming-

young actor who rapidly is gaining a fan
following, is another whose money goes
into a trust fund. Regardless of how
much he needs the cash, the bank will

not permit him to draw on that account.

Jean Harlow set a new style when she

m

Genevieve Tobin is as
wise as she is lovely.

She never spends her
income for picture work

foolishly.

appeared at a smart evening affair in a

thirty-five dollar dress. By shopping

around, she had picked up an evening frock
for that price, and so favorably did it

compare with other gowns at the same
party that now she seldom pays more than
that figure.

Joan Bennett, who formerly seldom in-

vested less than seventy-five dollars in a

gown, now buys them for $12.75 at a little

Hollywood shop. She considers it silly

to pay more for the average garment,
especially a summer dress, for the follow-

ing season it will be out of style. Occa-
sionally, the actress will spend more for

an evening gown, but these occasions are

rare. It is notable that on her recent trip

to Paris, Joan did not purchase a single

article of clothing-—waiting, rather, until

she returned to Hollywood.
Constance, her sister, has budgeted her

household expenses to the nth degree. Ever
one to watch the (Continued on page 88)
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The
NEW

isticate

of the

Screen!
Discovered! Myrna Loy,
charmer in the new manner,

and how she grew!

By

Elizabeth Wilson

WHEN I first came to Hollywood, over three
years ago, Myrna Loy w as the last person
I wanted to meet. I was sure she smelled
of cheap incense, ate chop suey, and smoked

perfumed cigarettes from long jade holders. I didn't
know what she really looked like because every time
I had seen her on the screen she was so completely
wrapped up in veils, or old mandarin robes, that I

began to suspect that hers was neither the face nor the
figure that launched a thousand ships. . A leaky Chinese
sampan would be about her speed.

I had seen Myrna phy
_
Lucrccia Borgia s head lady

poisoner in "Don Juan" and thought, "My, my, what
an unpleasant person to have around the house." I

had seen her doing a Sin Toy—"Me China girl. Me
likee Melican man"—in one of the "Fu Manchus"

—

(the phooeyest one, I imagine)—and had rushed home
and written a letter to Mary Pickford begging her to

return to the screen. Then, too, there was the premiere
of "The Black Watch" at the Carthay Circle in Holly-

wood. Myrna, completely done up in miles of veils

—

that preferred to string rather than flow—played a

nasty little Sorceress of the Hills named Yas Mini.

Well, when dozens of Fox extras disguised as soldiers

and peasants and things began to shout, "Yah, Minnie,"

I became slightly convulsed, and so did the audience,

and for months after that Myrna Loy, the pride of the
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And then there was the

Yas Mini, or "Yah, Min-
nie" era, with Myrna in

miles of misty veils.

La Loy in her "Fu Man-
chu" days—one of the
phooeyest, according to

Elizabeth Wilson.

Manchus, was only

"Yah, Minnie" to me.

That was over three

years ago. Today I

had rather spend an

hour with Myrna Loy, and
watch that provocative smile

of hers, than dine with

Greta Garbo, dance with

Clark Gable, or sit in the

moonlight with Herbert

Marshall. I'd even give up
hearing Ethel Merman sing

Eadie was a Lady, or Carole

Lombard discuss Sex, to

see a Myrna Loy picture. I

have seen "The Thin Man''

three times, but am quite

sure that some clay I shall

just have to see Myrna with

the ice bag on her head, and
hear her say, "I was a gleam

in my father's eye" just one

more time. So when the

editor of Screenland told

me that I might write a

story about Myrna I went
into such a blissfully uncon-

scious daze that I paid the

rent, reached for the check,

(and at the Vendome too,

tsch, tsch), and snubbed

four fan writers.

I believe it was the day

I was interviewing Jean

Harlow in her dressing-room

on the Metro lot that I first

made a startling discovery

about Myrna and quickly became so Loy-conscious that

three stars on the Paramount lot dropped me from

their dinner list. With a "S-s-s-shush" to me Jean

made a dash for her dressing-room door, and sort of

peeked from between the curtains. "There goes my
ideal," she sighed. "If only I could look like that!

She's the most glamorous person on the screen." Jean

sank dejectedly into a chair and snarled at her own

beautiful face in the mirror.

"Garbo ?" I shrieked, wondering what the Swede was

doing so far from her own runway. But as I opened

My, my, could this ever

have been Myrna Loy?
Yes, right out of our
priceless picture files.

Long before "The Thin
Man" brought Miss Loy
fresh fame, she looked

like this, and this!

the door frantically I

saw no one in sight but

Myrna Loy, looking

something elegant in a

As She Is!

little whimsy whipped

up by Adrian. There really

was an air about Myrna. I

gaped like a fan with an

autograph book. "Jean," I

exclaimed, "you are right.

Myrna is glamorous. Why,
she's actually sophisticated.

Fancy that, my poor little

Yah Minnie has turned into

a sophisticate

!

"But not like your sophis-

tication, or Mae West's, or

Joan Crawford's, or Norma
Shearer's, or Carole Lom-
bard's," I continued. "It's

a new kind of sophistication.

It's honesty, that's what it

js
!"

"Well, as I was saying
—

"

Jean interrupted. "Say, are

you listening? Maybe you'd

rather go interview Myrna
Loy? Well, I don't blame

you. Tell her that I think

she is so glamorous that I

die with envy every time I

look at her—and look at her

every chance I get."

All night long I thought

about it. Myrna really was
the epitome of sophistication

—but the new sophistication.

Our own little Myrna, who
had been playing around in pictures for seven years,

and had been' a contact player on practically every lot

in Hollywood; Myrna with her freckles, and her red-

dish hair, and her greenish eyes, and her figure that

wasn't perfect; Myrna with her friendly smile and

warm handshake and natural voice—why, Myrna Loy,

I suddenly realized, had more sophistication in her little

finger-tip than all the glamorous beauties of Hollywood.

All the exotic ladies of the screen, those who pride

themselves on their sophistication, have all had to have

"props," or tricks, or publicity. {Continued on page 95)
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Joan believes in glitter

if it is achieved as
cleverly as in her white
Adrian gown, shown at
the right. The gorgeous
fringe follows the just
as gorgeous Crawford
curves, and Joan the
actress rejoices; for she
has long emphasized
the importance of cos-
tumes to carry out the
mood, the emotion of

the moment.

Black—rich, irresisti-
ble black of soft velvet
and shining feathers,
relieved only by the
square fastenings of
flashing rhinestonesf
This is the gown for
"an entrance," such as
only Crawford can
make! Wearing it,

Joan is a girl Goya
would have loved to

paint!

Crawford's new
clothes credo: let us be

definite! Joan shows

you her latest Adrian

costume creations

Sculpture in silk! This black and
white gown, posed so glamorously
for you by Joan, is one of Adrian's
most interesting designs. Note
the peplum, and don't overlook

Joan's curly coiffure.
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Artist

andBusmess

Man!

Learn how Fredric

March achieves that

happy combination

!

By

Shelby Moore

ONE of the most joyously crazy peo-

ple on earth—on screen or off—is

Fredric March. To talk to him or

watch him on the screen, you

wouldn't think he had a brain in his head.

You'd credit him with having about as much
business sense as Mickey Mouse.

Yet this same Freddie has recently signed

a contract with Twentieth Century that is a seven clays'

wonder in Hollywood. It calls for only four pictures

a year and contains all sorts of fancy provisos, including

a portable dressing-room such as most stars have to fur-

nish for themselves.

As a starter on this contract, they have presented

him with co-starring parts in "The Affairs of Cellini"

with Constance Bennett, "The Barretts of Wimpole

Street" with Norma Shearer, and "We Live Again"

with Anna Sten.

And that's Freddie for you. Not an idea in his bean,

apparently, and yet he goes gayly on garnering more

than his fair share—not only of money but of what is

more important to his career—good parts.

I swear, I can't understand it! It's so contrary to

my knowledge of and mental picture of him.

I remember one day about four years ago after he

had made his big initial hit in pictures. His career had

started to backslide in a rather alarming manner. We
sat in his dressing-room at Paramount and discussed

his anaemic future, as he packed to go to New York.

He was as nearly in the dumps as I have ever seen

him. "I don't know what to do," he muttered. "I go

into the front office and jaw and jaw, and reason and

reason, and they 'yes' me and go right on giving me

Here's an actor who has won highest honors for superb per-

formances, and has also gained great financial success. Freddie,

above, as he appears in "The Barretts of Wimpole Street."

futile parts that afford me no opportunity to show what

I can do. It's a cinch unless something happens, they

won't take up my option, because at the rate I'm going

I won't be worth the money they'll have to pay me."

"Are you saving any money, Freddie?" I queried.

The question wasn't as idle as it seemed. I didn't

like to discourage him but there were few people who
had made the hit he had at the start of the talkies and

then dropped as deep into the rut of mediocrity. And.

once you've started slipping, it's harder to come back

than to make an original start. It seemed to me his

career was over almost before it had started. I hoped

he'd saved while he could.

"You're darned right, he nodded. "I didn't take a

course in commerce at college for nothing."

I took all that with a grain of salt. I knew how nicely

the Marches lived and it didn't seem possible to me that

they could save. I concluded that, as far as business

went, he was just another actor—and actors are notori-

ously poor business men.

One day I suddenly realized that Freddie was one of

the few actors on the lot whose option was being picked

up every year—and at the increase called for._ It's true,

the last year he was there the executives tried to talk

him into staying on at his old (Continued on page 86)
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Gloria

Progress?

Try to help this

lovely blonde solve

her problem!

By

James Marion

One of Hollywood's real beauties, blessed with acting ability,

brains, and a splendid voice, Gloria Stuart faces certain startling

facts in this very frank story. Can you help her?

SUCCESS in any line of business is an elusive goal.

It perches away up there in the distance, appar-

ently as unachievable as the silver lining of clouds

in the sky.

Success in motion pictures is even more remote than

in most fields of endeavor. One person achieves it : one

thousand fail in their efforts. And after several years

of puzzled contemplation, I can't see that beauty, per-

sonality, ability, and brain-power have a great deal to

do with the matter.

Take Gloria Stuart, for instance. At her home the

other night or so, I sat in silent retrospect while Gloria

reviewed her screen fate to date.

"I'm adrift in this place called Hollywood," she said

to me. "I'm really looking for myself. I've run into

a problem which, I'll admit, has me guessing for an

answer.

"I seem to be getting nowhere, fast. Why? The
answer to that why is my problem.

"My voice, appearance, ability, and camera presence

may not be such as to startle the world, but they are

at least the equal of other girls who seem to be getting

quite a lot more from Hollywood than I am. I've shown
no great genius in acting, but I know others who have

shown no greater talent, yet who are far ahead of me

on the mythical ladder that leads to fame.

"I'm not," Glory hastened to explain,

"complaining of my lot in Hollywood.

There's food on my table and money in the

bank. But something more important is

missing, and that something is the satisfac-

tion I'd like to feel for having done a task

worth while.

"I've been continually cast in parts and pictures which

require little acting ability, and which any so-so pretty

girl could fill. I started out in this business with a

bang—but lately it has seemed to me that the bang was
all noise and no actual achievement. What's wrong
with me? Why don't I go places in the movie busi-

ness ?"

As I stated at the start of this story, success is an

elusive goal. Gloria's plight isn't new to Hollywood.

Scores of girls have been in the same position. But

few of those thousands compare favorably with Miss

Stuart. Gloria says, "I'm no raving beauty," but if

she isn't, she certainly comes as close to being one as

anyone in the film capital. She has what photographers

describe as a rare "camera face"—a face that can be

photographed from any angle to real advantage. I have

had several cameramen tell me that it is a joy to them

to have Miss Stuart as a subject for their lens-artistry.

Without attempting to eulogize Gloria's beauty, let me
note in passing that she was famed for her physical

attractions long ere she reached Hollywood. She was

the favorite model of the West's most exclusive colony

of artists and sculptors.

Gloria Stuart, then, is not lacking in beauty.

Again quoting her, she says, (Continued on page 77)
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Leonard Frank

Acme

tew?}

Dietrich is pretty swell about posing for the camera
boys. Here she is in her latest informal picture, with her

daughter Maria, her husband, Rudolph Sieber, and her
director, Josef von Sternberg.

Confessions
of a

Celebrity-Shooter

!

Note: Strictly, this is not the confession
of one Hollywood news cameraman, but
several of them! The lens boys who follow
the stars around at work and at play get an
inside slant on stellar personalities that is

available to no other group of movie-life
commentators. They see the stars "dressed
up" and "caught unawares." They see

them in their best and in their most irritable

moods. Over a period of years I have met
many of these indefatigable gentlemen who
work as Hollywood plays. Thus, this story

does not detail the adventures of any one
of them, but is offered as a composite ex-

perience of many famous news cameramen.

THE first question invari-

ably asked a Hollywood
news cameraman is : "Are
the stars nice about posing

for you boys who jump out at

them when they're getting married
or divorced or dining in public, or

do you have to catch those pic-

tures in the face of a lot of ex-

plosive temperament ?"

My answer to that is : "Name
your stars

!"

If you're dealing in percentages

By

Dorothy

Manners

The first news picture ever
made of Greta Garbo, when
she arrived in America. She
won't smile for the boys now!
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Hollywood news cameramen see the stars at their

best and worst! Here's what they think!

Cosmo-Sileo

Sometimes Kay Francis will
pose prettily, sometimes
she won't. Here she is in
one of her gayer moods, as
she arrived in New York by
plane on her way to Europe.

I'd say a good eighty percent

of the players are swell

about giving us a picture

even with a fork half -in, or

half-out, of their mouths. I

don't know of a single case

of a Hollywood news cam-
eraman who has ever had
his camera broken in at-

tempting to get an informal
picture. (I understand the

New York boys aren't so

lucky. Just the other day I

read where Katherine Hep-
burn's father chased a cam-
eraman for blocks after the

fellow tried to get a "snatch
view" of Katherine's fami-

ly.) But as a general rule

we Hollywood snappers have
been pretty lucky in avoiding
actual physical violence in

getting out pictures.

Greta Garbo, of course, is

Hollywood's hardest star to

photograph. She just won't
pose, and what you get of

Greta, you get on the run

with your, and her, coat tails

flying. But at that, I think

Greta has a far greater sense

The camera catches Verree Teasdale as she
obligingly autographs books for fans.
Verree is usuallyphotographed with Adolphe
Menjou, who doesn't always like to pose.

of humor than the interview-

ers have ever led you to be-
lieve.

One day I ran smack into

Garbo, face to face, as she
came out of the Hotel Roose-
velt dining room. It was
pretty late in the afternoon
and my camera was in my car,

parked down the street. Greta
must have recognized me as

one of the many cameramen
who have dogged her steps for

years, for the moment we
clamped eyes on one another
we both started running like

inspired rabbits—Greta, for

her car, and I, for my cam-
era ! When we reached the

street the traffic signal was
against us, but

did that stop

me, and my
girl friend?
Not on your
life ! Irate
motorists
honked violent-

ly, and leaned

out of their

cars to yell as

Hepburn, the cinema sphinx, snapped
about to board a plane on her way to

Hollywood to make her new film. Read
about Katie's camera complexes!

Keystone
Edna Best, (Mrs. Herbert Mar-
shall), and Diana Wynyard smile
for the boys on their arrival in

England from Hollywood.

the Swedish Sphinx and I

went darting shoulder to

shoulder through the traffic.

It was about a block to the

parking station and I mean to

tell you that Greta can run ! I

was panting like a winded
amateur before we'd gone
half the distance, but Garbo
was making it full steam
ahead.

Suddenly she began to

laugh, and I mean, really

iaugh ! She could hardly

catch her breath. I had to

laugh, too. So there we were,

(Continued on page 82)
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T|WO or three years ago an Englishman upset

Hollywood and its liege lords, not by what he

did, but by what he did not do. He wouldn't

take their money. That was all. But that was

enough ! That was a cross between treason and insanity

in the land of genius and hokum. But when the alienists

had finished examining him, they had to report Leslie

Howard sound. He simply preferred doing a stage play

now and again, between pictures.

Not long ago another Britisher set the town talking.

This time it was Charles Laughton, robust star of "The
Private Life of Henry the VIII."

Laughton not only refused Hollywood gold but he

turned down lucrative stage offers besides, in orderJo
appear at the tradition-steeped, moss-covered Old Vic,

London's home of the classical drama. Immediately one

sets forth that this theatre houses classics, one need

hardly add that it is such an artistic theatre that it is

The internationally famous stars

share two enthusiasms— their

careers and each other!

By

Malcolm H. Oettinger

not interested in making money. Yet Laughton,

at the top of his stride, chose to play there for

an entire season for a mere pittance rather than

sign a Hollywood contract running into six

figures. Howard at least received his due for

stage services. Laughton was paid the nominal

fee parceled out to the rest of the co-operative

players.

Wondering precisely what manner of man
this fellow might be I made my way to Culver

City to find out. He had just finished por-

traying the wicked Mr. Browning in "The
Barretts of Wimpole Street" and he still seemed

a bit depraved, a bit

craven, yet withal

chuckling and hearty

when he chose. He
is an extraordinary
actor, an unusual in-

dividual, an unfor-

gettable figure.

He is thirty-four,

egotistical in a quiet,

inoffensive manner,
inordinately proud
of his wife's acting

ability, and forty
overweu

'

colossus who talks wittily, rowdily, intelligently as any

actor you'll meet in a grand tour of the studios.

For an actor who has been acclaimed by his colleagues

as the screen's best, Laughton is singularly unaffected,

simple, direct. Most big people are, of course.

"Irving Thalberg is the cleverest person in this field,"

he said decisively. "I am sure that he is infused with a

spark of divine genius."

He thought Adolphe Menjou's work outstanding in

"Little Miss Marker." He disliked "Cavalcade" because

to him it seemed tiresome {Continued on page 78)
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Read about the couple who are as interesting off-

screen as any of their famous characterizations!

"W"'VE met the prankish Anne of Cloves—Elsa Lan-
I Chester, in real life ! And I found her a human

prism, flashing so many sides of a radiant personal-
ity that the hours flew by on swift wings in her

presence.

Elsa is the wife of Charles Laughton, who rose to in-

ternational fame in "The Private Life of Henry the
VIII." This was the picture also that introduced her
so happily to American audiences, for as Anne of Cleves
Miss Lanchester shone brilliantly. Especially will she be
remembered for that priceless scene in the bridal cham-
ber when she bested the King, in the card-game battle.

Naturally, we spoke of "Henry the VIII." And of
their success in it.

"Odd," she gaily laughed, "what that one film did
for us both. When we were in Hollywood a year or
so ago we were unknown and had a very lonely time.
Charles was considered just a fat actor whom producers
found difficult to cast. I had no rating at all. But now
it is different. He proved what a superb artist he is

and there are more fine parts lined up for him than he
can ever play. It looks as if we would divide our time
between London and Hollywood, for the next couple of
years, which pleases us for we adore your California

Below, Charles Laughton
in character for "The
Barretts of Wimpole

Street."

with its glorious sunshine and its ideal climate.
"Oh, yes, making 'Henry the VIII,' was a glorious ex-

perience, but truly none of us had any idea it would turn
into such a sweeping triumph.

"After working two days on the picture I refused to
go on until I could develop an accent for my role of
Anne of Cleves. It was ridiculous that a girl from a
royal German house should be speaking exactly like the
English queens.

"Of course, accents are part of an actress' training but
I had to evolve one quickly so as not to hold up produc-
tion. Do you know where I got it? From Alexander
Korda, our famous director. But—he doesn't know it

to this day. He doesn't even think he has an accent

!

"I used to ask him to read my lines and then carefully
memorized them exactly as he spoke them, and while
he is Hungarian, not German, I secured a stage accent

in my dialogue that gave
realism to the part."

It is very easy to discover

that Miss Lanchester has

two abounding enthusi-

asms : her husband and her

(Continued on page 79)

M.aude Cheatham
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f I \ ELL me," writes the Editor of Screenlaxd,
"about the moments in Hollywood that stand

out in your mind. With all the people you

know out there you must have had some pretty

interesting experiences. You must have had moments
you'll never forget!"

Have I ? I'll say I have ! And some others I'd like

to forget.

The first person who flashes across my mind is Rich-

ard Arlen. But when I think of him I can remember
enough moments to fill an article by itself.

If I live to be a thousand I'll never forget one Sunday
afternoon last fall down at Palm Springs. The Arlens

and Crosbys had taken a place together there for the

season. Among the guests was Dick's Dutch barge dog.

Jill, who resembles nothing so much as a thoroughly

drowned rat. Well, Jill was—er—expectant. Dick gave

the dog no peace. He had decided she was going to have

her litter that afternoon and have it she would if he had

to blast.

There was no veterinary in town and nobody paid

much attention to Dick. We went on with our back-

gammon, bridge, etc. Suddenly Dixie Lee Crosby and I.

Exclusive photographs oj the assorted Arlens and Crosbys ex-

clusive to SCREENLAND and posed especially for us by Bing and
Dick, world's highest-priced photographers!

Above, Jack Oakie, Dick Arlen, and Jack Moss,
who is Gary Cooper' s genial manager, on the
memorable yachting expedition that Mr. Mook

tells you all about in this story.

Left, three galley slaves at sea, and famous
screen stars on land: Messrs. Cooper, Crosby,
and Arlen, on Dick's new yacht, the "Jobyna R."

—(named for Mrs. Arlen).

How'd you like to catch

your film favorites off guard?

Here's your chance to meet

'em and really know 'em!

with
in the midst of an argument over a backgammon game

—

(Dixie said I cheated)—were startled to see Dick going

through the room clad only in swimming trunks and
carrying a tired old razor blade in his hand.

'"What you going to do with that ?" I asked, the bath-

room being in the opposite direction from that he was
taking and also knowing he'd just shaved that morning.

"I'm going to perform a Caesarian operation on Jill,"

he announced calmly.

"You're crazy!" I gasped. And as I saw that do-or-

die look in his eye, I added weakly, "Wr

hat do you know
about operations?"

"You forget my son was brought into the world that

way," Dick informed me in measured tones. "I've heard

enough about how it's done, haven't I? I'm not going

to let that little dog suffer."

You can't tell me dogs don't understand. Jill's blessed

event occurred then and there, and today Jill's puppies

are privileged pets in the Arlen household.

Last summer, Dick, Gary Cooper. Jack Oakie and I

had been on Aden's yacht for ten days. We wound up

at Catalina. Gary's manager. Jack Moss—variously

known as "The Colonel" and "Spanish Jack"—flew over

Moments
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Three babies in a boat! Virginia Bruce Gilbert's
little daughter, with "Elmer" Arlen and Gary
Crosby, in their own boat in the Arlen pool.

That's Bing in the water!

Kay Francis at the right, who asked Dick Mook
what he meant by saying that she was "going
Hollywood." And what do you think he said?

Read all about it here!

By

S. R. Mook
("Dick" to the most important stars in Hollywood!)

the Movie Great!
to join us. As he weighs a good 260 pounds and had
his bags with him, there wasn't room for all of us to go
ashore to greet him. Dick rowed over to fetch him,

while Cooper, Oakie, and I remained aboard as a wel-

coming committee.

Presently Skipper and guest drew alongside. "Ahoy!"
yelled Moss very nautically and dramatically.

"Dip the colors !" Oakie, equally dramatic, yelled to no
one in particular.

"What colors ?" Coop woke up to inquire.

"Any colors," Jack yelled and turned indignantly to

me: "Where's your uniform?"
I seized a pea jacket of Dick's—about three sizes too

large for me—and a commodore's cap Jack had bor-

rowed from the Paramount wardrobe department.

"The royal carpet," Jack ordered.

I grabbed a red, white and blue bath towel and spread

it over the companionway steps up which the Colonel

must come.
"Stand at salute," Jack commanded. We stood stiffly

at attention as the Colonel prepared to come aboard.

Then tragedy laid its ugly hand on us. The Colonel

grasped the companionway rail and prepared to step

from the skiff to the landing. Being rather short, he had
to lean slightly to grasp the railing. The skiff started

skidding away. Maybe, as he afterwards explained,

Dick was only working one oar trying to get the boat

back alongside the companionway, but it seemed to me
Mr. Arlen was pulling on both oars as hard as ever he

could.

At any rate, the gap between the skiff and the yacht

widened suddenly until the Colonel was stretched out as

horizontally as any clothesline. When he was stretched

to his utmost limit, with the skiff going everywhere but

closer, he stepped daintily over the side into forty feet

of water. The skiff, freed of his weight, shot ten or

fifteen feet away from him.

Dick sat there holding his sides. Oakie was doubled

up. Even I, sympathetic as I am by nature, could not

but shout at the spectacle of the Colonel, as, like some
gigantic cork, he bobbed helplessly up and down. He's

so stout he couldn't sink.

Gary, whose friend and manager he is, leaned solici-

tously over the side of the yacht. "Can you swim?" he

asked brightly.

When we finally got the (Continued on page 80)
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The Search for Scenarios!

T HAPPENED one morn-
ing—or so the story goes

—

—soon after Katie Hepburn
in "Little Women" had

broken the attendance record at

New York's gargantuan Radio

City Music Hah. The sprawling

California sun (not a real estate

advertisement), shone through

the spacious portico of the execu-

tive sanctum of Mammoth (let's

call it that, just for fun), Pro-

ductions. But to President Her-

man Slilumburg (let's call him

that for fun, too; but you'd die if I told you his right

name), it was as dark as a developing room. Mr.

Shlumburg had an array of buttons under his desk, and

he greedily pushed all of them. Directors, scenarists,

secretaries, yes-men and no-men, appeared in droves.

After counting the heads, he dramatically picked up

the crumpled telegram just arrived from the East, and

made this immortal statement

:

"Radio's production of 'Little Women' is the greatest

success the movies ever had." (Contrary to rumors,

producers do use adjectives other than colossab gigantic,

and stupendous). '"'They'll make millions on it!" His

satellites could tell that Mr. Shlumburg was silently

counting the millions that his rival would make, dollar

by dollar. Then he snapped, "I'll

fool 'em ! Sign that Alcott wom-
an and get her to write a sequel

for us immediately
!"

It wasn't exactly ignorance

that prompted this command; it

was desperation. Hollywood
spends thousands—but thousands

—in a single year on scenarios.

Bright young authors have come
back from California with gold

mines that would have made
their '49-er ancestors blush. A
breath-taking race is being run

every week, every hour, and every minute, among these

frantic producers, in an effort to get the jump on new-

books, plays, and short stories. It's a never-ending

search and a thrilling one. Xo wonder Mr. Shlumburg
was exasperated ! Radio Pictures, by the simple but

sure process of ransacking through old masterpieces, re-

created one of the greatest tales of all time, with the

production of "Little Women." Now, like children in

the game of Follow the Leader, the other companies

have placed on their schedule more of these old-fash-

ioned, sweet tales.

[Mistakes are made, of course. Boners are pulled al-

most every day out where the Mae West begins. But

when I begin to tell you what {Continued on page 74)

Here are the facts about

the breath-taking race in

which rival studios bid

lor screen material

By

Lester Gottlieb
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Louise Fazenda made
Hollywood re-dis-

cover her! Read this

story about a born
trouper!

By

Ben Maddox

Fazenda—a unique and
colorful personality in
the life of Hollywood

.

.
..-

FOR a long time I have been carefully saving my
superlative description. I wanted to reserve it for

Louise Fazenda

!

Now that M-G-M has signed this beloved
actress on a long-term contract and has ambitious plans
for her, she is news again. To her many faithful fans
all over the world, and to those of us who have had the
privilege of knowing her personally, she never ceased to

be important.

You can imagine, then, how glad I am to be able to

say at last right out in print what I have always thought

:

she is the most interesting zvoman in Hollyzvood!
Remembering all the fascinating ladies in the movie

business, this is a sweeping statement. I mean it to be.

But before I attempt to show you why she deserves this

distinction, I want to disclose some surprising facts

about her. Behind Louise Fasenda's recent Him lull and
her present zoom into the big time is one of those stories

which makes Hollywood the most perpetually astonish-
ing place on the globe!
Everyone is delighted with her sudden skyrocketing

to a brand new "high," because the warmth of her genial,

unique personality has very definitely been missed on the
screen, and because she is acknowledged by everybody
who has met her as one hundred per cent swell as a

person—companionable, genuine, and thoroughly human.
Did you know, though, that she originally went into

pictures quite by accident? You recall her slapstick yes-

terdays, but did you know she became a comedienne be-

cause she couldn't find work at Stanford University to

pay her college tuition there ? Or that, although her
husband is production chief at one of the major studios,

she has never mixed her career with her domestic life?

"I'm back on the band-wagon," declares Louise,
" 'cause Fate just keeps on happening to me ! A little

over a year ago I thought I was finished
!"

The inside tale is this. When she was at this low pro-
fessional ebb, she chanced to see a prominent actors'

agent at a beach party. "Who's handling you ?" he asked
her. Louise had parted with her former representative

and, discouraged, hadn't sought a new one. "I'd like to

gamble on you !" this discerning man exclaimed.
"There's no earthly reason why you shouldn't be busy.

Sign with me and within a year you will have a con-

tract again
!"

Louise agreed. In Hollywood players don't dicker for

roles themselves ; their agents are the formal go-be-

tweens. She had nothing to lose.

Why she had ever faded from leading roles remains

a mystery, for she had made (Continued on page 96)
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A New
Katherine
a
The Great"?

Wl I CLE the official whooper-uppers chant the

praises of Ketti Gallian, Rochelle Hudson,
Patricia Ellis and Frances Drake, singling

them out as the most promising Hollywood
debutantes, this corner is strongly pro-DeMille, and we
don't mean Cecil.

From the day we saw "Viva Villa" we have been

putty in the hands of the darkling, voluptuously planned

young beauty who played Paudio's bride of the week.

There had been no advance ballyhoo about her. Her
part was short. Yet she shared the honors with Beery

and Walthall. The program simply said she was Kath-

erine DeMille.

So when we worked our way to Hollywood by pack

train, pony express and caravan, one of the objects of

the trip was to meet Miss DeMille, wish her well, and

see if she was actually as ravishing as she filmed.

Over at Paramount they plotted a rendezvous for

me. I was to meet Katherine at the studio, where she

was getting costumed for "Lives of a Bengal Lancer."

As soon as she came in the door, I was for her. She

Sneaking up on the Hepburns
and other screen charmers is

Katherine DeMille, daughter

of Cecil. Read the first authen-

tic story of this newcomer

By Feter hong

has that electric personality—smouldering but all the

more vital for that—that ignites upon introduction. She
is brunette and set up like a champion. Her handclasp

is firm, her eyes flinty but bright, her mouth warm red.

She is in her early twenties, but she has the poise of a

woman of forty. In Xew York you would place her

as a Park Avenue native. She has style, smartness, and
sophistication.

We decided that the studio was a workaday place

at best. Katherine was trying out a new car, so she

suggested that we both try it, riding here and there, in-

specting what high spots the town offered at three in

the afternoon. (Continued on page 73)

In circle, Kay,
the movie
beauty. Below,
Katherine the
student, at

home.
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The Wiggses come to
life on the screen
with a great stage
star in the name
role. Inset, clcse-up
of Pauline Lord in

character

.

the Type?

Of Course Not!

Pauline Lord tells

why she chose "Mrs.

Wiggs" for her long

delayed film debut

By
Martin Somers

SO I up and says to Mrs. Wiggs, says I

:

"Look here, Wiggsy, you can't pull the wool
over my eyes. First time I ever laid eyes on you
back in New York you were a fallen woman.

Called yourself Anna Christie then, didn't you? Seen
you play some mighty bad women since then, too. How
come you to give up Eugene O'Neill for Alice Hegan
Rice?"

Mrs. Wiggs looked real hurt and indignant.

"Lan' sakes, feller," she retorted, "don't you think a
body ever gits tired of bein' a bad woman? Reckon I

got a right to reform if I feel the urge. Land of Goshen,
there's some good in all of us ! Mrs. Wiggs is more my
kind anyway, ain't she, Norman ?"

Pauline Lord turned to her director, Norman Taurog,
for verification. We three were seated on three rickety

chairs in an incredibly ramshackle shack, on the wrong
side of the railroad tracks. We were in the "Cabbage
Patch."

The director looked at me solemnly.

"Pauline is right," he said, "Mrs. Wiggs has come
clean

!"

Then he laughed : "Can you imagine the irony of it ?

(As that great philosopher Durante would say.) Here
is Pauline Lord, who is famous on the stage for her

dramatic portrayals of fallen women, making her motion
picture debut in the first 'good woman' role she has

played in many years
!"

Sure I could imagine it ! Anything can happen in

Hollywood. On the white waves of purity that are roll-

ing over movietown these clays, Pauline Lord is fairlv

sure to ride to triumph in the {Continued on page 76)
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LIVE NOWHERE! . . REVEL ANYWHERE! . . LOVE EVERYWHERE!

His caressing melodies sang these

tempting words to her . . . whose

heart yearned for moonlit nights and

joyous revelry, and warmed to the

gay festival of the

f 4_ wine-filled grape!

CHARLES BOYER

LORETTA YOUNG
JEAN PARKER

PHILLIPS HOLMES

LOUISE FAZENDA

EUGENE PALLETTE

C. AUBREY SMITH

CHARLEY GRAPEWIN

NOAH BEERY

a.

US

I?

Executive Producer: Robert T. Kane

Directed by Erik Charell

From a story by Melchior Lengyel

Music^WernerRichard Leymarm
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SCREEN star gets gay with her fans! Here's Norma Shearer's

selection of her most recent portrait sitting, with her own
idea in autographs—for YOU! Latest in Screenland's ex-

clusive series of personally inscribed star photographs.



1ESLIE HOWARD is the subtle romantic hero of many

j women's dreams—and he is a bit of a dreamer him-

self, don't you know! Somehow, whether on stage or

screen, in London or Hollywood, he has a way of making

his dreams come true.

reamer:

rne



THE pugnacious Irish-American sock-'em-and-enslave-

'em boy is branching out! Some day, we hope, he

will have an opportunity to prove that he can be quite as

adept at finesse as at fisticuffs. In other words, a real

actor, this James Cagney.

Elmer Fryer

Doer!



Ah, there, Danilo! We
know you and think
your gold braid and
roguish smile are
mighty becoming to

Maurice Chevalier

!

As to you, Maurice!
You have the part of
your life, and such a

lovely Sonia to court
and waltz with and
a i n g t o ! Why
shouldn't you wear
your famous smile?

y'«4

mm p
':,mt-wir
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The Merry Widow
Waltz—here we have
it with all its grace,
rhythm, and romance.
There at the left are
Jeanette and Maurice
at the climax of the
dance famed around
the world, caught by a
"stop action" camera
which enables us to

show you precisely hov,

it's done

? '1



TWO HEARTS
THAT DANCE

TO
WALTZ TIME!

Maurice and Jeanette!

We've waited watchfully

for you as the lovers the

whole world loves!

Merry indeed is The Merry Widow
as she poses for you at the right, in
a creation of flame-colored taffeta.

Left, another pose
by Jeanette Mac-
Donald in her beau-
tifully quaint Merry
Widow costume.

The world famous
lovers in close-up,
right. A happy mo-
ment for Danilo and

Sonia.





That great actress,

Shirley Temple, is

just a farm girl at

heart!

I

'Ml

it

Bernhardt

Goes Native!

I*

»c-_r-.i / .

Ah , me ! After
you've slaved away
at emotional scenes
in a motion picture
studio there's noth-
ing like the simple
life—at least for a
change, says Shirley. 'J

y

7

What the well-
dressed farmere t te

should wear! La
Temple brings the
sunbonnet out of
hiding as a chapeau
for the stylish sub-

sub-deb.

No Pekingese, Pom-
eranians, or dachs-
hunds for the great
big little star of the
screen. St. Bernard
or nothing! P.S.

Shirley got the St.

Bernard.



Welcome Home,
Helen!

"T TOME" is where your best part is, and right now Hollywood

JL _L is offering you some grand new roles: first, "Vanessa," by

Hugh Walpole, to be followed by the immortal Maggie Shane in

"What Every Woman Knows" Stick around. Helen Hayes'



WHILE he is off on a jaunt around the world with his family,

his new films are working for him ! Will Rogers is the new

king of the cinema theatres, with pleased patrons piling up profits

for his clean pictures. Very latest, "Judge Priest," by Irvin Cobb

Box-Office

Bill!



>
The Movie Camera

am
Looks at^

oye!

A boy, a girl, a lake, a
canoe—the treat awaits
you in the new produc-
tion with Fay Wray and

Joel McCrea, above.

Then there's love with a
smile to flavor the ten-

derness, as at the right—
Una Merkel and Stuart

Erwin.

Why, here's Joel McCrea again, and with another

charmer—Miriam Hopkins! Above, happy lovers as

called for by the script of the production which will

bring these two stars together on the screen.

Screen fans thrilled to the announcement of Garbo
and Herbert Marshall as an acting duet, and here

they are, right, in a scene together, portraying love

that is mature, intense, touched with sadness.



Surely you can find your ideal of

romance here! And personified by

someofyour greatest favorites,too

!

n

Romance fired with the gusto of youth
as you will see it in Jean Parker's first

starring picture. Above, James Dunn
and Jean. Like 'em?

"By popular request!" Yes, John
Boles and Irene Dunne are reunited
on the screen as romantic figures

in another dramatic production.
Above you see them in character.

Left, Robert Montgomery and
Maureen O'Sullivan areperfee t sup-
port for one another in this scene
in the film in which Bob plays a

city slicker and Maureen the girl.

Ah, a "Kaydet" makes love, and
those West Pointers haven't gained
the reputation for being pictur-

esque suitors, for nothing! Below
we have Dick Powell and Ruby
Keeler making it all very charming.

And who's this we have at the

left, so charmingly romantic
and with that love-light in their

eyes? Why, the blonde and
beautiful Marian Marsh and

Eddie Nugent.

Demonstrative
lady, reticent
man! Right,
Alice Brady as
the lady who
gives vent to her
feelings and Ed-
ward Everett
Horton as a shy
chap, as they
appear in sup-
port of dancing
Fred Astaire.



Russell Ball

Rivals? Rot! Says Gable

IF YOU think that competitive cinema champions

glare at each other every chance they get, gaze on

Gable and Bob Montgomery, who not only admire

each other's acting but enjoy going "skeet" shooting



Here's

Hull!

ONE of America's most

distinguished actors,

Henry Hull, now casts his

lot with the films. His first

will be "Great Expecta-

tions," from the Charles

Dickens novel.

Freulich

Here's Hamilton!

YOU know Neil ! Always suave and

satisfying! His pride and joy is his

three-year-old daughter, Patricia Louise.

His new picture? "What Ladies

Dream," with Binnie Barnes.

Bruno
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Vision of

Virginia

!

THOUGH brief, as "retirements" go, Virginia Bruce's ab-

sence from the screen was all too long, as the fair and

charming lady makes us realize in "Jane Eyre," the notably

sincere screen version of the Bronte no^el.



FACE POWDER
In original color harmony shades

that actually enliven the beauty

ofthe skin ... and there isa shade

for your individual colorings. Per-

fect in texture,Max Factor's Face

Powder creates a satin-smooth

make-up that clings for hours and

hours. One dollar.

2«

ROUGE
In harmonizing colors to blend with

your face powder and your colorings so

as to impart a youthful glow to your

cheeks. Creamy-smooth in texture . . .

Max Factor's Rouge blends easily and

smoothly . . . creating a soft, natural

coloring. Fifty cents.

Barbara STANWYCK
in Warner Bros. Production of Willa Cather's Novel

"A LOST LADY"
Illustrates a Max Factor Color Harmony Make-Up.

For her colorings . . . dark auburn hair, creamy skin and blue eyes

... the perfect color harmony make-up is Max Factor's Brunette

Face Powder, Blondeen Rouge and Vermilion Lipstick.

A New Kind of Make-Up
Originated by Hollywood's Make-Up Genius

Holds the Secret of

Jovely Seauh

mm
LIPSTICK

Super-Indelible, for in Hollywood lip

make-up must withstand every close-

up test. So here is the lipstick you can

depend upon to create lasting lip make-

up, permanent and uniform in color.

And only Max Factor's Lipstick will

give your lips that alluring beauty of

perfect color harmony. One dollar.

THE real testing laboratory of beauty is Hollywood.

Daily, hundreds of screen tests arc recorded. Daily,

hundreds of make-up tests are made. And now for

twenty-odd years, Max Factor, Hollywood's genius of

make-up, has worked intimately with the stars of the

screen to discover new beauty secrets.

Now, out of this unique experience, Max Factor

brings to you ... to every woman ... a new and

original idea in make-up for every day.

It is color harmony make-up . . . because it is color,

and color alone, as thousands of tests have proved,

that can actually make natural beauty appear more

ravishing, more youthful, more attractive. Yes, one

may even appear ten years younger if correct color

harmony is used.

But . . . color harmony make-up originated by Max
Factor is amazingly different. It consists of face pow-

der, rouge and lipstick in harmonized shades that are

scientifically and artistically perfected for each variation

of blonde, brunette, redhead and brownctte types.

The face powder creates a satin -smooth, clinging

make-up. The rouge is lifelike in its natural coloring.

The lipstick is the one that withstands every close-up

test. And the color tones of each blend together in a

beautiful harmony of color to create for you the lovely

beauty of your own imagination.

Now this luxury, Color Harmony Make-Up, created

originally for the screen stars, is available to you at

nominal prices . . . Max Factor's Face Powder, one dol-

lar; Max Factor's Rouge, fifty cents; Max Factor's

Super-Indelible Lipstick, one dollar. Until you test your

color harmony in Max Factor's Make-Up, you will never

know how beautiful you can be. At all leading stores.

Society Make-Up

Accept This Priceless Beauty Gift!

Learn These Secrets ofMake-Up!

For you, Max Factor will create your own individual

color harmony make-up chart and send you his book,

"The New Art of Society Make-Up". . . How to rouge a

round face ; how to rouge a thin face ; how to conceal

hollow cheeks; how to make up small eyes, thin hps,

and many other valuable secrets. Mail the coupon now.

Face Powder, Rouge, Lipstick in Color Harmony
I 1934. Max Factor

A .TEST VOI It «TOMHt BARMOW I> FACE POWMBH AND LIPSTICK

m . HOLLYWOODMAIL THIS COUPON TO MAX FACTOR .

JUST fill in the coupon for Purse-Srxe Bor of Powder in your color harmony

shade and Lipstick Color Sampler, four shades. Enclose 10 cents for postage

and handling. You will also receive your Color Harmony Malte-Up Charr

and a 43-page illustrated book, "Tit Nan An »/ Smtr, MakJJf. . FREE.

. 4-11-85

I NAME

I STREET

I SEL STATE

COMPLEXIONS EYES HAIR
Very Light a
Fair P
Creamy
Medium
Ruddy Q
Sallow

Freckled O
Olive D
SKIN DryO

OilyO NomulD

Blue O
Gray
Green O
Hard
Brown
Black a

LASHEStCJ,,

Light a
Dart
ACE

BLONDE
Liglu. Daik~n
BROWNETTE

Light Dark
BRUNETTE

Ught--CI Dark_d
REDHEAD

Light Dark__D

IfHsita Gray.caeca

type .bore aW here .O



Study of a Slavic Siren

!

OUR cover charmer, Anna Sten, is the subject not only of this beautiful portrait, but

of the special story on the opposite page—first interview granted by the star in

months, and the first to present her to you as an appealing woman as well as an actress.
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear or Favor!

The Barretts

of Wimpole
Street

M-G-M

The per-

fect pic-
t u r e !

Sheer
magic from first

scene to last is Irv-

ing Thalberg's mas-
terly screen version

of the play about
Elizabeth Barrett

and Robert Browning. It is Norma Shearer's finest achievement;

Fredric March's most scintillating performance; Charles Laugh

-

ton's most restrained work. Maureen O'Sullivan's personal tri-

umph—in the most intelligent and high-hearted romance the

screen has ever offered us. Not once does this picture disappoint,

from the flawless account of the meeting of the invalid Elizabeth

and the vital Browning, through her father's stern opposition to

their love, to the final moving scenes in which Browning wins his

bride. The Victorian scene is superbly realized. Never is a tawdry

note permitted to intrude. It is life as you like to believe the

Barretts and Mr. Browning really lived it; and it is rare romance

that you can thrill to whether you're a brisk modern or just an

old sentimentalist. Sidney Franklin has directed with even more

than his customary charm and penetration, and he has the most

inspired cast of the season. I mentioned Maureen O'Sullivan, as

the heroine's sprightlier sister, proves herself the brightest poten-

tial star among the younger actresses. She's a delight. All in all,

"The Barretts of Wimpole Street" is a cinema classic, perhaps the

most intelligent motion picture so far made.

Cleopatra

Paramount

The Fountain

RKO-Radio

You won't be disappointed! Here is the master of specta-

cle, director Cecil B. DeMille, at his gaudiest and most
glamorous. You've never seen such a glittering scene

as that on Cleopatra's barge; it's beyond belief. But
you'll enjoy it. And you've never met such a saucy heroine as

Claudette Colbert's "Queen of the Nile"—incredible, but you'll

love her! Shakespeare might have shuddered, but you'll probably

gurgle, as I did, at the gay goings-on in Egypt and Rome when
Cleopatra held sway over the noblest Roman of them all. The
dialogue has a curious way of alternating between the raciness of

Noel Coward and the resonance of the Bard of Avon, so sometimes

you'll be a little confused; and the character of Cleo herself is al-

ways a little in doubt between a Mae West and a Marlene Dietrich;

but this simply makes the picture more entertaining. It may not

be good history but it's darned good DeMille; and personally, I

demand DeMille movies as part of my film fare because they

really move—you'll never see more stirring battle scenes, or tri-

umphal processions. La Colbert, is more than ever dazzling and
delicious. The "new" Henry Wilcoxon is decidedly interesting.

British Agent

Warners

Fine, adult drama, this splendid screening of Charles

Morgan's novel has power and pathos for picture-goers

who appreciate quiet drama and charm of characteriza-

tion. Seldom have I enjoyed a picture more, but I must

warn you that "The Fountain" flows slowly, and you must be pa-

tient with the painstaking method in which director John Crom-

well builds his situations and molds his moods. The detail of this

screenplay is exquisitely, carefully wrought; and the terrific emo-

tional conflict, when it does occur, is all the more potent. Briefly,

the story concerns the lovely wife of a German officer, who falls i;i

love with an Englishman during the war. The husband returns

from the front badly wounded, and the wife is torn between—yes,

you've guessed it—love and duty ; but the old triangular theme is

so beautifully handled that it becomes brilliant and fresh and fas-

cinating. The players are superb, with Ann Harding throwing

off her shackles and becoming once more an inspired actress; with

Brian Aherne proving an actor of exellence; and Paul Lukas—he'll

tear you to pieces with a performance second to none in screen

annals—and you may quote me on that!

A new screen team, Kay Francis and Leslie Howard,
make their bow in this picture, and I think you'll like

them. The stormy beauty of Kay and the fine and sensi-

tive romanticism of Mr: Howard are well matched, and

their vehicle offers opportunity for full expression of their so-dif-

ferent talents. Bruce Lockhart's best-selling autobiography pro-

vides the background for the screen story, but don't expect all

the realistic episodes of the book in the cinema translation, for

you won't find them. Sorry! The adventures of a British agent

in Russia during the war are colorfully recounted, but lack the

authentic flavor of the original. Hollywood's cardinal sin is com-

mitted once more, i.e. thrusting the love affair of two persons

ahead of world cataclysms in importance. Of course we all want

to see our movie lovers live happily ever after, but there are a few

little matters such as the Russian revolution that need faithful

attention, too. However, the love scenes of the co-stars are admir-

ably enacted, with sincerity and conviction, against the bewildering

background; the glimpses of life in diplomatic circles interesting;

and the cast, notably William Gargan and Ivan Simpson, efficient.

Let Them Guide You to the Good Films
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Tomorrow's
Meet more young hopefuls in

this concluding article in

the series introducing today's

candidates for screen stardom

Binnie Barnes, above, whom you
saw in "The Private Life of
Henry VIII," is now in Holly-

wood, where great things are

predicted for Binnie.

Frances Drake, and Helen Mack, who were recently

boosted to featured roles by Paramount— (feature bill-

ing is just below stardom) ; Pat Paterson and .Mice

Faye, both of whom have been promoted to stardom by

Fox ; and others.

On this, our final tour, we will travel to Universal

City, five miles outside of Hollywood, then back to the

Columbia Studio, near the heart of Hollywood, and

thence to the Radio Pictures Studio. Lots of traveling,

so let's get going. We're ofT ! Out Hollywood Boule-

vard past Sardi's, Warners' Theatre, the Roosevelt

Hotel, Grauman's Chinese Theatre. Past Hollywood

Bowl, the home of those celebrated symphony concerts

under the stars. Over historic Cahuenga, and there,

G. P. Huntley,
Jr., right. Look
for him in "Ser-
v a n t s ' E n -

trance," and
judge if you
think he will be-

come a star of

You need no intro-
duction to Ann
Sothern, below,
one of the most
brilliant of the
newcomers seeking
highest honors.

Sheila Manners in-

herits her taste and
talent for acting—
her mother was Co-
rinne Grant, once
well known in films.

Sheila's a red-head
with blue eyes.

Florence Rice, above,
began her acting ca-
reer on the Broad-
way stage. Now her
ambition is to be a

screen star.

CLIMB on the wagon, folks, and

we're off for a visit to the Colum-
bia, Radio, and Universal Studios,

where we will meet the young hope-

fuls of those various picture companies. By
"young hopefuls" I mean the several new-

comers we will find under contract, all being

given their opportunities to develop into

screen importance.

Screenland's tour of the studios began several months ago.

when this magazine undertook to escort you personally around

Hollywood, there to introduce you to scores of promising young

players from whose ranks will be chosen many of tomorrow's

stars. /*
Earlier in this tour, you met such shining lights as Jean Parker,

who has borne out our prediction and has already been elevated

to stardom by Metro-Goldwyn-M aver Studios; Evelyn Yenable,

Baby Jane, above,
is three years old
and recently signed
a contract. Will
she prove another
Shirley Temple? Billie Seward, above,

quit musical comedy
for the screen. After
several small parts
Billie is scheduled for

more ample roles.

Right, John Beal. Two
years ago he refused
film offers, wanted
more stage experience.
Now John is ready.
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STARS?
By

James M. Fidler

nestling at the foot of the Santa Monica mountains,

stretches Universal City, principally comprised of the

Universal Studios.

June Knight meets us at the portals. June really needs

no introduction. She is the California girl who went

East to win a reputation. Before her trip to New York,

she doubled for Greta Garbo in "Mata Hari." She

earned fame as a dancer, was reported engaged to Max
Baer, and made a success on the Broadway stage. June

is five feet, five inches tall, has deep blue eyes, and taffy-

colored hair. She weighs 119 pounds. You'll be seeing

her soon in her latest picture, "Wake Up and Dream."

All Hollywood is talking "Binnie Barnes" at the mo-

ment. Binnie is Universal's newest contractee, brought

over from London. She has been on the English stage

for several years, and more recently she has appeared in

British-made motion pictures, among them "Down Our

Hazel Forbes, be-
low, former Follies

girl, immensely
wealthy, but wants
a career in pictures
and is w or k i g
hard for stardom.

Roger Pryor,
left. His studio
chiefs think
Roger is des-
tined to become
the most popu-
lar male star
since Valentino!
Are they right?

Ofcourseyou knowJune Knigh t,

above. June doubled for Garbo
in "Mata Hari," before making
the stage reputation which led

to a film contract.

Jane Wyatt, above,
was summoned to

Hollywood from the
New York stage and
won a long term
contract right off.

Julie Haydon re-
sembled Ann Hard-
ing so much she was
cast as Ann's daugh-
ter in "The Con-
queror'' and has
been under contract

ever since.

Above, James
Blakely, socialite
who aspires to
screen honors, al-

so, makes his bow
in films soon.

Steffi Duna, above,
whose work in "Man
of Two Worlds" won
her a contract, and
who scored again in
"La Cucaracha."

Fred Keating, left,

makes his debut in

"The Captain Hates
the Sea." Fred was

a stage actor.

Street," "The Private Life of Henry VIII,"

and Gregory RatofFs "Forbidden Terri-

tory." You may see her opposite Douglas

Fairbanks in "The Return of Don Juan,"

when that London-produced film comes to

our country.

Miss Barnes is five feet, six inches tall

;

she weighs 122 pounds, and she has dark

brown eyes and reddish hair, which is

bobbed. Universal is counting heavily on her future.

G. P. Huntley, Jr., and Roger Pryor loom as this studio's most

promising newcomers, and, since the tragic and untimely death of

Russ Columbo, the mainstays of Universal's young male talent

now being groomed for stardom. That Universal chiefs are cast-

ing these actors with great care for their future development as

popular personalities is a distinct advantage to them.

Returning to G. P. Huntley, Jr., we (Continued on page 92)
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Radio
Parade
Getting the intimate

slant on stars of the

ether by personal con-

tact in and about the

broadcasting studios

!

By

[ Tom

Kennedy

Radio fans told Jack
Benny he ought to be in
pictures, and Hollywood
producers agreed, so at
the left you see Jack in a
scene with Nancy Carroll

for the new production!

ACK BENNY slumped into a deep-seated wing "Well, I don't feel any different," Jack says as he

chair, pulled around him his dressing gown—of

J_ l~~
—

"— — — — - <j <j

navy blue silk spangled with red clots about the

size of a nickel—and yawned three times.

"Excuse me,'' he said.

I nodded. Why shouldn't I excuse him? This was

the morning after, wasn't it? A chap certainly has a

right to be yawney on a morning after, hasn't he?

With another yawn, Jack Benny acknowledged my
generosity. Perhaps I'd better explain that this wasn't

one of those "mornings after" that the impromptu

medicos behind the soda fountains minister to with

draughts that fizz and foam as though ill-content them-

selves with their lot in life. No ! This was a morning

after a Jack Benny broadcast. And if you don't think

there is a "let-down" after the tension of preparing a

show and sending it over the air, just try writing a

script, rehearsing yourself and half a dozen others to

perfect timing, gags, music and the other details of a

radio show, and then putting it on

!

But we Screenlanders didn't come up here to the

Benny apartment to look at Jack yawning as he sat in

a chair framed against the window which overlooked

Central Park from twenty-one stories above street level,

did we?
What we want to know is how does it feel to be on

top in the new air industry, also star of a picture,

"Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round," and preparing to star

in a Broadwav stage show.

straightens up and looks at us intently. "No different

than I did when I was struggling along in my early

vaudeville days. The only difference is, you worry

more !"

And there you have it ! I say. and you say, that Jack

Benny and his wife Mary Livingstone, signed to radio

contracts which place them among the highest paid per-

formers on the air, when the picture and stage salaries

are added, are "sitting pretty." Jack says he is more

worried than ever. And maybe he's right about having

plenty to worry over.

Consider for a moment what it means.

"I start the show about the time that my new radio

series commences. Sunday, the one day of rest an

actor can count on, I must do a broadcast—two broad-

casts, for we are to repeat the program at a later hour

for rebroadcasting from the coast stations."

"Well, how did you make out in Hollywood during

the nine weeks there of making a picture?" we ask.

"It was all right," came the answer. "Something like

a vacation, though I consider acting in pictures more

difficult than either the stage or radio. You have so

many mechanical or technical factors to consider—the

camera, the microphone, camera lines marked out in

chalk to watch out for without" giving away the fact that

you are watching out for them. There's lots to working

in pictures, but I like it.

"I hope," he went on, "the {Continued on page 91)
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New
Fashions

in

Faces

!

Dolores Del Rio believes a com-

plexion should be smooth as silk

when worn with velvet!

By

Josephine

Felts
There are several good reasons for the new elegance in
fashion. One of the best of them is the lady above.'

T"^HERE are new and exciting fashions in faces

!

The trend is all tow ard elegance ; tow ard make-
up colors that are clearer, brighter ; toward
provocative eyes that have fascinating things to

say for themselves ; toward velvety, satin-soft skins.

For elegance has come upon us in fashions in clothes,

and faces must keep in step. The new fabrics glimmer
and glow. There is the ripple of silks, the soft silence

of velvet, the shine of satin, the sparkle of jewels and
all things bright and glittering. Glamor is once more
written in capital letters, both indoors and out.

It will pay you now to keep your eye on Dolores Del
Rio, because she expresses this new passion for elegance
to perfection. Her smoldering dark eyes, clear-cut face,

full curved lips, soft black hair and flair for clothes
have made her a glamorous ideal the world over. A
perfect brunette, vivid, modern, she is a fashion in her-
self. She is color, warmth, verve, tenderness, all in

one. And in an era of contrast, sophistication, and
elegance, she is High. Fashion and well worth study.

But what does this mean to you and to me, I hear you
ask. Elegance is all right. Glamor is all right. And
Dolores Del Rio is very beautiful. But my nose turns
up, your chin is too round, and Sue's skin is anything
but perfect. How about it?

It is true that being-made-beautiful is an individual

matter. There are no rules that fit all faces. You must
discover your own rules for yourself.

"Try to imagine me with baby blue eyes, and fluffy

hair!" Dolores once said.

You are right, Lady. We can't ! What is more, we
wouldn't want to. And no more would we want to
imagine you and you and you as something you are
not. But discover the rules for your own best self. Ap-
ply them with care and you will be surprised how much"
better you look, how much happier you feel.

This season, if we would be in style and in tune with
the world in which we live, our faces must keep pace
with the new elegance in clothes. The skin must be
clear, fine, and smooth

; eyes made up with restraint but
definitely glamorous, even in daytime

;
lips carefully

outlined in full rich color. And perfume has a most im-
portant role to play.

Remember that the girl who is well groomed thinks
of herself as a complete whole. She realizes that her
appearance is only as lovely as the most unlovely thing
about her. This is a hard lesson to learn. It is harder
still to live up to. But it is the beginning of beauty wis-
dom.
Never make up so that your powder, rouge, or mas-

cara are admired for themselves, That is to fail in the
gentle art of beauty. The (Continued on page 84)
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ACQUIRE that HOLLYWOOL}
FIGURE!

Follow the guidance given the screen

stars! Our series, with complete and au-

thentic exercises and advice by James

Davies, Hollywood physical culturist,

will help you if you'll help yourself!

THIS time we're going to talk about legs!

Just because hem lines no longer hover around

the knees is no reason that you can afford to

have a fourteen or fifteen inch knee measure-

ment. Thick ankles can't be hidden under 'long skirts.

I'm told that fashions for 1935 include skirts slit to

the knee—front, back, or sides—and only the girl with

the slender leg is going to feel comfortable in them. If

you've been wearing shorts, in spite of bulges or angles,

you know what I mean; and if you want to compare

favorably with Miriam Hopkins and Claudette Colbert,

you'd better see what can be done to trim down or

build up.

Screen stars pay particular attention to shapely legs,

whether or not they happen to play roles that call for

a display of them. Strange as it may seem, though, calls

for help to me are usually concerned with building up

too slender underpinnings. At present, Carole Lombard

is coming to me because she thinks she needs a little

more flesh on her too-slim legs.

For Carole, of course, I use massage, as well as

exercise, but for those of you who cannot avail your-

selves of the services of a masseur, I'd like to recom-

mend the bicycle. It's one of the finest things in the

world both for reducing and for building up, like swim-

Gertrude Michael's
curves are danger-
ous—but only in an
alluring way! Miss
Michael keeps fit and
beautiful, and her
reward is a featured
contract. Well, you
can listen to Mr.
Davies, too, and fol-

low his instructions,
if you're serious
about v/ i n n i n g
health and beauty.

raing

When you wish to build up the calf of your leg, take

your bicycle riding easy and ride slowly, always remem-

bering to breathe deeplv. Start in and ride a little at

a time, say, half a mile the first day ; farther the second

day and so on. But try to be regular about it. That

goes for all exercise. If you bicycle for a week and

then forget it for ten days and go to it again, you'll lose

the benefit of the exercise.

As I said before, the bicycle is also an excellent ve-

hicle for reducing. If your legs are too large, mount

your bicycle and go in for the sport strenuously. This

will tear down the fat quicker than anything else. For

quick reducing, wear a pair of rubber bathing trunks

under flannel shorts—this is a splendid reducer for hips

and thighs, but you must go in for riding with all your

might and main, if you are looking for swift results.

Bicycle riding is the finest thing in the world for

weak or stiff ankles or fallen arches. Press the pedal

into the ball of the foot, firmly, to get the best results.

If you can't get a bicycle, fall back on the bicycle

exercise, which is done like this:

Lie flat on your back on the floor; raise both legs

straight up until you are practically lying on your neck;

support your waist with your two hands and bicycle

your legs madly in the air.

Here are a few exercises for building up the legs that

I always recommend to my clients. Place hands on

hips, feet together. Rise on toes, then bend the knees,

holding your body erect; then upward stretch again

and lower the heels to the floor. If you do this rhyth-

micallv a dozen times morning and evening, you will

surely develop your leg.

This is especially for the calves : Put a book on the
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Defeat Those Dangerous Curves or Angles!

Let James Davies Advise You!

Gertrude Michael, above and
right, obligingly demon-
strates for us the "towel
routine," which is described
in detail by James Davies in

this article of our series.

James Davies shows Gertrude Michael how to cross one
leg stiffly over the other, for one of Mr. Davies' new exer-

cises for helping to make the limbs lovelier.

~p\ON'T forget that Mr. Davies

is here to aid you! Write to

him about your own weight and
diet problems. He'll be too busy

to answer you by mail, but he
will select the most interesting of
your letters and answer as many
as possible in this magazine. Ad-
dressJames Davies,SCREENLAND,
45 West 45th St., New York
City. Answers to letters begin in

this issue—see Page 70.

floor. Hands on hips. Place your toes on the book,

your heels on the floor. Balance up on the toes, down
on the heels. Up and down, up and down, a dozen
times. This is best done to music.
Every day girls come to me, discouraged over their

figures but excusing themselves for not doing anything
about excess or under weight because "I'm so busy, I

haven't time to exercise" or "I can't remember to do
them" or "I do them when I happen to think of them,
but I have to get up so early, or I go to bed so late,

or it's never convenient to go through a routine, or I'm
not situated so I can have a place to do them."

Now that's applesauce

!

Here are several perfectly painless ways of exercis-

ing, even in company. You often see girls sitting on
tables, swinging their legs, don't you? Well, those girls

are exercising, even if they don't know it

!

Sit on a table—or if you can't use a table a chair

will do. Put your legs out straight in front of you.

Holding them stiff,
.
swing them up and down. Now

then, both legs straight out as before, hold the right leg

stiff, and cross the left one over it, stiffly ; then swing
them in that position. Next, try the left leg" under-

neath. (Continued on page 69)
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Clothes that are "Cleopatra"-

conscious! Claudette Colbert

shows you the modern ver-

sion of the creations worn by
the Queen of the Nile

Left, Claudette wearing a "Cleo-
patra" adaptation which she

has included in her own personal
wardrobe for Fall. It is a

hostess gown of raspberry crepe,

with a tunic silhouette and a

scarab motif at the throat and
wrists. Designed by Banton.

Right, a Banton modernization of a "Cleopatra"
costume in shimmering, deep blue satin, molded
to the figure to the knees. The jeweled collar,

in a lotus flower pattern, is an Egyptian note.

Below, Frances' Drake shows you the

"Cleopatra" trend in shoes. Jeweled
sandals provide the smart way for a girl

to keep both pretty feet on the ground!

Frances Drake echoes the

"Cleopatra" influence with
the rhinestone-studded dia-

dem she is wearing, below.

And here in this close-up, be-

low, Miss Drake models for

us another glittering orna-

ment for the evening coiffure.
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Everything new! The suit, the hat,
the girl! She is Margo, the latest

screen sensation, discovered as a dancer
in New York by Ben Hecht and now
the possessor of an important film con-
tract. Her suit of clever checked
tweed boasts slim lines and square but-

tons; her hat a jaunty feather.

Dolores Del Rio has won in-

ternational attention for her
invariable chic and charm.
Not only Hollywood, but all

points East and West, North
and South sit up and take
notice when Dolores sponsors
a muff for evening—see,

above, the silver fox creation,

carried with the brief eve-
ning cape of silver fox and

velvet.

5?

If it's new and if it's

smart, one of the screen

actresses will be wearing
it! Here are some ad-

vance notes of interest

to every girl who would
be fashion-wise

Del Rio, at the right, wears a

Fall fur ensemble: fitted elbow-
length cape with ascot scarf, and
one of the new huge flat muffs
which replace the round little

muffs of last season. The hat
that Dolores is wearing, by the
way, is very new and very
smart—a fedora, carried out in

brown velvet. Helen Hayes
wears a similar model in her
portrait in this month's roto-

gravure gallery.

S

I i
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Good news! Paul Muni poses m his

make-ap for his new role—and a new

Muni picture is always good news'.

^ere'

4

It's mutiny! Gloria Stuart beats

Hoot Gibson to the draw—and that's

a feat. Is Hoot surprised or charmed.''

S

FOR the first time in more than ten

years, there is a threatened war be-

tween Bing Crosby and Richard Arlen, and

you just know that their babies would be

the cause of it all. .

The truth is, although the Arlen baby is

some two weeks older than the Crooners

first-born, Bing's baby can walk—and

Dick's cannot. So Crosby sits and beams

while his youngster trots about ;
and Arlen

only clamps his jaws shut and frowns

But just wait, says Arlen His baby

is huskier, (which is a fact) and when

he is able to walk, says Dick he 11 be

chasing that Crosby youngster all over the

neighborhood

!

APPARENTLY Douglas Fairbanks Jr.,

.is "off Hollywood for life. A 1
of

his California real estate and personal be-

longings have been put up for sale by a

Hollywood agent.
tr;m r\*

Meanwhile, Fairbanks has told friends

he will make his home in England.

The talk and the news

of the picture people!

T S Jean Harlow having fun at the expense

1 of the newspaper reporters and column-

ists? You couldn't exactly blame her if

she is, because they've certainly had their

fun at Jean's expense during the past.

At any rate, Miss Harlow and William

Powell have the newspaper boys in a

state of puzzled uproar. They don t know

whether Jean and Bill are in love, or

whether the two are just playing around

together because they cant find anybody

else quite as sociable.

Jean says to close friends, however that

she is not in love with Powell, and that

Bill is not in love with her. Therefore,

you may take with your tongue-m-your-

cheek all reports of matrimonial inclina-

tions. Besides, Jean is still Mrs. Hal Ros-

son, and at this writing she evidences no

immediate intention of seeking a divorce.

THEY'RE telling it that when Harold

Lloyd was in New York, he was in-

vited to the opening of the picture, Ueo-

Pa
"i

a
'saw 'Cleopatra' in Hollywood," Lloyd

answered the invitation.

"What! Cleopatra m Hollywood!

roared the New Yorker. "She wouldn t

have a chance-with Mae West there

!

PREPARATIONS are being

made in the household of Clara

Bow and Rex Bell for the arrival

of a boy-baby, in November. If

it isn't a boy, Clara and Rex will

be sorely disappointed. Clara says

she wants two babies—a boy and

a girl She wants the boy first.

If her wish is granted, the new-

comer will be named for his

father.

Ouaintlv confidential! Marian Marsh and Betty Blythe,

a
Q
bovt n a scene fr0m "A Girl of the Limberlost » the screen

version of Gene Stratton Porter's novel. picture together, in which one tried to out-troupe the other.
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Weston East

A BIG movie close-up with fine lighting
to Ann Harding. When one of the

boys of the R-K-0 publicity department
wrote a book and had it published, Ann
volunteered to appear on a radio program,
free of charge, to help the new author
exploit his brain-child. Inasmuch as Miss
Harding has refused large sums of money
to make radio appearances, her act was the
more noteworthy.
Not to be outdone in goodness by Miss

Harding, Screenland also congratulates
Tom Lennon, author of "The Laughing
Journey"— (the publicity writer and his
book). Double congratulations, because
the book isn't about Hollywood.

THERE are certain slight disadvantages
to having tiny, (in stature), stars in

pictures, one director learned.
Out at Fox, a director returned from

luncheon, and he began a search, which
eventually became a frantic chase, for his
script. It couldn't be found anywhere,
though assistants and property men looked
high and low.

After half an hour, the script was dis-

covered. Little Shirley Temple had
luncheon on the set, and because she
couldn't reach the table from an ordinary
chair, her private tutor used books and
things to lift her higher. The script was
one of the elevating devices.

DERHAPS this'll make you
-^chuckle: A face-lifting doctor,
to whom several veteran actors
and actresses have gone for that
purpose, is named Dr. Updegraph.
Translated, the name means "Up
the face"—and it's his real name,
too!

Paid to eavesdrop! The sound en-
gineer listens as Dick Powell tells

Josephine Hutchinson she's lovely.

AS THIS is written, there is a move-
.ment afoot in Hollywood to establish

a memorial to Marie Dressier, who was
Hollywood's most beloved woman.
The most logical answer to the ques-

tion, "What shall that memorial be?" is:

A home or clinic for aged or broken-down
actors and actresses.

During the final years of her life, Miss
Dressier gave huge amounts of money for

the care of destitute actors. She main-
tained quarters for them, both in New
York and in the West.
The money for the erection of such a

home, it has been pointed out, could easily

be raised by the production and release of

a single motion picture. There probably
is not a star in all Hollywood who would
not volunteer to work in such a picture.

At least a million dollars would be the
net profit from such an undertaking. That
sum would be sufficient to establish not
only a pernetual. but a beneficial, memorial
to Marie Dressier.

Will and Shirley! Two great screen
"names," fellow wcrkers at the same
studio and good friends, as you see.

He's ticklish! Eddie Cantor can't help laughing though
Ethel Merman is picking his pocket—but it's all in fun

anyway, because it's for a scene in "Kid Millions."

Glorious rebellion! La Swanson turns her back on John
Boles and Reginald Owen—but that's what the script calls

for in her return vehicle, "Music in the Air."
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Janet comes home! The Gaynor girl

has had a vacation abroad, and above,

waves "hello" to us on her return.

ONCE upon a time Jack Oakie boasted

that if all his relatives in his old

home state attended pictures in which he

appeared, he'd be a success. Oakie hint-

ed that he must have a thousand or more

relatives.

Well, Jack can take a back seat—far

back. Anna May Wong is the world cham-

pion relative-haver, as far as the movies

are concerned. In the United States alone,

Anna May estimates that she has ten thou-

sand uncles, aunts, cousins and general

kin. She is a member of the Wong tong,

and the Wongs are more plentiful than

beans at a Boston picnic.

A grin from Garbo! An unusual and

unusually winning mood is revealed

by the star in the pose above.

Novarro is back from his Souih

American concert tour. Above,
Ramon and his sister, Carmen.

MONTHS ago, this department of

Screenland termed the separation of

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks,

"the most tragically important marital rift

in Hollywood." The parting of Mary and

Doug was by way of being a world calami-

ty-
'

1 j
" We also clung tenaciously to our dec-

laration that this quarrel would eventually

be patched, and that Mary and Doug

would reconcile. Our statements to this

effect were most generally hooted down.

We still cling to the thought. tor

months, the Fairbankses have been carry-

in" on secret trans-Atlantic telephone con-

versations. As this is written Doug and

Mary have met and talked in Hollywood

Though up to this writing neither would

speak for publication, a statement was ex-

pected momentarily. .

*

Most of Hollywood is hoping the King

and Queen" of the movies will return to-

oether- in fact, some of the biggest stars

and most important producers are striving

to bring it about. And remember if they

do re-unite. Screenland will feel privi-

leged to join the "I told you so boasters.

Old New England custom! Director

Alexander Hall instructs Francis

Lederer and Joan Bennett in a

scene for "The Pursuit of Happiness"

a play about early American courtship.

ROMANCE AND RUE-MANCE
DEPT

:

THE wedding of Marian Nixon and

William Seiter was first predicted in

this department several months ago. If

you read the item, you'll remember that

Dan Cupid first arrowed the hearts of

Marian and Bill ten years ago, when they

were in love at Universal, where both

were under contract. But Bill wed Laura

La Plante, and Miss Nixon took unto her-

self another. .

Eventually, both were divorced. Marian,

in fact, was married and divorced a second

time. A few months ago, when they again

met at R-K-0 studio, where Seiter di-

rected Miss Nixon in a picture, the old

flame flared anew—and now they are Mr.

and Mrs. William Seiter.
_ ,

And they do be saying that \ lrgima

Pine and George Raft may one day face

the altar together, after all. Reports pro

and con have sounded and resounded for

the past several months, with more guess-

es against marriage than for it. At last

reports, Virginia has admitted that she

may wed Raft—and he hasn't denied.

After a slight slowdown, due to per-

sonal, momentary coolness, the Joan Craw-

ford-Franchot tone romance is aflame

once more—so much so, in fact, that the

gossips have quit saying that Jean Har-

low will steal Franchot from Joan.

Could it be possible that the Jean

Parker-Frank Lucas childhood romance is

in danger of fading? For years, Jean

would look at no other. When gossips

tried to make something of her friendship

with Tom Brown, Jean stopped seeing

Brown, although they were good friends

in order to silence the rumors. But of

late little Miss Parker has been seeing a

member of her studio publicity department

as often in the evening as during business

hours—and she's not quitting that to silence

the gossips. So what?

JOSEPH SCHENCK, one of the most

J important of the motion picture pro-

ducers, admitted from Europe that he is

engaged to marry Merle Oberon whom

you'll remember in "The Private Life of

Henry the Eighth." But despite Schenck s

admission of an engagement, (he calls it a

"trial engagement"), there are those un-

believers who declare it is all a publicity

stunt, and they point out that Miss Oberon
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Anna Sten, Actress and Woman!

allowed to see Miss Sten, I was warned
that I might be disappointed.

"She is so gorgeous on the screen," Mr.
Goldwyn's right-hand man said to me,
"that no human being could possibly be as

beautiful in reality. I don't mean to say,"

the executive hastened to add, "that Miss
Sten is not lovely, because she is. Oh,
very lovely ! But I don't want you to visit

her in anticipation of the physically per-

fect creature you saw in 'Nana' and 'We
Live Again.'

"

He need not have warned me. Anna
Sten, in person, is dazzlingly beautiful.

More important, she is femininely beauti-

ful. None of the padded-shoulders of Mar-
lene Dietrich. None of the gaunt, tragic

aloofness of Greta Garbo. Instead, Miss
Sten possesses a warm, charming feminin-
ity that makes her—well, adorable. Per-
haps that word is bromidic, but it is surely

fitting.

She belongs in the category of "simple
livers." Perhaps that is due to her Swed-
ish blood. Although she was born in

Kiev, Russia, and her father was a Russian
dancer and traveling troubadour, her
mother was Swedish. Anna inherits her
mother's natural liking for simplicity. She
dresses plainly, (but fashionably), she lives

an ordinary sort of daily life, she chooses
for amusement the most wholesome enter-

tainment, such as picture shows, early

morning walks through her gardens, play-
time hours with her step-child and the
family dogs, and puttering around among
the flower-beds at her home.

Like others in Hollywood who belong
in this same "category of simple livers"

—

(and how few they are in numbers—Irene
Dunne, Norma Shearer, Margaret Sulla-

van, Barbara Stanwyck, and perhaps
enough more to make a dozen)—Miss Sten
is rarely seen at night clubs, first nights
and premieres, gay Mayfair parties, or
other such festive events.

Her principal interests in life are
#
her

career and her marriage. I name the

career before the marriage, not because she
subjects her home life utterly to her work,
but because Miss Sten said to me:
"My career is my life. When I was

born, it was born. When it dies, / want
to die! I will never retire; I will always
find something to do, on the screen or
stage. I will work until—death !

"I give everything that's in me to my
work. For that reason, perhaps, I am
fortunate in that I must make only two
pictures a year. If I made more, I would
soon wreck my health.

"For days after completion of my pic-

tures, I am in a state of nervous agitation.

I cannot sleep ; I cannot eat. I walk and
walk and walk, for hours. I go to the
studio and pace up and down in my dress-
ing-room. Have you ever visited a zoo and
watched a restless tiger move to and fro
in his cage? That's the way I am for
days after I finish a picture.

"For this reason, I dread the completion
of a picture. Just as I am elated when
I am about to start a new production, so
am I saddened by the cameraman's cry,
'It's in the bag.' " (Author's note : "It's
in the bag" is studio slang, indicating that
the final scene of a picture has been taken
and is, from a technical point of view, all

right). "I give myself so devotedly to
work, and I love my career so much, that
when I complete the final scene and walk
away, it is like bidding goodbye to someone
I love dearly.

"Because I do give my whole heart to
my work, it would kill me to be forced
into a picture that I disliked. I get so

Continued from page 51

close to a story, it becomes a part of me.
I couldnt force myself to act if I hated
the story. It would be like having to eat
a distasteful food every day for weeks and
months. My stomach would revolt against
the food; my nerves would revolt against a
poor story."

As her words must indicate, Miss Sten
is a seriously-inclined woman. Yet she
likes to laugh, and she does laugh attrac-

tively. It is a full, wholesome laugh ; it

lights up her entire face. Unlike so many
laughs, it lingers on her lips. Perhaps
it is the more wholesome because Miss
Sten has full, lovely lips, and strong,
beautiful teeth. Her teeth and lips look
healthy, just as Anna herself looks healthy.
This appearance of good health is en-
hanced by a lack of make-up. She never
uses cosmetics to beautify herself; not even
lip rouge. She doesn't need them.
Even when she is before the camera,

Miss Sten's only make-up is a light pow-
der, to eliminate "perspiration shine" that
is so fatal to good photography. She also
uses a very slight tint of lipstick. She
does not use grease-paint, eye-shadow and
other make-up common to other actresses.
Her skin is of such fine texture that make-
up is unnecessary.

I talked with Miss Sten twice before I

wrote this story. Once in her studio
dressing-room, and again at her home.
Each time she was dressed in the most
simple comfortable attire. At the studio
she wore a pair of loose-fitting trousers
and a soft, clinging blouse. On some
women, such garb might cause its wearer
to lose her femininity ; on Anna, the very
clothes themselves assume her gender.
Perhaps it is because her figure is so de-
cidedly feminine. Or perhaps because the
blouse had no sleeves, and Miss Sten's
arms are round and soft ; no women with
such arms could be anything but entirely
feminine.

On the occasion of our second meeting
at her home, she was clad in brightly col-
ored lounging-pajamas—tlje kind that social

etiquette now decrees quite proper for in-

formal wear when a lady entertains at
home.

Miss Sten seems to be just a little bit

out of place in the new home she has
built at Santa Monica beach, near Holly-
wood (if it is possible for so charming
a person to seem out of place anywhere).
The house is extremely modern—and some-
how, she is old-fashioned. But let me
tell you about her beach home.

Situated on the face of a sloping ' hill

that runs into the sea, this house-that-
Sten-built is constructed in the most mod-
ern manner, of steel, stucco and glass.
Indeed, it might be said that Anna lives
in a "glass house," because the entire
front, upstairs and down, is made up of
window after window, with narrow sepa-
rating panels of steel to hold the large,
glass panes in place.

Inside, the architect has incorporated
many unusual features. All doors slide

open and shut, for instance. The living-
room and dining-room may be made into
one great hall by the complete opening of
such sliding doors, and two other lower
floor rooms_ may also become a part of this
hall by a similar process.
The bedrooms are on the second floor,

and each bedroom is a suite to itself, with
a private bath and a spacious dressing-
room. There are three such luxurious lay-
outs in the house.
Although the house is only a few yards

from the sea, there is a swimming pool.
Of course, this is not an unusual feature,
because other stars with beach homes also
have swimming pools. Norma Shearer
can stand on her veranda, for example,
and toss rocks into the ocean—but in toss-
ing, she must throw the stones over her
own swimming pool. Marion Davies' vast
beach estate has a private pool that is

only slightly less expansive than the ocean.
Miss Sten's landscaping, done after the

terrace style so popular in Russia, is being
done entirely by herself. More than
that, she may be found, on those days
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when she is not called to the studio, clad

in denim overalls or hcach pajamas, down

on her hands and knees beside this or

that llower bed, coaxing tiny green shoots

into large, flower-bearing bushes.

After a pleasant tour of the house, Miss

Sten told me something of her childhood.

Her early life was inade miserable by the

great war and the suffering that belell

Russian people of the lower classes, She

was a peasant girl, and often during her

childhood there was far from enough food

and not nearly enough clothes to shield

her young body from Russia's icy wmter-

C
°After the end of the war, her father

returned, and he was able to provide more

food and clothes. He was even able to

send his daughter, now grown into a lanky

girl with yellow, thick hair, to dancing

school. She showed great promise, too,

but suddenly her whole life seemed doomed

when she fell from a tree hmb and in-

jured her body. For nine months she was

unable to leave her bed, due to paralysis

that set in after the fall. Only her own

faith that she would get well,
_
and her

own never-ending efforts to regain control

of the paralyzed nerves and muscles, cured

the girl.

After her recovery, she managed to se-

cure work in minor parts with a stock

company in Kiev. She loved her work,

but she was forced to give it up when

her father died and she had to get a

steady job. This job was as art editor

of "The Truth In Kiev," a local news-

paper She used her few spare hours,

before and after the daily office routine, to

continue her study of the stage. There

was one period when she did little study-

ing, however ; that was when she held two

jobs simultaneously. Her mother had be-

come very ill, and needed special foods

and medicines. To get the money for

these, Miss Sten took a second job at a

restaurant. 6a
All of these hardships befell Miss Sten

before she was fifteen years of age. She

was just fifteen when, through a friend

who had seen her work and believed m
her talent, Anna won a job with Inkijinott,

one of Russia's most famous actor-direc-

tors A.fter three years under his guidance

slip ,^-«- J

pictures in Hollywood. She was happier

because she knew that in Hollywood she

could make finer pictures. The mere name

of Hollywood, she says, held no real thrill

for her.

Anna Sten, the woman, has some glori-

ous plans. They include children—at

least two They include constant marriage

to the same man—Dr. Eugene Frenke.

They include a continuance of the same

simple style of living that her little fam-

ily now enjoys. Laughingly, Anna told

Greenland

on its way to the beach for an outing."

Miss Sten also mentioned her first trip

to New York after the production of

"Nana." She slipped into the metropolis,

and registered at a prominent hotel under

her married name. Meanwhile, her pic-

ture opened with a noisy bang. Anna Men

was hailed as a great, new star, and of

course the reporters and writers of both

Hollywood and New York searched for

her frantically. All this while, Miss Sten

remained hidden in the hotel, so fright-

ened by all the hullaballoo that she dared

not come out into the open. She eventu-

ally returned to Hollywood without the

Sobols, Sullivans, Winchells and other

Broadway columnists ever learning her

whereabouts. L Mi-
Anna Sten, the actress, also has brilliant

plans. She wants to star in pictures that

will be remembered. She cares little for

the financial remuneration that her career

brings—the business details she leaves to

her 'husband. She reveres Bernhardt and

Duse because their work will live through

the years. She believes that some day

there will be a Bernhardt and Duse of the

screen and they will he much greater,

because while the careers of those two

great stage actresses can only be remem-

bered the work of a screen actress is

recorded on film and can be kept always.

Miss Sten would like to become that

great screen Bernhardt or Duse.

To look at Miss Sten is to feel certain

that she will do all that she has set forth

to accomplish. Her large, blue-grey eyes

that are so beautiful are also able to grow

intense and determined. The full, red hps

that look so softlv crushable can tighten

into a straight, grim line. The soft,

lusciously-curved body that is so distinctly

feminine appears to harbor considerable re-

serve strength.

There are men in life who look as it

they are bound to succeed, and who gen-

erally do. That same promise of success

hovers about Miss Sten. She has already

accomplished much, but she will accomplish

very much more. She will go on and on

because she will conquer obstacles. Con-

quer them, just as she overcame a lite-

long fear before she could ^accomplish a

scene for "We Live Again."
_

There was a sequence in this picture

which demanded that Miss Sten be perched

on a tree-limb, high in the air. Now ever

since her childhood fall that caused paraly-

sis and nine months in bed, Miss Sten

has held a horror for high places, bo

when an early glance at the script revealed

to her that she had to perch on that tree-

limb, she went to the director to have

the sequence eliminated.

This the director agreed to do, but be-

forehand, he pointed out to her that the

scene would lose much of its dramatic

flavor if taken elsewhere than in the tree.

"Then leave it in," Miss Sten said.

Whereupon she went home and prac-

ticed sitting on tree-limbs!

She tried limbs close to the ground at

first. Graduallv, she climbed to higher

limbs Two weeks passed before she con-

quered her fear of high places, but at the

end of that time, she was not afraid to

perch on a tree-limb, far above the

ground, for the important scene in We
Live Again."
That fear of high places was just as

crreat a mania to Miss Sten as is plunging

into deep, underground caves for some

people or being in close, stifled rooms for

others. Conquering this fear within a

period of two weeks, simply because
_

it

meant that one small scene of a motion

picture would be slightly better than if

she refused to seat herself on the high

tree-limb, indicates the determination that

is destined to carry Anna Sten, actress and

woman, on to greater ultimate success—

as the actress, and as the woman.
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A New Katherine "The Great"?

Continued from page 32

In addition to looking dramatic, Kathe-
rine DeMille has a distinctly tragic back-
ground. When she was only seven she lost

both her mother and her father, the latter

a casualty of the World War. Circum-
stances forced her into the Los Angeles
Orphanage, where Cecil DeMille adopted
her when she was eight years old.

As DeMille's daughter one might sup-
pose that her entry into pictures would be
nothing short of a triumphal march. On
the contrary her father's prominence as

one of the biggest directors in the industry
made her all the more determined to win
her spurs sheerly on her own merit. So
sincere was she about this that she adopted
the name of Kay Marsh for professional
purposes. No one knew that she was
Cecil DeMille's daughter. And as Kay
A-farsh she obtained extra jobs at almost
all of the major studios.

"Ever since I played charades and silly

things like that as a child, I adored act-

ing," she said enthusiastically, as we head-
ed toward Beverly Hills. "When I went
to school in Santa Barbara I worked on
all the amateur plays, Milne, Barrie, the

usual Little Theatre stuff. I always had
in mind acting as a profession."

"When you went into pictures didn't the
DeMille influence help you at all?" I

asked.

"He didn't even know I was doing pic-

ture work," she replied. "The extra jobs
were all under the name of Kay Marsh, on
the qt. Later on I did some work with
him as script girl on 'Four Frightened
People.' That was wonderful experience.

And of course he allowed me to watch him
cut different pictures. He gave me invalu-

able aid in letting me wander round at

will behind the scenes while he was making-
pictures. But the actual jobs 1 picked up
on my own."
When "Viva Villa" was announced,

Katherine learned that her type was re-

quired for the peon's wife and, more im-
portant, that the picture was to be made
in Mexico. That sounded like a swell lo-

cation, so she went to Metro to be tested.

They didn't sign her for the peon's wife,

but liked her well enough to give her the

second most important woman's role.

"The family was away at Catalina when
I sneaked the test. When they gave me
the better part I was so delighted I wired
father the news. I think he was pleased
but he didn't let me know until he saw how
the picture turned out."

Following her triumphant debut in the
Mexican story Paramount cast her for

"The Trumpet Blows." Katherine clicked

definitely, whereupon Paramount signed
her on a contract.

The car she was trying out was the gift

of her proud father, reward for the Para-
mount contract.

"This bus hasn't enough power, I'm
afraid," she mused as we rolled along Wil-
shire Boulevard toward the ocean. "I like

to go fast." She also likes to dance to
the symphonic strains of Lombardo or the
rhythm of Ellington. She prefers Gary
Cooper to George Raft, and swimming to
bridge. She rides horseback as well as a
man, limits her parties to eight people, and
indicates dislike by touching the tip of her
nose disdainfully. She expects to remain
single for eight years, but I give her three.
Girls as attractive as Katherine don't go
round unclaimed very long.
Working in "The Belle of the Nineties,"

Mae West's much revamped epic, gave
Katherine her most complete course of
training to date. She belongs to that

Here's proof that a girl of today can be equally charming in the hoop
skirts arid curls of a past generation! Above, Maureen O'Sullivan in the
English garden setting shown in "The Barretts of Wimpole Street."

fairly devout cult that thinks Miss West a

combination of Madame de Stael, George
Sand and Eva Tanguay, with a dash of

Aimee McPherson and Elinor Glyn thrown
in. She told me that she had learned

much about acting from Mae, more about
showmanship, and most about life, as it is

lived in Hollywood.
"Miss West is a brilliant woman," said

Katherine. "She has a really amazing-

sense of the dramatic. If a scene lacks

something, I've seen her sit down in the

middle of a sequence and rewrite it. And
that gives it what was needed. She does

write a lot of her own stuff because I've

seen her do it. I think she's an amazing-

person. Really swell.

"That showmanship that she specializes

in shouldn't be held as a measure of her

real personality. You have to be a show-
man in show business, you know. Her
swan bed and diamonds and hippy walk
are her trademarks, but they aren't Mae
West herself. Look at my father. When
he had a man follow him all over the set

with a chair so that he could sit without
warning, he did it as a publicity gag. It

hit every newspaper in the country. When
he received people in a Gothic domed of-

fice, with atmosnhere laid on a foot thick,

he did it for effect. He's really a very
shrewd man, a very clever man. He's no

artificial poseur. He's a business man.
|And when he puts an elaborate bathroom
scene in a picture he knows it will cause

twice as much comment- as anybody else's

bathroom scene would cause. So he does
it. That's showmanship."
He has not undertaken to coach his

daughter or advise her, but she has learned

from watching him. She is naturally en-

dowed to "be an important figure on the

screen. Her wide set eyes, high forehead,

and sullenly provocative mouth make her a

striking beauty. Then there is her figure.

She has bee- reared in the lap of luxury
but she is not spoiled. Although pictures

are her chief interest, sculpture is also a

hobby. She dreads becoming Hollywood-
minded, incapable of thinking about or dis-

cussing anything except pictures.

We stopped at a wayside tavern for a

drink. "I'm on tomato juice," she said.

"Diet
!"

She looks very like a Manhattan debu-
tante. She handles herself surely without
being self-conscious ; she is noticeable with-

out being affected.

Many a girl might have had the same
wonderful opportunity Katherine DeMille
had, only to muff it. Many a girl would
have lacked the smartness and perseverance

to sit at the feet of Cecil DeMille and
learn all there was to learn about show
business. And one girl in ten thousand
would have bucked the picture game with-

out resorting to the influence of her father's

name.
As Kay Marsh this girl made good in a

modest way. As Katherine DeMille you
will see her name in lights before another

. winter comes. Arid that is a prophecy.
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The Search for Scenarios

Continued from page 30

a tremendous job it is; what a vast terri-

tory it covers, this search for scenarios,

then you will perhaps understand why pro-

ducers are more to be pitied than censured.

There are nine major film companies, as

you may know. They produce about 394

feature pictures a year. Their resources

are the books published by 480 books pub-

lishers all over the world, plays, innumer-

able short stories, original ideas by staff

writers, and stories written around catchy

titles. Sometimes, the wife, aunt, or mother

of a motion picture producer notices a strik-

ing name or trade-mark, on her tour

through the shopping district of Los An-
geles. She passes it on, and presto—two
or more writers are racking their brains,

far into the night, in an attempt to evolve a

logical scenario around it.

Film companies may buy a play for an

enormous sum only to find, much to their

regret, that they had utilized the same idea

hree years previous in a silent picture.

Just such a boner occurred only this sea-

son, when a company bought an uproarious

stage comedy, for $45,000. They subse-

quent^ discovered that one of their stars

appeared in a silent film with practically

the identical plot. Then, too, they may pay

a large sum for a best-seller, forgetting in

the tense excitement of bidding with other

companies that the novel may have a strong

and censorable sex theme.

It is impossible for story supervisors and

producers to read every book that is pub-

lished or to see every play that is produced.

Spies, as they are called in the industry, are

employed by all companies for this purpose.

They see the plays before they open ; either

at try-outs or at rehearsals. They read

books' in manuscript form, long before pub-

lication. So many books are published,

though, that the "spies" hire assistants,

who are paid anywhere from five dollars

to fifteen a reading, to read stories and

scripts as possibilities for pictures,

--a^gg^efween Ys trie kUtU'oTj" JJlTlL i
T
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New York City, alone, there are one hun-

dred of these agents. They contact au-

thors, publishers, and producers. They
have the advance tips on the forthcoming

"naturals." "Naturals" are books that need

only the reading of a short synopsis, to in-

dicate that they have potent film possi-

bilities.

Today, many stage ventures are spon-

sored, not only with the intenion of making

money at the box-office, but with the hope

that some spy will like it and buy it for the

movies. Many failures are thus avoided.

The hits are, of course, sold for fabulous

prices. "She Loves Me Not" was bought

by Paramount to feature Bing Crosby and

Miriam Hopkins. Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer
purchased "The Shining Hour" for $45,000

with the intention of starring the one and

only Garbo, in this drama of English coun-

try life.

The race is so taut, that some film com-
panies have toyed with the idea of back-

ing plays themselves. Others prefer to bid

it out, figuring they would lose a lot of

money anyway, if their stage shows flopped.

So keen is the competition, that in many
cases these companies will buy books be-

fore they know what they're about, so

afraid are they that another company will

beat them to the post. This happened a

year ago, with a book entitled "Only Yes-

terday," one of 1933's top-notch best-sellers.

Metro-Warners, and Universal bid for it,

with the latter company, winning out. Imag-
ine Universal's dismay when they discov-

Bride and groom, above,
Adolphe Menjou and Verree
Teasdale, whose long-awaited
marriage took place in Holly-

wood on August 25th.

ered upon reading the book, that it was
not a novel, but a history of our times,

from 1920 to 1932. There wasn't a love in-

terest or hair-raising sequence in the entire

book. However, the title had possibilities

and a story was written around it. For-

tunately they wrote a good one. It ele-

vated Margaret Sullavan to sudden star-

dom and it was a real success. Neverthe-

less, someone unwittingly captioned it

:

"Adapted from the novel of the same
name." The theme of the- original work
had long since been forgotten.

Over-zealous producers of successful

^JgffeS? S2t- their nronerti.&s._so

high that they scare off potential film buy]

ers. This happened with "Another Lan
guage," an over-night hit. It was pro

duced in the early Summer, and even tor-

rid nights could not keep audiences away
from it. When picture scouts started to'

bid for this home-spun, human comedy,

the stage producer promptly demanded
$100,000. He never got it. Months later,

he came down to $35,000, and Metro bought

it at the bargain price. The night after

the opening, Arthur Beckhard, the ^pro-

ducer, could easily have sold it for $65,000.

Broadway columns are avidly combed by'

Hollywood hawks for any kind of clue, nc'

matter how fragmentary. Smart and ex-'

elusive literary teas are attended. A per-

sonal interest is taken in every young
'

writer, who has displayed a flair for big-'

ger things. Famous writers like Sinclair

Lewis—his latest novel "Work of Art" ha: 5

been bought by Fox for Will Rogers—Fan -

nie Hurst, Edna Ferber, and Louis Brom
field, are dated and feted no end, by thes<-

enterprising and alert cinematic Sherlock

Holmeses.

Perhaps the most amusing story concern: 5

H. M. Warner and his smart and stunning

daughter, Doris, who married Mervyi 1

LeRoy, the diminutive director. A grouj?

of ambitious Thespians had on their hand s

a stirring play about men and medicine'-

but lacked the necessary funds to produc e

it. Doris read the play, recognized it s

wide appeal, and subsequently backed i
lt

with her own money. Not a word of th: s

reached her producing parent. The play was
"Men in White," a robust hit, now many
months of stage age. No sooner had the

final curtain dropped on the opening night,

than Hollywood's scouts were swarming
backstage, eager to be the first to bid. A
Warner man was there, but he did not

know who had played angel to the show.
The business-like Doris, however, forgot

family affiliations, and sold the play to

the highest bidder, which in this instance

was Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. When Harry
Warner heard that his daughter had ac-

tually "sold him out" he was not angry.

He was proud. "A real chip off the old

block," he told astonished assistants.

Now can you stand a complicated me-
lange? Complications are as common in

this search as are temperamental stars.

Those energetic publishers who have sold

"Bring 'Em Back Alive!" "Wild Cargo,"
"Little Man, What Now?" and "The First

World War" to the film companies, once

published a book called "Phantom Fame."
This story dealt with the life of Harry
Reichenbach, famous film publicist. The
book was a failure and quickly faded into

oblivion. Yet a sleuth from Radio Pic-

tures read it, and saw a movie possibility

in it for Lee Tracy. Radio bought it, but

then strangely enough decided to scrap the

story and keep only the title. Half way
through production, it was decided the title

wasn't so hot after all, and that they

wouldn't use it. Then a bright young fel-

low, economically minded, recalled that the

use of that title had cost them $10,000. So
they held a conference, as is their wont,
(they hold conferences at the drop of a
hat), and decided to salvage the story and
forget the title. This they did, and they

released this merry mix-up under the title

of "The Half-Naked Truth."

Tfce search is endless. The public, (this

means you and you and you), always de-

mands new stories and unusual angles.

Cycles come and go. Gangster pictures

had their vogue. War pictures at one time
were being released in rapid succession.

Production men were burning the wires to

and from Hollywood imploring their eagle-

eyed representatives to dig up more war
scenarios.

Perhaps a scout in far-off Budapest will

unearth a naughty farce which needs only

the deft touch of a Lubitsch or a Capra
to make it sure-fire box-office, and start

a cavalcade of boudoir operas. Radio Pic-

tures might film another memorable mas-
terpiece like "Cimarron," which netted

Edna Ferber, the authoress, $100,000, the

highest price ever paid. Maybe another of

these readers, who like Helen Grace Car-
lisle, became so disgusted with the score

of hackneyed novels she had just waded
through, will take pen in hand and w-rite

one herself. Miss Carlisle wrote the emi-

nently successful novel, "Mother's Cry."

Her "latest work, "The Wife," will prob-

ably be bought for Claudette Colbert or

Anna Sten. Ultimately, even more famous
authors may be signed to write scenarios

at enormous salaries only to meet a fate

similar to that of Louis Bromfield, who
wrote such best-sellers as "The Green Bay
Tree,' and "The Farm." Bromfield was told

to golf, swim, and laze about as long as

he cared, but not to bother about writing

anything. When Bromfield asked the

movie mogul just why they bothered to

import him to the coast, he was greeted

with this priceless retort : "Oh, we just

want to use the famous name of Brom-
bevg!"
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fflu & A>%* says avis-etteD

t LUX
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BETTE DAVIS, that talented young star,

is now appearing in Warner Brothers-
First National production, "Housewife."

'T WONDER if there's anybody who doesn't use Lux
X for nice things," says Bette Davis. "It's so marvel-

ously kind to colors— I'd trust it with anything safe in

water alone. And lingerie stays grand looking for ages

when it's Luxed after every wearing.

"I just hate to have my things get faded and dowdy
looking, so I'm awfully particular about having them

Luxed. I've often known cake-soap rubbing and ordi-

nary soaps— the kind that have harmful alkali— to fade

colors and weaken the silk fibres. Knowing that Lux

has no harmful alkali, I just insist on it for all my
washable things."

Are YOU caring for your nice things the Hollywood way?

Then you know how Lux keeps them dainty— free from the

least hint of perspiration odor . . . makes them last longer, too.

Hollywood Says -Don't trust to Luck

Specified in all the

Hollywood studii

"Lux is a real dollars and
cents matter here," says
N'Was McKenzie (left)

wardrobe director of Warner
Brothers-First National. "It
keeps stockings and cos-
tumes new looking twice as

long. We're washing almost
every fabric that comes in

here inLux—even flannels and
draperies. They look swell!

It would pay us to use Lux
even if it cost $1.00 a box."

Ihu&cicrLUX
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HOW MANY

Eyelids

Not the Type? Of Course Not

Continued from page 33

H A dog has three eyelids— the third,

an inner lid with which all animals are pro-

vided for "super -protection."

In a very real sense, Campana's Italian

Balm gives to your skin the same kind of

super-protection. This Original Skin Softener

is guaranteed to banish dry, rough, red and

chapped skin more quickly than anything

you have ever used before.

Why not start using Italian Balm today

and get the genuine kind of skin protection

that has made Italian Balm the largest selling

clWripiyv;Tptnr in Canada < for over 40 years)

— and in thousands of cities in the United

States? Italian Balm costs less than V2C a day to

use liberally. Get your

Vanity Gift Bottle now.

Use the coupon. (At

drug and department

stores — 35c, 60c and

$1.00 in bottles

—25c in tubes.)

Now also in

tubes, 25c

Italian Balm
THE ORIGINAL SKIN SOFTENER

J _ CAMPANA SALES CO.,
mf J £f£r 3711 Lincoln Highway, Balavia, Illinois.

* Gentlemen: Flense send me VANITY
SIZE bottle of Campana's Italian Balm — FREE and

postpaid.

Name—

Addr

City. -State-

If you live in Canada Bend yonr request to Camnana Corp. . Ltd.,

SU-11 Caledonia Road, Toronto, Ontario.

role of the plain, homely philosopher of the

Cabbage Patch. A role she picked herself,

by the way. Wise "Mrs. Wiggs."
For five years Pauline Lord has con-

sistently refused to come to Hollywood.

She has never before appeared in a motion

picture. It is whispered that Miss Lord

hasn't forgotten that when she was starring

in "Anna Christie" on the stage, Holly-

wood picture producers selected Greta

Garbo to create the screen character. Miss

Lord has never been quoted, but she

wouldn't be human if she hadn't felt dis-

appointed on the subject. Certainly the

Lugene O'Neill heroine helped make Garbo

famous.
After the Paramount company had con-

sidered many of our foremost screen ac-

tresses for the role of the immortal Mrs.

Wiggs, some bright mind suggested Pauline

Lord. The moguls looked at a test. With

the alacrity which always characterizes

mind-changing in Hollywood, they lured

the actress to the screen by permitting her

to write her own ticket.

And here we three sat on rickety chairs

in a ramshackle shack on the wrong side

of the railroad tracks in the midst of the

"Cabbage Patch" !

In the main room, which boasted but one

door and three windows with broken panes,

the pitifully few pieces of rickety furniture,

beds, tables and chairs, appeared to have

been salvaged from a junk shop. From the

walls which were pasted here and there

with odds and ends of magazine pictures,

Theodore Roosevelt's 1901 Thanksgiving

Proclamation vied with an awful crayon

portrait of Mr. Wiggs for prominence.

Out in the yard I could see the amazing

figure of Cuby, the sway-backed horse. He
was asleep, standing. For a laugh, director

Taurog shouted: "No fish today." Cuby

awoke with a start and ambled a few feet.

Cuby once worked for a fish peddler. An
alley cat and a mongrel dog completed the

picture of animal life in the Patch.

Suddenly three dirty little faces peeked

around the corner of" the lean-to, opposite

where we sat in front of the cameras.

Three little girls, hair in braids, legs bare

and dresses in rags and tatters. Asia, Aus-

tralia, and Europena Wiggs!
"We're ready, Maw," they chorused,

"we're ready, Mr. Taurog." The frail fig-

ure of Mrs. Wiggs rose quietly from her

chair and fluttered across the set.

•'Lan' sakes, children, I'm a comin'. Jest

hold your horses. Where's them boys?

Billy, Jimmy—leave Cuby alone and come

on in here ! We have to sing."

Two equally dirty, ragged little boys

came tearing in, Jimmy to assume his_ in-

valid's position on a cot and Billy to join

his geography-named sisters. Mrs. Wiggs

picked up a hymn book from a table,

located the page and the scene began.
_ _

"Maybe we ain't got no Thanksgivm

dinner,' but we can be thankful we got a

horse still standin' up, an' the best way to

be thankful is to rejoice, an' the best way

to rejoice is to sing, so we'll sing 'Beulah

Land.'"
, TTr . ,

'

With childish trebles the Wiggs kids

joined the soft tremulous voice of their

Maw. , , _ ,

"Oh Beulah Land, sweet Beulah Land-
as on the shining shore I stand—across the

sea where mansions are prepared for me—
Between "shots" I turned to Norman

Taurog. .

,

"I never would have believed it, 1 said.

"She's not the type, but she is marvelous."

He regarded me incredulously.

"Type?" he retorted. "Really fine ac-

tresses like Pauline Lord are not types.

They create. She may not be the Mrs.
Wiggs you have always pictured, but I'll

lay you a bet that when you see her por-
trayal she'll convince you that there never
has been another Mrs. h iggs.

"Isn't she a little duck of a woman? In

her own peculiar, vague style she makes of

Mrs. Wiggs a tragically bewildered, pa-
thetic little woman who has the patience,

optimism and strength of a martyr.
"Notice that there is very little physical

acting in her work. Her quaint, small ges-
tures, her expressive hands, her whispering
voice are oddly effective."

I agreed, and added : "Yes, it is all

strangely familiar. She used the same
methods in 'Anna Christie,' 'They Knew
What They Wanted,' 'Strange Interlude,'

'The Late Christopher Bean,' 'The Mari-
ners.' it's Pauline Lord, yet it's Mrs.
Wiggs."

Taurog concurred. "Certainly. The really

fine actress succeeds in creating the illusion

that she has submerged her personality in

the characterization. The opposite is true.

It is the actress who transcends the char-
acter."

The Wiggs' kids went bursting back into

the yard to play with Cuby, the swaybacked
horse, and the friendly mongrel dog, Klon-
dike. Miss Lord rejoined us.

"Aren't they simply marvelous?" she in-

quired. "There are your real troupers !"

"You made 'Skippy,' " I reminded Tau-
rog. "How do these kids compare with

Jackie Cooper ? Or—Shirley Temple ?"

The director looked pained. "That's a

fool question. You might as well try com-
paring Pauline Lord with Katharine Cor-
nell or Jane Cowd. Those kids are individ-

uals; Jimmy Butler and George Breakston
are two of the cleverest and sincerest boy
actors I have ever known. Asia, Australia,

and Europena—Carmencita Johnson, Edith
Fellows and Virginia W'eidler—are each

promising ingenues of the future. All the

kids are exceptionally clever, talented, and
with individual gifts."

Into the shack came the kids again,

shouting at the top of their lungs. "Maw,
Maw, Mr. Taurog, Mr. Taurog— here

come Miss Hasy and Mr. Stubbins!!!"
Yes, indeedy, and here they were. All of

a twitter Miss Hacy fluttered in on the arm
of C. EUsivorth Stubbins, red of nose and
uneven in walk. Miss Hazy was just plain

old maid, but the Stubbins presented a mag-
nificent, if somewhat bizarre figure. He
was seedily clad in an ancient Prince Al-

bert, a fancy vest, striped pants, a silk hat,

and the inevitable cane.

How the kids love Zasu Pitts and W. C.

Fields

!

To have watched Pauline Lord as Mrs.

Wiggs selling Bill Fields the idea that

Zasu Pitts is a great cook, which is the

one demand that Stubbins makes of Miss

Hazy before entering into connubial
_

bliss,

is to have enjoyed a rare education in the

fine points of the art of acting. Three

great artists ! Pauline Lord couldn't have

selected a better spot for her screen debut.

Wise Mrs. Wiggs!
As I strolled through the "Cabbage

Patch" to my waiting car, I looked back at

the shining roofs of the shacks, made of

flattened tin cans, glistening in the Cali-

fornia sun. In the mirage of the shining

roofs I saw a "shining shore." As the

tremulous voices of the Wiggses were again

lifted in "Sweet Beulah Land" I could see

in that mirage the "mansions" that Holly-

wood will have prepared for Pauline Lord

when they meet Mrs. Wiggs.
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Why Can't Gloria

Progress ?

Continued from page 23

"I've shown no great genius in acting."

Perhaps not, but come to think of it, what
opportunities have motion picture producers

given her to act? Her screen career has

been a succession of milk-toast parts. From
her first role to her latest, she has been

presented as a somewhat sugar-coated orna-

ment which any pretty girl could portray.

I knew her work on the stage, before

pictures snagged her and apparently side-

tracked her career toward obscurity. On
the stage she exhibited the rarest talent

of any young actress to reach Hollywood
in ages. As Anna, in "Carl and Anna," 1

saw her hold audiences spellbound. She
has several times appeared, gratis, at the

Pasadena Community Playhouse in such

exacting plays as "The Seagull," "The
High Road," and others. Her every per-

formance has called forth stampedes of

applause from audiences and eulogistic

raves from the play-critics. She is known
to the stage as an actress of rare power
and charm.

Gloria Stuart, then, is not lacking in

talent.

All these things I mulled over in my
mind as Gloria talked. I was brought out

of my musings by a sudden snap in Miss
Stuart's voice.

"I'll show 'em!" she was saying. "Some-
day, somehow, I'll get a chance. I'll get

a real story, real direction, and a real

chance to act. Then I'll show 'em. But
meanwhile •"

Back to my musings. My mind roved
in fancy to a broadcasting studio, not

many weeks ago. Gloria had taken part

in a national program, and she had given

an extremely fine performance. In fact,

one of the principal officials of the broad-
. casting company told me that hers was
one of the few "near perfect" perform-
ances ever given at his microphones.
"Her inflection, tonal qualities, and 'mike

presence' left nothing to be asked," this

official said. "She has one of the most
beautiful voices I have ever heard, and
she knows how to use it."

Gloria Stuart, then, is not lacking in

voice.

Now I'm right back where I started,

when Gloria's first words set me musing
about Hollywood success. I mean, I'm
now at my own original question, "What
is the secret of success on the screen?"

Frankly, your guess is as good as mine.
Carole Lombard, Sylvia Sidney, Jean
Harlow, Joan Crawford, and too many
others to name, are perched up there on
the top-rung of the "success ladder." I

don't intend to insinuate for a moment
that they don't belong there. / do ques-

tion why Gloria Stuart isn't sitting beside

them. Item by item, inventories of their

individual screen assets will not prove them
particularly superior to Gloria. In fact,

despite my great admiration for all of
those ladies above-named, I seriously doubt
if any one of them could hold her own,
on a dramatic stage, with Miss Stuart.
Yet there they are, up there. And here

is Gloria, down here

!

Miss Stuart's voice once again echoed
through my thoughts. "I think I should
go away!" she said. "I've talked of going
to China, and people have laughed at me,
and called it a publicity trick. But it

isn't a trick. I really believe I ought to
get away from Hollywood. I might try a
play in London."

Certainly London wants her ! Producers
there have been cabling Gloria, ever since
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she announced that she intended to leave

Hollywood, to come over for plays and

pictures.

Is that the answer? Or should Gloria,

like some of her cinematic sisters, "get

tough" with Hollywood? Should she

start shooting the "big fireworks"—devel-

op temperament and fight, (out loud), for

her rights?
Darned if I know what to tell her! If

I knew, I'd have told Marian Nixon years

ago. Because Marian has been sliding

along for ten years in just the same fash-

ion that Gloria has been sliding for two.

1 remember when Marian and Janet Gay-

nor were extras together. I knew them

well, and I'd have bet my last slice of

bread, ( I was living on bread and beans,

those days), that Marian would rise much
higher on the screen. But Janet became
the great star, and Marian has never risen

above leading lady roles. So what ?

Now that I'm at the end of this story,

I'll frankly admit I don't know why I

wrote it. I haven't proven one blessed

thing. I certainly haven't helped Gloria

Stuart solve her problem.

Perhaps I will have started you think-

ing, however. Better still, this story may
come to the attention of studio officials,

and cause them to give Gloria a real break.

Here's hoping

!

The Laughtons Step Into Success

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

Continued from page 26
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and pretentious. For the same reason he

dislikes professional Englishmen. "Queen

Christina" bored him, but "The Scarlet

Empress" he found artistically surpassing,

despite what the critics said. "If you like

ballet and opera and fine paintings you'll

like 'Scarlet Empress.' It's superbly done,

you know. This fella Von Sternberg is

amazing!" I thought him a poseur and

said so. "-That's perfectly all right," re-

plied Laughton. "Let him put on an act

if he chooses. Everyone else out here

does. Why not?"
Laughton is supremely indifferent to peo-

ple in general and Hollywood parties in

particular. His scorn of supervisors, in-

genues, dowagers and debutantes is superb.

He annihilates with a shrug and a slowly

curling lip that is an epic of derision.

The madman type of role that Paramount

cast him for in several pictures interests

him less than such fellows as Henry VIII.

He calls the madmen silly billies. Henry

was a labor of love, as will be "Ruggles

of Red Gap," his next picture. He always

^mlred-Harrr "Leon -Wilson's humor and

long cherished the idea of playing Ruggles.

Some day he aspires to be Der Captain in

a picturization of the immortal Katzen-

jammer sagas. Comedy pleases him most

of all. . ,

"There is more subtlety m comedy. It

requires more doing to get it across.

Tragedy is a mask. Comedy bores from

within, if I make myself clear. I must

sound rather academic. I'm not, as a mat-

ter of fact. I don't think I ever graduated

anywhere. I went to a public school in

Lancastershire quite methodically until my
sixteenth year. Then I was sacked for

concentrating upon Julius Caesar instead

of Caesar in the original Latin. We did

'Caesar' and the other Shakespearean plays.

That's where I develqoed a. passion for the

Plans are afoot for him to play Mr.

Micawber in "David Copperfield." He also

would like to try "Sancho Panza," unsuc-

cessfully filmed in Europe with Chahapin

and George Robey. But he is careful not

to sign any long-term contracts. He re-

serves the privilege of doing a play when

he chooses. There is planning behind

everything Laughton does.

"I'm young." he told me. "I have my
life ahead of me to use as I will. If I

should succumb to this gaudy sink of sub-

sidized art, in five years I'll be a remnant.

A shabby, decadent leftover. I shall be

fat and paunchy and horribly rich, and peo-

ple will waggle their fingers at me and

say 'There goes Charles Whats-his-name.

He used to play Henry VIII.' It's a tempta-
tion to luxuriate here, of course, and grow
stinking rich. But I'm fighting it as I

should >"he plague."
Laughton lives with his wife in Beverly

Hills, He has a valet-secretary and his

wife has a maid. They share a car, not

a great car, and live simply. They go out

as little as possible.

When Laughton was doing Nero in "The
Sign of the Cross" he asked Cecil DeMille
why he centered his activity upon Biblical

subjects and holy backgrounds. "Well,"

said the celluloid Barnum, "I feel some-
times that I am in God, and that God is

in me." "How cosy," said Mr. Laughton.

He was not easy to talk to at first, be-

cause he is bored with and suspicious of

the press. Ever since he was awarded the

Academy prize reporters have dogged his

footsteps, misquoted him at length, and

annoyed him generally. Without asking

questions I swung him round to the subject

of the Old Vic Theatre.

"I wanted to do Shakespeare," he said

thoughtfully, as he lighted a fresh cigarette,

"and Old Vic is the ideal place. It is a

religion there, a fetish. They prepare their

productions months in advance, rehearse

interminably, devote their waking hours to

the theatre.

"People said I'd never do it, and I wanted

to show them I would. It was work, mind
you. A different role every week for six

months. But it was tremendous sport."

In my practical New World way I won-
dered how he could pass up Hollywood for-

tunes for Old Vic at twenty pounds a week.

American producers were clamoring for

his signature on fairly fabulous contracts.

He eyed me shrewdly before replying.

He debated in his mind whether he would

trouble to explain, then he proceeded to

tell me why he gave up cinema wealth for

Shakespeare and Moliere.

"I left Paramount when my contract was

up, and turned my back on Hollywood be-

cause I wanted very much to do Shakes-

pearean roles on the stage. Personality is

all an actor has. I should lose my per-

sonality and incidentally my self-respect if

I didn't do Shakespeare when I felt that

it was the thing to do. An actor should

have artistic whims, God knows, in order

to grow. And if he doesn't follow those

whims he ceases to grow. As soon as this

sad thing occurs you find him on the down-

grade, repeating himself, drying up spirit-

uallv, stagnating you might say, in the

make-up of his last role, which was a

repetition of the one before and the one

before that.
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"So I felt Shakespearean repertory would

help me. And I played it. Now I'm glad

to be doing pictures again under such

highly stimulating, happy auspices. When
I get the itch to play on the stage again,

nothing will stop me."
Hollywood was not the first money mart

upon which the Laughton back was turned.

Three years ago when his star was jn the

ascendancy in London, following his tri-

umphs on the stage in "The Man with Red

Hair" and "Fatal Alibi" he was offered

contracts by three different film companies

within three months. He rejected them

flatly and finally because they called for

five-year options that would have bound

him to the screen for that time. He wasn't

ready to leave the stage. It had much more

to teach him.

So Laughton stayed in London and

achieved two more tremendous successes in

Crane Wilbur's "On the Spot," in which he

played an American gangster, and "Pay-

ment Deferred," that clinical study in fear,

which swept on to a succes d'estime in New
York. Following this he repeated his per-

formance of Poiret, the detective in "Fatal

Alibi," and then went to the Paramount

plantation for a quartette of pictures, to be

made in the course of two years. This

gave him the leisure he wanted to do with

as he chose. And he chose to act at Old

Vic.

It's a rather inspiring story of an artist

wedded to his art, being faithful to his

ambition, rare enough in these cash register

days. But after meeting Charles Laughton,

and listening to him talk, it's a story that

isn't hard to believe.

The Laughtons

By M.aude Cheatham

Continued from page 27

career. Her devotion to both is so closely

interwoven that they never clash. Rather,

they stimulate each other, for the Laugh-

ton romance has ever had the stage and

screen as its background.

"We've been married six years," she said,

in answer to my question. "We first met

when we began rehearsals for a stage play,

'Mr. Prohack,' in London. I had never

even seen him before, though of course I

knew about him and once, we just missed

being in a play together. But Charles had

seen me—six times, so he fondly reminds

me, when I was in a popular revue.

"We don't use the trite phrase of 'love

at first sight,' but I presume that is what

it was, for we both realized at that initial

rehearsal that our plans to forego love,

romance, and marriage and dedicate our

lives to the drama, were beginning to

totter ! It was the first serious love for us

both and hit us hard. However, it was not

until a whole year later that we slipped

away to the registry office and were mar-

ried. Charles was appearing in 'Pickwick

Papers' at the time and secured a six weeks

holiday, so we went to Italy and Switzer-

land for a honeymoon, all very romantic,

you see
!"

She insists they have no rules for a
successful marriage; that they happily ac-

cept what has come to them and serenely

adjust their lives to a blending of ultra-

modern and old-fashioned principles. She
believes they have attained a victorious

marriage because they are truly in love

and because they are completely congenial.

They never bore each other but find their

greatest pleasure in being together, shar-

ing every interest. They are both romantic,

demonstrative, responsive. They work and
play in perfect accord and have the same
ambitions, and the same lilting humor.
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Recently, when Charles had a few free

days between scenes in Norma Shearer's

picture, "The Barretts of Wimpole Street,"

in which he plays the elder Barrett, they

jumped into their car and went gypsying

all over Yosemite Park and had a grand

time prowling around by themselves.

Unlike many professional couples, the

Laughtons like to appear together on the

stage and screen and they are looking for-

ward with keen delight to the next Shearer

film, "Marie Antoinette," in which Charles

will have the role of Louis XVI, with Elsa

portraying that of Princess de Lamballe.

"This friend, the Princess, played a

prominent part in the stormy and tragic

life of Marie Antoinette," she enthusiastic-

ally explained, "and while she was false at

one period, there is much sympathy in the

character."

Looking over some rare French prints

of de Lamballe, we found a striking re-

semblance to the Lanchester face. Framed

in dark curls there is the same narrow

contour, the same bright, dancing eyes that

catch and hold you, the same pertly pointed

little chin.

Elsa is very magnetic. She has an ex-

citing quality that immediately stirs your

imagination—she could never play a char-

acter that was passive or vague or sordid.

Royal dames are her forte, like Anne of

Cleves and Princess de Lamballe.

She is striking in looks, too. There is

no one on the screen like her and she will

hold her own as a very distinctive and

unusual type.

While Charles Laughton was born in

Scarborough, Elsa is a true Londoner. Her

fain ily were highly conservative but luckily

for her she says her mother had advanced

ideas about rearing her daughter and per-

mitted her to take dancing lessons. And

how she loved them. She threw herself

into mastering the intricate steps with the

energy of a steam engine. Along came

Isadora Duncan's brother who labeled her

a "talented child," and sent her to his

famous sister's school in Paris.

The World War interrupted her dancing

but after the Armistice she returned to the

ballet, which in time, carried her into stage

revues where she sang as well as danced.

"I'm best," she said, "in putting a song

across In some mysterious way my high,

flute-like voice gives it a satirical turn

that puts it over with a bang."
.

It was after completing lhe Private

Life of Henry the VIII," last summer, that

the Laughtons showed how serious they

are in their loyaltv to the spoken drama.

SCREENLAND

They turned deaf ears to lucrative screen

offers to gratify a cherished ambition and

took over the Old Vic Theatre in London,

putting on a series of plays that covered

everything from modern comedy to Shakes-

peare, which proved a successful venture

and added luster to their names.

"The greatest chance of my career came

in the role of Ariel, in 'The Tempest,' " she

told me with her amazing enthusiasm.

"Usually this is portrayed by a boy, but I

looked the part and my dancing experiences

aided me in giving it the perpetual hum-
ming-bird movement it required.

"While few of us can hope for immortal

fame we all wish to accomplish something

trulv worth while. I feel I did this as

Ariel, and in a classic, too. It may be

merely a pin prick but at least, it will make
me remembered for a little while.

"Homesick? Oh, sometimes," she ad-

mitted. "Long-standing friends mean so

much. Too. while I preen under your sun-

shine, I still love my London fog. There

is always the mystery of the coming morn-

ing. What you wear and what you do all

depends on that first glimpse you get when
you awaken and draw open the curtains."

There is no doubt that the Laughton

romance adds special glamor to both

Charles and Elsa. Everyone adores a true

love story. While they do not find it nec-

essary to flaunt their devotion it is always

evident.

"The last time we were here," Elsa told

me, "I had to return to London for a stage

play while Charles remained to enact the

part of Nero, in Mr. UeMille's 'The Sign

of the Cross,' and everybody kept asking

me if I wasn't afraid to leave him alone

in Hollywood. Such utter nonsense! If a

couple love each other nothing can separate

them ;
geography has nothing to do with

it. I never gave it a thought and I'm sure

Charles didn't.

Charles didn't! Everyone knows he was

just about the loneliest fat boy Hollywood

ever saw.
But now with his wife with him he is

happy. They will remain until Christmas,

then return to London, for they are under

contract with Alexander Korda, Charles

for three and Elsa for two pictures.

Until then they are comfortably settled

in a charming bungalow at the swanky Gar-

den of Allah. From the wide casement

windows in their living room we watched

the afternoon shadows lengthen across the

blue swimming-pool, their favorite rendez-

vous, for both are expert swimmers and

take a plunge at least twice a day.

Big Moments With the Movie Great

Continued from page 29

Colonel safely aboard, he turned indig-

nantly to Coop. "With all my grief, he

sputtered, "you've got to be a comic and

ask can I swim !" »,•«-
"I wasn't trying to be witty, Gary ex-

postulated solemnly. "If I'd wanted to be

funny I'd have said, 'Come up and see me

sometime!'" . ... ,

One of the highlights of my life and one

of the nicest things that has ever happened

to me occurred on the occasion of my first

birthday in Hollywood. Sue Carol and

Nick Stuart were the first friends I made

out here. Flow they found out it was my
birthday I don't know. But Sue arranged

a surprise party for me at the then-fash-

ionable Montmartre.

She had rounded up everyone m town

who had shown me the slightest attention

since my arrival—many of them people she

didn't even know. Jimmy Fidler took me

up there on the pretext of having made

dates for us with a couple of girls from

home who would meet us there because

their parents didn't approve of him.

I'll never forget my feelings as Sue,

looking like a picture, met us at the door

and led me to that table. And whatever

life may hold in store for me, no thrill can

ever equal that I got later when the waiter

came bearing a huge birthday cake with

sixteen—or was it sixty?—candles and all

the lights in the place went out except

those on the cake, while the orchestra

plaved "Happv Birthday to You."

Incidentally, that was the night I first

met Bing Crosby. He was singing there

at the time, as one of The Three Rhythm

Boys.
And speaking of Bing brings to mind

almost as many memories as does_ Mr.

Arlen. But there is one mental picture

of The Groaner, as he is affectionately

called by his friends, that age cannot wither

nor custom stale.
. .

A vear or so ago he and Dixie suddenly
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decided to have a party that very night.

The decision made, Bing went blithely out

to play golf, leaving Dixie to worry over

the refreshments and guests. She wanted
some crawfish to serve and I volunteered

to get them for her. There wasn't time

enough to go home and change my clothes

so I asked for some old duds of Bing's.

Attired in them, I went gayly forth to

snare the innocent little crawfish.

About six thirty or seven I sauntered

triumphantly up the Crosby walk, swinging

a three gallon pail—brimful. Bing spied me
through the window and stepped out to

meet me, caroling at the top of his lungs,

"Home with the Scaly Spoils." Suddenly,

as I drew closer, his jaw fell and his voice

quavered, although I will say he kept

bravely on with his song. Dixie had

thoughtfully provided me with a brand new
pair of $30 trousers and a $28 pair of shoes

to go fishing in. Bing has never looked a

crawfish in the face from that day to this.

There's another picture of Bing I can't

erase from my mind. My singing voice is

not one of my greatest assets. In fact, it

is so bad Dixie has forbidden me to sing at

all in her presence—even on Thanksgiving

and Christmas. One night after dinner, as

we were leaving the dining room, I raised

my voice in song. "Don't sing!" she hissed.

Deeply hurt, I turned to Bing. "Hon-
estly, Bing," I begged, "is my voice as bad

as your wife says?"
Bing has a horror of becoming embroiled

in other people's arguments and his face

was a study as he cautiously answered,

"Well, pal, I've never really heard you
level off."

I opened my mouth preparatory to "level-

ing" whereupon Bing added hastily, "But
as long as it upsets Dixie so, maybe you'd

better wait until we're alone to show me."
We've never been alone since then—try

as I will.

Life in Hollywood is not all gayety and
laughter, though.

When I first came out here Kay Francis

and I were guests at the Fredric March's
one evening. She was my dinner partner.

We spent a very pleasant evening together

and met on several occasions shortly after

that. Then suddenly I was definitely and
distinctly snubbed by Kay on a number of

occasions.

In compiling my "Medals and Birds" for

Screenland the following fall I awarded a

bird to Kay for going Hollywood quicker

than anyone who had reached here in a

long time.

The day after the magazine made its ap-

pearance on the news stands Miss Francis
called me on the 'phone. "This is a pleas-

ant surprise," I burbled, although I had a

sinking feeling that Kay was up to no
good.

"Is it?" she asked—rather grimly, I

thought. "Tell me," she went on, "what
do you mean by 'going Hollywood' ?"

The picture by that name had not yet
been made so I couldn't refer her to that.

And then I had a burst of inspiration.

"Whenever a person develops any unpleas-
ant traits after she's become successful,

she's 'gone Hollywood'," I explained.

"How have / gone Hollywood ?" she
asked.

"Well, you snubbed me several times and
as far as I'm concerned that's a very un-
pleasant trait," I replied.

"Why couldn't that just as well be called
'going New York' ?" was the next query.

"It could—if it happened there," I an-
swered, "but it happened in Hollywood."

_
"I didn't intend to snub you," Kay apolo-

gized. "I liked you."
"I liked you, too," I offered, "very much.

It was quite a shock to me to find you
weren't as nice as I'd thought. Oh, well,
let's forget it and start over."
And we did.
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1 cup Eagle Brand 1 cup nut meats (optional)

Sweetened Condensed Milk

Mix sugar and water in large saucepan and bring to

boil. Add Eagle Brand Sweetened Condensed Milk

and boil over low flame until mixture will form firm

ball when tested in cold water (2J5° F.—240 F.)

Stir mixture constantly to prevent burning. Remove
from fire, add chocolate cut in small pieces. Chop
nut meats and add. Beat until thick and creamy.

Pour into buttered pan. When cool, cut in squares.

MAGIC!
MOM f,, \

«&1 '

,v r<)OKls< ;

_

• Even beginners will get a marvelous result with

this recipe. A melt-in-your-mouth smoothness, a

glorious creaminess! • But remember— this recipe

calls for Sweetened Condensed Milk. Don't contuse

it with Evaporated. Just ask for Eagle Brand.

CD IT IT I
World's most amazing Cook Book!

HB LLi' Rotogravure picture-book (60 photographs) showing
astonishing new short-cuts. 130 recipes, including:

Lemon Pie without cooking! Foolproof S-minute
Chocolate Frostingl Caramel Pudding that makes
itself! 2-ingredient Macaroons! Shake-up Mayon-
naise! Ice Creams (freezer and automatic)! Candies!
Refrigerator Cakes! Address: The Borden Co., Dept.

SU114, 350 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Name

Street-

City-

Quality

Stale

-

(TVInt name and address plainly)

INFERIORITY
COMPLEX

is a "disturbance centre" in subcon-
sciousnessgenerating powerful negative

impulses causing seif-consciousness

and lack of confidence, nervous man- . .

nerisms, worry and timidity, lack of J°V t»LivtnS
enterprise, weakness of will and indecision, habits,

forgetfulness and lack of concentration, and which

has grown up with you from the forgotten past from
influences outside your control . To struggle against

these personality-weakening forces is in vain—RE-
MOVE THEM ALTOGETHER by reconstructing

within yourself a powerful positive subconscious

mind to carry you forward—confident, vibrant, re-

sourceful—-to a happier, fuller, more successful life.

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOK;

1 The British Institute of Practical Psychol-

logy Inc.. Dept. Sc-11, Stamford, Conn.
|

Please send me FREE BOOK "I can ... 1

I and I will."

J

Name |

I Address
J

Cool, Calm \ . .„ 1

Confidence ——— —— -^-1

Of Course You

Can Think of a

Good MOVIE

TITLE
More than 100 Prizes

Out
Oct. 5

SILVER SCREEN
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Heil remember

YOUR EYES
Did they say:

Come Again ?
"

YOUR eyes are your fortune—your chance

to charm or repel. Long, lovely lashes are

fascinating. You can glorify your eyes in 40

seconds with Winx, the super-mascara.

You'll never realize the power of beauti-

ful eyes until you try Winx—my perfected

formula of mascara that keeps lashes soft,

alluring. Your eyes—framed with Winx
lashes— will have new mysterj', new charm,

I promise you.

So safe—smudge-proof, non-smarting, tear-

proof—Winx is refined to the last degree.

Yet so quick to apply—a morning applica-

tion lasts until bed-time.

Millions of women prefer Winx to ordi-

nary mascara. New friends are adopting

Winx every day. Without delay, you, too,

should learn the easy art of having lustrous

Winx lashes. Just go to any toilet counter

and buy Winx. Darken your lashes—note the

instant improvement.
To introduce Winx to new friends, note

my trial offer below. Note, too, my Free

Booklet offer, "Lovely Eyes—How to Have
Them". I not only tell of the care of lashes,

but also what to do for eyebrows, how to use

the proper eye-shadow, how to treat "crow's

feet", wrinkles, etc. . . . LOUISE ROSS.

For Lovely Eyes

WINX
Darkens lushes perfectly

cpcc
I bi la Merely send

Coupon for "Lovely Eyes-How to Have Thern'

! Mail to LOUISE ROSS, S.C.-ll

J

243 W. 17th St., New York City

| Name

I Street

J

City State

J
If you also want a generous trial package of

I Winx Mascara, enclose 10c, checking whether
^you wish Black or Brown.

Garbo and I, racing hysterically down the

Boulevard and holding our sides. 1 reached

my car first and grabbed for the door.

It stuck. I pulled and puffed, and cussed

a little. I could see Greta's chauffeur

pulling out to aid her in her escape. The
darn door still stuck—I turned around

just as her car swerved by me. I gave

up and stood there looking after her, my
feet planted far apart, and my hat on the

back of my head. Suddenly, the most fa-

mous movie face in the world looked back

at me through the rear view window—and

winked! If I could have caught that

wink on Garbo's face I could have re-

tired for life on what the picture would

have earned mc

!

On the other hand, Garbo's sister-exotic,

Dietrich, is pretty swell about posing for us.

The reporters tell me she's almost as hard

to get to for an interview as Garbo. But

she's a cinch for us news photographers,

unless she happens to be with her husband!

There's a funny one for you to figure out.

Because we can't. Dietrich will pose with

von Sternberg or Rouben Mamoulian. But

just try to get her with Sieber if she's

looking. It can't be because she doesn't

want to call attention to her marriage as

she frequently poses with her daughter,

Maria. Personally, I like Dietrich a lot,

and one evening when I ran into her with

von Sternberg in a Hollywood cafe, she

invited me to sit down and have a glass

of beer with them. I thought it was a

good time to ask her why she'd held a

paper in front of her face when I tried

to snap her the previous afternoon when

she was with Sieber. "Did I do that?"

she asked with that round-eyed expression

she has made famous on the screen. And
that's all she would say on the subject.

Yet she's serious about it, because she

turned me down a couple of days later

when she was with her handsome German

husband! This is No. 1. Mystery among

the cameramen in Hollywood

!

Maybe I'm wrong about this, but I ve

never felt Katharine Hepburn was on the

level about her reluctance to pose for the

pretty birdie when we've caught her at the

tennis matches and other places in Holly-

wood. Katharine makes quite a to-do

about brushing us aside and holding a

paper in front of her face, but then she

never makes it really impossible to snap

her! I think she likes to see pictures of

herself in print, frowning, or dodging

cameramen, or otherwise conducting her-

i self as hard-to-get.

Thinking back over the long list ot

Hollywood temperamentals I can recall

only two who rate as personal peeves with

me. We'll get to them in a moment, but

first I'd like to pass out a few well de-

served bouquets for stellar patience and

courtesy.

I've always found Charlie Chaplin a

most gracious person, not only willing to

pose, but actually helpful about it. Re-

cently I took a picture of Charlie with

Miss Goddard at the home of a Los An-

geles drama critic. I said: "May I cap-

tion this picture 'Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Chaplin?'" Chaplin laughed and replied:

"Onlv at vour own risk
!"

Constance and Joan Bennett will both

pose graciously if they are becomingly

dressed, and know in advance that you are

taking a picture. Cameramen have diffi-

culty with Connie only when she thinks

she does not look well, or when she feels

that a publicity picture would embarrass

a group of her guests. It is definitely

understood that no photographer can take

pictures at any party given by Connie at

her home.
Ann Harding has actually let us ruir.

meals for her in public eating places when
we have set up our camera contraptions

and lights about her table; and Gary
Cooper and his wife, Sandra, not only per-

mit us to take pictures, but are as in-

terested as kids in seeing them later on.

Sometimes Gary will ask me to "kill" a

picture that is badly posed, but I never

had him ask me to destroy one because it

was unflattering. This Cooper boy doesn't

seem to know what personal vanity is

!

Jean Harlow and Joan Crawford are the

news cameramen's delight. Only once has

Jean ever refused me a picture, and that

was the night, just recently, when her

latest film was previewed. The minute

the picture was over, Jean, with her mother
and William Powell, made a bee-line for

her waiting car. We tried to get her to

pose with Mr. Powell, but she only shook

her head, and I noticed there were tears

in her eyes. Later on I learned that Jean
was very disappointed with this picture

—

just why I don't know, as I thought it

very entertaining, and it has been a suc-

cess at the box-office. I guess the most
"informal" picture I ever took of anyone

was of Jean Harlow. She actually let me
photograph her on one occasion when her

hair was rolled up on kid curlers ! Jean
has often told me she thinks it makes
players seem more human to be photo-

graphed just as you happen to catch them,

and not as stilted creatures who are con-

stantly on dress parade. Says I : Hurrah
for Jean

!

Joan Crawford is another angel of my
racket, always obliging and courteous.

The only time I ever saw Joan and
Franchot Tone seemingly on the "outs"

was when Franchot became a little tem-

peramental, apparently, about posing the

night of an exhibitors' dinner. Joan had

been all set to pose for us when Franchot

suddenly gave us the go-by, and, taking

her arm, almost pushed her toward the

door without stopping. Joan's expression

was very surprised indeed, and if her

words fitted the look on her face, I think

maybe she gave Franchot a small piece of

her mind on that occasion.

Lupe Velez is the photographer's stand-

by. You can always get Lupe anytime,

any place, with, or without Johnny Weiss-

muller, and for this, we thank you, Lupe.

And now to get to those two pet peeves

!

They are both male stars, none other than

Charles Laughton and Adolphe Menjou,
respectively

!

A fellow cameraman tells me Charles

Laughton is really a swell fellow when
you catch him in the right mood. Person-

ally, I have had only one encounter with

Mr. Laughton and I hope it will be the

last. It happened this way:
The preview of "The Barretts of Wim-

pole Street" was just over, and v-e camera-

men were lined up in the lo
1 by of the

theatre all set up to take pict" res of the

many celebrities who attended this event.

Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg,

Sallv Eilers and her husband, Bebe Daniels

and' Ben Lyon, Billie Dove and many
others were "posing" as they called con-

gratulations to Norma Shearc, Fredric

March and Maureen O'Sullivan. I hap-

pened to spy Charles Laughton on the

verge of slipping out of the melee. Step-

ping up to him, I asked: "Will you pose

for a picture, Mr. Laughton?" He was

talking to a member of the M-G-M pub-

licity department, but he turned and said:
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"Yes, I will pose if you will accompany
me to my car where my wife is waiting." I

thanked him and waited for him to be

ready. Suddenly he started down the

street at a fast pace, with me at his heels

making as much speed as I could with my
large camera and flashlights. As we ap-

proached the car where his wife was sit-

ting he unexpectedly broke into a run, call-

ing to her : "Start the motor and let's get

away from these nuisances! Was my face

red? If Laughton had not wished to pose

why hadn't he said so back in the lobby

of the theatre in place of insulting me after

he had promised to make the picture.

The time Mr. Menjou chose to "act up"

for us was the occasion of the Actor's

Guild Dinner. As Mr. Menjou walked

toward the ballroom with Verree Teas-

dale, we stopped him, asking if he would

pose. Certainly Mr. Menjou must be used

to similar requests and must have been ex-

pecting it. But Adolphe replied: "If I

had my way you fellows would be evicted

from here. Why did they let you in?"

One of the Guild executives, standing near-

by, said: "The boys were invited. We
want them here for the publicity." Men-
jou retorted: "Well, I don't want the pub-

licity, and I don't need it!" You'll just

have to guess at what -die said after Mr.

Menjou took his departure.

Among the feminine stars, Margaret Sul-

lavan comes the closest to being consist-

ently "moody" about having her picture

taken. With the star of "Little Man,
What Now?" it all depends on the frame

of mind she's in. Sometimes she's per-

fectly swell, and will laugh and joke with

the boys while they "snap" her at the

airport on one of her habitual arrivals or

departures. On other occasions it is Miss

Sullavan who does most of the "snapping"

and you can't get her to pose for love or

money.
Kay Francis is something of a "mood"

star, herself. I think Miss Francis pulled

the craziest trick ever perpetrated on a

group of news photographers just before

she stepped into the plane to carry her to

New York on the first lap of her European

trip. Whim is no word, for Kay's odd

conduct when she refused to pose for the

first photographer who asked her, posed

for the second, skipped the third, posed

for the fourth, shook her head at the fifth

and graciously smiled into the camera of

the last one ! None of us knew what this
' game of skip-a-cameraman meant. If it

was a joke it was a pointless one and it

was tough on the "odd" men who had to

return 'to their offices minus a good picture

of Miss Francis.

Bing Crosby is another famous now
and-thener. Strangely enough, if Bint

.has on a studio make-up, he will pose for

you anywhere, and he is very nice about

it. But when he gets his make-up off he

behaves like a kid out of school and gets

irritable if you ask him to stop. Fie can

be very temperamental if he's "bothered"

when he's dining in public or playin.

.'golf.

People often ask me if I ever destroy a

valuable and important "news scoop" pic

ture I have snapped of some celebrity. In

other words, if I ever heed their plea "not

to print that picture." I wouldn't want
my boss to know this, but honesty com
pels me to admit that I have ! I have
withheld the publication of certain pic-

tures when I honestly believed the publi

cation of these same pictures would en-

danger the career, the home life, or the

safety of my subject.

For instance, several years ago when
Norma Shearer's son was about a year
old, the famous Lindbergh kidnapping
case was shocking" and tearing the heart

of the nation. A terrible fear had crept

into the hearts of movie stars who were

MAKE UP YOUR FORLIPS

KISSES!
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Easy to have

radiant color without smearing lips with paint

MEN want to kiss your lips . . . not your

lipstick. They want to feel your soft lips

pressed to theirs, without the taste of paint

spoiling the illusion. Yet pale lips are just as

unattractive as painted ones

!

So, to be most appealing, add color to your

lips without painting them. The way to do

this is to use the lipstick that contains no
paint. It's called Tangee. Unlike ordinary lip-

sticks, Tangee contains a color-change prin-

ciple that enables it to become a very part of

the color and texture of your lips . . . never

merely a painted coating!

LOOKS ORANGE — ACTS ROSE

In the stick, Tangee looks orange. On your

lips, it changes to the one shade of blush-rose

most becoming to your type! Thus, Tangee
keeps your lips youthfublooking with natural

color, while paint only makes you look arti-

ficial. Moreover, Tangee's special cream base

soothes and softens dry, chapped lips. Stays on

'New— Tangee Face Powder gives skin a soft

underglow. Contains the magic color change

principle. Prevents poivdery, mask-like effect.

all day. ..won't smear on teeth or handkerchiefs.

Get Tangee today— 39c and $1.10 sizes.

Also in Theatrical, a deeper shade for profes-

sional use. Or send 10c with coupon below for

4-Piece Miracle Make-Up Set containing

Tangee Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme
Rouge and Face Powder.

UNTOUCHED-Lipsleft
untouched are apt to

haye a faded look . . make
the face seem older.

PAINTED — Don't risk

that painted look. It's

coarsening and men
don't like it.

TANGEE— Intensifies

natural color, restores

youthful appeal, ends
that painted look.

-&-4-P1ECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET-10c I

THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY SU114 I

417 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
|

Rush Miracle Make-Up Set containing miniature Tangee Lip-

stick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge and Face Powder.
Enclosed find \0<i (stamps or coin).

Check [-1 FLESH [H RACHEL [H LIGHT RACHEL
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Judith Allen, leaut<l»l

movie star, knows the ra

of exquisite lashes.

NO HEAT

NO COSMETICS

NO PRACTICING

That's what one very prominent beaut3'

does. Slips her lashes into Kurlash,

presses the handles, and counts to a hun-

dred. (Maybe you can do it in fifty.)

Her lashes curl up so enchantingly that

she's even been written up for her lovely

eyes. Kurlash costs $1, and if your own

drug or department store doesn't have

it, we'll send it direct.

THE NEW,

IMPROVED

The Kurlash Company, Rochester, New York

The Kurlash Comoanu of Can ado .at Toronto, 5

the parents of small children. Bars were

built over nursery windows, guards were

hired, and we cameramen were begged

not to take pictures of the children so

that their faces would be easily recognized

by kidnapers.

At that time no picture had ever been

been taken of the famous Thalberg heir.

It was considered a great scoop to get one.

After months and months of hard work,

and many patient hours of waiting, I

linally took a picture of little Irving, Jr.

It was a marvelous picture. The little

fellow was smiling straight into the cam-

era in a great big close-up. Any syndi-

cate or magazine in the country would

have paid me a big price for that picture.

But I did not print it because of Miss

Shearer's personal plea to me. She was

almost weeping as she begged me not to

release the print. "Maybe it is because I

am so nervous over the Lindberg tragedy,"

she explained. "In a month or so I may
not feel this way. But I honestly be-

lieve you will help me to protect the

safety of my child if you will not print

that picture. Later on when things are

not so terrible I promise you shall take a

picture of my little boy!" She then very

generously offered to buy the picture

from me, but I assured her that wasn't

necessary, for who could have resisted

that plea? Of course, Miss Shearer is

completely over that fear now and fre-

quently poses with Irving, Jr.

SCREENLAND

Speaking of stars in general I have

noticed one particular and telling char-

acteristic. The more successful they are

the more they like to pretend, at least,

that they do not want to be photographed

;

and even to the nice ones it sometimes ap-

pears to be a slight nuisance. But let

them begin to slip in public favor and

studio contracts and you can hardly keep

them away from the front of your camera.

I can recall a very famous male star of

yesterday. In his hey-day he was a hard-

to-get guy. He was always busy and

never wanted to take the time to stop and

pose. But as the years rolled by and

his fan following slipped away from him

he began to be a regular camera-hog.

Just the other night a group of us were

taking pictures in front of a Hollywood

cafe when we saw this man approaching.

Commercially he isn't worth a cent to us.

We can't give his pictures away much

less sell them. "I'm not wasting any

plates on him," one of the boys said.

But, somehow or other, when the poor old

guy marched up with an expectant look

on his face, posing as proudly as though

he was doing us a big favor, we didn t

have the heart to turn him down. One

of the boys set off a "flash bulb" and we

photographed him with unloaded cameras.

It seemed to make him happy.
_

I think that is the most indicative, and

the saddest story I have to tell of Holly-

wood, because it is Hollywood

!

New Fashions in Faces

Continued from page 39

\ JJer&s
a Qpeer Way

;

to Learn Music/
No teacher—no confusing details. Just a simple, easy,

home-study method. Takes only a few minutes—averages

only a few cents a day. Every step is clear as A B C

throughout. You'll be surprised at your own rapid prog-

ress From the start you are playing real tunes perfectly

by note. Quickly learn to play any "jazz" or classical selec-

tion—right at home in your spare time. All instruments.

CD rr Send for Free Booklet and Demonstration Lesson.

FtvEil! These explain our wonderful home study method

fully. Mention instrument preferred.

U. S. School of Music, 11911 Brunsw ick Bldg., Ne» York City

INITIAL PHOTO rD VV
COMPACT RING F 1% Mil Ma
Gorgeous new ring creation. Contains beau-

tiful Rouge compact, space for photo and your

own Initial. Send only 35c to cover cost of

advertising and mailing. You 11 be AMAZED.
J N Hughes Co., Dept.M, 38 Laurel Ave., Providence, R.l.

thing to be admired is you. What you

are, your own most charming, winsome

self, should speak out over and above any

make-up you may wear.

We hear a lot today about how silly

women are to imagine that any special

cream or soap can give a face like Dolores',

or any other beauty on or off the screen.

They say, if a girl is born homely she is

going to remain homely no matter what

she does about it.

Now we agree that there is no cosmetic

you can use which will make your face

over into the delicate, the enchanting, the

magnetic thing you would like it to be.

But we do maintain that beauty, and we
mean real beauty, the kind that is more

than skin-deep, is to an amazing degree

a matter of care, thought, and ^perfect

grooming.
Let me be personal a moment and tell

you a story. I have a friend who is one

of the homeliest women living. She was

homely when she was a little girl. She

will always be homely if you are thinking

of beauty of feature. But she presents

about the most attractive appearance of

anvone I know. Men are wild about her.

I "have never known a man who wasnt

proud to take her out. She looks so

soignee, so perfectly turned out, so ex-

quisitely made-up.
From the time she was a little girl her

heart ached because of her homeliness.

She resolved to do all she could to make

up for it. As a result she studied herself.

She knew just what clothes she could

wear and how to wear them. She cared

for her skin, her nails, her hair, with

meticulous attention. In some ways she

was almost fanatical about it. But she

o-ot results. Today no one thinks of her

as homely. She is always referred to as

one of the most attractive women.

She probably suffered more accutely be-

cause she had a very beautiful sister who

when they were both young, got all the

attention. The sister was so pretty, as a

matter of fact, that it is not surprising

she had the idea nature could not be im-

proved upon. As a result she let herself

go. She was careless in her personal

habits. Her clothes were always a little

bit fussy, as is likely to be a fault with

so many pretty girls. Her face and hair

were never quite perfectly groomed. She

sometimes forgot to take care of her nails.

Today her sister, the ugly duckling, is

immeasurably the better looking of the

two.
I mention this as an example of what

intelligent care will do. I have seen the

same thing again and again. So the rest

of us can take heart. We don't have to

be born beautiful. We can make ourselves

lovely by the right kind of effort

!

And with more leisure hours in the

day there is more time for beauty. The
hours from five to seven in the evening

have taken on a new significance. And
elegant hostess gowns, pyjamas, indoor

frocks of the most elaborate kind have

their place. Just so have colored toe-

nails showing through the sheerest of hose

and sandal slippers. It is an hour for

relaxation, the blind man's holiday of the

day, an hour which is kind to complexions,

moreover, when it is easy to look your

best. It is the time between the busy

minutes of the day and the play-time of

the evening. It is achieving an elegance

almost equal to that of formal evening, yet

as informal, cosy if you will, and definitely

cheering. It is a time for perfume, for

rich soft fabrics, for gay finger-tips, and

informality woven with elegance in all at-

tire.
, .

Perhaps you are wondering how anyone

can try to be elegant, when things are so

topsy-turvy in the world? It is the law

of paradox. It is the same thing that

makes Dolores, clever girl that she is,

wear something red on a rainy day. It

cheers you up. Makes you forget the

things you'd like to forget. Increases your

self-respect. It means a new joy of living.

It means happiness and contentment. Are

you getting your share?
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Salutes and Snubs

Continued from page 8

don't keep us waiting so long again,

Harold—folks might pass out before the

medicine arrives !
_

Marie Zizlavsky,
Box 18,

New Buffalo, Mich.

FILM IMPROVES ON NOVEL-
NEWS!

May I express admiration of the manner

in which the novel, "Of Human Bondage"

has been softened for the screen? Much

that is sordid has been omitted, and the re-

sult is an appealing picture. Leslie

Howard's gentle portrayal of Philip re-

veals anew the delicacy and refinement of

hiS art
A. K. Holbrook,

4 Walnut St.,

Boston, Mass.

A TOAST TO KITTY AND CARL!
Public Notice

:

Will Carl Brisson, the Dimpled Dane,

and Kitty Carlisle, the Singing Siren, who

scored • tremendous personal successes in

"Murder at the Vanities," kindly call at the

box-office for "Champagne Cocktails for

Two"—with best wishes from all their

fans! ,
.'

-

'

,

Phyllis-Mane Arthur,
Lowville, N. Y.

TRIBUTE TO SARAH PADDEN!
Too little appreciation is shown for the

real back-bone of pictures; the character

actors and actresses

!

I wish to pay tribute to one of the finest

and most versatile—Sarah Padden. ^
Her

stolid mountain woman in "Spitfire," ^and

her laughing Portuguese mother in "He

Was Her Man," are masterpieces! _

Mrs. Charles Toles,

514 N. Nevada Ave.,

Colorado Springs, Colo.

HEAR! HEAR!
I'm for the movies ! I think they're fun.

True, there are some pictures I could do

without, but when we can see such troupers

as Shirley Temple, Helen Hayes, Ruth

Chatterton, Leslie Howard, Ronald Colman

and Clark Gable; and pictures like "Baby

Take a Bow," and "Cavalcade," etc., we
shouldn't complain!

Jane Craig Barrett,

1600 Pandora Ave.,

West Los Angeles, Calif.

IDEAL AMERICAN WOMAN!
Thanks, Hollywood, for Irene Dunne.

She and her portrayals are sincere and real

—adjectives the world thought were not

meant to describe the actresses of Holly-

wood. I'd be proud to point out Irene

Dunne to any European as an example of

the ideal American Woman.
Eve Stetter,

301 South St.,

Utica, N. Y.

BETTE'S ACHIEVEMENT!
A grand salute to Bette Davis for play-

ing the part she did in "Of Human Bond-
age." Not many actresses would take such

an unfavorable role and play it so well that

you actually despised the character on the

screen but could not help but admire the

person who played it

!

C. H. Gender,
122 South 6th St.,

Olean, N. Y.
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"Look! . . . Just two

25-ivatt lamps for the

whole table . . . No
wonder we cant see!"

Are you using 2 5 -watt

lamps in "60-watt sockets"?

Your friends around a bridge table

. . . the house guest who likes to read

in bed . . . and must shave, or apply

make-up in the morning . . . each can

be made comfortable or uncomfortable

by the size of the lamp bulbs you use.

If you want to protect the eyes of both

your guests and your family, follow

these five simple rules. Don't risk eye-

sight when good light costs so little.

1. Bridge: Old fashioned bridge lamps do

not provide adequate light for cards. Ideal

for bridge is the new indirect lamp with a 2-

filament bulb that uses either 100, 200, or a

total of 300 watts.

2. Reading Lamps: Use one 100-watt Edison

MAZDA lamp, or two 60's, or three 40's—

depending upon the number of sockets.

3. Wall Brackets: 15 to 25 watts for decora-

tive lighting. 60 watts on each side of the

bathroom or dressing table mirror. For kitch-

en, 40 to 60 watts.

4. All bulbs should be shaded to prevent

glare. Shades should be light-colored inside

and open at the top to throw light to the ceiling.

5. Look for the mark ||| on every lamp

bulb you buy. It is your assurance of good

light at low cost

Check the lights in your home today, noting

all lamps that are under-size. Then get an

assortment of Edison MAZDA lamps from

your dealer. Keep spare lamps on hand.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET, "The New Story

of Seeing." Tells many important facts about

light and eyesight. General Electric Co.,Dept.

166, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
GENERAL@ ELECTRIC
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HEURE INTIME PARFUM
(INTIMATE HOUR)

A subtle fragrance whose
exotic appeal will linger

in your memory. This

odeur is now available

in face powder, dusting

powder and talc.

GOLLIWOGG—"the lucky li'l feller"

Vigny's parfum of Romance.

Also in face powder, dusting pow-
der and talc— in attractive, newly
designed packages.

a/so

GUILI-GUIU— "Tropical God of Good Fortune."

An intriguing fragrance that lends new charm.

VIGNY PARIS— 416 RUE ST. HONORE
NEW YORK— 724 FIFTH AVE.

Beauty requires warmth and
comfort. Smart women protect
their loveliness against winter's

cold with Indera Figurfit (Cold-
pruf) Knit Slips.

These slips, knit by a special

process, are smooth and close-

fitting—a perfect foundation for

the daintiest frock or most cling-

ing gown. They do not bunch,
crawl or cause any inconvenience.

Beautiful colors, easy to laun-
der, no ironing necessary. The
exclusive STA-UP shoulder straps

never annoy -you by falling off

your shoulder.

Insist upon Indera Slips and be
assured of. best prices and highest
quality.

Your choice of cotton, wool
mixtures, rayon and wool, 100%
wool worsted, silk and worsted.

Sizes for women, misses and
children.

Write for FREE descriptive

style catalog No. 10-A

WINSTON-SALEM. N.C..U.S.A.

DR. WALTER'S
famous flesh colored rubber reducing garments

(2 to 3 inch compression at once)

LATEST BRASSIERE gives a trim,

voutliful. new style figure S2.25
NEW UPLIFT BRASSIERE (Send
bust measure . . • - $3.25

REDUCING GIRDLE. Beautifully ma^e.
very comfortable: laced at back.

Send waist and hip measure $4.50

FLESH COLORED GUM RUB-
BER HOSE; fit smoothly and
improve shape at once. Send
ankle and calf measures
11 in. $3.75 pr. : 14 in. $6.75 pr..

Send check or money order—no cash.

DR. JEANNE S. C. WALTER
389 Fifth Avenue New York

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 13

cat the pickles and dare to keep on breath-

ing!"
Hut at small intimate dinners to winch

such good friends as the Harold Bell

\\ rights come, holiday food at 3Tiss Rob-
son's house isn't turkey-and-cranberry-

sauce.

"My beefsteak is one thing everyone de-

mands." she said, looking up from the

Christmas tie. "Not because of the steak

but because of the gravy. I broil the steak

as usual, and save the drippings. Then I

put the steak on a nice hot dish in the oven

and leave the door open so it won't burn.

"Into the drippings, I put a lump of

butter, l/i teaspoonful of cornstarch and a

little cream, 3 mashed tomatoes and 3

mashed bananas, and stir all together
;
pour

this over the beefsteak and it puffs tip like

souffle.

"I invented this recipe because once I

forgot to fry my bananas, so I said : 'Here

goes, I'll stick 'em in the sauce!' I always

used tomatoes in my gravy and putting in

the bananas makes all the difference."

With beefsteak, Yorkshire pudding is an

inevitable dish at Miss Robson's house.

It's an old English pudding eaten with the

meat course, and this is how you make it

:

To serve 6 people

:

3 scant tablespoonsful flour

4 eggs
1 pint milk

J4 teaspoonful salt

Mix flour in a small quantity of milk

until smooth, then add the rest of the

milk and the eggs, well beaten; put 2

tablespoonsful of the hot beef drippings

into your pan, pour the mixture in and

bake in oven for 20 minutes.

"I know something you'll like," observed

Miss Robson, suddenly. She rose, opened

a heavy oak door at the end of the hall,

slipped through and reappeared, beckon-

ing me, mysteriously. We entered the

sunny kitchen, beyond another hall. On
•the white bread board, near the door, were

dozens of paper-thin yellow cookies, crinkly

and brown around the edges.

"Try them," urged the star, twinkling,

as all stars should learn to twinkle. "Talk-

ing about food is hungry work. Not that

there's anything new about those cookies.

Come out and see my birds, if you'd sej

something unusual. I don't know how
many we have—never counted them—but

we're due for some more any minute. Look,
these are the love-birds—see that blue

one? He's the prospective father and the

green one is the mother, so what will the

children be? Turquoise?"
The birds live in huge cages in the patio

love-birds in the larger house with wooden
box nests hung on its sides, a sporty men-;
go-round in the unshuttered part ; finche-

in the smaller house, all singing lustily.

Enough to make them sing, for the pati- >

is garlanded with flowers, gay with col-

ored umbrellas, painted tables and chair-,

single cages of yellow canaries, trilling,

too.

"See this
—

" Miss Robson showed me
a tall bush against a wall, laden with pure

white flowers some six inches long. "W e

call these angels' trumpets ; at night the

perfume is sweeter than night-blooming

cereus. Miss Harmer took a slip from
that bush and grew another one just like

it for Maude's garden."

We went through the door into "Maude's
garden," a tiny patio leading to the cook's

own small Spanish apartment, which forms

one wall of the patio court yard.

"We use our patio for the holiday parties.

Oh, I've just thought of the most delicious

dessert for you ! I invented it myself and

people tell me they don't know whether

they are eating ice cream or not—and it's

rice pudding, my dear !

"First I wash the rice as usual in cold

water, put it into a pan and cover it at

least one inch above the rice with cold

milk; put in sugar to taste and maybe
raisins, if you like them, but I make it

oftenest without raisins. Put it in a slow

oven, and when the milk forms a scum
across the top and gets brown, I take it

out and skim that off and fill it up with

more cold milk ; when the scum forms a

second time, skim it again and refill with

cold milk ; the third time the scum forms

and browns, take it out of the oven, skim

it and put it into the icebox. You'll

hardlv know it from ice cream!"

Artist and Business Man
Continued from page 22

salary, however they came off second best.

With the realization of all this I began

to wonder if I might not have underrated

his business sense. But something hap-

pened about that time that convinced me
even a clock that doesn't run is right

twice a day and I just knew his session

with the Paramount big boys had been "one

of those things"—a lucky accident.

This other thing of which I speak was
a conversation we had last year. We had

been gabbing about nothing in particular

when I asked him if he had ever had any

serious arguments with the studio over sal-

ary.

"No," said Freddie slowly. "The front

office admit I'm worth about twice what

they're paying me but they say they can't

afford to give it to me. I feel I owe it

to them to stick. When they signed me
up I wasn't worth anything like the $1,000

a week they gave me, so if I'm getting less

now than I should, things are about even

—as I look at it."

That speech bore out my previously

formed opinion of his business sagacity.

A smart man, if he'd got more than he

was worth at the beginning, would have

set it down to a piece of rare good luck

—but it wouldn't have stopped him from
demanding his just dues later.

Suddenly my ideas of Freddie's business

acumen received a severe jolt. His Para-

mount contract was finished. He turned

down their offers and set out to get himself

some real dough.
"Poor Freddie," I thought. "A lamb

among the wolves. That guy will be

lucky if he isn't paying for the privilege

of making pictures inside a year."

But the next thing I knew Freddie had

signed his new contract with Twentieth

Centurv.
In the rather forlorn hope of ascertain-

ing something of how to deal with execu-

tives I went to see him, thinking I might

steal a page from his book and learn how
to force editors to pay me what / think

my stuff is worth rather than what they

think it is.
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But there I ran into another snag. Fred-
die, ordinarily, is the life of any crowd
in which he happens to find himself. But
you go to interview him and—no matter

how well you know him—he undergoes

some sort of metamorphosis that defies you
to get a good story out of him. I told

him what I wanted.

"Sure," he agreed enthusiastically. "A
sort of Jekyl and Hyde. On the screen

I'm crazy. Off the screen I'm bughouse.

And yet I keep my own books, make my
own investments, do most of the bargain-

ing for my contracts and all that."

"// you don't mind my butting in," said

Florence Eldredge, his charming wife,

"here's what / think. Every story I've

ever read about Freddie has either been
biographical or has dealt with his book-
keeping. If I were a woman on the out-

side, reading these magazines, I'd gather

the impression from Freddie's interviews

that he is the dullest of the dull."

"That's it," Freddie exclaimed. "Here's
how it is: In spite of my scatter-brained

performances on the screen and my hair-

brained antics off, I really lead a well-

ordered and carefully planned existence.

When we occasionally have an evening to

ourselves, I usually sit down with a pencil

and paper, figure out what I have to do
along the lines of picture details, settle

that and then figure out my income—how
much we can spend and how much should

be invested—and in what."

"You see," Florence put in, "Freddie has

—unconsciously, perhaps—created an \W\i-

sion that he is scatter-brained. Fie isn't.

I think the secret of his business success

—if any—is his cautiousness.

"When he was a little boy, his father

was president of a company in Racine that

went into bankruptcy. The other stock-

holders and executives of the company
took advantage of their position to clean

the slate. But Freddie's father set about

paying the creditors dollar for dollar.

Every Sunday they used to have a confer-

ence. Ihey'd go over the creditors who
had been paid during the week and de-

cide whom they could pay the following

week and how much. That went on, as

you may imagine, for months. The chil-

dren always sat in on those conferences

and it developed a sense of responsibility in

them and a regard for business that Fred-

die, at least, has never shaken off."

"I guess that's it," Freddie observed. "It

taught me what a muddle you can find

yourself in if you haven't enough money.
Here's how I look at things now: This

acting business I'm in is a tremendous
gamble. There's one chance in a million

of succeeding in it and landing in the big

money. Well, that's enough of a gamble
for any man to take. So I don't gamble
with my investments.

"We put a certain amount into a trust

fund every week. Out of what's left, we
live. Our one extravagance, if you care

to call it that, is our home. Florence and
I both like a nice home, so in building this

new one we haven't tried to stint ourselves

by cutting down here and saving there.

We've had everything put in it that we
want.
"We don't gamble. If we play bridge,

a quarter of a cent is tops. Usually we
play for a tenth or a twentieth. We don't

care about the night spots. We've been
to the Colony Club once in our lives. Some
of the other places we haven't even seen.

"Florence cares nothing for jewelry.

Several times I've ordered pieces from
Cartiers but she always sends them back
and says she would rather have a silver

platter or something like that. Neither of

us gives a darn about clothes so that item

doesn't amount to much.
"We don't like to keep a lot of cash on

hand so when anything is left over, above
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IF you really want whiter, more attractive-

looking teeth, REMOVE FILM, say leading

dental authorities. Film is that dull, dingy

coating that constantly forms on teeth. It

catches bits of food. Harbors stains from
smoking. Combines with substances in the

saliva to form hard deposits. And worse still,

film is laden with millions of tiny germs
that are often the forerunner of tooth de-

cay. Film unremoved invites dental disorders.

Thus film must be removed— kept off teeth.

Brushing alone cannot remove film satis-

factorily. Ordinary tooth pastes or powders
may be ineffective in removing film. There
is now a dentifrice you can depend on regu-

larly—a dentifrice thousands of dentists use

in their own homes and millions of people
have used successfully. This dentifrice is

Pepsodent—the special film-removing tooth
paste.

The safe tvay to cleaner teeth

No other equally safe way removes film as

thoroughly as Pepsodent. Pepsodent is differ-

ent in formula, hence different in the way it

works. It contains no grit, pumice, or soap.

The basis of this definitely modern tooth

paste is a new and revolutionary cleansing

and polishing material— recently developed.

This cleansing agent is far softer than the

polishing material used in other leading tooth

pastes or tooth powders. Yet it removes
film and polishes teeth to new gleaming lus-

tre as more abrasive kinds can never do.

So why take chances with "bargain" denti-

frices or questionable ways? Remember that

this unique film-removing agent is contained

in Pepsodent exclusively. Thus no other

tooth paste can assure you of true Pepsodent
results. Use Pepsodent twice a day—see your

dentist at least twice a year.

:
;:

--ass
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You'll like its

6 Better Features

Why you'll prefer

the new
DRYBAK PLASTERS
• Latest twin tab design
fits smoother, more
snugly. Special Drybak
backing is waterproof
and doesn't stick to
stocking. Always clfan
and inconspicuous. The
individual medicated
centers are safer, more
effective.

Also try DRYBAK BUNION
and CALLUS PLASTERS

DRYBAK
CORN PLASTERS

Roll ^our FATAway
IHewinvention
Now yoa may safelv,
quickly rid your body
of bulging unsightly,

fembarrassing fat with-
out resorting to dan-
gerous starvation diets,
weaken ingsalts or pills.
Instead, you simply roll
your fat away with the fascinating
NUWAY MASSACER. No tiresome
exercises I No discomfort! Just a few
minutes a day reduces waist 2 to 6
inches. Your figure becomes trim,
slender, beautiful. Nothing like the
"NUWAY." Scientifically kneads and
rolls the fatty flesh, breaking down the
fat naturally, quickly and pleasantly,
so that it completely disappears. Send
No Morpv — just write ouick for 30
Days' FREE TRIAL OFFER.

NUWAY COMPANY
Dept. 152, Wichita Falls, Texas

WANTED!
ORIGINAL POEMS, SONGS

for immediate consideration

M. M. M. PUBLISHERS
Dept. SU Studio Bldg.

Portland, Ore.

LEARN TO DANCE
LEARN THE LATEST
BROADWAY STEPS AT HOME LEAD AND FOLLOW

Correctly, Gracefully

This new, simple method tenches you quickly and
easily, 24 DIFFERENT STEPS FOR ALL MOD-
ERN" DANCES. LATEST TANGO. The modern
FOX TROT. The dreamy WALTZ. The latest
SOCIETY STEPS will make vol HAPPIER.
HEALTHIER, MORE POPULAR. YOU'LL
ENJOY" DANCING. Money back if not satisfied
after 10 days' trial. GET SOME ENJOYMENT
OUT OF LIFE! Write for full particulars w ithout
obliea'ion to

IRVING SCOLNICK. 1478 Broadway, New fork

what we deposit in the trust fund, we
invest it ourselves. But the investments
we make are never a gamble. We own a
few substantial -.tucks outright—nothing
speculative. I don't play the market be-
cause I feel I have to devote the major
portion of my time to the screen and if I

can't watch the market closely I certainly
can't afford to dabble in it. We make
building loans in a company of which my
father is the head and he occasionally lends
money for me on mortgages. He can
watch those so I don't have to.

"We adopted a baby last year and said
we would adopt another every year for
three years. We've just taken the second
and we'll take two more later.

"The babies, of course, have to be pro-
vided for so we have been putting money
into an annuity for them. We don't want
to leave them rich because we think that
would spoil them and stifle their originality.
If we can leave each of them an assured
income of, say, $50 a week, we'll know

they'll never want. If the girls want to
marry poor men they can do it knowing
they'll never starve and even that they can
help out a little if their husbands want to
study something. If the boys want to go
into some line of work that will take years
to establish themselves in, they can do it

and know they'll be able to live while
they're working and waiting for breaks.
"Now, as to ourselves: Although, as I

told you, we started putting money into

a trust fund, we decided we might as -well

enjoy life while we're young. We wauted
to build a house so we've discontinued the
trust fund for a time and are putting our
money into the house. As soon as the
house is all paid for, we'll resume with
the trust fund.

"It's all the result of very careful plan-
ning. After we've decided on our invest-
ments and other finances, there is no sense
going around with a face like an owl's and
a mien like a judge's. We just relax and
have fun."

No More Splurging" Say Hollywood Stars

Continued from page 17

pennies, Constance, although she lives well,
is aware of the price of every purchase
made in the house, and frequently goes
into a huddle with the help. Indeed,
both sisters keep a close tab on all food
that comes in their respective houses and
each must approve of the roast or what-
ever is to be the repast for that evening.
One of the favorite stories that ran the
rounds of Malibu Beach last summer told
of Connie allowing her servants only ten
dollars a week, to pay for all food bills.

Whether this is true or not is debatable,
but it is well-known that the glamorous
star has shaved her expenditures to rock
bottom.

Glenda Farrell's plan for purchasing
clothes merits special attention. She pat-

ronizes sales at the smartest shops, and in-

variably takes her dressmaker with her,

to see what may be done with any clothes

that Glenda may wish to buy. If the dress-
maker sees possibilities in a ten or fifteen

dollar garment, which does not exactly

suit Glenda's type when she tries it on,

the actress will take that and a few7 other

dresses. Incidentally, she budgets her
clothing and never exceeds the figure she

has set for herself. And Glenda's home is

a modest one, rather than lavish.

Another to follow the clothes budget
system is Fay Wray. While maintaining

the same quality in what she purchases,

she has cut down on the quantity. In Fay's

case, this hasn't been such a hardship,

because she has been working too steadily

—yes, even in these times !—to do much
stepping out.

Up until a short time ago, Neil Hamil-
ton was one of our most enthusiastic

yachtsmen. His wife, however, didn't care

for the water, and Neil finally came to the

conclusion the yacht was a selfish luxury.

So he sold the craft and used the money to

construct a swimming pool and a fine ten-

nis court. These, he feels, will be a source
of much pleasure to his family and friends

during the years to come, and. incidentally,

will not demand the constant outlay of

funds a well-kept yacht requires.

Gloria Stuart. Universal's blonde star,

discovered she was spending a considerable
amount for clothes, in making the many
personal appearances required of her. Being
a canny young- woman, she figured these

appearances were in the nature of studio

work, and as such the clothes she wore
should be provided by the studio, just as

the studio would dress her for any picture.

Dorothy Dare, whom Hollywood
has recruited from Broadway.

Note Dorothy's gloves.

Accordingly, she stormed the front office

and talked the executives into the unheard-
of idea of furnishing these clothes. Other
players, now, are following Gloria's exam-
ple of insisting that since personal ap-
pearances are part of their work they
should be outfitted.

Recalling that parties were the means of
his dissipating a near-fortune in days gone
by, Slim Summerville, with a yearly income
of one hundred thousand dollars, lives quiet-

ly at Laguna, about sixty miles from Holly-
wood, in a small beach home. When he is

working in a picture, he covers the dis-

tance in a fast roadster. Between pictures,

he lounges on the beach, his only enter-

taining" being the company of a few inti-

mate friends.

Although an extremely busy wrife and
mother, not to mention one of the screen's

outstanding actresses, Norma Shearer still

l as time to interest herself in how her
house is run, and holds expenditures down
to a reasonable figure. Of course, in such
a large household, economies are difficult,

but in comparison to other homes where
such wealth exists her expenses are ex-
tremely low. One way of accomplishing
this is to entertain modestly.

Unlike many stars, William Powell mo-
tors everywhere in a convertible Ford
coupe, which he has driven for some time.
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NEW DISCOVERY ADDS POUNDS

He has, however, a larger car, but that

reposes most of the time in the garage,

being used only on state occasions. For

years, he has lived very conservatively,

and freely admits he is preparing for a

rainy day. By that token, it would seem

that that day then has arrived, for he is

building a large home, into which he will

move in the near future.

Genevieve Tobin, too, runs only a small

car. She declares it seems foolish to spend

much money on gasoline, when the smaller

car, using a minimum of gas, suffices as

well.

Because it gives her something perma-

nent to show for her earnings, Loretta

Young has put part of her money into a

house. But even so, Loretta waited until

she found a bargain in real estate fairly

palpitating to be snapped up, before she

decided to build. Without some such evi-

dence of money saved, she believes these

earnings just slip away from one and

there's not much to display as a result.

Which, after all, is sensible, isn't it?

To help make the payments on a small

house, and keep a mother and family of

younger brothers and sisters, Richard

Cromwell has initiated a series of econo-

mies. He no longer patronizes expensive

restaurants. He has halted his practice

of buying one new book each week, unless

he is able to pick up a great bargain. If

he feels in the mood for travel, he takes

short excursions rather than lengthy trips.

And even though he needs things for his

home, he refuses to make a single purchase

until the cash in full is in hand. He buys

nothing on credit.

Instead of keeping up an expensive

apartment or Beverly Hills mansion, Ann
Dvorak and her husband, Leslie Fenton,

have invested in a ranch. The small

amount required to keep this place running

smoothly is their only expenditure, since

neither cares for parties or going out. The

rest of their money is invested safely in

bonds. In addition to acting, Ann writes

music and Leslie writes stories, and the

returns they receive for these side-

endeavors are put away with whatever is

left over from household expenses.

Many of the stars and players have cur-

tailed all expensive living. Louise Fa-

zenda, with a number of other Malibu

residents, left her beach home practically

unopened this past year. Zasu Pitts sold

her large house and moved into a small,

unassuming bungalow. Robert Young re-

duced his rent considerably by taking a

house without servant quarters and em-

ploying a cook who comes at noon and

leaves after dinner. Mary Brian is an-

other who has solved her servant problem

thusly. The salary of this servant, too,

is exactly one-half that of one who re-

mains twenty-four hours a day.

June Knight, in common with numerous

theatrical people, is superstitious. She al-

ways has steadfastly refused to wear any

dress again in which she had experienced

hard luck. Becoming practical-minded, she

dyes the dress, now, and eventually will

probably break herself of the superstition.

Helen Vinson, despite her air of so-

phistication, loves to knit and personally

fashions all the knitted articles she needs,

while Dorothy Burgess, the battling gal of

the screen, through her knowledge of art

—

she studied under the direction of George

Bellows, in New York—has made all the

smaller decorations in her apartment.

Hollywood has become inundated by the

economy wave. Everyone is out to save

as much as possible, even though many
earn more money now than they made dur-

ing their days of reckless spending.

—double quick!

5 to 15 lbs. gained in a few

weeks with new double tonic.

Richest imported ale yeast con-

centrated 7 times, iron added

NO NEED to be "skinny" when this

new easy treatment is giving thou-

sands solid flesh and attractive curves

—

in just a few weeks!

Everybody knows that doctors for years

have prescribed yeast to build up health.

But now with this new discovery you can

get far greater tonic results than with ordi-

nary yeast—regain health, and also put

on pounds of firm, good-looking flesh—

and in a far shorter time!

Not only are thousands quickly gain-

ing beauty-bringing pounds, but also

clear, radiant skin, freedom from indiges-

tion and constipation, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times

This amazing new product, Ironized

Yeast, is made from specially cultured

brewers' ale yeast, imported from Europe

—the richest yeast known—which by a

new process is concentrated 7 times-
made 7 times more powerful.

But that is not all! This marvelous,

health-building yeast is then ironized

with 3 kinds of strengthening iron.

Day after day, as you take Ironized

Yeast, watch ugly, gawky angles fill out,

flat chest develop and skinny limbs round

out attractively. And with this will come
a radiantly clear skin, new health—you're

an entirely new person.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you
may be, this marvelous new Ironized

Yeast should build you up in a few short

weeks as it has thousands. If you are not

delighted with the results of the very first

package, your money instantly refunded.

Only be sure you get genuine Ironized

Yeast, not some imitation that cannot

give the same results. Insist on the gen-

uine with "IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE offer!

To start you building up your health

right away, we make this absolutely

FREE offer. Purchase a package of

Ironized Yeast at once, cut out the seal on

the box and mail it to us with a clipping

of this paragraph. We will send you a

fascinating new book on health, "New
Facts About Your Body", by a well-

known authority. Remember, results are

guaranteed with the very first package—
or money refunded. All druggists. Ironized

Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 2611, Atlanta, Ga.
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Remove FAT
from any part

Be adorably slim I

I'Yininino attractiveness demands
tin' r.isclnatiiik', youthful lines of .t

graceful, slim figure—with firm,
rounded, uplifted contours! iiistoud
of sagging, unbecoming flesh.

Hundreds of women Lave reduced
with my famous Sllmcream Method

—

and reduced just where they wanted,
safely, quickly, surely. I myself.
reduced my chesUlne by 4 'A Inches
and my Height 2 8 lbs. In 2 8 days.

J. A. writes, "1 was 37 Inches
(across the chest ) . Here Is the
miracle your Sllmcream has worked
for mo. 1 have actually taken 5
inches oft'. 1 am overjoyed."

Tlie Sllmcream treatment is so en-
tirely effective, so easy to use. and
so beneficial that I unhesitatingly
offer to return your money if you
have not reduced your figure both in
pounds and inches in 14 days. What
eoidd be fairer than that!

Decide NOW to achieve the figure Photo nf myself after

of your heart's desire. Send 51 00 losing 28 lbs. and rr-

today for the full 30 -day treatment. dicing 4'A inches.

FREE S "nd $1 '00
^
or n,y SUmortam treatment NOW. nnd I will

ectid you entirely free, my world-famous, regular $1.00 beauty
treatment, with a nold mine of priceleiaa beauty secretB. This offir is
limited, ao SEND TODAY. Add 25c for foreign countries.

r ^
|

DAISY STEBBING, Dept. SL-11, Foreat Hilla, New York
|

| I enclose $1. Please send immediately postpaid in plain package
|your Guaranteed Slimcream treatment. I understand that if I have •

J
not reduced both in poundti and inches in 14 davs. you will cheerfully '

I refund my monev. Send alao the spcciul free Beauty Treatment. 1

I

Name
j

| Address , " . i

I City I

l_- __• __; i

How BLONDES
hold their sweethearts

MEN STAY in love with the blonde who makes
the most of her hair. She does it with

Blondex, the powdery shampoo that sets light
hair aglow with new lustrous beauty—keeps it
golden-bright and radiantly gleaming. Brings
back real blonde gleam to stringy, faded light hair
—without injurious chemicals. Blondex bubbles
into a foam that routs out every bit of scalp
dust—stimulates hair roots. Leaves hair soft
and silky. Let Blondex make your hair unfor-
gettably alluring. Blondex comes in two sizes—
the NEW, inexpensive 25c package and the eco-
nomical $1.00 bottle. Try it today and see the dif-
ference. At all good drug and department stores.

^4
Perfumes
1) Hollywood

Bouquet

2) Persian Night

3) Elack Velvet

4) Samarkand

Redwood Treasure Chest: Contains 4-50c
bottles of these High Grade Perfumes. Chest 6 in by
3 in. made from Giant Redwood Trees of California
Send only Si.00 check, stamps or currency. (Regular
Value $2.00). An Ideal Christmas Gift.

PAUL RIEGER. 289 1st Street, San Francisco, Cal.

BLACKHEADS - PIMPLES!
NEYEB SQUEEZE BLACKHEADS OE PIMPLES! Causes scars,
infection! Treat Blackheads, Oiliness, Large Pores and Pimples
with amazing NEW discovery. Contains 5 scientific ingredients.
See Insta-ni Improvement.' NO CHEMICALS! QUICK! SAFE!
Makes Muddy, Sallow, Blemished skin clear, healthy, beautiful.
Approved by health authori ies. Men, Women write NOW for
viable FREE treatise to KLEERPLEX, Dept. 18, 1 W. 31th St.,

N. Y. C. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

1 m\
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A lipstick from Max
Factor makes lips
lovely on stage or off.

tell

es

Here's Beauty For You!

YOUR lips

tales about you.
For one thing,

they tell how clever
you are in the art of
applying make-up. If
you select the right lip-

stick, and put it on
properly, the rest of
your face becomes more
alive, vivid, and in-

teresting on the instant.

The lips of the movie
stars are their most
valuable stock in trade.
They must be flatter-

ingly made-up. They
have to have color that
lasts. That is why, we
are told, so many of
them use this Max
Factor lipstick. It goes
on smoothly, has just

the right amount of

bright clear color, and
lasts, if properly applied, for a number of
hours.

Here is the most successful way to ap-
ply lipstick. Be sure your lips are dry.

Smooth the color on the upper lip, being
sure to follow the actual line of the mouth.
Blend it inward so that the color seems
only a continuation of the red inside.

Draw a light line of color over your lower
lip and blend it very softly into the skin.

Then complete your make-up putting the

powder on your face and dusting a little

lightly over your lips. The film of powder
sets the lipstick color. If it dims the color,

touch your lips up again very slightly.

You will find that put on this way, your
lipstick will last hours longer than ever
before.

Max Factor's lipstick comes in four
gay shades : Flame, Vermilion. Carmine,
and Crimson. If you have any difficulty

in selecting the right one for yourself, ask
one of the Max Factor girls in a store in

your city. She will be able to give you
real help.

A pretty hand depends nine-tenths on
care, and some say nine-tenths of that care
should be put on the nails. Now don't ask
us what percent that is ! We wouldn't know.
But we do know that we have found a mar-

Peggy Sage nail polish
for fingers and toes.

velous polish will do a
hundred percent job of
grooming your nails.

No matter how color-
conscious you are, or how
many different shades
you want to have at

your fingertips, this

polish, Peggy Sage, is

sure to satisfy you. It

comes in twenty-four
shades, no less. One
called platinum, one
called fire-engine red,

one amethyst, one black,

one extra pale, and
nineteen others. Take
your choice, young
woman !

But don't imagine
that when you have
fixed your finger-nails

that you have exhaust-
ed the delightful possi-

bilities of these brilliant

polishes. By no means !

With the new extra
sheer hose and those
fascinating slippers,
(nothing to them, my
dear ) , that everyone is

wearing after five

o'clock these days, toe-
nails are being done
with a vengeance. If

you haven't yet found
out how much fun it is

to do your toes, try it

out tonight and see if

they don't look delight-
ful. Watch your little

sister, however— she'll

be quick to follow suit,

this polish is precious

!

because it lasts without
chipping or changing color, gives that par-
ticularly high gloss, and as it dries slowly,
is very easy to put on.

The wider bottle packaged with it is a
new type remover which blots up the pol-
ish instantly but does not dry or make the
nails brittle.

So you want something NEW in per-
fumes ! Stand by to receive it, my las-
sies, for here it is. Exaltation, by Myon
of Paris. A misty, spicy perfume, if ever
we smelled one ! It has that rather rare
quality of being sweet but never weari-
some.

What it does for your spirits is some-
thing to write home to the mountains
about! High? It lifts you over the low-
est valley of disappointment and sets you
up on the highest peak of popularity. Ex-
altation is its name and exaltation is its

nature. We won't go so far as to say
that it will give you delusions of grandeur.
But it certainly will make you feel that the

world is yours.

The perfume is French, just brought to

this country and introduced here this fall.

The modern French bottle is a gem. The
case containing the bottle is royal blue,

Exaltation, the new per
fumejust over from Paris

and after all,

It is precious
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a square with snaps and thin blue straps

to hold it in place. Notice the novelty of

the bottle shape. You'll like it

!

Bright, shining eyes make more con-

quests than all the clever conversation in

the world. As the old song says, "Isn't

it funny? But it's true!"

Kathleen Mary Quintan is one beauty

specialist who has realized what it is eyes

need to keep them shining. She has de-

veloped an eye-kit which does the trick.

It contains a beauty foursome just for eyes,

all kinds of eyes, blue, brown, green or

hazel.

First there is an eye-bath, to clean them

and soothe tiredness or irritation ; then eye-

cream, one of the best we know to keep

chose delicate around-the-eye tissues

smooth soft and firm; eye packs, sweet-

smelling little sachets of crushed herbs

91

and flowers, marvelous for strained eyes,

or puffiness; and eye-astringent, which

keeps the skin firm and helps prevent little

lines from doing their worst.

The kit itself is a dear! It is shining

silver, edged with blue. Whether or not

the clear silvery shine is meant to indicate

that it will make your eyes sparkle, we
wouldn't know. But we are sure that the

contents properly used will have exactly

this effect. The four preparations are

packed snugly, convenient and ready for

instant use.

Miss Quinlan also has some eye-exer-

cises which do wonders for tired eyes, and

add life and sparkle in addition to keeping

the skin smooth. We will be glad to send

them to you, if you like. Keep your eyes

bright and beautiful, and they will bring

vou luck

!

Radio Parade

Continued from page )8

Rowene Williams who will be
Dick Powell's leading lady in

the new series of broadcasts.

picture will be a success—hope it will show
me to advantage, I mean, for I think the

picture is certain to register. There is

a fine cast, the script was good—though,

frankly, had I seen the script before I went

out there I'd never have gone, because it

didn't seem to me that it gave me enough

to do. We built it up after I arrived at

the studio, and I'm just hoping now!"
Hollywood, Benny says, has improved

considerably since he last was there—that

is, in the organization and technique of

making talkies. You may recall he was
the Master of Ceremonies in- "Hollywood
Revue of 1929," which was the daddy of

the screen musical revues. After that

Benny did two other pictures and then

returned to vaudeville.

About two and a half years ago he went
on the air, and pioneered in bringing

everybody—orchestra leader, singers, and
others on the program into the "play" of

the comedy. He claims no honors
_
as in-

ventor for that, though the idea is now
generally popular with radio comedians

—

Benny says he "used to bring in all the

people in my vaudeville acts, and did the

same when I started radio, the audience

likes that style."

Like many of the outstanding comedians,

Jack Benny is far more practical than he

is theoretical about how to make people

laugh. He began as a violinist in the

orchestra of a vaudeville theatre in

Waukegan, Illinois.

"When the house closed," he recalled,

"I decided to do an act myself, played the

fiddle."

The comedy work came later, by degrees,

until now Benny admits that he can only

just about play the fiddle, so long has he

neglected it for straight comedy.

He agrees with you when you remark
that it seems all the leading comedians

become good showmen as a result of long

association with the theatre rather than

through suddenly developing a comedy
line and then taking it into the theatre

—

Will Rogers began as a "dumb" show
throwing a lariat, Joe Cook did a juggling

act—played it at the Waukegan theatre

while Benny was playing fiddle in the_ pit

—

But our subject of the interview is be-

ginning to yawn again; let's go before we
have to lift him to the divan and spread

a coverlet over his snoozing form. We've
gotten all the answers we wanted any-

way. So so-long, Mr. Benny, pleasant

dreams

!

Either Dick Powell, or the sponsor of

his new radio series—or was it Columbia
Broadcasting System—decided to comb the

entire country, and parts of Canada, for

the girl who is to play the lead in the

air shows opposite the singing movie star.

At any rate, girls all over the country.

(20,000 of them, the sponsors of the con-

test aver), competed in radio trials for the

honor—and the remuneration of $500 per

week—of playing opposite Dick Powell in

the "Hollywood Hotel" broadcasts.

All this simmered down to a finals con-

test in New York, when twelve girls, win-

ners in the zones into which the country

was partitioned, assembled in an audition

room and sang and read lines under the

designation of a number.
After listening to all twelve finalists,

the judges named their winner. She

proved to be Rowene Williams, blonde,

plumpish, 26-year old entrant from the

Chicago zone.

So to Hollywood goes Miss Williams to

make her debut as a network performer.

The star she plays lead to started on the

road to fame singing "Shuffle Off to Buf-

falo." Rowene started toward singing fame

by shuffling off from Buffalo—that's where
she was born, but her parents took her to

Minneapolis. Notable is the fact that Miss

Williams never studied music anywhere

but right in Minneapolis, and became a

member of the Minneapolis Civic Opera
Company, with which she sang for three

years. This summer Rowene went to

"Chicago, seeking stage and radio work.

She arrived there just in time to hear about

the contest.

STOP CONSTIPATION

THIS SAFE, SIMPLE,

PLEASANT WAY
Dull skin, pimples and blotches, head-

aches, that "always tired" feeling

—

how often these are caused by constipation

!

Doctors now know that in countless cases

the real cause of constipation is insufficient

vitamin B. If your constipation has become
a habit, and fails to respond to ordinary

treatment, a shortage of vitamin B is prob-

ably the true cause of your trouble. Supply
enough of this factor and elimination be-

comes easy, regular and complete!

Yeast Foam Tablets furnish vitamin B in

great abundance. These tablets are pure,

pasteurized yeast—the richest known food

source of the vitamins B and G. These ele-

ments stimulate the entire digestive system.

They give tone to weakened intestinal nerves
and muscles. Thus
they promote regular

elimination natural-

ly, healthfully. En-
ergy revives. Head-
aches go. The skin
clears up. You really

live!

All druggists sell

Yeast Foam Tablets.

The 10-day bottle
costs only 50c. Get
one today and check
your constipation this

simple, drugless way!

YEAST FOAM TABLETS

FREE MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
You may paste this on a penny post card

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO. SC-11

1750 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please send free sample and descriptive circular.

Name, _

Address,

City-.. State..
THIS OFFER NOT GOOD IN CANADA
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—the reward ofBeautiful Hair!
Clever Girl! One does not have to look further than

her lovely hair to understand her popularity with men.
Its marvelous luster adds sparkle and vivacity to her

eyes and accents her other good features. Her secret?

Perhaps you have already guessed it but if you haven't,

just one Golden Glint Shampoo-and-Rinse will show
you the way. Try it tonight you'll be delighted!

25c at your dealers',

GOLDEn GLinT
SF3^ Shampoo

FACE

mSSSk
LIFTING BAND

CORRECT DOUBLE CHIN, "JOWLS",
NOSE TO MOUTH LINES or WRINKLED.
CREPY THROAT! Specially woven BAND-

AGE creates passive massage action and supports
heavy muscles. 100% improvement over high priced,

uncomfortable, unsanitarv. old fashioned and unbe-
coming Chin Straps and Plasters. SEND ONLY $1.00 (M. O. or
check) for BANDAGE and an effective 5 minute daily Beauty Regi-
men.

:
FREE: An interesting booklet containing a wealth of informa-

tion nbout modern Rejuvenation Methods,
EUNICE SKELLY'S Salon of Eternal Youth.

Park Central (Suite D), 55th &. 7th Ave.. N. Y. City n
DOES YOUR MIRROR REFLECT
CROWS' FEET—WRINKLES?
PUFFY EYES? FLABBY EYES?
My latest discovery, a recently perfected formula,
is creutimr a veritable sensation and promises to be
the answer to our modern woman's prayer. One
application "magically" eraseB lines and tightens
sagging muscles. Furthermore, this amazing prep-
aration stimulates lazy gland action, thereby cor-
recting oily or dry skin conditions. Skeptical?
Send ONLY 25c in stamps to cover cost of packing
and mailing a generous trial package.
EUNICE SKELLY'S Salon of Eternal You'h
(Suite J.). Park Central, 55th & 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

FREE

PHOTOGRAPHY

Write for illustrated booklet describing
monev making opportunities in PHO-
TOGRAPHY. Pleasant and profitable
occupation. Steady employment, perma-
nent independence. Famous N. Y. I.

personal attendance or Home Study
courses will enable you to earn good in-

come as professional photographer—Com-
mercial, News, Portrait, or Motion Picture
Photography.
New York Institute of Photography

Founded 19 10
10 West 33 Street, Dept. 60, NewYork City

fOR
Cash Payments Advanced Writers of Songs
Used and publication secured. Send us any likely
material ( Words or Music) for consideration today.
Radio Music Guild, 1650 Broadway, New York.

READ YOUR CHARACTER
from your hand-writing. Your
future happiness, love, courtship,
marriage and success depends
greatly on your own character-

istics. Personal sample reading 10c. Refunded if dissatisfied.

Graphologist, 2309-B Lawrence, Toledo, Ohio

LETME
DENISON'S

PLAYS
l
Mus ical Comedies.Oper*

f
ettas, Vaudeville Acts,

Minstrels, Comedy
Songs. Make-up Goods.

Catalog Free

T.S. Denison & Co. 623 S.Wabash, Dept. 14, Chicago

Tomorrow's Stars

Continued from page 57

find that he is American-born, but won
much of his experience on the English
stage. He has worked opposite such stars

as Helen Menken, Helen 1 laves, Cyril
.Maude, Jane Cowl, and others. His first

screen role was with Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell in "Merely Mary Ann."
Do you remember him? Recently you may
have seen him in "Now I'll Tell" and
"Little Man, What Now?" If not, look
for him in "Servants' Entrance." Huntley
is six feet, one-half inch tall, weighs 170
pounds, and has hazel eyes and brown hair.

When you see Roger Pryor in Mae
West's new picture, you'll understand why
Universal executives are "Pryor-crazy."
They think he's destined to be the biggest
thing since Valentino. He comes of the

stage. It was he who was co-featured on
Broadway in "Modern Virgin," the play

that introduced Margaret Sullavan to New
York. His first motion picture was
"Moonlight and Pretzels," which was fol-

lowed by "I Like It That Way." In addi-

tion to the Mae West picture, you may
soon see Pryor in "Wake Up and Dream."
He is six feet tall, weighs 160 pounds, and
has dark, curly hair and deep brown eyes.

Lois January, Jane Wyatt, Anne Dar-
ling, Lee Crowe, and Douglas Fowley are

others of Universal's hopefuls. Anne
Darling is "an darling." She makes her
first screen appearance in "There's Always
Tomorrow." Watch for a refreshing,

American girl about five feet four inches

tall, with large blue eyes and brown hair.

She'll identify herself with a most charm-
ing smile. That girl is Anne

!

Miss January is as warmly attractive as

the month of June. She has had little to

do as yet, but she has made her small

parts stand out in such pictures as "I Like
It That Way," "By Candlelight," "Only
Yesterday" and "Madame Spy." Lois is

five feet, four inches tall, weighs 117

pounds, (or knows the reason why not),

has blue-grey eyes and dark brown hair.

Call her "Queenie" ; that is her nickname.
Jane Wyatt is somewhat remindful of

Margaret Sullavan type—quietly charm-
ing ; hazel eyes ; five feet and four inches

tall, and possessed of dark brown hair

which she invariably combs straight back
from her forehead. As this is written, she

has been summoned from the New York
stage by Universal officials ; has played the

ingenue lead in "One More River," and
has been signed to a long-term contract.

Crowe and Fowley complete the Uni-
versal group. The former, a Canadian by
birth, traveled in vaudeville before he
worked his way to the New York stage,

after which he joined stock companies for

experience in acting. He was with a stock

company in Ann Arbor, Michigan, when
he was seen by a movie scout and signed
to a film contract. His first picture is

"Romance In the Rain." Crowe is five

feet, ten inches tall, and has brown hair,

blue eyes, and fair complexion.
Fowdey, a five-foot-eleven-incher with

brown eyes and dark hair, played a bit in

"Let's Talk It Over"—and was imme-
diately signed to a contract by Carl
Laemmle, Jr., Universal's general manager.
At the time, he was living in a tent on an
empty lot, because living was cheaper that

way. At this writing, he is waiting for

his first important assignment, which studio

officials have promised him.

Goodness, we were about to leave the

studio without meeting "Baby Jane !" She
has just been taken unto contract. Baby
Jane is three years of age, and if Uni-
versal officials have guessed correctly,

she'll be Shirley Temple's potential rival
very soon. Jane's real name is Juanita
Quigley, but Universal believes in brevity
for electric lights—so Baby Jane she is!

And now, jump on the magic rug! Back
we go over the mountains! Down we drup
to the Gower Street entrance of the Co-'
lumbia Studios ! Once designated scorn-
fully as an "independent," Columbia is

today of ranking importance among the
foremost producing organizations.
What an interesting collection of youth

and charm awaits us at Columbia! Ann
Sothern, Florence Rice, Fred Keating,
Billie Seward, Sheila Manners, Geneva
Mitchell, Inez Courtney, and others. Let
us meet them singly.

Ann Sothern needs little introduction.
"Let's Fall in Love," "Party's Over,"
"Melody In Spring" and "Blind Date"
have presented you with many pleasing
views of Ann. You'll see her opposite
Eddie Cantor in "Kid Millions."
Miss Sothern was known to the New

York stage by the name, Harriette Lake.
On Broadway, her five feet, one and one-
half inch of feminine pulchritude, topped
by her laughing grey eyes and restless
blonde hair, brought her quick success.
Pictures naturally ensued. Ann is already
well along the road to stardom.
Fred Keating is a six foot-one inch Irish-

Spaniard with brown hair and black-brown
eyes. He was co-starred on the stage with
Tallulah Bankhead, Hope Williams, and
other fine actresses. He does not: (1)
like Hollywood, (2) enjoy sports and
games, and (3) he has no favorite screen
players.

Keating makes his screen debut in "The
Captain Hates the Sea." See him, ladies,

but don't fall in love with him, because
he isn't married, doesn't want to be, and
intends not to be.

Five feet and two inches, 105 pounds,
red-haired, blue-eyes, petite and vivacious.
That's Sheila Manners ! She turns to act-

ing naturally, for her mother was Corinne
Grant, once well known on the screen with
Ruth Roland.

Sheila was born in Santa Barbara, Cali-
fornia, and she traces her ancestry back to

Robert Fulton, of Hudson river steamboat
fame. Like Fulton, Miss Manners has de-
termination. Perhaps you saw her in

"Daddy Long Legs" with Janet Gaynor,
or in some of those Western pictures with
Hoot Gibson or Tom Tyler. If not. then
you may meet Sheila in "That's Gratitude"
and "The Merry Widow."

Florence Rice, a rather tall, (five feet,

four and one-half inches), blonde with
blue eyes, is a daughter of Grantland Rice,

famous sports authority. Like many new-
comers of today, she hails from Broadway,
where she appeared in "June Moon,"
"Once In a Lifetime" and other plays.

She answers to the nickname, "Flossy,"

and for years she and Phillips Holmes
have been reported to be in love. You"ll

meet Miss Rice in her debut picture. "The
Captain Hates the Sea."

Inez Courtney's corned}' antics have
brightened innumerable pictures. It is nice

that she has at last won a contract, and
will be given opportunities to develop. You
may know Inez ; she is the five foot, four
inch, auburn-haired girl with the green,

(yes, green), eyes, who appeared in

"Loose Ankles," "Sonny," "Hot Heiress"
and "Big City Blues."
Now meet the girl who will wed direc-

tor-actor Lowell Sherman any old day.

She is Geneva Mitchell, once a Ziegfeld
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showgirl, now a comely comer in the

movies. She has been in Hollywood for

several years, but only recently has she

commenced a really important forward

stride. Geneva is five feet, five inches in

height, she weighs 118 pounds, and she has

blue eyes and red-brown hair. See her

in "I Am Suzanne," "Springtime for

Henry" and "The World Gone Mad."

Next we come to a group of charming

ladies—Barbara Reed, Patricia Garon,

Allyn Drake, and Billie Seward. Barbara

is the "baby" of the Columbia lot. She is

just sixteen—a very sweet sixteen, too.

She is five feet, two inches tall and she

weighs exactly one hundred pounds. Her
eyes are blue, and her hair is light brown.

Much taller, is Billie Seward, (five feet,

five inches). Billie weighs 120 pounds,

has brown hair and brown eyes. She

came to Hollywood from New York
musical comedy, and she has already ap-

peared in "The Prizefighter and the Lady,"

"One Night of Love" and other pictures.

Her newest and biggest opportunity is in

"Among the Missing."
"
Patricia Garon is five feet three inches

tall, and weighs 120 pounds. She has grey

eyes and dark brown hair. She, too, came
from the stage. The last of the Columbia

lady-contractees is Allyn Drake, five feet

and three inches of lovely Norse beauty,

which means blue eyes and blonde hair.

Allyn weighs 109 pounds. She appeared

in several New York revues.

Next we will greet a group of six young
gentlemen in whom Columbia stores great

faith. Their names are John Buckler,

James Blakely, George Murphy, Charles

Sabin, and Robert Allen. The publicity

department at Columbia avers that Sabin

is "another Valentino." The comparison is

puzzling, because Sabin has blue eyes, fair

skin, and light brown hair. He is five

feet eleven inches tall, and weighs 145

pounds. You may soon see him in "By
Persons Unknown" and "That's Gratitude."

As for George Murphy, the physical de-

scription that fits Sabin also pictures Mur-
phy. He comes from the New York stage,

where he shone in "Shoot the Works,"
"Hold Everything," and "Roberta." George
makes his movie debut in "Treasure

Island."

James Blakely, of New York society and

wealthy, chose a movie career when he

might have loafed through life. He is

along the Robert Montgomery pattern

—

six feet tall, slender, blue eyes and dark

brown hair. He buds out as an actor in

"The Captain Hates the Sea." The re-

maining three youngsters, Richard Heming,
John Buckler, and Robert Allen, are recent

Columbia additions. Allen may be familiar

to you, but the others probably are not.

Allen worked with Colleen Moore in

"Social Register" and with Leo Carrillo in

"Race Track." In 1931, he wed Evelyn
Peirce, a former Wampas Baby Star.

Last stop is Radio Pictures Studio. This
company has a policy of "borrowing"
stars, or making use of free-lance players,

rather than controlling its own stock com-
pany. Therefore, you will meet only a few
newcomers at Radio.

In fact, there are but eight, including

Pert Kelton and Sidney Fox, who cer-

tainly are not newcomers but who are
still listed by the studio as "coming bets."

In case you don't remember Pert, she
is the unique-voiced, pertly, (no pun),
pretty girl who practically stole a picture
called "Bed of Roses" away from Con-
stance Bennett. Prior to that, she made
her screen debut in "Sally." Other more
recent of her pictures are "Sing and Like
It" and "Wanted."

Miss Kelton is five feet six inches tall,

and she weighs 112 pounds. Her hair is
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Men Avoided Me

I WAS TOO FAT!
I just love to dance— always did. But

it got so the men simply would not ask
me. I could see them looking my way—
and shrugging their shoulders. It was
heartbreaking, but there didn't seem to

be a single thing I could do.
Finally someone told me about Mar-

mola—how it contains a natural correc-

tive for abnormal obesity,known and rec-

ommended by physicians the world over.

It sounded so easy I just couldn't be-

lieve my ears! But I took Marmola
exactly as directed— 4 tablets a day— and
imagine my astonishment to find myself

actually getting thin ! Without exercising,

dieting, or draining my system with

drastic purgatives!
Now I'm slender—feel fine.

* * *

If the thousands of women who have
reduced the Marmola way were to take

you into their confidence, you would
probably be amazed how many would tell

you experiences similar to that related

above. Everything they ate "seemed to

go to fat." Do you know why?

Physicians will tell women that abnor-
mal obesity is caused by the lack of an
important element which the body nor-
mally supplies. Marmola provides one
such element in a perfectly natural way.
Day by day it assists the body to function

in the reduction of excess fat. As they get

rid of excess fat they feel lighter, more
alert, more energetic. The excess fat

simply slips away, revealing the trim
and slender figure underneath.

Since 1907, more than 20 million pack-
ages of Marmola have been purchased.

Could any better recommendation be
had? And it is put up by one of the lead-

ing medical laboratories of America.

Start today! You will soon experience
Marmola's benefits. When you have gone
far enough, stop taking Marmola. And
you will bless the day when you first dis-

covered this marvelous reducing agent!

Marmola is on sale by all dealers.

4 MARMOLA A DAY TAKES FAT AWAY

ASTHMAfever
SUFFERING OVERCOME—Quickly, Safely!
Ama-Gon, successful new California home treatment, overcomes suffering

caused by paroxysms of Asthma, Hay Fever and Bronchial irritations.

Absolutely SAFE for young or old. Ama-Gon quickly overcomes those

awful wheezing, choking sensations and enables you to breath FREELY,
EASILY again. Promotes sound, restful sleep. We want YOU to

prove its value to YOURSELF WITHOUT RISKING ONE CENT.

ACCEPT 8-DAY TRIAL OFFER
| AMA-GON LABORATORIES.

|

I
Dept. K-3, 1500 N. Vermont, Los Angeles, California.

j

Accept 8-DAY TRIAL OFFER, and FREE Illustrated
|

I 16-page book about Asthma, Bronchial, Hay Fever
j

F
, |

paroxysms WITHOUT COST OR OBLIGATION.REE
I Name -

BOOK I Address City— I

BRONCHIAL
BEFORE AFTER

Sleeps Soundly NOW!

MAIL
COUPON
NOW FOR
TRIAL

OFFER AND
IREE
BOOK

"I suffered 1? yrs. with Bronchial

Asthma paroxysms," wrote Mrs.
R. Chavez, 280 S. Palm Street.

Ventura, Calif., "Tried every*

thing without relief. After us-

ing 1 Vi bottles of Ama-Gon I

feel like a new person. Got rid

of my awful suffering and now
sleep soundly all night long,.'*

ACiVtSJ- ~, Home
Make money in advertising. Prepare quickly during spare
time. Aleo earn while you learn. No experience necessary.
New easy method. Nothing else like it. Send at once for
free booklet—"Win Success in Advertising", and full
particulars. No obligation.

Page-Davis School of Advertising
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 4438, Chicago, U. S. A.

10O% Improvement Guaranteed

We build, strengthen the vocal organs—
I not with singing lessons—but by fundamentally
sound and scientifically correct sxlent excretes . .

and absolutely quarantee to improve any singing
or speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for
wonderful voice book—sent free. Learn WHY yoo
can now have the voice yoo want. No literature

j
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed Dy parent.

I
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 13-i»

308 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Simply send name and address

SEND NO MONEY
NOW

BOTH
GIVEN

Boys' and Men's Bix-jewel lever move- j

meritWristStrap Watch with metal link
bracelet or 22 cal. Hamilton Repeater Rifle with
magazine holding from 12 to 15 cartridges. Merely give

away FREE beautifully colored art pictures with our Famous WHITE
CLOVERINE SALVE which you sell at 25c per box (-ivine picture free) and
remit as per plan in catalog. Liberal Cash Conuni-sions. Our 37th year. Be first. Ofter

limited. Write quick for order of salve. Wilson Chem. Co., Dept. 82-K, Tyrone, Pa.
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Natrprinj^ shoe pressure on irritated heels

is stopped by wearing Walk-Eze Stocking Pro-
tectors. Feather-lite, they lock on the heel, snugly
gripping, preventing slipping and chafing which
cause agony and often dangerous infection. Walk-
Eze Stocking Protectors—recommended by chirop-

odists and doctors—are made of Kemi-Suede, soft,

pliable, washable, safe.

CUT STOCKING BILLS IN HALF
"A hole in the heel of those new stockings 1" Don't ever
say it again ! Slip Walk-Eze Stocking Protectors over
those heels and doable the life of your hosiery. They do
away with rubbing and consequent holes. One pair does
for all shades of hose since they are Reversible and "Tu-
Toned"—Maltese color on one side, Nutmeg on the other.
Ask for Walk-Eze Stocking Protectors at SHOE STORES
and HOSIERY COUNTERS of DEPARTMENT STORES.
If your local store is " out of " Walk-Eze,
send 25c and stocking size to WALK-EZE,

A-4, 242 Wolf Street, Syracuse, -N. Y.
Made for men and women.

3 New PERFUMES
Rita Reynolds, International Perfumer,
who has captivated the Hollywood stars
with her new exotic perfume creations,
now offers these distinctive and alluring
odors to you at $5.00 per oz. UNLIKE
ANY PERFUMES YOU HATE EVER
KNOWN. Choose your favorite from these

3 ODORS Send today
BOLERO (Magnetic Vivacity)

"

ZWILLI (Mystical Allure)
JASMIN (Demure Sweetness)

Just send 30c in coin to cover postage
and packing, and receive a liberal Purse
Size of each of these three amazing
odors. Only one set to a customer.

RITA REYNOLDS, A-l,
1062 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.

30c

GOLD-WIRE "FRIENDSHIP KNOT RING"
For Men and Women

This beautiful ring is hand made
of 4 strands of genuine 12K Gold-
filled Jeweler's wire by expert Gold
Wire Artists. The twisted wire is

woven around the band into a
knot—a symbol of love and friend-
ship. 5-year guarantee. Adver-
tising price 25c postpaid. Give ring
size. PRINT address. Wrap coin.

KERCHNER JEWELRY CO.
2354 Boone St. Cincinnati, 0.HAND MADE

Learn to Dance
Yon can learn all the modern dances—the latest

Tango steps, the new Fox Trots, dreamy Waltzes,
smart Collegiate Steps, and popular Society Steps
aC home.easily and quickly. New chart method
makes dancinfjas simple as A-B-C. No music
t>r partner required. Don't be a wallflower.
Learn to dance.Complete course— 286 pages,
64 illastratlone. Bent cn 5 Days' Free Trial.
Equals $20.00 course. Send do money. Pay
postman only Sl-98.plUB postape neon arrival.
Money buck if not delighted. Catalog Free.

Franklin Pub. Co., 800 Wo. Clark St., Dept. B-718, Chicago

RILL THE HAIR ROOT
My method positively prevents hair from
growing again. Safe, easy, permanent.
Use it privately, at home. The delight-
ful relief will bring happiness, freedom
of mind 2nd greater success.

We teach Beauty Culture. Send 6c in
stamps TODAY for Booklet. For prompt-
ness in writing me, I will include a $2.00
Certificate for Mahler Beauty Preparations.
D.J. MAHLER CO.* Dept. 29-N, Providence, R. I.

SONGS TALKING
PICTURES

<J\LTIEJT
paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet de-scribes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrics or lyrics to your music, seoure U. S. copyright, broadcast your
song over the radio. Our sales department submits to Music publishers
and Hollywood Picture Studios. WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.
UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 604 Meyer Bldg., Western Avenue and

Sierra Vista, Hollywood, California

Drown; her eyes are hazel. She is un-
married, and anxious to find the right man
—but no experiments; he must be tne right

one. Pert is both intelligent and clever.

She manages her own business affairs, in-

cluding a hotel which belongs to her.

Sidney Fox was once under contract to
Universal, where she was practically a
star. She left that company to become the
wile of writer Charles Beahan. She is

still Mrs. Beahan, despite several threat-

ened divorce actions. Now that she is

working again, Sidney seems happier, and
perhaps her home life will reflect her gen-
eral current happiness. She has just fin-

ished a feature role in "Down To Their
Last Yacht."

Sidney is a tiny mite—just under live-

feet tall, and barely able to tip the scales

to 98 pounds. She has brown bobbed hair,

and deep brown eyes.

Steffi Duna made her picture debut as

Francis Lederer's Eskimo-wife in "Man of

Two Worlds"—and for a long time there

have been whisperings that she may one
day become Lederer's real-life wife. Her
performance in her first picture won
Steffi a contract with Radio Pictures Stu-
dio. She appeared most recently in "La
Cucaracha." Miss Duna is Hungarian by
birth. She is five feet and two inches tall,

weighs 110 pounds, and has black hair

and vividly dark eyes.

Tom Brown is another who needs no in-

troduction. Barely out of his 'teens, Brown
is one of the studio's most promising play-

ers. He was placed under contract by-

Radio after his fine performance oppo-
site Jean Parker in "Wild Birds." His
latest picture is "Judge Priest," in which
he romances with his real-life sweetheart,

Anita Louise.

Brown is a husky chap of five feet, nine

inches, and 155 pounds. His eyes are

blue, and his hair medium brown. He
was born of stage folk—his father was
an actor-producer and his mother an ac-

tress. Tom made his stage debut at the

age of six months.
Julie Haydon looks so much like Ann

Harding that she was cast to play Ann's
daughter in "The Conqueror." She has

been under contract to RKO ever since,

but has been given permission to appear in

several stage plays in order to gain ex-

perience.

Julie is slender—five feet and four inches

tall; 110 pounds. Her eyes are blue and
her hair is ash-blonde. She is a fine mu-
sician, paints nad designs beautifully, and
has a charming singing voice.

Now meet the studio's youngest "star

of tomorrow." She is Ann Shirley.

You'll recognize her more readily by the

name she used as a child actress, Dawn
O'Day. Studio officials changed her name
recently because there are several other

Dawn O'Days" in the theatrical world.

Dawn—er, Ann is sixteen years of age.

Her father died when she was four, and
she and her mother have experienced
many hardships since then. Dawn is a

brown-eyed, brown-haired minx with hazel

eyes, just five feet tall to the inch.

Hazel Forbes, another of Radio's prom-
ising lights, is an extremely wealthy
woman. Once a Follies girl, she married
a business giant. He died and left Hazel
a fortune estimated at from one to three

million dollars—take your pick ! Hazel is

not satisfied to remain idle, so she is after

a career. Her first picture roles are in

"Down To Their Last Yacht" and "Bache-
lor Bait."

Miss Forbes is a statuesque beauty. She
is five feet and six inches tall, and weighs
123 pounds. She has blue eyes and blonde
hair. She is also the possessor of one of

the most beautiful figures in Hollywood.
Last and latest of Radio's newcomers is

John Beal, who has recently earned a sue-
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Attacks Stopped At Once
If asthma has kept you gasping and miserable,
read this letter from Mrs. Will Case, Route Iso. 2,
Hubbard, Nebraska.

April 19, 1931—"I was sick over 15 years with
asthma. I couldn't get my breath and what little

sleep I got was had while propped up in bed or in

a chair. I tried Nacor. By the time I had taken
half of my second bottle my asthma was gone and
has not returned."—Mrs. Will Case, Route No. 2,

Hubbard, Nebraska.
FREE—No need to suffer asthma torture when blessed re-

lief can be yours. For years N:tcor has helped thousands.
Write for letters and booklet of helpful information about
relief of asthma and bronchial coughs. Nacor Medicine
Co., 330 State Life Bldg., Indianapolis, Indiana.

"AWoman may Narry

Whom She Likes!"
— said Thackeray. This great
author knew the power of wo-
men—better than most women
do. Men are helpless in the hands
cfwomen who really know how /

to handle them. You have such"
powers. You can develop and use them to win a
husband, a home and happiness. Read the secrets

of"Fascinating "Womanhood" a daring book which
shows howwomen attract men by using the simple
laws of man's psychology

.

Don't let romance and love pass you by. Send u9
only 10c and we will send you the booklet entitled

"Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood"— an inter-

esting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascinating
Womanhood." Sent in plain wrapper. Psychology
Press, Dept. 86-L,585 Kingsland Avenue, St. I ouis.Mo.

nnmraa
CAN BE CHANGED!

Dr. Stotter, a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Vienna, with many years of ex-
perience in Plastic Surgery, reconstructs
unshapely noses, protruding and large ears.
Hps, wrinkles around the eyes and ej-elids,
face and neck, etc., by methods as perfected
in the great Vienna Polyclinic, Moderate
Fees. FREE BOOKLET "FACIAL RE-
CONSTRUCTION" SENT ON REQUEST.
Dr. Sto tter. 50 E. 42nd St.. Dent. 41-K. N. Y.

Be an ARTIST
MAKE $50 TO $100 A WEEK !

Our simple, proven methods make it

easy to learn Commercial Art, Cartoon-
ing and Designing quickly, AT HOME,
in spare time. New lev rate. Big new
book, "ART for Pleasure and Profit,"
sent free. State age.

Studio 171 1 WashingtcnSckool of
art.111s-15th st., washington, d. c.

$51? tour Marriage Forecast

As Told By Your Stars
What is the romance in store for you . . .

destined from the day of your birth? Whom
should you marry? What is your luckiest

day? Send full birth-date with Dime and
Stamped Return enreiope for your Chart at

once.

\£>^Jc-V THURSTON, Dept. H-16
V** *vT20 W. Jaeksen Blvd. Chicago. II!.

Make money taking pictures. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.

Send at once for free book. Opportunities in Modern
Photography, and full particulars.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dent. 4438, 3601 Michigan Ave. Chicago, U.S.A.
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cessful career on the New York stage. He
made his picture debut in "Hat, Coat,

Glove." Beal first visited Hollywood two

years ago, when he was engaged by a local

theatre to play his original New York
role in "Another Language." At that time

he received movie offers, but rejected them

because he wanted more stage experience.

His last stage success before he did come
to Hollywood was in "She Loves Me
Not." John is five feet, eleven inches tall,

and weighs 150 pounds. He has brown

95

eyes, brown hair, and photographs well.

'that's all, folks ! This concludes our

tour of Hollywood. We have visited every

studio, during this series of articles, and if

you began reading these stories five months
ago, you have now been introduced to the

majority of Hollywood's young starlets.

Two or three or more years hence, many
of these young players will have reached

screen stardom. Watch for that, and you
may have the satisfaction of saying, "I

knew you when !"

LOSE FAT

The New Sophisticate of the Screen

Continued from page 19

Joan Crawford and Claudette Colbert and

Connie Bennett and dozens of others have

that cute little trick of glove-tight dress-

es over the hips—simply to draw attention

to their million dollar figures. But no
accentuations of hips for Myrna. Until

lately, no one particularly cared how
Myrna dressed on the screen. Ruth Chat-

terton and Joan Crawford went in for

heavy English accents, but not Myrna,

whose all-American voice has not one

single harsh or false note. It's just a

natural voice.

With all of Hollywood going into

hysterics over the Body Beautiful, and

making the lives of hostesses miserable

with their everlasting diets and green

salads, Myrna quite nonchalantly picks up

a pound here and there without so much
as a sigh, much less a shriek, eats as she

darned pleases, and exercises only when
the spirit moves her.

Myrna has never carried a gardenia,

married a Marquis, attended a premiere,

worn her finger nails long and red, thrown

a chair at the director, owned a loud

automobile, worn dark-colored glasses,

made an "entrance," or told the publicity

department she wasn't getting enough pub-

licity. Myrna has never been to New
York, nor to Europe—dear me, she hasn't

even sniffed at the Riviera—she's never

been any place out of Montana and Cali-

fornia; but when it comes to sophistica-

tion on the screen I will match her any d~y

against Lilian Harvey, Madeleine Carroll,

Connie Bennett, Marlene Dietrich and

Miriam Hopkins. Oh, you can throw in

Kay Francis, too. We'll still beat.

She has been smacked down more times

by Hollywood than Massa Maxie smacked

down Camera, and has been tossed about

from one studio to another somewhat in

the manner of a football. Every time

she would have a chance to play a nice

American girl with good manners, along

would come the curse of the Manchus
again. Imagine Myrna's horror in a local

theatre one night when she heard a woman
back of her telling another woman that

Myrna was a Chinese girl and lived next

door to her laundryman!
But with it all Myrna Loy today repre-

sents the new sophisticate of the screen.

She's honest and natural, no tricks, no mir-

rors, no chichi. Ask a high-school boy what
a sophisticate is and he will answer that it

is a person who is being_ honest. The
post-war generation went in for honesty

in a big way, and Flaming Youth took

possession of the screen. Clara Bow and
Alice White and Colleen Moore were all

very frank about Life and Love and Sex
and Legs, and the flappers thought it was
all just dandy. Shriek everything you
know

—

that was being sophisticated. And
then suddenly there weren't any flappers

but another "younger generation" who
were equally honest and natural about
everything, but who found out that Life

and Love and Sex and Legs were far more
exciting if they were subtle. And so, be-

lieve it or not, dreamy reader, Myrna Ley
is a subtle successor of Clara Bow. She's

a modern, up to the minute sophisticate.

Mr. Van Dyke, the director of "The
Thin Man" and many other successes too,

is the president of our "We Want More
Loy" club. Van thinks Myrna is the Beit.

! "A strange business this," he told me on
"The Thin Man" set one day. "If I went
in to see Thalberg tomorrow and sug-

gested that he let Myrna Loy play a

Chinese role in 'The Good Earth' or

'Lirne house Nights' he'd say I was crazy

—plumb nuts—and order a straightjacket

for me. But only three years ago the

minute a producer read a script that called

for a Chinese menace he sent for Myrna
Loy.
"Myrna," Van continued, "is a normal,

sound woman. She's a lovely actress, but

she doesn't act. It just isn't in her nature

to act. She just goes around being herself.

And if she ever starts trying to act I'll

spank her. Myrna isn't what you might
call a party girl but she very often comes
to my parties, swims in my pool, and has

a grand time. She never gets loud, and
never makes herself conspicuous, and I

have never seen her give vent to a dis-

play of fireworks on my sets or anywhere.

She never talks very much and in that

way you don't know how much, or how
little, she really knows."

Which all goes to prove that Myrna is

a very smart girl.

As I said in the beginning—can you re-

member way back there ?—when I first

came to Hollywood I wouldn't have both-

ered to turn my head to look at Myrna
Loy. I was too busy turning it to look

at Marlene Dietrich. But when I found

out that I could do a story about Myrna
last week, I lost no time in making ar-

rangements to see her. Myrna was working
in the newest Frank Capra picture, "Broad-
way Bill"—which is something right now
in Hollywood with every actor and ac-

tress doing nip-ups and pretzel-twirls

trying to get a crack at a Frank Capra
production. And Myrna was on a ranch

doing a stable sequence. And it was 116

on the ranch, and smelled like horses, and
it was dirty, and there were flies. But I

who love my comfort and my Christmas

Night lost no time in hying myself out

to see Myrna.
When I first met Myrna "in the flesh"

she was sitting in her make-shift dress-

ing room. Bare-legged. The perspiration

flowing down her face and back.

"The new sophisticate of the screen," I

said, and Myrna smiled. In that heat she

wasn't going to put on any act for me.

"I'm afraid the joke's on you," she said.

"You've probably come straight from 'The

Thin Man.' In 'Broadway Bill' I wear
dungarees almost throughout the entire

picture. I'm a noble girl and like horses.

Kansas City Woman

LOST 50 lbs.
• Why suffer the humiliation of fat when others

find it so easy to be attractive and slender? Mrs.

Jennie Schafer, 1029 Jackson St.. Kansas City.

Mo., writes: "I reduced 50 lbs. with RE-DUCE-
OIDS. Every other method failed but RE-DUCE-
OIDS succeeded. After I lost this fat, my doctor

pronounced me in better health than for years,

and I felt better in every way."

San Francisco Nurse Lost Fat!
• Trust a Graduate Nurse to know how to lose

fat safely, without weakening baths, harmful
exercises or starving diets. Miss Louise Lang-
ham, Graduate Nurse, 1286 Treat Ave., San
Francisco, Calif., writes : "My own experience

in reducing with RE-DUCE-OIDS has been so

satisfactory that I recommend them to others."

Unsolicited letters tell of weight reductions in

varying amounts, as much as 70 lbs. and more,

and they report feeling better while and after

taking RE-DUCE-OIDS.
EXPERT CHEMISTS test every ingredient con-

tained in easy-to-use, tasteless RE-DUCE-OIDS
capsules. RE-DUCE-OIDS absolutely DO NOT
contain di-nitro-phenol.

FAT GOES — OR NO COST TO YOU !

• If you are not entirely satisfied with the re-

sults you obtain from RE-DUCE-OIDS, you get

your money back! You risk no money! Start

today before fat gets another day's headway.

Sold by drug or department stores everywhere.

If your dealer is out, send $2.00 for 1 package

or $5.00 for 3 packages direct to us. (Currency,

Money Order, Stamps, or sent C.O.D.). In plain

wrapper.

FREE! valuable book
Tells "HOW TO RE-
DUCE." Not neces-
sary to order RE-
DUCE-OIDS to get
this book. Sent free.

GOODBYE, FAT!
Scientific Laboratories of America, Inc.Dept. S411
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Send me the FREE Book "HOW TO REDUCE."
If you wish RE-DUCE-OIDS check number of

packages here:

r~l 1 Package ($2.00) Q 3 Packages ($5.00)

Name
Address -

City .State..
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Don't Let

Acid Indigestion
Spoil Your Fun!

1IFE is too short to let one evening after

j another be spoiled by heartburn, gassy
fullness and sour stomach. Do as millions do,

keep a roll of Tunis on hand in purse or pocket.
Turns contain no soda or water soluble alkalies,

only soothing insoluble antacids that pass off

undissolved and inert when the acid conditions
are corrected. They're refreshing, pleasant. No
bad taste, no after-effects. 10c at all drug stores.

1935 Calendar-Thermometer combined, in beau-
tiful 3-color design, also sample TUNIS and NR.
Send name, address and stamp to A. H. LEWIS
COMPANY, Dept. 24-SY St. Louie. Mo.

TUMS
TUMS ARE
ANTACID . .

NOTA LAXATIVE

FOR THE TUMMY

For a laxative, use the safe, dependable Vegetable kP>
Laxative NR (Nature's Remedy). Only 25 cents. «*

WRITERS!
Big demand for good material. Radio
scripts, stories, songs, verse. Send for

free information.

AMERICAN WRITER'S SYNDICATE
1717-S Hartford Building, Chicago

WANT
TO BROADCAST?

If you have talent here's your chance to
get into Broadcasting. New Floyd Gibbons
method trains you at home in spare time.
Fascinating course fully explained in Free
Booklet, "How to Find Your Place in
Broadcasting." Send for your copy today.

Give age. Floyd Gibbons School of Broad-
casting, 2000—14th St., N. W., Dept.
4P10, Washington. D. C.

Learn Public
Speaking

At home—in spare time—20 minutes a
day. Overcome "stag-e fright", gain self-

v confidence, increase your salary, through
lability to sway others by effective
/speech. Write now for free booklet,

,'Botvto Work Wonders With Words.
North American Institute, Dept. 4438
3601 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, II).

Want a Steady Job?
Start $1260 to $2100 year
MEN—WOMEN 18 to 50. Write imme-
diately for free list of TJ. S. Government
positions aDd particulars telling how to get

them. Many Fall examinations expected.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Depl. H-305. Rochester, N.T.

fadI- X HAIR
Women, girls, men withgray, faded, streaked hair. Sha m poo
and color your hair atthesametime with new French
discovery "SHAMPO-KOLOR," takes few minutes, leaves
hair soft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and curl.

Fiee Booklet, Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Depl. 20, 254 W. 31 Si., New York

fll^iene IKeaire
l (40th Yr.) Stage. Talkie. Radio. GRADUATES: Lee Tracy. Fred
Astaire. Una Merkel. Zita Johann, etc. Drama, Dance, Musical Comedy.
Teaching, Directing. Personal Developement, Stock Theatre Training
(Appearances). For Catalog, write Sec'y LAND, 66 W. 85 St., N. Y.

Here's a paper to hit the flies with. How
long do you think we can live in this heat?"

1 may say I managed to live exactly
half an hour—but I don't know how I

managed. When I ruse to go, a red dress

of Myrna's, which J had been leaning

against, was all over the back of my white
one. I don't think the stain will come out.

I have something to remember Myrna by.

But in all that heat, and all that smell,

and all that decollete, Myrna still had her
glamor. And glamor at 116 in the shade
is really something to get excited about.

I was all for getting Myrna excited over
it, too, but Myrna said she was too busy
mopping perspiration and swatting flies,

and wouldn't I rather interview her some
time when it was cool and there were
burning logs in the fireplace and we could

have tea. Myrna is a smart girl—she
never gives an interview today she can

put off until tomorrow

!

She Had to Come
Back

Continued from page 31

the transition from silents into talkies with
flying colors. Probably the most accurate

guess is that her beginning in slapstick

comedies was less impressive to the studios

than the Broadway backgrounds of the

New York stage imports. At any rate

three years ago, strangely, came a gradual
slowing down. She was called for less

and less parts.

"For nine months I heard nothing from
Mr. Levee. And then he arranged for me
to do a bit in 'Wonder Bar.' " A bit for

Fazenda, who still was receiving volumin-
ous fan mail, and who was identified by
countless film-lovers as an integral figure

in the Hollywood panorama ! It is almost
unbelieveable, but the script provided Only

four lines for her

!

An experienced trouper needs just a

fighting chance. I recollect when, after

Louise had started slipping, she refused to

compete for a fine part in order that an-
other actress, to whom the job was more
imperative, would get it. That incident

will never be publicized. However, Louise
owes a debt of gratitude to Ruth Donnelly
and she is anxious publicly to thank Ruth
for her kind deed.

"You will remember," says Louise, "that

Ruth Donnelly and I worked together
throughout our scenes in 'Wonder Bar.'

I'd never met her before, but as we walked
onto the set on the first day, she turned to

me and said, 'Look here. My character is

the one that has stand-out possibilities. I'm
under contract and you aren't. You need a

break, so we'll switch parts !"

They did and this will be the first time
anyone else besides the scenarist knows
they did!

Louise's natural wit makes her an expert
at ad-libbing. It didn't take the director

long to sense that she could add much to

his picture. It was cluttered up with
glamorous stars, but he recognized that her
individual comedy touches would be a great

asset. None of her lines was written for

her! They started the cameras grinding
and Louise said whatever popped into her
mind as apropos. This spontaneous humor
had everyone in gales of laughter during
production.
There isn't an ounce of conceit in Louise.

I was at her home most of the day pre-

ceding the Hollywood premiere of "Won-
der Bar." She assured me, and she be-

lieved her words, that it was merely an-

other bit and wouldn't mean a thing. That

Heals Pyorrhea
Trench Mouth

or Money Back!

BEFORE
Picture shows Mr. Rochin before and after using P. T. M.
Formula. He says: "I have used P. T. M. for four
weeks and the pyorrhea has absolutely disappeared, leav-

ing my teeth and gums in a normal, healthy condition

—

thanks to your wonderful remedy. My dentist could hardly
believe such a change possible. I surely hope that the
thousands of pyorrhea and trench mouth sufferers learn as
I did, that at last there is relief from these dreaded con-
ditions."— Paul Rochin, Los Angeles. Cal. Don't lose your
teeth! Use P. T. M. Formula, painless, economical home
treatment. Positively guaranteed to stop Pyorrhea, Trench
Mouth, Canker, Mouth Sores and restore your Bums to

health or money back. You be the judge—nothing to lose,

your health to gain. It is a new principle, sensationally
effective. If your gums are sore or bleed, your teeth loose
or pus pockets have formed—use P. T. M. Formula. Even
if it is in an advanced state P. T. M. gives you complete
relief or vour money backl Write now for full informa-
tion. P. T. M. Formula Co., Dept. 1.2. 4016 Wilshir*
Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

yourFUTURE
Astrology the Oldest Seience Known
to Man Reveals favorable periods
for travel, health, love, happiness,
business, financial affairs. KXOW
YOUK DESTINY. Prof. Mme. Beu-
lah has helped thousands of men and
women everywhere. Prepare and
plan for any emergency. Print
clearly your full name, address,
year, month, day (hour if possible)
and place of birth and mail with $1.
cash or U. S. 3c stamps. If not thor-
oughly satisfied money refunded.
FREE—your one most vital ques-
tion answered free.

PROF. MME. BEULAH
110 West 42nd St., New York City

^ pie|ntheho"^

The Old Reliable Exterminator
Used the World over for many generations
to kill rats, mice and noxious animals. A
sure way to do away with dangerous pests.

Safe to handle. Sold by general stores and
druggists. 25c, 50c a box.

Manufactured by E. S. WELLS, Chemist

No Joke To Be Deaf
—Every deal person knows that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Arti-
ficial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
They stopped his head
noises. Theyare invisible
and comfortabl e.no wires
or batteries. Write for

,-i TRUE STORY. Also
A bookletonDeafness.

THE WAY COMPANY
4(k* 765HofmanD Bide. Detroit. Michigan

ArtiUcialEdTDrum

EARN steady income each week, working at home,
coloring photos and miniatures in oil. Learn famous

"Koehne Method" in few weeks. Work done by this

method in big demand. No experience nor art talent
needed. Many become independent this way. Send for
free booklet, "Make Money at Home."

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL, Inc.
3601 Michisan Avenue. Dept. 4438, Chicago. Illinois
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evening she went, disconsolate, to the open-

ing ; it was the first time she'd seen herself

orf the screen in seven years !
And she

stole the show. Next day three major

studios offered her excellent roles. M-G-M's
contract was most enticing, so she chose

them.
Her new employers, aware of what she

did with that slim opportunity and of what

she can do with a real chance, asked for

time to prepare the story in which she is

currently being co-starred with Leo Car-

rillo. While waiting for the special script,

they loaned her to Fox for the comedy

role in "Caravan," and allowed her five

weeks off for a quick vacation jaunt to

Europe with her husband.
, ;

The most unusual aspect of Louise s

situation in Hollywood is that she never

has capitalized on her husband's possible

influence.

When she and Hal Wallis married six

years ago, thev agreed that they would

share mutual interests and their private

life, but that each was to go on working

independently. While Louise is innately a

homemaker, she has stood on her own feet

since she was sixteen and wants always to

do so.

At the time of their marriage she was

clicking steadily. Hal Wallis was pub-

licity head at a major studio. Now he is

in active charge of production there, a fore-

most executive. But never once has Louise

let her career and his business duties over-

lap.

When jobs began to slow down three

years ago, she was offered alluring

stage engagements. A Broadway producer

wanted to star her in one of the biggest

standard musical revues. Easily she could

have proved that she was equal to any

established stage "name." She declined,

not wishing to leave her husband for an

entire winter. Personal appearance tours

were the vogue; she was offered $3,500 a

week to tour the East. She headlined for

three weeks and, homesick, quit and re-

turned to Hollywood and Hal.

"Every time I hit a low spot I learn later

that it was for the best," she stated to me
the other day in reviewing her life. What-

ever hurt was caused by the slump in her

career was more than balanced by the joy

which came to her. She became a mother.

For a year she forgot about acting and

devoted herself to this long-dreamed-of

personal role. Today Brent Wallis, a blue-

eyed, blond youngster, is sixteen months

old and the apple of his proud parents'

eyes.
'

So, as Louise contends, Fate seems to

rule her life. Disappointments eventually

evolve into something more wonderful than

she ever anticipated.

Her being in pictures at all is a pertinent

illustration of how her life has been charted

contrary to her expectations. Born on the

banks of the Wabash, on her grandmother's

farm near Lafayette, Indiana, she was
brought to Los Angeles by her parents, as

a baby. She was the only child.

Coming from conservative non-theatrical

stock, her parents found Los Angeles no

bed of roses. They ran a little general

store and Louise worked in all her spare

time.

"I used to drive the delivery wagon," she

reminisces gleefully. "We had a one-eyed

horse who couldn't see where he was head-

ing on one side, so I invariably had to go
around two blocks to get around one

!"

The racial strains in Louise indicate the

complexity of her character. Her four

grandoarents were each of a different na-

tionality ! "I'm French, Spanish, Portugese

and Italian !" she explains, "and yet most
people presume I'm Irish or Swedish." Her
father was born in Mexico.
He spoke eight languages fluently and

was a brilliant man who never had oppor-

tunities. He died a year ago, his old age
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made happy by Louise's thoughtfulness.

She saw that he travelled all over the

world. Her mother, a white-haired, patri-

cian lady of seventy-eight, lives in the com-
fortable Los Angeles home Louise has long-

maintained for her.

"School-teaching ran in the blood and I

was slated to be a school-ma'am." She
graduated from high school at sixteen, with

high marks. Stanford was her goal. But

in those days girls didn't work their way
through Stanford. When she discovered

this, Louise determined to earn enough in

Los Angeles to finance her college course.

She had it mapped out; she would major
in chemistry and English.

A woman residing in the same building

as the Fazendas suggested that Louise come
along with her and seek a job as an extra.

The chance to make some money was all

Louise wished; it was as good an idea as

any. She went that day—and a whole new
world opened to her.

Her rise was gradual; success didn't

come as a snap. Lacking the flamboyant

beauty particularly necessary then, she

found herself thrust into comedies. No one

at first, including herself, suspected that

she would acquire international fame.

Frequently she is asked how she gets her

marvelous characterizations. The answer

is simple: she is a born mimic with a

super-sense of the absurd, and she copies

actuality, heightening it with her own in-

terpretation. She observes women and

their funny little quirks. Mannerisms stick

in her mind and she has an inexhaustible

supply of them.

And now I reach the crux of my story.

Why is she the most interesting woman in

Hollywood? Because she, more than any

other film- actress, is a complete person-

ality !
.

You have never seen the real Louise

Fazenda on the screen, and you never will.

The camera catches only her comical side.

I am sure, though, that as you've glimpsed

her jollity you have felt that there is a lot

more to her. There certainly is. She is

"most interesting" because she has lived

the full life, tackling every phase courage-

ously. The result is that she has emerged

enrichened by experience, a woman of in-

finite charm.
Whatever your problem, Louise can

match it and advise you from her own ex-

periences. She is at home in practically

any situation because, at one time or an-

other, Fate has forced her to face nearly

every exingency.
You see her done up in fantastic cos-

tumes and make-up; personally, of course,

she is genuinely attractive. She invariably

wears wigs in pictures ; her own hair is a

rich auburn blonde, worn long and in loose

waves. She has particularly beautiful

teeth and a smile that would warm the

coldest heart. Her eyes are grey and

mirror her mood of the moment. The
strength of her hands reveals that hers has

been a life of activity and that she has

never, hesitated when there has been some-

one to help.

"I have changed in that I no longer plan

my future," she confesses. "It's never done

me any good to, anyway! I think we all

really have about the same amount of jolts

and joy, wherever we are and at whatever

we work. My home and baby and this new
screen opportunity will keep me busy, and

I'm immensely grateful that I have them !"

Zasu Pitts informs me that her chief

ambition is to do a picture with Louise,

and the desire is reciprocated. Until then,

we shall be waiting eagerly for your co-

starring film with Leo Carrillo, Louise

!

M-G-M's calling it "The Winning Ticket"

and we hope it's just that. Meanwhile, we
Fazenda fan-atics say Aloha and you know
what it means—that we like you more than

we can tell, and that we wish peace, and

health, and happiness to you!

Compare YOUR Figure
WBTlrS

Lovely Lilian Bond's
Height, 5'4"

Bust 34"

Weight, 116 lbs.

Waist, 25"

Start To-Day

and REDUCE!

• Don't envy the lovely,

slender figures of the beau-
tiful movie stars — you,
yourself, can now safely

banish excess fat— enjoy
better health— look and
feel years younger— just

lake a half teaspoonful of
Kruschen Salts in a glass

of hot water first thing in

the morning.

@ Kruschen is not just one
rait as some people ignor-
antly believe—rather it's a
superb blend of six sepa-
rate healthful salts based
on an average analysis of
over 22 European Spas
whose superb medicinal
waters physicians for years
have prescribed for over-
weight patients. Kruschen,
teing first of all a health treatment—it can't
possibly harm you and a jar that lasts 4 weeks
costs only a few cents at any drugstore.

AT ALL DRUGGISTS
"IT'S the LITTLE DAILY DOSE that DOES IT"

Professional
'STAGETAP
DANCING*

LEARN AT HOME NEW EASY WAY
Professional Stage Method. Surprise and
entertain vour friends. Be popular, earn ex-
tra money, develop hidden talent. No music or expe-
rience needed. Benin dancing first day. Beginner a

fundamentals and complete Professional lap Dance
included. Easy way to reduce or build up figure, tor

1 adies or men. Send only 53.75 money order for com-
plete 17-lesson course. Or send no money (it in u .a.

I

and pay postman $3.98 on delivery. No more to pay.

TRY FIVE DAYS. If not delighted, money refunded.
Limbering exercises FREE if you enroll now.

THORNTON DANCE STUDIOS
827 Irving Park Blvd., Suite M-55, Chicago, III.

MEXICAN ORIZABA
To introduce our rainbow flash

MEXICAN ORIZABA ring
(worn by Movie Stars) we will

send free a I Kt. Spanish im.

Diamond Ring (looks like $150

s'one), for this ad and 15c to help

pay adv. and handling expense.

ORiZABA CO.. Dept. 102, 329 S. Broadway,

Los Angeles, Cal. (2 lor 25c). AgenU
wanted. Earn S2.00 in hour spare time.

Stamp Inr catalog.

"DARK-EYES'
"Stu,™ or Cru" — NEVER FADES OR RUNS
PERMANENT DARKENER for Eyebrows and Eyelashes

Absolutely Safe. . . Not a Mascara ... One Application lasts 4

to 5 weeks. Trial size, 25c. Keg. size, 12 Applications, 51.

l^ame -

Address " '
',

T1 .

"DARK-EYES" LAB., Dpi.l6-M.412 Orleans St., Chicago.IU.

Be a Nurse
MAKE $25-$35 A WEEK
Yon can learn at home in spare time.

Course endorsed by physicians. Tnousanus
of graduates. Est. 35 years. One graduate

has charge of 10-bed hospital. Another—— - saved 54 00 while learning. Equipment
included. Men and women 18 to 60. High school not re-

quired. Easv tuition payments. Write us now
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept. 1211, 26 N. Ashland Blvd., Chicago. III.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Name

.

City_ _State_ _Age_
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Ladies in waiting! Kathleen Howard, Diana Wynyard, and Practice makes perfect! Fred Astaire, Erik Rhodes, Direc-
Mrs. Pat Campbell make a fuss over "Moonbeam," Mrs. tor Mark Sandrich, and Alice Brady seem to enjoy rehears-

Campbell's pet, as they await a call to the set. ing a number for the film in which Fred will star.

He's had a busy day! Baby LeRoy is

that tired he yawns even though Shir-
ley Temple does out-West Mae!

(Continued from page 67)

LEW AYRES has a very down-to-earth
J way of enjoying the simpler things of

life. Instead of attending Hollywood par-
ties and social events, he may usually be
found at a bowling alley, or at a ping-
pong court.

The other night he visited a ping-pong
court, and finding no one else to play with,
he challenged a fifteen-year-old kid. Now
Lew is one of Hollywood's best players,
but this youngster won every game.
As Lew paid for rent of table, paddles

and balls, the cashier smilingly informed
him that his boy-opponent was the "cham-
pion of Los Angeles."

WONDER if Constance Bennett knows
about this? Connie employs as her

chauffeur a husky, ebony-colored negro
who is a popular figure in Los Angeles'
darktown section.

One day Irene Dunne was talking to her
own chauffeur, and in the conversation it

came out that Miss Bennett's driver is

known to his associates by the nickname
"the Marquis."
Of course, you all know that Connie's

husband is the Marquis De La Falais.

A FINE big movie close-up to Robert
Woolsey, for befriending three baby

mocking-birds.
The feathered fledglings dwelt in a nest

in a tree just outside of Woolsey's studio
dressing-room. While making up one
day, Bob noticed that no mamma bird came
to feed the babes. He secured a ladder,
and investigated. Then for two weeks he
became a "stand-in" for the missing mam-
ma bird, feeding the youngsters until they
were able to go out and make their own
way.

Tells all! Anne Shirley leaves after
her first interview since being signed

to play "Anne of Green Gables."

THE Crosby twins, Dennis Michael
and Phillip Lang, are squawling lustily,

and give every evidence of joining up with
the other Crosby baby, Gary Evan, to
form a trio, years hence.
One of the twins, Phillip Lang, was

named by Bing in memory of Eddie Lang.
Eddie, fans of Crosby will recall, was not
only the Crooner's best friend, but for
several years he was guitar-accompanist
every time Crosby sang for stage or radio.

TWO movie actors were the soloists-
sensations of the recent Hollywood

Bowl Concert season
; they were Grace

Moore and Nelson Eddy. . . . When
autograph-hunters approach Gene Ray-
mond, he demands signatures in return

;

he has a collection of autographed hair-
ribbons, snapshots, and other knick-knacks
second to none. . . . Speaking of auto-
graphs, a small boy entered Myrna Loy's
parked car to await her return; he went
to sleep there, and Myrna drove half-way
to her beach home before she discovered
her passenger. . . . Fay Wray collects

cut-outs of herself from all her pictures,

she has a ten-reel assemblage of footage
that might have been left on the cutting-
room floor. . . . Fifi D'Orsay, peering
at the goldfish in her pond, fell in head-
first

; she was stunned by the fall and
had to be "saved" by her husband. . . .

Maurice Chevalier didn't stay in America
for the premiere of "The Merry Widow;"
a contract for a picture in London pre-
vented. ... So elaborate are some of the
offices of manager-agents, a prominent
New York business man entered such an
office to "make a deposit;" he thought he
was entering a bank.

Alice Faye and her mother pose for

a close-up! Alice is soon to be co-
starred with Jimmy Dunn.
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They are enthusiastic about its

business-like action • . •

its quick results

At least one million men, rich and poor, hard-

boiled and easy-going, spenders and penny-

pinchers, vote this tooth paste Number One
among them all. Most of their wives agree

with them.

Take the matter of attacking tartar and re-

moving discolorations from the teeth. There

Listerine Tooth Paste has the punch of a pugi-

list

—

quick, unerring, effective!

Consider the quick way it cleans— gets off

debris as easily as a big leaguer swats a ' 'homer.

See how it makes teeth shine !—like the bright

work of a Cup Defender.

Note the wonderful feeling of mouth fresh-

ness it leaves after using—like a Listerine

mouth rinse after heavy smoking.

Quick and thorough cleansing is due to modern

ingredients— critically chosen because of their

complete safety in action. They have the gift of

sweeping debris out of hard-to-reach crevices,

yet they cannot harm the most delicate enamel.

Give these same ingredients credit for the

flashing lustre this tooth paste imparts to teeth.

That wonderful feeling of freshness in the

mouth is due to some of the essential oils of

Listerine itself.

Why not try a tube of this thrift dentifrice?

Make it prove itself by its results. Make it

show you how much better your teeth can look

and your mouth can feel. Lambert Pharmacal

Company, St. Louis, Missouri.

The stain combating, film removing dentifrice

—

zlAnill'
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THE PAINTED VEIL
with HERBERT MARSHALL- GEORGE BRENT
Warner Oland • Jean Hersholt • Katharine Alexander
Directed fey RICHARD BOLESLAWSKI • Produced by HUNT STROMBERG

A METRO«G01DWyN<MAYER PICTURE

This is the Garbo whose flame fires the world! This

is the STAR who enthralls love-hungry hearts ! Not

in all her past successes whether in silent or

talking pictures has she been so exciting on

the screen as now in this story of a smoul

dering love, of high adventure, of ten-

derness that yields tears. This is your

Garbo, the Star of exquisite mys-

tery and provocative romance!
Based on the novel by W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM

tell'. '- 'iv-t&te!:
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Laurels for Lederer! The
fascinating Francis person-

ifies charm in "The Pursuit

of Happiness"

^NEW idol has come to dwell amongst
us! Francis Lederer, the false-alarm

star of an Eskimo misadventure, at last

conquers in his second Hollywood pro-
duction, as an irresistible young Hessian
soldier transplanted to Revolutionary
America, where he hears about "Life,
Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness"
and proceeds to enjoy all three, even to

the good old native custom of "bundling."
Lederer is completely and consistently in-

gratiating in his whole-souled character-
ization, and beyond a doubt at one bound
takes his place as one of the really im-
portant Hollywood personalities. Not
since Chevalier first enchanted us with
his European gaiety have we had such a
heart-warming occasion for toss'ng our
editorial hat in the air in tribute to a
blithe spirit, bringing a freshness and a

romantic joyousness to our hungry screens.

Lederer salutes us and we salute him right back,
for his triumph in "The Pursuit of Happiness,"
in which his gaiety persuades Joan Bennett to

unbend and give a charming performance.
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The first eight letters receive

prizes of $5.00 each

THE PROFESSOR APPROVES!
I am an old fogey college professor. I

feel foolish writing a fan letter, but I must

applaud the good diction and pronunciation

in talkies. As nearly everybody attends

movies there is bound to be an improvement

in the speech of the people. I heartily en-

dorse movies as an educational and an en-

tertainment institution.

Dr. Oliver G. Larson,
315 Esplanade,

Redondo Beach, Calif.

SHIRLEY ENLISTS THE ARMY!
Of all the good movies and talented

players that we see at our Post Theatre, no

one player has ever won a place in
_
our

hearts so easily or quickly as Shirley

Temple. So give Uncle Sam's soldier

movie-fans more pictures starring little,

blue-eyed Shirley.

Pvt. Robert Kaeser,

Ft. Benj. Harrison, Ind.

SKETCHED IN SONG!
Musically speaking:
Evelyn Venable : Brahm's Lullaby.

Myrna Loy : Song of India. Dolores Del

Rio: Hungarian Rhapsody. Sylvia Sidney:

Poor Butterfly. Ann Harding: Moonlight
Sonata. Lupe Velez: Savage Serenade.

Joan Crawford : Song of the Flame.
Mrs. Howard Cooksey,

Carolina Pines Hotel,
Raleigh, N. C.

A CHALLENGE TO DeMILLE!
Cecil DeMille was in town recently tell-

Tell Hollywood and the

stars what YOU think

in this forum of fan

opinion and ideas!

The Salutes carry on to victory in this month's
meeting in this forum of the fans! And there's

the proof that Hollywood's pudding is prepared
to the taste of the majority, as pictures, bigger

and better, come along in this dawn of a new
season.
The commentators this month come forward

with pertinent discussion on topics close to the

core of the movie art, and we hear from all

sections—a college professor endorses the films

as a teacher of good grammar; a housewife hails

the fact that she's in the movies at last; a school

girl tells Hollywood just what the producers'

better efforts mean to the Little Women of

America; the Army itself sends up a salute to

Shirley Temple, and fans everywhere say their

say about personalities of the screen.

If you enjoy interesting ideas about pictures,

by all means read every letter this month. And
if you are not now regularly sending in your
own ideas about films or stars, authors or di-

rectors, start immediately—remember that

prize of five dollars for each of the eight best

letters each month!
Send your letter to the Salutes and Snubs

Dept., SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th St., New York
City. Restrict your comment to 6fty words,

please.

Claudette Colbert whose colors are
flying high and gaily in the gale of
your approval for her increasingly

brilliant performances.

larger city than that in which I had spent

my childhood. Hence the inexpressible

"lost" feeling.

My gratitude a thousand-fold to those

who helped me banish "dat 'ole debil"—The
Blues. The whole movie industry deserves

my everlasting salute

!

Ruth Caldwell,

University Hospital,

Parnassus and Third Aves.,

San Francisco, Calif.

NEWS! FAN GETS IN MOVIES!
Hurrah ! I'm in the movies !

_
Opened

my evening paper and there it was

—

"Housewife." Needless to say I stacked

the dishes and rushed to the theatre. Ann
Dvorak and George Brent give good per-

formances. Being a "Housewife" is not

such a bad job after all!

Mrs. Betty Toles,

514 N. Nevada Ave.,

Colorado Springs, Colo.

ing folks about his ideals. Well, Mr. De-

Mille, here's a challenge to your genius.

Take "Parsifal" and give it to us with all

the mystic beauty Wagner dreamed into it

!

Are you big enough? Are you game?
Theresa Picha,

2850 Eads Ave.,

St. Louis, Mo.

SALUTE SUPREME
I entered nurses' training in a much

NEW PEN PORTRAITS
1. Leslie Howard: Masculine charm per-

sonified. Age-less romance—past, present,

future.

2. Robert Montgomery: Little Lord

Fauntleroy gets into the Duchess' prize

jam pot.

3. Helen Hayes : Portia directs the Junior

Leaguers.
4. Jean Parker : Duse in rompers. Wind

in the willows.

(Continued on page 92)
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MONTH

heaps new honors on

DICE POWELL-RUBY EEELER
—PAT O'BRIEN; on FRANK BORZAGE for

his best production; on Bobby Connolly

of Ziegfeld Follies fame for his spectacu-

lar dance numbers; and on Warner Bros,

for a grand all-round show.

I'M:
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Inside the Stars' Homes
3- Fay Wray

Left, lovely Fay Wray shows
Just how she serves one of her
famous salads when she en-
tertains in her "homey"

home.

Below, a close-up of one of
Hollywood's prettiest, and
most gracious, young host-
esses: Mrs. John Monk Saun-

ders, personally!

By Betty Boone

WHEN Fay Wray was a
school-girl living in Holly-

wood, she used to roller-

skate past a lovely house set

well back from the street and sheltered

by great eucalyptus trees. Florence Vidor,

one of Fay's favorite screen actresses,

lived in the house then but Fay never

thought of it as the Vidor home. It was
always "my house."

Which proves that dreams do come
true, for today it really is Fay's, although
she and her husband, John Monk Saun-
ders, have partially remodeled it.

Fay herself, in a red-dotted white silk

dress, its Ascot tie bordered with little

red jockey-figures, was coming down-
stairs when her secretary admitted me.
She waved the heavenly blue garment
she was carrying.

"Look, aren't these adorable? They're
pajamas made exactly like a man's. When
I was in New York, my husband hap-

pened to see some in the shop where
they make his, so he had them make me
half a dozen in different colors. He
thought Fd be pleased—and I was !"

She put them with a small pile of

Doesn't the table look inviting
against its background of the large
windows overlooking the garden?

But don't overlook Fay!

Want to meet the

stars as their best

friends know
them? Screen-

land affords you

the privilege of

visiting your film

favorites really at

home, sharing
their secrets of

home furnishings,

their pet recipes
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things being packed for a week-end at the

beach and we descended the two steps from

the hall to the long living room.

There's an Oriental rug on the floor,

larger than any I've ever seen, its soft

tones repeated here and there in different

pieces of furniture. It's a lovely room with

a great fireplace at one end, but the chief

thing that strikes you about the Saunders'

home is that it has a happy, lived-in look.

There isn't that feeling, so common in some
starry dwellings, that the decorator has

just departed and heaven help anyone with

dusty shoes.

You can even sit on the fireside bench
with the grospoint seat without paining

the hostess, although the grospoint was
done with her own needle during the film-

ing of "The Affairs of Cellini."

"So we are going to talk about salads
!"

Fay's heavy-lidded blue eyes deepened in

concentration. "The favorite Saunders
salad is a green salad made with chicory,

watercress, and whatever green vegetables

are in season, served with a dressing-

mixed at the table. I always mix it my-
self—lemon, olive oil, salt, pepper and pap-
rika, mixed very carefully with a wooden
fork and spoon. - You have to do it very
lightly, just lifting the vegetables and
blending it. I have a lovely old Spanish
crock that I use when there are several

people to be served. In winter, though, my
very favorite salad is French endive with
dressing."

Fay serves with these salads, bread cut
extra thin, spread with cheese, rolled and
toasted, or cheese biscuits or cheese straws.
The recipe for cheese straws, which she
says most of her guests like, is

:

Y cupful grated cheese

Yk cupful flour

Ya cupful shortening (scant)

J4 teaspoonful salt

1 egg
few grains cayenne pepper

Grate the cheese. Rub flour and short-
ening together with the hands. Add the
cheese, salt and pepper. Beat the egg
light and add to the 'mixture. Roll to

about Yz inch thick. Cut in strips. Lay
on flat pan and bake to a light brown.
OR : Take a piece of the mixture about
the size of a walnut and roll to a ball

between the hands, using enough flour to
prevent sticking. Bake on a flat pan to
to a light brown.

"When I give a buffet supper, we serve
in the play-room as well as the dining
room. It's the famous room that was built

to accommodate a ping-pong table." She
opened the glass doors from the living-

room into the play-room, as she spoke,
and revealed the table, a superlative affair
that looked as if it had been made for a
queen. "It was much too • good to stand
outdoors, as you can see, so we had to
change the old brick terrace into this
room." A sun-room, really, with tiled

floor and glass walls overlooking a lovely
back garden where more eucalyptus tree-
trunks gleamed.
"For a buffet supper I serve three

salads," went on Fay. "Last time I had
tomato aspic ring, a fresh fruit salad, and
a sea food salad. I serve the fresh fruit in

a hollowed-out pineapple, all kinds of fresh
fruit in season. Some people like whip-
ped cream dressing for this. Here's one
we often use

:

1 cup whipped cream
1 cup pineapple juice
1 tablespoon butter
1 tablespoon flour

Y\ teaspoon salt

2 eggs, separated

Ya, cup lemon juice
1 tablespoon sugar

Yi teaspoon dry mustard

(Continued on page 89)

TEST i^e PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
... For 10 Days at Our Expense!

REDUCE
YOUR WAIST AND HIPS

1
INCHES

IN 10 DAYS
OR

...it won't cost you one penny!

WE WANT YOU to try the

Perfolastic Girdle and Uplift

Brassiere. Test them for yourself

for 10 days absolutely FREE.
Then, if without diet, drugs or ex-

ercise, you have not reduced at

least 3 inches around waist and
hips, they will cost you nothing!

Reduce Quickly, Easily, and Safely!

• The massage-like action of

these famous Perfolastic Reducing
Garments takes the place of months
of tiring exercises. You do nothing,

take no drugs, eat all you wish,

yet, with every move the marvel-

ous Perfolastic gently massages

away the surplus fat, stimulating

the body once more into energetic

health.

Ventilated to permit theSkinto Breathe!

• And it is so comfortable! The
ventilating perforations allow the

skin pores to breathe normally.

The inner surface of the Perfolastic

is a delightfully soft, satinized

fabric, especially designed to wear
next to the body. It does away
with all irritation, chafing and dis-

comfort, keeping your body cool

and fresh at all times. There is no
sticky, unpleasant feeling. A spe-

cial adjustable back allows for

perfect fit as inches disappear.

Don't Wait Any Longer. . . Act Today!

• You can prove to yourself
quickly and definitely whether or

not this very efficient girdle and
brassiere will reduce your waist,

hips and diaphragm. You do not

need to risk one penny . . . try

them for 1 days . . . then send them
back if you are not completely as-

tonished at the wonderful results.

R 'WAV'7

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 7312. 41 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Without obligation on my part, please

send me FREE BOOKLET describing and
illustrating the new Perfolastic Reducing
Girdle and Brassiere, also sample of Perfolas-
tic Rubber and your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL
OFFER.

Name

Address

THE COUPON BRINGS YOU FREE BOOKLET AND City. .State

SAMPLE OF THE VENTILATED PERFOLASTIC RUBBER Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Post Card
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Radio Parade
What some of your air favorites say and

think about themselves and their work!

By
All i

'<>

orn

Kennedy

James Melton, left, one
of radio's foremost
tenors, has setopera as his
goal, sodon' t be surprised
to read that a new
American star is soon to

sing Pinkerton.

RADIO'S 1934 season is off to the most auspicious

start the ether impresarios thus far have con-

trived for entertainment of America's masses.
Through September and early October there came

back to the microphones such stars as Bing Crosby, Ed
Wynn, Block and Sully, and Roxy, and many others.

The radio showmen have been busy in their air castles

trying to plot new forms of entertainment that will be

more distinctly "radio" and less imitative of the stage

and screen. The testing out of their ideas should add
zest to the present season. One of the ideas being toyed
with is a romantic narrative with original music score

written by a leading composer, to be presented in the
form of a serial, or continued play, in which radio's most
prominent stars will appear.

Can you imagine the din of derisive hoots which
would greet a Hollywood announcement that some pro-

ducer had signed a famous radio tenor—James Melton,
for example—to appear on the screen in the role of a

rancher, or a young farmer who gets his start in life as

a hog caller?

Well, go ahead and imagine it ! But don't start pre-

paring brickbats to heave at the head of our imaginary
producer—because if Melton signs for pictures (and
they have been after him these past couple of years),

Eve Sully and Jesse
Block displayed their

comedy wares on one
program as guest
artists, and now are
featured on a weekly

air show.

Left, Eddie Cantor
and Eve Sully in a
scene from ''Kid
Millions," in which
the team of Block
and Sullymake their

debut in a feature
production as come-
dy support in the
new Sam Goldwyn

picture.

that's the type of character he would prefer to doing a
juvenile role in films.

"I've had lots of experience calling hogs," Melton
added in replying to my question about the prospects
of the pictures getting him.

"I want to do some pictures, sure," he continued.
"But music is my career and heretofore the picture
people offered me term contracts, which would mean
that I would have to give up my other work, radio and
concert. So now we are working on a plan to make it a
'picture to picture' arrangement."

It's quite possible the picture negotiations will have
been concluded before this appears in print.

"I would not be interested in doing a show," he added,
"for the reason that it would mean six days a week of
playing the same part, singing the same songs. That
would be marking time so far as I am concerned. I

want to continue concert and radio, and go on with my
preparations to do opera."
From which you gather that James Melton is pretty

ambitious. And you are quite right. Moreover, j-ou

realize as he talks about his ambition, that Melton has the
determination, resolution and concentration to drive his

talents to the peak of their potentialities. You see that

in the set of the jaw ; the fixity of the deep-set, black
eyes ; the carriage of the broad shoulders of this chap
who stands six feet three inches and weighs more than
a hundred and ninety pounds.
With the tremendous popular following Melton has

built up during his years of singing over the radio ; the

vocal equipment he is developing ever since he left the

Revelers Ouartete (a work which kept his voice "small"

and improperly placed for the more dramatic forms),
and his fine appearance for heroic roles, Melton has
much more to offer opera than he brought to Broadway
when he crashed it as an unknown six years ago. You've
heard, of course, how, refused an interview by a secre-

tary, Jimmy burst into song in {Continued on page 93)
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Perfume!

How They

Love It!

Mighty sweet! If our
favorite perfume could

smile and have its picture

taken, we insist it would
look just as Betty Furness

does here

By

Josephine Felts
Notice Betty's cunning ear, her shining hair.

places perfume belongs.
Those are the

o
'Through

H MY aunt !" breathed Roger. "What heav-

enly perfume!"
Then he went on, muttering to himself.

" 'Per' means through, 'fume' means smoke,

smoke !' Gets in your eyes, my eyes, every-

body's eyes."

"What ARE you talking about?"
Only the inarticulate came from my sainted brother.

Per-fume ? Perfume

!

A light dawned. Roger is in love with a bewitching

blonde who goes trailing clouds of indefinable, intoxi-

cating fragrance. He is completely under her spell and
has just found out what is the matter.

I've always known that boy was smart. Most men
can't tell what ails them.
Perfume has a way with the big strong sex, an ancient,

sweet way, which has not changed, for all my intensive

research, personal and literary, can discover, in the last

five thousand years. If you wish to be enchanting and

make your conquests, you will want its help.

So, ladies, choose your weapon. Shall it be one of

the light, sweet odors that captivate by their very illu-

siveness? Or shall it be the heavier, serious scents that

cast a spell as inescapable as the fact that, sometime
or other, whether you like it or whether you don't, you
are going to fall in love?

But before I try to help you choose a perfume to ex-

press your personality, I am going to pretend you have
perfume on the shelf at home, and tell you how to make
the most of it.

Study our picture of Betty Furness. Notice that cun-

ear, that shining hair. Those are the p
1 aces p«

fume should be applied, for in those places it belongs!

Betty looks, by the way, like the picture of a perfume
herself. Flowerlike, gracious, gay. If I were a per-

fume and were out to have my picture taken, I am sure

I should want to look exactly like that

!

Now, the perfume artists complain that not one girl

in ten knows how to use perfume. They insist it is put

on clothes where it grows stale and is never its true self.

They object that too much is used. Often one perfume
is applied on top of another. This, they explain, causes

the nose to suffer just as the ear would if two different

songs were played at once on the same piano. They
shudder at the results.

We have stoutly maintained that no Screenland
reader ever does anything of the sort. But just to make
sure

:

Spray the perfume on with an atomizer if you have

one. Beg, borrow, or steal one if you haven't. Spray

it on the skin, not on clothing. On the skin, it blends

in with that imperceptible skin odor which each one of

us has, and becomes a real part of us, different for each

wearer. On clothing it grows stale and a second appli-

cation the next day only makes matters worse. Spray it

behind the ears and into the hair, and on the wrists.

Then stop. If you have sprayed it sparingly, you have

just enough.
If you do not have an atomizer, touch the bottle

stopper to the ear lobe, and when putting it on the hair,

use the palm of the hand to brush it well in. This also

applies to furs.

The only clothing on which perfume should be put

are nighties and lingerie. Use {Continued on page 94)
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A FREE GIFT from the Editor to YOU!
The Supply Is Limited

Send Your Reply
TODAY!

GET THIS COMPLETE
MAKE-UP BOX

Please
print or
type your
a nswers
plainly.

Armand's "New Experience"
6 Piece Make-Up Set, complete with
cleansing cream, astringent, foundation
cream, powder, powder puff and cream
rouge.

CLIP HERE.

Fill this out and win a gift!

Age {Please check) Under 18 , 18 to 25 , 26 to

35 .... , over 35

Married ? Occupation ?

How long have you been a Screenland reader?

How many are in your family ?

How many of them read Screenland?.

How many are men ?.... Women ?.... Children ?

Do you or your family own your home?

Have you a telephone?. . . .Do you live in a house?. . . .

Do you live in an apartment?

Is your laundry done at home ? . .

How many automobiles in your family?

Do you buy at an independent drug store ?

Do you buy at an independent grocery store?

Do you buy at a department store?

Do you buy at chain stores ? . . . . Name them

What other screen magazines do you buy?.

Do you read Good Housekeeping? Saturday

Evening Post? Ladies' Home Journal?

Cosmopolitan ? McCalls ? True Story ?

What is your family income ? (Multiply weekly income by 52)

$

Will the lady readers answer the following ques-
tions:

What do you spend each year for: (of course just amwer
these questions in approximate amounts and mention as many
brands as you can remember! Shoes? $ What make?..

Hosiery? $ What brands?.

Cosmetics? $ What brands?.

Groceries ? $ What brands ?

.

Do you go to the movies? How often? Bottled beer? $. What brand?.

What is your favorite hobby! Your Name.
In order to win the set you must answer all questions.

In the space provided in the lower right corner of the page fill in your name and address or the name and address of the person to
whom you want the set sent. •

THIS OFFER ENDS NOV. 22, 1934. ALL REPLIES MUST BE POSTMARKED NOT LATER THAN THAT DATE
Only 5000 sets are available and these will be Send the Make-Up Set to this address:

sent to those submitting complete replies as
long as the supply lasts. Address:

Delight Evans, Editor, SCREENLAND
45 West 45 th Street, New York, N. Y.

Name

Street

City .

State
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An Open Letter to

Ann Harding

DEAR ANN HARDING:
I demand an explanation!

When you chose to "go Garbo" and refuse

interviews, that was your business. When readers

wrote to me asking why I didn't have Harding inter-

views any more, I could only accept philosophically

the sad news that "Annie doesn't live here any more."

And that was that. I felt that it would hurt you more

than it did me, because I can give my readers authen-

tic stories about Joan Crawford and Norma Shearer

and Clark Gable and Claudette Colbert and Bing

Crosby and Helen Hayes and Jean Harlow and Ruby
Keeler, to name a few box-office stars. You, on the

other hand, are presenting Ann Harding, by herself.

You have only one star to give to your public. I have

millions of 'em, bless them!

I repeat, denying yourself to reporters is your busi-

ness. But it becomes my business and all my readers'

business, when on the one hand you refuse to give

interviews and on the other hand condemn wholesale

the stories appearing in screen magazines. It doesn't

make sense—and you've always been noted for good

sense.

In an article signed by you appearing in a publica-

tion called "The Screen Guilds' Magazine," issued by

the Screen Writers' Guild and the Screen Actors' Guild

in Los Angeles, California, the following paragraph

appears: "Fan magazines and actors draw their in-

comes from the same source. Both would profit by co-

operating on a constructive policy for the benefit of

the industry as a whole, instead of chasing each other

around in this vicious circle. Mutual antagonism is

burning brightly—the mags bristling with pins to

stick into us—the actors locking themselves behind

gates of reticence for sheer self-preservation. How
silly, when we could really be of help to each other."

Exactly! "How silly"—I agree. How extremely

silly, Ann Harding, to suggest a cooperative construc-

tive policy and then to refuse to cooperate! Never

having had personal experience with this "vicious cir-

cle" and "mutual antagonism" you talk about, I can-

not sympathize with your point of view. Particularly

when such celebrated stars as Mary Pickford, Harold

Lloyd, Eddie Cantor, Norma Shearer, Bing Crosby,

Janet Gaynor, Al Jolson and many others cooperate

with me in SGREENLAND'S constructive policy of giving

motion picture fans interesting and authoritative

stories. If the above-mentioned stars do it, I should

think it would be not only gracious, but good show-

manship for you to cooperate also! Why not join the

distinguished company?
I am sure that you, Miss Harding, of all stars, must

loathe cheap praise and fawning flattery. You can

have nothing to fear from any reporter. Surely you

are much too intelligent to pretend that your audi-

ences are interested only in your "art"—if that were
so, you would not be among the foremost film person-

alities of the day. You have profited, as have other

stars, from the consistent publicity given you in

SCREENLAND. But you alone refuse to cooperate. You
have chosen not to see an accredited, clever, accurate

reporter who tried to get an interview with you for

this magazine. Is it sporting to refuse to give decent,

constructive interviews—and then to condemn screen

magazines for failing to publish them?

In the names of my readers who have taken the

trouble to write to me to ask why I do not give them

an Ann Harding story, I ask you, in all sincerity, for

your explanation! You may deny me the right to

ask. You may deny my reporter the right to interview

you on the grounds that you may fear that you may,

(to quote again from the article signed by you), "come
out of the presses as a rubber stamp." But, Ann
Harding, you have no right to hold out on the public

that pays to see your pictures. What are you going to

do about it?
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Dates

Under
Guard
with

Janet

Gaynor!

YOU used to see those movies about gangster-

leaders. They always reigned in offices at the

end of long corridors, and to reach them, one had

to parade past a dozen or more ugly mugs who

looked as if they'd kill their own mothers, if they didn't

get the right number of ma's pancakes for breakfast.

Well, that's what a fellow thinks about when he vists

Janet Gaynor. A date with that gal is' like a personal

engagement with King George—a regular Royal Guard

is stationed around her house.

Take the last time Janet and I went to a preview, for

example. Understand, I'm not boasting about taking

Gaynor to a preview, because she loves 'em, and she'll

go with any good friend who happens to have an inside

tip that there is a preview. Since I get lots of those

inside tips—well, quite often we go previewing together.

I sped out Sunset boulevard, and turned down the little

hill at the bottom of which lives La—or should I say

La-la?—Gaynor. Now the gate to her estate is usually

closed, but on this night it was open, so in I went.

A shout pursued me, caught up with me, and caused

me to halt with considerable scraping of tires and mut-

tering of curses. A big fellow with a cap drawn down
over his eyes approached, his hand in his coat pocket in

a suspiciously menacing manner. Fearful thoughts

raced through my mind

:

Was I being held up ?

Was the house being robbed, and had I interrupted the

gentlemen at their task ?

Or, horrible idea, was Janet Gaynor being kidnapped,

and had I arrived at a climatic moment? If so, what

Our artist's conception of little Janet Gaynor
tect her home. Read what happened the first

date with Janet, only to encounter the

would happen to me, and what had already happened to

Janet ?

I began to wish I had never left home in the first place.

Never, I thought at that instant, had the idea of my own
fireside seemed so inviting.

I was contemplating that idea wildly when the chap

with the cap drew alongside.

"What do you want?" he demanded. I couldn't see

his eyes in the darkness, but I knew they were cold and

hard.

"I date a Gaynor with a—I Gay a have with Miss

date—er, I have a date with Miss Gaynor," I sputtered.

"Oh, I beg your pardon. What is your name, please?"

I answered that as nearly as I could remember, (and

you've no idea how difficult it is to remember things

under such circumstances), my name was Fidler.

Whereupon the fellow turned to face the house, a hun-

dred feet further along the drive.

"Mr. Fidler," he said loudly.

From the darkness, another masculine voice echoed

:

"Mr. Fidler!"

Of course, this was nice publicity, being shouted about

Hollywood in such fashion, but I wasn't exactly in the

mood for publicity.

There was a pause of a minute or so, during which

the man beside my car managed a gruff apology for this

routine. It was necessary, in order to arrive at the house,

to be announced, he said. He added that Miss Gaynor

had arrived only a moment before, and that accounted

for the gate being open. The explanation at least caused

mv heart to return to its normal beat—I felt that I
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completely surrounded by her guards, who pro-

time Jimmy Fidler presented himself to keep a

huskies who patrol the Gaynor grounds.

wasn't about to be murdered in cold blood, or cold water,

if you are one of those who insist that columnists have

ice-water instead of blood in their veins.

Again from the darkness that other voice: "Okay!"

The man who had stopped me stepped on the running

board. "Go ahead, Mr. Fidler," he invited. I moved

forward to the side entrance. There I met the owner of

the other voice—a heavyweight who was equally as

ominous as the first fellow.

Stepping into Miss Gaynor's living room was a little

bit like being removed from the cold ocean, just as you

were going down for the third time, and deposited

beside a glowing fire.

"What," I asked, "is the idea of calling out the national

militia?"

"Oh, haven't I told you about the guards?" Janet

answered. "I've received a lot of threatening notes, and

mother and I decided that we need protection.

"This is a manless house, you know," she said, with a

smile that made me want to change that condition im-

mediately. "Just mother and I, and Lillian Myhre.

(Miss Myhre is Miss Gaynor's friend and traveling-

companion. She lives in the Gaynor household part of

the time.) Of course, we figured that the threatening

notes were from fanatics, because as a rule, kidnappers

don't signal that they're coming.

"Nevertheless, they caused us to think. We thought

what easy prey we were—just three women, unguarded.

The more we thought, the wilder grew our imaginations.

So the other day we employed guards. One man during

the d I -"o grards at night. One of them patrols the

Gaynor stories are hard to get—

that's why you don't read more of

them. But here, never before told,

is the grandest feature we've ever

presented about little Janet, the

most elusive star in all Hollywood.

It's intimate, it's news, and it's true!

By

James M. Fidler

grounds, and the other remains somewhere near the house.
-

'

When the time came to go to the preview, we went in

Janet's limousine! And if the two house guards thought

they were tough, they must have felt like sissies when

the chauffeur was around. A giant of a fellow, with

shoulders like Max Baer, and a chin that kept me in

mind of Durante's nose, he loomed like a small mountain

in the front seat.

"He'd scare away kidnappers, all right," I murmured.

"You should see him shoot a revolver," Janet laughed.

"He has medals for pistol marksmanship. I forget what

it is he does, but I believe he knocks spots out of cards

at fifty feet, or something."

I noticed—and have since learned that it's one of the

tricks of an alert chauffeur who (Continued on page 75)

She's little, she's young, she's appealing, she's oh,

so feminine. But Janet Gaynor is also one of the

world's most famous and successful women, and so

must be guarded against intrusion in her private life.

Don't miss this unusual feature about her.
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a
Life Begins"/^ Bill!

Renaissance of an elegant actor,

described by the suave and subtle

Powell himself

By

Ben Maddox

WHEN a movie man passes the forty-year

milestone and finds himself at the height of

his success, heart-free and wealthy—where
does he go from there?

This is the story today with William Powell.

He's had a "renaissance"—his own way of describing

it—in films. He's ready to fall in love again, (being an
elegant rolling stone who's picked up plenty of savoir

faire, he's most attractive to women). Financially, he's

sitting more than pretty.

So, now that his career has perked up and Carole
Lombard is just a sweet memory to him, what next for

He found himself at the peak of a good performer's career in "The
Thin Man." Where does he go from here? Let Bill Powell himself

tell you in this exclusive interview.

the bland Mr. Powell, our super-suave-and-subtle Bill?
"Life begins!" he says exultantly.
No reflection on his dear, departed Carole, if you

please. He adored her and is sincerely sorry they didn't
click in double harness. They meet in friendly fashion
when the necessity for consulting arises.

I went out to have luncheon with him and I recom-
mend him highly to any Hollywood gal. He's as discreet
as he is dapper. A woman could trust Bill Powell ; he
isn't the kind who kisses and tells. In fact, he is dis-
tinctly averse to discussing his private life.

To be exact, I didn't probe into his personal business.
He is too intelligent to fall for a tell-

your-dear-public-all trap. Therefore I re-
frained from annoying him. But I gather
that he is fancy free and playing the field.

With that superb aplomb which only
he has, he sends orchids to this fair dam-
sel and dines with that divine creature,
and apparently is taking none of them
seriously at the moment. His recent at-

tentions have centered on Jean Harlow
and Muriel Evans. (Aside to Carole:
Bill's preference for blondes, who are
young and actresses, is a compliment to
you. Baby, take a bow!)

If his poise needed any testing, it was
given the chance to prove itself when I

arrived. The butler led me out to the
sunny greensward beside the swimming-
pool and requested that I wait for the
master. Mr. Powell materialized pres-
ently, as calm as the proverbial cucumber.

"It seems," he remarked blandly, "that
we've had a bit of a flood. Nothing to

fret about. We merely noted six feet of
water in our basement. Oh, heaven knows
how long it's been filling up. I probably
never would have heard about it until the
house started floating if a friend hadn't
tried to play the organ.

"This is Lita Gray Chaplin's home I've

been renting, and there's a massive pipe
organ in the parlor. I never fooled with
it, but when my pal couldn't get a peal

from it, I sent the butler downstairs to

poke around at the machinery and see

what he could see. Just before you came,
he dashed back white-faced and aghast to

inform me that there was water, water
everywhere in our dim, nether recesses

!"

Such a catastrophe would have per-

turbed most hosts ; Bill Powell didn't

flinch. Luncheon was smartly served to

us by two men-servants, no less, along-

side the pool. (I noticed a flyswatter and
a can of Flit beside the Turkish-towelled

sun chair. (Continued on page 76)
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Cohan
Changes

His

Mind!
George takes another

flyer in pictures, and

"Gambling" right with

him is Wynne Gibson

By

Tom Kennedy

A "toast to our future" well might be the theme of the scene above, in

which George M. Cohan does a dramatic moment from "Gambling"

with Wynne Gibson. Are both gambling on the future? Tell us!

FOR a man to change his mind, (legend to the

contrary notwithstanding), is hardly news. But

when George M. Cohan changed his mind, the

none too placid tides prevailing in the cinema sea

churned and tossed in new excitement.

Just two years, almost to the day, when Mr. Cohan

turned his back on Hollywood after delivering a "dress-

ing clown" of picture executives that still has many ears

burning, he put his signature to a contract to do the

leading role in a picture version of one of his own plays.

Before breaths could be caught, the cameras were grind-

ing, and America's No. 1 Actor, as many critics pro-

nounced Mr. Cohan to be after his performance in "Ah,

Wilderness," was answering eight o'clock studio calls at

the plant Paramount built and later abandoned in As-

toria, L. I.

His reasons? No different than the reasons any

ordinary mortal would give for doing something previ-

ously tabooed for life! "This is different," Mr. Cohan

declared. Just what is "different" does not appear

immediately on the surface—he did not write the adapta-

tion, though of course "Gambling" is his own play; he

is being directed, not directing himself. So what ? Prob-

ably more than anything else is the fact that the producer,

Ha 1

1 B. Franklin, is an old friend of Cohan—they've

ktio\. n each other since 'way back, in show business.

But enough of that! When the effect is of happy

consequence, why get into a lather about the causes?

"Gambling" may, or may not, turn out to be a corking
good picture. Whichever way it goes, "Gambling" still

will serve an important purpose. It brings back, and
probably has served to interest him further in films,

George M. Cohan, unquestionably one of the most gifted

men of the modern theatre. It gives new emphasis to

film production in the East. This latter may be impor-
tant to all us movie fans—provided those who hold such
views are correct in their contention that concentration

of production, in Hollywood or any other one place, is

not conducive to development of the art on its broadest

possible lines.

For another thing, "Gambling" brought back to her

home town one of the screen's most provocative feminine

stars. Now it may as well be confessed now and here

that this latter angle is the one, of all the angles of

"Gambling," which most intrigued your correspondent!

It's no longer news for a Hollywood star to come East

to do a film. But Wynne Gibson in this particular con-

nection is entirely different. To begin with, the blonde,

green-eyed lady who is one of the very few to reach

the top flight of fan popularity doing parts that are

chiefly of the heavy, unsympathetic type, is a product

—

child and actress—of New York.
It's just four years since Wynne Gibson, soubrette who

enlivened many a comedy and musical show with her

sprightly comedy, went through the portals of a motion

picture studio—the same studio {Continued on page 91)



Just two little words

that cost the movie
studios a million dollars

a year

By

Sydney Valentine

i
N THE center of the vast dimness

that is Sound Stage No. 4, there

is one circle of brilliant light. In-

side that bright space, Bette Davis

faces Paul Muni, her eyes blazing, her features twisting,

her body tense with fury.

"I made you rich," she screams, "I put those swell

clothes on your back. Now you think you're a gentle-

man. Nobody can make you that. You're riff-raff

and so am I. You belong with me and you'll stay with

me. Get that ! I killed a man to
—

"

Suddenly, visibly, all the anger and tenseness fade

from Bette's features.

"Shucks!" she says. "I'm sorry! I skipped a line."

"Cut," orders the director. "Once more. It was good
—up to there."

The lights in the middle of the big stage suddenly dim.

Muni hums himself a tune. Bette fans her pretty face

with her handkerchief. It will take three minutes for

the cameras to reload. Until then production of the pic-

ture "Bordertown" cannot proceed.

On another stage, in a similar splotch of light, Bar-
bara Stanwyck and Warren William smile into each

other's eves, just before a door marked "Justice of the

Peace."
William speaks first. "Scared?" he asks.

The mild-mannered Leslie Howard
gets impatient with himself when
he slips up on dialogue. Here he is

trying to remember the next line.

Al Jolson is noted for
never telling a story the
same way twice, so he gets
mad at himself and every-
body else when told he
must repeat his lines let-

ter perfect in each "take"
but he does it finally.

Ruby Keeler keeps her
fingers crossed against
"blowing up" in her
lines in the midst of a
movie scene. When
Ruby misses her cue
she gasps in wide-eyed
surprise and always
says, "Oh, I missed it!

I'm so sorry!"
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"I don't know," begins Barbara in her low, soft voice.

"It's a little like taking a step in the dark—thinking it's

Her teeth catch her lower lip and, instead of going

into the embrace that seemed so inevitable, she stamps

one well-shod foot and says: "I'm sorry!"

"Cut," calls the director. "Once more. Just as you

were."
Again the lights dim and each player turns to the

business of repairing make-up. It will take three min-

utes for the cameras to reload. All progress on the pic-

ture "Concealment" is halted accordingly. For the sec-

ond time within ten minutes and for the millionth time

in the past six years, the two most ex-

pensive words in Hollywood's vocabu-

lary have been recorded on film.

They are the words, "I'm sorry,"

and although the audiences seldom

hear them, they cost the studios a mil-

lion dollars a year in lost time, lost

material, and wasted energy.

"I'm sorry" is almost invariably the

first thing players say when they real-

ize they have missed a line of their

dialogue. From that first "I'm sorry"

on, each player has his or her own
method of showing chagrin, annoy-

ance, or displeasure, but they all start

out the same way. It is a kind of gen-

Irene Dunne as
"Sweet Adeline"
in the musical
romance of that
name had some
difficulty in keep-
ing a straight face.

if

Here's Mr. Herbert
doing his innocent
best to "break up"
the beautiful Irene
Dunne. Hugh is so
funnyhe invariably
convulses his fel-

low-players on the
"Adeline" set.

Paul Muni and Bette Davis, two
highly-strung players, appear to-
gether in "Bordertown." Muni
hates to miss a line. Bette says:

"Shucks! I'm sorry!"

eral apology—to the director, the

other players, the sound recorders,

and the studio which must pay for

the mistake. Even a highly tem->

peramental star says "I'm sorry'

before indulging in further pyro-

technics over a dropped line, a

missed cue, or a mistaken bit of

business. Most of them are pa-

tient with themselves and their

fellow players through several

failures. Some of them "blow
up" after the first mistake.

No two of them react exactly

alike. When Kay Francis spoils

the same scene as many as three

times, which is not often, she is

certain to burst into tears. This
adds to the delay because it makes
it necessary to repair her make-up,
but it generally relieves her ten-

sion to such an extent that she

sails through the rest of the day
without missing a line.

When Joe E. Brown muffs a line he goes blithely on,

ad-libbing speeches from other productions, circus spiels,

and triple-tongue nonsense until the director stops him.

It is an old stage habit and, if left alone, Joe would
eventually get back into the (Continued on page 95)

When Joe E. Brown muffs a line he goes blithely on "ad-libbing,"

an old stage habit. But for an elaborate scene like this, above,

from "6-Day Bike Rider," Joe behaves! See him at the extreme
left? Note cameraman on motorcycle, preceding riders.
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First Cover Girl Contest!

Myrna Loy Offers Prizes

To You

!

The girl on the

sponsors this new
offers the prizes 1

the best, meaning
suitable, slogans d

read all the rules

enjoy this contest,

Cover G

Cover, Myrna Loy,

idea in contests. She

sted at the right for

the most unusual and
escribing her. Please

carefully. You will

first in our series of

irl Contests.

Myrna, right, poses with the Max Factor

Beauty Kit which she is offering as one

of the prizes in her contest. It's a smart

and practical kit de luxe, filled with the

famous Factor beauty aids of powder,

rouge, lipstick, creams, and eye make-up
—complete, compact. Grand for week-

end trips; decorative for a dressing-

table; everything a girl needs to help

her achieve a lovely make-up.

FOR the best descriptive slogan of Myrna Loy, the

star offers the following prizes:

Grand First Prize: Original life-size pastel Portrait

in lovely color of Myrna Loy by Charles Sheldon, noted

portrait painter and creator of SCREENLAND's beautiful

covers, including the present cover on this issue of Miss

Loy.

Second Prize: $100.00 in Cash.

Third Prize: Portable Remington Typewriter.

Fourth Prize: Max Factor Beauty Kit.

Additional Ten Prizes of personally autographed

new photographs of Myrna Loy, inscribed to the

recipients.

Here's a contest everyone will enjoy, because every-

one admires our Cover Girl, Myrna Loy; and everyone,

man or girl, will have a grand time competing for one

of the exciting prizes. The basis of competition is

simple: write a descriptive slogan of Myrna Loy in not

more than eight words. Sample slogan: "The new
sophisticate of the screen." Send in as many slogans

as you wish. Slogans may be bright and breezy, or

dramatic and daring; they will be judged solely on

their individual merits of cleverness, originality, and

suitability to Myrna Loy. You have admired Miss Loy

in "The Thin Man" and many other marvellous mo-

tion pictures. Now you have an opportunity to de-

scribe her as you see her. Read all the rules carefully.

Then write your slogan.
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The exquisite life-size original portrait head, in soft pastels, of Myrna Loy by Charles Shel-

don, distinguished portrait artist, which is the Grand Prize in our first Cover Girl Contest.

The photograph above fails, of course, to do justice to the beauty of the original. Mr.

Sheldon, inspired by Myrna's unusual appeal, fairly surpasses himself in this fine original

portrait, which will be sent, appropriately framed, to the winner of the Grand First Prize in

the contest. This portrait has never before been exhibited or published. It shares the effec-

tiveness of our cover but has an added interest in being an absolute original which anyone
r • would be proud to possess.

RULES OF Scre#nl*And's COVER GIRL CONTEST:

1. Fill out the coupon.

2. Write a descriptive slogan not exceeding eight words in length

about Myrna Loy. Send in as many slogans as you wish.

Each person, however, may win only one prize.

3. This contest is not open to any persons connected with

S'CREENLAND or their families, or the star's.

4. This contest will close at midnight on December 1, 19 34.

5. In the event of ties, each tying contestant will be awarded

the prize tied for.

6. Enclose coupon with your descriptive slogan and mail to Myrna

Loy' Cover Girl Contest, SGREENLAND Magazine, 45 West

+5th Street, New York, N. Y.

I am entering the SCREENLAND Cover Girl Contest

sponsored by Myrna Loy, with my slogan (or

slogans) enclosed.

NAME

STREET ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

Enter the Myrna Loy Slogan Contest! Of course

you can write a clever descriptive slogan of

Myrna. Sample slogan: "The new sophisticate

of the screen." See the rules.
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How Hollywood
Came to the

University
By

Margaret B. Ringnalda

Pretty? Yes! Young? Of course! But Charlie Chap-
lin's leading lady, Paulette Goddard, is much more
than merely pretty and young. Read this remarkable

story, revealing a new side of the screen world.

JUST fifteen minutes' drive along winding Sunset

Boulevard will bring one from Hollywood to the

campus of the University of California at Los An-
geles. Some have learned how short that distance

is, so that in Westwood Village Bebe Daniels and Mrs.

"Skeets" Gallagher have opened a dress shop
;
parties of

film celebrities make the Spanish inns their dining and
dancing places; just lately, Zeppo Marx has sponsored a

beautiful little theatre to be a clearing house for plays

and a meeting-place for actors and authors. The bril-

liant young architect, Allen G. Siple, who designed it,

has also moved from Beverly Hills to the village at the

foot of the university stairs. But I am not selling real

estate near my university, after all ! This is the story

of how, even with Hollywood at our doorstep, we did

not recognize her when she walked right in the door.

I'm afraid our trouble was that of most of the world.

We expected some tag, saying, "Hollywood," and this

girl was merely young, and blithe, and sure of herself.

I was in Kerkhoff Hall, the Student Union Building,

when the secretary of the English Department brought

her to me. At the time I did not notice so much the

things that the newspapers print of her, the usual pane-

gyrics upon beauty, as the vivid quality, the zest for liv-

ing that would mark her in any group of college students.

This is Miss Goddard," said our secretary. "She wants

a course in English. She may enter next semester."

And, do you know, I had no idea who Miss.Goddard

might be ! English teachers are apt to neglect the gossip

columns of the newspapers. Rather I thought—well,

delightful person in the expensive gray suit is being

rushed by the "best sorority" on the campus and

to be sure that she makes the required grades. The. she

sat down at my table and told me how she had been edu-

cated in a convent and wished to go on being <*duc ti
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Acme

"The one genius of motion pictures, Charles Spencer
Chaplin"—that's the way the intelligentsia still re-

gard him. Right now he is preparing the script for

his new film.

particularly in English literature and writing.

"1 write little poems and things now," she explained

with a deprecatory gesture. "I'd like to learn all about

it."

My mind veered around to conclude that she was
not being rushed by the "best sorority," but was making,

by her appearance, a very good living writing for maga-

zines. I felt I should tell her that I had been writing for

some ten years, never selling a manuscript, and that if

I undertook to teach her, I could be quite sure she would

never sell another story

!

We arranged a meeting; she shook hands with the

firmness that I have since found to be a part of her joy-

ous, friendly acceptance of the world. One of the stu-

dents with me commented as Miss Goddard's very

straight young back disappeared at the turn of the stairs,

"Whew, what poise for a youngster
!"

The other said, "I didn't get her name, but isn't she

beautiful ?"

I considered. "Why, so she is."

You see, the sum total of Paulette Goddard is so much
more striking than beauty that one takes her physical

make-up as an incidental, but happy, conclusion. How-
ever, you may see for yourself the delicate planes of her

face, sensitive lips, and shadowed grey eyes. (The
lashes are real—even teachers note those things!) But

beauty is in abundance on our campus ; it takes more than

a lovely face to undermine our skepticism and make us

long to drop a few years, to accomplish the things that

we dreamed of doing before we became school-teachers.

It is the boy or girl who embodies for us suddenly, youth

and ambition, who makes us sigh a little. Paulette is such

a one.

Much to her regret and mine, it was impossible for

her to enter the university as she had planned, because,

You know all about personality!

Now hear about Hollywood
brains! When you've read this

absolutely fresh slant on screen-

dom you'll respect the intelligence

of any movie idol— particularly

Chaplin's star, Paulette Goddard

in a few months' time, Mr. Chaplin was to begin work on
the picture in which she is to play opposite him, and, con-

sequently, any regular program of classes was out of

the question. Nor.could she receive credit for work out-

side. Universities are institutions of rules which some-
times exclude the likeliest candidates. But what did this

girl care? If she could not attend classes, she would
have the courses brought to her. The fact that she

could not receive credit made no difference—she was
that rarest of students, the type that wanted to know
for the sake of knowing. So it came about that we
studied writing and English literature.

"What do the students have to do in order to pass

this course?" she would say.

"They have to write a long, usually dull term paper,

with extensive library refer- (Continued on page 77)

When you see Paulette playing Chaplin's heroine in

the next Chaplin production you will understand why
Charlie has selected her to act opposite him.
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Helen shows you her new "Dolly

Madison" coiffure, modern version of

the one worn by the great American
beauty. Left and below, two views

of this trim hair-do, designed espe-

cially for formal evening wear by
Denis Phillips, head hairdresser at

Fox Film Studio. See opposite page.

Simplicity can be glamorous! See Helen's

frock at left, of chocolate brown wool faille

with "old gold" chain at neck and belt.

Hat, handbag, and gloves are brown.

Edited by

"Give us Glamor advice

that we can use every

day in the week!" you

ask. Here you are!

Charming Helen
Twelvetrees appreci-

ates your problems and

offers a solution in these

clothes and coiffure sug-

gestions—practical, but

oh, so smart!

Helen illustrates three important fashion

points: your muff must be huge, your hat

should boast a feather, your sleeves should

have interest. Her coat of beige wool has

simple lines, with cardigan front trimmed

with stone marten and the generous muff

repeating the fur motif. Helen's hat of

brown felt has pheasant feather banding.
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Glamor School
Below, "The Dolly Madison" coiffure

showing new use for hair clip. How
to do it? Well, wave your hair in

the usual manner; curl back to nape

of neck; then comb out all your locks

and brush upward toward crown of

head, catch into a twist, then curl

the ends—or pin on a cluster of curls.

Gown for a good evening!

Luscious jade-green bagheera

velvet with a provocative

flounce lined with chartreuse

taffeta—what an effect!

Glamorous enough for a

star, conservative enough for

the Girl Next Door.

Left, and two views below:

one of the most wearable
suits ever designed in

Hollywood. Lovely Miss
Twelvetrees models for you
a four-piece ensemble with
two coats, long and short.

As you can see, the skirt is

plain wool; the vest and
three-quarter coat are
checked. Whether worn
with the jacket or the
longer coat, the result is

casual smartness. See the

checked gloves?

\

V
y

> V s

All pictures posed exclusively for SCREENLAND
by Helen Twelvetrees and photographed by
Max Munn Autrey and Otto Dyar. Costumes
created especially for Miss Twelvetrees by

William Lambert of Fox Film Studio.
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You Don't
Know
Norma
Shearer

Until You've

Read This

|V Intimate Story!

By Elizabeth Wilson

M
genuinely

mother."

ISS SHEARER," the

press agent told me in

the most dulcet press-

agenting tones," is a

devoted wife and
My spirits fell and

landed in Miss Shearer's petunia

bed with a dull phlump. I sud-

denly felt awfully depressed.

Like' a hangover, or a rejection

slip. But here we were in Santa

Monica right at the very gates of

Thalbergs-by-the-Sea so there

was no turning back now. As an

interviewer for the magazines

who collects bits of glamorous

personalities and pullman towels

a devoted wife and mother was

about the last thing I wanted to

see that foggy autumn afternoon.

Particularly a genuine one.

Ever since I had seen "A Free

Soul" and had watched Norma,
slithering something terrific in a

Gay or grand—which girl is the

real Shearer? Let Elizabeth

Wilson present her to you as she

actually is, in one of the best

interviews we have printed.
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Re-discover this great star! She has always defied analysis but this

time we've caught up with her. Shearer will really surprise you here

white satin gown, lunge at Clark Gable—a lunge that

brought out all the knock-drown, drag-out in my nature

and sent me screaming into the night for gangsters in

dinner jackets—I had decided that Shearer with her en-

chanting sexiness and beautiful hair was the most ex-

citing actress on the screen. I never missed a Shearer

picture. I bought a white satin evening gown. And
now, after all these months and months, I was destined

to meet my glamor gal, only to learn that she was a

genuinely devoted wife and mother. Mentally I chalked

up another Bitter Disappointment, and resigned myself

to an hour of Mr. Thalberg's cold and Junior's spinach

puree.

I was left brooding there about thirty minutes or so

when suddenly there appeared in the Thalberg living-

room an apparition, a very beautiful apparition in a

heavenly mink coat, hair awry, and bless my soul, bare

feet—with bits of sand clinging to the tootsie wootsies.

It was Norma Shearer.

"I'm so sorry I kept you waiting," she said, giving me
a handshake so cordial that immediately I felt that for

years Miss Shearer had been waiting for this very mo-
ment. "You see I've been worrying today about Marie

Antoinette, and when I start worrying I start walking,

and I suppose I have been walking out there on the

beach for hours. Let's have tea right away.

Oh—Oh—" she walked over to a desk in the corner, "I

have the picture ready for you, it's right here!"

"The picture?" I gasped, "What picture?"

"Why, the picture of little Irving and myself taken

in Germany. Don't you remember you had Helen

Hayes call me and ask for the picture? Well, here it

is. You ere Miss So-and-So, aren't you?"
I admitted that I was one of the old So-and-Sos of

the South, ma'am, and fell weakly into a gay chintz

chair. It had been more than a year ago, why, weeks

before Helen Hayes left for Broadway and "Mary of

Scotland," that I had had her call Shearer about the pic-

ture. Imagine Norma remembering it all that time

!

Well, an hour later when I left I had reached several

very definite conclusions regarding Miss Norma
Shearer. First of all, she might be a genuinely devoted

wife and mother to her studio press-agents, but to me
she seemed a little bit mad. Also, in a place like Holly-

wood where a movie star forgets the name of her best

friend overnight, I was aghast at finding a really vivid,

keen memory—in fact, I might say that Norma Shearer

suffers from elephantiasis of the memory, which is the

only time I've found that disease in a movie star. And
she has the prettiest ears I have ever seen.

During the next few months I kept running into

Norma at the studio, at a preview of "The Barretts of

Wimpole Street," and here and there at parties and

places, and with her help I (Continued on page 79)
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This Year

of Grace!
"Moore and better pictures!"

is thenew screen slogan. Read

all about Grace Moore, the

singing star of the season

By

Gwen

Davies

Cmwrfi*1 N,,,tN, M fern*
SUNDAY SCHOOL BOARO.

/,.,.„*,..„/./</./ //.. "M, / '

Directly above, Grace Moore's diploma from the

Southern Baptist Convention as "King's

Teacher"—never before revealed. The two close-

ups above show Miss Moore as Marguerite in

"Faust" and as herself.

SPRING was in the air; the

same spring that had crept

across the Big Smokies of

the Cumberland Mountains
for centuries. But Grace Moore

—

then a little girl of eight—didn't

realize that spring was not a new
sensation. She couldn't understand

grown-ups who said it gave them
"spring fever" and made them feel

lazy. But then Grace never could

understand grown-ups. The warm
day filled her with a delightful

sensation. She felt as though she

were flying. It was her favorite

game, flying. And to stimulate the

thrill and in lieu of wings, she be-

took herself to the gate of the

stable yard and swung back and

forth.

Saturday afternoon was always

interesting in Jellico, Tennessee.

The country folk drove or rode

into town to do their shopping.

Grace knew most of these people,

and liked them. There were the

Italians who had planted vineyards

on the mountain slopes, people

with dark eyes and soft Latin

names. Also the coal miners and

their (Continued on page 85)
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Do You
Want

Your Child

to be a

By

Maude
Lathem

Star?
Joan with Francis
Lederer in a scene
from "The Pursuit of
Happiness," her new

picture.

A close-up of Joan as
Prudence Kirkland, a role
in which she proves she
means it when she says

"I love acting!"

Left, Joan as a little

girl. She chose her
own career, and says
her daughters must do

likewise.

WHEN Joan Bennett announced, somewhat
vehemently, a few years ago that her child

would never be a picture actress, she meant

just that. She still means it

—

as a child.

She feels strongly on this. She doesn't believe it is pos-

sible for any child to play in pictures regularly and not

become too precocious to appreciate and understand the

simple joys of childhood.

But as grown young ladies, equipped to enter any

profession they choose, Joan will not be displeased if her

little daughters—two of them now !—decide to become
actresses. This is a relief to us, for to feel that the

generation of Bennetts would eventually disappear from
pictures is a loss we don't care to contemplate.

"Of course," Joan says, "every mother goes through

Speaking as an actress and mother,

Joan Bennett tells why she be-

lieves every girl has a right to

develop her talent

that period of feeling she never wants her child to en-

dure any of the hardships her mother did. She yearns

to make everything easy for her child just as long as

possible. Particularly is this true if the child is a girl.

The mother even says to herself, 'I am going to see to it

that my child is provided for, so she can enjoy life. She

shall not have to work for it as I have.' / went through it.

"But eventually most mothers mature beyond this

point. As they themselves get a better understanding

of life, they know that no real happiness can come to

any girl without real effort on her part.

"One of the most important decisions that Gene (her

husband, Gene Markey) and I have made was that both

our girls should have some kind of careers. Not neces-

sarily professional, but we intend to see that they are

equipped to earn their living in some manner. You've

often heard it said, 'It's an ill wind that blows nobody

good.' We have even reached the place that we are

glad we have lived through this period of depression

(we are optimists enough to believe we are almost

through), as we now know how easily great fortunes

may be swept away in the (Continued on page 74)
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Latest about Lombard!

CAROLE LOMBARD
is that rarest of mor-
tals, a completely hap-

py woman. She is

perfectly satisfied with her lot

and without regret for any
moment of her life!

"If I had my life to live

over again I would not change

one second of it nor alter a single thing I have done
!"

she told me with an eloquent flutter of hands and eyes.

Poised and posed, she is a far better actress than I had

ever realized. She manages to combine forthright frank-

ness and brash theatricalism with such artfulness that

one is almost convinced of her artlessness.

Even her apartment high in the Waldorf Towers was

an appropriate setting for her blonde beauty (of some-

what greater weight than it appears on the screen) . The
living-room was spacious, with deep-piled carpets lulling

footfalls, silken drapes drawn against the chill dampness

of a September rain, tall clusters of gladiolii and bowls

in which gardenias floated diffused an atmosphere of

lush opulence.

Into this .scene strolled Miss Lombard, clad only in a

robe of white fur that swirled about feet encased in

matching slippers. In dramatic contrast to the picture

Here's a keen close-up of

Carole as she feels and thinks

and acts today

By Laura Benham

she presented, her manner was
almost brusquely natural.

"I'm so disappointed over
having to return to Hollywood
next week," she began in greet-

ing. "When I came to New
York I expected to remain for

at least a month's vacation. I

was so upset over Russ's death

that I wanted a complete change of scene," she volun-

teered, much to my surprise.

For before her arrival a foresighted Paramount pub-

licity man had cautioned me that Miss Lombard was so

broken up over her bereavement that under no circum-

stances should I bring up the subject of Mr. Columbo's

tragic demise. So I had checked my interest at the door

and was on my best behavior. Therefore, my surprise

when Miss Lombard staunchly bared her wound, of her

own volition.

"We had been going together for eight months, you

know," she went on. "And the very week-end he was

killed he had planned to join his mother and me at my
mountain cabin.

"I had been working so hard that I needed a few

days' rest, so invited his mother, who was not well, to

go away with me. Just before {Continued on page 72)
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Will He Rival Chaplin?

While Charlie thinks about a

new picture, meet Jimmy Savo,

nowmaking his first film comedy

By

Leonard Hall

OUT in California a little white-haired gentleman
named Charles Spencer Chaplin (remember?)
is getting ready to start another movie.

Between dreams of Miss Paulette Goddard,
the greatest pantomime artist of his time is preparing his

first picture since "City Lights." This will go on for
months, for The Great Man has a way of shooting a

scene and then getting out his violin and fiddling while
his public burns.

But while Chaplin and his genius go into their slow
waltz, you are about to be introduced to another master
of pantomime, which is the foundation of the motion pic-

ture art—another mighty little man who can make you
laugh and blubber at the same time.

Shake hands, folks, with Jimmy Savo ! Fans—Savo.
Savo—fans.

Jimmy is now being whipped and cajoled through his

first feature film by the irrepressible Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur. They are chasing him up the hills

and down the dales of New York State, to the huge de-
light of both the gentry and peasantry right across the

Hudson River from the manor house of Squire Franklin
D. Roosevelt.

And who, you ask, is this Jimmy Savo?
This Jimmy Savo, I answer, is five feet four of wistful

wop. A little Italian born in New York's own Bronx.
One of those inspired souls who have raised the business

of face-making from a bad boy's trick to a full and per-

fect expression of the myriad moods of man.
For ten years American theatre-goers have known this

Savo and revelled in his work. Thou, Fm wagering, will

go to the movies and do likewise

!

His film debut at this time is of big importance and
interest. For over twenty years Mr. Chaplin, the Little

Grey Genius, has ruled the pantomimic world alone. He
now has a formidable rival in the movie world. I make
no comparisons. I say that Savo is good, too, and leave

the rest to you.
Ah, this Hecht and this MacArthur ! They're no

ninnies

!

In pantomime, the eyes have it. Watch Savo's. They
are big, and brown, and very sad, like those of a spaniel

who has just been booted in the ribs for no reason. He
wears a long, raggy coat that hammers down his height,

and a tired felt hat some large man has sat upon.
Jimmy's no copy-cat—but, like Chaplin, he is the

futile, puzzled little man who is forever being kicked in

the trousers by Life. He can look wistful in forty-two
languages and dialects.

The producers got Savo-conscious one night at the
Casino de Paree. Jimmy was appearing at that gaudiest,

loudest of Broadway's night spots when Hecht and Mac-
Arthur saw him. Savo was pantomiming the famous old
American folk song, "River Stay Away From My Door."
But he wasn't just singing at the river. Oh, dear, no!
The raging Mississippi was threatening poor little Jim-

my and his door, right there on that night-club stage

!

He begged it to stay away—he ordered it—he tried" to
push it away with his feeble little hands.
Thanks to the little man's genius, the watcher could

see that mean old river thundering through Jimmy's door
and wetting him all over, though the only thing pouring
in the Casino that night was Scotch and soda

!

In no time at all Hecht and MacArthur were waving
a movie contract at him. He'll work that sort of magic
on you, too, when he hits the screen, and it will knock
your spectacles off

!

Having caught their star, the boys cooked a gay, sad
story for him. They call it—imagine !

—
"Little Clown,

Laugh!" Jimmy's a little {Continued on page 88)

You may have seen Jimmy Savo on the stage. Now
you'll be seeing this great little clown on the screen in
"Little Clown, Laugh," the second Hecht-MacArthur

production. Watch for him!
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THEY LOVE THEY LAUGH THEY SING THEY QUARREL

. . . but always there's



THEY'RE keeping Shirley Temple so busy at the studio' that she

hasn't had time to answer all your requests for her personally

autographed portrait; so she asked us to give you this one with her

best love! Screenland is honored to be selected to present Shirley's

very first picture "with writing on it!"



Time out for a litde make-up,

says Margaret Lindsay, as she

pauses in her trek over snow-

drifts. Where Margaret goes,

glamor goes, and even Jack

Frost is glad of that!

A*
/

Torrid Zones in



a Frosty World!



zJWen of

ction!

Lyle Talbot, left,

prefers a pipe
when he wants to

reflect on his
course of action
in his latest film. , I

Charles Butterworth requires long-

distance matches to light up, but
he knows the short cuts to laughs!

Pat O'Brien, left, protests he won't
smoke—but that's a pose for his

hard-boiled rdle in "Flirtation
Walk."

Brian Aherne, below, woos Lady-
Nicotine between love scenes op-
posite Ann Harding or Helen Hayes.

if



Watch their

^Amoke

!



Women in White
CLAUDETTE COLBERT, looking particularly provoca-

tive, makes a grand entrance in her new picture, "Imita-

tion .of Life," from Fannie Hurst's novel. Warren William

is the lucky leading man.



and in Love!
IOVELY Elissa Landi has at last a role worthy of her in-

a telligent talents. She appears as a temperamental opera

singer in "Enter Madame," from the stage play, opposite

handsome Cary Grant.



nil

JEAN PARKER
and

RUSSELL HARDIE

Two charming young
persons who will ap-
peal to you in "Se-
quoia," fresh and
wholesome story of
romance in the great

outdoors.

ALICE FAYE
and

JAMES DUNN
"365 Nights in Holly-
wood" co-stars these
two vibrant players.

That's a dramatic
scene below, but
there's also good

comedy.

1

NEW TEAMS
MAKE NEWS!



hi.

ft

«fcV

GRETA GARBO

GEORGE BRENT

Most exciting new
team of all! In "The
Painted Veil" you see
the great Garbo with
the handsome Irish-
man. See Greta's new

sparkle?

HELEN HAYES
and

BRIAN AHERNE
You've seen her with
Gary Cooper. You've
liked him with Diet-
rich and Harding.
Now you get them to-
gether in "What
Every Woman

Knows."

Scrambled stars! Just to make the

movies more exciting for us, pro-

ducers are co-starring some smart

new combinations. Like 'em ?



Menace Orientale!
George Raft, Anna May Wong and Jean Parker

in a "Limehouse Nights" entertainment

HP*

I

/f's smooth,
suave drama
with George in
a drasticall
different rdle.

Above, Jean
Parker as the
heroine in a
tensemoment.
Left, just be-
fore Mr. Raft
and Miss
Wong go into
their dance,
the new
"Limehouse

Apache."

n

Ray Jones



Together
again.' Mary
Brian, now
blonde, and
Jack Oakie
are reunited
in "College
Rhythm,"

right.

Below, Joe
Penner, with-
out his duck
but complete-
ly surrounded
by darlings
Mary Brian,
Lyda Roberti,
and Helen

Mack.

gene Robert Ricbee

Fun a la Americaine!
Football is in Season, and Jack Oakie, Joe

Penner, and company do a picture about it



ANN SOTHERN glorifies good old crinoline

±\ days in her lovely costume for a number
with George Murphy in Eddie Cantor's fifth an-

nual screen musical comedy, "Kid Millions." Crinoline rersu



Cellophane!
THE exotic beauty of Dolores Del Rio is en-

hanced by her very modern Cellophane back-

ground. Del Rio posed for this portrait just be-

fore leaving for her Mexican vacation.



Step Out With Fred and Ginger!

Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers—remember their

"Carioca?"— introduce
a new fox trot in "The
Gay Divocee," and here
they show you how it's

done. Follow the six

positions of the dance in

the poses here— first

three positions above,
left to right; fourth
position lower left; at

right is fifth, and lower
right, the final position.

Start with both doing

side step, gradually
turning into second posi-

tion, beginning a one-

two-three-four turning

right step, reverse and

assume position three;

in position four a reg-

ular two-step, traveling

in circle for eight
counts; separate and go

into position five, in

which both do a rock-

ing step, the finale.



One of the most romantic characters
in all fiction comes to life on the
screen in the suave person of Leslie

Howard. As "The Scarlet Pimper-
nel in London Films' production of
the same name, Mr. Howard has his

most colorful costume part since

the memorable "Berkeley Square."

The glowing British beauty, Merle
Oberon, is Mr. Howard's heroine in
his British-made motion picture.
Miss Oberon will be coming to Hol-
lywood very soon. You know, of
course, that Leslie Howard jumps
from Hollywood to London and from
American to English rSles with ease.

Leslie

Howard's

Latest

R6le

First pictures, fresh

from England, of the

star with Merle
Oberon in a new film



The Most Beautiful Still of the Month
Claire Trevor in "Elinor Norton"
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From
Usherette

to

Millionaires

Wife!
*...:

'

The story of a Cinderella

who made her dreams
come true

By

Whitney Williams

Raquel when she was Wilhelmina
Ostermann, Hollywood usherette.

CINDERELLA come to life

—

that's Raquel Torres

!

From theatre usherette to

millionaire's bride: not from

rags to riches, exactly, because

Raquel was never reduced quite to

those circumstances—but her rise

from a working girl forced to sup-

port herself and her sister to the po-

sition she occupies now as wife of

Stephen Ames, wealthy New York
broker and former member of the

Stock Exchange, with three seats to

his credit, marks another telling ex-

ample of how true even today the

Cinderella theme still holds good.

Not only in fairy tales does life take

on the 'aspect of unbelievably good

fortune.

Years ago, as Raquel directed gay

patrons to their seats in Grauman's

Chinese Theatre, in Hollywood, she

never dreamed that some day she

would occupy a social position and
command a fortune greater than

some of those world-famous stars

who accorded her scant attention. As
she walked up and down the aisles

of the mammoth, bizarre palace of

entertainment, she may have hoped,

(what girl wouldn't), that it might

be her lot to know great wealth and

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Ames, and,
below, Raquel Torres, film star.

Here's Mrs. Stephen Ames. Does
she recognize the girl she was?

fame ; but how was she to know that

ere very many years had elapsed a

millionaire would have wooed and
won -her ! The thought would have
frightened her then, for she had not

been out of the convent many
months.
As history repeats itself, so does

Cinderella enter our consciousness on

occasion, and the little usherette now
is the wife of a millionaire. More
fortunate now, perhaps, than the

majority of girls, she knew pain and
sorrow and suffering before the blue

bird of happiness cloaked her in

robes of contentment, peace and se-

curity ; but even yet there remains

the problem of preparing herself to

take her place as wife of a wealthy

man.
One cannot marry into the upper

strata without assuming certain grave

responsibilities, and Raquel realizes

this full well. The world of society

makes specific demands, not to be

avoided or side-stepped, and to right-

fully seat herself beside her husband

and to adjust herself to her new life

Raquel must study to perfect her

bearing as no college student ever

had to study-

By this (Continued on page 73)
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/acA, (All-For-The-Laugh), Oakie, the incurable
jokester who has laughed his way into the hearts of

fifty million motion picture fans.

Above, Jack, at the
age of six could sup-
press a grin if he tried.

Left, with his mother,
from whom he in-

herits his humor.

The Saga of a Jester
THIS is the saga of

a jester—the story

of a small town
wisecrack artist who

joked his way into the
hearts of fifty million film

fans.

The hero is Jack Oakie.
The setting reaches from a
mid-western country town
to the show places of Manhattan, and ultimately to the
movie sets in Hollywood.

Back in Sedalia, Mo., where Jack Oakie first saw the
light of day, the home folks are turned away from the
box-office when his pictures come to town. Street-
corner groups invariably speak of Jack when the
conversation turns to the movies. Other screen per-
sonalities may glitter with a brighter radiance for the
outsiders, but in Sedalia Jack Oakie is THE movie star

—

past, present and forevermore !

It is a natural tendency, perhaps, because any oldster-—
and most of the young people, as well—can remember

Jack Oakie decided he would
rather grin than be governor—
now the world grins with him!

By Harry W. Mayo

Jack Oakie when he was
four-year-old Lewis De
Laine Offield, prankish son
of a prominent Sedalia
family. Little Lewis Of-
field was a "regular" then
to the other kids in his

block and, as Jack Oakie,
he's a "regular" now to

every movie fan in his

home town. In brief, Sedalia is Oakie conscious.
When Lewis De Laine was ushered into this world on

November 12, 1902, he inherited the sense of humor
that made his mother, Mrs. Evelyn Offield, one of
Sedalia's most popular matrons. At the same time, the
perseverance of his father, the late J. M. Offield, was
passed down to the heir apparent of the Offield manse.

Jack's prankish inclinations were evidenced earlv in

life. At four he nearly upset a dinner party at a
neighboring house by stealthily carrying away the silver-

ware. The hostess worried through the affair on bor-
rowed eating utensils. She (Continued on page 71)
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Seeing Stars

with aYoung

Old-Timer

Alan Hale opens his trea-

sure chest of reminiscence

about the celebrities of

yesterday and today

By

Martin Somers

53

Life, picture life, started for Alan Hale about a quarter
of a century ago—as screen careers go a long, long time,

but he still is up there in front.

A LAN HALE, fresh from a shower, his cheeks pink

/\ with health, his step free and springy as that of

y~\ a mile runner, breezed into the library of his

Hollywood home. He was wearing one of his

numerous sweaters, (he has some two dozen of all

shades), white flannel trousers, and sport shoes with thick

crepe soles. His chest rounded out beneath its blue cov-

ering and his belted waist-line needed no apology. He
appeared entirely too young to have known so many
somebodies when they were nobodies, and so many some-

bodies that have disappeared among the nobodies of

Hollywood.
I noticed the title of a book on the library table : "Life

Begins at Forty." Hale followed my glance.

"Not for. an actor," he remarked. "At least not as a

rule. But there are exceptions." He stopped to con-

sider, elbows resting on the arms of his chair, his finger-

tips touching. "George Arliss started doing his finest

work when he was on the shady side of forty ; then there

is Otis Skinner ; and the lamented Marie Dressier—what

a woman !" Hale stopped in contemplation of the beloved

comedienne.
"With 'Little Man, What Now?' as a springboard,

you're making a pretty fair leap into middle age your-

self," I ventured.

"But life, picture life, I mean, started about a quarter

of a century ago for me," he replied. "Do you remem-

ber the original Biograph studio in a fine old mansion

on Fourteenth Street, New (Continued on page 82)
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Screenlands Critic Really Sees the Pictures!

The Pursuit
of Happiness
Paramount

Lightest, gayest, most charming ciaema in a long time!

My favorite movie of the month because it has an au-

thentic comic idea which is freshly, joyously, and smooth-

ly performed. Of course, Francis Lederer's irresistible

performance may be largely responsible for my whole-hearted en-

dorsement; and why not? He is so spontaneously spirited, plays

with such rare gusto, that the most hardened reviewer must realize

that here is a grand new personality to applaud—and I am by no

means a hardened reviewer. Well, you may call me a push-over

any time for a personality like Lederer's. He's an inspiring fellow

with his refusal to bow to stuffy acting conventions, just as, in his

character of Max, the young Hessian who gladly accepts General

Washington's invitation to desert to the side of the Colonies in the

Revolution, he awakens a New England village to the joys of life,

love, and the pursuit of happiness. Yes, this is the "bundling

comedy" you've heard about; but it is so delightfully enacted that

there's no offense meant or taken. Joan Bennett is the quaint and

charming heroine, with Mary Boland and Charles Ruggles as-

sisting. At last Lederer comes into his own in this film.

Judge Priest

Fox

Like Will Rogers? Enjoy Irving Cobb's Judge Priest
stories? Here, here—order in the court ! I never suspected
Mr. Rogers and Mr. Cobb of being as popular as all that.

But I might have known that the combination possesses
box-office potentialities, and I suppose the picture will attract large

audiences, with Aunt Mary and Uncle Ed going to see one of their

favorite fiction characters brought to life by one of their favorite

actors, and the young folks trailing along for a glimpse of Tom
Brown or Anita Louise or Rochelle Hudson. I'm afraid that
"Judge Priest" is too slow-moving to cause any stampedes among
cinema customers, but it will entertain, mildly and pleasantly, those
who hold their breaths waiting for Will's next gem of wisdom; and
south of the Mason-Dixon line it is very likely to be the season's
most popular picture. The South in the 1890's is the scene of the
tale, with Mr. Rogers as a lovable judge of the circuit court whose
tolerance untangles human problems and smooths the path of
young love for Tom Brown and the very pretty Miss Louise.
Henry B. Walthall, David Landau, and Stepin Fetchit are worthy
support for the droll star. Recommended for Rogers addicts.

REVIEWS
of the

Best
b4 SEAL OFi

Pictures

The Scarlet

Empress
Paramount

Josef von Sternberg, supreme stylist of the screen, pre-

sents his most lavish and fantastic production for your
enjoyment—if you like his style. I happen to like it. It's

overpowering, unreal, bizarre; but it is so opulently eye-

filling, so gorgeous in its pageantry, so exquisitely photographed,
that I wouldn't miss it if I were you. Pan it if you please; but see

it. Re-hash of history, still the story, to my mind, more nearly

realizes Catherine the Great than the delicate portrayal of Eliza-

beth Bergner in the Korda production. Marlene Dietrich, never so

beautiful, is a convincing Catherine to me, making the transition

from gauche girlhood to disillusioned womanhood with exquisite

understanding. The Dietrich close-ups, in candlelight and through
veils, large as life and twice as lovely, are amazing, whether you
like them or not. John Lodge, despite his Garbo wig, manages to

be eminently satisfying as Catherine's head man. More of Mr.
Lodge, please. The grotesque images which abound amused me
mightily, and I do not agree with most critics that they dwarf the
characters. Let Mr. von Sternberg have his little jokes. His
highly developed sense of beauty and satire more than atones.

You Can Count on these Criticisms
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear or Favor!

High Spots:

Most Charming: "The Pursuit of Hap-
piness"

Most Gorgeous: "The Scarlet Empress"

Most Human: "Happiness Ahead"

Most Dramatic: "The Count of Monte
Cristo"

Best Performances:

Francis Lederer in "The Pursuit of

Happiness"

Robert Donat in "The Count of Monte
Cristo"

Josephine Hutchinson in "Happiness

Ahead"

John Halliday in "Happiness Ahead"

Dick Powell in "Happiness Ahead"

John Lodge in "The Scarlet Empress"

The Count of

Monte Cristo

United
Artists

Belle of the

Nineties
Paramount

Here's Mae West again—a trifle more subdued, just a

little plaintive perhaps, as though instead of "She Done

Him Wrong" somehow "They Done Me Wrong" were her

new title. But—still Mae West, boys and girls—and espe-

cially boys. Still more than able to hold her own in battles of wit

whether in St. Louis or New Orleans of the 90's; still seasoning her

cynicisms with her inimitably weary humor; and still, ever, and

always the one and only Mae West, and I'm glad. "Belle of the

Nineties" presents La West, as usual, as the toast of gamblers and

prizefighters, with an aristocrat added to her list for luck. Dia-

monds diamonds everywhere, but nary a dishonorable intention.

Songs—lacking the spice of her first screen songs, but still sung as

throatily and insinuatingly as only Mae can sing them. Melodrama,

with a crooked promoter thwarted by the courage, the honesty, and

the heart-of-gold of Ruby Carter, otherwise Miss West; with the

society man jilted and his diamonds returned; and the final clinch

with the prizefighter in full view of a justice of the peace and Mae's

faithful audience. Of course not for children, but fun for not-too-

exacting adults. Mae is still America's sense of humor—hurrah!

Happiness
Ahead
Warners

When Robert Donat utters from the screen the stirring

words first made famous on the stage by Henry O'Neill,

father of playwright Eugene:—"The world is mine! —
you will probably agree with Mr. Donat. The world of

motion pictures is pretty much his, to do with as he pleases, after

his fine performance of the florid Dumas role that has thrilled three

generations of play-goers. Donat may be best described as a sort

of young and wistful British John Barrymore. His acting is sincere

and restrained but always in the romantic manner. His voice—

ah, his voice! It's rich, it's mellow, and it's the only voice in Hol-

lywood captivity, I think, that could bring the high-flown speeches

of this old play back to life. The new boy from Britain plays

Edmond Dantes, upstanding young sailor-victim of the cruelty

and avarice of three powerful men in the France of Napoleon s

return from Elba. After escape from his unjust imprisonment he

dedicates his new life to vengeance on those who wronged him.

It's classic melodrama of the old school, mounted in the movies

most lavish fashion, and masterfully enacted by the men in the cast.

Elissa Landi is not so happy as Mercedes. Miscast, maybe.

Noteworthy for several reasons: for offering the likeable

Dick Powell in an almost "straight" role, in which he

acquits himself nobly ; for presenting Josephine Hutchin-

son from the stage to screen audiences, and right welcome,

too- and for a grand performance, one of the best of the season,

by John Halliday, who has the difficult assignment of the wealthy

father of our heroine, and who plays it so well that a good many

gals in the audience are going to rise up and cry: "Daddy!" Mervyn

LeRoy the demon diminutive director, has taken a very slight

story and made it a most human comedy-drama about people you

like a lot. Miss Hutchinson plays a poor little rich girl in search ot

the realities which she fails to find in her pampered existence. It

you've failed so far to find your pot of gold, cheer up—it would on y

make you miserable anyway, as "Happiness Ahead" comfortingly

aims to prove. Love comes to little Miss Park Avenue in the arms

of young Mr. Powell; and in spite of maternal objections there s

a sunny ending, aided by that perfectly charming Papa Halliday.

You will I think, find Miss Hutchinson most appealing; she has

nice manners instead of mannerisms, and a lovely, lovely voice.

Let Them Guide You to the Good Films
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Here's

Important

News

Frances Drake, one of the prettiest and cleverest

of the younger screen actresses, graciously aids
Mr. Davies in presenting to you his exercises to

help you achieve a Hollywood figure. See article

for details of this exercise.

FROM the letters you write me, I gather that the

majority of girls and women who follow these

articles are concerned mainly with the desire to

develop a bust or with the problem of what to do
about a too-well-developed one. So we will devote this

month's issue to ways to correct the lines of the bust.

A girl with a bad figure is bound to be self-conscious.

It wasn't so bad a few years ago when dresses were all

built straight up and down and the only things to worry
about were the size of the legs and the shape of the

ankles. But today clothes are revealing. You can't

camouflage defects as you used to do.

Bad figures are less common than they once were, be-

cause being beautiful is considered a duty and great at-

tention is paid to looking well. All authorities recognize

that physical imperfections react upon the mind of their

If You Would

Have a

Hollywood
Figure!

owners. Naturally, the woman who knows she does net
look attractive tries to slink into a room hoping she won't
be noticed; just as naturally, the woman who is assured
by her mirror that she presents a good appearance is

rewarded by approving glances.

"I suppose there's nothing I can do about my figure

—

it's hopeless!" is a repeated wail in letters that come to

me.
Nonsense! Of course there's something you can do

about your figure

!

We'll take the over-developed bust problem first:

It may be that your breasts are large because you are

too fat all over. In that case, careful dieting will help

you. Reduce and your trouble may be over. Try eating

simple foods, with plenty of fruit and vegetables, and
cut out desserts.

Correct posture will overcome at least part of your
difficulty. Improving posture never fails to cut down
measurements for the over-developed. But please re-

member that you must make correct posture a habit.

You can't hold yourself well for two hours and then re-

lax into a slump. You must stick to it.

Trving to reduce heavy busts with massage is a dan-

gerous proposition and won't in the end do much good.

The best thing to do is to firm the tissues with cold

water, ice or astringents. Cold showers will tighten up

flabby tissues. One of Paramount's lovely young
players is afflicted with an over-size bust and is using

the cold-shower treatments. Ice-packs applied briefly

after exercise will also harden tissues.

For reducing the bust, you may also follow your

exercise period by alternate hot and cold sponging for
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Hollywood beauties don't just

happen! They work hard for

loveliness. James Davies, phys-

ical culturist, helps them—and

he is here to help YOU!

B

Right, Jim Davies tells Frances
Drake how to raise the arms
and how to keep the spine

against the wall. Entirely new
exercises are given by Mr.
Davies in this article of our
series. The small figures at

the left and right above show
Miss Drake demonstrating the

rod exercises described in the
accompanying article.

several minutes. Dry well.

Then sponge with toilet al-

cohol or other good astrin-

gent.

Some of you ask if it is

right to wear a brassiere

when doing the stationary

running recommended in an

earlier article. By all means

do this, as it will help pro-

tect the breasts during the

exercises, but be careful

about coming down too hard

on the floor, as this might

injure the delicate tissues.

The idea is to spring lightly,

not stamp about like a rock-

crusher.

Don't attempt to make
your breasts look firm by

wearing a tight brassiere.

That only makes the muscles

weak and flabby. A tight

brassiere stops circulation

and should never be worn.

There are exercises that

will train the muscles that

support the breasts and so

raise them. Before you do

these, however, be sure to

remove whatever superfluous

fat is weighing the breasts

down, for the muscles
shouldn't be asked to raise

unnecessary weight.

If you are, as some of you
complain, "three times the

size you should be for your

Hollywood actresses including Carole

Lombard, Frances Drake, Mae West, and

many others, have the benefit of Mr.

Davies' advice in keeping fit and lithe and

lovely. You, too, may learn from James

Davies, in this department in SGREENLAND

every month, how to meet your own prob-

lems of weight, diet, and the other ques-

tions of interest to every woman who
wants to make the best of herself. Easy,

you say, for screen actresses to be beauti-

ful? Don't you believe it! The movie

girls work even harder than the average

woman to keep their health and beauty in-

tact. Only in SCREENLAND can you read

James Davies' helpful articles, with au-

thentic illustrations especially posed for

you by popular Hollywood actresses. Write

to Mr. Davies about your own weight and

diet problems. He is much too busy to

answer you by mail, but he will select the

letters which seem to him most interesting

and representative and answer as many as

possible in this magazine. Address James

Davies, SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th St.,

New York City. Answers to letters will

be found on page 81.

If

height," consult your phy-

sician at once. A thyroid

trouble may be causing this

abnormality.

You can't hope to take

only the special bust exer-

cises and be made perfect.

You must learn to achieve

correct posture. The muscles

of the whole body must be

trained into alignment before

anything permanent can be

done about any special set

of muscles.

First, for the posture ex-

ercises, lie flat on the floor

using an exercise mat. Raise

the knees slightly, and touch

the shoulders with the tip of

the fingers. Press the small

of the back against the mat,

stretch the arms beyond the

head and down once more to

the shoulders.

Lie face down on the mat,

hands under the chest. Lift

the body off the floor by
pressing hands against the

mat as you do this. Pull up
the chest and contract the

back muscles.

Do the other lying down
exercises recommended in

previous articles on your ex-

ercise mat and try to be con-

scious of the mat.

The muscles of the breast

are chiefly developed by spe-

cial exercises of the arms, as

these muscles extend across

the chest and sustain the

breasts.

Try exercising before a

mirror. One exercise that is

very easy to do and excellent

for poor posture and_ droopy

breasts, can be done sitting in

a {Continued on page 80)
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Newest, gayest,

smartest seasonal

fashion news
from the home
of beauty, charm

and true chic —
HOLLYWOOD!

Loads of lovely leopard on
a lovely little girl! Right,

luscious Frances Drake has

selected the new three-

quarter length swagger
coat for her very own.
Don't you like the high

tailored collar? And s
_ e

those sleeves. Study this

coat for high sports-fash-

ion news in fur!

How to be piquant, prac-

tical, and fairly formal at

one and the same time!

Elizabeth Allan, left, illus-

trates the trick in her coat

of black kid caracul and
white ermine. The high

collar is too, too flattering,

and the full sleeves are

caught in at the wrists to

defy wintry blasts.

Elizabeth Allan has been
called the "most Amer-
ican" of the British

beauties in Hollywood.
Perhaps this means that

Miss Allan has a flair for

casual clothes—ease com-
bined with true chic. At
any rate, her summer er-

mine, left, stresses slim

lines and smart collar.
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And now the exquisite Orien-
tal actress, Anna May Wong,
poses for us in something
very ravishing in reversible

evening capes. Anna May's
is made of ermine, three-

quarter length, and she car-

ries it off with just the right

air of subtle elegance.

_Jie metal influence has a

strangle hold on the season's

fashions, and we're glad, be-

cause how it glorifies a girl!

Anna May Wong lends her

unique allure to the dinner

gown pictured at the right.

The neckline is interesting,

as is Anna May's necklace.
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Hat hints

from Hol-

lywood
heroines!

MPS******

Miss Robin Hood,
alias Una Mcrkel! A
long quill is pulled

through slits in the

crown of Una's fur

felt hat, left.

Pan-cake beret acquires new piquancy
when worn by Anna May Wong, above.

Brown felt fashions it and matches the

Wong eyes.

Left, Cecilia Parker, who plays Greta
Garbo's sister in "The Painted Veil,"

shows her new costume jewelry; old-

gold flowers with black bead centers.

If you're young and pert,

as Jean Parker is, perhaps
you'll like Jean's severe

black felt hat, pictured at

left, with a black gros-

grain ribbon band its

only trimming.

Topped by a pan-cake

beret, Jean Parker's tu-

nic dress with fringe-

edged scarf and skirt

of brown wool com-

bined with brown and

green checks presents

a perfect ensemble for

the college girl who's

aware of charm as well

as the classics!

Veils are very much in the fashion

picture. Una Merkel, above,

wears an "all-around" veil with

her black cut-velvet turban.

The bird on Una's hat, left, is

fashioned from black feathers and

perches far back on the crown of

her fire-engine red felt.
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Right, Ann Sothern is wearing a mod-
ernized tricorne with a dashing eye

veil and a green-feathered bird.

Above, a five-point hat, worn
by Una Merkel. Fashioned from
brown suede felt, it has a pert

feather trim in brown and orange.

Authentic fashions take

on added interest when
posed by popular
Hollywood stars

Miss Merkel is noted in Hollywood for her

good taste in hats. At left she wears a black

velvet dream with tiny ostrich plumes.
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"Midsummer Night'sDream" at Holly-
wood Bowl, and here are Charles
Chaplin and his leading lady, Paulette
Goddard, occuping a box at the event.

Beats the Champ! Max Baer
and Gary Cooper matched arm
reaches. "Coop" won by an

inch in a smiling finish.

JOAN BLONDELL has completed the

building of a nursery addition to her
mountain-top home. A special feature of

the new suite is a burglar-alarm similar to

those installed in banks.

The doors and windows of the nursery
are so constructed that once they are set,

their slightest movement arouses an alarm
bell loud enough to be heard on the next
mountain-top, three miles away. Simul-
taneously, the entire estate is flooded with
light from a series of powerful searchlights.

News-beats and

about the film stars

gossip

By Weston East

ELISSA LANDI has had several court

battles with her agents. According to

her charges, Elissa landed, (not a pun), all

the jobs herself—but had to pay the agents
full commissions.
A few days after she started work on

"Enter Madame," Miss Landi encountered
her agent on the lot.

"Hello," she greeted him. "Are you
here to see about getting me a role in

'Enter Madame'?"'

Wide World

Anna Sten and her husband, Dr.
Frenke, are snapped together for the
first time at a Hollywood party given

by Director Rouben Mamoulian.

HIGH tides and amazingly huge waves
that scared silly the beach-dwellers at

Malibu and Santa Monica, caused much
damage at the seaside homes of several

stars. Edmund Lowe, Constance Bennett
and others lost outdoor furniture worth
thousands of collars. Near-tragedies oc-

curred when Ted Healy and Raquel Torres,
working feverishly in their respective back-
yards to save their belongings, were almost
washed out to sea.

A'NDY DEVINE sneers at the
yes men." He says: "There

are too many men giving the best
yeahs of their life to the movie
business!"

Wide World

Hollywood night life booms! A new, very swank club opened with a blaze of

light and many screen luminaries, and none more luminous than Helen Hayes,
Clark Gable and Norma Shearer, whom you see above, participants in the fun.
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International

Francis Lederer and Steffi Duna attended the dinner given in

tribute to Max Reinhardt, whose spectacular presentation of

"Midsummer Night's Dream" drew all Hollywood to the

famous foreign producer's pageant at the Bowl.

Wide World

What, another Davis Cup? Is Fred Perry, who wins Davis

Cup matches for England, and tennis tournaments every-

where, trying to talk Bette out of her cup of water in the little

scene above, snapped at the new Hollywood night club?

WHEN Lupe Velez and Johnny Weiss-
muller applied for passports for their

visit to Europe, they had no idea that Uncle

Sam's employees would not accept a check.

So between them, they didn't have the two
dollars in cash necessary for the fees.

They did manage to raise $1.95—and a

nearby newspaper man loaned Johnny a

nickle.

"'PHE height of inaccuracies,"
J- Herbert Mundin murmured

one dull (until then) day, "was
the fellow who took a secluded
seat in a restaurant, announcing
that he wanted to dine in silence

—and then ordered celery!"

DID you know that the finest dentists

in the world are in and around Holly-

wood? Probably not, for why should you

know such a fact? Still, it is true.

The reason is that there is a constant

call for new teeth, straightening of teeth,

re-modeling, and other intricate dental

services. Not the least important of these

is the replacement of teeth for youthful

actors and actresses—youngsters at the age

when their baby teeth are falling out.

Film companies were once held up for

days at a time when such minor tragedies

occurred. Now dentists make duplicates

of every tooth in the boys' and girls' heads.

These duplicates can replace lost teeth on

a moment's notice.

Acme
When Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks met recently! At a directors' mee'ing

of the United Artists company you see them, above, with Joseph M. Schenck, Charles

Chaplin, Darryl Zanuck and Samuel Goldwyn. Everybody looks happy.

International

Dixie Lee, (Mrs. Bing Crosby),

takes her first-born, Gary, to

Louella Parsons' kiddie party.

FUNNIER things have happened—but
not much funnier. Loretta Young built

a new swimming-pool. For weeks, during

excavating and concreting and tiling,

Loretta was excited as a child at Christmas.

She could hardly wait for the day when
she could put water in the new pool.

Well, that day arrived, and Loretta in-

vited friends—and then was she embar-

rassed! For believe it or not, in the

excitement, Loretta completely forgot that

she didn't know how to swim, so she could

only wade around in the shallow water at

her own swimming-pool party.
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A PHILADELPHIA mother has named
her baby Myrna Loy Goldberg. . . .

According to reports from London, Doro-

thea Wieck is saying she left America

"because Hollywood people bored her to

distraction." . . . Ann Shirley, who changed

her name from Dawn O'Day, liked the new
one so well she adopted it legally. . . . Hol-

lywood has a new kind of movie theatre, a

drive-in place where people may sit in their

cars and watch pictures. . . . Mary Brian's

suggested changes in the house Dick Powell

is building have already cost Powell about

$2500. . . . People who say Franchot Tone

won't look at girls, (except Joan Craw-

ford), when he poses for pictures with

them must not have seen the stills from

"The Girl from Missouri." . . . Shirley

Temple receives about 600 fan-letters

weekly—but she can't read. . . .
_
Joe E.

Erown ran away from home and joined a

circus when he was a boy, so he approved

when his own son, Don, (18 years old),

recently did the same thing.

On the dotted line! Miriam Hopkins signs

a long-term contract to star for Samuel

Goldwyn, right. Eddie Cantor looks on

in evident approval.

Tennis fans at the recent tournament in

Los kngeles: Warner Baxter, Elizabeth

Allan, and Ronald Colman, at right. Ron-

nie's next is "Clive of India."

ANOTHER near-outburst on the part of

l the fiery, (but oh, so nice about it usu-

ally), Ginger Rogers had her studio on

needles and pins just before the start of

her new picture.

The Rogers lass announced herself tired

of song-and-dance pictures, and she went

straight to the head man with her demand

for a dramatic role. She was rewarded

with the lead opposite Francis Lederer in

"Romance In Manhattan."

But when Ginger went to the studio for

wardrobe fittings, the first outfit she was

given for a try-on was a chorus-girl's

costume. She blew up, refused to
>

don it,

and again rushed into the head-man's office,

this time for an explanation. The episode

ended happily ; the chorus-girl costume was

only for a brief flash in the picture.

International

Penelope plays, and enjoys it, at

the recent baby party in Holly-

wood. Penelope's daddy is

Fredric March.

JEAN HARLOW thought she had estab-

lished a home for orphans when she

returned from the studio one day and found

her hill-top swimming pool brimming with

children. There were about a score of the

kids plunging, diving and playing in the

water.
The explanation is amusing: It seems

that a neighbor-boy asked permission to

swim some day when Jean wasn't using

the pool. Of course, Miss Harlow gave her

consent—she would. She also added:

"Bring your little friends, if you wish.'

The youngster took her at her word.

He invited not only his friends but his

friends' friends. In true Harlow fashion,

Jean ordered the cook to prepare ice

cream, cakes, and lemonade.

EMBARRASSING, yet funny, was that

situation at a Hollywood benefit when

Ruth Roland, presenting the various cele-

brities present, made the faux pas of in-

troducing Adrienne Ames as Loretta

Young. Later, when she presented Toby

Wing, Miss Roland called her "Jackie

Coogan's fiancee."

Of course, Miss Roland was reading

from a script that had been given her to

read, nevertheless, it was all too amusing—
especially Toby's loud guffaw when she

was mentioned as Coogan's fiancee.

Wide World

ONE of Scrzenland's big monthly close-

ups goes to Audrey Ferriss, for per-

sonal courage and determination.

A few years ago, Audrey was in the

movies. Talkies forced her out, because

she lacked training. To earn money for

room and board, Miss Ferriss obtained a

stenographic position in the offices of the

Los Angeles District Attorney.

While she was a stenographer, Audrey

kept up her study of elocution and dra-

matics. Recently she asked for and was

given a screen-and-voice test. Her studies

had worked such fine results that she won

a new movie contract with M-G-M.

HAS Gary Evan, Bing's eigh-

teen-month-old son, a sense

of humor, or is he giving his

father a ribbing? Bing would like

to know the answer.
Crosby took his wife and httle

Gary Evan to the tot's first circus

when the "big tent" was in Holly-

wood. Young Crosby watched

the parade of animals with staring

eyes, until the elephants came
along. .

Whereupon Gary Evan pointed

a chubby fist at the biggest ele-

phant, and cried: "Daddy!"
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JOE PENNER, the movie actor—well,

he is one at the moment—has parents

who, typical of many mammas and papas,

worry over their son. For this reason, he

rarely tells them of his mishaps, hoping

thus to spare their nerves. So it happened

that they read in recent newspapers about

Penner's sprained ankle. Subsequently, Joe

received a letter from his father. It read,

in part

:

"Dear Son: You should be ashamed,

spraining your ankle, and then not telling

your mother. You know she likes to worry

about you. Now your ankle is well, but

in order to catch up on her worrying,

mother must spend the next ten days or so

fretting about what might have been.

"However, one good thing has come of

this incident. That is, your mother and I

can now worry lest something will happen

to you and you won't tell us. In order to

prevent such worry-without-cause, let me
caution you to immediately inform us when
anything happens to you."

Acme

JIMMY DURANTE and Ted Healy are

engaged in a "pun duel" ;
they wise^

crack each other at every opportunity—all

in fun, of course.

However the score may have stood,

Healy took a big lead with his latest crack

at Durante. It seems that one night both

attended a game of "donkey baseball." This

is a silly pastime in which the players ride

on donkeys ; it's riotously funny, too.

Well, on this night a player yelled to

Durante; "Hey, Jimmy, why don't you
join us?"
"Aw, Durante can't get in the game,"

flipped Healy. "Who would ride him?"

THE eyes of autograph-seekers
grouped outside the Fox studios

popped almost from their heads
when, almost in procession, cars

bearing Greta Garbo, Mae West,
Charles Laughton, Wallace Beery
and Lupe Velez passed through
the gates.

In fact, the autograph-hunters
were so dazed that they forgot to

ask for signatures—which was just

as well, because those "stars"

were not the real thing; they were
all impersonators, hired for a pic-

ture.

CHARLES SPENCER CHAPLIN is

filmdom's richest colonist. Mary Pick-

ford is second, and Douglas Fairbanks

third. These facts are gleaned from Los

Angeles County tax reports.

Chaplin's property is assessed at $3,279,-

230; "Our Mary" owns about $1,950,770

worth of estate; Doug's mite is $1,065,530.

Harold Lloyd's wealth is assessed at

$864,545. Richard Barthelmess pays taxes

on $409,340, Constance Bennett on $190,025,

and Joan Crawford is rated at $65,965.

Will Rogers is the richest land-owner.

Harold Lloyd's furniture is worth most.

And far down in the report, as if the tax

assessor might possess a sense of humor,

Greta Garbo's ancient automobile is as-

sessed at $80.

YOU may be closer to your favorite

movie star than you suspect; in fact,

when you motor tonight, your idol may
ride with you. All waste film, cut from

pictures or left over when productions are

completed, is sold to a salvage company in

Hollywood. This cast-off film is melted,

and the various elements are separated.

One element, celluloid, is used to make
automobile paint. Even at this moment,

Clara Bow may be on your fender, and

that may be Clark Gable's nose you

scratched when your hood dropped!

Besieged by autograph hounds, at the Rein-

hardt pageant in Hollywood Bowl, William

Powell and Jean Harlow were smilingly

good-natured about it all.

Four generations! May Robson with her

son, grandson, and great-grandson at

the baby's christening, which Miss Robson
journeyed East to attend.

THE tragic death of Russ Columbo, by
accidental shooting, adds one more name

to the appalling list of famous motion pic-

ture stars who have died during the past

few months. This list includes Marie

Dressier, Lilyan Tashman, Lew Cody,

Dorothy Dell, Karl Dane, Alec B. Francis,

director George Hill.

Funeral services for Columbo were at-

tended by more than three thousand friends

and fans. Women, most of them in tears,

predominated. Carole Lombard and Sally

Blane were also present, and perhaps the

most beautiful floral offering was Carole's

huge blanket of gardenias, bearing the one

word

—

Russ. One of the pall-bearers was

Bing Crosby, rumored by gossips to be

Columbo's enemy. Actually, the two were

good friends.

Acme

Above, Onslow Stevens and his

bride, the former Phillis Cooper

in Hollywood after their marri-

age in Yuma, Arizona.

\
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SOME letters from fans are entirely too
exacting. A recent letter marked

"PRIVATE - IMPORANT - RUSH" was
delivered to Joan Crawford, because it

looked like the sort of missive that should
be delivered directly to the addressee.
Joan opened the envelope—and found

another, across the face of which was
written: Please! I said Personal. Miss
Crawford opened that envelope, and found
still another, marked with: "To be opened
only by Joan Crawford."
Joan says her hands trembled as she

opened the third envelope, because she
thought it must be of great importance.
Instead, it was only a request for an auto-
graphed picture !

Fans who resort to such tactics only spoil
their own cause. A few such "Wolf!
Wolf !" letters, and Miss Crawford's secre-
tary will refuse to pass along any un-
opened mail to her employer. It stands to
reason that stars haven't time to open all

letters, and only the most important re-
quests should be sent with so many such
urgent pleas that such letters be opened
only by the addressees.

npHE latest fad to sweep into
X Hollywood (and how fads do
sweep that town!) is badminton.
Years ago, Douglas Fairbanks
tried to popularize the game, but
failed. Now it has caught on
feverishly.

Jack Oakie refuses to exert
himself to the extent of playing
strenuous badminton. When Dick
Arlen invited Oakie to play, the
comedian sniffed.

"Badminton?" he said. "That's
nothing but shrivelled-up tennis!"

Conchita Montenegro supplies the
love interest in a new war romance in
which Warner Baxter plays an aviator.

Carole Lombard and Roger Pryor form
one of the new romantic teams. Right,
you see them in a scene together.

Fans wanted Bing Crosby and Kitty
Carlisle in another musical, and here

they are in "Here is My Heart."

THE current cycle of personalities on
the screen is constantly reflected in

the show-windows of stores along Holly-
wood Boulevard. When Clara Bow was
the rage, shops exhibited photographs of
"flaming girls" wearing hats, clothes, and
other articles to be purchased inside. The
Sue Carol era, the Marlene Dietrich period,
and other star-cycles were thus tempor-
arily commemorated.

Right at this moment, the boulevard
windows are featuring ' baby portraits.
Banks, stores, drug-stores—all have dis-
plays of children, ranging from a few
months to ten or twelve years of age.

Of course, it's the Shirley Temple in-

fluence. Since Shirley made good, hun-
dreds of fond mothers are striving to get
their daughters before the eyes of pro-
ducers.
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FEW people realize that television is

about to become a common, everyday

factor in modern life.

A French inventor has perfected a device

which is the most advanced step in tele-

vision. It is a traveling car, fitted with

cameras, sound equipment, film developing

tanks, and (most important) television pro-

jecting outfits.

One day last week, during an experi-

mental test, this traveling studio photo-

graphed a motor accident with sound, de-

veloped it, and radioed the entire sequence

to a theatre screen five miles away. The
entire process, from the moment the

camera started grinding until the scene was
shown in the theatre, required seventy-five

seconds

!

CHARLES FARRELL has been suc-

cessful in acquiring movie-star tenants

for his realty holdings. Bette Davis is

now living in Charlie's Beverly home.

Bette formerly lived in Mr. and Mrs. Far-

rell's Toluca Lake home—-she must have

found him a good landlord. George Brent

now lives in Charlie's Toluca house, and

neighbors say that Greta Garbo has dined

there with Brent on several occasions.

MARY BRIAN has a suh-well
"boy-friend-holding insur-

ance" idea. She goes out with so

many chaps, that before she has a

date with one, she repeats his

name over and over again. Thus
she avoids the tragic mishaps of

calling Dick, John or Bob or

Gene, or vice versa. If you are

popular, girls, and if you often

make this same mistake, try

Mary's system!

Eyes across the sea! Anna Neagle and
Fernand Graavey co-star in a new
English film, "The Queen's Affair."

Brian Aherne and Madge Evans in a
whimsical moment from "What Every
Woman Knows"starring Helen Hayes.

Beauty in nurses' uniform, personified

by Joyce Compton, Loretta Young, and
sister Polly Ann Young in a new film.

WHO said "a prophet is without honor
in his own home town"? Dick

Powell has disproved that adage, once and
for all.

When Powell returned recently to Pitts-

burgh to make personal appearances in the
theatre where he first won notice as an
orchestra leader, police reserves were neces-
sary to save him from the clamoring
crowds. Several thousand people stormed
the theatre, practically clawing each other
to get seats for the opening performance.
Those who failed to get inside went
around to the stage entrance, and they
made a rush for Powell the minute he ap-
peared, thus necessitating the police guard.

In a letter to Hollywood friends, Dick
estimated that "he had signed three thou-
sand autographs on my first day in Pitts-

burgh."
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When young fellows get together, there's likely to be hot competition for the older

stars, especially if the boys are Baby LeRoy, right, David Holt, seated, and Billy

Lee, lefc, above. All are currently working at the same studio.

In Dutch! Alice Faye looks charm-
ing at that in her costume for a

comedy scene in "365 Nights in

Hollywood."

BING CROSBY might have won a bet

had he not been double-crossed. The
bet was that he could get into Paramount
studio without being spotted by the auto-

graph-hunters who maintain a constant

guard at the gate.

Bing donned a set of false whiskers, dark
glasses, and a handsome mustachio. Thus
disguised, he managed to get past the crowd
of signature-chasers. That is, he almost

got by. But the fellow with whom he

wagered suddenly screamed : "Hey, Cros-

by !", and through force of habit. Bing
stopped and bellowed. "What?"' Of course,

everybody recognized the voice—and the

Crooner lost his bet.

BEHIND THE SCENES:

FOX executives refused to permit Alice
Faye to play opposite Rudy Vallee in his

newest picture. The reason, they stated,

was that they didn't want to depend upon
romance for publicity for Faye. What
those same officials may not know is that
the studio's own publicity department is

responsible for some of the stories linking

the Vallee name and Alice.

Reports that Jayne Shadduck, stage and
screen actress, has reconciled with her hus-
band, writer Jack Kirkland, are as wrong
as a Socialist with millions. Their separa-
tion is permanent.
George Brent may fly to South America,

according to well-laid plans, and during his

absence Ruth Chatterton will file those
long-delayed divorce proceedings.
The reason Janet Gaynor hurried home

from Europe weeks before she intended is

that gossips are as obnoxious "over there"
as over here. Couple of them saw Gaynor
and Charles Farrell at luncheon, and right
away tried to make something of it.

CHARLES LAUGHTON went
to a Los Angeles hospital with

a slight ailment, which confined
him there for a few weeks. On
his return to the studio, he told
about the day he said to a nurse:
"Will you please get me a glass of
water, interne?"
The white-clad girl smiled, and

replied: "Nurse, to you."
Figure it out for yourself.

Evelyn Laye, English beauty and stage star, is welcomed in Hollywood—where
she will star in a musical film opposite Novarro—by Frank Lawton, whose next

part is David CopperReld, and Director Dudley Murphy, who will direct Miss
Laye and Novarro as a co-starring team.
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In flounces! Evelyn Venable as a

belle of 1910 retains her eye appeal

in her "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch" costume.

See what Hollywood missed? Had
Heather Angel and Ralph Forbes had
a formal wedding instead of eloping,

the bride would have looked as you
see Heather at the right. But they're

happy, as you see in the picture

above.

THE stars often do for fun what they

refuse to do for money—BIG money

!

Both Robert Montgomery and Chester

Morris have been offered vera, vera large

sums to make personal appearances in Los
Angeles theatres. They've refused all such

offers. But during a matinee performance

of the Ringling Brothers-Barnum & Bailey

circus in Hollywood, the opening parade

was graced by the presence of two strangers

—yep, Bob and Ches ! Dressed as Ara-
bians, they rode horses around the arena

and, believe it or not, they weren't recog-

nized. Two Arabian girls in that same
parade were Mrs. Robert Montgomery and

Mrs. Chester Morris.

There'll be romance as well as "Music in the Air" when Gloria Swanson returns

to the screen. Above, is a sample of what we mean—one of the scenes in which

Douglass, Montgomery and John Boles become dramatically involved. Like

Gloria's costume? We do!

THELMA TODD has gone into the cafe

business ; her roadside restaurant is do-

ing so well that she contemplates opening

a string of eateries. . . . Neighbors kicked

about Bing Crosby's singing until they

learned that it actually was Bing—then

they applauded. . . . Mary Astor has a

strange pastime; it is watching her hus-

band, a doctor, perform operations . . . .

Joan Crawford and Claudette Colbert have
one custom in common—after each picture,

they climb into their automobiles and leave

Hollywood for destinations unknown. . . .

Robert Woolsey, who always smokes a

cigar before the camera, has the butt of

the first cigar he smoked on the stage ;
it

is his good-luck piece. . . . The height of

something : Pat Paterson, wife of Charles

Boyer, is taking French lessons so when
she joins her husband in France, she can

converse with her mother-in-law ! . . .

SKEETS" GALLAGHER tells

it proudly on his little son. It

seems that the boy came racing

home one day to tell his mother
that he overheard two men plot-

ting to kill his father.

"One of them said that he'll

shoot 'Skeets' when he gets a
chance," young Gallagher cried.

Of course, Mrs. G. investigated.

She found that "the two men"
were Clark Gable and Robert
Montgomery. They had been dis-

cussing skeet shooting, a popular

Hollywood pastime.
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JWE!
By Miss Vee Dee

Roberta G. Although I'm not a mind
reader or a palmist I'd say, off-hand, you

have a fully developed case of admiration

for Anna Sten. She is under contract to

Samuel Goldwyn at United Artists Studios,

1041 N. Formosa Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

You might drop her a line and tell her the

things you have written me about the "fasci-

nating, gorgeous, and bewitching Being."

Her new picture is "We Live Again" from

the Tolstoy novel, "Resurrection." Co-

starring with her is Fredric March. Anna
was a waitress at 12, a newspaper re-

porter at 13 and an actress at 15. "Nana"
was her first American picture.

Mary AI. As I write this, Greta Garbo's

next picture is still in production. Appear-

ing with her in this new vehicle, "The

Painted Veil," will be Herbert Marshall,

George Brent, Jean Hersholt and Warner
Oland. Herbert Marshall is just now one

of the most popular and sought-after lead-

ing men in pictures. Some of his films have

been "Trouble in Paradise," "The Solitaire

Man," "I Was a Spy" with Madeleine Car-

roll and Conrad Veidt, and "Riptide" with

Norma Shearer, Robert Montgomery, and

Ralph Forbes.

Marge. As long as you read my answers

to everybody you now have an opportunity

to read one to Marge—and I hope you like

it. Dolores Del Rio was born on August

3, 1905 . She has beautiful brown eyes, jet

black hair, is 5 feet 5 inches tall, and was
married to Cedric Gibbons on August 7,

1930. Her voice was first heard in "Evan-

geline." Her other earlier films were

"Resurrection" and "Loves of Carmen" in

1927- in 1928 she made "Gateway of the

Moon," "Trail of '98," "No Other Woman."
"Red Dance," "Revenge," and in 1929,

"Evangeline." Her latest is "Madame Du
Barry," for Warners.

Edith M. I love to settle arguments,

so I'm at your service. The principals in

the cast of "Smart Money," starring Ed-

ward G. Robinson, were Evalyn Knapp,

James Cagney, Ralf Harolde, Margaret

Livingston, Noel Francis and Gladys Lloyd,

who is Mrs. Robinson in real life. Heather

Angel was born on February 9, 1909, in

Oxford, England. She is 5 feet 1 inch

tall, weighs 105 pounds and has brown
hair and eyes. She was married in August,

1934, to Ralph Forbes, the former husband

of Ruth Chatterton. Heather's latest re-

leases are "Springtime for Henry" with

Otto Kruger and Nancy Carroll, and "Ro-

mance in the Rain" with Roger Pryor.

Mayone M. C. It's a refreshing sight to

see our old friend William Farnum among
those present in several new pictures. He
plays with Colleen Moore in "The Scarlet

SCREENLAND

Richard Bonelli, famous baritone and latest operatic star to be drafted

for the screen, snapped by a still camera on a set for "Enter Madame,
which gives Miss Landi her first screen singing role.

Letter" as Gov. Bellingham, and appears

in "Are We Civilized?" with Anita Louise,

and in "Happy Landing." Constance Ben-

nett was Carta, a Russian spy, in "After

Tonight." Playing opposite her was Gil-

bert Roland. The little blonde who played

the part of Sigrid Hanson in "Servants'

Entrance" is Astrid Allwyn. She is Swed-

ish, as you have guessed, and has ash-

blonde hair, brown eyes, is 5 feet 2 z/2
inches tall, and weighs 117 pounds.

Edith Pansy. Don't tell me that is your

real name—all right then, mine is Memory
Buttercup! Warner Baxter was Alles-

sandro and Roland Drew was the brother

Felipe in "Ramona" with Dolores Del Rio.

Picture was released in 1929. The picture

public have been demanding more and more

of Warner Baxter. There is proof a star

does not have to be single to be popular.

He has been married to Winifred Bryson

since 1917. Some Baxter releases have

been "Such Women Are Dangerous,"

"Stand Up and Cheer," "Penthouse,"

"Grand Canary."

Miriam S. You didn't expect to see

your name in print so soon, did you?

Demonstrating the fact one never knows

how soon one may become famous, or

something to that effect. No, Gene Ray-

mond did not play in "The Secret of

Madame Blanche" with Irene Dunne, but

Phillips Holmes was Leonard St. John.

Madame's son. Phillips appears in "Cara-

van," a Fox production of great splendor.

He rates a place along with Charles Boyer,

the European star, Loretta Young, Jean

Parker, Louise Fazenda and Aubrey Smith

in "Caravan."

A Manners Fan. Of course you mean

David. You are not the only fan in the

world who is "cur-azy"—about David, I

mean He was born Rauff Aklom in Hali-

fax, Nova Scotia, on Anril 30, 1905. He
is 6 feet tall, weighs 175 pounds, and has

brown eyes and brown hair. His hobbies

are astronomy and exploration, and he

also likes to play tennis. He created quite

a stir with his role in "Journey's End'

both on the stage and screen. He sup-

ported Elissa Landi in "The Warriors

Husband." "Mother's Cry" was released

in January, 1930, with Dorothy Peterson,

Helen Chandler, Evalyn Knapp, David

Manners, and Edward Woods.

Mary Lou. You are not alone in want-

ing Diana Wynyard to appear in the best

stories her producers can buy—pictures like

"Cavalcade" and "Reunion in Vienna."

Her latest release is "One More River,"

from the novel by John Galsworthy. Frank
Lawton, the English actor we girls have

been raving about, plays with her, also

Colin Clive.

Maxine. So you are all agog about

Hollywood's new male, Hugh Williams.

Hugh was born in England, at Bexhill-on-

the-Sea, Sussex. He is 5 feet 10 inches

tall, weighs 154 pounds, and has black hair

and hazel eyes. He has been on the Lon-

don stage, made pictures there, and final!;/

Fox signed him, and we hope he likes us

as well as we like him. If you'll read the

October issue of Screenland, you'll get

James Fidler's slant on new girls and new
boys and the low-down on Hugh Williams

and other new faces on the screen. You'll

see within the coming year, M-G-M's pro-

duction of "David Copperfield" and Fox's

release of "Elinor Norton" with Hugh in

the casts, so look out for them.

Hope C. N. It is interesting to watch a

star's climb to fame on the screen and we
have a lot of them to watch, haven't we?
Edward Robinson was well known on the

stage before doing picture work. Here are

a few of his films "Dark Hazard" with

Genevieve Tobin and Glenda Farrell ;
"Lit-

tle Giant" with Marv Astor and Helen

Vinson; "The Hatchet Man" with Loretta

Young; "I Loved a Woman" with Kay
Francis and Genevieve Tobin ; "Silver Dol-

lar" with Bebe Daniels and Aline Mac-

Mahcn; and his latest, "The Man W : th

Two Faces," with Mary Astor and Ri-

cardo Cortez. "The Woman Spy" was the

first title of "After Tonight," starring Con-

stance Bennett. Here is the entire cast,

including La Bennett—Gilbert Roland, Ed-

ward Ellis, Sam Godfrey. Lucien Pnval,

Mischa Auer, Ben Hendricks, Leonid Sne-

goff and Evelyn Carter Car.-ington.
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Screen and Radio Fan, You'll have your

wish granted when "College Rhythm" is

shown, for Mary Brian is in the cast, so

look out for it. Playing with Mary will

be Joe Penner of "wanna buy a duck" fame,

Lanny Ross, Jack Oakie, Helen Mack,

Lyda Roberti, and a long list of well-

known names.

Gargan Fan. "British Agent" has a

splendid cast, for there's Leslie Howard,

Kay Francis, William Gargan, Phillip

Reed, Irving Pichel, Walter Byron, Ivan

Simpson and Halliwell Hobbs. Gargan'

s

first picture was "Animal Kingdom" in

support of his very good friend, Leslie

Howard. That was followed by "Ram"
with Joan Crawford.

Mickie. You can't fool me—where's Mill-,

nie ? Ginger Rogers ,was christened Vir-.

ginia but that name didn't stick long when
the red-haired youngster began to grow up,

so Ginger she is to this day. She was
born in Independence, Mo., on July 16,

1911. Joan Blondell was born in New
York City on August 30, 1909. James
Cagney was born in New York City on

July 17, 1904.

Harlow Fan. You want Jean Harlow
to have heavier eyebrows for you think she

would be more attractive that way? Why
don't you take up the matter with Jean

personally ? She may fall in line with your

ideas. I wouldn't count too much on that,

though, for the luscious Jean has her own

71

ideas about her make-up, and why not?

Jean's latest release is "The Girl from Mis-
souri" with Lionel Barrymore, Franchot
Tone, and Patsy Kelly.

Charles G. In the picture, "Hell Be-
low," Jimmy Durante was Ptomaine, Ship's

Cook. If you say Jimmy fought a kangaroo
in the picture, he evidently did. The fight

must have been a "knock-out." James
Cagney was a popular New York stage

actor before the movies got him. One of

his best-known stage successes was "Grand
Larceny," with Joan Blondell playing op-

posite. It was adapted for the screen and
called "Blonde Crazy" with Joan playing

the same role. James is 5 feet 9 inches tall,

weighs 155 pounds, and has red hair.

remembered that no one had been in the

room "but that little Offield boy," and

surely he couldn't have carried it away.

Nevertheless, "that little Offield boy"

walked into the house two days later,

serenely lifted a pillow from the sofa and

revealed the missing silverware. His eyes

sparkled and his freckled face beamed in

a childish grin as he looked up proudly at

the erstwhile hostess. The same grin that

kept him from getting spanked that day

was to stand him in good stead in the years

to come.
Jack learned the fine points of stage ex-

pression in his childhood. His mother—
and incidentally, she always has been "Ev"

or "Mom" to Son Jack—conducted the

Offield School of Expression at Sedalia

for many years and later was on the faculty

of a similar institution in New York City.

When Jack was four years old, the

family left Sedalia for Muskogee, Okla.

Jack attended school there for a while,

mingling with Indian children of many
tribes. Here, too, the famous jokester

burst out in a manner that earned him a

reputation of doubtful merit with the host-

esses of the neighborhood. Jack attended

a party given by one of his classmates.

Less than a half-hour after singing a child-

hood ditty in that angelic expression that

only he could assume, Jack conducted sev-

eral other boys to a big, new bathtub that

had just been installed in the home. He
must have felt an urge to display his

aquatic abilities, for the hostess found him

swimming merrily around in the tub. The

water had overflown to the floor. Again,

Jack's likable grin saved him from chas-

tisement.

There was the time that Jack's mother

consented to a party in celebration of his

tenth birthday anniversary. Jack was

granted the privilege of inviting his own
guests. Apparently he did a good job, for

250 boys of all description showed up for

the affair

!

On Sundays, the incurable joker dropped

his clowning temporarily to attend church.

Even there, however, he could hardly con-

tain himself. In his serious moments he

sang in the choir, and the director often

praised his high soprano voice.

When Jack was fourteen, his father died

and Mrs. Offield was offered a position on
the faculty of Scudder School for Girls in

New York City. She accepted and took

her children, Jack and Alice Evelyn, ( Sally

to the family), to the city. Jack entered

the De La Salle high school, an institution

conducted by the Jesuit fathers.
_
Again, his

soprano voice attracted attention and he

became a member of the All Angels' choir.

For four years he sang in the organization.

Jack was graduated from the high school

The Saga of a Jester

Continued from page 52

Entered films via the kitchen!
Above, Bobbe Joyce, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Brisson's

cook, whose dance steps, as she
helped her mother, won her a

' part in "College Rhythm."

with honors, and became a board-marker

and telephone-order-clerk for a Wall Street

brokerage firm. As usual, his inbred con-

geniality made him a favorite with his co-

workers and employers. He got along then

—even as he does now.
Perhaps the turning point in his career,

the factor that contributed most to his de-

sertion of Wall Street for Broadway, came
when his boss asked him to do a stunt in

a Junior League frolic. Jack accepted, and

went over big. Other invitations arrived,

and soon he was in demand at most of the

charity functions.

Then came an offer for a small part on

the stage, and with it a light storm of pro-

test from Mrs. Offield. Like all mothers,

she had ambitions for her son. She wanted

him to be governor of New York state.

His personality would have made him an

ideal politician. "If you'll only listen to

me," she often told him, "I know how you

can become governor of New York." Jack

didn't listen. The nearest he got to that

exalted position was the time he occupied

the chief executive's chair at the Albany
mansion. Then he wrote to Mrs. Ofheld

:

"Dear Mother—I'm doing the best I can.

I'm sitting in the governor's chair."

Jack turned down a chance for a financial

career. His boss had offered to lend Mrs.
Offield $80,000 to buy her son a seat on the

stock exchange. But Jack was persistent

in his desire to go on the stage. He had
performed in many amateur theatricals.

These appearances had instilled in him that

strange "something" that courses the veins

of all troupers, and Jack couldn't resist.

So he turned down his boss' offer and
took the stage part. How he went into

vaudeville with Lulu McConnell has often

been told. Miss McConnell—and incident-

ally, she originated from an Ozarks town
lying less than thirty miles south of Jack's

birthplace—was an exponent of fast-talking

comedy. Jack made a perfect partner.

It was then that Jack adopted the famous
name of Oakie—synonym the world over

for unrestrained laughter. Because he had
moved to New York from Oklahoma, Jack
was known as "Oakie" to his associates.

This, coupled with his far-famed expres-

sion of "O.K." led to his adoption of his

screen cognomen.
How Jack broke into the movies has

never been clear, even to Jack himself

!

He wrote his mother one day that he was
going on a boat ride to California. The
next time she heard from him, he was
playing a part in Clara Bow's "The Fleet's

In." You know the rest.

In the breezy lingo that makes him the

premier Hollywood gladhander, Jack at-

tributes his screen entree to the fact that

he "blew his own trumpet." And one

must admit his proficiency in that art.

"I got in by bluffing my way through,"

he says. "I tooted my own horn and they

heard me. That's all "there was to it."

Much has been written of the loves of

Jack Oakie. Plain fact or publicity, his

adventures in amour have made news in

photograph and print for many months.

But—and you can take this for fact—Jack's

best girl is his mother. Of course you re-

member Jack's mother in "Too Much Har-
mony." That part was played by Mrs.

Offield herself. Those mother-and-son

scenes you saw are typical of the affection

between the two.

At thirty-two, Jack still bubbles with the

boyish enthusiasm that put him over in his

stage and early screen days. His perpetual

good humor is well known in Hollywood.

He is noted on the set for the democratic

attitude with which he regards lesser studio

employees.
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Latest About Carole Lombard
Continued from page 32

we left, Russ called and said he would join

us in a couple of days. That night he

went to see Lansing Brown and that awful

thing happened!" Miss Lombard shud-

dered, but raised her head proudly. "But

now, it is all a thing of the past, like a

dreadful nightmare. I have recovered from

any emotional feeling about it and can face

the future happily again. It was Fate,

that's all."

"But how did your eight months' ro-

mance fit into the picture that you and

William Powell have painted of Holly-

wood's most successfully divorced couple?"

I could not resist asking.

"Why, Bill doesn't care whom I go with

—we are the best of friends and always

will be. I expect some day to marry again

he knows how to plan his own meals, to

order the right wines; he calls the llorist

every week and orders (lowers for the

rooms—those are the things that make a
lniinc and for which the wife is usually

responsible.

"I am glad of the experience of having

been married to Bill and would not change

it for the world. I am glad of everything

that has ever happened to me—for it is

through the past that I have attained my
present happiness.

"Today, 1 have everything! Work that

I like, loyal friends, money enough to as-

sure my independence always, and the whole
world before me !" she sighed exultantly.

"I want to remain in pictures for a few
years more— I am just approaching the

Mrs. Nathalie Bucknall, head of the M-G-M research department checks

the costume Elizabeth Allan will wear in "David Copperfield," and you

get a slight idea as to the job it is to get authentic production detail.

and still remain friends with Bill. And if

we should not see each other for years at a

time, we would still feel close to each

other and would always understand each

other.

"I don't care whom he goes with; in

fact, he tells me all about the girls he

takes out and asks me what I think of

them. And the funny part of that is that

while I don't resent them, they all resent

me! When I meet them any place they

lose their composure and giggle and talk

nervously."
"But don't you think any other woman

who likes Bill Powell has a right to be

jealous of you? This very bond that you
admit exists between you may prevent his

ever caring deeply for someone else—yet

you don't want to be married to him your-

self. Isn't that a little like a 'dog in the

manger'?" I asked.

She shook her head. "No. I really

wouldn't mind if Bill married again—
though I don't think he should. For he is

not meant for marriage. He has lived

alone so long that he doesn't need a woman
around him always—that is why we are

divorced today, and are so happy about it.

"Bill can run his own home perfectly

—

peak of my success, now. I want to enjoy

the short period allotted any of us at the

top, then I want to retire and watch young-

sters have their chance. I love to see youth

succeed—I've been through so much strug-

gle myself and I know the pleasure of 'ar-

riving.' I want to see others have the same

joy."
This, then, is the remarkable philosophy

of the little girl from Fort Wayne, In-

diana, who came to Hollywood as plain

Jane Peters and remained to become the

beauteous Carole Lombard, one of the

screen's most potent stars.

It was when Jane was quite small that

the Peters family moved to the cinema

capital and she received her early schooling

in the shadows of the studios, later attend-

ing Hollywood High School from which

she frequently "played hookey" in order to

call upon casting directors with pleas that

she be given a chance in pictures. At last

her "break" came—when she was fifteen, as

Carol Lombard she was given her first

part, a lead opposite Edmund Lowe in a

film made at the old Fox Studio.

Other roles followed and she remained on

that lot for a year, then going to Mack Sen-

nett for several years' training in comedy

—which training, by the way, she considers

invaluable. However, an automobile acci-

dent in which she was badly injured ended

her association with the Sennett Studios,

for she was unable to work for nearly a

year.

When she returned to the screen, it was
to the Pathe Company—and with an "E"
added to her first name, for luck. Her
time with Pathe she considers a huge tea-

party, as work came second to pleasure on

that lot, and players spent more time in

playing practical jokes on each other than

in learning their lines.

Hollywood still roars over the recollec-

tion of Miss Lombard's most famous prank,

of which John Loder was the victim. When
that Englishman arrived on the Coast, he

achieved distinction because of the fre-

quency with which he sprayed his throat

with a well-known antiseptic. His co-

workers were amused.

Then, Miss Lombard had a brilliant idea

—and she persuaded a "prop" man to till

Mr. Loder's atomizer with a mixture of

onion juice and vinegar. Imagine Mr.

Loder's embarrassment!
But all good times must end eventually,

and about three years ago Miss Lombard
migrated from the happy-go-lucky Pathe

lot to that of Paramount, hard work, and
success.

"My career is the most important thing

in the world to me," she explained in

throaty tones. "When I started in pictures

I made up my mind to reach the top and

that I would let nothing deter me

—

nothing!

I have kept my promise to myself !"

Something in her words and manner was
reminiscent of another girl I had known.
I groped about for a moment, then realized

that Miss Lombard was in looks and atti-

tude, in the way she talked and gestured,

the exact prototype of Lilyan Tashman.

"Many persons have noted the resem-

blance," she admitted. "Even Lil herself

and I used to talk about it. She was a

great person—and now that she is gone, it

is amazing to see how many of her char-

acteristics have been transferred to Ed. It

is as if she lives again in him !" Miss
Lombard's eyes seemed to grow a deeper

blue until they matched the enormous star

sapphire, gift of Mr. Powell when Carole

was his wife, which adorned her right hand.

I have never seen such a stone—literally it

was the size of a half-dollar in circumfer-

ence, and an inch high! It was her only

ornament, and added to the quality of her

natural artificiality.

She was really lovely-looking, with her

pale fair hair brushed from her brow, her

skin smooth and devoid of make-up, her

lips a vivid scarlet—lovely and young

—

very young to have conducted her life and
career with such • financial and emotional

success.

"I inherit my business sense, that's all,"

she admitted. "My grandmother used to

manage an estate back in Indiana (no, I'll

never go back there), and my mother has

always been financially independent. It's

always been easy for me to discuss salary

and contracts and such things.

"As to achieving happiness, I simply be-

lieve in taking every experience, pleasant or

not, as part of the training an actress must

undergo in order to attain sympathy and

understanding—and greatness.

"I never let anything bother me for long

—I don't take anything or myself seriously.

I think that's the first rule for being happy,

and the second one is to try always to be a

good sport and give the other fellow a

break
!"
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From Usherette to Millionaire's Wife
Continued from page H

explanation of what she has to face, you

must not, however, judge that Raquel has

never enjoyed advantages of any kind.
_
She

is not a little barbarian, without the slight-

est knowledge of formality and the laws

of etiquette. Nor is she one devoid of all

sense of propriety, to whom money is a

god, wealth to be snatched up wherever

it may be found. Rather, she is a care-

fully reared young woman of breeding,

whom Fate decreed must earn her own liv-

ing at seventeen.
Half-German, quarter-French and quar-

ter-Spanish, Raquel was born Wilhelmma
Ostermann in Hermosillo, Sonora, Mex-
ico. Her father was a mining man. At

the age of a year and a half, the mother

died and Wilhelmina, or Raquel, as we'll

call her henceforth, was brought up by a

Mexican nurse.

When she was seven, the Ostermann

family moved to Los Angeles and Raquel

went to live at the Sacred Heart Convent,

to be educated and acquire a knowledge of

the duties expected of a good wife. Neither

Raquel nor the good sisters who taught

her, however, were to guess how well she

had to prepare herself in later life to be

the wife of a rich man. She remained hap-

pily cloistered at the convent until she was

sixteen.
.

Living in the midst of the studios, Raquel

naturally was eager to gain access to them

and work as an extra. But her father,

then in the real estate business, refused her

pleas for a career, even forbidding her to

think of acting as "Atmosphere" in any of

the film plants.

Her father suffered a stroke and was

taken, seriously ill, to the hospital. The
possibility of his recovery seemed doubtful

indeed. Raquel, then, decided that the

time had arrived for her to think of finding

work, to support her sister, Renee, and her-

self. Accordingly, she secured a job as

usherette at the Chinese Theatre, where she

could see at first-hand her favorites of the

screen, as well as earn needed money.

Several months at the Chinese convinced

her she could make no headway as a

theatre usher, so she appealed to her

father's business partner to aid her.
_
He

prom ised to introduce her to Al Christie,

the comedy producer, whom he knew.

On the drive to the studio, her friend

suggested she change her name, since her

own was not suitable for an actress. The

sound of Wilhelmina Ostermann scarcely

intrigued the imagination. He thought

Toro would make a nice cognomen, but

Raquel indignantly declared everyone knew
that meant "bull."

"You introduce me as a popular dancer

from Mexico City and I will have a^new

name ready when you introduce me," the

little dark-eyed senorita said.

The realtor extolled the ability of the

newcomer to the producer and when the

latter asked her name, she answered

quickly, "Raquel Torres." In those mo-
ments did she forever cast aside Wilhelmina

Ostermann for the more colorful Raquel

Torres.
For three months, she appeared as a

bathing beauty and played small parts in

Christie Comedies with Bobby Vernon and

Billy Dooley. Her father, meanwhile, was
sinking, rapidly getting worse, and the

strands of the family exchequer were badly

strained. Most of Raquel's salary went to

pay the father's hospital and doctor bills,

and little remained for herself and Renee.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, at this time,

started searching for a girl to play the

native lead in "White Shadows in the

South Seas." Two hundred and fifty girls

were tested and rejected. The studio, in

desperation, asked the Mexican consulate

in- Los Angeles to help them in their

quest. Not long before, Raquel had won
a beauty contest sponsored by the Mexican

newspapers published in Los Angeles. The
result was that the consul's office telephoned

Raquel and suggested she try out for the

role.

Looking back, Raquel is vastly amused

by what happened. "Christie was ^plan-

ning on making me a leading lady," she

explains, a dark smile lighting up her beau-

tiful face. "So when I went out to the

studio for an interview and met Hunt
Stromberg, the producer, I felt very inde-

pendent and announced I wouldn't make
the test unless Mr. Stromberg himself di-

rected it. It's customary, you know, for a

director or assistant director to make such

tests, but I insisted on having Mr. Strom-

berg. He laughingly agreed, and several

days later the studio phoned me I had

been selected for the part of the native girl

in the picture."

What should have been a joyous time for

Raquel turned out to be a sad experience.

Her father died the day before the "White

Shadows" company sailed for Tahiti and

the South Seas, and his funeral services

had to be deferred many months until the

little actress returned to Hollywood. As
a result of her splendid performance, Metro

gave her a long-term contract. Then, and

only then, was she able to indulge in ex-

penditures other than the bare necessities

f life—the first time since her father had

gone to the hospital nearly a year before.

Raquel met Stephen Ames while the lat-

ter was visiting in California. They were

introduced at a party, and to her he con-

fided many of his then domestic woes.

(They were drawn to one another from

the start.) They didn't meet a second time

until a year later in New York, when
Raquel was appearing on the stage. Mean-
while, Ames had been divorced.

When the dusky, starry-eyed actress

went to London for personal appearances

and to make a picture—"The Red Wagon,"

soon to be shown in this country—Ames
literally burned up the cables and trans-At-

lantic telephone in daily communication.

He begged her to return immediately, to

A pedestal for Lili Damita seems entirely warranted, don t you think.

Above is the bewitching Continental star, who will be seen again on the

screen in an English production of "Brewster s Millions.
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become his wife. So earnest was his plead-

ing, so convincing his arguments that

Raquel relented from her oft- repeated as-

sertion she would not marry for many
years and considered his proposal. She
placed her name on the marriage license,

though, only when she thought she was
going to a lawyer's office with Ames, then

discovered it was the license bureau. They
wire wed last April, the ceremony being

solemnized just before the boat on which

they were to journey to Hawaii on their

honeymoon pulled out.

With a full and complete comprehension

that she must do much to develop herself

as Stephen Ames' wife, Raquel first of all

has turned her attention to her accent. It

is a fascinating accent, but she is attempt-

ing to rid herself of it entirely. To do this,

she goes to a voice teacher three times a

week, and Ames helps her with a lesson

two hours every day. By reading aloud,

constant observation, diligent study and
continuous repetition she hopes to be able

to speak perfect English within a few
months. But it is and will be a struggle.

The study of French occupies attention,

too, as well as daily lessons in singing and
voice culture. She is curbing a certain

shrillness, and in its stead her voice is now
well-modulated and musically soft.

Much of her time is devoted to reading
books—not the best sellers alone but those

calculated of value in a cultural way. Only
small, intimate parties thus far have been

given, so that she can act as hostess with

a poise that might otherwise be disturbed

were the affair over-large. With Ames

ever by her side, to aid her and guide her,

she is blossoming forth with a new confi-

dence, an air of assurance.

When their home, which they are plan-

ning now, is built in Bel Air—an ex-

clusive residential district of spacious
homes and grounds, reaching toward the

sea from Beverly Hills—Raquel will be
prepared to fill her throne with the ease

and grace of a queen. Her effervescent

personality, delicately-moulded features an 1

native intelligence will serve her well in

the accomplishment of that which she has
set out to attain, and as Mrs. Stephen Ames
she is destined to go far. It is a long stride

upward from usherette to millionaire's

wife, but Raquel has bridged that gap with
the most exquisite charm. Cinderella

come to life—that's Raquel

!

Do You Want to Raise Your Child to Be a Star?
Continued from page 31

twinkling of an eye; how business men
with fine, well-prepared minds find them-

selves unable to cope with economic prob-

lems. And, most pathetic of all, women
accustomed to wealth left penniless and

helpless. So many tragic examples have

come to our attention, we wouldn't dare

let our children grow up without trying

to give them resources within themselves,

so they will never be completely whipped."

Joan has two little girls, Diana, known
as "Ditty" to her family, Bennett Fox, five

years old ; and little Melinda Markey, born

Feb. 27th, 1934. They are not publicized

in any manner. Their photographs can-

not appear in newspapers and magazines.

They never accompany their parents on

anything that might seem like a publicity

appearance. The desire is to keep them

absolutely free from anything that would

make them unlike other children.

When you saw Joan as Amy, that dis-

tinctive bit of femininity in
_
"Little

Women," I know you couldn't believe she

was more than fourteen. You began rack-

ing your brain to think of what Bennett

girl it was that married Gene Markey.

You just knew it couldn't be that girl!

Francis Lederer, with whom Joan plays

in "Pursuit of Happiness" and I both

agreed that she doesn't look over sixteen

off the screen. But this young lady has

serious ideas in her head.

"When I say," she continued, "that it will

not displease me for my children to become
actresses, I do not mean for a moment that

I will do anything to direct their urge in

that direction. It is not unlikely that

Melinda will inherit some of her daddy's

love of writing and select for herself a

literary career. If so, I will not put any
stones in her way. I can imagine now
that I see signs of the actress in Ditty.

She's quite a mimic for a girl of five. When
they are older, I shall, of course, tell them
the advantages and the exactions of this

work as compared to others, and they will

choose for themselves.

"Above everything, I want them to live

normal lives, just as they would if Gene
and I were not connected with picture

work. They must have a well-balanced ed-

ucation. I shall naturally include in this

all the things that will be of help should

they decide upon a professional career, but

they should have much more besides. I

want them to know languages, literature,

and art. I want them to dance, sing, and
play. I want them to know the importance

of keeping their bodies in perfect physical

condition and also hozv to do this. And I

want them to indulge in such outdoor

sports as their fancy dictates. Personally,

I have never cared about the more vigor-

ous and exacting sports for girls. It is

likely to develop their muscles, when what
they need is utter femininity and perfect

health. All of this, you see, would be a

part of their training for any kind of

work."
These remarks of Joan's brought forcibly

to my mind how each of the Bennett girls,

Constance, Barbara, and Joan, possesses

in a marked degree this "utter femininity."

These children of Joan cannot escape great

Charm, methinks. Joan and her sisters

have always been considered irresistible

to men and Gene Markey possesses much
more charm than is allotted to the average

man. His intelligence and grace made
him much sought-after even before he came
to Hollywood.

Virginia Weidler, prominent
membsr of the Legion of
Youth which now is storming
the heights for screen honors.
Virginia scored as Europena, in

"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch."

Both of Joan's parents, Adrienne Mor-
rison and Richard Bennett, in addition to

their acknowledged histrionic ability, are

exceptionally charming and attractive to

the opposite sex. I seem to be repeating

on this subject of charm but it is obviously

so important a factor in the essential requi-

sites for success on screen or stage that

I cannot pass without stressing the natural

endowments that Joan's children undoubt-

edly have, should they decide on a screen

or stage career.

Joan says, "I want them to be, first of

all, understanding individuals. I shall

never even attempt to influence them in the

line of their expression. Because I have
found so much satisfaction and happiness in

my screen work, I shall not be unhappy if

my girls decide to adopt it also. They
will be prepared, if possible, for whatever
they want to do. Certainly if they want to

be nuns or doctors instead of actresses, I

shall not stand in their way. But they will

enter any work with their eyes open.

"We shall begin then from there. I shall

with the help of their father point out to

them, as nearly as I can, what they would
get from each vocation. As I see it, the

overwhelming compensations for work in

pictures will surely be convincing to them
—if they have any bent in that direction.

"I shall never minimize the amount of

work they will have to do—probably more
than would be required of them in any
other line of endeavor. I shall explain

that many times there will be no rest for

months
;

they will work sometimes both

day and night. They may finish a picture

on Monday night and start another on
Tuesday morning. They may have to give

their evenings and Sundays to the publicity

department, the hairdresser, or the dramatic

teacher. Not much of their time will be-

long to them.
"But I will tell them also that life will

have a zest that is never-ending. Never
will there be a dull day. Every morning
they will awaken with eagerness for what
the day holds, knowing that no two days

will be alike.

"I shall tell them first that so far as

money is concerned, there is no other occu-

pation in the world that will yield such a

large income. No women in America have

earned as much as motion picture stars.

Many women are wealthier by inheritance,

but none have earned more. I use the

word earn advisedly. They are not just

paid large sums. They earn them.

"Really," she continued with a smile,

"I think one of the most attractive features

about this life is that actresses never grow
old. A body will not become old unless

the mind accepts the limitations of age.

An actress never does, so old age is de-
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ferred. They are compelled to keep a men-

tal elasticity equal to youth. And I won't

ever want to see my little girls grow old,

no matter how inevitable it seems. I am
doing all this talking about their future.

Do you know we mothers almost hate to

see our babies grow up? There are times

when we wish we could keep them just as

they are.

"But, wait a minute!" Joan interrupted

herself. "There is one thing I had better

straighten out now. I am saying a lot

about letting them do their own choosing

when they are grown, but I don't want you

to get the impression that I have that atti-

tude toward them while they are children.

That seems a little silly to me. The people

who are holding responsible positions in

the State to-day were not allowed to do

as they pleased -when they were children.

They were disciplined, and learned things

they disliked as
:

well as things they liked,

and their foundation is right. If our chil-

dren are not taught likewise, they will be

soft—a generation of weaklings, unable to

fill any useful place in society.

"Getting back to the advantages of a

professional life," - she said, "as picture

stars they would contact the finest minds

of the country. They get an outlook on

life that only the alert, broad-minded pic-

ture players can supply. And they will

have great opportunities to travel, as one

picture may be laid in Spain and perhaps

the next in Canada. They naturally ab-

sorb the knowledge of many peoples and

countries.

"This profession also means that they

will acquire charm, if they do not already

possess it. Most actresses have an ease of

manner and an attraction that makes them

sought after everywhere.

"You think I am not naming many dis-

advantages to this profession?" she asked.

"As a matter of fact I had a hard time

thinking of the disadvantages that I named

!

You see, I love it and the people with

whom I associate. You know I believe

in them and admire them or I would not

be willing for my little girls to take it up

also.

Acme

Famous in Hollywood, and all former star members of gridiron varsity

teams that made football history. Top row: Nick Foran, John Braue,

John Mack Brown, Fay Wray (mascot of the team), Pat O'Brien, John

Wayne, Charles Starrett. Bottom row: Norman McLeod, Lee and Dale Van
Sickel, Andy Devine, William Bakewell.

"I think the Hollywood actresses are the

most fortunate people in the world. If

they spent fortunes securing college de-

grees, and years of study and travel to

prepare them for a profession, they would

not be rewarded as generously as they are

now. Fame, prestige, and wealthy and

the loveliest spot in the world in which to

live.

"No conquering hero ever received

greater acclaim than do the stars when
they make public appearances. Magazines,

newspapers, and the radio are all eager

for news of the minutest details concern-

ing picture players. Their clothes, their

homes, their cars, their very habits are

publicized and avidly copied. And they

work with the most interesting people in

the world—clever people whom all other

men and women of the world crave to

meet.
"You probably are about to gather that

I would like my daughters to become ac-

tresses ! Better come back ten years from

now, Maude, and I may be able to tell

you more about it!"

And she rushed into the house to give

Melinda her bottle.

Dates Under Guard with Janet Gaynor

is also a guard—that he kept in the mid-

street line of traffic. That was so nobody

could get on his left and force his car

toward the curb. Also, he paced the speed

of our car so that we never remained along-

side another automobile for more than a few

feet. That was so that no possible kid-

nappers could drive beside Miss Gaynor's

car, and make any audacious moves. I also

was aware that he maintained a goodly

speed from the moment we passed through

the gates of the Gaynor wall until we
reached the theatre. Another thing that I

heard later is that Hollywood police, aware

of kidnapping dangers to persons of wealth,

(and this certainly includes Janet), are

lenient in the matter of speed ;
they realize

that more plots can be worked against a

slowly-driven motor than against one that

is moving swiftly.

The return to the Gaynor home, fol-

lowing our date, was rather ceremonial.

As we drew near the house, the driver gave

a series of shrill toots on the peculiar horn

that is a part of the car's equipment. It

was a signal, evidently, for the gates

opened just in time to -admit us. The
chauffeur stopped inside, long enough for

the guard to close and bolt the entrance.

This done, the guard stepped on the run-

ning board of the car and accompanied us

on the brief journey to the side door. As

Continued from page 17

we moved up the driveway, lights flashed

on suddenly, and the entire exterior of the

house was bathed in a glare as bright as

day. At the side door stood the second

guard.

Both men stood quietly but alertly to one

side, and the chauffeur sprang from his

seat and opened the car's door. He too

stood there until our party had entered the

house. I turned to see what else would

happen.
The guards and the chauffeur exchanged

a quip or two. Then the chauffeur resumed

his seat behind the wheel and moved off

toward the garage. One guard walked

down the driveway; the other raised his

hand toward a set of electric switches.

There was a quick snap of his fingers, and

darkness again.

"Do all of your 'dates' go through this

same ritual?" I asked.

"Oh, yes, of course," Janet said, then

explained. "I've only had these guards a

few days. After a while, when you've

come once or twice more, they'll recognize

you. Tonight you were a stranger. They

are paid to guard against possible burglars

or kidnappers."

"In other words," I commented, (dryly,

I hope), "I look like a kidnapper or a

burglar."

Janet looked me over carefully, only the

twinkle in her eye giving her away. "I'd

say—a burglar," she decided. "I imagine

kidnappers are more refined."

I made it a point to question Gene Ray-
mond when next I met him. I asked him
if he had yet been accosted by the Gaynor
"army."

"Sure—but they know me now," he said.

His answer didn't surprise me, because

Gene is a steady caller at the Gaynor home.

"About the second time I went out to

see Janet after she'd taken on the guards,

I had been taking a test at the studio,"

Raymond said. "I still had on my make-up,

which included a rough set of clothes and

a dirty old cap. When I told the gateman

that my name was Gene Raymond, I

thought he was going to sock me. So I

said in a hurry that I'd been at the studio,

and I took off my cap. He flashed his

spotlight on my hair, and then he recog-

nized me."
Strangely, Janet is one of the screen stars

who has never been visited by burglars,

ransackers, or kidnappers. Many of the

movie-famous have experienced marauders

in one form or another, but aside from the

threatening notes, (which most authorities

agree with Miss Gaynor, were from fanat-

ics), she has never been molested. Per-

haps her sweet and appealing personality

accounts for it

!
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"Life Begins" for Bill Powell
Continued from page 18

Note the technic! W. C.
Fields at a favorite pastime,
and as famous at baking as

eating 'em, too.

Evidently there are pests even in para-
dise !

)

There is a decided lilt to Mr. Powell
these days. He isn't the sort of star who
says, "Oh, well, I'm drawing down a big
pay-check, so why worry?" He has an
acute sense of responsibility to himself; he
takes pride in giving a genuinely fine per-
formance. A year ago, a series of mediocre
pictures had him lower than low.

"I was miserable when I was assigned
stories that couldn't possibly turn out well,"
he recounted. "It was stated, when my
vehicles were excessively poor, that I'd

had my choice on stories. The same
charge was levelled at Ruth Chatterton.
Bosh ! We were simply allowed to choose
one out of every three proffered plots; it

was a case of picking the best 'lemon !'
"

He argued himself blue in the face, en-
deavoring to protect the star name he had
diligently developed. At nights he went
over the lines and scenes for the next day,
attempting to strengthen them by rewrit-
ing. When he left the studio where he'd
been so discontented, he vowed never to
tie himself to another long-term deal. But
two pictures at M-G-M on a free-lance
arrangement so impressed him that he re-

lented and signed with this organization.
He is very modest about his renewed

vogue.
"I attribute it to the dearth of mature,

romantic men. Don't misunderstand me

;

I'm as astonished as any one else to find

myself a hero ! I classify myself as a
'done-over heavy.' I've had romance thrust
on me because talkies are in an odd spot.

Most of the leading feminine stars of
today are thirty or more ; they require ro-
mantic foils older than themselves. Hence
the studios are utilizing old character ac-
tors like me !"

The modest Mr. Powell is perfectly con-
tent with Hollywood and acting. "I have
only prayers of thanks for what's hap-
pened to me here. Once I dreamt of

retiring when I earned a certain sum.
Well, I've changed my mind. Four years
ago I tried being a Riviera playboy; I

lounged around Europe in the society man-
ner and I never was so utterly bored ! It

was climbing off a hot griddle to discover
that when the heat was gone you yearned
to be burned anew.
"One is never positive how long he'll

last since talkies came in. Folks used to

applaud their favorites in anything ; now
real entertainment is demanded and too
many 'lemons' are fatal for a star. But
I intend to continue acting until I'm too

aged to wend my way across a sound
stage

!"

Glimpsing the wide, wide world sold

him completely on Southern California

as headquarters. He has built a beauti-

ful new place in the most exclusive sec-

tion of Beverly Hills, and moves into it

shortly. It's the symbol of the new phase
he's entering. Elaborate Early Ameri-
can with William Haines' interiors, it has
all the trimmings. A sixty-foot swim-
ming pool dominates the gardens.

I know that Bill Powell would rather

sit than swim. When I asked him why
he had constructed the largest private

pool in Beverly, he revealed that one of

the main things in his future is to be

—

fatherhood!
He has a nine-year-old son, who has

been little mentioned. "I've not tried to

keep Bill, Jr. a secret ; I've merely thought
that publicizing him would be bad for him.
Ballyhoo is apt to make him conceited.

As it is, he is attending public school

and growing up a regular boy." (When
Powell was acting on the New York
stage he fell in love with his leading
lady. Their marriage was dissolved be-

fore he came to Hollywood.)
"Junior lives in North Hollywood with

his mother, who has retired. He spends
his week-ends with me. I take him to

track meets and all the sporting events

;

we ride together. He has a big play-

ground at his home, with a trapeze and
swings and everything kids enjoy." And
have you guessed yet why the extra-

length pool ?

"It's for Junior's benefit. I've had rac-

ing lanes marked in it, and an intercol-

legiate diving board installed. Junior en-

tered two swimming meets at the Holly-
wood Athletic Club and I want him to have
every opportunity to be healthy and
husky."

Bill Powell as a father— .' You never
fancied this urbane gentleman in this

light, did you?
"I believe in encouraging a leaning in

a child," he asserts, pride exuding as he
talks of Junior. "My boy is quite a lot

like me. He'll never be good in anything
scientific or mathematical ; he's inclined

artistically, and displays particular aptitude

for the piano. His mother takes him to

hear all the finest pianists who come to

Los Angeles ; he copies their style and
even composes. I tell him that if he learns

to play the piano, and can hold his own
at tennis and cards, that he will possess

the door-openers to social good times.

"Personally, how I wish I'd been com-
pelled to practice on the piano ! Ronald
Colman, Dick Barthelmess, Warner Baxter
and I are always searching for an accom-
panist. We get a kick out of singing, but
we're a quartet in constant search of a

pianist. Each of us regrets we weren't
far-seeing little tikes

!"

Bill Powell was an only child. His
parents moved from Pittsburgh, where he
was born, to Kansas City. His father was
an accountant, of middle-class means, and
Bill was slated to be a lawyer.

"Because when I was a baby I'd stood

up in my high-chair and bellowed author-

itatively ! My parents assumed I was fit

for the bar and I blindly accepted their

decision. That is, until I was eighteen

and suddenly sensed that law and I had
nothing in common !" Sent to the Univer-

sity of Kansas, Bill looked it over hastily

and slipped back to his home with what
was considered a revolutionary idea. He
wanted to be an actor

!

"That was absolutely fantastic to a Mis-
souri family," he recalls. But he wasn't
to be sidetracked. He proceeded to get a
job in a telephone office, resolved to earn
his tuition at New York's most famous
dramatic school.

"Tuition for the two-year course was
$1400. I earned $60 a month at the 'phone
company. It was my plan to save $50 and
at this rate I'd have enough for the first

year in fourteen months. I didn't have
to pay for room or board at home, and
my mother put up my lunch daily. I took
it to work in a paper bag !"

Unfortunately, he fell in love with a girl

who resided in a suburb of Kansas City.
Visiting her was death on his savings.
"After I'd been working a couple of months
I found I was getting farther and farther
from the school at a fast pace. Finally, I

resolved to appeal to a rich old aunt in

Pennsylvania.
"I composed a masterful letter. Actually

it was twenty-three pages long ! I dis-

coursed upon my fitness for an acting ca-

reer ; I begged her to loan me the money
to go to New York and the dramatic
school. I assured her that if she failed

to succor me that she'd be in remorse even
beyond the grave ! She had aided a num-
ber of relatives with rather disappointing
results, but the very zest of my epistle

overwhelmed her. I boldly asked for

$1400; she sent half that amount."
Flash-back to Bill Powell, deserting

Kansas City for Broadway. He studied

like mad for a year, then was out in the
cold, cruel world trying, literally, to be-

come an actor.

"I landed a part at $15 a week. It didn't

last long." The winter of 1912 is in-

delible in his mind. "I was so unsuccessful

as an actor that I walked around in a sad
state. An artist was a pal of mine. We
existed in an attic apartment with the
minimum of accessories. We touched the

depths when we went hungry for two days,

the electricity was disconnected, and the

roof leaked unmercifully
!"

David Holt goes west for a
character to impersonate just
to prove that he can look the

part in any role.
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If winter comes, spring isn't far behind,

provided you keep on existing. Bill

Powell somehow managed and blossom

time brought a part in a roadshow. He
played forty-tzvo weeks of one-night stands.

Don't tell "him about the gruelling hard-

ships of climbing the stellar ladder !

Stock engagements in various cities fol-

lowed. It was six years before he won a

supporting role on Broadway, and two
years more before he stepped into his first

Broadway lead. This, if you're checking,

was eight years after he'd started act-

ing ! "It was thirteen years before I

could repay my aunt," he admits.

In 1921 Bill made his film debut in an

Eastern studio. It was in a John Bary-

more production. Gradually he began to

stand out as a villain. Then, stamped as

a picture-stealer, he was eventually re-

warded with top billing himself. And his

versatility transformed him into a sympa-

thetic lead.

He judges his performances severely.

His four best, in his own estimation, were

in "The Bright Shawl," "Beau Geste,"

"Interference," and "Street of Chance."

Deliberate about learning his roles, he de-

tests being rushed into a part for which

he has not prepared at length.

Exceedingly bashful by nature, he has

cultivated a mask of suavity until it has

become almost real. But his practical

jokes with his pals show that he is still

a kid at heart. I am wondering if the

venerable painting of Barthelmess is to

hang in the swanky new abode? What,

you haven't heard of Bill's prize posses-

sion?
It seems that a fan sent Barthelmess a

fine painting of Dick at his best. When
going to Europe a few years ago, Dick

thought it would be a nice present to leave

Bill. When he came back to Hollywood,

he was more than startled to find his por-

trait hung above Bill's bar, with a fear-

ful mustache decorating his erstwhile

smoothly shaven face. Bill dignifiedly

wiped off this adornment, and does so

every time Dick Barthelmess pops over

—

which is often. It's gone on and off so

frequently that the very lips are practically

in shreds !
_

Worrying has always been Bill Powell's

hobby. Now that he doesn't have to fuss

over where his next check is coming from,

or fume over his roles, he is worrying

about where the screen actors of tomor-

row are to get started.

"At least when I started we had a

wealth of stock companies to practice on.

But today the stage is more difficult,

for amateurs anyway. I think we old-

timers are in the money because we're

staple products. We've had a great deal

of experience, years either on the stage

or in pictures and generally in both

mediums.

"Becoming a star has always been the

toughest thing in the world, for the

odds are a hundred-thousand-to-one. Now,
with the talkies demanding fine diction

and the 'color' which is gained only by
much actual acting, it's more difficult than

ever ! We must find some solution. Right

this minute my only advice for aspiring

young players is
—'God help you !'

"
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Nevertheless, granting the tribulations

of getting a break and succeeding today,

remember, too, the odds Bill Powell him-
self was up against. His charm is un-
deniable, but sheer determination carried

him to where he is. And has the battle

been worth the strife and sorrows, the

climaxes and anti-climaxes?
"Emphatically yes!" he exclaimed as I

was departing. "As for whatever I have
failed to acquire or hold, I have just my-

self to blame !" That I took as a ref-

erence to his two unhappy trys at matri-

mony. Spoken like a gentleman and a

scholar—and this man Powell is both. He
deserves having reached his current envi-

able spot where—wealthy, worldly and
wise, beyond the elemental struggle for ex-

istence and the passionate heartbreaks of

youth

—

life begins!

Movie stars, but they go to schooljust like any other boys—or rather school

goes to them. But it's the same thing—lessons every day. Above, Billy

Lee, Baby LeRoy, David Holt and their teacher, Rachel Smith.

How Hollywood Came to the University

Continued from page 25

ences, and they must take examinations."

"Then I'll do those things," she answered.

And she does them. What is more, she

does them so much better than the average

college student, that, as my acquaintance

with her grew and the keenness of her mind
delighted me at every new comment upon

old material, I began to realize that as we
rate intelligence in a university, this girl

was well within the upper twenty per cent.

I actually felt cheated that she could not

go to college—not that she needed it, par-

ticularly, for books are open to everyone

—

but that it needed her. Think of the j aded,

weary professors who were missing the

liveliness of her remarks and the revivifying

effect of her exuberant youth ; think of the

young and vital ones who would have found

an appreciative audience in her—not to

mention the pleasure of getting befuddled

with their notes through looking at her

!

If you have gone through the mill of Eng-
lish literature, you will remember how you
struggled from the beginning of the Anglo-
Saxon period through the Middle Ages,

and greeted with thanksgiving some gleam
of light in the Renaissance. Paulette had
no such difficulties. Beowulf, (you know,
he comes first in the text-book) , she trans-

lated calmly to a modern chest-thumper.

"He thought he was good, and he ivas

good. He was always thumping his chest

and saying, 'I can do it'." (This with ap-

propriate gestures.) "All of his men
peeked through the keyhole—if they had

keyholes in those days—but they wouldn't

come in to help him—oh, no
!"

But for that beautiful, melancholy lyric

of our ancestors, "The Wanderer," she had

nothing but reverence, reading the lines

with the combination of intelligence and

high esthetic sense which makes me shift

all the necessary reading to her—for my
own pleasure.

"I'd like to have this book," she decided.

Always now, when we find an author that

she likes, she must have the -book for her

library. It is a fast-growing _
one, contain-

ing not only the books which she finds

for herself but the autographed copies of

modern writers who have met her and
found her as vivid and appreciative as I

do.

"I was reading Spengler's 'Decline of

the West' yesterday," she will remark. "He
covers a tremendous amount of material

with his beautiful style." Then suddenly

she contrasts an earlier author. "He's not

a bit like Macaulay though; I can't read

Macaulay." (I secretly sympathize with

her.) "I have just received Will Durant's

new book. He has style, too," she will add.

Then we talk of all the modern authors

who have contributed signed copies to this

library she is accumulating.

One of the most gratifying things about

Paulette Goddard is the fact that precedent

does not dictate her favorites among books.

A sample of Malory's "Le Morte D'Arthur"

sent her post-haste for a copy. Stories of

Tristan and Iseult, of Arthur, Guinevere.

and Lancelot found an echo immediately in

her. And why not? She is, after all, sis-

ter to these women, Iseult of the dark hair,

Elaine, the lovable, and the grey-eyed
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Guinevere. The romance of "Aucassin and

Nicolette" delighted her also; again, I

could see her kinship with the maiden

Nicolette, 'bright of brow.' Had she lived

in those earlier, simpler days of the wor-
ship of beauty, she, too, would have been

a legend. Yet perhaps, even in our com-
plicated day, which she understands better

than do many students of political science

and economics, she may be a new kind of

moving picture legend. I hope so, because

of her rare sense of values. Of course, I

am cln'elly delighted with that sense when
it is applied to literature, when it renders

to Geoffrey Chaucer the deep chuckle that

is his due, a sound that should stir his

dust pleasurably in the grave; when it

gives reverence to the sonnets of Shakes-
peare, and glorious youth to the rolling

lines of Marlowe. However, that same
sense of values regulates her personal life

and her outlook upon the world.

Now all of this talk of Paulette God-
dard's mind may seem irrelevant to the

beauty-hunter who has not yet learned that

the rarest type of beauty, and the most per-

manent, is that combined with the highest

intelligence. He may also doubt my word
and demand concrete evidence. Well, I

too, wanted concrete evidence of my
pupil's superiority ;

and, consequently, I

conceived the idea of a battery of intelli-

gence tests such as are sometimes given to

freshmen entering the university. These
tests, you understand, arc highly perfected.

They are intended to judge a student's

thinking powers, and they are limited to

that province. In our grammar schools

such tests segregate students into super-

bright, average, and sub-normal. In case

you distrust such ratings, I can tell you
that their predictions have been found to

be eighty-tive per < ent o >rrc< t ! 'I hat i - a

terrifying accuracy for mere tests. Of
course, we do not claim that they can judge
character : persistence, integrity, or canni-

ness that often make successes of men who
have little native endowment. These tests

are indices of native intelligence
;
they will

tell the parent or the teacher whether a

child has a "genius intelligence quotient,"

is merely average, or below average, but

the accomplishment of all that his native

ability would prophecy depends upon many
other qualities and circumstances.

For those unfamiliar with intelligence

tests, let me explain that an "intelligence

quotient," or I.Q., is taken from the mental

age of a child divided by his physical age

;

that is to say, if he is ten and reacts like

a child of sixteen, his score will be very,

very high, in the genius class ; if he is six-

James Cagney's gifts for artistic expression are not restricted to histrion-

ics, as you see above. Caricaturing is another Cagney gift. Note the sketch
he is completing of Phil Regan. Jim and Phil are fellow-actors at the same
studio, where Cagney stars in comedy and Regan as a singing juvenile.

teen and answers on the ten-year level,

the less said the better! Of course, the
tests are most valid during the grammar
school and early high school years. When
a student is of college age, he is usually
given a score in a percentile grouping with
other students' scores rather than an intelli-

gence quotient.

Paulette Goddard is young enough so
that her rating can be of significance. I

shall not tell you her age. It is sufficient

to say that she falls within the group
where a score can still be given with mean-
ing. I brought the tests and told her to

put away her knitting. (When she recites,

she knits, makes all of her own sweaters
until she has so many that she will never
in the world be able to use them all !) She
gladly abandoned knitting for this new
game. I held the stop-watch and glanced
from it now and then to her excited face

as she moved her lips over difficult answers
and raced through the simpler ones, for

these tests are really something like hurdle

races. At all events, I expected results,

and I got them. Paulette made a score

of sixty-two out of a possible seventy-five.

That is a remarkably large number of cor-

rect answers. It is above eighty per cent

of students registered in colleges ; it is

above ninety per cent of the general public.

A score of forty-two is the average for non-
college people, while fifty-two is the aver-

age of college students. Since, although
you may doubt me, it is seldom that a

student arrives as far as college with an
I.Q. lower than one hundred and twenty,

you may see that, had Paulette been tested

during her grammar school days, she

would have been rated perilously close to

genius. Really, she had not the advantage
of the child who has been taking such tests

in the grades, who knows the general

processes and is set to react in a certain

way. She was meeting this cold, imper-

sonal judgment for the first time in her

life, knowing that she might be sadly dis-

illusioned about herself—but, this time,

there was no disillusionment, but rather the

highest encouragement.

Perhaps these findings do not seem, at

first glance, to be important. The fact that

Paulette is young, beautiful, and of the

upper twenty per cent of college students

in intelligence may be comforting to the

teacher but of little value elsewhere, you
will say. Personally, I feel that the in-

telligence score of Paulette Goddard is of

far more importance to her art, or pro-

fession, than is her beauty. Whatever she

may or may not become, she is a person

for whom we should have been glad in any
walk of American life, with her mind that

turns klieg lights on everything it en-

counters, and the remarkable discrimination

that makes it possible for her to reject and
approve on her own responsibility. Fortu-

nately, she will be in a position where her

accomplishments and personality will reach

a far greater number of people than does

the Phi Beta Kappa. Whether she will

fulfill the prophecy of genius and become
one of our great actresses depends upon
many factors besides intelligence. But this

should be the primary one. Place with it

her persistence, charm, and joy of living;

remember that even if all the actresses in

Hollywood have these things, her mental

equipment would be rare even in a highly

selected group, and you have the possibili-

ties of this girl who is soon to be seen in

Mr. Chaplin's picture. I would not say

of her merely, as did the New York critic,

"Is this the face that launched a thousand

ships," but, this face and mind may launch

new ships in the motion picture stream, and

as more and more like her follow the art,

the story of how Hollywood came to the

university may well be how the university

went to Hollywood, even more blithely than

it sometimes goes now

!
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You Don't Know Norma Shearer

sort of made a catalogue of the Shearer
personality. She has a passion for ex-

quisite nighties with lots of frou-frou, and
for new shoes which she adores "breaking

in," and for expensive perfumes and
flowers. When she was a kid and her

mother would give her a quarter for a

movie and a chocolate ice cream soda little

Norma would invariably stop at the florist's

on the corner and buy herself a lovely frag-

rant rose. She likes to stand on her head,

(much to the delight of Irving, Junior, who
thinks his mother is better than the man on
the flying trapeze any day), and she likes

to make resolutions, nice upright, moral
resolutions—but she never keeps them.

She adores going under an anesthetic be-

cause it gives her such a delicious feeling

of floating on clouds, and she simply

dotes on lying in a bathtub full of warm
water and sometimes stays in the tub for

hours and hours.

Every morning she makes out a schedule

of her appointments for the day, and she

really means very conscientiously to keep

each and every one of them at the hour
designated—and then she jumps into that

tub of warm soapy water, and all her good
intentions are forgotten. The whole day
gets confused and Norma is just keeping

her luncheon date when the guests are ar-

riving for tea. I asked Norma once if this

little trick of always being late didn't

bring on major difficulties when she and
Mr. Tb.alb.erg were "sparking." "Heavens,

no," Norma replied with a giggle. "Mr.
Thalberg would 'phone that he was com-

"Not so hot," says Mary
Livingstone, as Jack Benny
shows off a new hat he
brought from Hollywood.

Continued from page 29

ing to take me out to dinner at seven, but

invariably he would be detained at the

studio with his conferences, and he would
appear in my living-room looking most de-

jected and fully expecting me to go into a

dramatic tirade with tears and gestures

because I had had to wait two hours for

him. But you see my day had become all

involved as usual and I hadn't gotten home
myself more than a bare twenty minutes

before he arrived. There was never any
ranting around about lateness in our

courtship—we were both always late."

Norma has several very quaint super-

stitions. For instance, she always takes

the same road to and from the studio. She
has the same make-up box she has carried

for years, and the same dressing-room on
the Metro lot she has always had. (The
dressing-room superstition is the one most
often met up with in Hollywood). I have

never heard of any star, except Claudette

Colbert, who was willing to change her

dressing-room after she had become
famous. Norma believes in certain pieces

of apparel being lucky. If she wears a new
dress and has a good time in it, or some-
thing grand happens to her while she is

wearing it, she will call it her good-luck

dress and if you're one of her close friends

you are destined to see that dress again

and again. But if she has bad luck in a

brand new and expensive Patou model

back it goes to the clothes closet and she'll

probably never wear it again. She thinks

red clothes are bad luck for her and con-

sequently she never wears red. Green,

blue and white, she believes, are her lucky

colors. Friday is her lucky day—and she

offers up a little prayerto the gods of the

Metro studio that her pictures will be pre-

viewed on Friday.
Sophisticated in a delightful way, Norma

is still just as sentimental as a rose pressed

in a memory-book. She has kept every-

thing that Irving Thalberg ever gave her,

even the most trifling of his remembrances.
And naturally she has kept everything of

her little boy's from his first baby shoes on.

One of her hobbies is to keep her old stills

and she has a perfect set of them from
every picture she has ever played in. She
doesn't at all mind recalling her first days

in pictures when she was rather a chubby
country-maidish-looking young girl—those

are her favorite stills.

Norma has a habit of washing her hands

a hundred times a day. Even when she is

on the set in the midst of a dramatic scene

her maid will bring a bowl of warm water

and soap every quarter of an hour. She

just can't bear to think that there might

be some dirt on her hands. (I can't ex-

plain this hand-washing complex unless

Norma's mother attended a performance

of "Macbeth" before Norma was born and

was much impressed by Lady Macbeth's

"Out, out, damned spot. Out, I say!")

But Norma's passionate love for warm
water and soap is certainly reflected in her

daily life, for no one has ever seen her

that she didn't radiate cleanliness. Her
face always looks as if it had just been

freshly scrubbed. But—tsh, tsh, tsh—
Norma bites her nails, won't go to sleep so

long as she can hear a clock ticking, and

is a terrific liar. She very frankly admits

that at sometime or another she has lied

to everyone in her life—except her hus-

band.
But even if she does bite her nails, and

tell lies, and stand on her head, I am
fully convinced that Norma Shearer is the

most glamorous bit of femininity in Holly-

wood. Possibly because she is a little bit

mad. Possibly because she is so utterly

Now it's fingerprints as well
as signatures the autograph
hounds want. And Jean

Harlow, above, obliges.

and divinely unconscious of herself, of her
beauty and her charm. Unlike most of the

exotic stars, Norma Shearer's glamor is

the vital kind, and not the languid kind

of a Garbo, a Dietrich, a Crawford or a
Bennett. Her excessive vitality is her
dominant trait. She just can't be rational

about it.

Helen Hayes likes to tell of the week-
end she spent with the Thalbergs on some-
body's luxurious yacht. Everyone was
quite content to relax on deck and gaze
dreamily at the sea for hours—but not so

Miss Shearer. She disappeared for a

couple of hours and when Helen found her

below deck late in the afternoon she was
busily stretching a clothes line. "I've

washed the entire Thalberg laundry,"

Norma announced happily. "Thirty-seven
pieces in all. Now I think I'm going to

clean out that closet."

I talked with Helen Hayes on the

"What Every Woman Knows" set re-

cently, and as usual the conversation even-

tually turned to Norma Shearer. She is

one of Helen's best friends, and Helen in-

sists that the trip the Thalbergs and the

MacArthurs took together to Europe was
the maddest, merriest vacation she's ever

had. "Norma is so utterly unaware of

the people around her," Helen said. "I

think her glamor lies in that complete lack

of self-consciousness. For instance, one

day on the Conte di Savoia Norma and
Irving, Junior, and Mr. Thalberg and I

were walking around the boat and found
ourselves at the swimming pool. The peo-

ple in the pool all recognized Norma, but

she was simply oblivious to their stares.

Little Irving wanted to go for a swim, and
he wanted to go at once, so Norma, polo

coat, beret, sport shoes and everything,

jumped into the pool with him and pro-

ceeded to paddle around on her stomach in

the shallow water. Some of the swimmers
seemed quite horrified. Mr. Thalberg and I

pretended that we didn't know tn&t ^wful
woman.
"Norma is an extremely glamorous per-

son—and you should have seen the men on
the boat "flop over backwards every time

she entered a room—but with all this poise

and glamor she has an endearing lack of

surety in herself. I love her for this. For
instance, one night in New York we were
getting ready for a formal dinner party
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when Norma was taken with a sort of

stage-fright. 'I can't go to the party,' she

said. 'I haven't a thing to wear. I can't

face those people without a new gown.'

Of course if the famous Norma Shearer

appeared at the party in an old sackcloth

she would still be the belle of the ball, but

I couldn't convince her of that. So, al-

though she had seven trunks full of

clothes, and although it was six o'clock

and the dinner was at eight, there was
nothing to do about it but put in an emer-

gency call for Hattie Carnegie and have her

send up her most devastating new models

at once. As soon as Norma, like any other

woman, had a new dress she regained her

lost confidence and went to the party and
had a grand time.

"And there was the morning in Cannes

when Norma came into my room, looking

mournfully dejected. '1 hate my face,' she

announced. '1 want to look entirely dif-

ferent. I'm going to Antoine's and have

him cut off my hair, or bleach it, or some-

thing.' 1 nearly full out of bed. Here
was Norma Shearer, famous motion picture

star, envied by the women of the world

who would give their dearest possessions

to look like her—here she was hating her

face and her hair and wanting to look like

somebody else. Fortunately for her pub-
lic Antoine assured Norma that her hair

was already perfection itself and definitely

refused to try any tricks."

Well, you can have your languid ladies

of the screen if you want them but me

—

me, now—I'm the kind of a gal that likes

a little vitality in my glamor, a little lack

of surety, and a big dash of madness. So
I choose Norma Shearer to play Elizabeth

Browning, Marie Antoinette, and all the

famous heroines of history. I'll be mighty
happy to see her Marie Antoinette—at

least six times happier, I should say, than

I am now.

Here's Important News If You Would Have a Hollywood Figure

Continued from page 57

Franchot Tone goes collegiate—to say nothing of going for the most at-

tractive girl—in his new picture in which Margaret Lindsay is Tone's love

interest. Above, a scene which seems to indicate it's a good idea to team
Franchot and Margaret.

chair. Sit straight in the chair with the

back pressed against the back of the chair.

Draw the abdomen up hard and press down
with the elbows, holding the position until

aware of the muscle stretch. This can be

practised anywhere and eventually becomes
a habit, resulting in stronger breast_ muscles,

reduced abdomen and slenderer waist.

Do not expect immediate results. Any-
thing worth while takes time.

Another excellent exercise is crossing the

. hands in front of the chest and violently

throwing the arms out to the side and back
again. This should be done in moderation
at first, gradually increasing the strokes up
to thirty. Ten strokes are enough at first.

Or you can vary it with these exercises

:

1. Cross hands in front of chest. In one

motion, hurl arms to the sides and up above
your hea '. Stand erect while you do this,

steadying the body with the abdominal
muscles. 2. Make your hands into fists and
stretch them straight out in front of you;
press them hard together and draw them in

toward the chest. Watch yourself in the

mirror as you do these exercises ; the

breasts should be raised almost an inch.

For girls who wish to develop their busts,

there are a variety of exercises. Since

many of them require that the arms be

raised above the head, I put in a word of

warning for those who have even a slight

heart affection. Raise your arms only to

the horizontal plane until your doctor ad-

vises you that it is safe to do more vigorous

movements.
There is an exercise with a rod that is

graceful as well as beneficial. If you do

this to the radio or a good record, you can

get fun out of it as well as benefit.

Stand with feet wide apart, holding the rod

in both hands, well toward the ends.
_

Bend
forward, swinging rod down. Straighten

and swing rod up above the head. Swing
arms backward, lowering rod behind you.

Raise right arm, lower left; then raise left

arm and lower right. Bring rod back

above head, and swing down to first posi-

tion again. Repeat.

This is an old army routine, but it ex-

ercises all the chest muscles.

Stand with feet well apart, as before.

Raise the arms sidewise over the head, in-

haling through the nose ; lower the arms to

first position while exhaling through the

mouth. This will expand the chest and ex-

ercise the pectoral muscles.

Feet still apart, raise arms forward and

upward with palms facing up, inhaling

deeply through the nose, as before. Exhale

through the mouth as you bring the arms
down, but when you reach the horizontal

plane, turn the palms downward.
Now sit against the wall, making your

spine touch the wall all the way down.
Raise arms, palms upward, inhaling deeply;

then slowly lower them, as you' exhale.

The arms should be slightly more than the

width of the shoulders apart.

1. Stand erect, with head thrown back,

feet together, elbows raised on a line with

the chest. The arms are bent, the hands in

front of the chest, palms downward, thumbs
touching the chest. Inhale deeply while

you open the arms firmly, describing the

half-circle with the hands until the arms
are in a perfect line with the shoulders,

outstretched. At the same time throw the

weight of the body forward, rising on toes,

the lungs being fully inflated ; the upper
trunk muscles are used. In that position

pause a second or two, then relax, falling

back on heels. Exhale naturally, and bring

the arms back to the chest again. Repeat
ten to twenty times. This exercise should

be taken regularly night and morning.
2. Fold arms over the chest, raise elbows

to shoulder level, clench fists. Now pull

the arms apart out straight at the sides,

keeping the chest muscles tense all the time.

Reverse motion, and repeat.

3. Stand erect, feet together, chin in,

chest elevated, arms hanging relaxed at

sides, palms out. Raise right arm up over

head and swing it backwards in a wide
circle, straightening the arm on the down-
ward pull with palm facing front. Repeat

the movement with each arm alternately,

and with rhythm, wind-mill fashion. This

can be done to music with good effect.

Several correspondents write asking
_
if

they are too old to have any hope of acquir-

ing a decent figure. Their ages, as given,

vary from 29 to 42. One woman, who is

34, gives her weight as 135 pounds ; her

measurements : hips 36 J/2 , waist 26, bust 33.

She thinks herself too flat-chested. Some
of those who write do not give any
measurements, others approximate the ones

given here, so we will take these for dis-

cussion.

Many of our Hollywood stars' measure-

ments run rather like these. Their hips

are usually between 34 and 36, and waist

measurement is about ten inches less.

Movie stars don't weigh 135 pounds,_ I

grant you, but I have no way of knowing
how much this correspondent's bones weigh.

If the weight is in muscle and bone and

not in fat, she need have no concern. If it

is in fat, it can be reduced. As for the

bust measurement, one inch is all you need

and that shouldn't be hard to develop, if

you go about it seriously.

In following a course of exercises, please

stick to the routines published in the vari-

ous articles in Screenland. I am selecting

these routines for the perfect development

of the entire body, so don't devote all your
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exercise time to perfecting one set of

muscles.
Playing tennis is good exercise, but re-

member that it develops just one side of

the body. Have you ever noticed that a

wrestler's neck is always short and squatty

because certain other muscles are over-

developed? A lumberjack is always top-

heavy.
Be careful in swimming to swim cor-

rectly. Use either the Australian crawl or

the breast stroke for exercising. The breast

stroke accomplishes simultaneously every-

thing you want. You form the habit of

keeping the chest expanded and raised, of

-keeping the back contracted and flat.

Girls who need bust development are often

underweight and of a nervous disposition.

Remember, girls of this type, that you must
have sufficient rest. Don't let anything in-

terfere with eight or more hours' sleep

every night. Nothing will pull you down
so quickly as loss of sleep. Don't let your-
self worry just before you go to bed. It's

hard to stop fretting after you get into bed
if you've worked yourself up. That little

line that is supposed to have been a favorite

with Abraham Lincoln : "This, too, shall

pass away," is a good thing to repeat to

yourself when you are faced with some
distressing situation. And don't forget that

what looks black in the evening will look

brighter tomorrow morning, as a rule.

Have a comfortable bed in a well venti-

lated room, and learn to relax. Don't rush
during the day. That harried feeling can

be offset by deciding what it is possible

to do and then not attempting to do more.

Get up in time to do your morning exer-

cises without haste, to eat your breakfast

calmly, without eying the clock between
mouthfuls and working up nervous indi-

gestion. Do the things that must be done,

but don't exhaust yourself worrying be-

cause you can't do more.
Plenty of fresh air is essential to the thin,

nervous girl. Try walking short distances

instead of getting on a bus or taking out

the car. When you walk, hold your head

up, breathe deeply and evenly, and walk
with a swing from the hips. Enjoy your
walk.
Here is another fine exercise for develop-

ing the chest and bust: Stand erect about

three feet away from the corner of a room.
Place the .palms of the hands against the

two walls at shoulder level and about one
foot away from the juncture of the walls

at the corner. Lean forward, keeping your
body straight from the shoulders to the

ankles, until your chest is on a level with

your hands. Push back and repeat ten

times.

Round shoulders and shallow breathing

go hand in hand, as I believe I told you
before. Most people are not conscious of

the fact that they do not breathe deeply, but
if you have a narrow flat chest and stooped
shoulders you can be fairly sure that that

is what is wrong. The exercise given above
will do a lot for this condition.

Here is the bad news about bust develop-
ment or reduction : It will take you about
a year to get real results, so you must be
patient. I know that a year is a long
time to wait for results, but I can't help it.

It will be very much worth your while to

give the time.

Standing-by the "stand-in." Jane Clark, Verree Teasdale's stand-in, does
many favors for the stars. Now they reciprocate, as Verree plays hair-

dresser and Lionel Atwill manicurist, on the set for a new picture.

James Davies' Answers to Letters

Barbara Marie Sorinski, Patcrson, New
Jersey. Do not attempt to massage your
abdomen. Unless you are very skillful

you will injure yourself. Don't worry,
exercise regularly taken over several

months will help. Two weeks is too

short a time to expect results. I am de-

voting an entire article shortly to reduc-
ing the hips. Try rolling on the floor

with arms crossed on chest night and
morning, for hip reducing. For abdomen,
try lying on floor and raising legs, one
at a time and then together. Let them
down slowly—doing it slowly gives the
necessary pull.

Mary Lou Brewster, Colorado, Texas.
Relaxed muscles cause dropped stomach.
Regular exercise to strengthen and build
up muscles will gradually pull the dropped
organs back into place. Do the abdo-
men flattening exercise recommended
above.

Mrs. L. Miller, Emeryville, California.
You say you eat one meal a day and yet
complain of overweight. I would advise
you to split up the meal. Evidently your

digestion cannot take care of a heavy meal
and the food distends the stomach and
causes you to take on fat. Try eating
three smaller meals a day. Take fruit

juice after each meal to help digestion.

Mrs. B. Salmon, Neiv York City. In
place of shellfish, try small piece of broiled

chicken. From your letter I should judge
that you had best consult a physician
about your condition before adopting a
diet or attempting to exercise. Do not
pinch fatty tissues. If you do you will

break the tiny blood vessels on surface

of skin. Use the cupping method of mas-
sage given in my articles. This will

accomplish the result you seek and do no
harm.

Edna Ward and all the others who ask
for building-up exercises and diets will be
fully and extensively answered later in an
article.

Cleon Lee, Clayton, Wisconsin. Your
weight should be ten or fifteen pounds less

than it is. Because you are only 16, I do
not recommend diet, but you should go in

for the exercises recommended in my
article in the October issue.

Alyce Miller, Trenton, New Jersey. You
are ten pounds too heavy. Try the above
exercises for hips and waist and look out
for the article soon to come.

Elida Tanti, Swaycrville, Pennsylvania.
Your correct weight is 127 pounds. But
you are still growing, so don't fret too

much if you are a bit over or under
weight. At your age, it is well to go in

for good outdoor exercises.

Anne Vagenas, Boston, Massachusetts.
You will catch up to your height presently.

Fifteen isn't very old. My article in the

November issue dealt with legs.

Nella Carafa, Ardmore, Pennsylvania.

You are twenty pounds overweight. I

believe you will find the bust reduction ex-

ercises given in this month's article just

what you have been hoping for. Write
again if your particular problems do not

seem to be taken care of. First, though,

give the exercises a fair trial.
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SMART WOMEN
AT THE

Be llevue- Stratford

PRICED THIS LOVELY

POWDER AT $1.75

IT'S YOURS FOR

ONLY 50 CENTS
We posted our little price-reporter in

the Cocktail Room at the famous

Bellevue-Stratford, rendezvous of elite

Philadelphia, and she caught smart,

sophisticated women as they swept in

and out. She offered them a soft,

creamy, clinging powder in plain, un-

lettered boxes and kept a record of

the price they thought would be right

for such a dainty product. Most said
—"at least $1.75 a box" and some

guessed as high as $3. Yet this was

Armand Bouquet Powder, sold every-

where at 50c I You certainly want to

try a 50c powder that smooths on,

stays on and glorifies the complexion

like a $3 brand.

Send the coupon. We will send you

a real trial package for your purse

—enough to give you the "Bouquet

Habit"— it's smart and thrifty.

Armand, Des Moines, Iowa
Send me a free sample of Armand Bouquet

Powder. I enclose a 2c stamp to help cover

postage. SL-12-4

Name

Seeing Stars with a Young Old-Timer

Continued from page 33

Addrcss-

York? The building is still there, and I

am just sentimental enough to wish that

it might be preserved as a motion picture

shrine; it was the training school for so

much genius, with David Wark Griffith as

headmaster, and that was long before 'The

Birth of a Nation' came to give him world-

wide fame. The Gish sisters, Mary Pick-

ford, Blanche Sweet, Henry B. Walthall

and many others climbed the fine old wind-

ing stairway to sit at the feet of the master.

"We were a young group, given to hero

worship, and D. W., who aimed at sar-

torial perfection was, of course, our hero.

Many of us followed his leadership in the

cut of our clothes and some daring color

combinations of neckwear and shirts, a

silent tribute which the director accepted

complacently. Then one sizzling hot day

in a July hot spell, Griffith appeared at

the studio with his head shaved. This was

a bit too much for even the most imitative

of D. W.'s admirers with the exception

of Raoul Walsh, who turned up the next

day with his head bare. Raoul did not

know until later that the director had dis-

pensed with his hair as part of a scalp treat-

ment and had no intention of setting a hot-

weather style."

Hale selected a briar pipe from a pipe

rack beside the mantlepiece, filled it, and

lounged in a wicker chair. He jumped

from the early Griffith era to the discovery

of Valentino by June Mathis when 'The

Four Horsemen' was being cast.

"There was one side of Valentino," he

continued, "of which little has been said.

Had Rudy not been an actor and a dancer,

he might have become an expert mechanic.

I recall one day, when I was standing at

the corner of Vine Street and Hollywood

Boulevard, my attention was attracted by

a frightful din. A moment later I beheld

a strange contraption approaching under

its own motive power. It was a quaint

monstrosity, a cross between a motorcycle

sidecar and a racing automobile. As it

passed, I recognized the driver, whose

white teeth glistened in a face smeared

with dirt and oil. Rudy waved at me and

shouted 'Isn't it beautiful? I made it my-
self.' 4 ,

"He never lost his taste for mechanics,

even when he was living in his luxurious

home on Whitley Heights. Once I found

him stretched on his back beneath a car of

expensive" make. ' He was wearing the dirt-

iest overalls imaginable. He poked his

head from under the car and proudly as-

serted that he was making a real automo-

bile out of it. Like a little boy, he wanted

to see the wheels go 'round. He enjoyed

taking things apart, just for the pleasure

of putting them together again.

"The screen missed Rudy for his ro-

mance and glamor. Those who knew him

well missed him for his youth, gaiety, and

spontaneous- laughter
;

qualities that never

deserted him in his days of stress, or when

he was the idol of the world. He loved

everyone and everything."

In the course of his reminiscing, Hale

passed from Valentino to Darryl Zanuck,

the spectacular young producer.

"When I first knew Darryl, a jovial

youngster, it never occurred to any of us

that in a few short years he would develop

into a Hollywood power. His most con-

spicuous characteristics were a driving

energy and a taste for practical jokes. We
vaguely understood that he wished to be-

come a writer. Then one day he pub-

lished a book of short stories, and not long

after that an excited young man informed

us that one of the stories had been pur-

chased for a picture. From that time on.

Darryl Zanuck was really off to the races!

"Myrna Loy was brought tq me by
Natacha Rambova as an extra girl to play

in Valentino's 'The Hooded Falcon,' which
I was scheduled to direct. She was red-

headed, freckled-faced, with no outstand-

ing commendable feature other than an

inate charm and grace of movement. Then,

as now, she was reserved. But when she

received her first picture opportunity,

everyone about the studio, from 'grips' to

directors, fell in love with her, a sincere

tribute to a truly sweet personality.

"About the same time Xatacha intro-

duced a shy sensitive youth named Adrian.

She insisted that he had a genius for cos-

tume designing. Her enthusiasm was so

contagious that I spent weeks in persuad-

ing DeMille to give him a job. He made
good from the first, and today stands

supreme.

Binnie Barnes, above, Eng-
lish actress who has com-
pleted her first Hollywood
film, displays a satin gown.

"I recall Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., when
his dad used to worry about his falling out

of the car. He was a chubby chap and

something of a Beau Brummel. If I am
not mistaken, he wore a derby hat at the

age of four years. At the age of twelve,

when he made his first picture for Para-

mount, he was almost uncomfortably well

educated. At fifteen, still precocious, he

appeared to be undecided whether to pat-

tern himself after John Barrymore or Jack

Gilbert. But all the while, he was develop-

ing a personality of his own, that has given

him well-merited distinction.
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ANNOUNCING AMAZING

TYPEWRITER BARGAIN

BRAND NEWMODEL No.

REMINGTON
PORTABLE
|(V A DAY
M MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

2Si

10 DAY
FREE TRIAL

OFFER

PRICE
REDUCTION

% Positively the greatest portable typewriter bargain ever offered!

Now for the first time Remington, world-famous manufacturer,

offers a NEW purchase plan . . . only lOjzf a day buys this latest model

machine ! Not a used or rebuilt typewriter. Not an incomplete ma-

chine. A beautiful brand new regulation Remington Portable. Stand-

ard 4-row keyboard; standard width

carriage; margin release on keyboard;

back spacer; automatic ribbon reverse;

every essential feature found in stand'

ard typewriters!

.WHILE LOW PRICE

EVERY ESSENTIAL FEATURE

found in Standard Machines

Buving a typewriter isn't like

buying a suit of clothes. Masiy
Remington portables, seeing 10

years of hard service are still in

active use. When you buy.. .buy

a machine with every standard
feature. The Remington No. 5

is the most compact and durable

portable ever built.. .includes all

essential standard typewriter

features. This beautiful machine

represents the height ofeconomy
. . . unequalled economy in first

cost . . . unequalled economy in

service.

It is today the best value ever
offered in typewriter history . .

.

and that statement comes from
the company thathas constantly

made typewriter history. Buy
now. It is a real bargain offer.

A Gift that Points
the Way to Success

For birthday, Christmas, wedding,
anniversary or graduation. . .give

a Kemington Portable. The one
gift every member of the family
will welcome. When Dad brings
home work from the office, when
Brother has reports to get out,
when Sister and Mother answer
correspondence ... a typewriter
will do every task faster, neater.

Specifications. • •

The Model 5 includes every essen-
tial feature found in standard type-

writers. It has standard 4-row key-
board.Complete visibility . Standard
width carriage for long envelopes.
Carriage return lever of exception-
al design for easy and rapid opera-

tion. Margin release on the key-

board. Automatic ribbon reverse.

Backspacer. Two color ribbonsniK.

Variable line spacer. Adjustable
margin stops. Auto set Paragraph
Key (one of the most useful features

found on any typewriter), height
U lbs. 13 oz. Furnished with Pica

or Elite type.

ACT
HOLDS GOOD!

Make Leisure Hours
More Fun

A Remington Portable can be car-
ried anywhere and used anywhere.

Catch up on correspond-
ence. Write a diary of many
experiences. Only a diary

will give you a good
permanent record of
what you have done
and what you have

seen. You
will want a
typewriter
some day.
Get it now!

New wage scales in our own factories, and
in the factories of the companies which make
our materials, point definitely to higher

prices. Stocks of machines on hand make
possible the present unbelievably low cash

price on this machine. Everything points to

higher prices. We don't believe that we can

maintain the present 25% price reduction in

the face of constantly rising costs in every one

of our departments. So we say . . ."Act fast
!

"

10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER
You can try this machine for 10 days without

risking one penny of your money. Not even

shipping charges. Send for complete details

on this most liberal offer. Get attractive new
catalogue illustrating and describing the

many Remington models available on unusu-

ally low terms. Clip coupon today!

F,

TYPING COURSE
When you get your new Rem-
ington No. 5. you will get with
it . . . ABSOLUTELY FKEE .

a 19-page course in typing. It

teaches the Touch System, speeds up work.

It is simply written and well illustrated. Instruc-

tions are easy as A.B.C. Even a child can under-

stand this method. A little study and the average

,erson, child or grown-up, becomes fascinated.

oTolIow this course during the 1U-DAY. i KJiJii

TRIAL OFFER that we give you on your type-

writer. At the end of that time, you should be
able to dash off letters faster than with pen and ink.

CARRYING CASE
With every Remington No. 5,

a FREE carrying case sturdi-
ly built of 3-ply wood. Cov-
ered with heavy DnPont fab-
ric. Top is removed in one motion, leaving machine
firmly attached to base. Can be used anywhere. .

.

on knees, in chairs, on trains.

Remington Rand Inc., Dept. 162-12, Buffalo, N.Y.

Please tell me how I can buy a new Remington Portable typewriter

for only 10j* a day. Also enclose your new catalog.

JVame

\Addr
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ENTHUSIASM, vitality, a brilliant

winning speech. His whole program

put over without a dissenting vote.

That's the way things go when your

digestion is good.

Let Beeman's help you keep your

digestion in order — your spirits

high and your disposition even.

And what a delightful aid it is. So

pure, so smooth and refreshing.

You'll love the cool, fragrant flavor.

It's kept fresh by the new airtight

wrap — the triple guard — which

protects all its original goodness.

ChewBeeman's everyday. Start now!

Chew
BEEMAN'S
PEPSIN GUM

" The story of Josef von Sternberg is a

familiar one, but there is one little-known

incident in von Sternberg's career. It il-

.ustrates the man's amazing resourcefulness.

1 le was working in what used to be known
as Poverty Row, a group of producers with

more ambition than cash. Von Sternberg

had come to the end of his bankroll and

was unable to pay his full force of actors.

Did this slop him? Not much! He took

what remained of his cast, made them up

to resemble the missing members, and got

away with it ;
yet they say that the camera

never lies."

Hale refilled his pipe, handed me a

cigarette and continued to reminisce.

"When I first met Jack Oakie, he was

much the same as he is today, only not so

fat, either in body or purse. I never knew
anyone more eager for action. We were

on location at Santa Cruz when he came to

California fresh from a New York musical

comedy. He had been given a small part

and was like a restive race horse, rarin'

to go. Most of the company, (for it was

a lean season), hoped for rain, which

would mean an additional day's pay, but

Jack almost literally prayed for sunshine,

in order that he might see himself on the

screen that much sooner.

"Speaking of enthusiasm, I think that

word sums up Jack Gilbert's outstanding

characteristic. He has a simply amazing

capacity for enthusiasm, whether it be in

work, play, or romance. He arrived in

Hollywood, a slender, intense youth. His

nervous energy brought something electric

into the room whenever he entered. I think

the same quality was communicated from

the screen and accounted for his hold over

audiences.
.

"I remember Adolphe Menjou when he

aimed to be the best-dressed man in New
York and harbored a like ambition in Hol-

lywood. I recall how he would enter the

Armstrong-Carleton Cafe, (a favorite hang-

out of those days), immaculate in his best

sweater and 'trou.' For hours
_
he would

entertain the assembled guests with his im-

pressions of well-known people, given in

Yiddish dialect. Before he came to Holly-

wood, I knew Adolphe in New York as a

pearl 'salesman, although I never knew him

to sell any pearls. His great asset always

has been, and I suppose always will be. an

infectious charm that is a natural part of

himself.

SCREENLAND

"George Duryca, or Tom Keene as he is

known now, first came here from the

theatre, a shy young personality with the

reputation of being a fine stage actor. His

first big role was that of the god-like boy

to the godless girl, Lina Basquettc, in the

DeMille production. I can't help but wish

he'd never turned cowboy.

"I knew Carole Lombard when she was
Jane Peters, and received her first lead op-

posite laddie Lowe at Fox. She didn't

think anything more of herself in that pic-

ture than they thought of her. But after

she decided really to get down to business

and go to work with her mind, instead of

just her face, she really went to town.

"Lionel Barrymore and I became buddies

about the time he lost over a hundred

pounds in weight. Conservatively, I should

say he was about Paul Whiteman's size

before the latter went on a diet. Lionel,

strangely enough, had always wanted to

be a prizefighter ; but the nearest he got to

it was cuffing about with me and sketching

pugilists in motion during his leisure.

"As a fighter, he was the hardest hitting

man of his weight I ever boxed with. On
one occasion we were sparring about the

sets playfully, when I forgot about the loss

of weight, and knocked him across the

room into a water-bottle.

"I remember Bill Wellman when he used

to comb his hair—and that is remember-

ing ! I think Bill was supposed to have

followed in the footsteps of his forebears—

which would have made him a Boston

broker, but he chose a more exciting life

and came to Hollywood to become one of

the industry's greatest directors. I've al-

ways said, and to his face, that I would be

very pleased if he would invite me to one

of his weddings sometime.

"Personally, I think Jean Hersholt's am-

bition has always been to be the Danish

consul—but then, he .hasn't done so badly

as an actor! I knew Jean first when he

played my son in 'The Four Horsemen.'

"All of these personalities have worked

like the devil for that well-known break.

They deserve everything they have

achieved, and more. I like to know in see-

ing them now that they have, with rare

exceptions, retained their perspective. Fame
came to them, and they accepted it. They

had learned to live without success, and

greatest of all. they have learned how to

live with it!"

AIDS DIGESTION
They're all young and happy, especially happy

,

pictured above in the patio of their new Beverly Hills *°™%*°b
.

ert Y°Ung '

daughter Carol Ann Young, and Mrs. Robert Young.
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This Year of Grace

Continued from page 30

families. They hadn't pretty names, but the

little girl liked them too, and there was

something amusing about such cognomens

as "Zekeny" and "Solinsky."

As she swung back and forth, she waved

once in a while to friends as they "tied up"

their mules and assorted vehicles to board

fences and pickets along the street and

wended their way into the various stores

and markets of the small but beautiful and

quiet aristocratic town. Strange that a

place could be so quiet! Inactivity irked

her. Gracie wished that her small sisters

and brothers would finish their afternoon

naps. Or that her mother hadn't forbade

her going wading in the icy streams that

were really melted snow from the moun-

tains surrounding the town, but which

looked warm and inviting to a child on the

first soft, spring day.

Then came inspiration—and to think was

to act. The small Grace Moore giggled as

she made one last wide swing on her gate

and let go, dropping in the soft turf where

the frost had left it moist and almost boggy

after the thaw.

A half hour later the town was in an

uproar. Miners' mules and farmers' nags,

braying donkeys and the few sleek horses

of the country gentry were racing through

the streets. Startled owners left their bar-

gaining and rushed pell mell after them.

The little girl with blond hair did not re-

turn to her gate ! Loosing all the animals

"hitched" along the street had brought

startling results—far greater than she had

ever anticipated. However, the day was no

longer dull, even for grown-ups with spring

fever. That incident of Grace Moore's

childhood is remembered to this day, and

Jellico still chuckles over the kid who re-

fused to be bored.

That Life is meant to be lived fully, viv-

idly, and with a purpose is Grace Moore's

simple credo. For her there are no half-

way measures. Some say the mountains of

her native village inspired her rise to the

heights; some that it was early religious

fervor. Whatever the reason, the impulse

for achieving is innate.

In Jellico, Tennessee, her family was
known as "rich." When she was born her

father, R. L. Moore, was already a banker,

merchant, and owner of cotton mills and

coal mines. The Moore family owned the

first Cadillac car ever driven in that section

of the country and Grace, when a mere slip

of a girl, took it out over dangerous moun-
tain roads when she went to visit poor fam-

ilies and carry baskets of food from her

mother's kitchen, to the old and ill.

Religion was the warp and woof of her

early environment. In school she studied

of the world outside. Beyond her moun-
tains there were big cities and vast coun-

tries with people, many people. She loved

people and when missionaries came to the

First Baptist Church of Jellico and told of

foreign places, it is natural that her earliest

ambition was to become a missionary. Nor
was this an idle desire. Grace Moore had
attended Sunday school when a mere infant

of three. She could quote her Bible texts

glibly, and as she grew into girlhood she

worked and planned carefully against the

time when she could take her place in the

ranks of those who battle for souls. As
she. grew older she became a Sunday school

teacher and presided at meetings of the

Baptist Young People's Union. And how
she sang ! She led the children's choir at

morning services and was soloist at night.

In her own way she felt that anyone who
had not learned of a God who marks even
the sparrow's fall had been singularly de-

BY RICHARD HUDNUT

NOW MAKES FACE POWDER STAY ON
( BY ACTUAL TEST)

FROM 4 & 6 HOURS

NOW you may dine . . . you may dance . .

.

you may drive . . . without repowdering

a single time ! Richard Hudnut has perfected

a face powder that stays on longer than you

ever thought possible. From four to six hours

(by your own watch) Marvelous Face Powder

keeps your complexion as fresh, as free from

shine, as the moment you left your mirror.

Yet Marvelous Face Powder never looks in

the least powdery on the skin. Rather, it gives

a gracious softness, a subtle flattery to your

own complexion.

And never, never does Marvelous Face

Powder cake or clog the pores. It is super-

sifted, as light and fine a powder as science

can make.The fifty-year reputation ofRichard

Hudnut, as maker of fine cosmetics, is your

assurance of its purity.

We are so sure you will like Marvelous

Face Powder that we are willing to send you

trial packages in the four most popular shades

—at no cost other than packing and postage.

See coupon below.

Or, stop in at your favorite drug store or

department store. The full-sized box of Mar-

velous Face Powder costs only 55^.

OTHER MARVELOUS BEAUTY AIDS
Marvelous Liquefying Cream . . .Tissue Cream . . . Founda-

tion Cream Hand Cream . . . Skin Freshener . . . Rouge

. . . Lipstick . . . Eye Shadow . . . Lash Cosmetic . . . Man-

icure Preparations . . . Dusting Powder .... Only 55 ;i each

m A R V (. L o II s (P™u 55*
TRIAL Four trlal PacIiages of Marvelous Face Powder, in

the four most popular shades—also Marvelous

OFFER Make-up Guide, with authentic information on

correct combinations of powder, rouge, lipstick.

RICHARD HUDNUT, Fifth Avenue, New York City

Please send me trial packages of Marvelous Face Powder

and Marvelous Make-up Guide. I enclose 6 cents in stamps

to cover packing and postage.

This offer not good after December 31, 1934
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TATTOO
YOUR LIPS

INSTEAD of coating your lips with paste, do as the
South Sea enchantress does . . . stain your lips to

luscious, tempting redness. Apply TATTOO ... let

it set . . . wipe it off. Nothing will remain on your lips

but clear, transparent color. No pastiness to leave
tell-tale marks. And, unlike ordinary indelible lipstick,
TATTOO actually softens lips . . . keeps them soft . . .

caressing . . . desirable . . . oh, so desirable ! Send the
coupon with 10c for two week trial size in clever black
and silver case. Four really stunning shades.

CORAL has an exciting orangisb
pink cast. Rather lisht. Ravishing
co blondes and titian blondes.

EXOTIC is a truly exotic, new
shade, brilliant, yet transparent.
Somebow we juat cannot find the

right words to de-
scribe it, but you'll
find it very effective 1

NATURAL is a medium shade. A
true, rich blood color that will be
an asset to any brunette.

PASTEL is of the type that
changes color when applied to
the lips. It gives an unusually
transparent richness snd a depth
of warm color that is truly
amazing,

TATTOO. Dept. 109,
HE. Austin Ave., Chicago
10c enclosed. Send me Trial Size Tattoo
(Lipstick) postpaid.

[] Coral [] Exotic [] Natural [] Pastel

Name.
Street .

Town. State.

THIS BLONDE
NOW CALLS r. ^
'BOYFRIEND' i \

HUBBY Ik^ji
BLONDES have a lure that never fails—

when they keepthatethereal golden shim-
mer in their hair. Don't, please, let blonde
hair streak and darken. Be careful about
shampooing. Use the shampoo that was made
especially for blondes. Blondex keeps hair
silken-soft. Not drying, not harmful in any
way. Contains no dye or harmful chemicals.
Marvelously cleansing—Blondex leaves hair
clear and bright. Scalp feels simply wonder-
ful. Costs only a few cents a shampoo! At
any good drug or department store. Two
sizes, the economical $1.00 bottle and inex-
pensive 25fi package.

NICE CLEAR SKIN
WITHOUT SKIN PEELII
A SAFE AND SURE WAY
Worry no more over skin troubles. Beaufbc, sensational—new—safe—will soothe irritated skin blemishes; re-
lieve skin of pimples, blackheads; freckles; tighten pores;
whiten complexion. Three applica ions wi.L *™
amaze you. It must satisfy or monev back.
SEND ONLY ^**V
for complete treatment (special introductory offer!) and help
new vo"*hful loveliness.
BEAUFIX LABS., Dept. S-12, 1851 Washington Ave.

prived of all that made life worth living.

She longed ardently to tell them just that.

And Grace Moore has exactly this simple
faith even now.

I ler diploma from the Southern Baptist

Convention as "King's teacher," is one of

her treasured possessions. That, and a cer-

tain prize she won at the fair for the hest

cake baked in Campbell County, Tennessee !

Of recent years the radio has done much
to bring grand opera within reach of music
lovers, especially singers, who live in re-

mote places. However, even today, the
average country village child has only a

vague idea of opera as it is given in the

Metropolitan and other big city opera
houses. So Grace Moore in Jellico, Ten-
nessee, knew about opera only from books.
She studied piano and singing from the

town's best music teacher. She read the
"Etude" and—she wrote long, long letters

to Mary Garden ! She loved to sing, and
because she believed that her naturally

beautiful voice would be of inestimable

value to her as a missionary, she practised

assiduously. When she sang, the sensation

of flying that had thrilled her as a small
child, returned and made her joyously
happy.
Ward-Belmont is one of the most exclu-

sive finishing schools of the country. Grace
Moore, as did many other daughters of

wealthy families, especially those south of

the Mason and Dixon line, registered there
as a pupil. Early in her freshman year,

Grace was electrified by the announcement
that her heroine, Mary Garden, was to sing
in Nashville and that the student body
would attend. To this day she has never
been able to remember much about the
concert, for her entire life changed from
the moment she heard the great diva's

voice. Emotionally she was swept entirely

out of herself. It was—she thought—"like

flying"! She left the concert hall sur-

rounded by her classmates, yet oblivious to
anything but an overwhelming desire to

sing, to sing with all her heart and soul

—

to sing like Mary Garden had sung—so that

people wept, and laughed and prayed and
loved, as she willed it, through her gift of

song

!

There was scarcely less consternation in

the town of Jellico, Tennessee, the day that

Grace Moore, aged eight, loosened all the

horses and mules in the streets of the town
than there was when her first letter arrived
announcing her intention to study for grand
opera. To her people the stage by any
other name was still the stage, and the pit-

falls for young people in that profession

were considered gravely dangerous. In the

end, however, her parents compromised, and
so the eldest of the five Moore children left

Ward-Belmont for Wilson Green Music
School in Chevy Chase, near Washington,
D. C.

To the girl with the new-found ambition,

this was making progress slowly. She who
longed to fly must find her wings, and after

her second taste of grand opera—Geraldine
Farrar in "Carmen"—she launched herself

into concert work, making her debut with
Giovanni Martinelli in 1918. The Wash-
ington critics praised the young singer's

voice but were amused at her over-zealous-

ness in appearing in joint concert with such

a famous person as Martinelli.

But the die was cast. With parental

disapproval ringing in her ears, Grace
Moore and a classmate ran away from
school. In New York City they lived in

Greenwich Village on what they earned.

Grace Moore sang every night for her

supper at the Black Cat restaurant, and so

determined was she to devote her life to

becoming a prima donna that when her

father came to take her back home, she

refused to accompany him.

Her overwhelming ambition entailed work
and sacrifice. Grace Moore was willing to

pay the price. Hers is not a Cinderella
story by any means and in retrospect it

would seem that she has accomplished the
impossible. For example, her soft, southern
accent, so much admired and foolishly cul-

j

tivatcd by those who haven't it naturally,
nearly wrecked her career. Too young to I

differentiate between good teachers of voice
and had ones, she was pushed ahead rapidly
because, she tells us, "I could sing things
like 'Lindy Lou' and people loved them.
As a result, I was always on my teacher's
programs. When other pupils were learn-
ing voice placement, I was singing in pub-
lic." And so, after a few months of forcing
tones, her delicate vocal cords were seri-

ously strained. Without warning, Grace
Moore discovered that she had no voice
with which to sing! This was stark trag-
edy. She had turned her back on her
family and friends ; she had made her
choice; but it was impossible for her to

go on with her career.

Feeling like a bird with clipped wings,
she called at the office of Dr. Mario Mara-
fiotti, famous teacher and voice specialist.

Pitifully young, hoping against hope that

her fears were not well-grounded, she
waited all day. The busy and important
man's preoccupation; the secretary's curt
"Unable to see you today. Come back
tomorrow." And so on for three days in

succession, she waited to hear her doom.
There was a chance—a ray of hope. Just
one in a million, and she probably wouldn't
be able to follow instructions, the doctor
finally said. Eagerly she grasped at the
straw. She would do anything, no matter
how difficult, how painful, how terrible.

"ABSOLUTE SILENCE FOR SIX
MONTHS!" That was her prescription.
Not a word, not a sound, not a whisper
must escape her lips for one hundred and
eighty days! Toward the end of the last

month, on a tiny island in the St. Lawrence
River, with one faithful old attendant who
cooked her food and watched over her, she
checked off the longest moments she has
ever lived. They totaled 259,200!
Never one to brood, Grace Moore re-

turned to New York more eager for life

than ever before. Her harrowing experi-
ence was forgotten in the glory of song.
Like a lark on the wing, she sang. The
tones had gained in depth, in richness of
timbre—and she had a glorious array of
new, high clear notes that seemed to touch
the sky. Perhaps the greatest result of
her long silence, however, was her ability

to restrain her ambition. For the first time
she was content to go slowly, and her first

engagement was as understudy to Julia
Sanderson in "Hitchy Koo." On Thanks-
giving night in 1922, because Miss Sander-
son was indisposed, Grace Moore had her
first opportunity to sing again in public.

Her first really big part came later in "Up
in the Clouds" which ran for seven months
at the Lyric in New York.

In 1923 she had saved sufficient money
to go to Paris, as her desire to become a
prima donna had never waned. WTile
there she met Irving Berlin, who re-

quested her to return to New York for

the leading part in his "Music Box
Revue." A brilliant success, she played
in the same "Revue" in 1924 and 1925 and
then, asked for and received an audition

at the Metropolitan Grand Opera. She
was given an enthusiastic reception, but

wishing to remain a little longer on the

musical comedy stage, made the mistake
of requesting the postponement of an en-

gagement at the Metropolitan for another

5
rear. Just exactly what happened when
she went for her second audition Miss
Moore doesn't know. Perhaps she was
fatigued after a long season ;

perhaps a

slight cold. At any rate, she was told that

her voice was not quite up to standard.

Disappointed but still confident, she
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(as used in recent tests)

there should be 50%
fewer colds!

Experiment on joo people shows neiv way in "cold preven-

tion." What happened when Pepsodent Antiseptic was used.

vowed she would return in two years to

make her debut in the famous opera house.

To lend authority to her boast, she made
a $100 wager with her friend, Otto Kahn.

In Italy, Grace Moore sought out her
early inspiration, Mary Garden. The diva

gave her much valuable advice. Finally,

with some diffidence Grace inquired

whether or not Miss Garden recalled hav-
ing received letters years before from a

little girl in Jellico, Tennessee. "She told

me she had spent hours trying to figure

out answers to the hundreds of questions

that child had written her, asking how to

learn to sing," Grace Moore laughs. Ap-
parently, even as a child, Gracie wrote
letters that were unique; and to her joy,

Mary Garden proved to be the kind of

person who takes such youthful queries

seriously. Under the expert advice of her
new-found friend, and constant study with
Marafiotti, who was then in Europe, Miss
Moore's voice gathered greater brilliancy.

Gatti-Cazazza heard her in Milan. He
complimented her highly but insisted that

she was not yet ready for New York.
However, her will prevailed. On Feb-
ruary 7, 1928, exactly two weeks before
the time limit set by her wager, Grace
Moore made her debut at the Metropolitan
Opera House in "La Boheme."
A "Grace Moore Special" train from

Tennessee carried family and friends to

her premiere. The Governor of Tennes-
see, on whose staff Grace Moore's father
was a colonel, lent official prestige to the
excursion. Otto Kahn acclaimed hers the
greatest reception since Rosa Ponselle's
appearance and the papers called it

triumph. But Grace Moore admits now
that she "should have waited a little

longer. I wanted to fly too soon." For
three seasons she was with the Metro-
politan, singing "Faust," "Romeo and
Juliet," "Marion," and "Pagliacci," "Tales
of Hoffman," and "La Boheme." After
the second winter, she toured Europe. Her
Paris debut at the Opera Comique in

"Louise" was a sensational success. Be-
fore the end of the first act, the composer
Charpentier had sprung from his box and,
grasping the baton, personally conducted
the remainder of the opera in honor of

the brilliant American.
Concert tours throughout the United

States ; another European tour ; the great-
est romance of her life, followed by a
happy marriage to the handsome Spanish
actor, Valentin Parera, in Cannes ; and
Grace Moore seemed to stand on the very
pinnacle of her glorious career. A tri-

umph on the stage in "The DuBarry"

;

another round of concerts and a trip to
California, this time to make her Pacific

Coast debut in "I Pagliacci" with Law-
rence Tibbett in the title role. But still

another laurel waited to be won.
Motion pictures for years had little or

nothing to do with grand opera. Then
came an invention that set the world on
fire. The screen of early days took on new
life. The moving shadows spoke ! Grace
Moore was one of the first opera singers to
experiment with talking pictures. She
and Lawrence Tibbett pioneered. To the
prima donna, the cinema was not just
another field to conquer. Here at last was
the means of bringing the full glamor of
grand opera, not only to her beloved home
folk of the South, but to all others who
live in remote places. She wanted to do
for the coming generation something
worthy of a little girl named Grace Moore
who once lived in Jellico, Tennessee, and
who had only been able to dream of opera
and prima donnas.

But three years ago musical pictures
were still "Mo'om pitchers" to Hollywood
producers. So, through no fault of her
own, Grace Moore's first films failed to at-
tain her high, self-set standard. The mis-

IF what happened in a recent scientific "cold"

study happens in this movie theatre, there

should be 50% fewer people catching this

man's cold if they use Pepsodent Antiseptic

regularly.

We use this means of illustrating in a dra-

matic way how Pepsodent can help you pre-

vent colds this winter.

The test we refer to included 500 people,

over a period of five months. These 500 peo-

ple were divided into several groups. Some
gargled with plain salt and water—others with

leading mouth antiseptics — one group used
Pepsodent Antiseptic exclusively. Here is

what happened as shown by official scientific

records. . . . The group who used Pepsodent
Antiseptic had 50% fewer colds than those

who used other leading mouth antiseptics or

those who used plain salt and water.

The group who used Pepsodent Antiseptic,

and did catch cold, were able to rid them-
selves of their colds in half the time of those

who used other methods.

And so while we cannot scientifically predict

how many people would catch cold in this

crowded movie theatre, nor just how many
would have a cold if they didn't use Pepsodent
Antiseptic, we do say that what happened in

this scientific test on 500 people can be ap-

plied to some extent to any other group.

Pepsodent can be diluted

Remember, Pepsodent Antiseptic is three

times as powerful in killing germs as other

leading mouth antiseptics. You can mix
Pepsodent Antiseptic with 2 parts of water
and it still kills germs in less than 10 seconds.

Therefore, Pepsodent gives you three times

as much for your money. It goes three times

as far and it still gives you the protection of

a safe, efficient antiseptic.

Get Pepsodent Antiseptic and see for your-

self just how effective it is in helping you
prevent colds this winter.

ANTBSEPTICPEPSODENT
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You were beautiful last night at the theatre. I sat

across the aisle from you ... an ardent but un'

known admirer.

sionary spirit had been thwarted. She felt

thai in ;i measure she had let her people

down. Moreover, she had learned that

electricians totally ignorant of music, could

—as she expressed it
—"change my tones

because they 'like it louder,' simply by

turning a gadget or screw between their

fingers 1"

Last winter an opportunity came to make
another picture. At Columbia, the small-

est studio in Hollywood but one that has

grown rapidly into prominence recently

on account of a succession of splendid

pictures, producer Harry Cohn installed

some amazing new sound equipment. When
it was pronounced technically perfect, after

many, many tests, the singer consented to

try again, in the hope that she could ful-

fill her desire to send real opera to those

who live outside of great metropolitan

centers. She completed "One Night of

bCREENLAND

Love," and the success of her picture is

still being proclaimed by the public as well

as critics.

Hailed as sensational, there is no doubt

but that Grace Moore's picture marks the

beginning of a new era for the cinema
and perhaps for opera as well. Jn 1 lolly-

wood the singer is being hailed as a new
and glamorous screen star. This praise,

appreciated though it is, means not so

much to Grace Moore as the fact that

through her unconquerable desire to sing

—

sing with the full glory of her God-given
voice for which she has worked and sac-

rificed much—she has opened a path to

those who long for music of the highest

type. And down in Jellico, Tennessee,

tier success means—she is still just

"Grade" Moore, the little girl who liked

to fly on her own wings, and has never

tired of trying

!

T liked the music of your laughter ... the flash of

• I liked your glamorous hair, your

But when you walked down the aisle, I felt sorry

for you . . . and I was disappointed. Please, Dear

Lady, if you have a corn, use Blue-Jay.* It's so

safe, so simple!

1. Just soak your
foot for 10 minutes
in hot water and
wipe it dry.

2. Apply Blue-Jay,

centering pad over
corn. Pad relieves

pressure,stopspain

at once.

3. After 3 days,

remove plaster,
soak foot and lift

out corn. It's so

safe and gentle!

* Blue-Jayisafriendly,safe

remedy for corns. It stops

their ache instantly, re-

moves them scientifically

in j days. Every drug store

sells Blue-Jay at 25c a pack'

age. Made by Bauer 6?

Black, famous surgical

dressing house. Special si;es

for bunions and calluses.

HOW BLUE-JAY WORKS

a is the B 6? B Medi-
cation that gently

undermines the
corn.

bis the felt pad
that relieves the

' pressure, stops
the pain at once.

C is the adhesive strip that

holds pad in place, pre*

vents slipping.

BLUE - J AY
BAUER & BLACK'S SCIENTIFIC

CORN REMO V E R
FREE BOOKLET—Contains helpful information for

foot sufferers. Also valuable exercises for foot health and

beauty. Address Bauer 6? Black, 2500 S. Dearborn St., Chicago

y{ame—
Street

City

© The Kendall Company

Will He Rival Chaplin?
Continued from page 33

Russian buffoon who runs a one-horse cir-

cus. His troupe shattered by the revolution,

he hires a fleeing noble family who claim to

be actors, and maybe they are. Naturally,

he falls in love—hopelessly—with the boo-

ful young princess of the tribe, and after

adventures grave and gay he and his horse

wander off into the good old sunset.

It's all pantomime for little Savo. He
has a handful of lines, but his eyes, his

pathetic little body, and his fluttering hands

tell the story.

Having star and story, the Hecht-Mac-
Arthur troupe moved quietly upstate, like

y»do. They turned a whole county first

topsy arti !h turvy Twelve rural inns

were commandeered to nouse the troupe.

A nearby orphanage was calmly absorbed,

and 600 fatherless and motherless kids had
the time of their lives racing up and down
hill for the camera. They got a quarter a

day a piece, plus a noble box lunch, but

they would cheerfully have been movie
actors for nothing at all.

And what a company surrounds the silent

little man! There's Nfkita Balieff as a

Russian general. Famous as boss of the

"Chauve Souris," he's been coming to

America since 1921 and his English gets

worse each year. He sounds like a bunch
of firecrackers. You'll howl at his big-

moon face. There is the honored vet, Ce-

celia Loftus, and the beautiful Whitney
Bourne of "Crime Without Passion," and
Edwina Armstrong as the princess with

whom Savo falls dumbly but desperately in

love.

And the wrestlers—oh, the bone-crunch-

ers ! As huge Russian military men the

producers signed Sandor Szabo and Hans
Steinke, well known professional burpers,

each 225 pounds of lard and gristle

!

And as to Savo. I saw him at work on
the set—a tiny, browbeaten sparrow set up-

on by huge and cruel men who meant him
no good. Beyond the camera lines were
fifty directors, actors, technicians and gen-

eral loafers, and Jimmy held 'em like a

vise

!

I talked to him. Naturally, he's happy
at this big movie shot, but he takes it in

stride. He's been in show business too long

to dither about anything, even new fame.

Here's for your dope book, you fans. He
got his fun, when a lad, on the w.k. side-

walks of New Yawk. One day he saw a

street juggler, and ambition bit him on the

ankle. He would juggle, too, and he did.

Remember that another Great Man, one

W. C. Fields, got his start juggling cigar

boxes. And that still another, one Joe
Cook, juggled Indian clubs before he jug-

gled the risibilities of millions. Maybe we
should all juggle.

Anyhow, Savo did, and passed through
"amateur nights" to the usual wandering
life of vaudeville. In 1924 he got his first

revue job, and began his greater career as

a pantomime artist. Soon he discarded

juggling altogether. Broadway has known
and loved the droll little bird for a decade.

When the call came, he was ready to be

offered to the biggest audience of all—us

film fans.

Jimmy's a married man, and his wife and

son live on a ranch at Van Nuys, Califor-

nia—a walnut farm, of course. (It would
be a nut farm!) And it's odd to note that

Savo, whose silent work is the sort that

Europeans adore, has never been outside

the United States.

Well, consider yourselves properly intro-

duced to this great little man, Mr. Jimmy
Savo. Of course, like the hippopotamus,

he must really be seen to be fully appre-

ciated.

A master of the comedy of pathos—of

the pathos of comedy. His big brown
spaniel's orbs can pour tears over his boot-

less adoration for the little princess—and

the next minute sparkle devilishly as he

sets a booby-trap for one of the huge ras-

sling Rooshians.
Savo's comedy is of the real royal line.

His work is not concerned with the strug-

gle of man against man, nor even of man
against a Nubian lion, but it is of Man
against Fate—that inscrutable, irresistible

Something that pushes men around in this

world.
It's Chaplin's trick, and Savo's trick, and

the trick of all great artists of Dumb-Show.
Any great artist's in any field, in fact.

You're going to see the names of Chaplin

and Savo coupled a lot in the next few
months. You're going to see and hear a lot

of odoriferous comparisons made. There'll

be some misguided talk of a "new Chaplin,"

probably—which is like talking of a new
Taj Mahal or a new Garbo. It's unavoid-

able.

I want no part of this. I'm content to

squeeze in early in the game with the news
that a great new comedian is headed your

way. And I'll go so far as to say that

Jimmy won't get any the worst of it when
the foul comparing begins. So I urge you
to welcome Mr. Jimmy Savo to the ranks

of filmdom's favorite sons. The priceless

makers of laughter who do so much to ease

the agony of living. When you see "Little

Clown, Laugh," you won't need any hints.

You'll love the little wistful wop for him-

self alone

!
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Home from their first Euro-
pean trip. George Burns and
Grade Allen come back to
help the laughter boom via

radio and the pictures.

Mix together in a double boiler the

flour, salt, sugar and mustard. Add
lemon juice and pineapple juice and stir

over boiling water until a creamy con-
sistency, then add the butter and the egg
yolks well beaten, remove from the fire

and beat until cool, then add the egg
whites beaten stiff and the whipped
cream.
"This is our favorite tomato aspic recipe.

We serve it, of course, in a ring, with the
dressing in the center^

1 can tomatoes
2 green peppers
1 teaspoon sugar
1 bunch celery

yi box gelatine

pinch cayenne pepper
Put tomatoes through sieve and place

on stove. Add celery and peppers cut
fine, also sugar, salt and cayenne. Add
gelatine, dissolved in a little cold water.
Let simmer three minutes. Pour into
mold.
"We like crabmeat at our house, but

sometimes we serve shrimp or lobster.

Here's one that combines them all

:

1 cup diced crabmeat
1 cup diced shrimp

Y cup diced celery

1 tablespoon onion juice

2 tablespoons lemon juice

1 cup diced lobster meat
Yi cup diced white tuna

Mix thoroughly and chill. When
ready to serve, add a mayonnaise or
boiled dressing that has a good mustard

tang. Serve on cups of crisp lettuce and
garnish with stuffed green olives.

"The first salad I remember noticing at

all was a macaroni salad. It was served

at a picnic when I was little and I was
quite thrilled over it. You take macaroni,

cooked and drained, chill it, and chop
cheese, pickles, celery and pimentos into it.

Then add mayonnaise. You can get

macaroni shaped like the Shell oil sign that

makes a very pretty dish.

"Another salad that men are sure to like

is an apple salad. You candy the apples

in red cinnamon candies, cooking them
slowly so they can't fall apart ; then you
chill them, fill the centers where the cores

used to be with nuts, and use a Roquefort
cheese dressing.

"Speaking of men, there's a dish not

strictly in the salad class that seems to

appeal to men for luncheon in chilly

weather. We call it 'Biscuits for men,'

and this is how you do it

:

2 teaspoons shortening
4 teaspoons baking powder
milk to make a soft dough

1 teaspoon cold water
broiled bacon

2 cups flour

Yi teaspoon salt

1 pcrcr

chopped celery with mayonnaise
lettuce

Sift flour, baking powder and salt to-

gether four times. Rub in shortening^

w.'th your fingers and then stir in the

milk. Roll on a floured board about

y2 inch thick and cut in rounds with a

biscuit cutter. BaJ<e about 20 minutes in

a hot oven. To make a rich brown glace,

put the yolk of an egg in a teacup—add
1 teaspoon cold water and mix together.

Brush over the top of the biscuit before

putting in the oven. Have ready some
chopped celery mixed with mayonnaise,
and for each biscuit 3 slices of broiled

bacon. Split the biscuits while hot and
butter lightly. Put a lettuce leaf on half

and cover it with the chopped celery

;

then the 3 strips of bacon and cover it

with the other half. Serve while hot."

The Saunders' dining-room, where for-

mal luncheons are served, has a studio

window that looks out on the back garden,
with a view of the tennis courts beyond.
There's another window half way up the

flight of stairs from the hall through
which you can look down on the dining-

room. From this level, the dining-room
looks like a stage set, but there's no feeling

of unreality there.

"Why salads should remind me of my
bathtub is one of the mysteries of life

!"

laughed Fay, as we stood at the stairway
window. "The new bathroom was a birth-

day present to me from my husband. Want
to see it?"

Who wouldn't?
"Of course I would," I replied.

Beyond Fay's beautiful bedroom, with
the very wide, silken-covered bed, are
sunny dressing-rooms. One where Fay's
wardrobe hangs is equipped with a small
frigidaire. For what ? Why, for her skin

lotions ! Another dressing-room opens onto
the heralded gift-room. It's a place of mir-
rors, wherein the bath, a rosy affair

mounted on a dias, is reflected over and
over.

It's a lovely setting for Fay. Some of
the rest of us, to whom even one mirror

. is almost more than we can bear at our
worst moments, might find it discouraging.
But the very real beauty of Fay Wray can
take it!
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Make your daily bath not only a lux-

urious delight to the senses, but also a

giver ofthat beauty ofbody which mod-
ern clothes and mannets demand.

Just add to your bath a sprinkle of Bathasweet.
Ir makes the water fragrant as a flower garden.
And, more important, it makes the water soft;

as a consequence, impurities that lie deep in the
pores are dissolved — and they stay dissolved.
The best evidence of this is that no "ring" is

left around the tub when Bathasweet is used.
You are immaculately cleansed; your skin be-
comes healthier; skin-imperfections disappear;
and the whole body takes on a new loveliness.

Yet Bathasweet is inexpensive — 25)!, 50£, $1
the can at drug and department stores.

FREE —A packet sent free ifyou drop a postal to

C. S.Welch Co., Dept. S-L, 1907 Park Ave., New York

Movie Stars and Housekeeping Stars love this

new FARBERWARE Cordial Set. It adds beauty to

the home and decorates the table! Note the un-

usual bottle . . . the 6 graceful glasses . . . the

chromium plated tray. For $5 YOU can have

the Set that Hollywood adores. Order today!

FREE— the new FARBERWARE Gift Book. Full of

beautiful, useful gifts for the home, from $1 to

$25. Send coupon or penny postcard!

F AR B E R WA R E
SOLD BY RELIABLE STORES
V
1

S. W. FARBER, INC.,
F151-D South 5th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

1

1

Send my FREE FARBERWARE Gift Book.

RSend FARBERWARE 8-piece Cordial Set

—

$5 is enclosed. (West of Miss. River odd cost

!
of transportation)

E
1

Name .

1

Address

E
i
My dealer's name
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CONSTIPATION
began
af40\

Years of Suffering

Till She Found

This Safe

ALL-VEGETABLE RELIEF
TODAY at 60 she feels younger than she did

10 years ago—and she has made only one
change. Like millions of others she has switched
to a laxative that is completely natural—all-

vegetable Nature's Remedy (NR Tablets) . She
noticed the difference immediately. The very
first little NR Tablet left her feeling better

—

refreshed, clean, more alive. She soon found
herself resting better—she seemed to have new
energy, a new outlook on life. Bothersome bil-

ious spells, headaches, colds were quickly elim-
inated. And she noticed that she never had to
increase the dosage of Nature's Remedy—for a
very definite reason—NR Tablets contain no
minerals or phenol derivatives, only natural
laxative elements wisely placed by nature in

plants and vegetables. That's why they work
gently yet thoroughly the way nature intended.
See for yourself. Take an NR tonight—See
how thorough they are—yet so kind to the
system. Get a 25c box today at any drug store.

Pnpp 1935 Calendar-Thermometer, beautifully de-
riltt signed in colors and gold. Also samples TUIVIS

and NR. Se?id stamp for postage and packing to

A. H. LEWIS CO., Desk 149-TT, St Louis. Mo.

TlatM&Bemedi/

Be Your Own
MUSIC
Teacher
LEARN AT HOME .

to play by note. Piano, Violin
Ukulele, Tenor Banjo, Ha-
waiian Guitar, Piano Accor-
dion. Saxophone or any other
instrument—or to sing. Won-
derful new method teaches in

half the time. Simple as
ABC. No "numbers" or trick
music. Cost averages only a
few cents a day. Over 700.000
students,

FREE BOOK Write today for Free Booklet and Free Dem-v onstration Lesson explaining this method in

detail. Tell what your favorite instrument is and write name and ad-

U^
e

s!s
P
CHb

N

0L OF MUSIC, 11912 Brunswick Bldg., New York, N.Y.

BLACKHEADS!
NEVER SQUEEZE BLACKHEADS.
IT CAUSES SCARS, INFECTION!

Dissolve Blackheads scientifically with amazing
KLEERPLEX WASH, i NEW DISCOVERY con-
tains 5 scientific ingredients. Also refines Large
Porea, stops embarrassing (Jreasiness, "Shine". Clears
Muddy. Sallow, Tanned Skin. Has murvclous medi-
cated pore purifyinE powers. Gets at the cause
QUICKLY! SAFELY! RENEW,! LIGHTENS!
BEAUTIFIES your skin. Gives von that clean-cut
attractive look. SEE INSTANT IMPROVEMENT.
No chemicals. No staying home. A guaranteed pure

natural product, approved by Health Authorities and thousands of happy
users—Men and Women. Nothing like it! S on wasting time and money
on ordinary products. Your skin deserves the best. Get your 2 mos'
supply of Kleerplex Wash TODAY. At your drug or department, store

—

or send — (plus .10 postage) to KLEERPLEX (Dept. 19) 1 W. 34th
St.. N. Y. C, or pay postman (plus C. O. D. charge). Outside U. S. $1.25
ana no C. O. D.s, MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

WANTED!
ORIGINAL POEMS, SONGS

for immediate consideration

M. M. M. PUBLISHERS
Dept. SU Studio Bldg.

Portland, Ore.

em i -hi

Here is beauty you can buy!

ifiies

H AVE you heard
all about the new
Croxon Ozone

ream ? If not, your

Lentheric's Miracle,
fume classic!

a per-

c
Femi-nifties editor is very
much at fault and the
matter must be remedied
at once. Just listen !

After long experiment
and study, they tell us, it

has been found possible to

surcharge a cream with
triple-strength oxygen,
called ozone. Croxon
Cream is the result. It

wakes up your skin as a
brisk walk by the sea
wakes up your muscles.

It is so new all its good
qualities have not been
entirely explored, but it

seems that among other
things, it bleaches the skin

mildly, discourages super-
fluous hair, helps nature
along that intricate proc-

ess of getting rid of pim-
ples, sunburn, sallowness.

It looks, too, as if some-
thing new had come along

to scare off wrinkles. The
skin smooths out sur-

prisingly under Croxon's
gentle oils.

There is one perfume
of which we never tire.

Its name is "Miracle," of

Lentheric. Its sweetness
is a "miracle" and the lift

it gives your spirits is just

miraculous

!

It is a smooth frag-

rance. If you will no-
tice, some odors are sharp,

a little brazen. "Mira-
cle" flows as smoothly
around you as air off sun-

ny, summer gardens. It

brightens any winter day

half-forgotten spring.

Mind, we don't say it is the perfume for

your personality! it is our firm convic-

tion that personal choice of that kind must

be made on the testimony of such frail,

uncertain things as one's own whims and

fancies. One fragrance for you, another

for us—and we may both be right

!

But we do say it is a love of a perfume.

It is intoxicating, guaranteed to bewitch

the soberest head, and yet we believe we
could take it with us to a desert island

and never tire of it.

"So smooth!" that's what
your skin is when you make-
up with Coty's Foundation

Lo tion.

Heads up! And no double
chins! Eunice Skelly's chin
strap firms drooping muscles.

ith wniffs of

".Miracle" is a perfume
classic. Test it out on
the back of your hand the
next time you shop in

your favorite store. We'll
be surprised if you do not
fall in love with it!

"What have you been
doing to your skin to keep
it fresh and clear like

that?" she demanded.
"Using Coty's Founda-

tion Lotion," was the
truthful answer.

It is made particularly
for those dry skins which
show fine lines and that
parched, drawn look about
the eyes. It gives the im-
pression that its owner
goes in for long vacations
in a great big way. As
if care was never spelled
with a capital C. As if

its wearer spent the bet-

ter part of her mornings
making herself beautiful.

The curious part is that

it can be put on in less

time than it takes to write
about it. Or perhaps that

isn't curious but a very
big serious advantage !

Coty's Foundation Lo-
tion simplifies the spread-
ing of cream rouge. The
color looks more natural
over it. It makes the skin
soft and youthful, and
improves day-time as well
as evening make-up. It

protects the skin.

They'll all be admiring
if you wear it, of that

we are sure.

Heads up ! Chins up !

And no doubles ! Those
are the latest orders from
the beauty front.

Double chins are un-
stylish and unnecessary.
Don't tell us that isn't

good news ! For a new
kind of chin strap has
been made which does

away both with double
chins and the tiresome
nonsense of the old-fash-

ioned chin straps. It is

simple and goes on in an

instant. Gicks fast on top of the head. It

allows perfect freedom of jaw movement,
talking, yawning, (we hope not but you
never can tell). While you talk it gently

exercises those sturdy facial muscles.

It is comfortable to wear, looks nice, and

is altogether a clever trick to own. A re-

sourceful lady named Eunice Shelly, who
has gone thoroughly into this business of

beautiful throats and young chin lines, is

its author.

If your chin is trying to double ^up on

you, send for one of Eunice Skelly's chin

straps at once.
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Cohan Changes His Mind
Continued from page 19

Mary Jo Matthews, above, who
broke a mirror, "for luck"
before a screen test—and now

she has a film contract.

where "Gambling" is being produced—to

play in a picture, and be metamorphosed

into a dramatic actress engaged chiefly in

portraying a whole pageant of variations of

the "Madame X" type of lady in whose

character, and suffering, is mirrored the

more sombre aspects of life, conventional

and otherwise.

Far more than any urge to do a picture

in her home town, was the offer to play

with George M. Cohan—who, as long as

he lives, will stand for everything repre-

senting the peak to anyone with a stage

background. Wynne Gibson is no different

than others who had their training on the

stage. So Wynne came back—secretly, I

think, expecting a big "kick."

"Here I am, a New York girl," wailed

Wynne, "and the only thing that has given

me a kick is when I walked into the same
dressing-room which was my first as a

movie actress

!

"That dressing-room, when first I went

into it, had but lately been vacated by

Gloria Swanson. I'll never forget what a

thrill that was! After touring with stage

shows, it seemed the very last word in

luxury, the very Paradise of an actress. I

hate to go 'blah' on you, and on my own
home town, but that dressing-room now,

after four years of Hollywood, seems so

ridiculously elaborate and fussy! Not a

thing had been changed in the room, but

how different it seemed."

For the rest, New York no longer had

the "home town" appeal for Wynne—prob-
ably because there were no immediate rela-

tives to come back to. The Gibson family

now resides in Hollywood. We would do

well, however, to make allowance for the

immediate effects on the lady's enthusiasm,

before the conclusion is reached that Little

Old New York is just another town to

come back to after four years in Holly-

wood.
Among these brakes on the cheerful,

hi-ho spirits of any human, list a cold, cen-

tering in a tooth and kicking up all the

frightful pain of a toothache ; the weariness

which comes with reading play manuscripts
in the hope of finding something good for

a return to the stage, but the disappoint-

ment, and boredom, of discovering only

mediocrity; the worries naturally inherent
• in doing a new part under a new director

with a script changed considerably from the

original play, and altering the character

familiarized by the player on the basis of

the manuscript as produced on the stage.

It didn't take long to realize that Wynne
Gibson was even more surprised, and as

rebellious of the idea, as Broadway when
the movie producers continued to cast a

girl, who had won prominence as_ a stage

soubrette, in the heavier types of roles.

"I refused, une uivocally, to play the first

part offered me in Hollywood because it

was a heavy part. But after doing that,

I found myself out of all parts for eight

months," Wynne explained.

"Then I was to find out again, what I

had discovered first when I was a girl in

school—that whenever I put my foot down
and vowed I would not do a certain thing,

that very thing dogged me, haunted me and

finally had me doing precisely what I de-

clared I would not do! Curiously enough,

whenever I fought too violently for my
own way, I got hurt. Now, without sacri-

ficing my own initiative, or rather to pre-

vent that, I think twice before I resolve

'not to do' what others advise."

The old question arises "is Hollywood
right or wrong," in insisting on Wynne
Gibson playing the heavy type of role?

No actress can be blamed for rebelling

against that particular kind of "typing."

When first the movie moguls urged her

to accept the parts they were offering, they

argued that she had the opportunity to be-

come the outstanding interpreter of heavy
feminine roles. Were they right? Could

Wynne Gibson have been, today, an even

more prominent screen identity, had she

been given the sophisticated style of come-
dienne parts for which she has the desire,

and undoubted equipment, to portray ?

But from all that, don't draw the con-

clusion that Wynne Gibson is just another

discontented screen star ! To do so would

be to draw a wholly inaccurate impression

of the glamorous lady you have seen in a

variety of impressive, skillful and extraor-

dinarily sincere screen performances.

Wynne is not at grips, much less bitter,

about the dramatic roles she has drawn
from the picture producers. It remains for

you, as you talk with her, to draw the

conclusion, on evidence that is unmistakable,

that she would like to have the opportunity

to do some smart comedy, roles with the

"meatiness" of a heavy, relieved, made
more real and a trifle more sympathetic by
rounding out of character, rather than the

run o' the mill "hard-boiled" ladies of

melodrama.
So far as her part in "Gambling" is

concerned, Wynne Gibson, like George M.
Cohan, also is "gambling" to a certain de-

gree.

It's all in the lap of the gods whether
this will mean a step toward those goals of

artistic ambition both have in mind. Cohan
probably would like to find in pictures the

interest to engage his talents at writing and
directing. Wynne Gibson no doubt is look-

ing out toward a future which will demand
the utmost of her histrionic gifts.

Both are giving the picture everything

they have under the conditions set by their

immediate parts in "Gambling." So far as

an onlooker at the studio can tell, that

is the conclusion of this observer. About
the set Cohan is the dapper, pleasant

"prince of fellows" all Broadway knows
him as and loves him for

;
Wynne Gibson

takes an intense, a personal interest in

everything that goes on around the cameras.

To have "Gambling" turn out a bang-up
success for both means a great deal to the

fans, for Cohan, and Wynne Gibson, can
do a lot to make our film fare more inter-

esting" now and in the future. So here's

hoping

!

LOST 32 lbs.
...felt fine while doing it!

SAYS CALIFORNIA LADY
• Have you tried to lose fat and failed ? Do not

be discouraged. Do as Mrs. Emma Hill, R. F.D.4.

Box 341, Anaheim, Calif., did. She writes: "I lost

32 lbs. with RE-DUCE-OIDS after other methods

failed. I feel fine and have felt fine all the time

I was taking them." Others tell of reducing in

varying amounts, as much as 80 lbs., and report

feeling better while losing this excess weight, and
afterwards.

NURSE LOST FAT
. . . Recommends Easy Way
• Miss Louise Langham, Graduate Nurse, 128G

Treat Ave.. San Francisco, Calif., writes : In my
work I have met many people who have ruined

their health by unsuccessful efforts to reduce. My
own experience with RE-DUCE-OIDS has been so

satisfactory that I recommend them to others. 1

lost 27 lbs. and never felt better." This Graduate

Nurse knows the care with which a reducing

preparation should be selected.

Important to you: RE-DUCE-OIDS absolutely

DO NOT contain the dangerous drug, Dinitro-

phenol. Expert chemists test every ingredient.

So easy to use RE-DUCE-OIDS! Just a small

tasteless capsule, according to directions.

FAT GOES...or no cost to you!
• If you are not entirely satisfied with the results

you obtain from RE-DUCE-OIDS, you get your

money back! You risk no money! Start today be-

fore fat gets another day's headway. Sold by drug

or department stores everywhere. If your dealer

is out, send $2.00 for 1 package or $5.00 for 3

packages direct to us. (Currency, Money Order,

Stamps, or sent C.O.D.). In plain wrapper.

FREE! valuab I e book
Tells "HOW TO RE-
DUCE." -Not neces-
sary to order RE-
DUCE-OIDS to get i
this book. Sent free. ||

GOODBYE, FAT!
Scientific Laboratories of America, Inc. Dept.S412

746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Send me the FREE Book "HOW TO REDUCE."

If you wish RE-DUCE-OIDS check number of

packages here:

Name -

Address

City - _ State
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Remove FAT
from any part

Be adorably slim!

Money-back guarantee

Fi'tninlno attractiveness demands
tin- fascinating, youthful Hues of a

graceful, slim figure—with firm,

rounded, uplifted contours, Instead

of sagging, unbecoming llcsh.

Hundreds of women have reduced
with my fatuous SUmcream Method

—

and reduced just where they wanted,
safely, quickly, surely. I myself,

reduced my chcstllne hy \V- Inches

and my weight 28 lbs. in 28 days.

J. A. writes, "I was 3 7 Inches

(across the chest). Here is tho

miracle, your SUmcream has worked
for me. I have actually taken 5

inches off. I am overjoyed."

The SUmcream treatment is so en-

tirely effective, so easy to use. .and
so beneficial that I unhesitatingly
offer to return your money if you
have not reduced your figure both in

pounds and inches in 14 days. What
could be fairer than thatl

Decide NOW to achieve the figure ^VT^tf^
of your heart's desire. Send $1.00 Sf/^";^
today for the full 30-day treatment, dvcing 4 lA incites.

rnrr Send $1.00 for my slimcrenm treatment NOW, and I will

r aoml you 0Ilt i rely frce, my world-fnmoua, regular $1.00 beauty
treatment, with a cold mino of priceless beauty secrete- Thia offer ie

limited, eo SEND TODAY. Add 25c for foreign countries.

-,

[ DAISY STEBBING, Dept. SL-12. Forest Hills, New York
|

| I enclose $1. Please send immediately postpaid in plain package
|

,
your Guaranteed SUmcream treatment. 1 understand that if 1 liuvo i

\ not reduced botli in pounds and inches in 14 daya, you will cheerfully

i refund my money. Send abo the special free Beauty Treatment. |

? I

^
Name -

|

(
Address I

I City •
J

I

1

SCREENLAND

• Ifs Exclusive!
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TWO-TONE GOLD FILLED

IDENTIFICATION
. . . BRACELET

Salutes and Snubs
Continued from page 8

5. Pert Kelton: Fan dancer visits the

old home town in Ioway.
Ida Kaech,

New Glarus, Wise.

WHAT LITTLE WOMEN THINK!
We young people have favorites, too!

Most of us read lots and when famous

hooks such as "Little Women" arc filmed,

so we, as well as grown-ups, can enjoy

them, you can't imagine how wonderful

it is to us. The stories really mean some-

thing to us then. More please, Mr. Pro-

ducer !

Joyce Fear,

814 Hickory St.,

Compton, Calif.

charming one), that I must register this

"rave" for Claudette.
Mary Campbell,

Beltany Lodge,
Mount) oy, Omagh,

N. Ireland.

"JOANIE" WELCOMED BACK!
A gardenia to Joan Crawford for look-

ing so beautiful in "Chained." Her make-up

was much improved and her clothes simply

grand. It was like seeing our old "Joanie"

again, and I'm thankful. Joan may be

thankful too, when she knows that she is

gathering straying fans, back to the fold.

Elizabeth Wennlund,
5942 W. Wells St.,

Milwaukee, Wise.

THEY GET A BREAK!
At last we druggists get a break in the

movies! Will Rogers gives it to us in

"Handy Andy." There he shows the public

how a real prescription druggist feels about

his profession

!

B. W. Wager,
453 New St.,

Lebanon, Pa.

The style hit of New York and Hollywood, arousing inter-

est and admiration everywhere. The chain is yellow gold

filled and the signet plate is white and yellow gold filled

combined. With three (3) initials engraved FREE, only

$2.00.

In Sterling Silver
A beautiful design, a little different, with a lovely rho-

dium finish, WILL NOT TARNISH, with three (3) initials

engraved FREE, only Sl.OO.

A Smart Christmas Gift
These unique bracelets make a charming gift - - personal,

beautiful, lasting. Send cash or money order, with your
name and address and state initials desired. Eracelet

sent Postpaid in attractive gift box. Order now for prompt
delivery and FREE initials.

Gold Filled $2.00 Sterling Silver Jjjil.O©

STERLING BRACELET CO.
45 RICHMOND ST., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

AMAZING NEW WAY.
No teas, dope, chemicals, dangerous drugs, strenuous ex-

ercises or starvation diet. Made from a secret herbal

plant extract. Tried and tested by untold numbers with

miraculous, amazing results. Praised by thousands. De-

signed to make you lose as much as 5 pounds a week by

takin" our pleasant new Anti-Fat double action tablets i

times" a dav. Fat is dangerous to the heart and general

health Guaranteed to redu-e if directions are followed.

Quick,' safe and harmless. The fat just disappears. Also

used to prevent fat. Try these magic tablets at outrisk.

Just mail $1.00 for 1 month's supply. REDTCi, NOW.
Trial SuddIv 25c. Don't delay.

Snyder Tablet Co.. Dept. 303- F, 1434 N. Wells. Chicago

SURE-FIRE ENTERTAINMENT!
Here's an idea! When you are feeling

bored with so-called he-men, go see a pic-

ture starring Edward G. Robinson. When
blue, see Zasu Pitts, and her old standby,

Slim Summerville. But if you just want

to see a good show, Norma Shearer won t

fail you—ever !

Mrs. Bill A. Moore,
2002 Gaudaloupe St.,

Laredo, Tex.

INSPIRATION TO COURAGE!
George Breakston's brilliant performance

in "No Greater Glory" gave me the confi-

dence and courage that I needed to solve

a problem that was confronting me.

I am deeply grateful to Columbia Pic-

tures for producing such an inspirational

film. It is one of the finest of the year.

Albert Manski,
66 Bowdoin St.,

Boston, Mass.

Cash Payments Advanced Writers of Songs
Used and publication secured. Send us any likely

material I Words or Music) for consideration today.
Radio Music Guild, 1650 Broadway, New York.

WOULD CUPID'S FACE BE RED!

I would like to see Buster Keaton, Lee

Tracy, and Roscoe Ates all falling for

the same girl. On the screen, of course.

Some fun, eh, boss?

p s —if it ever happens send my deep-

est sympathy to the girl

!

Joseph Greenberger,

1598 Chestnut Ave.,

Trenton, N. J.

GUNGA-BRENT!
You may have your Rafts and Dixes,

Gables, Barrymores and Mixes,

Cantors, Coopers, Tracys, Cagneys,

whom you think are Heaven-sent.

You may dream of Tones and Cooks,

Colmans, Arlens, Boles and Brooks.

But the one I choose is sweetly tender,

handsome, kind George Brent!
Elsa M. Clark,

12 Shore Drive,

North Weymouth, Mass.

ERIN GOES COLBERT!
Till lately I haven't paid much attention

to Claudette Colbert, but since seeing her

in "It Happened One Night" I am so struck

with her ability as a grand comedienne and

very finished actress, (as well as a very

SALUTES DIRECTOR
CROMWELL!

For first-rate entertainment I unhesi-

tatingly recommend any picture directed by

John Cromwell! Why? Because his di-

rection is clever and smooth, devoid of

spectacular or colossal sequences, and he

has the gift of unfolding a story in a way
the audience cannot fail to appreciate

;

yet one cannot anticipate his intentions.

Albert Rimmer,
2 Nelson Road,

Liverpool, 21,

England.

ANTI-DOTE FOR TYPING!
How about a change in characterization

such as

:

Janet Gaynor in "Cleopatra," Mae West
in "Rebecca of Sannybrook Farm," John

Barrymore in "The Circus Clown," Charles

Ruggles in "Frankenstein." Boy ! Wr

hat

acting that would be!
• Viola Cramer,

Kennedy Rd.,

Morristown, N. J.

CO-ED CHEERS CROMWELL!
How's chances of us fair co-eds seeing

another picture such as "This Day and

Age," starring Richard Cromwell?
That boy's got what it takes to make an

actor good ! Give us more of him !
Can't

you help us, Screenland? Please do!
E. Grossman.

3825 3rd St.,

Riverside, Calif.

JACKIE-SHIRLEY VEHICLE!
Why not Jackie Cooper and Shirley

Temple in "Michael O'Halloran," by Gene

Stratton Porter?
It has a sweet love story, pathos, tender-

ness, beauty, humor, and is tailored to the

talents of these young artists!

Margaret M. Mulhn,
2109 N-W Irving,

Portland, Ore.

HAILS QUEEN MYRNA!
Three cheers for Myrna Loy !

This won-

derful, brilliantly talented and versatile ac-

tress is a sure Queen of the Screen, and we
want more of her over here.

What have you done with the Gish Girls,

Uncle Sam? Sweet Dorothy and winsome,

appealing Lillian. Let them have a come-

Flora M. Clitheroe,

17 Bedford Place,

Russell Square,

London, W.C.I. ,
England.
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Radio Parade

Continued from page 12

Roxy's outer office, and forthwith was
signed for the Roxy Gang by the then

Bishop of the Cathedral of the Motion Pic-

ture, as the old Roxy theatre was pom-
pously labeled.

James Melton is a prime example of what
radio means to the ambitious vocal talent

of this country. Without radio he might

still be just another good voice
_

waiting,

and hoping, for the audience, which after

all, is the only real judge of the performers,

vocal or instrumental, that music patrons

wish to hear.

Melton is as typically American in tem-

Hollywood' s new English stage
star soon to be in an American
film. Above, Carol Coombe,
daughter of Sir Thomas and
Lady Coombe of Australia.

perament and tastes as is his background.
Born in 1904 at Moultrie, Ga., he spent his

youth in the South, and became interested

seriously in music while at college, where
he played football, sang in the glee club,

and tooted a saxophone in a college band
to earn money for singing lessons. His
hobby now is sailing, which he indulges

with his own craft in Long Island Sound.
He is a pretty good cook and specializes

in several dishes, mainly southern, which
guests of the Meltons roundly applaud.

He's a hard-working fellow. The musi-
cal- arrangements you hear his accompany-
ing orchestra play for his air shows in

which Melton co-stars with Fred Allen, are

made by Jimmy himself. He continues his

study of languages—speaks French, Italian

and Spanish ; has memorized two operatic

roles

—

Dcs Grieux in "Manon," and Alfredo
in "Traviata," and is now working on
Pinkcrton in "Butterfly," under the tutelage

of a prominent operatic coach and voice

teacher. So don't be surprised if you read,

before this season is out, that another
American tenor is to do those roles with
an important operatic organization.

The center of show business may be
shifting westward to Hollywood from
Broadway, but Broadway is still home

—

their own, the native land of their profes-
sion—for stage people steeped in a tradition

which, for all we know, may be passing.

Typical of show people who became part

of the theatre when mere youngsters and at

a time when Broadway ruled the theatrical

world, are Jesse Block and Eve Sully

—

whom radio fans, and soon movie-goers, as

well as the devotees of that vanishing

amusement known as vaudeville, call that

"funny team—Block and Sully."

I visited Jesse and Eve at their hotel

"just off Broadway," the day after their

return from Hollywood, whither Sam Gold-

wyn lured them to play in Eddie Cantor's

picture "Kid Millicns."

You never saw any two people gladder

to be "home" than Jes:; and his wife Eve
Sully. It's true they were coming back to

start their new radio series, in which they

get top billing on a weekly commercial.

But it was Broadway they were glad to see

again.

Nevertheless, Hollywood had made its

impression. "If," said Eve, "you could

spend your days in Hollywood and eve-

nings on Broadway, what a life that would
be !" They admitted to being knocked
slightly ga-ga by the lavishness with which
the picture studios put on spectacles.

"Why," said Jesse, still incredulous as

though he had seen it in a dream, "the

finale of the picture must have cost two
hundred thousand to stage."

"And the things they'll do for you !" ex-

claimed Eve. "I was to do a fall into a

swimming pool, and they asked me if I

wanted the water warm, and what tempera-

ture. I said, 'just tepid.' Well next day
when it was time to do the scene they

asked me to test the temperature—the

water was almost boiling hot, and they

cooled it to 'tepid' by dumping huge cakes

of ice in the pool." •

Characteristic of the great majority of

stage people, Jesse and Eve are intensely

loyal to friends of the profession. "The
Cantors were so wonderful to us, Jim Cag-

ney was wonderful—" And so the su-

perlatives flew back and forth across the

room like a shuttlecock. Mr. and Mrs.

Block, like a pair of youngsters trying to

tell it all at once, told not only how won-
derful the Cantors and the Cagneys and

others were to them, but how wonderful

the Cantors, Eddie, his wife and five daugh-

ters, and the Cagneys are as people, artists,

husbands, actors, and everything else that

an admirable person can be admirably.

They do owe their big chance in radio, as

well as pictures, to Eddie Cantor. He put

Block and Sully on his air program. Sam
Goldwyn, who, even as you and I, lends an

ear to the loud-speaker, wired Cantor to

engage the team to do a specialty in "Kid
Millions." The second time on Cantor's

program, Goldwyn's agent informed Jesse

and Eve they were wanted to play all

through the picture, and the third broadcast

brought negotiations for Block and Sully to

sign up to an option for future pictures.

Jesse Block and Eve Sully met, and

teamed up, after both had been on the

vaudeville stage for several years. Eve was
about thirteen when an act featuring Blos-

som MacDonald—sister of Jeanette—an ec-

centric dancer, arrived in Atlantic City.

They needed a girl to do some dancing

—

high kicking. Eve could kick and she was
offered the job, but her mother agreed only

when Blossom and her mother Mrs. Mac-
Donald promised they would look out for

the girl.

Jesse was another one of the Gus Ed-
wards child stars—there must be a million

of 'em ! "I met Eve," said Jesse, "after my
act had broken up because my original

partner married a broker and quit the stage.

CORNS
remove them
this

better way 9
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25*
Big Improvement over

oEd-style corn plasters!

Rounded, streamline tabs

make plasters fit firmly,

smoothly, no bulging. Spe-

cial Drybak backing is

waterproof, not affected by

bathing. Doesn't soil or stick

to stocking. Inconspicuous. -

Safer, more effective indi-

vidual medicated centers.

Also try DRYBAK BUNION

end CALLUS PLASTERS

IN EXTREME CASES OF FOOT
TROUBLE. ALWAYS SEE YOUR

CHIROPODIST.

DRYBAK
CORN PLASTERS

Gametic* QmYlwtr
Hide thifDruik

Ifyour cheeks are sallow, eyes dull ; if you're

always dead tired, don't try to hide the truth.

Take Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets. A safe

substitutefordangerous calomel. Non-habit-
forming. A pure vegetable compound that

helps relieve constipation, cleanses the sys-

tem, removes the greatest cause of pallid

cheeks. A matchless corrective in use for 20

years. Take one or two at night and watch
pleasing results. Know them by their olive

color. At druggists, 15c, 30c and 60c.

flKflene ir^ TKeaire
1. (40th Yr.) Stage, Talkie, Radio. GRADUATES: Lee Tracy. Fred

Aetaire. Una Merkel, Zita Johann, e'c. Drama, Dance. Musical Comedy.
Teaching, Directing, Personal Development. Stock Theatre Training

(Appearances). For Catalog, write Sec'y LAND, 66 W. 85 St., N. T.



SCREENLAND

of vouwAfieeteAi HOSE !

STOCKINGS— the biprprest item in clothes expense— give

DOUBLE, often TRIPLE wear when guarded by WALK-
EZE Stocking Protectors. They arc designed to protect hos-

iery from friction of the backseams in the heel linings of

shoes. WALK-EZEs have no backseams. They are SMOOTH
— lock on the heel— and cling firmly without gumming or

stitching. Made of pliable KEMI-SUEDE, they are durable,

washable and interchangeable. In Champagne color and Tu-

Tone— to blend with all hosiery shades.

PREVENT BLISTERS AND INFECTIONS
Recommended by doctors and chiropodists to prevent pain-

ful, dangerous blisters. They stop chafing and bring sooth-

ing relief. Ask for Walk-Eze Stocking Protectors at SHOE
STORES, and HOSIERY COUNTERS of DEPARTMENT
STORES. Made for men and women and children.

If your local store is "out of" Walk-Eze, send 25 cents

AND STOCKING SIZE to WALK-EZE
Dept. A-5 , 242 Wolf Street,

Syracuse, New York.

Roll ^our FATAway
I nVith 7hi&

,
\7lewinvention
Now you may safeW,
Quickly rid your body
of bulging unsightly, .

embarrassing fat with-
out resorting _ to dan-
gerous starvation diets,
weakening3flJtscrpills.
Instead, you simply roll .

Sour fat away with the fascinating
IUVVAY IVASSAGER. No tiresorr.o

exercises! No discomfort! Just a few
minutes a day reduces waist 2 to 6

inches. Your figure becomes trim,

Blender, beautiful. Nothing like the
"NUWAY." Scientifically kneadsand
rolls the fatty flesh, breaking down the

fat naturally, quickly and pleasantly,

so that it completely disappears. Send
No Monpv — iust write quick for 30
Days* FREE TRIAL OFFER.

NUWAY COMPANY
Dept. 152, Wichita Falls, Texas

Free for Asthma
If vou suffer with attacks of Asthma so
terrible you choke and gasp for breath, if

restful sleep is impossible because of the
struggle to breathe, if you feel the disease
is slowly wearing your life away, don't fail

to send at once to the Frontier Asthma Co.
for a free trial of a remarkable method.
No matter where you live or whether you
have anv faith in any remedy under the
Sun, send for this free trial. If you have
suffered a lifetime and tried everything
vou could learn of without relief; even if

vou are utterly discouraged, do not aban-
don hope but send today for this free trial.

It will cost vou nothing. Address
F'-ontier Astimia Co. 54-W Frontier BUlg.
M"l IViagara St., BulEalo, N. Y.

YOUR FACE
CAN BE CHANGED!

Dr. Stotter, a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Vienna, with many years of ex
perience in Plastic Surgery, reconstructs
unshapely noses, protruding and large ears,

lips, wrinkles around the eyes and eyelids,

face and neck, etc., by methods as perfected
in the great Vienna Polyclinic. Moderate
Fees. FREE BOOKLET "FACIAL R
CONSTRUC HON" SENT ON REQUEST.
Dr. Stotter, SO E. 42nd St., Dept. 41-L, N. Y.

JONGS ,TALKING
PICTURES

rJKLTIEJ-
pald by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrica or lyrics to your music, secure U. S. copyright, broadcast your
pone over the radio. Our sales department submits to Music publishers

sn l Hollywood Pic'nre Studios. WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE. 604 Mever Bldg., Weslern Avenue and

Siena Vista. Hollywood, California

I was so busted up about that, I thought I

was blighted for life, because I had been

engaged to the girl and the wedding kept

getting postponed. A friend, probably anx-

ious to shake me out of my 'heart break,'

kept insisting he knew a girl who would

make an ideal partner. To please him I

met the girl, tried her out—and thought

she was terrible. To convince her she was

terrible, 1 accepted a booking in Wilkes-

Barre, Pa. What happened was that the

act got more laughs than I had ever known
it to draw with my original partner. We
came back to Broadway and signed im-

mediately for thirty weeks."

There were postponements several times

of the wedding that Jesse and Eve decided

upon months later, but finally, in Holly-

wood while playing a vaudeville date, they

married one morn. rig. and played their four

stage shows to celebrate the day.

Perfume! How They
Love It

Continued from page 13

the same fragrance on the skin. It would

never do to have them clash. Clash in per-

fume is as bad as clash in color.

The other day I visited a perfume manu-
facturer.

"Have you ever seen a perfume vault."''

he asked me.
I never had.

So we went down innumerable flights of

stairs. Deep into the ground. We stopped

before a door which opened after a twirl

of a combination lock. Much like the door

to a gigantic safe. Inside the vault the

walls were lined with odd bottles from

France and Germany, copper vessels from

Italy, boxes with strange herbs, dried bark

and curious looking black and gray objects.

How did it smell? Like millions _ of

flowers? Like moonlight and mist? Like

happiness and music? Not at all. It

smelled bitter!

I picked up a medium sized bottle about

three-fourths full of a thick, dark liquid.

"That's violet essential oil," he told me.

But it didn't smell like violets.

"Is it expensive?"
"Oh," he answered carelessly, "that in

your hand is worth about seventeen hun-

dred dollars."

Hurriedly I set it back upon the shelf.

He put a black chunk of something into

my hands. Light as cork to lift. My two

hands almost went round it.

"That is ambergris. About five hundred

dollars worth."
"Then the contents of this room must

be worth a great deal," I ventured.

"Usually we have about a million dollars

worth in this vault," he explained.

It was worth a million dollars and it

smelled like that! Be warned and never

combine your perfumes, no matter how
expensive they are or how much you like

them separately.
,

You see the raw materials with _which

creators of perfume work are not in any

way entrancing in themselves. That_ is

why the men who work with them, creating

the glorious fragrances we love, are truly

artists. They have to know how!
You have to know- how- to choose your

own personal perfume too. The problem is

not easy. There are almost as many
theories'of how to choose, as there are

perfumes. Blondes, some say, must use

flower odors, light, delicate scents. Bru-

nettes should be glamorous with heavv

oriental perfumes. Or, some savants tell

you, you should choose your perfumes by

"the stars. If you are born in June you

will like Shalimar ; if in December, Christ-

mas Night!

Heals Pyorrhea
Trench Mouth

or Money BackS

BliFOItE AFIKK
Picture shows Mr. Rochin before and after using P. T. M.
Formula. He says: "I have used P. T. M. for four
weeks and the pyorrhea has absolutely disappeared, leav-

ing my tooth and gums in a normal, healthy condition-
thanks to your wonderful remedy. My dentist could hardly

believe such a change possible. I surely hope that the

thousands of pyorrhea and trench mouth sufferers learn as
I did, that at last there is relief from these dreaded con-
ditions."—Paul Rochin, Los Angeles, Cal. Don't lose your
teeth! TJse P. T. M. Formula, painless, economical homo
treatment. Positively guaranteed to stop Pyorrhea, Trench.

Mouth, Canker, Mouth Sores and restore your gums to
health or money hack. You be the judge—nothing to lose,

your health to gain. It is a new principle, sensationally
effective. If your gums are sore or bleed, your teeth looso

or pus pockets have formed—use P. T. M. Formula. Even
if it is in an advanced state P. T. M. gives you complete
relief or your money back! Write now for full informa-
tion. P. T. M. Formula Co., Dept. K-7, 4016 Wilshire

Blvdu Los Anodes, Cal.

Hair
OFF Face

Lips
Chin

I once looked like this. Ugly hair

on face . . . unloved . . . discouraged.
Nothing helped. Depilatories,

. even razors failed. Then I dis-

,
painless, inexpensive method. It

worked! Thousands have won beauty and love with
the secret. My FREE Book, "HowtoOvercomeSuper-
fluous Hair," explains the method and proves actual

success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer.

No obligation. Write Mile. AnnetteLanzette, P. O. Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 92, Chicago.

Unloved
waxes, liquids .

covered a simple

MEXICAN ORIZABA
To introduce our rainbow flash

MEXICAN ORIZABA ring
(worn by Movie Stars) we will

send free a I Kt. Spanish im.
Diamond Ring (looks like $150
stone), for this ad and 15c to help
pay adv. and hand I i ng expense.
URtZABA CO., Of pi. 102, 329 S. P roadway.

Los Angeles, Cal. (2 tor Z5c), Agents
wanted. Earn S2.Q0 an hour spare lime.

Stamp for catalog.

WANT A STEADY JOB?
Work for "Uncle Sam"

Start $1,260 to $2,100 Year
MEN—WOMEN 18 to 50. Common
Education usually sufficient. Many fall

ant! winter examinations expected.
Write immediately for free 32-page
book, with list of positions and full

particulars telling how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. J-302 Rochester, N. Y.

Learn Public
Speaking

At home—In spare time—20 minutes a
day. Overcome "stage fright, gain self-

confirience, increase your salary, through
ability to sway others by effective
speech. Write now for free booklet.
how to W ork Wond-rs With Words.

North American Institute, Dept. 4439
3601 Michigan Avenue, Chic ago. III.

No Joke To Be deaf
—Every deaf person Knows that—
Mr Way made himself hear his watch tick after

being deaf for twenty-five years, withhis Arti-

«.jfficial EarDrums.Hewore them day and rnuht.

Tn y stopped his head
'noises. Theyareinvisible
and comfortabl e.no wires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
bookleton Deafness.

. THE WAY COMPANY
755 Hofmaun Bldg. Detroit. MlchieaD

ArtificialEarDrum

HOLLYWOOD SENSATION
Hare (Sx 10) photos of your favorite stars or scenes from

your favorite photo plays. 23 cents each or 5 for SI. on. 1L

for S2 50 Send P. O. money order or TJ. S. stamps.

A. CARROLL STUDIOS
Johns Place Sta.. P.O. Box 75, Brooklyn, N. Y.St.
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My advice is to let your nose be your

guide. Test and sniff and try. But never

try more than two on one shopping tour as

your nose will tire and refuse to aid you.

One perfume will repel you at once and
the chances are very great that it is no soul-

mate of yours. Instinctively you know.
Another perfume you like at first whiff,

like an attractive personality at first meet-

ing, but dislike cordially on further ac-

quaintance. That one is not for you either.

But keep trying. Perfume manufacturers

are helping you do this very thing. In

most stores you will find sample bottles

open for you to use. It is worth trial and

patience.

For some day when you are out seeing

your favorite movie star in a new picture,

with "him," you will notice that he is more
than ordinarily attentive.

"What heavenly perfume !" he will ex-

claim even as Roger. "What is it? Some-
how it is so LIKE you."

And that, young lady, is success!

"I'm Sorry!"

Continued from page 21

real lines and deliver the right cue to the

next speaker. Sometimes the comedian

finishes a long and wholly foolish speech

before anyone realizes he is out of hand
and "off the record."

Many players swear when they fumble

their lines. One of the most dignified

of the imported English actresses always

snaps her fingers and says "Dem it f" when
she misses a line. The mild profanity

will do the microphone no damage, but

the snap of the fingers, if very close to

the sensitive mechanism, sometimes gives

the sound mixer, in his secluded booth, the

impression that the lady has committed
hari-kari in chagrin over her error.

Dolores Del Rio is more careful than

the average player in the memorizing of

her lines. Because of her slight accent,

she rehearses them over and over until

she knows them letter perfect, long before

she is called upon to read them before the

camera. When she misses, as she does oc-

casionally, she stands still in position and

repeats the lines over several times. Her
sincere "I'm sorry" is enough to melt the

heart of the stoniest director.

The mild-mannered Leslie Howard has

recently developed a habit of emphasizing
his impatience with himself when he slips

on a speech, by throwing whatever he

holds in his hands, high into the air. Dur-
ing the making of one sequence in "British

Agent," a few months ago, he threw his

hat, which he was carrying, into the_ stage

rafters several times, during the filming of

one particularly difficult scene with Kay
Francis.

After that the property man on the set

always had a duplicate hat on hand for

Howard, so that when he threw one away,
the scene could be repeated without waiting

for the return of that particular head piece.

Actors like Pat O'Brien and Lee Tracy,
who generally speak their lines in double-
quick time, naturally stumble more often

than do more deliberate actors. Mechanics
of speech make this natural, and directors

count on a certain percentage of slips while
they read their lines. Pat swings his arms
angrily when his tongue gets twisted, and
sometimes kicks the furniture. Before he
does this, however, he manages to say, "I'm
sorry."

Ruby Keeler gasps in wide-eyed surprise

when she finds she has mis-cued and al-

ways says : "Oh, I missed it ! I'm so
sorry."

Little has been told outside of the sound
stages, of Will Rogers' reactions to mis-
takes in lines, his own or those of his fel-

low players, but it is well-known that he
ad-libs inveterately and he is one of the

few stars of Hollywood who is permitted to

deviate from the written script almost as
he pleases.

If Paul Muni fails to correct his error
on the second "take" he walks off the set

and disappears for several minutes into the
seclusion of his dressing-room. When the
third try fails, he generally insists that the
scene be skipped for the rest of the day

and filmed again another time, while he

goes on to another, unrelated sequence of

the picture.

Players who work with Zasu Pitts have
learned that she doubles up those fluttery

hands of hers into fists, after she has

missed a line, and pummels the chest of the

nearest fellow player.

Edward G. Robinson studies his lines

carefully and seldom fails to deliver them
letter perfect. When he does he is often

not convinced he was wrong and has to be

shown. Then he says, gruffly, "Sorry,"

and returns to work. John Barrymore im-

provises amazing and startling soliloquies

about totally unrelated subjects when he

"blows" a cue and nobody can stop him
until he has exhausted his temper in oral

fireworks.

Warner Baxter sometimes follows his

lost cue without an apparent pause. "How-
ever, dear friends, including our very com-
petent director," he will say, in a serious

tone, "that is all I know of these lines."

Then he will grin and add the inevitable,

"I'm sorry."
• Mitchell and Durant cover their frequent

lapses of memory by redoubling their rough
treatment of each other. It is frequently

successful and in their case, the scene is

not always re-filmed.

Working with the rubber-faced comic,

Hugh Herbert, Irene Dunne had some
difficulty during the early sequences of

"Sweet Adeline," in keeping a straight

face. "I'm sorry," she repeated time after

time, "but 1 can't look at Mr. Herbert and
play straight." Eventually she managed
it, however.

Occasionally it is the director rather

than the star who makes a show of tem-
perament when lines are muddled. Those
who work with Marlene Dietrich and Di-
rector Von Sternberg say this condition

exists on their sets. Miss Dietrich re-

mains calm. Von Sternberg does the ex-

ploding.

Long experience in stage productions in

which he was allowed to improvise both

lines and situations makes it doubly diffi-

cult for Al Jolson to keep in harness on
a motion picture set. He is noted for

never telling a story the same way twice

and he seldom reads lines alike two times

in succession. He gets mad at himself and
everybody else when he is told he must
repeat them letter perfect in each "take"

but he does it finally.

All former stage players seem to have
more difficulty in memorizing lines exactly

than do those who have never played on the

stage. There is a certain amount of lee-

way allowed a stage actor. He can change
his lines slightly and it does not matter
so long as he eventually comes back with
the proper cue for the next speaker.

But in pictures the. speech must be de-

livered in exactly the same way several

times, once in a "close-up," once in a
"long shot," and sometimes at other dis-

tances from the camera. Only one of these
recorded speeches will be used eventually,
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Would You Like f
To Possess A

YOUTHFUL
SLENDER
FIGURE

Like Beautiful

Arline Judge's?

Vivacious
RKO Star

Arline Judge

Here's an easy, inex-

pensive way to lose ugly

fat and at the same time
remarkably improve your
health and gain in phy-
sical attractiveness and
charm—just take a half

teaspoonful of Kruschen
Salts in a glass of hot

water first thing every

morning before breakfast.

Kruschen is one reducing treatment that's

SAFE—even physicians prescribe it—it can't

possibly harm you because first of all it's a

health treatment—it's not just one salt as

some people ignorantly believe but a blend
of 6 separate health-promoting salts which
first establish normal body functioning—
then excess fat along with many of the
annoying ailments which usually accompany
fat disappear.
A jar lasts 4 weeks and costs cnly a few

cents at any drugstore—now that you know
a safe, healthy reducing treatment there's
no longer any excuse for you to remain fat.

AT ALL DRUGGISTS
It's the LITTLE DAILY DOSE that Does It"

B£ A DESIGNER OF S

HOLLYWOOD
FA-TH ION/
EARN $25 TO $50 A WEEK

Qualify for a good position, or have your own
Style Shop and win financial independence as the
Hollywood Fashion Expert of your community,

DRESS LIKE SCREEN STARS
Design and make glamorous gowns for yourself
like those of your favorite film star. Have more
clothes and dress more smartly, at less expense.

HOLLYWOOP FASHION CREATORS
TRAIN YOU AT HOME

With the aid of Fashion Creators of Motion Pic-
ture Studios and Screen Stars themselves,
this 50-year old College will teach you Cos--
tume Designing in your spare time at home, '

Free placement service; graduates in demand.
WRITE FOR FREE BOOK! If over 16, write at once I

for our Free Illustrated Booklet. No obligation I I

WOODBURY COLLEGE, Dept. 25-M. Hollywood, Calif. I

Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young
It peels off aged skin in fine particles until all defects

such as tan, freckles, oiliness and liver epots dis-

appear. Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and face

looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly
dissolve one ounce Powdered Saxolite in one-half

pint witch haze I and use daily. At all drugstores.

Learn toDance
Son can learo all the modern dances—the latest
Tango steps, the new Fox Trots, dreamy Waltzes,
smart Collegiate Steps, and popular Society Steps
at home.easily and quickly. New chart method
makes dancingas simple as A-B-C. No music
Dr partner required. Don't be a wallflower.
Learn to dance.Complete coarse— 285 pages,
64 illustrations, sent on 5 Days* Free Trial.
Equals $20.00 course. Send no money, Pay
postman only SI -98.plus postage upon arrival.
Money back if pot delighted. Catalog Free.

Franklin Pub. Co., 800 No. Clark St., Dept. B-719. Chicago

Be an ARTIST
MAKE $50 TO $100 A WEEK!
Our simple, proven methods make it

easy to learn Commercial Art, Car-
tooning and Designing quickly, AT
HOME, in spare time. New low rate.

Big new book, "ART for Pleasure and
Profit," sent free. State age.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Studio 1712. 1115 ISth St.. Wash., D. C.
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Men Avoided Me

I JUST LOVE to dance—always did. But
it got so the men simply would not ask

me. I could see them looking my way—
and shrugging their shoulders. It was
heartbreaking, but there didn't seem to

be a single thing I could do.

Finally someone told me about Mar-
mola—how it contains a natural correc-

tive for abnormal obesity, known and rec-

ommended by physicians the world over.

It sounded so easy I just couldn't be-

lieve my ears! But I took Marmola
exactly as directed— 4 tablets a day— and
imagine my astonishment to find myself

actually getting thin! Without exercising,

dieting, or drainingmysystem with drastic

purgatives ! Now I'm slender—feel fine.

.... If the thousands of women who
have reduced the Marmola way were to

take you into their confidence, you
would probably be amazed how many
would tell you experiences similar to

that related above. Everything they ate

"seemed to go to fat." Do you know why?
Physicians will tell women that abnor-

mal obesity is caused by the lack of an
important element which the body nor-

mally supplies. Marmola provides one
such element in a perfectly natural way.
Day by day it assists the body to function

in the reduction of excess fat. As they get

rid of excess fat they feel lighter, more
alert, more energetic. The excess fat

simply slips away, revealing the trim
and slender figure underneath.

Since 1907, more than 20 million pack-
ages of Marmola have been purchased.

Could any better recommendation be
had? And it is put up by one of the lead-

ing medical laboratories of America.
Start today! You will soon experience

Marmola's benefits. When you have gone
far enough, stop taking Marmola. And
you will bless the day when you first dis-

covered this marvelous reducing agent!

Marmola is on sale by all dealers.

4 MARMOLA A DAY TAKES FAT AWAY

ASTHMA HAY
FEVER

BRONCHIAL
BEFORE AFTER

SUFFERING OVERCOME—Quickly, Safely!
Ama-Gon successful new California home treatment, overcomes suffering

caused by paroxysms of Asthma, Hay Fever and Bronchial irritations.

Absolutely SAFE for young or old. Ama-Gon quickly overcomes those

awful wheezing, choking sensations and enables you to breath FREELY,

jSK m^i^^T^^r R^KING^CE^ * Sleeps Soundly NOW!
ACCEPT 8 -DAY TRIAL OFFER "Jt£jZ*££^*£t&

1 AMA-GON LABORATORIES. I R Chavez, 280 S. Palm Street,

i Dept. M-6, 1500 N. Vermont. Los Angeles, California.
| Ventura Calif., "Tried every

MAIL
COUPON
NOW FOR
TRIAL

OFFER AND

FREE
BOOK

Accept 8-DAY TRIAL OFFER, and FREE Illustrated
| thincr" without relief. After us-

'16-page book about Asthma, Bronchial. Hay Fever jng il/, bottles of Ama-Gon I

paroxysms WITHOUT COST OR OBLIGATION,
j feel Jikl a "new person. Got rid

i Name 1 of my awful suffering and now

I Address City I
sleep soundly all night long.

MAKE MONEY
^4t Home !

EARN steady income each week, working at home,
coloring photos and miniatures in oil. Learn famous

"Koehne Method" In few weeks. Work done by this

method in big demand. No experience nor art talent

needed Many become independent thia way. Send for

ires booklet, "Make Money at Home."
NATIONAL ART SCHOOL, Inc.

3601 Michigan Avenue. Dept. 4439, Chicago, Illinois

Photoplay Ideas
Stories accepted in any form for criticism, revision, copyright and

submission to Hollywood studios. Our sales service selline co^istent

percentage of stories to Hollywood Studios—the MOST ACTtVK
MARKET. Not a school—no courses or books to sell. Send orie.nal

plots or stories for FREE reading and report. You may' be just as

capable of writing acceptable stories as thousands of others Ueal

with a recognized Hollywood Agent who is on the gro.md ami knows

market requirements. Established 1917. Write for FREE BOOK
giving full information. « wUNIVERSAL, SCENARIO CO.
551 Meyer BIdg. Hollywood, Calif.

imply send name and address

SEND NO MONEY
WRITE
NOW

Bovs' and Men's sbc-jcwel leve

tient Wrist Watch with me
bracelet or 22 cal. Hamilton Repeater Rifle with

: holdioe from 12 to 15 cartridses. Merely e"Ye

awav FREE beautifully colored art pictures wrh our Famous UHllt.
CIOVERINE SALVE which you sell at 25c per box (civinc. picture Ireel ancl

remi' as per plan in catalog. Liberal Cash Commissions. Our if tt>'"»' J Tyrone Pa
limited. Write quick for order of salve. Wilson Chem. Co., Dept. 82-K, Tyrone, fa.
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hut the words must match perfectly with

the mouth movement and facial expression

as the finished picture cuts from the "close-

up" to the "long shot" and back again. For

this reason the lines of every important

speech in a picture must be learned letter

perfect and must always be delivered that

way.
All picture budgets allow for a certain

amount of wasted film footage to provide

for the "I'm sorrics" which clutter every

cutting-room floor. Awkward speeches are

eliminated from scripts as far as possible

before scenes are made, but it is humanly

impossible to avoid some lapses of memory
and some slips of the tongue.

Faces are not the only things found on

the cutting-room floors of Hollywood.

Words are there too, hundreds, thousands,

millions of words; long words and short

words, misplaced words and mispronounced

words, unnecessary words and swear words.

If one were to bring them all back to

life through a projector one short sentence

would be heard a hundred times more often

than any other—the costliest words in Hol-

lywood's vocabulary : "I'm sorry !"

Here's Hollywood

Continued from page 69

HOLLYWOOD always was, is, and

probably always will be a "show

town." Even studio previews of new
movies are sometimes attended by novelty

and glamor.
When "Judge Priest" was given its initial

preview, studio executives notified the in-

vited guests by means of a regular court

subpoena. This summons was such a close

imitation of the real thing that several in-

vitees, (who were actually dodging court

attachments at the time), hastily threw

them away without discovering that the

entire matter was a publicity stunt.

IS THE laugh on Bing Crosby, or Rich-

ard Arlen? These two are the greatest

of friendly rivals, so when Crosby snagged

a 188-pound shark, Arlen determined to do

likewise.

With time off between pictures, Dick

went forth in search of a bigger shark,

and for seven days he fished. Unfortu-

nately for his pride, he got nary a nibble.

Making it worse, his joke was spoiled.

The joke was that he intended to catch a

shark bigger than Bing's, then send it to

the Crooner with this note: "We are using

them this size for bait!"

IF YOU live in any of the cities

mentioned in the paragraphs

below, perhaps you know the "se-

cret fans" concerned. If so, will

you write and tell the respective

stars the names of said fans?

A Milwaukee, Wisconsin, fan

writes Bing Crosby a twenty-to-

twenty-five page letter every week,

but never signs her full name, nor

has she ever given the Crooner
her address for a reply.

A girl in Dallas, Texas, has tele-

phoned Jean Harlow monthly for

more than two years. She pays

the tolls for her three minute chat,

but she's never told Jean more
than her first name, Beryl.

A boy or man, who gives his

name only as "Bob," has sent an

ice-packed magnolia from Mem-
phis, Tennessee, to Irene Dunne,

every day for the past two

months.
.

The stars would like to know
whom to thank.
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THIS WAY TO ROMANCE:
HOLLYWOOD is still speculating, at

this writing, about the Mary Pickford-

Douglas Fairbanks future. Apparently

some believe they will reconcile, others that

they will not. The wiser half is in the

affirmative, because Doug and Mary have

been indulging in some very pleasant con-

ferences—and something may come of that.

Heather Angel and Ralph Forbes sur-

prised Hollywood with their runaway mar-
riage. The elopers had a novel experience

when their automobile broke down, but

undaunted, they hitch-hiked their way_ to

Yuma, Arizona, where the knot was tied.

Gloria Stuart and her new husband,

Arthur Sheekman, (they eloped to Mex-
ico), have moved into a spacious new home
in Holmby Hills.

The Mary Brian-Dick Powell romance
continues to be a puzzler. Although Dick
kissed Mary goodbye at the station when
he left on his personal appearance tour,

(and there were scores watching their

osculatory playlet), Mary and Gene Ray-
mond are nite-lifeing several times weekly.

Sue Carol has finally divorced Nick
Stuart. She asked for no alimony, and
property settlement was made out of court.

Most people think Sue will now wed Ken
Murray, the stage comedian. They're
wrong ; Sue and Ken have called an end
to their romance, and it's a newcomer,
Howard Wilson, who's basking in the

Carol smiles.

Barbara Weeks and Guinn (Big Boy)
Williams have been inseparable for two
years, so the announcement of their en-

gagement was not unexpected.
Some exciting new goings-on include

Ann Harding and Brian Aherne, who've
been regulars of late. Patricia Ellis has
swung her fancy to Fred Keating, a stage

actor making good in Hollywood. Katha-
rine Hepburn vehemently denies any idea

of resuming matrimonial relations with her
recently-divorced husband.
Maybe there is more than rumor to

those Joan Crawford-Franchot Tone icing

reports
; Joan's being seen here and there

with Phil Regan. Ruth Channing and
director Hamilton McFadden have an-

Be Charming
UNSHAPELY FEATURES corrected
by Dr. Ratlin's Plastic Methods as prac-
ticed in the great Polyclinics of Paris
and Vienna. All kinds of NOSES re-

shaped ; OUTSTAN Dl N G EARSr orrected;

lips rebuilt; face lifting; lines, wrin-
kles. and scars removed. Reduced fees,

j
Consultation and Booklet free.

'

OR. RADIN. HB2 Broadway. Oepl, A. Mew York City

KILL LHE HAIR ROOL
My method positively prevents hair from
growing again. Safe, easy, permanent.
Use it privately, at home. The delight-

ful relief will bring happiness, freedom
of mind and greater success.

We teach Beauty Culture. Send 6c in
stamps TODAY for Booklet. For prompt-
ness in writing me. I will include a $2.00
Certificate for Mahler Beauty Preparations.
D.J. MAHLER CO.. Dept. 29-P, Providence, R. I.

100% Improvement Guaranteed

We build, strengthen the vocal organs—
not wiik einoino lessons—but by fundamentally
sound and scientifically correct silent exercises . .

and absolutely Guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking voice at least 100% . . Write tor
wonderful voice book-sentfree. Learn WHY you
can now have the voice you want. No hcerature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed Dy parent.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 13.19
308 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago

TvbWcXfHoSE
Make money taking pictures. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.

Send at once for free book, Opportunities in Modern
Photography, and full particulars.

fmic»» cc.HOOi. OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 4439, 3601 Michigan Ave. Chicago, U. S. A.

nounced intentions. If Evelyn Venable
hasn't already gone and done it secretly, she

may wed cameraman Hal Mohr any old day.

Joseph Schenck reiterates his engage-
ment to Merle Oberon— (remember her

in "Henry the Eighth?")—but there are

those who say it's just publicity. The wise

ones point out that Merle is leading lady

in the new Douglas Fairbanks picture,

which Schenck's company will release in

this country. Gail Patrick and Robert Cobb
are seen about. Irene Hervey and Nick
Stuart are making life happy for two
people—each other.

APPARENTLY, some people believe the

. stars have nothing better to do than
act as godfathers and godmothers. Every
mail that pours into Hollywood contains

at least a few requests for stars to christen

this or that person, animal, or thing.

Mae West's permission was sought by a

riverboat captain, who wanted to name his

tugboat, "The Mae West." Claudette
Colbert was invited to name two calves

born to a cow, which a mid-West farmer
had already named "Claudette Colbert."

There are sixteen babies, (to date of

this writing), named after Joan Crawford.
Jean Harlow was begged by the owner
of a pure white horse, (its color reminded
him of Jean's hair, this owner said), to

pose for a picture with the steed, which
already bore the name, "Jean Harlow."

TWO of the strangest mementoes in Hol-
lywood are the hospital trophies of

Colleen Moore and C. Henry Gordon. Both
were in hospitals, (though at different

times), Colleen with a dislocated neck, and
Gordon with a broken kneecap. In both

cases, the injured members were bound in

plaster-of-paris casts.

Miss Moore and Gordon decided it would
be great fun to have hospital visitors auto-

graph the casts—and before they left their

respective hospital cots, each had collected

such an astonishing group of autographs
that to throw them away would have been
little short of sacrilege. Consequently, two
fine Hollywood homes feature the most
amazing mantle ornaments—plaster-of-paris

casts !

AN AMUSING story is told at the ex-
. pense of director Frank Tuttle, whose

wife is Russian. To please her, he is study

ing her language, and occasionally he at-

tempts to talk with his wife in her own
tongue.

Guests were at their table one evening
when Tuttle searched his Russian vocabu-
lary and asked, in Russian, for a spoon

—

that is, he thought he asked for a spoon
Imagine his surprise when his wife left the

dining-room, to return a few minutes later

with a horse.

IF A western star were a western star

and no matter what his name, it wouldn't

be so bad! But how we are hearing from
the fans (and we deserve the chiding, we'll

admit) about that error in the caption to

a picture of Gloria Stuart and Buck Jones,

in the last issue. We said Buck was Hoot
Gibson. Now there's only the consolation

that at least when we confuse things we
involve only the best people. Personally,

we think Buck and Hoot are totally differ-

ent in everything, save that they are both

real stars and regular fellows.

OF LATE, Hollywood has been under-

going one of those periodical telephone

number-changing spasms. It seems as if

every telephone call brings an operator to

report a "number change."

Stuart Erwin, waiting for his car to be

returned from a garage, became impatient.

"Call the garage for my car," he told the

studio gateman. "You'll have to look into

the telephone book to find out what the

new number has been changed from."

6 To the perplexed woman seeking a depend-
able answer to the vital problem of personal
hygiene, weadviseBoRO-PHENO-FoRM. Known
to the medical profession for more than forty

years, it carries highest recommendations. Con-
venient—no water nor accessories required.

Soothing; harmless—non-caustic; odorless; de-

pendable. A boon to the v
mind and health of every |y» Vji prrpV
married woman. J/

1, f*c » rCS

Boro-Pheno-Form
Try it now. Just send 10c and
couponforgenerousTrial Package.

1 "Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. N-18
| 162 N. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

I Please send me your Trial Package of
| Boro-Pheno-Form, Directions and Enlightening

Booklet. I enclose 10c.

J

Name

I Address.
I City State

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED TO

NO DIET o-i EXERCISE NEEDED/
FORMULA 2S1 will do for YOU what
it has done for thousands of others.

Reduces fat safely, swiftly and surely,

3 lbs. a week. Mrs. B. of W. Va., lost

20 lbs. in one month. Mrs. T. of 111.

lost 19 lbs. in 5 weeks. Mr. G. of

Chicago lost 27 lbs. in one month! Con-
tains fat-reducing inaredients prescribed

by all good physicians. NOT A LAXA-
TIVE. No harmful drugs. No bad effects

to heart or digestion. No diet or exercise

needed. YOU can easily have a figure

men admire and women envy. SEND NO
MONEY. Just write today for full 30-

dav supply of FORMULA 281 at $1.50;
postman collects on delivery. Your money
back if not satisfied. Just take one capsule

after each meal. Isabella Laboratories,

Isabella Bldg., E. Van Buren St., Chi-

cago.

BE LOVELY
kles
iness

bby Skin
You will look years younger after
the very first treatment with
"JEUNICE REJUVENATOR."
Send 25c to cover cost of packing
and mailing a sample ofthis amaz-
ing treatment. FREE: Instructive
booklet, "Loveliness Begins at 40."

EUNICE S KELLY
SALON OF ETERNAL VOUTH. Park Central, Suite A

56th and 7th Avenue, New York City

ERASEIB

M:
r

eet your favorite

ovie star ^
all original photos of your favorite stars and
arenes from any of your favorite recent photo
plays, size 8 x 10 glossy prints, 25c each. 12

for $2.50. Positively the finest obtainable any-
where. We have the largest collection of movie
photo9 in the country. Just name the star or

play you want. Remit by money order or U. S.

2c and 3c stamps.

Bram Studio - Film Cen tre Bldg.,
Studio 408, 630-9th Ave., N. Y. City

SENT FREE—Write for 1 6-page illustrated .J^
booklet. Explains simple method of remov-
ing these ugly growths and warts. Used by

physicians and clinics in Hollywood—world's

beauty center. Booklet is FREE—write today.

M0LEX (Hollywood) COMPANY. Deot. SU
325 Western Pacific Bldg. Los Angeles, Calif.

i
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Very buoyant, bright and diverting is this

somewhat unusual vehicle for the sparkling

talents of Miriam Hopkins. It's about a

rich girl who impersonates another to be

sure the chap she loves does not want her

for her money. That sounds very usual

—

but as worked out the play takes a different

and quite smart turn and is studded with

some hilariously amusing situations. Joel

McCrea and Fay Wray are fine. Excellent.

A magnificent spectacle is created as back-

ground for this screen version of the musical

play about AH Baba and the Forty Thieves.

It is eye-filling and will hold your interest

from beginning to end with a gorgeous array

of sequences set in ancient Bagdad. There
are some stirring melodramatics and some
good singing, too. Anna May Wong is the

slave girl, and beautiful. George Robey and
Fritz Kortner score impressively. See it.

De-
sirable

Warners

Heartily recommended to all who enjoy

a well told story, intelligent direction and
superior acting. Jean Muir is the girl, who
emerges from the cloistered life in which her

actress mother has kept her, to find herself

desirable to a man who is one of her mother's

suitors. Her performance is an extraor-

dinarily fine one. George Brent and Verree

Teasdale also star in the fine cast. Very
worth while. Not stirring but appealing.

TAGGING
the TALKIES

Delight Evans' Revieivs

on Pages 54-55

Chu
Chin Gift
Chow of Gab
Gau- Uni-
nt 011

1

versal

British

Ain't we got fun! Laid in a broadcasting

studio, this story follows the up-and-down
career of an announcer, played by Edmund
Lowe. A program director (that's Gloria

Stuart) is the inspiration that brings the

announcer back, after too much ego spoils

his career. Two ribald sequences, one fea-

turing Phil Baker, and the other co-

featuring Chester Morris, Roger Pryor and
June Knight, are worth the ticket cost.

Chiefly this is a vehicle for the display of

the twelve young gals chosen as the Wampas
Baby Stars of 1934. The Hollywood back-
ground, William Haines as a press agent
who makes one of the babies a big star and
nearly loses her thereby, plus some inter-

polated vaudeville, add a measure of drama,
comedy and romance to the entertainment.
While somewhat routine as to story, the

picture as a whole makes pretty good fun.

Though the scenario shifts emphasis to

make the heroine a clothes-conscious little

prig, the Gene Stratton Porter story re-

tains its power to sway the emotions, in

this screen version. Marian Marsh has the

name role; Louise Dresser is wonderfully

effective as the mother; Ralph Morgan,
Helen Jerome Eddy, Eddie Nugent, and
little Tommy Bupp, are notably good in

their parts. Wholesome and appealing.

A Lost

Lady
Warners

It looks as though Barbara Stanwyck
must go on indefinitely being fitted out with

vehicles which are far below the level of her

abilities. "A Lost Lady," which you old

timers may remember as a silent with Irene

Rich in the lead part, here offers some sound
entertainment, and though slow of tempo
holds interest and is worth seeing if only

for the acting by the star, Frank Morgan,
Lyle Talbot, and Ricardo Cortez.

Chained

M-G-M

Joan Crawford, Clark Gable, Stuart

Irwin and Otto Kruger, engagingly involved

in a very effective romantic drama, pointed

with nice comedy elements. Joan is the girl

who feels obligated to marry the older man
who has given up everything for her, but

eventually his almost too-good-to-be-true

self-sacrifice enables her to find happiness

with Clark Gable. It is Joan's most effective

vehicle for some time, and certc.in to please.

Amazing photography, etching gorgeous

screen visions of the Painted Desert and
the Arizona Canyon, makes this film rather

spine-tingling. An Easterner (George

O'Brien) goes west to take over a ranch,

and runs into cattle thieves. For a while

suspicion points at the father of the girl he

loves (Irene Hervey, and very good she is

too.) It all ends happily. O'Brien fans will

enjoy this immensely. Plenty of action.

This picture proves how sadly Russ Co-

lumbo will be missed from the screen. His

acting showed marked improvement. This

story tells the experiences of three vaude-

ville players who go to Hollywood, where
their adventures provide some nice comedy,
thrilling romance, and excellent songs and
dances. The three pals are Columbo, June
Knight, and Roger Pryor, and all perfcrm

well. Henry Armetta also stands out.

Guy Robertson, star of many musical

comedy hits, makes his screen bow in this

burlesque of the American go-getter who
puts a mythical kingdom on its feet and
marries the princess. Robertson's voice is

pleasant and screen fans will like him. The
picture is an odd mixture of slapstick and
rather clever travesty. Edgar Kennedy,
Irene Ware and Ferdinand Gottschalk sup-

port the star. It's amusing screen fare.
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Among tlie

many <l i st i n t>ui sli c<1 women wlio prefer

C amel s costlier toLaccos:

MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia

MISS MARY BYRD, Richmond

MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boiton

MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York

MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, II, Boston

MRS. BYRD WARWICK DAVENPORT,
New York

MRS. HENRY FIELD, Chicago

MISS ANNE GOULD, New York

MRS. JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL, New York

MRS. POTTER DOR-SAY PALMER. Chicago

MISS EVELYN WATTS, New York

eeping on the go is easy now

says MISS MIMI RICHARDSON

Luncheons, teas, dinners, dances — through,

crowded days a debutante must be gay, viva-

cious, at her hest all the time.

"I can dance all night long and never feel

tired if I smoke a Camel now and then," says

Miss Mimi Richardson, daughter of Mr. &
Mrs. Courtlandt Richardson of New York,

who was voted the most popular de'butante

of the season.

"Smoking a Camel is the quickest way to

relieve fatigue that I know. It always gives me

a 'lift.' And I love their taste. They seem to

_e milder and smoother than other cigarettes,

for, even if I smoke more than usual, Camels

never upset my nerves.'

iSmoking a Camel does release your latent

energy in a natural, harmless manner. Fatigue

vanishes, your spirits rise—and you can safely

enjoy this "lift" as often as you want because

Camels never affect healthy nerves.

Camels

are made from finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS— Turkish

and Domestic— than any

popular brand.

ameis are
Copyright. 1934. K. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

Milder!

Miss Richardson's Bergdorf- Goodman gown is golden beige satin; the quilted wrap is full-length
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UP from the mine pits, dripping with per-

spiration after a day of the hardest kind

of labor, the men of Spitzbergen travel miles

over icy glaciers, arriving home with their

shirts frozen to their backs. Yet they seldom

catch cold. Only when the supply ship

arrives in the spring does this malady attack

them. Then hundreds are stricken.

A review of such cold epidemics led scien-

tific men eventually to the belief that colds

were caused by germs, not by exposure, wet

feet, or drafts on the neck, although these

may be contributing causes. But only re-

cently have they come close to the truth as

to the source of this common affliction. They

now declare it to be a virus.

Of all the germs known to Science, none

ismore mysterious, morebaffling , and elusive.

No one has ever seen the filtrable virus. No

filter yet devised has been able to trap it. It

can neither be weighed nor measured. Yet

it exists and causes damage estimated at

$450,000,000 annually. Onlyby such destruc-

tive results can its presence be established.

Our leading scientists, using this virus

withdrawn from the nose of a cold sufferer

and made into a serum, have been able to

produce the sufferer's cold in many other

men. Apes, too, have responded in precisely

the same way.

Under every-day conditions, the virus

enters the mouth, nose, and throat. Unless

overcome by natural or medicinal forces,

it is likely to cause a cold. The "secondary

invaders" such as the pneumococcus,_ strep-

tococcus, and influenza germs which so

often accompany the virus, frequently com-

plicate and aggravate the original cold.

Fight germs with Listerine

Clearly, the places to fight both invisible

virus and visible germs are the mouth and

throat, warm fertile breeding grounds that

welcome all bacteria. The cleaner and more

sanitary you keep them,

the less chance germs and

infection have of develop-

ing, leading authorities de-

clare.

Many go so far as to say

that the daily use of an an-

tiseptic mouth wash, pro-

vided it is safe, will prevent

much of the sickness so

common in the mouth, nose, and throat,

and urge the instruction of children from

their earliest years in the disinfection of

these cavities.

For this purpose, Listerine has been con-

sidered ideal for more than 50 years, by the

medical profession and the laity. Non-

poisonous and possessing adequate power to

kill germs, Listerine is so safe that it will not

harm the most delicate tissue. At the same

time its taste is delightful.

Numerous tests conducted by our staff of

bacteriologists, chemists, and doctors, and

checked by independent laboratory techni-

cians, reveal Listerine's power against the

common cold. Twice-a-day users of Lister-

ine, it was shown, caught fewer colds and

less severe colds than those

who did not use it. Enthusi-

astic users have testified to

similar results in unsolicited

letters to this company.

Why not make a habit of

gargling with Listerine

every morning and every

night? Lambert Pharma-

cal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

For Colds and SoreThroat. .LISTERINE. .The Safe Antiseptic
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UNTlL SHE SM,LES )

WHAT a heart-warming thing a

lovely, swift little smile can be!

And what a crusher of illusions it so

often is.

It is true that a great many men and

women are, unfortunately, afraid to

smile. Neglect of the teeth, neglect of

the gums, neglect of"pink tooth brush"

have led to their own unsightly results.

No one is immune from "pink tooth

brush." Any dentist will tell you that

our soft, modern foods and our habits

ofhurried eating and hasty brushing rob

our gums of needed exercise. Natu-

rally, they grow sensitive and tender

—

and, sooner or later, that telltale "tinge

of pink" appears.

DON'T NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

And, neglected, that "tinge of pink" is

often the preliminary to gingivitis,Vin-

cent's disease— even pyorrhea.

Do the sensible thing— follow the

advice of dental science. Get a tube of

Ipana today. Brush your teeth regularly.

But— care for your gums with Ipana, too.

Each time, massage a little extra Ipana

into your lazy, tender gums. The ziratol

in Ipana with massage helps speed cir-

culation, aids in toning the gums and in

bringing back necessary firmness.

Your teeth will be whiter with Ipana.

Your gums will be healthier. And your

smile will be the magic thing it should be!

IPANA
BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. O 15

73 West Street, New York, N. Y. coDe

Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH
PASTE. Enclosed is a 5i stamp to cover partly the

cost of packing and mailing.

Name_

TOOTH PASTE-
C;'/v_ State-
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Two Big

Contests

in the

Next Issue!

WATCH for our next issue!

You'll be given the unique

opportunity to compete in TWO
contests, both offering tempting

prizes. The February issue of

SCREENLAND, on sale December 21,

presents the chance for you to

capitalize your cleverness and in-

genuity, without any involved and

complicated work; both contests

will be simple and straightforward,

with no difficult effort for the con-

testants; but with ample opportu-

nity to exercise your brains and

originality.

You will enjoy entering these

two contests, with the inspiration of

prizes well worth your considera-

tion. May we suggest that you

place your order with your news-

dealer now to reserve your copy of

the February SCREENLAND.
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ONE OF THE GREAT!
You have heard so much about it. The

worlcTs eagerness to see this beloved

Charles Dickens novel on the screen will be

amply repaid. The two years of waiting are

at an end. Never before has any motion pic-

ture company undertaken the gigantic task

of bringing an adored book to life with such

thrilling realism. 65 great screen personali-

ties are in this pageant of humanity, adapted

to the screen by the famed Hugh Walpole.

The original scenes, the vivid characters,

the imperishable story . . . they live again!

E T R O - Goldwyn - MAYER Directed by GEORGE CUKOR
Produced by DAVID O. SELZNICK
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Salutes

and

Snubs
"Talkies" produced by the fans

for their own theatre of opinion

The first eight letters receive

prizes of $5.00 each

Let it never be said that the picture-goers who
read SCREENLAND lack the courage of their

convictions, or that with them is there any

scarcity of ideas for constructive suggestion as to

what makes good pictures and great screen per-

^Herein these letters is abundant proof that

the fans know what they like, and are capable ot

offering advice that might be taken to heart

with profit by casting directors and story editors

of evln the smartest of the Hollywood show

Sh
Ma'ny fine pictures, and some great stars get

Salutes that do them proud. For example, read

what Mrs B. R. Gills has to say about the m-

rPirational effect produced by "The Barretts of

Wimpole Street;" and Miss Dee Kirk's sugges-

tion for the ideal role for Mary P^d-read
all the letters, for in every one you 11 find an in

teresting idea or a stimulating thought.

Now how about YOUR letter, setting forth

your own ideas, and registering your Salute or

Snub. Remember, a good idea goes for nothing

if vou fail to give expression to it. So write down

vour ideas, send them to this department and

nave your comment on pictures spread on the

record. Incidentally, and very importantly,

your letter may win a prize. Letters should be

restricted to fifty words each, and mailed to.

Letter Dept., SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th St.,

New York, N. Y.

UNDER BEAUTY'S SPELL

I'm still under the spell of "The Barretts

of Wimpole Street" ! My faded wall paper

and frayed denim curtains have an air of

perkiness; everything seems gayer!

Please can't we have more pictures ot

such ethereal beauty and fine old romance?

The world changes but love and romance

neVCr!
Mrs. B. R. Gills.

235 Hood St..

Lynchburg, Ya.

BABY TAKE AN ENCORE!
A dash of honey and spice and all things

that are nice, that's Shirley Temple, the

biggest little star on the screen today
!
A

dainty elf whose ansjelic face creeps into

your "heart to stay. With every mother in-

wardly sighing—"Ah, if she were only

mine!"
Fanny Kelly.

1318 W. Van Buren St..

Chicago, 111.

LO SPEAKS UP!

Lo! the Poor Indian, the Vanishing

American! We, the redskins, should have

a break in a big feature. Let the public

Shirley Temple
will need more
stockings than
that toaccommo-
date what Santa
will bring if old

St. Nick follows

the overwhelm-
ing plaudits and
good wishes of our
readers in voting
Shirley the great-

est of favorites of

the screen, as
they do this
month in letters

of Salute to as in-

fectious a little

personality as
ever proved her-
self a fine actress.

hear what an Indian has to say as a hero,

in a real true Indian story, based on some

of our lives rather than material written by

some writer who does not know us.

Art Wakolee,
Indian Reservation,

Irving, N. Y.

CELLULOID AND CULTURE
When I hear somebody say "There's

nothing to do in this town but go to the

movies " I wonder what some small towns

I know would be like without pictures

Movies, presenting life in many localities,

o-ive small-towners a background which can

support them in contacts with more widely

traveled people.
.

Lucretia Money,
McComb, Miss.

PROFESSOR PICKFORD!

Mary Pickford belongs with children

and I wish she could appear in the role of

a modern school teacher. There is plenty

of "dramatic content" and "comedy rehet

in a schoolroom—and picturesque romance

for the teacher, too! (Yes, I'm one of

'em - )
Dee Kirk,

2111 G St.,

Bakersfield, Calif.

TRULY RURAL
Several pictures have gone rural lately.

With their influence—they were so thor-

oughly enjovable—I am wondering if the

near future will not find us all back to the

(Continued on page 89)
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Another glorious

Hepburn romance to

share your treasured f

memories of "Little

Women". Another beautiful

RKO picture from one of the

great love stories of the ages. Another

radiant acting triumph by the year's

outstanding star, as she brings you

a role endearingly different—the

fire and wistful tender-

ness of Barrie's immortal Gypsy "Babbie".

Really something more than a motion

picture—a Christmas gift for your heart!

<=^/// li^e & ^Icalne^ . . . all d& yaLU . . . lledded cu lave £ old £weet 6cn^ 1
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The Age
of Inno-

cence

R-K-O-
Radio

As the title indicates this harks back to

the lavender and old lace days, with Irene

Dunne beautiful in the quaint costumes,

and John Boles again as the man whom fate

tricks into marrying the wrong woman.
Both suffer along denying their love its

fulfillment. That element makes it seem
repetitious for both Miss Dunne and Mr.

Boles. But the sentiment is effective just

the same. And the acting notably good.

A lavish and beautiful production frames

this dull story about an Hungarian princess

who marries a gypsy to fulfill provisions of

a will, and be free of an arranged wedding,

only to find the chap they had picked for

her is the man she loves. Loretta Young
is the lady of rank—beautiful and charming

she is. Jean Parker as the gypsy girl steals

the show. Charles Boyer is grand as the

gypsy, and Phillips Holmes good as the hero.

Little

Friend

Gaumont
British

Worth going out of your way to see if

only for the reason you can make the ac-

quaintance of Nova Pilbeam, English girl

of extraordinary promise. It is the story,

entirely from the child's standpoint, of

what suffering there is for the girl when her

parents separate. It is very British, so far

as speech goes, but there are moments of
|

very moving appeal to the heart, to which
every adult will respond . Very moving drama.

TAGGING
the TALKIES

Delight Evans' Reviews

on Pages 54-55

A gorgeously caparisoned parade of his-

torical characters led by the Du Barry who
rose from the Paris gutters to rule France
through her sway over the sensual Louis

XV. The treatment is light, the aim is for

amusement and robust guffaws at the silly

intrigue which permeated the court of

'The Grand Monarch." Dolores Del Rio
is beautiful, while Reginald Owen steals the

show as Louis. A rich but flavorless dish.

Janet Gaynor and Lew Ayres return as a

romantic team and again provide the appeal

the Gaynor fans crave. This is an improb-

able but interesting story in which an heiress

chooses to be a kitchen slavey. Of course,

this eventually proves the road to real

romance. There are some flashes of good

humor and some comedy. But chiefly this

is a vehicle for the presence on the screen

of justly popular favorites, especially Janet.

A grand offering, full of melodrama,
comedy, and fast-moving action. The plot

concerns a feud between truck drivers carry-

ing dairy products, and the farmers. Jimmy
Cagney, truck driver, is in jail for fighting,

but gets out long enough to take his gal to

a dance. The girl is kidnapped and a far-

mer murdered. Again Cagney escapes jail

and solves everything. Cagney is splendid,

and so are Patricia Ellis and Allen Jenkins.

Now
and

Forever

Para-
mount

You'll be seeing this because of Shirley

Temple and Gary Cooper, and you'll be en-

joying it because of them, and also because

of Carole Lombard and Sir Guy Standing.

Shirley is again the girl whose daddy is a

crook—a very smooth one as represented by

Gary Cooper—but who reforms because of

her. It is not so infectious as "Baby Take a

Bow," but there's good theatre value in the

dramatic scenes in which La Temple figures

Well, here's Mrs. Wiggs, and all the

Wiggs children, Miss Hazy, and Stubbins
and with them the broadly appealing pathos

and boisterous comedy naturally attendant

upon the mere presence of W. C. Fields.

Really, what more could you ask from an
evening at the movies? Pauline Lord makes
an auspicious debut; Zasu Pitts, Evelyn
Venable, Kent Taylor, George Breakston,

all the cast are fine. By all means see it.

Have A
Heart

M-G-M

Jean Parker in her first starring role comes

through with flying colors—as do also Jim-

my Dunn, Stuart Erwin and Una Merkel,

the other principals. That's a tribute to

all of them, for the material is not of the

best in this melodramatic comedy which

shows Jean as a little lame princess who
fights her way to eventual cure of her in-

firmity and wins the love of the boy of her

heart. Implausible, but it holds you.

365
Nights
In Hol-
lywood

Fox

Want some laughs? Then here's the way
to get them—see this revamping of many
and many a predecessor dealing with the

girls and boys who want to make good in

the movies. The story? It's not much, but

Alice Faye and Jimmy Dunn put plenty of

personal magnetism into their parts, the

former as a budding actress, the latter as a

director who makes good again. And
Mitchell and Durant are rough and funny.

Power

Gaumont
British

Pictorially magnificent and with a com-

pelling characterization by Conrad Veidt

as Jew Suss, historical character of the

eighteenth century who rose to power in

the Duchy of Wurtemberg by pandering to

the dissolute tastes of the Duke, only to have

his one great possession, his daughter,

become a victim of the Duke's lust. Won-
derfully acted, grandly staged, but somber

and heavy. Has strength but not appeal.
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<2-**s> THE PICTURE
OF THE
MONTH

For the Christmas Stockings of a Hundred
Million Film Fans, We Give You Warner, jp
Bros.' Magnificent Picturization of the Stage

Triumph That Made America Young Again —

Never has a story brought back so gloriously the good old days

when flaming youth went to town on a bicycle-built-for-two— or

more. That's Papa in the rumble-seat...but where's his shot-gun?

Brought to the Screen After 63 Weeks — Count 'em,

63 — on Broadway, With Its Immortal Melodies and

Romance That Take Us Happily Down Memory Lane,

Dashingly Guided by Director MERVYN LEROY

We'd like to take up the merrie olde custom of slipper-drinking

ourselves—just to toast that grand trio of fun-makers— Hugh
Herbert, Ned Sparks, Joe Cawthorn— and all the delicious dancing

girls who are too numerous to name—but toosweet nor to mention.

Ever whistle"Why Was I Born?", "HereAm I",and"Don't Ever

Leave Me"? Well, this is the show that made them famous! Now
you'll hear these and other great Jerome Kern hits sung and danced

as never before— all because Warner Bros, finally lured dance-

director Bobby Connolly of "Ziegfeld Follies" fame to Hollywood.

And while the orchids last, let's toss a load of

them to irresistible Irene Dunne, and Donald
Woods and Louis Calhern for their brilliant tell-

ing of a great love story; to Mervyn LeRoy for his

superb direction; to Phil Regan for his delightful

tenor; and to Jerome Kern and OscarHammerstein
II for authoring December's grandest show

!
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Bette greets you—yes, the brilliant

actress you applauded in "Human
Bondage" but in her wholesome real-

life role of charming hostess.

INFORMALITY is the keynote

at Bette Davis'.

She lives in an English house

on a palm-tree-lined street in

Beverly Hills, a homelike place ; a

flag-stoned walk leads across the

trim green lawn to the wide front

door, and there's another green gar-

den beyond the French doors of the

living room.

Two steps down from the hall

takes you into this living room,

which has all the essentials for in-

formal comfort—a big fireplace,

with andirons, roomy chesterfields

and inviting chairs, with books in

open bookcases, books on end-tables,

books within easy reach of any

hand ; a baby grand piano, standing

open, with
'
sheet music scattered

over its top.

Bette and her sister Bobby, whose

real name is Barbara, dressed alike

Inside

the Stars' Homes
4. Bette Davis

You're invited to Sunday night supper

at Bette Davis' house! So come along,

meet the Bette her best friends know,

and share her favorite recipes

By Betty Boone

in smart riding outfits of dark brown wool with white silk shirts,

were lounging, one in a lettuce green chair, the other on a cream-

colored chesterfield, each with her nose in a book when I arrived.

Tibby, a dignified Scottie, lay at Bette's feet, while Wogs, the white

Sealyham, had cuddled himself on Bobby's lap and was being used

to prop up her book.

"Hello ! Have a cigarette?" said Bette, lighting one herself, and

listen to my sister trying to convince me that Leonardo da \ inci

didn't have a frustrated life."

"Even if he wasn't recognized during his lifetime, he had the

fun of doing the things, of

knowing himself that they were

good
—

" argued Bobby, making
room for me beside her.

"Let's don't have a family

quarrel over it," broke in Bette.

"Just the same he had a horrible

ife and no one knew he was

famous until he was dead, so

what good did it do him? . . .

No answers, Bobby, we're here

to talk about Sunday night sup-

pers ! Let's deal in tangibles.

Above, Miss Davis from New England
presides at a "bean-fest"! Right,

Bette about to indulge in her cook's

famous gingerbread. Try her recipes

yourself!
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"We wouldn't think of serving a Sunday
night supper without Boston baked beans,"

Bette continued, tucking her legs up under
her. "I remember them as far back as I

can remember anything. Every New Eng-
land child—and we are New England chil-

dren, all of us, my husband, too—is brought
up on beans for Saturday night supper
and Sunday morning breakfast, but we
move them over to Sunday now because
Hollywood is seldom free on Saturday
night. .

"I suppose the origin of the Saturday
night bean-fest lay in the fact that a heavy
meal was always eaten in the middle of
the day on Sunday, in order to give the
maids Sunday afternoon, and therefore a
hearty dinner on Saturday night would
bring the two meals too close together.
Bobby and I used to look forward to Sat-
urday night because that was the only
night we could eat with the family.

"I serve, besides the beans, Boston brown
bread, mustard pickles, apple sauce and
gingerbread. Whoever is coming arrives
'as is' from golf, tennis, or whatever they
have been doing, and I usually wear tail-

ored dinner pajamas. Ham"— (her hus-
band)—"works at night at the Colony
Club, so he's the only one dressed as a
rule. We sit down at six so that Ham
can get to work on time."

"Show her the scenery for the event,

Bette," smiled Bobby, dragging herself out
of her book again. "I always think the
table looks like a Maxfield Parrish illustra-

tion
—

"

I agreed with the comparison when I saw
it. The table cloth was a stunning combi-
nation of black, white, and red. Yellow
candles stood in silver candlesticks ; the
beans came on in a beautiful jade green
crock.

Lillian Jackson, Bette's cook, is respon-
sible for all food except the beans, which
are prepared by Bruce, the colored butler,

who used maple syrup instead of molasses.
"Gives them a nutty flavor," according to

Bette.

"You soak the beans over-night," Bruce
explained, when called in to give details.

"The amount depends on how many you're
serving, but two cups will make a lot.

Then you boil them until they are soft but
not mushy, and then you put them in the
crock with salt pork cut in chunks, some
on the bottom of the crock and some on
top. Add real maple syrup, about a cup,
and brown sugar to taste. A little English
mustard, pepper and salt and one large
onion cut in eight sections."

Lillian confided privately that when she
fixed beans she used molasses, chopped her
onion fine, added spicy tomato sauce and a
couple of bay leaves.

An excellent recipe for Boston brown
bread is

:

Sift 1 cupful of Graham flour with
1 cupful of rye meal, % teaspoonful of
soda and a scant teaspoonful of salt;
add to this, % cupful of molasses and

cupful of milk; mix well, fill a but-
tered mold three-quarters full with this
mixture, cover and steam for three
hours.

Lillian's apple sauce is foamy and soft as
velvet It is made with tart green apples,
and Lillian prefers a sieve to a colander in
straining it, because it's softer that way.

"Apple-sauce-and-gingerbread is older
than apple pie and cheese," commented
Bette. "Lillian has taken prizes for her
gingerbread, so she won't tell how she
makes it, but she said you could have a
recipe that's 'almost as good.'

"

Angel Ginger Bread
Vz cup sugar
Ya cup molasses
M cup shortening (measure after

melted)

{Continued on page 88)

WHY JEAN! How did you ever get so slim?'

YOURutoMcmd^M
THREE INCHES IN TEN DAYS with ihe

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
Of? ti, will cost you noiftintf I

E WANT YOU to try the
PerfolasticGirdleandUpliftBrassiere.
Test them for yourselffor 10 days ab-
solutely FREE. Then, if you have not
reduced at least 3 inches around waist
and hips, they will cost you nothing!

THE MASSAGE. LIKE ACTION REDUCES
QUICKLY, EASILY and SAFELY

B The massage-like action of these famous
Perfolastic Reducing Garments takes the
place of months of tiring exercises. It re-
moves surplus fat and stimulates the body
once more into energetic health.

KEEPS YOUR BODY COOL AND FRESH
S The ventilating perforations allow the
skin pores to breathe normally. The inner
surface of the Perfolastic is a delightfully
soft, satinized fabric, especially designed
to wear next to the body. It does away
with all irritation, chafing and discomfort,
keeping your body cool and fresh at all

times. A special adjustable back allows
for perfect fit as inches disappear.

The Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere
knead away the fat at only those places
where you want to reduce, in order to
regain your youthful slimness. Beware of
reducing agents that take the weight off
the entire body . . . for a scrawny neck and
face are as unattractive as a too-fat figure.

SEND FOR 10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER
You can prove to yourself quickly and definitely

whether or not this very efficient girdle and bras-
siere will reduce you. You do not need to risk one
penny.. .try them for 10 days. ..then send them back
if you are not completely astonished at the results.
Don't wait any 'onger . . . act today

!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
41 EAST 42nd ST., Dept. 731,NEW YORK, N.Y.

Without obligation on my part, please send me
FREE booklet describing and illustrating the new
Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere also sample
of perforated rubber and particulars of your
10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name
Address

City State
Use Couvon or Sena Name and Address on Penny Post Card
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Here s a great

new star, Fred
Astaire! He's

Head Man of the

Movie Month!

Wonderful
dancing feet, gay

humor, smooth
sophistication—
something new

!

HE WAITED until he had cap-

tured all the crowned and un-

crowned heads of Europe and the

smartest audiences of Manhattan and

London before trying to win your

applause in pictures. An amazingly

modest young man, this Fred Astaire,

for the world's greatest modern dancer!

You met him first, but much too

briefly, in "Flying Down to Rio."

Now, in "The Gay Divorcee" he has

his great chance, not only as a dancer

but as a personality; and with one

graceful leap he lands among the

really important stars of the screen.

Astaire is an Original, and we suggest

that you step right out to see his very

entertaining picture. You'll come back

blithely dancing "The Continental."
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Ask Me!
By Miss Vee Dee

Helen S. W. Much as I'd like to estab-

lish a relationship between you and the

popular John Boles of the screen, I'm

afraid I'll have to disappoint you. This

appealing screen personality was born in

Greenville, Texas, on October 28, 1900. He
graduated from the University of Texas
as a physician. His musical training was
gained for the most part in New York
City, teaching French and music in the

city high schools to pay for his real musi-
cal advancement. His first screen appear-

ance was with Gloria Swanson in "The
Loves of Sunya." His big chance came in

"The Desert Song," his pleasing person-

ality and singing voice carrying him to

immediate success.

Michael. I'm sorry, too, that we do not

see and hear more from that sterling actor,

Conrad Veidt. He is busy doing important

things on the stage in the European capi-

tals. Conrad was born in Berlin, Germany.
He is 6 feet 2 inches tall, weighs 165 pounds,

and has brown hair and blue-grey eyes. He
was educated in Berlin and received his

stage training on the stages all over
Europe. His wife is a non-professional.

One of his later releases was made in

England : "I Was a Spy" with Madeleine
Carroll and Herbert Marshall. Remember
Anthony Bushell ? He was in the cast.

Tony has been making pictures and stage

appearances in England since leaving

Hollywood.

Dorothy L. If Joan Crawford is bow-
legged, I haven't noticed it have you? No
—Joan's underpinnings are perfect. Joan
is growing handsomer with each new pic-

ture, her work is improving, and her ad-
mirers are screaming for another picture.

John Boles and Bebe Daniels had the

leading roles in the musical picture, "Rio
Rita." Many of the popular screen stars

have forsaken Hollywood for the New
York stage

;
among them Walter Huston,

Walter Pidgeon, Jane Wyatt, Alan Dine-
hart, Lila Lee, Irene Purcell and Dennis
King. Our very own Buddy Rogers lately

has been devoting himself to radio and
personal appearances with his own orches-

tra. Of course, you probably heard Buddy
and his band on those recent Sunday night

broadcasts. Buddy has signed to make a
picture in England, and will leave for

London, according to present plans, in the

near future.

Jas. J. F. Edmund Lowe's admirers are
legion, both foreign and domestic ! They
never miss a picture in which Edmund ap-
pears and go away asking for more. He
studied law at Santa Clara University,
graduating as the youngest B.A. in the his-

tory of the institution. Some time later

he made a record for himself as the young-
est member of the Santa Clara faculty. He
turned to the stage, however, and was a
member of the Los Angeles stock company
for three years. In motion pictures he has
never played anything but leads. His
screen debut was made opposite Dorothy
Dalton in "Vive La France," released in
1918. In 1925 he married Lilyan Tashman.
His 1925 releases were "The Kiss Barrier,"
"Marriage in Transit," "Ports of Call,"
"Greater Than a Crown," "The Fool."
1926 pictures were "Soul Mates," "Palace
of Pleasure," "Siberia," "Black Paradise,"
'What Price Glory." Releases of 1927 were
"One Increasing Purpose," "Is Zat So?"
"Publicity Madness" and "The Wizard."

Orlean. One of the best things I do is

to settle arguments. The palm of vic-

tory goes to your friend. Don't you re-

member "King of the Jungle" and Buster
Crabbe as the "lion man" ?

Linda P. Don't come to blows over it,

for it was John Barrymore who played in

"Bill of Divorcement." I am wondering
whether you win or lose!

Constance H. Just a couple of questions

about your favorite? All right, here goes.

Constance Bennett is really and truly

named Constance Bennett; she is the

daughter of Richard Bennett, the actor.

Her entire name is the Marquise de la

Falaise de la Coudraye. I suppose she
reads as much of her fan mail as any other

very hard-working and busy picture star.

Her hair is a lovely golden color and it is

"natural." I should have to be a mind-
reader to answer your other question ! At
least you have the answers which you
especially wished.

Mrs. Helen G. How could I deny the

request of an "Ardent Reader of the 'Ask
Me' column," so here's your list. Fox
Studio, Beverly Hills, Hollywood, Califor-

nia. Paramount Studio, 5451 Marathon
Street, Hollywood, California. Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, Culver City, California.

Warner Bros., Burbank, California.

Ruth M. I'll ask the "picture depart-
ment" to have a large portrait of Victor
Jory right away just to please you! Well,
now, let's see

;
you want to know several

answers. Yes, he is married and has one
child, a girl named after her mother, Jean
Jory. His height is 6 feet V/i inches;
weight 182 pounds ; has black hair and
brown eyes. Played football and baseball

at college, and likes golf and tennis now.
He has written several popular songs and
a play which was produced in New York
not so long ago. Anything else?

Here's Sally Blane in a new
portrait. Sally's next screen
assignment is opposite

Johnny Mack Brown.

Ashamed of Your Looks.

Sallow Skin?

Blemishes?
Headaches^

NEW BEAUTY
of skin and
complexion

This Simple, Pleasant Way
\\piY be ashamed of a blotchy, muddy,
* * unattractive skin when this simple

treatment will do so much for you?

Skin troubles indicate a disordered con-

dition of your system—usually intestinal

sluggishness or a run-down nervous state.

Your trouble is internal and should be treated

internally. That is just what Yeast Foam
Tablets will help you to do.

These pleasant tablets of scientifically pas-

teurized yeast contain concentrated stores

of the essential vitamins B and G. These
precious nutritive elements strengthen your

digestive and intestinal organs, give tone

and vigor to your nervous system.

With the true causes of your trouble cor-

rected, eruptions, blemishes and poor color

disappear. Your skin becomes clear and
smooth, your complexion fresh and glowing.

Any druggist will supply you with Yeast

Foam Tablets. The 10-day bottle costs only

50c. Get one today and see what this re-

markable corrective food will do for you!

YEAST FOAM TABLETS

FREE
i

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY I

You may paste this on a penny post card

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO. SC-1-3S
1750 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please send free introductory package of
Yeast Foam Tablets.

Name

Address,

City .State-

I

B

I

. J
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Th, Q-IBSON pAMILY

Sally Gibson, 22 years ago when she had

been using IVORY SOAP for 1 1 months.

WHO CAN BLAME JACK HAMILTON

for adoring lovely Sally Gibson?

Sally's complexion is rave-worthy.

It's been treated to pure Ivory Soap—

and nothing else but-ever since she

frolicked around in shirt-and-booties.

Sally pooh-poohs thrilling soap

advertisements that talk of wonder-

ful ingredients and beauty oils.

Time and again Doctor MacRae

has told her, "Soaps can't feed your

skin with magic oils or ingredients.

The smoothness and fine texture of

your skin depend largely upon thor-

ough, gentle cleansing. Use IVORY,

it's the best soap for sensitive skins."

IVORY SOAP, pure enough for a

baby's skin, will keep your complex-

ion smooth and fine-pored, too.

SALLY GIBSON TODAY. Her skin can

stand a "close-up" because it still has that

"Ivory-baby" look. You, too, can win that

baby-clear, baby-smooth complexion with

IVORY SOAP • • 99 ^lioo °Jo PURE

"AH SAYS TO MAHSELF," says Theophilus ("Awful" for

short). "Ah says-Mr. Gibson, he madder dan a wet rooster

if he have to use dat smelly soap of Mr. Bobby's-so ah brung

some Ivory up."

"O.K., 'Awful,' " grins Mr. Gibson. "Give me one Ivory— save

the rest and I'll have good clean-smelling baths for months."

PURE ODORLESS IVORY BATHS SOOTHE THE NERVES FINE STORES SAY,

"C'MON, BOBBY GIBSON, help me out!" puffs the girl

friend. "Has this sweater shrunk!"

"Tut tut," reproves Bobby. "Come 'round sometime, Dot,

and let' sister Sally show you how bright little girls wash their

sweaters in cool Ivory suds. That keeps 'em right. Bobbys

right, too—

PURE IVORY FLAKES FOR WOOL"
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An Open Letter to Spencer Tracy

DEAR Spencer
Tracy:

Snap out of it,

will you?

I know; I hate people

who don't mind their own
business as much as you

do. But your business be-

longs to us, because you're

a screen star; and because

you have a million or so

ardent admirers among
motion picture audiences.

As for me, I have been

very much for you, as you

know, ever since you made
your first pictures. In

fact, I was such a loyal

little pal that even when
your films weren't up to

standard I would go just

to watch you act, and al-

ways gave you credit for

rising above your material.

Now there's another
thing! If you were just a personality—just a hand-

some fellow who stared into the camera and auto-

graphed fans' albums—I wouldn't give a hoot what
you did. But you're an ACTOR—and a very fine actor.

You have had Broadway background of the most im-

portant sort. You are not just Spencer Tracy strolling

through a screen story. You are a different, and high-

ly interesting character in every new picture. Your
sincerity showed; your technique proved itself. You
have been, in short, a credit to your profession of act-

ing—a profession in which too many men, and women,
too, are personalities rather than performers.

And now—well, I won't rub it in. But why must
you disappoint us? I've read and heard that you're

letting your private troubles affect your work. If you
kept your worries to yourself, or "sublimated" and let

us in on 'em by way of bigger and better characteri-

zations, I'd never say a word. I'd cheer. But if you
hold up production, and fail to give your best to your

Spencer Tracy, to whom the Open Letter this
month is addressed, is one of the screen's finest

actors. How will he answer this letter?

job, then it's time for your

friends—and believe me,

I'm one of them—to pro-

test. So I do.

You can tell me to go
to—ahem!—to Hepburn.
(Oh, yes, Hepburn! Seems

to me I remember her. She

was the girl who put her

hand in front of her face

when the news photog-

raphers aimed at her.) I

won't care. All I want is

to see the old Spencer

Tracy on the screen again

—the guy who could tear

a part to pieces ; who never

compromised with the

second-rate; who made
women watching him say:

"Now there's a real man
in the movies!" Bring

back that Tracy, will you?

After all, most of the

people who pay to get in

to see your pictures, and sit there in the darkness

watching you act, have troubles of their own. (And
what troubles, some of them!) They like you be-

cause you've always played understandable and sym-

pathetic characters, in whom they could believe. You
came closer to the hearts of the men and women in

your audiences than perhaps any other screen actor;

there's a ruggedness, a simplicity, an earthiness about

you that holds us. So think it over, please. I don't

want to add to your burdens, but these people do de-

pend on you. And did you ever hear of that old

saying, "The show must go on"?
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Marlene and Von Sternberg are

camera-caught at a preview.

What happens when
you "catch" a preview

with the star of the

picture? Comedy or

tragedy— and always

excitement!

Norma Shearer
comes to see her-
self as others see

her—inwardly a-

tiemble , out-
wardly calm.

Wide World

Below, Charlis
MacArthur and
Helen Hayes ar-

rive to see some
other star's pre-
v i e

w

—s o they
smile! But Helen
wept when she
previewed "The
Sin of Madelon

Claudet."

Acme

Glittering street of stars, where important
those pictures must be previewed—

SOME people devote their lives to flagpole sitting,

and some people devote their lives to reading

"Anthony Adverse," but my life is devoted to

catching previews. (A preview is always "caught

—like a vollev ball or an errant wife.)

A preview is essentially a Hollywood institution. And

inasmuch as there are seven major studios in and around

Hollywood, not to mention dozens of itsy bitsy ones—

(oh there I go doing my Tanet Gaynor imitation again!)

_er—independents, scarcely a night passes that there

isn't a preview. The preview is always called for eight-

thirty and Hollywood hostesses always have dinner at

eicrht, so for years now I have never gotten beyond the

meat course.
'

I know from nothing about Hollywood

desserts In fact, I don't even know what the second

vegetable is. For nights and nights I subsist upon a dry

martini, a plate of canapes, and two sips of consomme

which invariably burn my tongue. As sure as bate the

minute I sink my teeth in a poulet or a slug of roast lamb

somebody shouts "preview- and away I go helter-skel er

with a stalk of celery in my hand. But it s fun, and 1

wouldn't miss the excitement for anything.

I have often gone to their previews with Claudette
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Wide
World-

Una with her husband at a
Merkel preview, both nervous
but not showing a sign of it.

pictures open in all their glory. But first

and there's the real fun!

Colbert, Jean Harlow, Una Merkel, Paul Lukas, Tallulah
Bankhead, Madge Evans, Carole Lombard, Dick Crom-
well, Connie Bennett, Norman Foster, Nancy Carroll

and Joan Blondell—and the Editor of Screenland has
suggested that I tell you some of the funny and tragic

things that have happened. Of course there is a great

advantage to going to a preview with the star of the pic-

ture, for you get bowed to by the theatre manager and
the head usher, and get to sit in reserved seats in the

middle of the theatre.

Why is a preview so important? Well, my dear, it's

like this. For six weeks, or six months if it is a Von
Sternberg production, poor Miss Movie Star has been
working away under hot lights day and night on a little

opus which will do one of three things for her : establish

her as a star, maintain her as a star, or kill her as a star.

She has seen rushes in the projection room every evening,
she has had a fight with the supervisor who "knows from
nothing," she has heard the publicity department say that

it is "colossal" and she has heard the office boy say that

it "stinks," but she has absolutely no way of telling

whether she has a hit or a flop until the preview in a local

theatre. Usually there is an {Continued on page 86)

By

EltT^abeth Wilson
who goes to more previews with more
great stars than any writer in Hollywood

Wide World

m ClaudetteColber t

was so unhappy
the night of the
preview of "It
Happened One
Night" that she
didn't want to go.
Yet that film
made her a great

star.

Madge Evans
takes her sense of
humor along to
previews, and she
usually needs it,

what with her
family's fond kid-
ding and the
autograph

hounds.

Wide World
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ALOT of people have al-

ways refused stardom.

You probably know nei-

" ther Lewis Stone nor

Adolphe Menjou ever wanted it.

They always begged to be allowed

to continue in featured roles,

rather than be made stars. This

once seemed rather silly to me. I

wondered how any man could

turn down an opportunity to earn

thousands of dollars a week, to

say nothing of all the prestige

that goes with it.

But it's this prestige that causes

irritating misunderstandings which involve the star.

It was this that Stone and Menjou were refusing,

not the work that goes with stardom. They were equal

to that. When the other fellow is the recipient of all

the honors, it looks so different from what it does when

you are the proud ( ?) possessor of this prestige. Now,

don't get me wrong! I'm not for a minute intimating

that I am not glad I have reached a place where I don't

have to sit up nights worrying about how the monthly

bills will be paid; glad that I am not conscious of gnaw-

ing pangs of hunger from having gone without food for

Gable's only authorized

interview on the subject

closest to him!

Your Gable and ours, who gives his

screen work with Joan Crawford or

any other co-star the best that's in him.

days
;
glad that I have a com-

fortable home to return to at the

end of the day, so I don't need

to wonder if I will have a place

to sleep ;
glad that I own a car, so

I can be miles away from my
work in a few hours, without

thinking about whether I feel like

walking twenty miles.

I am deeply grateful for all

these physical comforts. You
see, I have experienced all the

inconvenience that comes to one

without income or work, so I

couldn't fail to be grateful for

the fact that I have permanent work and a steady income.

But. just in this connection, I would like to remind

vou that UDe do work!
No matter how pleasant the impression you get from

the finished picture, it represents work, hard work, not

only on the part of the director, cameraman, author,

electrician, prop man and many others, but work on the

part of the actor.

My feeling, therefore, is that we earn our salaries by

our work in pictures, and we shouldn't have to continue

working every minute we are away from the studio.

This

Belongs

to YOU!
Only that which is necessary

to make good pictures: A
healthy body, a willingness to

co-operate, an alert mind, a

sense of fairness, and a right

perspective of values
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This

Belongs to

ME! ,

All my life away from the

studio: My hopes, my am-

bitions, my inhibitions, my
shortcomings, my habits, my
hates,my loves,my possessions,

my disappointments

As told to iS/laude Lathem

Daring to tell the truth,

in his own words Clark

explains himself

!

Don't raise your eyes at that

remark and say you didn't know
we worked away from the stu-

dio ! No one will dispute the

fact that it is the hardest kind

of work to be forever appearing

something that you are not. That
is what is expected of us. We
are never supposed to let down.
Of course, there are a few people

who play themselves on the

screen ; but they are in the mi-

nority. Lucky persons, they nev-

er have to put on any act when
thev appear in public. For my-
self, I'm anything but the gay Lothario that I sometimes

play in pictures. I'm a plain man, with simple tastes,

who doesn't care for clothes or formal parties.

But the thing you wanted me to talk about today is

just what part of our lives belongs to the public, eh?

And what part of it belongs to us?
Well, perhaps only Garbo and Leslie Howard will

agree with me when I say that only that part of us

which is necessary for the making of good pictures be-

longs to the public. Now, don't get excited. I'm not

going to pull a Garbo on you. I'm not going into

Gable the man, who considers his pri-
vate life only his own and his wife's

business. Do you agree with him?

retirement and refuse to see in-

terviewers, refuse to pose for

pictures, refuse to make public

appearances, refuse to answer my
fan mail, or any other of a dozen
things of this sort. I shall prob-

ably go right on doing them as

long as my position on the screen

seems important enough for these

things to be desired of me. But
you asked me to tell you what I

think about it. This is what I am
attempting to do.

To elaborate a little what I said

about that part of us that belongs

to the public : I mean by that, that it is imperative that

we keep ourselves in good physical condition, so we can

do our best work ; that we shall keep our mental outlook

as clear as possible, so that we shall approach our work
with proper perspective. We should keep ourselves free

from entanglements which would cause unfavorable

comments and embarrass our producers. If we have
built up a following on the screen, and have led our
friends to expect a certain quality performance, we
should not let them down, as it were. We owe a cour-

teous, friendly consideration to {Continued on page 91)
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Hollywood

Can't

Tame or

Type This

MAN!
Read Paul Muni's declaration

of independence

By

S. R. Mook

AFEW months ago in talking to Kay Francis, she

mentioned the vitiating effect Hollywood has on

people—how it saps their ambition. To il-

L
lustrate her point, she commented on the fact

that both Paul Muni and Edward G. Robinson have a

clause in their contracts that permits them to do stage

plays. Muni went back to New York and did "Counsel-

lor-at-Law" after making "Scarface." Since then

—

nothing. And Robinson has never returned to the stage

since he first came here.

Meeting Muni recently that was the first thing that

popped into my mind. He didn't strike me as having

succumbed to the semi-tropical climate of Hollywood.

He seemed full of pep and energy. Yet there is his long

absence from his beloved stage. I wondered about it. A
bad habit of mine—wondering about people.

"How come?" I inquired.

Mr. Muni bristled lor a moment and then smiled.

"You know when people mention that to me it always

riles me! Yet, in a way, I'm glad you asked me that.

Maybe we can settle the question once and for all.

"In the first place, I don't consider it anybody's busi-

ness what I do ! If I want to have a clause inserted in

my contract that permits me to do stage plays and then

not avail myself of the privilege, I don't consider it any-

one's affair but my own. However, since everyone seems

to be making it his affair I'll try to explain.

"In the first place, good (Continued on page 94)
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Hollywood

Gambled

3,000,000

on this

GIRL

!

Read why Ann Sothern

must succeed

By

Richard English

HOLLYWOOD has gambled three million dollars

on a girl who, three years ago, lost a picture

contract as a stock player

!

Two years ago was but a small part player

in musicals

!

One year ago was totally forgotten by Hollywood

!

Today is the newest star of the silver screen

!

And gambled is the right word! For Ann Sothern,

as Harriette Lake, was just another small-part player

three years ago ; an unsung ingenue in musical comedies

two years ago, and one of Hollywood's prettier forgotten

faces only last year. Yet in six pictures made in the

past twelve months, hard-headed producers in three

maior studios backed up their opinion of Ann's ability

to the tune of more than three million dollars in cold,

hard cash ! And to make it the more impressive, Sam
Goldwyn, who rejected her as a chorus girl several years

ago when she sought employment in an Eddie Cantor pic-

ture, gave her the feminine lead opposite Eddie in a new
picture on which the production cost has almost reached

the staggering sum of a million and a half dollars

!

Executives entrusted Ann with leading roles in some

of the most expensive productions of 1934. Despite the

drawing power of great stars, pictures are made, and

broken, by the supporting cast. One moment of false

histrionics, a split-second-flash on the screen, can destroy

all the glamor and illusion that a fortune in star talent

created. Leading ladies playing (Continued on page 85)
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The Merry

MacDonald

HangsUp
Her Hat!

By

Mary Sharon

A FTER years of hotel and apartment-house

f\ living, Jeanette MacDonald has suc-

/~\ cumbed to the lure of home. She is going
**

to take root and live in the manner of

other people, so far as it is possible for a talking

picture star of rank and prominence.

She wants all the things that go with a home.

A garden to dig in. Wide rooms to lounge in.

An attic, where she can prowl through trunks

and boxes of "stored-away" things, on rainy days.

A basement where she can pile magazines and

"junk." Guest-rooms to keep ready

for unexpected visitors. A play-

room where she can let her friends

enjoy themselves to their liking.

Dogs, cats, canaries or whatever pets

claim her fancy and affection. Friend-

ly, back-fence neighbors.

These are some of the things that

Jeanette wants to have, now that she

is living in a home again. What she

really wants is "to belong." She

wants to feel that she is a part of

Since reaching the heights as a song-bird

and actress, Jeanette MacDonald has

been feted and acclaimed in the capitals

of Europe as well as her native America,

but now she wants to be back in the home
life she knew before starting her career

before the footlights and cameras.

"It's grand to have a house of your own again,"

says Jeanette as she tells you why she revels

in her new home after years of hotel living
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The Merry Widow, right, who decides there's no
place like home, planned her own dressing room
for her own house, and above you see the result.

The color scheme is peach and silver.

the warp and woof of the community in which she lives.

It is the little things in life that make us feel we're

really living.

Jeanette has known all of the other side of it. For

years, she has been feted, wined, dined and acclaimed.

On her last trip to Paris, she was paid homage by the

entire French nation. Upon her return, she was handed

the prize role of the year—the name part in "The Merry

Widow."
It was at the beginning of this production that

she first realized her hunger for a home of her

own. So she took a long lease on a beautiful stucco

house on Rexford Drive in Beverly Hills and fur-

nished it to her taste.

I visited with her the other afternoon. She was

hurrying to get all of her affairs straightened out

so that she "could go to New York for a short

begin-vacation, before

ning her new musical,

"Naughty Marietta."

She turned everything

over to her secretary

when I arrived, and,

(Continued on page 79)

Right, a view of Jeanette'

s

bedroom. Antique gray,

peach and flesh are the domi-
nating colors, the bed and
chairs covered with peach
satin brocade, with chair
frames of antiqued ivory.

Above, the living room, a beautiful and livable place
done in green, gold and coral, in which Jeanette spends
those waking hours at home when she is not digging
in the garden. Yes, she grows her own flowers now.

The game room, of which Jeanette is especially proud,
and where guests enjoy backgammon, ping-pong,
bridge, or a talkie, projected from a balcony at one end
of the room. Another reason why the star "loves home."

i
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Margaret

Sullavan's

Gifts

to You!
Prize Contest sponsored

by Our Cover Girl!

A/T ARGARET SULLAVAN has brought you gifts of

charm, loveliness, and fine acting in her screen

performances; and now, with a grand gesture, she

personally co-operates with SCREENLAND to be a genu-

ine "Good Fairy." Miss Sullavan offers prizes of value,

dignity, and beauty; and all she asks of you is to com-

pete in the contest by submitting slogans describing

her. Margaret asks you please to read all the rules

carefully, to fill out the coupon on the opposite page,

and to write the very best descriptive slogan you can.

HERE ARE PRIZES!

Margaret Sullavan, beloved Universal Pictures star,

whom you loved in "Only Yesterday" and "Little Man,

What Now?" and who is now making her third starring

film, "A Good Fairy," offers exciting prizes to the win-

ners of her slogan contest. Please don't be so dazzled

by the prizes that you forget to read all our rules very

carefully—that's important! You'll find the rules on

the opposite page, as well as the coupon to fill out to

send in with your slogan, or slogans—send as many as

you wish; make them bright; they will be judged solely

on their individual merits of originality, cleverness, and

suitability to the star, Miss Sullavan. Now for prizes!

FIRST PRIZE: Charming evening gown with full-

length wrap of velvet. See the photographs of this

prize as worn on opposite page by Miss Jane Wyatt,

graciously assisting Margaret Sullavan in her contest.

SECOND PRIZE: $100.00 in Cash.

THIRD PRIZE: Crosley Radio. Pictured on page

opposite. Console model, six-tube superheterodyne, il-

luminated airplane type dial (standard broadcasts 540-

1750 Kc. and short-wave broadcasts 5800-15,350 Kc.)

Automatic volume control; continuous tone control.

FOURTH PRIZE: Fitted travelling case. Pictured

on this page. Completely equipped with fittings of

handsome modem design in separate case.

Ten Additional Prizes of personally autographed

new photographs of Margaret Sullavan, inscribed to

the recipients.

The fourth prize in our Cover Girl Contest, sponsored by

Margaret Sullavan, is shown at the left: a handsome fitted

travelling case, exactly as pictured. The very complete

fittings, in separate case, are of modern design, in excellent

taste. Whoever wins this travelling case is sure to be pleased!
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Joel Feder

Jane Wyatt,
left, models for

you the full-
length black
evening wrap of
velvet, in the
new mode,
which with the
evening gown is

the first prize.

And here Miss
Wyatt is wear-
ing the lovely
evening gown,
which features
the alluring
dropped - shoul -

der effect ,
puffed

sleeves— all
high fashion!

The third prize in the Mar-
garet Sullavan contest is the
Crosley radio, below: a very
good-looking console model,
36" high, 22%" wide, IDA"
deep. Described fully on op-

posite page.

Joel Feder

A/TARGARET SULLAVAN, working hard making her new film, "The Good

Fairy," in Universal City, California, asked her fellow-star, Jane Wyatt,

featured on the New York stage right now, to pinch-hit for her and pose in the

first-prize evening gown and wrap! Jane obliged—and so we present two-star

talent in our Margaret Sullavan Cover Girl Contest, second in our contest series.

Just look at the complete list of prizes on the opposite page!

RULES OF SCREENLANDS

COVER GIRL CONTEST:

1. Fill out the coupon.

2. Write a descriptive slogan not exceeding eight words in length

about Margaret Sullavan. Send in as many slogans as you

wish. Each person, however, may win only one prize.

3. This contest is not open to any persons connected with

SCREENLAND or their families, or the star's.

4. This contest will close at midnight on December 15, 1934.

5. In the event of ties, each tying contestant will be awarded the

prize tied for.

6. Enclose coupon with your descriptive slogan and mail to Mar-

garet Sullavan Cover Girl Contest, SCREENLAND Magazine,

45 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

I am entering the SCREENLAND Cover Girl Contest

sponsored by Margaret Sullavan, with my slogan (or

slogans) enclosed.

NAME •

STREET ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

YOU can write a clever descriptive slogan of

Margaret Sullavan! Sample slogan: "Personi-

fication of Springtime; realization of Romance."

Read all the rules. Enter this contest!
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treamlining the

To illustrate his ideas,

Orry-Kelly offers the espe-

cially posed style portraits

on these two pages. Cen-
ter, the large pictures

show Margaret Lindsay,
on the left-hand page, and
Verree Teasdale, on the

right, symbols of the

"streamline" in clothes.

Directly below, RubyKeel-
er in a costume designed

for her type. On the oppo-
site page, the small figure

shows Josephine Hutchin-
son wearing a street dress

which suits her demure
personality. Of course all

these costumes were de-

signed exclusively by Orry-

Kelly himself for the stars

to wear on the screen.

Read his suggestions to

you for better understand-
ing of your own clothes

problems.

Jean Muir, spirit of

true "Streamlining!"

BODY by Fisher. Gowns
by Orry-Kelly.

It isn't absolutely
necessary to be a

Fisher-maid—but to be glam-

orous, my dear, you would do

well to have your 1935 stream-

lining done by Hollywood's de

luxe designer who is turning-

out the most advanced models

in chic and good taste. Of

course it's Orry-Kelly, one of

the most important men on the

Warner—or any other—lot,

whose floating power among

women is reaching into every

city, town, village and hamlet.

It gets pretty tiresome to

have to be satisfied with a

copy of a copy of a copy

that, somewhere along the line,

got completely detached from

its "originator." Tiresome

—

and rather foolish, too, because

Orry-Kelly suggests that the

cinema styles he creates be

adapted, with all practicability,

to your own use, and gracious-

ly offers to translate his ideas.

So the next time you see Ver-

ree Teasdale, Ruby Keeler, or

Dolores Del Rio in a perfectly

penetrating costume that you

just know would send the boys

into some lively knee action.

Now you can have the personal,

leading costume creators! Here is

presenting monthly the priceless
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STARS
authentic advice of Hollywood's

the first article in our new series

ideas of the world's supreme stylists

Orry-Kelly's

Eight Steps

to Streamlining

:

1. I gain the confi-

dence of my sub-

ject.

2. I design a "sam-
ple" creation.

3. I never force an
issue.

4. I discount beauty
—entirely!

I find intelligence,

a well-porportion-

ed figure, and
style-sense equally

valuable.

I ban an audience
during fittings.

7. I substitute rich-

ness for glitter.

I avoid fads.

Orry-Kelly, celebrated
Hollywood designer of
wonderful — and wear-
a b 1 e!—c lo t h e s ,w ho
guides you to chic in this
feature, first of a series.

By Helen

Harrison

you can go home and try it out
on your own chassis. It's a

chance not to be missed !

To that purpose he has for-

mulated his certain-to-be-fa-

mous "eight steps to stream-
lining"—simple, but revealing.

And now, wouldn't it be
thrilling to crash the studio
gates and have Orry-Kelly
show you, step-by-step, the
secret of his genius, explain-
ing his methods in his own
words ? Let's go !

"More than any other one
thing," says Orry-Kelly, "it is

vital that a designer gain the
confidence of his subject be-
fore launching himself on the
task of originating a new ward-
robe. My own method is to
suggest to the player that I de-
sign one 'sample' dress for a

certain occasion—a formal tea,

an ocean voyage, an elaborate
dinner—whatever is agreeable
to both of us. This has in-

variably been successful in

gaining the faith, and above
all, the confidence of the star.

"But I think it extremely
unwise to 'force' an issue.

When a star insists upon re-

vising a design I bow to her

preferences. Usually she is

very gracious in admitting the

error of her persistence when
the dress is completed—and I

am then able to revise the cos-

tume before it is seen on the

screen. Thus the point is

(Continued on page 90)

i
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anon
Presenting a new and

refreshing slant on the

screen's Golden Girl—
an exclusive interview

granted in Europe

By Henry

Albert Phillips
Noted journalist now in Europe on special assignment

ALTHOUGH I had come to Nau-

/\ heim especially to see Marion

H\ Davies, very formally, I came

across her delightfully and

most informally on my way up to her

Grand Hotel. "I was walking through

the Kleingasse—or A ery Little Street,

it would be, translated. Kleingasse is

one of those precious narrow alley-

ways that wander aimlessly off of

Hauptstrasse following some cow-path

of the Middle Ages, when they built

up rows of pot-bellied houses that now

because of the weight of centuries

stagger drunkenly and threaten to top-

ple over on one's head. Now Klein-

gasse is that kind of a street, with

creaking signs and house-doors like

barricades and everything musty and

old about it—excepting Marion Dav-

ies!
.

I had been luxuriating in the an-

tiquity and taken on the mood of a

long by-gone age, and could scarcely

believe' my eyes at the sight of this

blonde starry-eyed vision and the very

Last Word of modern Hollywood. In

Marion—in charac-

ter and as she really

is, gay and gorgeous.
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Davies' Vacation
the midst of all this crumbling age and these heavy,

sedate, over-sized burgers' housewives, Marion Davies
radiated youth and slenderness, vivacity and beauty.

In the first place, Marion wore baby-blue (that

matched her eyes), flannel slacks, a bluish short-sleeved

jumper that was also very slackish, socks and sandals,

which with her crown of golden yellow hair, brightened

that ancient German street. Miss Davies was quite ob-

livious to all this, and she wouldn't have given a darn

if she had been aware of it. She
was occupied in keeping Gandhi—her

tiny, waddling 2-by-4 dachshund

—

out of mischief. For Gandhi had
become rowdy American, barking at

German cats and market-women, al-

though he was still as German as a
sausage in appearance.

Miss Davies and I started to walk
back to her hotel, when it began to

rain and we had to climb into a pass-

ing hack driven by a quaint coachman
wearing a very sauer-krauty Weber-
and-Fieldsian flat derby with a white
band around it. A tarpaulin covering
like a tent was let down through
which we could peep out at passing
Nauheim—its old gables, windows
with flowers streaming out of them,
the fountain of smelly waters with
imaginary invalids going about suck-
ing the waters from glass tubes.

Miss Davies and I had our inter-

view in the great parlor, that might
have been in an Atlantic City hotel

for all its depressing modern gran-
deur—the "Grand Hotel" of the films

to the life. Miss Davies curled up
on an overstuffed sofa with Gandhi
snuggled round her like a sausage.

As Hollywood's most
famous hostess, Mar-
ion Davies entertained
George Bernard Shaw,
right, and SCREEN-
LAND was the only
magazine to tell you
all about Shaw's visit.

Now we give you an
exclusive story about
Marion's trip abroad.

Above, an exclusive snap-
shot of Marion Davies,
Dorothy Mackaill, and
Eileen Percy, with na-
tive dancers in Spain.

Miss Davies couldn't dodge
the camera even on vaca-
tion/ Here she is, right, in
a glass shop in Venice.

Hollywood beauty in an
old German town: Marion,
below, in Bad Nauheim.
These snapshots are
SCREENLAND exclusives!

On that first glimpse of blue slacks
startlingly enlivening, I was afraid
that I wasn't going to like Marion
Davies abroad. But it took less than
five minutes of Miss Davies' charm-
ing, ingenuous personality to make
me change my mind. She was the
same Marion who won the hearts of
practically everyone she came in con-
tact with in Filmland, with all the
charm that has made her the most
loved hostess in the whole of Holly-
wood. She snuggled on the sofa, ob-
livious to the pompous and chilling

atmosphere, completely comfortable.
Gandhi sprang up and barked

sharply at two women who went
staring past us. "Oh, isn't he a

love !" smiled Marion. "He doesn't
look much like the real Gandhi, does
he? He likes his sausage and beer

too much. (Continued on page 78)
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Charm under Contract

John Boles!

Explaining the success of an

actor who never hits headlines

but has been causing box-office

lines with every new picture

HE HAS never walked into

the Brown Derby on his

hands.

He has had one wife and

two children (actually their own)
for—well, a lot of years.

He has never sued anyone, or been

sued, or had a brawl in a night spot,

or gotten into a jam with an extra on

the make, or done anything else that

rates "publicity" in a picture paper.

He wouldn't know a "morality

clause" if one approached him riding

a duck and leading an elephant.

And I'm not talking about my
pastor. I'm speaking of Mr. John
Boles, who has proved to a skeptical

world that normality pays off in cash

on Saturday nights—even in Holly-

wood, better known as Daffyland !

Do I describe a sissy, or a dullard?

I do not. I hymn a nice, charming,

sensible bird who has built a very suc-

cessful business of making faces and
sounds for the movies, and who hap-

pens to be, by nature, a gent and a

scholar.

He's a unique dodo, this handsome
Boles. In the first place, he has been

in Hollywood nearly eight years, and
every minute under contract, first to

Universal and now to Fox. This

means that he has known exactly

where to go every week for the jolly

old pay-check.

The fact is, he dotes on a contract.

He's not one of these screaming

divas, so common today, who shriek

that long-term contracts stifle their

God-given genius. Texas Johnny
goes along doing his stuff—cleverly

ducking the wTorst scripts, and happy

to knock out six or seven features a

vear. praying that a couple will be hits,

during the past season.

As I sat across a hotel room in Manhattan from

Brother Boles, a few days since, I decided that decency,

peace, and normality were certainly a fine dish of berries

—in his case, at least.

I have been witnessing Texas Tohnny for over ten

By

Leonard

Hall

"Such a nice young man!" say ladies of every age about John Boles,

further described by Star Reporter Leonard Hall as "a charming, sen-

sible bird who happens to be by nature a gent and a scholar!" Above,

with Loretta Young in "The White Parade."

He made seven strug-

by's
wife

years, now—ever since the days when he was a

'ing- young singer in musical comedies, with a young

a still younger baby, a fine voice and quite a lot

of hope.

Even then the kid looked too nice for rowdy-dowdy

show business. I always had a feeling that some baby-

faced chiseler of the chorus (Continued on page 75)
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At Home with

Miriam Hopkins

!

By

Laura

Benham
Metropolitan

Miriam Hopkins is one of the stars who don't encourage' "intimate"
stories. But she invited SCREENLAND'S interviewer to be the first to

explore her wonderful new home, of which you see the exterior view
above. When the star is "settled" we'll show you the interior.

MIRIAM HOPKINS has found her "Castle in

Spain" at 13 Sutton Place, Manhattan.
She is the first motion picture star to buy a

house and establish a permanent home in New
York City. And Screenland is the first visitor she

entertained in her new abode, which is indeed a lovely

and fitting setting for Miriam's fragile, sophisticated

Screenland is the first to take

you to visit Miriam in her new
home, where you'll catch this

hard-to-know girl oft-guard!

blonde beauty and ingratiating charm.
In fact, so soon after she moved in

did we accept her invitation—ten-

dered over a luncheon in the famous
"Twenty-one" a few days previously

—to go through her new residence

that all of the curtains weren't up
and several of the carpets weren't

down when we arrived. Some of the

chairs were just being moved into

place, a few had not yet been deliv-

ered and boxes of books and lamps
and china appeared every few mo-
ments, to be unpacked amid the

thrilled "ohs" and "ahs" of Miss
Hopkins and myself, the muted "Mah
goodness, ain't they grand?" of her

ebony maid, and the joyous gurgles

of young Michael, the adopted son

and heir of the menage, who was an
interested though uncomprehending
observer of the whole proceedings.

"I'm sorry to be in such a mess,"

Miriam apologized in greeting, ex-

tending a firm but dirty small hand,

a smudge of soot across her pert nose.

"I expected to be all settled, with
everything in place, and to trail in

wearing my best morning gown

—

quite the chatelaine of the manor,
you know. But just look at me !"

she grinned ruefully and pointed to

her pretty but slightly soiled blue pa-

jamas, with a rent in one sleeve.

"I've been up since eight o'clock help-

ing unpack things—I'm too impatient

to wait for people to do things for

me, I must take a hand myself.

"Do you want to start at the be-

ginning and go all through?" she

added breathlessly, with the air of a

small child who asks if you'd like to

see everything that Santa Claus

brought him for Christmas.

There was but one answer to her question, of course,

so we went down to the front door, which opens off the

aristocratic quiet of exclusive Sutton Place, one of New
York's choice residential sections, and found ourselves

in an entrance-hall, cream as to walls with a rose-covered

bench and two delicate lyre- (Continued on page 77)
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Bing Crosby's

Hidden

Service! Bing gives

it.' Not only in his

new picture, "Here
Is My Heart," does
Crosby offer you his

best, but off-screen

he proves himself
generous -hear ted
and open-handed

,

as this story proves.

\~hYE People—meaning Mankind in general-

commonly think of Bing Crosby as a radio

crooner and motion picture star. To them, that

is sufficient.

Crosby's acquaintances regard him a little less casually

as a radio crooner and motion picture star, and as a chap

who likes to swim, play golf, and fish, and who has

established a record among young screen actors by

papa-ing three babies within a scant two years. They

consider him quite a man.

Bing's intimates look upon him even more affection-

ately as a radio crooner and motion picture star; as a

chap who likes to swim, play golf, and fish, and who has

thrice been a father in two years, and as an indolent,

^ood natured fellow with an abhorrence for work that

sometimes approaches the point of phobia at the start of

a picture. These intimates know he prefers to loaf in

soft chairs and beds, except for the hours devoted to

swimming, golfing, and fishing.

There is another and deeper side to Crosby; a facet

that rarelv reaches public disclosure. For want of more

expressive words, it may be described as "down-to-

earthness." Especially may he be accurately described

as a man who never forgets old friends.

I believe the closest personal friend Bing ever had was

the late Eddie Lang, who played guitar accompaniments

for the Crooner's stage and radio appearances. Bing has

had many friends before and after Eddie, among them

Dick Aden, Andy Devine, Dick Mook. this writer, and

others. We play golf with (Continued on page 96)

Side

Revealed

By James M. Fidler

Here'sThe Crooner as fewknow
him, "exposed" for the first time

Crooners of tomorrow? Anyway, Bing s wonderful

boys. Gary Evan Crosby and the baby twins, are the

reasons he keeps on crooning, and aren't they grand.
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Lovely little Nova Pil-

beam, Britain's pride
and joy who came from
London to New York
for the premiere of her
picture, ''Little
Friend." Right, "Miss
England" meets "Mas-
ter America," our own
favorite, Jackie Cooper.

Below, the most be-
loved boy in America,
with the grin that has
endeared him to all of
us. Jackie happened to

be making personal ap-
pearances in Manhat-
tan at the same time
that Nova was in town;
so they met, and this

story tells you all about
them as they really are.

He*
YO
Follow the Youth movement in movies!

Meet Nova Pilbeam, England's leading

child star, and check up on Jackie Cooper

By

Tom Kennedy

ONE of Manhattan's better-known men about

town, confiding to friends that he felt he was
getting on in years, was asked what made him
realize that. "Because," he complained, his

voice betraying just a suspicion of smoldering self-pity,

"all the cops are beginning to look young to me."

Haw

!

"Getting on," indeed ! Why, if the youth movement
in the movies gets any closer to the cradle, those in their

upper 'teens will be old-timers, and their seniors will be

entering the first stages of immortality.

Now in this no facetiousness is meant or implied. It's

one thing to see these youngsters on the screen romp-

ing away with scene after scene as veteran stars strive

furiously to hold their place in the sun of theatrical

supremacy ; and quite another to meet up, face to face,

with them and realize how confidently they carry on im-

mature shoulders the responsibilities that film producers

and the public have placed upon them.

During the very month whose events are reported in

this particular issue of your journal of tidings about

cinema affairs, in the New York sector alone a large

number of established adult stars were thrown into the

publicity shade by two youngsters—a veteran of nine,

with years of sustained popularity and screen achieve-

ment to his credit ; and the current most widely pub-

licized foreign actress, a girl now on her way to the ripe

old age of fifteen years

!

The boy whose appearance in New York was the

signal for a fanfare of newspaper copy, pictures in the

papers, and milling crowds of juveniles and adults, was

Tackie Cooper.
The new English star in our midst was Nova Pilbeam,

the girl who shot to instant screen prominence in her

first picture.

Jackie's trip to New York was strictly business—he

was on a personal appearance tour of some of the deluxe

picture theatres. (Continued on page 92)



Know
Her

Only her stand-in and

close friend for twelve

years could reveal the

personal details that

make this the most
ever

The author and Jean Harlow, above, have been pals for years,

in and out of the studios, so when Barbara Brown tells you
here about the blonde charmer you know it's all authentic.

intimate story

printed about Harlow

WHENEVER anyone finds out that I am
Jean Harlow's "stand-in," they immediately

ask such questions about her as

:

"What is she like ? Is she really as beau-

tiful off the screen as she is on? Is she vampish? Or
high-hat? Or is she likable and regular?"

1 usually answer all of their questions at once by say-

ing, "She is the grandest girl I know."

The other day, I gave this answer to a woman visiting

on the set, who asked me about Jean. She gave me a

queer look and I overheard her remark to her companion :

"I suppose it would be worth her job to say anything

else."

I resented her statement, because, after twelve years

of close friendship with Jean, I would be the first person

to criticize her if I found her at fault.

She would claim the same privilege where I am con-

cerned. She insists on absolute honesty from her friends

and she despises people who lack the courage to say what

they think. In fact, the only quarrel we ever had was

over this very thing.

I don't like corn on the cob. One evening, I had din-

ner at Jean's house and roasting ears were served.

Tean's mother asked me to try some and I declined

politely. Mrs. Bello insisted. She said she felt sure I

would enjoy some, because Marino (Jean's step-father)

had a special way of preparing them. He rubbed them

with butter and garlic and tied the husks down and

roasted them. I said, then, that it did sound good, and

I thought I would like some.

Tean lost her table manners right then and there.

"Don't be a hypocrite!" she shouted at me. "\ou

know very well you hate corn. Just to make mother and

By Barbara Brown

as told to Mary Sharon

Marino feel good you are sitting there lying about it. If

vou don't like anything, stand up and say so. Don't pre-

tend to something you don't feel or mean."

She was "mad" all the way through and threw down
her napkin and left the table. So did I. We had a

regular quarrel about it. Finally, we made up and went

back and had our dinner. I didn't eat any corn, either

!

That is how Jean is, though. She will not curry favors

of anybody; and if she believes a thing is right, nothing

on earth could make her change her opinion.

My mother and Mrs. Bello became friends when I was

about ten years old and Jean and I were together con-

tinually for several years. Then her mother took her

back to Kansas City "to live with her grand-parents and

I didn't see her again until after she was married to

"Chuck" McGrew.
Jean was only sixteen but she seemed years older to

me because she was the mistress of a Beverly Hills man-

sion, with a retinue of servants, a town car, and every-

thing, while I was still going to high school. She could

go every place, too, while I couldn't go any place. Jean

and Chuck would go out in the evening to the Cocoanut

Grove or some of the other smart dining and dancing

places, while I had to go home and go to bed. I was

only a vear vounger than Jean, but I felt awfully small

on account of the difference in (Continued on page 70)



Eugene Robert Ricbee

FROM Mae to You! Miss West's personal selection of her

latest portrait sitting, with her personal autograph—latest in

Screenland's series of authentic autographed star portraits, with

not a rubber-stamp among them!







Preview

Portraits

The prettiest close-up of the month! Claudette Col-
bert shares honors with Baby Jane, herself runner-
upper for Shirley T'empie's honors. "Imitation of Life"?

It's the real thing itself!

Reunion! Robert
Montgomery and
Ann Harding met,
screenically speak-
ing, for the first

time in "When La-
dies Meet." Now
they are together
again in "Biography
of a Bachelor Girl,"
and don't believe
Bob's expression
that he isn't
pleased. He's over-
joyed to play oppo-
site Miss Harding
again, and if you
don't believe it see
the rest of the scenes
from the picture at
your neighborhood

theatre!

Above, Baxter, box-
office king, in a new
r61e, that of an in-

trepid aviator in
"Hell in the Hea-
vens." Heavens,
what a title! But
with Warner as hero
we'resureeverything

will be all right.

Two "veterans"
come back in a Zane
Grey romance called

"Code of the West."
You'll recognize
Evelyn Brent,
charming as ever;

but would you know
Jackie Coogan with-
out Toby Wing?



From the

New Films

"The Mighty Barnum" won't be all Beery, even though

the big boy is the star. Pretty RocheUe Hudson and

clever Adolphe Menjou, shown above, will contribute

their charm and talents to the picture.

The mighty Beery as

"The Mighty Bar-
num," his latest
characterization.
Costume plays are

here again, and Wal-
lace Beery, because
he is such an im-
portant actor, is ap-
pearing in them,
from "The Bowery"
to "Treasure Is-
land"—and now this

new role of the color-

ful American im-
presario who intro-

duced Jenny hind
and the Siamese
Twins to America,
and who said—now
let's see, what was

it Barnum said?

"Spring 3100." No,
we're not calling a
number, but telling

you the name of the
new picture with
Nancy Carroll and
George Murphy.
that title turns out
to be a wrong num-
ber, excuse it, please—that's Hollywood.
Glad to see Nancy in

her old blithe spir-

its; and we like
George, too, having
met him first with
Eddie Cantor in "Kid

Millions."



The Most Beautiful Still of the Month
Ann Harding in "Biography of a Bachelor Girl"



Don't be envious! Those two doggies Nor-

ma Shearer hugs, deserve good things. And
you can't aay they are not appreciative; look

at their expressions in those adoring eyes.

Can you identify which "Flush" played on
the screen with Norma?

Love Norma?

Then Love Her

Perfect Pets!

Here's the glamorous Shearer with

two "Flushes"—the one you saw

with Norma in "Barretts of Wim-

pole Street," and the other "Flush,"

who played 602 performances on

the stage with Katherine Cornell

There at the right is our idea of a picture fit

for framing! Norma, as always, the fast

word in swank suited to the occasion, and
those two spiffy spaniels, at ease before a

camera after playing with famous stars of

stage and screen.

Grimes



The Kings Are
Bill Powell's Beverly Hills Mansion
realizes his idea of gracious living

Happiness ahead for Bill Pow-
ell as he surveys the progress
made in the building of his

self-planned home.

An exterior view of the house
that Bill Powell is building,
right, with Bill himself in the

foreground.

\

f

And right here we
couldn't resist the
temptation of
showing you, left,

how lovely Myrna
hoy looks as she
plays opposite Bill
Powell in their sec-
ond—and by com-
mand of the fans—
co-starring picture.

On the terrace level where the
luxurious Powell swimming pool
will be located, above, Bill looks
out over the Beverly Hills ter-
rain from the secluded spot
where he is building a home ac-
cording to his own tastes.

The main entrance, left, meets
with the evident approval of the
fastidious Bill Powell, whom you
see in the center foreground,
just as many a guest will find
him when they drive up to visit.



in Their Castles!

Here's the Toluca Lake retreat where

George Brent relaxes and entertains

George Brent andan important
member of the Brent menage—
Whiskey, his prize bulldog,pose

for us, above.

A view of the Brent home, left,

with the Master in comfortable
slacks and sweater and his pal

Whiskey nearby.

Above, where George Brent plays
the perfect host, the living-room
of the Toluca Lake home with
the star seated at the piano.
One could—and George prob-
ably does—do a heap o' livin' in

that room. Don't you think so?

Right, the master's bedroom,
with George seen in the pleasant
surroundings where all the wor-
ries about scripts, and re-takes,

andpressure of strenuous studio

labors are forgotten—we hope.

When cool night
breezes come up off

Toluca Lake,
there's nothing like

a bit of a glow in

the fireplace, and
there's George at
the right standing
be/ore his own, in
his commodious

living-room.



Clarence Sinclair Bull

Latin Fervor

RAMON NOVARRO
- promises that it won't

be long before he returns

to the screen in a new
musical romance, so get

ready! In his new por-

trait here, Ramon seems

keen for the event, and
that combined with the

fact that he'll have the

beautiful Evelyn Laye as

leading lady, indicates all

will be swell!



JUST one look and you

know why Evelyn Laye

was cast to fill the re-

quirements of the singing

role opposite Novarro.

Also, in this characteristic

pose the English beauty

reveals the fascinatingly

glamorous qualities with

which she imbued her

famous stage performance

in the Noel Coward play,

"Bitter Sweet."



Glittering Girl!
HERE'S Gloria Stuart, all ready and eager for the big

opportunity some forthcoming screen role will surely

afford her to display the gleaming Stuart personality and

acting skill.



PRESENTING, in a striking portrait study, the appealing

Josephine Hutchinson, whose personal triumph in her

first screen role has won her the applause and promise of

future stardom.

Lustrous Lady!
Elmer Fryer



"Sweet Adeline!

My Adeline!"

Can this be love? You bet it

and you can see the love-

light in Nydia Westman's
beaming eyes as her woman's
intuition tells her that Ned
Sparks means he's happy even

if he does wear that bad news
expression on his expressively

blank countenance. A sample
of the comedy and humor that

helped to make the play a
Broadway success.



Let's hark back to the good

old days when whoopee was

just a buggy ride at the head

of a torchlight parade

Irene Dunne and her new leading man,
Donald Woods, above, as you will see them
in their first picture together and which

affords plenty of romance.

Louis Calhern is the gallant,

and Irene Dunne the vision in

frills shown in the picture
above, which tells its own story

about the sweet-scented ro-

mance which will serve as a
vehicle for the vocal attain-
ments, histrionics and charm

of the star.

When love bloomed under the
gas-light and the tall millin-

ery! Right, WinifredShaw and
Hugh Herbert, lend their com-
edy talents to the auspicious
occasion. Hugh can be funny
even without a hat like that—

so you can imagine!



Loretta Leads the Parade
OF PROMISING younger stars—and also "The

White Parade," her big new picture. The story

about her on the page opposite is the best interview,

we believe, she has ever given.



7 Years
/// a

Gilded Cage
And still Loretta Young is

willing to sacrifice even love

for major stardom

By Ben Maddox

I
WANT you to come behind the scenes with me and look at Loretta

Young's extraordinary life as it has really been!

She has never before accurately revealed it.

Today she is famous—and heartbroken for the third time. Now she

is a woman who has been through much, and she is only twenty-one!

No other girl has ever had quite the same hectic experiences. Hers has

been the life the average girl dreams of having. At fourteen a miraculous bit

of luck favored her. With bewildering, Aladdin-like rapidity she became a

leading lady in pictures. And the seven most impressionable years of her lite

have been spent as a Hollywood celebrity. •

.
.

She escaped the commonplace and, a perpetual vision of charm, has tasted

of Excitement, Fame, Fine Possessions, and—Love.
She quit the sheltered walls of a convent, in which she had been a day pupil

ever since she had been old enough to go to school, to substitute for an older

sister in a sequence of a Colleen Moore film. So instantly noticeable was her

appeal that she was never allowed to return to a classroom. Within a rapid

few months she was assigned to leading r61es. And that was the beginning

of Loretta's fantastic "dream" existence.
.

As a movie heroine she stepped, at fourteen, into maturity. She smiled

and wept, enacted ardent love scenes and went through the mill of adult

emotion for the cameras. Big-shot directors, delighted with the native fire

they detected, put her through the gamut of drama. She has been trained

and groomed and molded into an excellent

actress and from the very first she has had

that intangible warmth which has distin-

guished her from the crowd.

Off the screen her life has been equally

enviable. At fourteen when the average girl

is starting to high school, Loretta had a tutor

and, instead of cramming algebra and kindred

dry lessons, she was instructed in the things

which had a direct bearing on her profession.

She made personal appearances at glittery

premieres in lieu of attending proms.

What girl hasn't longed for such a life?

To be vibrantly (Continued on page 72)

Life began at fourteen for Loretta. At twenty-
one she says, "I'm not sorry I had no 'student
prince' days!" as she looks back across the crowded
years and reveals here for the first time what
Hollywood celebrity has really meant to her.
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Talents Revealed in

Here's what palmistry finds

about character in the hands

of Shirley Temple and Baby

LeRoy. Study your child's

and see how they compare

ft*1

r

Shirley Temple's hand-prints, above, reveal two arresting

things, says Julienne. One is that the second finger is un-

usually dominant a sign of thought, curiosity and philosophic

trend of mind. The second, the prominence of the Mount

right below the thumb, a sign of personality on any hand.

Note also the length of Shirley's fingers in proportion to

the length of her palms. This gives the celebrated child

star her extraordinary love of detail in connection with her

talents—and accounts for her physical attractiveness.

Shirley Temple was an interested

subject when Julienne, famous
palmist, read the lines of her hand,
and you'll be interested in what
the palmist says about it too.'

MUCH speculation goes on

as to "what will become
of our talented chil-

dren." Shirley Temple
and Baby LeRoy are two of the

interesting youngsters most in the

spotlight at the present time. We
wonder, will Shirley Temple give

us another Mary Pickford, an Ann
Harding, or perhaps a Mae West?
Will Baby LeRoy develop into

someone like Clark Gable, Fredric

March, or even Eddie Cantor? On
the other hand—do we become en-

chanted by the baby charm and

brightness these two youngsters exhibit, and will they be

forgotten fifteen years from now?
It is not generally realized how early a child's hands

from a palmistic standpoint, will show character and

talents. With correct analysis of children's hands, much

can be done in the way of understanding their abilities

Shirley Temple
him in her "lesso

LeRoy had eyes

from the very beginning, as well

as their faults and health tenden-

cies, and with this knowledge as a

basis, their success can be actually

built.

I am going to tell you here of

the findings of palmistry concern-

ing the talents of Shirley Temple
and Baby LeRoy, and indicate

briefly how authentic palmistry can

be utilized in determining the best

plan of training for these children.

Look at your children's hands and

see how they compare.
I walked into a very comfortable

and home-like room in one of the

buildings on the Paramount lot to

keep my appointment with Baby
LeRoy. His mother and his man-
ager were waiting for me ; the baby

was hiding behind a chair. Some-
one called "Baby LeRoy, where

are you. where are you?'' and the child's merry laughter

answered. We could see his blond hair and his bright

excited eyes as he clung with his little fists to the back

of the chair, but we looked under the desk and into the

bookcase and up to the ceiling before we caught the

delighted child with exclamations of "Oh, here you are
L

tried to interest

n work," but Baby
only for Shirley.
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YourChild'sHands

!

By Julienne

Palmist who reads the most

famous hands in Hollywood

"Handmindedness" is indicated in the prints above of Baby
LeRoy. Are your child's hands like his in any detail? The
fingers are strongly and squarely tuilt, and have little cushions
at the tips, the latter indicating ability to excel in using the
hands, in either technical or artistic work. Note the differ-
ence in the life lines in Baby LeRoy's and Shirley's hands.
Shirley's describes a semi-circle around the base of the thumb,
while Baby's life-line goes directly across the hand. Read
the accompanying article for diagnosis of these palms.

rJ

we thought we would never find

you !"

His manager, Miss Rachel Ha-
worth Smith, a slender, attractive

woman, took him in her arms and
directed his attention to me as I

prepared to read his hands. He
sat quietly in her lap— (about what
other male film star could this be
written?)—and submitted to being
handprinted with remarkably lit-

tle trouble, even becoming inter-

ested in the process as it nearer! its

close. When the time came for me
to read his hands, Baby LeRoy
could see no more reason to keep
holding them out. palms upward,
than any other infant would, yet
it was enough for Miss Smith to
hold out her hands to me to get the
baby to smile and do likewise.
The whole affair getting beyond
his comprehension, he remained big-eyed and thoughtful
throughout his reading.

Looking at his hands I saw very clear evidence of his
character and his vocational abilities. Are your child's
hands like his in any detail? His fingers are strongly
and squarely built, and have little cushions at the tips

Camera record of an historic meet-
ing! Above, Adolphe Menjou in-
troducing Shirley and Baby LeRoy

And did Baby LeRoy get a kick out
of having his palm read by Juli-
enne! You can see for yourself,
the star wasn't missing a trick!

which indicate "handmindedness."
In other words, Baby LeRoy will

excel in using his hands, and will

easily learn such varying manual
feats as playing musical instru-
ments, doing mechanical and also
artistic work. This combination of
technical and artistic skill, together
with indications in other parts of
his hands which suit him for medi-
cal work, shows that he could
easily become a successful surgeon.
His mother was delighted when I

mentioned surgery. "That is what
I have always hoped for him," she
confessed.

The question then arises as to
whether the talent shown by Baby LeRoy's fingers will
take him from screen work to surgery, or even to an-
other occupation which combines something of the tech-
nical. His early start on a dramatic career may well
prevent this, since he has a love of glamorous living,

natural to those of his type, {Continued on page 76)
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Screenland's Critic Really Sees the Pictures!

What Every
Woman
Knows
M-G-M

This is every woman's picture! But men are going to like

23$ it in spite of themselves. They won't be able to resist

Helen Hayes as Maggie Shand for more than half a reel.

'Sir James M. Barrie's play might have been written espe-

cially for Miss Hayes; it wasn't, but she makes it her very own with

the finest performance she has so far given the screen. Of course,

every woman knows that she loves a motion picture in which the

humdrum of everyday is transmuted into romance by the magic of

Hollywood. Here is such a picture. It's the simple story of a smart

girl who took a promising man in hand, and, although he never

guessed it until it was almost too late, managed his career and his

home with brilliant understanding—and finally made him like it.

Brian Aherne as John Shand will win every woman in the audience

as surely as he won Maggie and—oh, yes

—

Lady Sybil. You see,

in spite of its gentle feminism "What Every Woman Knows" is far

from dull, with a Lady Sybil in it. If you miss "What Every

Woman Knows" you'll be walking right away from the most re-

freshing entertainment Hollywood has to offer, with Miss Hayes

and Mr. Aherne at their finest, and an excellent cast.

Lady By
Choice

Columbia

All right, you picked "Lady for a Day" as your screen

ii sweetheart, and you couldn't forget her no matter how
many other movie women came into your life. Now, at

'last, she has a rival, for Columbia comes through with that

practically unheard of rarity, a follow-up film with the same star

that is better than the original! May Robson in "Lady by Choice"

eclipses her own "Lady for a Day"—and is that an achievement!

In no sense a sequel, the brand-new Robson triumph takes up the

adventures of a Broadway "lady," Miss Robson, who once picked

the wrong path to follow and is going downhill as fast as possible

when she is "adopted" as a mother by a fan-dancer. Ah, you're

interested—I thought so! For once a celluloid reformation is more

amusing than a cinema degradation, and May Robson, as she takes

in hand the gorgeous Carole Lombard and proceeds to manage and

"mother" her, is a character you'll love. There is real heart-appeal

in the trials and tribulations of the lovely Lombard as she is pur-

sued by crooked managers and a rich young man and a very just

judge. It's Carole's best performance by far. Roger Pryor and

Walter Connolly are excellent. A sparkling show for everybody!

REVIEWS
#%i of the
bi • SEAL-

O

F) -> J

Best
V

Pictures

Kid
Millions

United
Artists

The funniest film Eddie Cantor has ever made! And the

cleverest—for the boy with the banjo eyes has been so

smart as to surround himself with priceless talent, includ-

. *ing the mellow-voiced Ethel Merman, the super-silly Eve
Sully, the beautiful Ann Sothern, the hatchet -faced Warren Hy-
mer, and assorted beauties in black, in white, and in natural color.

"Kid Millions" is a large and lavish and richly satisfying show. It

has speed, dash, amusing musical numbers, never too long, in

which the girls are revealed as girls instead of disguised as flowers

or chandeliers; and has just enough Cantor for a change, rather

than too much, thereby winning back a whole army of Eddie en-

thusiasts who were beginning to feel a slight satiety. This time the

exuberant comic is presented as the innocent heir to $77,000,000,

of w.iich Miss Merman, Mr. Hymer, and quite a few others hope to

get at least $76,999,999; and Eddie has narrow escapes from death

and worse. High spots are Ethel Merman's opening song, which

she puts over with unparalleled zest; the Mandy number—"by

the entire company;" and the "ice-cream" finale, in lovely color

and spirit. It's grand entertainment for the family.

You Can Count on these Criticisms
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear or Favor!

Our Daily
Bread
United
Artists

You serious cinema addicts who gaze in awe at the arty

Russian films had better not overlook this! It has, to my
mind, as much "art" as anything the Soviets have sent us,

with the extra inducement of purely American sympathy
and understanding. "Our Daily Bread" is a powerful and moving
cinema exhibit, with few concessions to commercialism, and I be-

lieve it will warm your heart. Highly idealistic, some people are

calling it; but surely its sincerity cannot be questioned, nor its

deeply dignified presentation of the problem of unemployment.
Briefly, the story concerns an average young man and his devoted
wife, who turn in despair from the city to the land in their struggle

for existence. The young man becomes the leader of a splendid

co-operative group of people beaten down by the depression, who
toil courageously in the community spirit to wrest a living from
the soil. Their fight against the drought provides the thrilling

climax, which will have you cheering. Tom Keene and Karen
Morley bead the very able cast. Vidor has given us a picture trans-

cending mere entertainment, although it is that, too. "Our Daily
Bread" reflects America today, and deserves to live. See it.

The Gay
Divorcee

RKO-Radio

In a month of superlative movies, this picture stands out
for smoothness, for speed, and for the sort of sophistica-
tion that Hollywood sometimes has trouble in attaining.
I think we may be grateful to the star, Fred Astaire, for

preserving just the right esprit, savoir {aire, and general bon-
homie—whew!—that make "The Gay Divorcee" unique among
musical romances. Yes, this is Astaire Month as far as I'm con-
cerned, and I'm very much concerned in the rise of a personality
as ingratiating as Fred's. He has starred for record runs of this

play on the stage, so that he brings to the faithful film version the
most superb insouciance I've ever seen—see how his elegance
affects me? As the irrepressible suitor to pretty Ginger Rogers,
Astaire dances, carols, and clowns his way through the picture,
which is replete with hilarious complications involving divorce
co-respondents, addled aunts, Eddie Horton, never better, and the
funniest butler ever screened. "Night and Day" and "The Con-
tinental" are marvellous numbers, with Astaire for grace and Gin-
ger for the Hollywood touch of beauty. Don't miss "The Gay
Divorcee—please! See our Honor Page—further persuasion!

The Merry
Widow
M-G-M

If you were thinking that The Merry Widow was just
a voice in the past, you'll be obliged to change your mind
when you meet her again as presented by Ernst Lubitsch,
enhanced by a magnificent setting; wearing lovelier gowns,

by Adrian this time; and assuredly winning her best beau in the
person of Maurice Chevalier. Now that The Merry Widow has
turned into the young, the beautiful, and the sweet-voiced Jeanette
MacDonald, you're going to love her. Same songs, but sung with a
new verve; same story, of the charming and wealthy widow who
wants to be sure she is adored for herself and not for her money;
same dashing Danilo, but with a difference as played by Chevalier,
who will captivate you all over again in his best role since "The
Love Parade." Lubitsch is in his most sprightly mood, molding
scenes and situations that will set you to chuckling at their sly
implications, but always preserving the gay good taste that invari-
ably distinguishes the great director's pictures. Besides the gor-
geous Jeanette and the irresistible Maurice you will enjoy Edward
Horton, Una Merkel, and George Barbier, flawless in their parts.
"The Merry Widow" will charm you. It is superlative.

Peck's Bad
Boy
Fox

Here's a picture to amuse young and old alike! When I

say it's the family picture of the month I don't want to
imply that it isn't fun-for-all, because it is—not only grand-
pappy but Junior will like it, and as for the girls—well, if

they aren't won by Thomas Meighan as The Boy's nice father
they will not be able to resist Jackie Cooper, the kid himself. It's

Jackie's movie holiday, and he makes the most of it. One of the
finest actors of any age on stage or screen, he has a role here that is

probably his best, as the devoted son of Meighan whose life is

rudely interrupted by the arrival in the peaceful household of an
interfering aunt and a perfectly deadly cousin, played by Jackie
Searl. Jackie's heart breaks in a million bits when the officious

relatives let him know that he is not the real son of his beloved dad,
but only adopted. How this boy will wring your heart right here!

But the most touching scene of all is that in which Meighan tells

Jackie that he couldn't be dearer to him if he were indeed his own
flesh and blood—if you've mastered your emotions so far, you'll

have to go all to pieces then! It's a triumph for Jackie. And it's

a heart-warming come-back for your old friend, Thomas Meighan.

Let Them Guide You to the Good Films
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Not

the

Captains

of

Their

Souls

!

By James NLarion

Joan Crawford—beautiful, beloved by millions, rich

and envied—but still Joan is a slave! Read just why
stars are "chained" in this interesting article.

KINGS have their troubles. And kings' fools,

too. Rich men, poor men, beggars, and thieves

have their difficulties. Nobody is immune ; no-

body lives a perfect existence.

Audiences who attend motion picture theatres have

their share of worldly woes
;
they go to the movies mo-

mentarily to forget their troubles. And practically every

member of every audience, gazing screenward, sighs for

the peaceful life which they believe is enjoyed by the

stars whose shadowed selves cavort before their eyes.

Let's eaves-drop on a young couple sitting in the back

row of the Gem Theater in Anytown, Somestate

:

"Look at her, Hank; isn't she grand? Greta Garbo,

I mean. What a life those stars live ! I read somewhere
that Garbo makes a million dollars a year."

"Yes—pretty soft for the film stars. Must be sorta

like Heaven, out in Hollywood."
Presto ! Now we're in Hollywood ! Imaginative travel

You see Randolph Scott smiling here, but that's be-

cause he has, for the moment, forgotten the catch to

his cinema career. The story tells you all about it.
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"Out of the night that covets me,
Black as the pit from pole to pole,

I thank whatever gods that be
For my unconquerable soul.

"It matters not how strait the gate,

How charged with punishments the scroll,

I am the master of my fate,

I am the captain of my soul."

William Ernest Henley

But what screen star can truth-

fully say, "I am the master of

my fate, I

am
am the captain

my soul?"

of

is much speedier than mechanical transportation. A
second ago we were in a theatre in Anytown ; now we're
in Hollywood. While we are here, let's look into this
so-called "nothing to worry about" existence of the
actors and actresses.

Hey ! What is all that groaning and moaning noise ?

Greta Garbo, you say. And you also say that she
wants to leave Hollywood and go to her estate in Sweden,
there to live the remainder of her life in solitude.
Why does she want to do that? Oh, because she is

really a hermit at heart, eh? Then it's no pose—her
dread of crowds, her running away from small children
who seek autographs, her entering and leaving the studio
through a private, hidden gate. She really is a recluse.

Well, why doesn't she go and live on her estate in
Sweden? Nobody's holding her. Ahhh, so that is why
she doesn't go! It costs much money to maintain an

estate. So Garbo remains in Hollvwood to accumulate
the money to support herself in the grand hermitess style
to which she would like to become accustomed.

I encountered Joan Crawford one recent day staring
dismally into a store window decorated with chocolate
candies. The display was most intriguing; my own
mouth watered at sight of the inviting picture of bon-
bons, chocolated fruits and nuts, and other goodies.
^Hungry for some?" I asked.
"I could eat that window full !" Joan answered. "I'm

dying for the taste of a chocolate caramel \"

"Well, I had no idea you were on the verge of bank-
ruptcy," I said, "but inasmuch as you are standing there
like a Christmas urchin with his nose pressed against a
toy-store window, I don't see how I can refrain from
buying you a box."

She turned a suddenly alarmed face.
"Don't you dare !" she cried. "One taste of candy, and

I would give way to temptation (Continued on page 74)

Alice White looks pensive, and you might wonderwhy, when she has made a lucrative screen name for
herself. There's a reason, as you'll read here

Chaplin, emperor of celluloid comedy, is interna-
tionally celebrated. Then why the tragedy deep in

those expressive eyes? See our story.'
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Picture-goers are expressing a keen and
growing interest in that most vital force

in the making of screen entertainment—
the director. And here Screenland,
quick to respond to the desires of its

readers, inaugurates a new and excep-

tional series of articles telling the-behind-

ihe-screen realities about outstanding
directors—as artists and individualists.

Hollywood's

Most
Versatile

Director W. S. Van Dyke

peered
Man.'
The

TWO men stood conversing in low tones, at a Hol-

lywood party. The hostess approached, heading

a number of newcomers, and with a note of pride

in her voice, announced impressively to her little

brood, "May I have the honor of presenting His Maj-

esty, the Sultan of Jahore—and Col. W. S. Van Dyke."

"Oh," chorused three of the ladies, while several more
intently at the tall, rangy figure, " 'The Thin

We just loved it, Colonel Van Dyke!"
director of that production, while the Sultan

looked on in amusement, flushed a dull maroon. In all

his adventurous life this moment was his most embarass-

ing. Not because his work had found praise, or because

he was the center of attraction—an old story, these, for

him—but because, in the presence of this visiting mon-

arch, he had been singled out by the group on which to

lavish their attentions, while the ruler whose word in his

particular corner of Asia is law was com-

pletely ignored.

This little anecdote may give you an in-

sight into the true character of Col. W. S.

Van Dyke, who considers his achievements

on the screen, and safaris into the unknown,

in the light of every-day toil. Self-effacing

in regard to the pictures he makes and the

results scored, you can readily understand

his uncomfortable feelings as he listened to

the remarks directed to him—while beside

You'll realize why Hollywood
gave W. S. Van Dyke that title

when you read this unusual story

By Whitney Williams

From Equatorial
Africa to the Arc-
tic, W. S. Van
Dyke has traveled
in search of the
drama he has
brought
screen,
you see
recting

to the
Right,

him di-
a scene

for "Eskimo.

Left, W. S. Van
Dyke and Raquel
Torres in Tahiti,
where he filmed
"White Shadows
of the South

Seas."

Lower left, mak-
ing the film in
which Van Dyke
gave new evidence
of versatility—
"The Thin Man."

him passed unnoticed one of the best-known

figures of the Orient, to whom a state recep-

tion would be extended in any court in the

world.

A man of accomplishment, who has been

everywhere and seen everything in all climes,

whose list of honors (accorded him all over

the world) can scarcely be printed in fine type

on a single sheet of paper, Van Dyke is known
in Hollywood as the most versatile director

in motion pictures.

With his fine hand at the directorial helm,

small chance exists that the production will

fail to score a bull's-eye at the box-office.

Melodrama, adven- (Continued on page 71)
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George Raft loves life

but "death" carried him
to fame in "Scarface."

The best Raft story

you've ever read!

By

Nlaude Cheatham

i
CRASHED the movies by dy-
ing!"

_

George Raft leaned back in

his chair and looked at me with
his inscrutable eyes. "That's really
very funny because living is so sweet
to me.

"I had been in several pictures but
hadn't clicked so you'd notice it.

Then, I was given that role with
Paul Muni in 'Scarface.' That death
scene—that's what put me across.
If I hadn't played that part there is

no telling where I'd be today. Not
in pictures, that's a cinch.

"To this minute I don't know how
I did it. It wasn't acting because I

didn't know much about acting. But
The fascinating Raft as he really
looks. The menace man himself.'

The famous death scene in "Scarface"

,

shown above, which brought George
Raft movie recognition. The girl is

Ann Dvorak, remember?

before we went into the scene I

slipped off by myself and thought
over my narrow escapes, visualizing
my reactions when I thought I was
facing death ; and it became the real
thing to me. Muni was a swell guy ;

he helped me a lot by keeping me in

the mood. It was his suggestion
that I hit the door as I went down
and that was a good point.

"Afraid of death? Who, me?
Not a bit ! But understand, I'm not
getting into its path. I'll side-step
it as long as I can, but I'm a fatalist

in believing that when our time
comes there isn't much we can do
about it.

"Getting mixed up with the Grim
Reaper didn't stop with 'Scarface.'
I've checked out in several films. In
fact, I seldom win the girl and hear
wedding bells, for I usually croak
and the other fellow gets her. Now,
dying has become just another day's
work with me. I expect when my
own time comes I'll still think it's a
scene to be put across and want to

go right on rehearsing until the di-

rector says O.K."
As George talked I watched him.

Dapper in (Continued on page 73)
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Joan's husband, Gene
Markey, calls this a

"fetching" hat! It's

semi-tricorne, with a

feather pom-pom.

Want to be sophisticated and still

stay pretty? Be glamor-guided by

Joan Bennett, often called the

prettiest girl in Hollywood, who
knows the secret of smartness

without sacrifice of adorable

feminine appeal

Side view of Joan's favorite

winter bonnet, - dashing yet

demure—her special gift!

Hollywood's most delicate blonde beauty is at her

best in the afternoon dress shown above, of brown

and gold-shot velvet, with a revere that falls be-

comingly from shoulder to waist. Joan's sables add

the note of elegance.

It's a "suit winter" for Miss Ben-

nett! Left, she shows you her

three-piece suit of brushed wool,

rust-colored, belted Hussar-fashion.

But speaking of suits, here's Joan's

pet! Right, see the striped velvet

blouse in red and black, enlivening

the black velvet of skirt and coat?
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Glamor School
Edited by

Joan Bennett in her favorite new evening gown,
below, shows what Webster meant when he denned
"pretty" as "pleasing by delicacy or grace; elegant
without grandeur." Color, absinthe-green; fabric,
ninette crepe; cape, glycerined ostrich, also in ab-

sinthe-green. Effect: marvelous!

A close-up of Joan's favorite

afternoon hat, almost a "gob"
effect, in waffle-design velvet.

Pert yet pretty—that's

Joan Bennett's charm
secret. The hat above,
brown felt with feathers,

illustrates.

AH photo-
graphs of
Miss Joan
Bennett posed
exclusively
for Screen-
land's Glam-
our School by
Clarence Sin-

clair Bull

Wine-red velvet for a beautiful blonde! Left,

Joan's "second-best" evening gown, with the
front of the bodice unusually fashioned into a

bow, which forms a wide shoulder effect.

If you're the "cuddly" type, yet long to wear
a hostess gown, note Joan's charming com-
promise, right, fashioned to give height and
dignity. Sleeves are shirred at shoulders and
fastened tightly at wrists for a full, bell effect.
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That Hollywood Fi

How to attain it! James

Davies gives you valu-

fect precious contours
able exercises t<

Toby Wing has one of the most exquisite figures m all Hollywood. True, Toby was blessed

with beauty to begin with; but she keeps lithe and lovely with exercise. Here Toby shows

you how gaily Jim Davies' "upside down" exercise can be performed.

THIS month I'm addressing myself chiefly to the

advanced class of girls who are seeking better

figures.

We are going into a series of extremely diffi-

cult exercises. Those of you who have been follow-

ing my course for the past seven months—following it

f atthfully so that you are able to go through the routines

with ease and despatch—will be able to tackle the new

ones I am about to outline.

I would say to beginners—don t attempt these until

you have mastered simpler routines and your body is in

good physical trim. I mean this warning and you must

heed it ; these arduous exercises might do harm to your

inner organs if undertaken otherwise.

I know you are impatient, but I am right about this.

Remember, even those of you who are ready for the

new exercises, you must go at them slowly and carefully

at first. Don't overdo. Go easy. But don't give up be-

cause it hurts. It's going to hurt at first, of course it is.

Fvery exercise hurts in the beginning because your

muscles are naturally lazy and they don't want to work

unless you make them, so they put in their protest,

hoping to discourage you. If you are weak, you 11 give in

to them. But don't be weak ! Stick with us and acquire

the perfect body. Use your will power

!

I'm calling these new exercises the Upside-Down

Sit-Ups." The first three given are especially for the

abdomen. So many of you write me complaining of

"football stomachs," of "protuberances in front that are

driving us crazy," of being unable to wear nice clothes

because of bulges below the waistline. Here is the way

to eliminate the offending bulges about the middle.

Put one end of a six-foot board against the wall, so

elevated that the surface of the board is on a decided

slant. You may be able to slant a six-foot table so that

you can do these exercises. But what we want is some-

thing resembling an old-fashioned cellar door—the kind

you used to slide down at Grandma's when you were a

kid.

If you can't do better, you can approximate the idea

by wedging a chair firmly against a wall, with a high

cushion below the seat (cushion on the floor and your

seat, not the chair's).

Lie down on the board with your feet elevated as far

as the top of the board permits. If you are using a

chair, put your feet up on the chair and the cushion under

your hips, your head, of course, resting on the floor.

1. Lie flat on back with arms stretched up over

the head. Sit up and touch the toes with the hands

—

both hands together.

2. Lie flat on back with hands clasped underneath

your head. Come up as far as you can go, and back

again.

3. Lie flat on back as in 1, arms over head; using

just the right hand sit up and touch right foot, with that

hand. Again, using left hand, touch left foot. Then,

touch right foot with left hand, and left foot with

right hand.

You think this sounds simple, but try it.

Still using your slanted board, or substitute

:

1. Lying flat as before, grasp edges of board with

both hands and lift both legs over the head, touching
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"The upside-down sit-up!" There's a name for you—
and a fine exercise, too, which Mr. Davies suggests to
help you attain a grand figure. The three pictures on
this page show James Davies and Miss Toby Wing il-

lustrating. For details read the accompanying article.

Write to James Davies for advice about your
own personal problems of diet and weight. Mr.
Davies' valuable articles are to be found only in
SCREENLAND, and only in this magazine will he
answer your questions. He's too busy to answer
you by mail, but will select representative letters
for attention every month—this month's answers
will be found on Page 82. Address James Davies,
SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

the floor with the toes. Back to the original position.
2. Lying flat on board as before, grasp edges of

board with both hands, swing legs over head, touching
floor to left, then to right, and back to position.
The following are exercises for reducing the hips that

can be used in addition to those I have given you! in
previous articles

:

Tie a rope to something steady—the stove, steel ban-
isters, a heavy door-knob. Lie down on the floor with
your head toward the rope, stretch the arms back and
grasp rope with both hands, high enough so that you
can lift your shoulders from the floor with its aid. Raise
shoulders and feet from the floor and roll on hips, keep-
ing steady with the aid of the rope. First roll three to
the left and back,

then three to the

right and back.

None of these

exercises is easy,

but each one will

reach the tighter,

deeper muscles
in the abdomen
and hips. You'll
need a lot of will

power to do
them. But as I

said before, go
slow and be care-

ful, but keep on.

The first day, do
three and rest

;

then three more
and rest. Per-
haps the second
clay you can do
four and rest

;

then four and
rest. Working
finally up to five

and rest, five and

rest and five and rest. Then do it regularly every day.
I wish I could give each one of you a massage and

routine of exercises and start you on the road to a per-
fect figure, but I feel sure that if you will consistently
follow the clear instructions contained in these articles,

your figure will show results in a reasonable time.

With the girls here at the studio, six weeks is plenty
of time to show positive results. After two months, I

usually cut out all massage, or at the most give one a
week, and let them rely on exercise.

In the past six weeks, I have been working on two
girls in the studio. Let me give you a comparison of
their measurements.
When they came to me: {Continued on page 81)

Non-Fattening Daily Menus
Fruit and Cereal.

apple or V2 Grapefruit or Prunes.
Whole Wheat Cereal

1 Orange or
Small dish of

with thin milk and no
sugar. Or Shredded Wheat with thin milk and
no sugar.

MONDAY
Luncheon : Poached egg on toast, beet salad and

baked apple.
Dinner: 1 Lamb chop, carrots and peas, stewed

rhubarb, 1 slice brown bread (no butter).
TUESDAY

Lucheon: Stewed oysters, tomato salad, sliced
pineapple.

Dinner: Lean beefsteak, asparagus on toast,
peaches.

WEDNESDAY
Luncheon : Tuna fish salad, spinach, apple sauce.
Dinner: Veal stew with carrots, boiled onions,

beets, gelatin dessert.

THURSDAY
Luncheon: Sweetbreads, apple and raisin salad,

string beans.
Dinner: Mushroom omelet, salad with tomato

gelatin containing shredded lamb or veal, peas,
carrots, berries.

FRIDAY
Luncheon: Tongue and lettuce sandwich with
brown bread, stewed pears.

Dinner: Baked fish, 1 medium-sized potato, boiled
cabbage, sliced orange.

SATURDAY
Luncheon: Scrambled

egg on toast, lettuce
and tomato salad, sliced

peach.
Dinner: Roast meat

(lean), cauliflower or
brussels sprouts, baked
apple.

SUNDAY
Luncheon: 1 glass but-

termilk, cottage cheese,
1 slice brown bread and
butter, baked apple or
stewed prunes.

Dinner: 3 ounces soup
and 2 soda crackers

;

broiled chicken, spin-
ach, sliced tomato and
lettuce salad, stewed or
baked fruit.
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Merry Christmas

Everybody

!

Baby LeRoy fits in

a Christmas wreath

like a plum in a

pudding. What do

you suppose Santa

will bring him?

Here is just the

thing for that im-

portant extra gift,

Max Factor's lip-

stick and compact.

It wins smiles of de-

light and approval
wherever it appears.

You'll take three?

I knew you would!
A hat box manicure
kit is something to

give and give and
give. Dorothy Gray
makes this one in

red, in black, and
in a lovely blue.

The beauty and
fragrance of a water
lily have been cap-

tured in a perfume.

By Helena Rubin-
stein, of course. And
it's enchanting! The
shining black bottle

is a joy to behold.

There's happiness ahead for the girl who finds this in her stock-

ing. Lentheric's evening bag will set her eyes shining. Perfume,

lipstick, compact mirror and purse are included.

This smart perfume, Bourjois' Evening in Paris, travels with its

own atomizer. A sweet trick that, and no pun intended! It

gives both an exciting fragrance and desirable convenience.

Going places? Then "The Traveler," new beauty kit from

Daggett and Ramsdell, will be a necessary companion. It has

everything: rouge, lipstick, creams and lotions.
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Same to You Old Man!
Here are some of the presents Santa will bring YOU, maybe.
Leaving SCREENLAND open to this page has proven help-

ful to hundreds of girls. Santa just loves to take a hint!

An orchid to you! Let him know that the orchid package of
Mello-Glo facial-tone powder and perfume will make you the

happiest girl! A gift any man is proud to present.

14181111118

You think you'll take one of these, do you? That shows your
faultless taste. An evening bag from Elizabeth Arden is some-
thing to gladden your heart—my heart—anybody's heart!

What man wouldn't be pleased with this set of tie clasp and
collar pin from Hickok! And after he has lifted them out he

finds he has a grand ash tray in addition.

A present with a
sweet future ahead!
Coty's new perfume
of glamor, A Suma,
brings the tropics
into your life. And
not only that, it

brings romance and
excitement with it.

Which will you
have, beauty or a
smoke? A little of
both, please! This
trick Hudnut van-
ity solves the prob-
lem. Powder, rouge,
and cigarettes all

in one case.

A beauty set that
is a beauty! Yard-
ley makes a number
of them and this one
you'll choose on the

spot. Give beauty
for Christmas and
you're sure to give
pleasure as well.
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Firing Away
with all the

latest news
and gossip
direct from
the studios

Here's

TROUBLE-MAKERS ! That's what

Joan Crawford calls them, and she

called so loudly that she made herself

Joan's anger was aroused when she

learned that she and her new director had

supposedly quarrelled because Joan wanted

her phonograph on the set,
_
and W. S.

Van Dyke refused to allow it.

"He did no such thing," Joan said. "He

never even mentioned not wanting any

phonograph around. Furthermore, if he

had told me he preferred that I not have

it, I would have obeyed his wishes."

Another rumored near-war is averted!

JIMMY CAGNEY'S new yacht practic-

ally pays its own upkeep. Shortly after

Carney bought the boat, he was sent to

San Diego on location. He used the yacht

to travel in, and charged it to the studio.

Furthermore, Cagney headquartered on the

boat throughout his San Diego stay—and

the studio paid him regular hotel rates

!

ONE of SCREENLAND' S big

close-ups goes to Katharine

Hepburn this month, because:

When a group of set-workers

and electricians engaged on Kat-

ty's picture were talking of "chip-

ping in" to buy a small radio, she

overheard them. A few minutes

later, Miss Hepburn's maid pre-

sented the "gang" with the star's

check for the amount needed.

WOO
Don't duck! Dorothy Dare wouldn't

think of throwing that snowball at

you. It's just a pose—nice, too, say-

ing "compliments o' the season!"

Going places! Yep, professionally

and physically, Brian Aherne is on

the move. Above, arriving in New
York enroute to a London visit.

CUPID'S report : All's riot on the West-

ern front.

Evelyn Venable and Hal Mohr have

quarrelled, after many months of cooing.

It may be adjusted, of course.

June Knight and Paul Ames had a sad

parting when she left for London, and Dan

Cupid hears that he may follow her abroad.

The triangle that has for its respective

corners Jean Harlow, William Powell, and

Carole Lombard, (note that the man is
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While in Europe Kay Francis denied
she would marry Chevalier, and here
she is back and not married. So

there—for the rumor committee

between the two ladies), continues to in-

trigue Hollywood. Bill is seen very often
with both ladies, (separately, of course),
but nothing serious seems about to take
place. Making this triangle the more in-

teresting is the fact that Carole and Jean
waste no' love on each other. Powell
banked Miss Lombard's dressing-room with
flowers on her birthday—but that same
evening he presented Miss Harlow with
an orchid corsage THAT LARGE!

Trust Jean Parker to get into the
spirit of the thing—a screen role,

or a season, what difference? Jean,
you can ski in our yard any day!

An author meets an inveterate book worm. Above, Hugh Walpole, British novel-
ist, and Jean Hersholt were congenial companions in a harmonious environment
when they chatted and looked over rare volumes in the screen actor's library.

THE height of nervousness has been dis-

covered, much to George Raft's chagrin.
This great discovery took place at a

Hollywood beer garden, where Raft was
present with some friends. A fan of the
gentler sex approached George to ask for

an autograph. In her excitement, she
brought her mug of beer with her to

Raft's table.

While George was signing her autograph
book, the girl became so excited that she
bumped her elbow against the actor's shoul-

der. The bump caused her to spill her full

glass of beer over Raft's head.

BY THE time you read this, Andy De-
vine's baby will have been born. Here's

hoping it is a boy, because just a few hours
before this item was written, Andy said,

"It had better be a boy, because we've got
the name all picked out. If it's a girl,

she'll have to go nameless."

HERE is a novelty indeed—

a

star who is never allowed to

see motion pictures. This unlucky
person is Shirley Temple.
The reason Shirley isn't permit-

ted to see pictures is that her par-
ents and managers fear it would
spoil her naturalness on the

screen. Particular care is exercised
never to let Little Miss Temple
see herself on the screen, for fear

she would become conscious of

her acting.
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London lassies cheer the Tarzan

team! Johnny Weissmuller and his

Lupe wave to greeters in England,

where Miss Velez will do a picture.

SCREENLAND

RICARDO CORTEZ and Al
Jolson are still "at war."

When "Rick" was asked if he
would like to take part in "Cafe

de Paree" with Jolson, he merely
lifted an eyebrow with an expres-

sion of utter scorn. He won't, he
says, be in the picture.

And then when Jolson heard
of the episode, he strangely repeat-

ed Cortez's words: "He won't,"

said Al, meaning by the designa-

tion he—Cortez, "be in the pic-

ture!"

FLORENCE RICE, actress and daugh-

ter of Grantland Rice, the sports au-

thority, has a tennis racket given to her

by Fred Perry, British and American
champion. . . . Joel McCrea is transform-

ing his 1000-acre ranch into a spot typical

of Early California. . . . Harry Bannister,

Ann Harding's divorced husband, crosses

the continent twice annually to visit their

little daughter. . . . Ginger Rogers has

turned writer, a la Jean Harlow, Ehssa

Landi, et al; Ginger has written a play

called "Three To Go". . . . Bing Crosby

sent out 6500 fan photographs in thirty

days—an all-time high. . . . Joan Crawford

has had her jewelry copied, and she wears

the replicas; too many hold-ups is her

reason. . . . Edmund Lowe gifted all of

the Lilyan Tashman's (Mrs. Lowe) clothes

to the Assistance League of Hollywood.
(Continued on page 84)

Meet David! Freddie Bartholomew,
aged ten, who won the coveted role

of Copperfield as a youth, in the film

version of Dickens' novel.

JANET GAYNOR made a leisurely, two-

week automobile tour on her return to

Hollywood from her Wisconsin vacation.

. . Dick Powell lost ten pounds on his

personal appearance tour. . . . Joel McCrea
swims a mile and a half every day at Mali-

bu, summer and winter. ... A magazine

salesman waited in the lobby of Mae West's

apartment for two weeks to sell Mae a

subscription, then got cold feet when she

appeared and didn't talk to her. ... Dick

Arlen says: "I heard a radio singer an-

nounce that a certain song 'haunted him'

;

it should, he murdered it!". . . . Stuart

Erwin, ping-pong fanatic, invented a fold-

ing table which he takes on location.

STEFFI DUNA, Hungarian ac-

tress and reported engaged to

Francis Lederer, is taking out nat-

uralization papers. But Lederer
is not doing the same. If he and
Steffi wed, she again becomes a

European citizen, despite her
American papers.

Anna Sten is seeing America, while on a tour for purpose of letting America

see her. Above, the vibrant Russian star takes a look at Boulder Dam, ami

hears the staggering statistics about its construction from B. B. Uana, engineer.
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Looking behind

the dials to see

the stars you
like to hear on

the air

Phil Baker, above, whose spontane-
ous comedy adds spice to the diet
of listeners-in, talks a little "shop"

for SCREENLAND'S readers.

Mary Pickford has become one of
radio's most popular stars almost
over-night, an astonishing accom-
plishment even for one of the screen's
most popular figures. The Pickford
magnetism found no difficulty in pro-

jecting itself via the air.

Paul Gulick, billed as "The Man
Who Knows Hollywood"—and he
does, you'll agree ifyou have heard

his talks about screen stars.

NIGHT after night large numbers of radio's

"great unseen audience" have a way of becom-
ing decidedly visible. Indeed, they can be
observed, "in the flesh," by radio stars who

work before microphones in capacious studios accom-
modating all the way from fifty to fifteen hundred spec-
tators.

Just how many people attend these broadcasts, or
what percentage finds any real amusement in the experi-
ence, I wouldn't know. But as far as concerns radio
itself, and the entertainment it is designed to afford, it's

a question if the fans gain anything more than satisfac-
tion of mere curiosity over the mechanics- of the business
by looking on at performances that are contrived solely
to be listened to.

Far be it from this corner to insinuate that radio fans
should deliberately shun an opportunity to see a broad-
cast. But at the same time no tears will be shed in this

quarter over the alleged plight of some enthusiast who
is just cuhrasy to see a broadcast but can't because there
is no important stud io in that neck of the woods. It

just doesn't seem that future enjoyment of programs
can be enhanced for the fan merely by having the curi-

osity over the mechanics satisfied.

If you would like to know, along about here, what
brought this up, blame Phil Baker. You can do that
with an easy conscience for two reasons. In the first

place Baker brought this to mind in a talk I had with
him during one of his rehearsals and later at a broadcast
at which I was a spectator ; and in the second place
Baker must be used to abuse by this time—what with
his stooge "Beetle" around all the time

!

"To anybody with my background, that is the stage,"
Phil said, "working without an audience in the studio
would be pretty tough, especially for a comedian. But
there's a fly in the ointment. The radio audience natu-
rally wants to know how the wheels go round, and they
are not out to be entertained like the audience that goes
into a theatre, settles back in the chairs and is ready to
be amused.
"Why, I have seen somebody, right at the top of some

comedy gag, look around toward the back of the studio
to see what was going on in the control-room. Boy,
what a feeling that gives you when vour gag is being
delivered and others in the audience follow the gaze of
the first person who suddenly decides to look around !"

If that isn't enough to slay any comedian, send him
into a panic, you will have to think up something to top
it—I can't, and I doubt if Baker or any other stage com-
edian can.

Later, at his Friday night broadcast, I did not see any-
body do exactly that. But I did see that Phil Baker
was working under a tension until the actual show
started, and even then, while (Continued on page 80)
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Jean As I Know Her

our privileges. Jean would go places and

then next day, tell me all about her good

times. She was just like an older sister

to rne. ... , T

Later, when "Chuck" and Jean were

divorced, she began working in pictures.

She told me it was just for fun, but 1 be-

lieved from the very first that some day

she would be a star.

I used to tell her that when I had fin-

ished school I would be her secretary, but

she never took her work seriously until

after "Hell's Angels" was released and

her fan mail began to pour in. Before

this her work had been only something to

occupy her time. After "Hell's Angels

she woke up to what was coming.

She used to bring her letters oyer and 1

would help her answer them. They came

in by the hundreds and it was a real job.

My father became ill about this time and

our finances began to dwindle, but mother

would not hear of me taking up any kind

of work. Finally, Jean won her over to

the idea of me working for her. She

loaned me the money to take a business

course at the Hollywood Secretarial School

and evenings, when she wasn t busy, she

would come over to the house and give me

dictation to help me get up speed She

put me on salary right away and let me

work Saturdays and afternoons. lhen,

when she signed her M-G-M contract she

had them give me a contract as her stand-

in
" I continued as her secretary too.

Now, when we are not "on call at the

studio, we are together shopping or playing.

Tean is very fond of swimming, so we

spend a lot of time in the pool at her

home in Beverly Hills.
. <

To the question most often asked me,

whether she is as beautiful off-screen as

on, my answer is, that she is more beautiful

off screen, because she uses very little

make-up. Somehow, the rouge and eye-

shadow which she uses for the screen make

her appear much older than she really is.

She doesn't care a thing about clothes.

She is much happier wearing an old sports

suit and sneakers than when she has on an

expensive gown. She wears black almost

entirely for street and white for evening.

She has a beautiful ermine coat, which she

treats with no more care than she does her

suede jackets.

The only time she has ever seemed to

realize its value was one night when we

attended a scavenger party given by Lar-

melita Geraghty in Jean's honor. Jean had

never been on one before and she was quite

excited when she found on her slip of re-

quirements that she had to go to the estate

of an oil millionaire in Beverly Hills and

aet a towel from the master bathroom. Jean

didn't know the way so Carmehta offered

to go along as guide.

It was about ten o'clock when we started

out Jean was driving her own car and

we had to go up a lonely road. She noticed

that a car seemed to be following us. She

mentioned carelessly that a highwayman

would probably feel it was his lucky night

if he stopped us and found such expensive

wraps. Jean's ermine coat is lovely and

Carmelita was wearing her mink coat. I

knew that Jean was uneasy or she would

not have made the remark, and the car did

keep a short distance behind us all the way.

Finally, we arrived at the mansion and

Jean rang the doorbell. The butler came

to the door and answered in French. Jean

tried to make him understand but failed.

She motioned and gesticulated until he in-

vited her inside. We had an awful time

then, because all of us tried to make him

understand what she wanted. A woman

Continued from page 34

and a man came in and greeted us in

French. It looked hopeless, but somehow

Jean managed to get the woman to take

her to the bathroom and, when she re-

turned, she had the towel.

When we got back to the party, we

learned that it had all been a "put-up" job.

The man we had talked with at the mansion

was a film writer from Paramount, who

had engineered the whole thing for Jean s

benefit. He came to the party shortly

after we returned, and was introduced to

us. , ,,

The car that had been following us was

a police car. Someone at the party remem-

bered what a lonesome road led to the

Acme

Distinguished company!
Harold Lloyd, Jr., plays the

proud host to his guest,

Shirley Temple.

place, and they called the Beverly Hills

police and asked for protection for us. bo

everything turned out all right.

Jean came in on the other end of a

scavenger hunt a few nights later. A girl

with a southern accent, who said she was

visiting in Los Angeles, came to the house

one night and asked Jean to loan her a

slip Jean let her have an exquisite one

she had bought just that afternoon and she

told the girl that she wanted to wear it to

the studio next day. The girl promised to

return it in the morning.

I told Jean, after the girl left, that I bet

that was the last she would see of her

slip, for she had not even asked the

o-irl for her name and address; but jean

was not worried. "She'll bring it back,

all right," she assured me. Sure enough,

bright and early next morning a messenger

boy delivered it, carefully wrapped in tissue

paper, and with a thank-you note.

In spite of the horrible things that have

been said and written about her, Jean has

managed to retain her faith in human na-

ture. She has been hurt many times and

in many different ways, but it has always

been by persons who do not know her.

Her friends all swear by her.

When she isn't working, she lives very

simply. We often go to the beach and fish

from the pier. Jean tucks her hair under a

beret and wears slacks and dark glasses.

She is rarely recognized. We have loads

of fun. She always cooks the fish, too,

when we get home. Marino goes along

and fixes bait for us. Jean couldn't think

any more of him than she does, if he were

her real father.

Her mother is very beautiful and young-

looking and her name is Jean too, so

around the house I always call them Big

Jean and Little Jean.

Sometimes we go to Arrowhead Hot

Springs between pictures. Mother and

Mrs. Bello go with us, but they play bridge

together and leave us to find our own
amusements. We play tennis, and hike.

I remember once, we went around and

tasted the waters from the various springs,

just to be doing something. We must

have drunk a gallon, before we were

through. Jean got a big "kick" out of it.

She is like a kid in many ways.

She doesn't care for position or fame or

any of the things that most actors and

actresses try so hard to get and keep.

I remember the night she was going to

the "Dinner at Eight" premiere. She went

to the beauty parlor and had her hair

waved and stopped by my house on her way

home. I was in a terrible "stew" because

some unexpected, out-of-town guests had

dropped in to spend the evening and mother

was away for the afternoon. I was prac-

tically wringing my hands by the time Jean

came. ,

She just laughed at my predicament and

put on a bungalow apron and set to work.

Inside of forty-five minutes she had every-

thing cooked and ready, and it was correct

to the smallest detail. While I worried a

lot about the possibility of the heat from

the oven ruining her wave, she didn't. She

thought it was a real lark.

She likes to cook better than to do any-

thing else, unless it is to dance. She often

cooks the meal herself when she is having

friends in to dinner.
,

She never diets, but eats everything and

anything she wants. Being naturally slim,

she doesn't need to worry about putting on

weight. . , ,

She is not a vamp m any sense ot the

word. Although her life has been startling

and unusual, she has a wholesome outlook

and a respect for the conventions.

She has a lot of courage and she tries to

do what she thinks is the real right thing.

If she fails, she never makes excuses. She

says that excuses waste time and never

really wipe out a mistake.

Her favorite roles to date have been those

in "Red-Headed Woman" and "Red Dust

She expects her role in "China Seas with

Clark Gable to be equally good. She en-

joys working with Clark as they are good

friends and congenial in every way.

I have been with Jean so much that

without intending to do so, I have copied

some of her mannerisms and gesturep.

People even say that, when I have on a

blonde wig, I resemble Jean. I feel quite

flattered when they tell me so. Of course,

I don't really. We are about the same size

and there is a little resemblance in the

lower part of our faces, but it ends there

I am rather ordinary and Jean is the most

beautiful girl in Hollywood, without ex-

cepting anyone.

I like Jean tremendously. that goes

without saying. And I am proud to be able

to call her my friend.
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Hollywood's Most Versatile Director

ture, comedy, drama and ultra-smartness

are all one to this man who can head an
expedition into the icy wastes of the Arctic,

the steaming jungles of the tropics, or turn

out so bright and highly sophisticated a

piece as the already-mentioned favorite.

Three of the best pictures of the season,

"The Prize-fighter and the Lady," "Man-
hattan Melodrama" and "The Thin Man,"
stand to his everlasting credit. Each is en-

dowed with movement and charm, and
spells Entertainment with capital letters.

Indeed, there is always a virile ruggedness

in every film Van Dyke directs, a quality

that engages audiences regardless of their

individual tastes. "Forsaking All Others,"

starring Joan Crawford, and yet to be re-

leased, touches the more humorous side of

life with a brilliance that adds still more to

the director's fame.
Particularly adept in fashioning outdoor

drama and melodrama—as witness "White
Shadows of the South Seas," "The Pagan,"
"Trader Horn," "Eskimo" and "Tarzan the

Ape Man," to mention but a few of the

most outstanding—Van Dyke suddenly has

veered from these types of film to sophisti-

cation of the most diverting order. World
traveller, explorer, a born leader and or-

ganizer and diplomat, who knows the seamy
side of life as well as its more polite form,

he is peculiarly equipped to undertake the

production of such stories. Thoroughly a

cosmopolitan, at home in any situation

(with the solitary exception, as noted at the

beginning), he can draw upon his own ex-

perience and resources in faithfully pattern-

ing life on the screen. Humanness shades

all his characters and ramifications of story

in prominent relief.

"Let Van Dyke do it!" is now more or

less accepted as a slogan at the studio where
he is under contract. In the past, the execu-
tives depended upon him to such an extent

that a long location trip, with its accom-
panying hazards, was not to be considered,

if Van Dyke would not undertake it. • He
is known as a man who will take chances

—

but in carefully analyzing his methods it

immediately becomes clear that chance does

not enter his scheme of things. The plums
of the season now are awarded him.

Van Dyke has travelled so extensively

on arduous location jaunts to the ends of

the earth, that anything in the way of a

"home assignment" meets with his whole-
hearted approval—providing, of course,

that the story will make a picture to the

director's taste. That, perhaps, may ac-

count somewhat for the rousing spirit that

instilled the trio of pictures which audi-

ences this season have hailed from one end
of the country to the other.

Possibly, too, his years of globe-girdling
now are bearing fruit in these very delight-

ful dramas, so different in quality and tone
from the usual studio output. Certainly,

nothing could be more delightfully charm-
ing and exciting, with its undertone of

menace, than the several-times-mentioned
feature "The Thin Man." (Forgive me if

I seem to dwell on this production, but it

offers such great strides in motion picture-

making that I am using it as a criterion of

Van Dyke's superior technique.)

As one lounges in the director's den—and
I'll vouch that nowhere in Hollywood will

you find a more unusual or interesting

room—he unconsciously finds himself drawn
to this man, whose career has been marked
with brilliance and high adventure. Horns,
skins, savage equipment, curiosities bedeck
his home, a large, comfortable, man's dwell-
ing several miles distant from the studio,

comprising a portion of the enormous col-

lection he has made during his more than

Continued from page 58

fifty thousand miles' journeying about the

world on location trips. They bear mute
testimony to his prowess as a hunter and
explorer, to his taking his place as a right-

ful descendant of a long line of adventurers.

Well over six feet in height and hard as

nails, he is the very epitome of how the

adventurous director should appear. His
eye is clear and his tone commanding. His
rank of Colonel was conferred by the Gov-
ernor of Kentucky, after he had witnessed

"Trader Horn." (The award was made
before the rank was passed out in wholesale

quantities.) He belongs to the Interna-

tional Adventurers Club and the Explorers

Club of New York. Various countries

have honored him for his attainments as an
accomplished director and traveller. Framed
official documents bear evidence of his mem-
bership in several geographic societies. In

Japanese script is an honorary life member-
ship in that kingdom's Red Cross.

From extended sojourns, he knows Equa-
torial Africa, the South Seas, the Arctic,

as well as other parts of the earth he has

visited. "Trader Horn," as you doubtless

know, was filmed in the Belgian Congo.
Two voyages to Tahiti were made to pho-

tograph "White Shadows of the South
Seas" and "The Pagan" in their actual

locale. With a large company, he allowed

his ship to be frozen in the Arctic ice an
entire winter, in the vicinity of Cape Bar-
row, northernmost tip of Alaska, for

"Eskimo."
With such a record of achievement in the

distant places of the globe, you naturally

would assume that he would be fairly itch-

ing to be on the go again, to look forward
to further assignments in foreign fields.

The lure of the unknown

!

But not Van Dyke. Not this chap who
would rather fight than eat, who has en-

gaged, after the fashion of his ancestors,

in more combats than you have bones in

your body. Van, as his friends call him,

fights for' what he gets. Any wonder that

he's so successful in the far corners of the

world and that the studio places implicit

reliance in him, whether the picture is made
thousands of miles away from home or on

the lot?

Van Dyke, paradoxically, is a home
lover. "I'd be completely satisfied if I

never leave Hollywood again," he asserts,

positively. "Those trips are tough. Dozens
of times I would no sooner get settled in

my house than the studio would tell me
to pack up.

"It begins to look now, however, as

though I can see a bit of my friends, take

advantage of the comfort I have been try-

ing vainly to enjoy for years. I never

plan very far ahead, but I honestly believe

the studio will keep me busy, for a while,

at least, with the type of picture I have •

been directing recently.

"Most people think only of the interest-

ing, the romantic side of travelling. In

their search for pleasure and excitement

they have no cares to worry them, beyond
looking out for themselves.

"When I go on an extended location

trip, it's not in the nature of a pleasure

excursion but as the head of a company
numbering anywhere from thirty^six people

upward. Aside from the results expected,

I'm responsible for every one of them, for

their every act, their safe return, and if

you've ever led such a crew you know what
that means. Believe me, the happiest mo-
ment of these months away from Holly-

wood is the minute I step off the train and

deliver every man Jack home safely."

Equally at home in a tailcoat on a ball-

room floor, or rough clothing in the jungle

country, Van Dyke makes the most of his

opportunities. That spirit that elevated

John Honeyman, a direct ancestor, to

George Washington's most trusted and able

spy, during the American Revolution, like-

wise courses through his blood. The studio

insisted he make pictures half-way round

the world—he always returned with the

goods, an epic. Averse to making such

films, he nevertheless proved himself the

outstanding exponent of such undertakings.

Now that the studio finally has listened

to his pleas to remain at home, his new
pictures are as delightfully intriguing as

his outdoor dramas were stimulating to the

imagination. In all truth, he has established

himself definitely Hollywood's most versa-

tile director.

A zipper—the form-fitting cocktail costume, as well as the gadget on the
muff—is this ensemble of Gloria Swanson and fashion which we present
above. The costume is the creation of Rene Hubert, Fox Studio's chief stylist.
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beautiful, exquisitely gowned for every oc-

casion, thrown with handsome admirers,

busy carving out a profitable career !

Ecstatic love came along for Loretta too.

At seventeen there was an airplane elope-

ment, protestations of everlasting affection.

At eighteen disillusionment and divorce.

Twice since men who mattered—and who

have been denied her by cruel tricks of fate.

Meanwhile, one picture after another a

steady grind of work. Each season a bet-

ter performer, more material comforts.

What has it all amounted to? Is she

happy? Has it been as thrilling as it

seems? Becoming sophisticated so young

—is it an advantage or a mistake? What

has she gained and what has she lost for

this movie glory?

I went to Loretta's home to find out ex-

plicitly. She has a lovely Colonial place,

perched on a bluff overlooking the campus

of the University of California at Los An-

geles. Her garden is small, but perfect

—

a lounging swing on the green grass,
_
a

honeysuckled statue sharing honors with

full-blown roses as silhouettes against the

hedge. Inside the tall Colonial portals the

rooms are elegant but distinctly lived-m.

Loretta, her freckles frankly showing,

her smile generous, and her eyes aglow

with that sincerity she always evinces,

greeted me with a friendly handshake.

Across an orchid-centered luncheon table

she strove honestly to sum it all up.

"I'll tell you," she said thoughtfully, ' it s

been seven years in a glass cage! A very

big, spectacular cage. Happy? Is anyone

ever completely so ? I'm terrifically moody.

Either I'm bursting with joy or I'm too

disappointed in people and things to be fit

Ginger Rogers says hello to

New York as she starts a

vacation from the studios.

Years in a Gilded Cage

Continued from page 51

company. I can hardly blame that on the

picture business, but I wonder if I wouldn t

have been happier away from this steady

turmoil. . .

"But that's the trouble with all of us!

We want to be somewhere else when we

should be attempting to find happiness with-

in ourselves, where we are.

"I'll try to explain as truthfully as I can

what all this has meant to me. To begin

with_yes, it is as exciting, this business of

being a movie actress, as you imagine it.

Definitely so. I suppose this is because I

am young and susceptible to enthusiasm

and progress and romance. And because,

try as I can, I never can figure out sure

rules for this picture game.

"It isn't a happy business for a girl But

then no woman or man who is ambitious^ is

ever complacent and content. There is in-

variably more and more to be achieved.

"If I had it to do again, would I choose

the same path? I think so. I doubt if I

could enjoy an everyday routine. Certainly

I'd have to work at something and this is

a fascinating 'line.'
. .

"You remark about becoming sophisti-

cated so young. To me there are different

brands of sophistication. I hold no brief for

becoming a cynical, jaded person—at any

age. But if you are referring to the com-

mon sense variety I think every girl should

acquire it as soon as possible. Personally,

the people who interest me most are those

who obviously lean on themselves.

"Often I receive sympathy for having

'sacrificed' the pleasures that should come

to a girl in her 'teens. You see, I had re-

sponsibilities thrust upon me at fourteen. I

didn't miss high school or college because

I was literally too busy to miss them. Now
looking back, I'm not sorry that I had no

'student prince' days. College seems all

right for the gi'rl who wants a social life,

but otherwise, judging from what I've ob-

served, it seems rather useless to me.

"It is my theory that you don't live until

you are on your own, making your own

decisions and choosing what you wish to

do. If you select wisely the happiness is

doubled because you have earned it for

yourself. When you make blunders—well,

your suffering makes the next bright spot

brighter.
"Frankly," declared Loretta when I won-

dered aloud some more about her in com-

parison to the average, non-professional

girl her age, "I seldom encounter girls of

my own age, outside of pictures. Not that

I don't want to, but I haven't the time.

And when I do meet them I'm at a loss

what to say to them. I feel so much more

mature and their topics sound trivial.

"Recently I was in the beauty shop over

there where many of the college girls go.

I was intrigued by the conversation of two

who were sitting under hair-dryers. I

gathered that grief, the most abject sort of

grief to them, was a broken date !
Please

don't interpret this as an attempt to be

superior. I'm endeavoring to size
>

up my
life as it seems to me. I just don't know

the sensations of the girl who merely grows

up, goes to school, travels during vacations,

and then marries and settles down to a

quiet life. I suppose those girls are happy.

I interrupted. "A lot of them would give

anything to have been in your shoes. But

don't digress, Loretta! Go on and outline

the advantages and drawbacks of having

lived for seven years in a glass cage."

"The chief advantage is financial!" she

responded. "Before I went into pictures I

was not what you'd call well off from a

money standpoint. I like nice things and

SCREENLAND

Hollywood has enabled me to buy them. I

have this home, security for the future, and

the power to help my family.

"The glamor which surrounds a position

in the Hollywood scheme means little to

me, however. It's fun to be recognized and

admired, but when you've worked awhile

you know how hard it is to build up that

glamor. I must spend hours on my face,

my hair, my figure, my wardrobe. I have

to make a deliberate effort to appear at my
best. This glamor doesn't evolve from thin

air. Knowing the 'framework,' I am not

awed by the glamor of Hollywood as a

whole."
As an example of the way Loretta has

labored to improve herself, I recall that

only two years ago she wore bands to make

her teeth straighten While she was acting

she could wear them just at night. But the

rest of the time she wore them continuously

for five months she didn't have a date.

When I reminded her of that task, she

grinned, "Well, I'm human and how could

I look romantic of an evening with bands

on my teeth
!"

She continued, "It's also an advantage to

be associated with brilliant people and Hol-

lywood's full of them. They stimulate you

and forestall boredom. A career, too, is a

superb antidote for personal musings.

There's invariably something about a career

to worry over !

'

"And now for the drawbacks. What
strikes me as the main one, and what has

hurt me most since I've been in Hollywood,

is the gossip which trails movie fame. Be-

cause I'm an actress, I'm supposed to be a

nut! All of us are suspected of being

Bohemian. I appreciate intelligent, helpful

criticism, but I loathe the lies which are

circulated. Why do people repeat the most

absurd rumors? As an instance, the other

day I heard that Georgiana, my nine-year-

old sister, was my daughter! Who in-

stigates such things and why?
"FYs easy to advise me not to be annoyed

by gossip. I can't be indifferent for the

most important thing in life to me is to be

able to die with a clear conscience! I know
I should only be concerned with keeping my
ideals intact, but I'm vain enough to want

everyone to think well of me.

"Personally, my greatest satisfaction to

date is the knowledge that I've achieved a

degree cf success. There is a unique thrill

in demonstrating that you can deliver in the

profession you go into. Oh, of course, I'm

nowhere completely satisfied. I shan't be

until I can enter a theatre and be pleased

by my own performance. As it is, I can

sight terrible flaws. I'm always depressed

after a preview, for I've worked so hard

and often everything I've done in a picture

seems bad to me.

"That's getting off the track again! I

was going to say that the other important

drawback has been this : I've lost my free-

dom. My work ties me to Hollywood. And
it has made me so conspicuous that I can't

do a lot of average things because people

will spot me and follow me.

"Pictures make me furious when I'm

tired and yearn for a genuine vacation. For

years I've dreamt of a trip to Europe. I ve

planned to go a half-dozen times. I'm dying

to see Honolulu, too. Why, I've been to

New York only twice. Once for personal

appearances which kept me in a theatre,

and the second time I had only ten days

there. Frequently I wait around for weeks

for a new picture to start, or for retakes—

when I might have been away having a

glimpse of the world outside Hollywood.

"I've concluded, from living in this mael-
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strom, that the rule of life is: you can't

have everything! For every successful

hour there has to be one of struggle. For
the peaks—the depths of disappointment.

Life for me has resolved itself into a ques-

tion of choice."

We had finished lunch and gone out into

the garden. In her analysis Loretta
^

had

failed to mention love. Which wouldn't do

at all, for love is an integral part of Holly-

wood success. And Loretta hasn't escaped

its entanglements. I asked her how her

simile of the glass cage tied up with love.

Resting in the swing, she did a bit of

confessing on the subject closest to every

woman's heart. "I dread to think that I'll

never have a fine husband and a fine family.

I want them. I want them while I am
young, too

!

"But," she mused, "right now I have

chosen to put love in the background and
concentrate on career for a couple of years

longer. As to marriage in Hollywood—

I

don't know what the answer is. I tried it

once and fizzled. However, it may have
been just the individuals. I'll tell you
frankly, I can't take love lightly."

All of us who adore Loretta in Holly-
wood have been sorry that she has been
unfortunate in love. There was handsome
Grant Withers, for whom she impetuously

left her family and her religion. He was
too happy-go-lucky. There was the man
whom she loved too dearly even to share

his name with the public. That was not to

be. But— "Why talk about it?" said

Loretta.

"You'd guess," she continued, "that I've

acted in so many film romances that emo-

white flannels, he is essentially a man's
man

;
yet underneath his masculinity there

is a gentleness and a gleam of fine senti-

ment.
He's so thoroughly likable, so friendly,

with an innate gallantry, charming man-
ners, a soft voice, and an engaging boyish
earnestness. Yet there is a tinge of mystery
in his personality, a peculiar detachment
that piques the interest. I think he has
built a hedge around his emotions. Per-
haps experience has taught him not to take
anything too seriously, not to care too
much. After all, emotions do hamper one's

freedom, and George Raft loves his free-

dom more than anything in all the world.
He says he has had a few near-fatal mo-

ments when he felt Death's fingers on his

sleeve, adding with a grin : "But I never
dreamed these were forming my college
course to help build my career."

His first bump into real danger came
when he was just a kid and made an in-

delible impression. He lived on Forty-first
Street between Ninth and Tenth avenues
in New York City. In the same block
was a row of tenements. One day the
neighborhood gang of boys scrapped with a
pretty girl and to get even with her they
smashed every window in the apartment
where she lived.

While George was merely an innocent
by-stander in the excitement, the patrolman
singled out this dark-eyed lad and, pressing
a gun against his heart, demanded to know
the trouble.

"Believe it or not," said Raft, "that
patrolman was so nervous that his hand
shook, and I was certain my end had come.
I let out a lusty yell and one of the big
boys gave the gun an upward smack and
it went off.

"I ran. And how I ran ! I was afraid
to stay in the neighborhood for fear they'd
find me, so I crawled through several cel-

tionally I'm very old for my age. Strangely,

it's the opposite. I'm becoming more and
more naive—emotionally." In a low tone

she added, "The more you know of love the

more you want to idealize and trust
!"

We talked for a few minutes of the prog-
ress of her career before I departed. Ready
to give her acting her undivided attention,

she is not too satisfied with her status.

"I was fortunate in getting on the screen
before stage experience was required to im-
press the studios," she admitted. "But two
things disturb me now : the desire of some
casting directors to put me in 'hot' roles

and the fact that I've been so slow in mak-
ing the final step to major stardom."
During the summer absence of Darryl

Zanuck, 20th Century czar to whom Loretta
is under contract, she was asked to portray
a role originally written for Jean Harlow.
"I have sense enough to realize I can't play
a part tailored for Jean," Loretta explained
to me. She had to put up a fight to elude

it.

"My other complaint is this: I've been on
the fringe of stardom for seven whole years.

If I'm really good, why don't they give me
really appropriate stories ?"

Zanuck asserts that her years of leading
ladyhood have not been wasted, that they
have served as preparation for the excellent
vehicles he is going to assign her. After
all, she's only twenty-one ! If he doesn't
give you the proper break, Loretta, we'll

flood him with letters of burning indigna-
tion ! Those seven years of yours in a glass

cage have pushed you into a "dream life"

—

but you've been dreaming with your eyes
wide open

!

"Dying" for a Living

Continued from page 59

lars until I found a stairway that led to a
roof—and there I spent the night. It was
during those hours that in some miraculous
way I lost all fear of death. How ? Why ?

I don't know. I only know that all my
childish fear was gone and it has never
come back.

"My next peep into the Beyond was when
I was nine. A bunch of us boys were
playing at building docks in the Hudson
River and I fell in. They pulled me out
just as I was going down the last time. It

was a close shave—I was all but gone.
Yet to this day I have never learned to

swim.
"I didn't play much as a kid. I was al-

ways out to make a dollar and used to sell

newspapers at the baseball park after school

to earn enough money to buy an ice cream
soda, a bag of candy, and go to a movie.
That was my idea of a swell time.

"Another escape was while I was danc-
ing in London. A friend and I rented an
automobile to spend Sunday at a nearby
resort. When we started home that night
he was taken ill and I had to drive. It was
a left-gear car, I didn't know the road, and
it was pitch-dark. When we came to a
narrow bridge with a sharp turn I was so

confused that I backed the car and we
hung within a few perilous inches over the

steep cliff.

"How I managed to reach the road again
I'll never know, but we decided to wait un-
til daylight before venturing on.

"Once, coming home from Europe, we
plunged into a terrific fog and in the mid-
dle of the night the signal was given for

everyone to put on life-preservers. As I

stood at the deck-railing looking down into

the lashing black waters there didn't seem
a chance that I'd ever see the sunshine
again.

"Then, the first time I ever went up in

an airplane we struck a death-dealing storm

David Holt greeted Max Baer
on his return to Hollywood.
David will have an important

part in Max's new film.

and even the pilot didn't think we would
ever land. I was in a night-club once, when
it was raided and bullets raged all around
me.
"While dancing in Richmond, Virginia,

I slipped and stumbled over the footlights

into the orchestra pit. I was badly hurt.

They told me even if I lived I would never
walk or dance again. So, you see, my col-

lege course in the art of dying has been
pretty thorough!"

Besides "Scarface," there were several
other times during his meteoric career that

George has met death on the screen, and
each time he has made it grippingly real

through the power of his imagination. His
thoughts are visual, expressed by his lithe

body, the result of his training as a dancer.
"You'll recall I went crazy and then died

in 'If I Had a Million.' " He checked off

his experiences. "I jumped through a win-
dow to my death in 'All of Me'—gee, I

was keyed up to the scene the day we made
that ! In 'Bolero,' I kept thinking of

Maurice, the great dancer, whose life story
it was. It seemed so tragic that he had to

go when life meant so much to him and he
was in my thoughts continually during the
death scene.

"To top it all, in my last picture, 'Lime-
house Blues,' I died again, shot by a cop,

this time, while saving the girl. But—

I

nobly bring the lovers together before I

pass out."

George says he likes these tense scenes
but wants to work them out by himself

;

wants time to touch the lower mood and
not be bothered with a lot of useless dia-

logue.

"One doesn't spout a lot of words at

such supreme moments," he quietly ex-
plained.

Raft is very direct. He's modest and
frank. He hasn't lost his head in the least

with all his sudden fame and adulation.
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"Sure, I like this game, but I realize

that every screen player is merely a fad,

he told me. "At any moment audiences

may tire of me and when they do I'll

scram ; I'll not try to hang on. I'm hop-

ing to become a director and am studying

the methods of everyone I work with. To

be able to create a great drama on the

screen that will touch the hearts of audi-

ences the world over would be far more

satisfying than acting a single part, no

matter how great."

George has just moved into a beautmil

penthouse on the twelfth floor of a swanky

apartment hotel. There is a large terrace

across the front that commands a view of

the city with the Hollywood hills beyond

that is his special delight. At the rear is

another terrace which he has fixed up as

an outdoor gymnasium.
"I have four pictures to make before

July," he told me," which means I'll spend

my time between here and the studio. When
I'm working I cut out everything else so I

de cided I might as well have a home that

pleases me. I entertain very little—an oc-

casional dinner followed by contract and

pictures form my social amusements."

Said George further, "I get a kick out

of being able to do and have the things I

want. If I can send my mother to the

White Mountains for the summer, if I can

step in and buy a radio, a hat, or a pair of

shoes that strike my fancy—all this means

happiness.

"I've always loved clothes. I get that

from my mother. Even as a child I had to

take care of my few things and was taught

orderliness. When I took off a suit it was

carefully brushed and hung up and I never

left the house without my mother calling,

'Have you wiped off your shoes?' And,"

SCREENLAND

grinned George, "to this day I keep a shoe-

cloth to use just before I leave my room.

It's second nature now.

"I look like my mother, too. She's

Italian. My father was German, and blond.

He died four years ago. We were great

pals He would have liked seeing me on

the screen ; it would have amused him.

"Maybe his going is another reason I

don't fear death. But I'm in no hurry to

face it, for life is full of promises for me
right now."

But he wouldn't talk of romance, of the

report that when and if his marital affairs

are straightened out he and the lovely \ ir-

ginia Pine may marry.

He said, "I'm not planning ahead.

What's the use? I'll wait until I catch up

with the future to decide what I'll do."

And he flashed one of his rare, very rare

smiles.

Not the Captains of Their Souls

Continued from page 57

and eat scads of it. I would gain pounds

and pounds. Then I would be forced to

go on a strict diet again, and / hate diet-

ing." , . .j
Furthermore, I happen to know that doc-

tors have warned Joan to cease rigid diets.

Those doctors warned Miss Crawford that

her diets, which she has indulged through-

out the past several years, have eroded the

lining of her stomach until the condition

is dangerous.

So Joan trods busy avenues, gazing into

candy-store windows and turning away only

when temptation threatens to overwhelm

her stubborn will.

She, zvho loves chocolates to the point of

distraction, dares not eat them! Obesity

and screen careers are no more harmonious

than Grace Moore and a howling dog.

Randolph Scott's idea of Hell is a place

where everything is done on horseback.

Randy has no use for horses. Oh, he likes

them well enough, in their place. But their

place, he declares vengefully, is not under

Randolph Scott.
.

Like them or not, Scott must put up with

horses His studio executives have dis-

covered that he makes a fine figure when

seated astride a horse. So for two years

Randy has had his inner feelings sacrificed

to Western pictures.

Not long ago a group of cowboy-actors

who have worked in most of Scott's pic-

tures decided to give him a surprise party.

Not knowing his extreme distaste for

horses, they selected a moonlight ride and

barbecue as the most novel sort of party.

The affair was a surprise all right, but

when Randy learned that he was supposed

to go moonlight riding, he changed the na-

ture of the affair. He made himself the

host at a nice party in his own home—and

not a horse was present.

Of course, Randy could quit his career,

and thus get away from his forced cowboy

activities. But that is just the point of

this storv—the stars continue to do things

that are distasteful to them because they do

not want to quit their careers. If Scott

resigned from motion pictures, he would

have to relinquish a most profitable con-

tract. He chooses to keep the contract—

and have horses haunt his daily life. He
chooses the lesser evil. Wouldn't we all?

Alice White positively detests blonde

hair. This abhorrence intensifies when the

blonde hair is her own. Yet Alice must re-

tain the blonde mop that frames her face

for movie cameras, because this frame is

more becoming than dark hair or red hair.

And to be becoming, in Hollywood, is to be

successful. Alice wants to be successful.

There are periods when Miss White's

Gloria Stuart (Mrs. Arthur
Sheekman), poses in a fall

ensemble selected for her
trousseau. It's black wool.

distaste for her own blonde tresses amounts

to a mania
;
periods when she hates herself

every time she looks into a mirror. Yet

look into mirrors she must, because an

actress needs make-up, and whoever heard

of putting on make-up without mirrors into

which to stare?

"My first act after I retire from motion

pictures will be to let my hair return to

its natural color," Alice has declared a

thousand times. And "its natural color" is

not blonde in Miss White's case ;
it is red-

dish brown.
Of course, the distastes of some of the

stars are not so severe. People like Robert

Montgomery, who have been forced to quit

polo or other favorite pastimes because of

the danger, have no real complaint; they

can find other wavs to amuse themselves.

They aren't like Alice White with her

hatred for her own blonde hair.

Perhaps Charlie Chaplin's plight is more

serious than most. Charlie, a comedian,

longs to be a tragedian. He'd give half

his fortune (he has considerable fortune,

too) if the public would accept him in

"Hamlet" or some other such heavy dra-

matic play. But Chaplin is wise enough to

know that one such role might forever spoil

him as a comedian ; that is, it might so alter

the public's appreciation of his comedy tal-

ents that this same public would forget to

laugh at Chaplin's pictures.

I do know one thing : Charlie's last mo-

tion picture, if he has his own way (and

he likely will) is to be sheer drama. Any
comedy touches will be subtle asides. But

meanwhile, Chaplin goes ahead making

comedies. Just you think of the task in

vour daily routine that gripes you most.

That's what starring in comedies does to

Charlie.

Marlene Dietrich was practically chased

out of her pants by public opinion—and to

keep that statement from appearing too

shocking, let me explain that public disap-

proval of her mannish attire caused Miss

Dietrich to forego the comfort that goes

with masculine garb, in order to appear

more feminine to her admirers.

Joan Blondell has seriously given thought

to retirement from the screen. Her one

great desire is to stay home and be a

typical mother; to take care of her own
baby, instead of leaving that duty to nurses.

But again the answer to the question, "Why
doesn't she quit if quitting will make her

happier?" is: Miss Blondell receives a bank

president's salary; it is not easy to thrust

aside so much money.
Bing Crosby has often spoken of retiring.

But Crosbv recently signed a four-year

motion picture contract, because the money

offered him w^as too important to refuse,

even for a man who detests work as whole-

heartedly as does Bing.

Now don't get me wrong. I don t for a

moment intend to give anybody the idea

that all the picture stars are ready to quit

tomorrow, nor am I seeking to discourage

ambitious young people who yearn for pic-

ture careers.

Not for a minute. Why, they could pull

my teeth, paint my hair green, and make

me ride razorback hogs all day long if

they'd pay me the salaries some of the

screen stars receive.

But you must admit that going toothless,

having green hair, and riding razorback

hogs might become very irksome in time,

even for "a million dollars a year."

Just so does blonde hair become invidious

to many stars who must remain blondes.
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would get her hooks into him, upset his

equilibrium, and send him howling down
the chutes with the seat of his pants on fire.

But it didn't happen. And today he is

just as good-looking as he was then. His
figure is just as lithe, his eyes just as

clear, and his personality just as natural

and unsperled. I decided, as I gazed upon
him, that it might be a crafty idea to look

into this normality business. If it worked
for Johnny, it might operate for me and
my insane pals.

For he is a handsome dog, this Boles.

And here, dears, is' an important tip, hot

from the paddock, on good-looking movie
actors. We young girls, alas, will go for

almost any nice pair of shoulders and well-

assorted features. But keep an eye on the

dear old ladies ! They're the acid test in

this racket—and Johnny passes at the head
of his class, summa cum laude and hey-hey.

Dear old ladies—as well as their grand-

daughters—go for Mr. Boles like tigresses

!

"Such a nice young man!" they coo,

smoothing out the wrinkles in their black

taffetas, and almost simpering. I know one
in New York—a full-fledged grandma,_ and
proud of it—whose dearest trinket is a

large silver-framed photo of Mr. Boles,

complete with autograph. It stands on her

dressing table, and she cherishes it not

because of a senile crush on Mr. Boles, of

course, but just because he's one of the

"nicest, sweetest boys" she's ever known.
Now, I submit that the movie laddie-

buck who can knock over the young ones

and captivate their grannies is the boy who
holds all the aces. Of this quality group, I

feel that Johnny is tops.

It seems I had cornered our hero at a

very interesting moment. He had just fin-

ished work with Gloria Swanson in the

Fox production of "Music In The Air," a

high-grade musical comedy which was a

Broadway delight a couple of years back.

You probably remember that it was the in-

destructible Swanson who yanked John
off the New York stage and kidnapped him

to Hollywood. That was for her first inde-

pendently produced picture, "The Loves of

Sunya." Though the film was picked to

open the famous Roxy Theatre in New
York, it was a sad floppo, and cost poor

Swanson a flock of potatoes. But it set

Boles for life and he has adorned Holly-

wood ever since.

Naturally, his eyes light up when he

talks of Swanson, his foster-mama in the

movies.
I asked him how Gloria was doin'.

"She looks fine," said John. "And of

course the picture is right up her alley. I

think people will like it. A great girl,

Gloria, with lots of talent, and a wonderful
sense of humor."

Well, thought I, she's certainly needed
it ! Swanson has made more mistakes than
any two women in pictures, and has made
four more come-backs than the late Sarah
Bernhardt. Sometimes the Divine Sarah
used to meet herself coming back ! But
Gloria's gay and gallant, too, and won't
say Uncle.

She's been washed up oftener than a busy
surgeon—then all of a sudden here she is

again, looking swell and acting away to

beat four of a kind. Remember "The
Trespasser"? Maybe "Music in the Air"
is the same sort of dish for her. Let's hope
so.

But we digress, or ramble. Let us re-

turn to Mr. Boles, whom we left sitting

in the Hotel Plaza smoking his pipe. Is

that a perfect touch, or is it? Isn't Texas
Johnny the type ? You know what the

dear old ladies say. They adore a man

Charm Under Contract

Continued from page 30

who smokes a pipe ! He's the kind that is

nice to women and horses and dogs and
even kiddies, my dears. Well—that goes

for Boles, I guess.

Johnny himself has enjoyed a come-back
or two. You may remember that just be-

fore the screamies roared in, Boles was
smothered under a soggy mass of program
pictures. The skids, it seemed, were
greased for him.

Came the microphone, like the United
States Marines, and snatched his peanuts

out of the fire. His fine voice was turned

loose in one of the earlier operettas, "The
Desert Song," and he was off, buckity,

buckity, on a bigger and better screen

career. Since that happy day, a screen

musical is hardly legal without Boles trill-

ing around in it somewhere.

He's had a good break in drammer, too.

He rode to glory with Margaret (Maggie)
Sullavan (Sullivan) in "Only Yesterday,"
and turned in what I consider by far the

finest job of his life.

Another tip-off on the niceness and nor-

mality of Johnny is the matter of the help-

mate, or spouse.

It was a college romance, with Boles no
doubt carrying her books from chem lab to

dorm, or something. This was at Texas U,
which recently staggered the solar system
by shellacking Notre Dame at football.

They up and married, and from that day
to this they have eaten out of the same
dinner pail. I'm not fool enough to say
that Johnny has never been flustered mo-
mentarily by some film cutie, but the an-

swer is that here they are. This handsome
and sensible red-haired girl has gone
through the whole business, the bad with
the good, the lean with the fat—and there

were tough spots in the old days, believe

me. She's been a swell wife to him. (If

I'm wrong, John, correct me
!

)

Only the other day, just because he sort

of likes the woman, he bought her a

square -cut diamond that would choke a

parrot. And she wears it on her engage-
ment finger—and makes it sparkle when
she thinks no one is watching, just like any
young betrothed girl sporting her first hunk
of ice.

As for his business—which is acting

—

Johnny is a staunch Conservative, a Tory
of the studios. He craves stability and
hates change. Remember that a trouper

never quite outlives the haunting fear of

joblessness, of poverty that's a hold-over

from the thin days on Broadway. I mean
a real trouper—not one of these come-easy-
go-easy studio mushrooms.

That's why John Boles has made it a

real business, and works at it hard, and
that's why he loves the regular weekly pay-
check—a lot of cyphers on it, every week.

Nice natural manners—nice natural good
looks. Always himself—and this is a nassy
suspicious old cynic talking. Maybe you
gather that I like this guy. Well, you
gather right.

I may be getting old and crabbed, but

I'm definitely sour on the Hollywood
skyrockets, all flash and noise. I'm fed to

the back teeth with the dizzy boys and girls

whose dippy didoes fill the gossip sheets.

For my old age, in this crazy business

to which I've devoted the better years of my
comical life, give me a boy like Texas
Johnny Boles—well-mannered, quiet, able,

busy. The mama, the babies, the little

dove-cote among the trees.

So that makes me an old fogey ! So all

right ! So Johnny Boles and I will smoke
our briars on the front porch while you
gay youngsters twitter and prattle down
the boulevard. So me and Johnny won't
care—will we, Johnny ?

A greeting from some famous Hollywood wives! Mrs. Allen Jenkins, Mrs.
Pat O'Brien and Mrs. Frank McHugh, all seasonal smiles, and all telling

their husbands' fans a Merry Xmas.
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Talents Revealed in Your Child

Continued from page 33

Baby Jane gets into the spirit

of the season, preparing for

her first Xmas since becom-
ing a film star. "The Great
Ziegfeld" is Jane's next film.

which may cause him to become devoted

to acting. It remains for those in charge

of his education to decide which of his tal-

ents are to be encouraged.

Using his hands as a basis for judgment,

I would say that it would not be best to

concentrate on his introduction to music

and the development of his more artistic

side for a few years. His digestive system

would be likely to suffer if the complicated

mental and nervous activity involved in a

studv of the arts is invoked too early. For

this 'reason, Baby LeRoy, and children like

him, should have as little contact with

adults as possible. Such children are nat-

urally excitable and could become tem-

peramental and wilful, while with plenty

of fresh air, sunshine, and relaxation,

exerything lively and lovable about their

natures will develop in a healthy way.

With Baby LeRoy this is particularly im-

portant, because his future dramatic talent,

of which his hands show considerable

promise, depends almost entirely on his

vitality. He needs the company of other

children as do all youngsters.

Those strong little fingers with cushions

on the tips belong to the children who
need relaxation and calmness around them,

because their natures and talents are vital

ones, which tend to develop dynamic and

unaffected personalities. The wrong bnng-

ing-up will breed dvnamite.

The lines in Baby LeRoy's hands are

rather unusual, but since this article is

confined to health and character suscepti-

bilities, I will not go into detail about

them, with the exception of one, a double

life-line in his right hand, that sweeps out

across his palm. The interesting ancient

tradition tells us that this presages a life

full of travel, danger, and preservations.

While mv diagnosis of his future talents

and aptitudes, springing from his handmind-

edness, must wait to be proved during the

next few years, Miss Smith was able to

corroborate my opinion that Baby LeRoy's

memory is just average. "I've discovered

this in training him," she declared.

This is a normal and usual thing with

children whose talents are for action rather

than theory. They are too concentrated on

action to pay much attention to words, but

can learn quickly from anything concrete.

For instance, such children should be given

toys such as painting and crayon sets, books

with pictures to be colored and taken out,

rather than verses to be learned. They

should be provided with the opportunity to

use their hands in building, putting together

and taking apart various things, and other-

wise developing their natural abilities. They

will then remember, understand, and gain

new knowledge with rapidity and ease.

These children will learn quickly to enjoy

sports and outdoor life, and should be in-

troduced to them at a very early age

After I had told these things to the little

oroup consisting of the baby's mother Miss

Smith, and pretty Ida Lupino, Miss Smith

let the child out of her arms so that he

might scamper about the room—but no

longer restless, he sat down on the floor

instead and continued to hold out his hands

very seriously. I looked at them again and

observed that he had more lines in his

rio-ht hand than in his left. Since the op-

posite is true of the normally right-handed

child I turned to Miss Smith and remarked,

"The baby is left-handed. Of course you

know that he must never be_ forced to use

his right hand against his will."

"Yes, I know," she replied. We have

always 'let Baby LeRoy use his left hand

for everything, and we realize that a forced

use of the right hand would result only in

nervousness, and perhaps even illness."

It is to be hoped that those mothers ot

left-handed children who are not aware of

the consequences of training their children

to be unnaturally right-handed will profit

by this information. .

Let us now look at the hands of Shirley

Temple, who is being hailed all over the

United States as a genuine actress.

I found the five-vear-old actress at Para-

mount, on an outdoor set of "Now and

Forever " A beach scene was being filmed,

and Shirley wore her bathing suit. When
the cameraman stopped shooting for a

while, Shirlev ran to her mother who sat

nearby and began to talk vivaciously.

"Well here is Shirley, Miss Julienne,

said her mother. "Shirley, this is Miss

Julienne, who is going to look at your

hands." . , . ,
•

My handprinting set was tied with a thin

red ribbon which I was removing at the

moment. Shirley gave me her hand and

said "How do you do, that is a very pretty

ribbon!" She co-operated with immediate

understanding of every direction as I hand-

printed her, and then came the rail ot

"Shirlev, come back on the set. the

shooting started again. Everyone was

hushed The numerous children playing

were quiet. The little scene went from its

start to its finish quickly—the tension

ended and the sound of many voices arose

again. Shirley came back to us and he d

out her little hands for me to read while

her mother listened interestedly.

There are two arresting things about

Shirley's hands. One is the fact that the

second finger of the hand, called Saturn, is

unusually prominent. It is always the tall-

est finger, but Shirley's Saturman finger is

mounted a bit higher on the palm than the

others, and is quite long. Its dominance is

a sign of thought, curiosity, and a philo-

sophic trend of mind.

This dominance of the finger and the

Mount of Saturn can lead us to expect that

Shirley's active mind will take a very

serious trend as she grows older. She will

be very likely to concern herself with the

problems interesting to the people whom
we call the intelligentsia.

However, an equally dominating part of

her hand is that Mount right below the

thumb which bulges higher than all other

Mounts in every hand and which is par-

ticularly strong in Shirley's. We are al-

ready familiar with the qualities this mount

gives to her. It is responsible for Shirley's

physical attractiveness, her vibrant per-

sonal appeal, and everything about her

which is friendly, healthy, and childlike.

The Mount of Venus is the mount of warm
sensuosity and art. Besides giving Shirley

her lovable and affectionate nature, it gives

her humor and cheerfulness, two things

which certainly have nothing to do with

the mount of Saturn. This Mount of Venus

healthy and high, is a sign of personality

on any hand. It makes Shirley irresistible.

It makes for great personal magnetism,

and success at anything requiring contact

with people. It gives her those qualities

which in our adult stars are summed up

and called "sex appeal." This combina-

tion of Saturn and Venus gives us some

of our greatest comedians as well as some

very fine and versatile dramatists.

All of Shirley's fingers are longer than

is usually the case with a child's hands.

This gives Shirley a love of detail in con-

nection with her talents—and her physical

vitality makes intensity and conscientious-

ness easily possible to her. The flexibility

of her hands in general adds the ability

to dance.

In connection with the influence ot the

Saturnian mount and finger, I mentioned to

Shirley's mother that Shirley had a bit of

shyness in her nature, and that it might

show a bit more in the future than it does

now. Her mother smiled. "Shirley has

been very shy in the past," she commented,

"and since she has been connected with

film work I have been hoping she doesnt

outgrow it too much. So far she seems

to have struck a very happy medium."
(

No palmist could examine Shirley s

hands and say the wrong career has been

chosen for her. As for her future type of

acting, she will be able to overwhelm us

with an appeal to the senses like Mae \\ est

while she presented a picture of youthful

brightness and sincerity like Jean Parker ;

and in the next scene, she might give this

appeal the subtle touch of someone like

Ann Harding, which draws the sympathy

and enthusiasm of the most intellectual.

In training a child like Shirley, the

palmist's advice can only be to encourage

complete naturalness and to let the mind

take its own course. With a youngster in

whom Saturn and Venue are combined

the mind given only half a chance will find

multitudinous interests as water seeks its

own level. The bizarre, the artistic the

problematical will all make so natural an

appeal that it could not be suppressed even

if it were considered desirable to do so.

Of course any kind of insincerity or vanity

should be guarded against as the worst o

faults for a child in whom the mental

processes are so active and advanced, and

if vour child is like little Shirley, it would

be'well to remember this.

While there are not many things which

Shirlev will fail to be enthusiastically in-

terested in. not so long from now, she has

natural di'enitv and reserve, so that she
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will not be apt to betray her interests to

unsympathetic listeners, if listeners can be

unsympathetic to an intellect so naturally

keen and a tongue so spontaneously^ apt in

expression—even when they are in dis-

agreement with the usual ideas which are

sure to appeal to Shirley in later years.

Although everything comes so easily to

children of Shirley's type, the) are apt to

value this world's goods too little, rather

than too much. They have a natural de-

fense against conceit in the fact that they

are self-searching and analytical from the

moment they begin to think. So it is with

Shirley, and for these reasons I think Shir-

ley has more of a chance than most children

to gain rather than lose from her unusual
experience of winning success in childhood.

We see that contrary to the popular be-

lief, palmistry is not a plaything, and one of

its most important uses is vocational guid-

ance. As with Baby LeRoy and Shirley

Temple, children's talents exist from the

very start. The science of palmistry can

point out just what these talents are, and
determine from the nervous and physical
organization of the child just how soon
and to what degree it is wise to pursue their

development. Palmistry makes it possible

to gain understanding of our children and
to find in their hands the needs and aims
that the children's language is inadequate
to express. Through such knowledge, no
effort is wasted in trying to develop one
talent in a child, who possesses an entirely

different kind of ability.

At Home with Miriam Hopkins

backed chairs (real antiques), posed gra-

ciously on a carpet of deeper rose.

Toward the left rose the stairs to the

upper regions, white rungs beneath a ma-
hogany bannister, while to the right was
the door to the kitchen, which latter was
a spotlessly immaculate cubicle of green-

and-ivory. Toward the back of the hall

a door opened into the dining-room which

could also be entered from the kitchen,

of course.

Her dining-room is one of the most in-

teresting in the house, Miriam assured me.

"These walls are of solid pine wood," she

explained. "They were brought over from
a country-house in England, where they

were carved, panelled, and installed during

the seventeenth century. Of course they've

been especially treated with chemicals to

preserve this smooth, rich-grained finish.

"The stone in the mantle was brought

over from an old abbey, and it has been

rebuilt exactly as it was in the beginning."

The room was indeed lovely—there was
about it the peaceful charm and distinction

of antiquity, while the well-preserved con-

dition of everything bespoke modern science

and artistry—and sanitation !

The floor was covered in deep, rich crim-

son, the furniture, consisting of table,

buffet, and six chairs, was of heavy, hand-

carved walnut, and toward the back of the

room, casement windows opened upon a

flagged court and lawn on which flower

beds were smoothly laid out for next

year's blossoming. Below, the startling

vista of the East River spread in a slowly-

moving panorama of nostalgic beauty.

"This will be grand for tea-parties next

summer," Miriam enthused as she pointed

to the spots where dahlias and roses and
zinnias are destined to bloom. "I think I'll

get some gaily colored parasols and place

them over white wicker tables and chairs.

Won't that be marvelous?" her blue eyes

sparkled happily.

From the dining-room we returned to

the hall and ascended the stairs to the

music-room, done in rose and ivory and
dominated by a huge grand piano directly

under the skylight two more floors above.
The floor was a soft lushness of rose car-
pet, two mahogany chairs occupied places
against the walls, and there was a small
end-table beside a divan upholstered in

ivory satin.

Back of the music-room is the living-
room, with one end entirely of windows
that look out over the river. White Vene-
tian blinds were raised to permit the early
morning sunlight to flood the room, and
Miriam went over to finger the English
chintz which hung in draperies to the floor.

"This was brought over from a shop in

Bond Street, London, that has the loveliest

cretonnes and chintzes in the world. I

thought the red and white flowers against
the black ground would strike just the
right note of contrast next to these blue
walls, don't you?"
There was a fireplace at one end of the

room, with a mirror above it, and a huge

Continued from page 31

chintz-covered divan ran almost the entire

length of the wall opposite, flanked by
identical mahogany tables bearing twin
lamps of white. A rare old desk of rose-

wood, handcarved and boasting several

secret drawers, and two chairs upholstered

in rust color comprised the rest of the

furniture—and the floor is to be carpeted
in blue the exact turquoise of the walls,

when the carpeting finally arrives.

Next, we crossed the music-room again
to enter the more formal drawing-room,
which is on the front of the house facing

the street. Miriam touched the walls of

this room with tender hands.

"This flowered paper was found in an
old French castle—it was painted in the

eighteenth century and when it was taken
from those walls for me, it had to be

mounted on squares of linen in order to

preserve it. See how many blocks of linen

there are?" she pointed to the almost in-

visible places where the paper was patched.

"The only other paper like it is in the Bos-
ton Museum," she added with pardonable
pride, and walked over to the amber and
blue-striped draperies which hung from
molding to floor, framing the long windows.

Rochelle Hudson in one of
the fetching gowns designed
especially for her latest pic-
ture. Yellow chiffon con-

trasts with black velvet.

"These drapes were brought over from
a castle in Spain—they're very old. See
where they're mended?" And she showed
me a number of places where tiny stitches

denoted the repairs that had been made
many years ago by hands long since still.

This floor, too, will be carpeted in blue,

while the walls are cream with wood-work
of pine. A divan covered in ivory satin,

with frame of pine, several tables and
chairs and alabaster lamps completed a
picture as glamorous as any you have seen
on the silver screen.

From this room, we climbed the stairs

again and on the next floor are the guest-
room, developed in rose and grey, and
Miriam's own bedroom, a vision of yellow
and grey with touches of bright blue.

The wood-work is grey and the walls
are papered in a design of giant yellow
chrysanthemums against a white ground.
Deep, richly blue carpet covers the floor,

and a dressing-table at one end of the room
is of pale grey with huge mirrors at each
side.

"These were hand-embroidered especially

for me in France," Miriam stroked the
filmy curtains which hung at the triple

windows overlooking the river. "And my
bed-spread, which is being made by the

mountaineers of Kentucky, will be of grey
quilted silk. See the way it will hang to

the floor as this bed has no foot-board?
And here's my bath," she led the way into

a long, narrow room with panels of mir-
rors from floor to waist-height, the rest of

the walls being covered with gaily printed

silk which she assured me had been water-
proofed. This same silk was used for the

shower-curtains, and concealed lighting-

poured from the glass ceiling and from
panels of glass at each side of the combina-
tion wash-basin and dressing-table. White
towels with yellow monograms in modern
design hung from the towel-racks, and a
soft yellow and white bath-mat was a color-

ful accent against the black tiles of the

floor.

Above Miriam's room is Michael's nurs-
ery, an adorable child's room with walls of

vari-colored panels in pastel shades and
ivory furniture.

After I had looked around to my heart's

content, Miriam led the way down to the

living-room again, where we sat before the

fire to talk.

"How did you happen to buy a home in

New York instead of in California?" was
my natural question. Miriam looked amused
and surprised at one and the same time.

"Why shouldn't I have my permanent
home here?" she countered. "I've consid-

ered New York my home ever since I left

Georgia where I was born and reared.

No matter how many months I may spend
working some place else, in Hollywood or

London or Paris, I still will always feel

that this is my home.
"I like going to the Coast during the

summer—but I'll always come back to New
York. I love the winter here, and I'm so

happy that I'll be able to be here most of
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this winter," she looked into the fire mus-

ingly and drew a breath.

"I've just signed two new picture con-

tracts, you know. The first is with Samuel

Goldwyn and it's for two years without op-

tions.
" From that contract alone 1 11 earn

enough to take care of myself for all the

rest of my life, if I never worked another

day. Goldwyn is going to concentrate al

his efforts on me from now until the end

of my contract, which also allows me to

make" pictures for other studios.

"That's how I have been able to sign

with Radio to do 'Becky Sharp' sometime

in December. That will mean that I have

to «o to the Coast for about a month, from

sometime in December until sometime m
January, spending Christmas out there.
"

"Then, I'll return to New York and re-

main until spring, when I am scheduled to

start my first Goldwyn picture, 'Barbary

Coast,' and maybe 'The Dark Angel,' too

Those will take most of the summer and

I'll come back here again next fall."

It was easy to understand why Miss

Hopkins has earned the reputation for be-

ing one of the best business women in

pictures. She has come a long way, has

the little Southern girl who aspired to be

a dancer and came to New York from

Bainbridge, Georgia, to study that art.

A broken ankle, forcing her to drop out

of the dancing troupe that was sailing for

appearances abroad, resulted in her advent

on the dramatic stage. Stardom on Broad-

way and in pictures inevitably followed

;

and now, at an early age, she has a con-

tract that insures her financial future for

all the rest of her life

!

She looks so helpless, too, to have di-

rected her career with such foresight and

forcefulness, and she has a quality of deter-

mination rarely found in daughters of the

Old South. She is both amiable and

adamant and there are those who love to

work with her, while others insist that she

is "difficult" and "hard to handle." I

asked her about the latter, and she thought

that question over for a moment before

replying.

"I just don't see how anyone can say i m
hard to get along with," she demurred.

"The best proof to the contrary that I can

offer is that Lubitsch has used me in three

pictures, other directors have all requested

me again, studios have all offered me
remunerative contracts. If I were hard

to work with, they wouldn't do that, would

they?" . , , ,

Before I had time to agree with her, the

phone rang and it was one of her decora-

tors, asking her about some of the furniture

for the maid's room. Much as I hated to

leave her perfect jewel of a house I real-

ized it was time to go.

"Do come see me again when all the

furniture is in exactly the right place,

were Miriam's parting words, as I let my-

self out into the autumn sunlight which

shone on exclusive Sutton Place with a

little more brightness because the home of

Miriam Hopkins is there now.

Marion Davies' Vacation

Continued from page 29

I suppose I ought to drink the 'cure' waters

here. Ever taste them? I've tried it once

or twice. . , .

"It's really a hard life sometimes—this

doing nothing all day, after doing your bit

in Hollywood. Believe me, thats hard

work ! To hear me say it, you'd think that

we were the only people who ever did any

hard work. I think that everybody says

that his or hers is the hardest work m the

world. What I'm trying to tell the world

is how to play. I don't think that most

people know how to play. They make hard

work out of it. I've always worked hard

—but I love my vacations, too. Oh, I want

to see the whole world ! I want particularly

to see Scandinavia—the Midnight Sun must

be wonderful

!

"Well, the whole idea is, that once 1

get away from it, I can look back almost

with pleasure to the strenuous days and

long long hours, working on a picture back

home. And when I get back to work, I

can also look both forward and backward

on these things that I have seen and done.

Miss Davies was chatting so casua y

and carefree—the way she does practically

everything in life—that an onlooker might

fancy that she was just babbling, whereas

she was delivering a philosophy of living

that not only screen stars, but anyone else

engaged in concentrated art work might

derive no end of profit from.
.

"I had a thrilling experience m Spam,

when I left Madrid in an airplaine and got

caught in a storm and had to stay up / and

a half hours before finding a happy land-

ing place. Experiences like that are worth

having—if you can live through them._ I

visited Morocco and England, too, before

coming here to Germany. I love England.

Of course, I went to Italy. Italy is one of

my favorite countries and Venice my favo-

ite city. The Lido was having the gayest

season ever and the place was full of

Americans. My friend Barbara Hutton—

Princess Mdvani, you know—and I had a

orand time ! I'm crazy about Venice. Only

I wish they could keep it as it used to be

when there were only the black gondolas

poled around by the singing and guitar-

playing gondoliers, and not all those motor-

boa't gondolas that have taken all the ro-

mance out of it.
. .

"But this place, Bad Nauheim, is really

different. There's plenty to do, but nobody

reallv does anvthing. I've played a little

tennis But wdien I begin to go about the

town I find myself chasing myself around

in circles. Oh. yes, I couldn't keep away

Celebrating the return of a star! Marion Davies was welcomed

her vacation abroad with a party featuring Tyrolean atmosphere

Gloria Swanson, Marion, Constance Bennett, and Jean Ha

International

home from
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rlow.
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from the movies altogether. I saw Che-
valier the other night in a piece called

'Carnival im Liebe.' For a couple of hours

I thought I was back home again—until

I came outside and found myself in Ger-
many."
Marion Davies' personality is not only

engaging, but disarming, disconcerting. I

think she could stroll nonchalantly into al-

most any No Man's Land in those blue

slacks and they would raise their guns
with a frown to fire—and Marion would
turn towards them blandly, innocently,

maybe light a cigaret and smile. The next
moment the would-be combatants are all

smiling and saying, "Wilkommen, Cam-
arad !" Marion Davies has a way that is

all her own of getting anywhere and any-
thing she wants, giving pleasure to all

concerned and pain to none. I don't know
of any finer compliment I could pay her.

"Yes, there's something in this traveling

in foreign countries that gets you, and
gives you back something that Hollywood
takes out of you," continued Miss Davies.

"I want to go places and see things. Places

like Constantinople, Egypt, Greece
—

"

"In blue slacks?" I ventured.

But Marion Davies didn't return my
whimsy. "Why not?" she asked, her large

blue eyes challenging me seriously. "What
have blue slacks got to do with it? A little

thing like that isn't going to change them.

And it certainly doesn't bother me. I don't

think anything bothers you much after a

few years in pictures. No place seems
strange after being 'on location' half your
life. Or maybe it's because I'm lazy, that

I like to go around this way," she contin-

ued, putting her two feet up and hugging
her ankles with her folded hands. "There'd

Warren William in a scene
for a picture with HelenTren-
holme, one of the important

new actresses.

be no fun in it if I had to dress for every
occasion from morning to night. Where
would the vacation be? Whether it is

being done or not, I relax completely

—

read, sleep, play tennis, take the baths,

motor, get manicured—and get a big kick

out of everything ! That's my idea of a rest

cure.

"Of course, you can get fed up with this

sort of thing, just the same as you can
with too much work," continued Miss Da-
vies, on our way upstairs to her suite to

get some snap-shots for me, Gandhi bark-
ing himself in and out of the elevator and
all the way down to his suite.

"Oh, I'll probably drop in on London on
my way home ; I want to see what's doing
in the theatre there. Then a few days in

New York—always in the hope of finding

something wonderful to put in the movies.
I'm not so keen about 'Movie Queen,' that

they talk about for my next picture. I

want something more important. 'Mary
Queen of Scots' is my idea of what I

should like to do next, but it is not a cer-

tainty. Nothing seems a certainty in the

movies at the moment
;
big changes are go-

ing on in all future programs for pictures.

But that's not for me to get a headache
over. My job is my part in the picture,

and I think I do give them an honest day's

work when it comes to that."

I left Marian Davies sitting on the "desk"
of the Grand Hotel—after she had invaded
the sanctity of the inner shrine behind it

to find herself paper and pencil—surround-
ed by the snootiest bunch consisting of

hotel manager, reception clerk, room clerk,

bell hops in all Europe—who could snub
Grand Dukes and coal barons who dared to

infringe upon their inalienable rights—but
who stood in awe, in wonder, and in ad-
miring esteem before this American Movie
Queen—so refreshing, so carefree, breezy,
jolly and likable. And that is Marion Da-
vies, of Hollywood, on her vacation in

Europe.

The Merry MacDonald Hangs Up Her Hat

throwing herself into a big, roomy chair

by the fireplace, ordered tea and cakes for

us. Then, she relaxed. It was the first

time I have ever seen Jeanette in a resting

mood. Always, she is vibrantly alive.

Busy with a dozen different things.

She had just returned from the studio

when I visited with her, where she had been
looking up the French versions of her
"Merry Widow" songs, for she was due to

make phonograph records that evening be-

fore leaving for New York. However, for

a few hours, she sat in the big, easy chair

and talked about the little things that have
suddenly begun to seem important to her.

"I never knew that it would be so nice

as this when I first decided to take a

house," she confessed. "I can't tell you how
grand it is to have a home again."

Then she told me about her last home,
back in Philadelphia where she lived as

a child, with her parents and two older
sisters.

It was a large brown, brick house, one
of four in a row. It was in a suburb when
her father first bought it, but gradually the
city crept out and claimed it.

She drew a homey picture of her life in

the big house where she was born and spent
her childhood. There was everything that

children need to keep them happy and occu-
pied. Sand-piles in the back yard. Roses
in the garden. Pets all over the place.

She says she can't understand how her
mother stood for all of their animals. There
were always several dogs. One time, they
had ten cats. Then there were canaries,

pet white mice, turtles, and even a billy

goat and a pig. There was a bantam
rooster, too, that lived to a great old age.

If they failed to put him in the pen every
morning, he would give an imitation of

Continued from page 23

Mary's lamb and follow them to school.

A friend of her parents was visiting with
them in the parlor one evening, while she

was playing checkers on the floor with the

little boy from across the street. Her sis-

ters were deep in a game of "old maid"
with their own chums. The man made a
remark that stayed with her, although she

hardly understood it then. He said : "If

they only knew it, these are their white-
bread-and-butter days."

Jeanette says he was right. Nothing can
compete with the glamor that memory
throws around a happy childhood. Hers
was happy. She had everything to make it

so. A happy home. Congenial parents.

Friends. Pets. Health. And a consuming
ambition. She always wanted to sing and
dance. As far back as she can remember
she has done both. From her earliest child-

hood, she sang in the church choir. At
nine, she was a soloist at baptisms and
christenings.

Jeanette was fourteen when she was
given the opportunity to begin her career

on Broadway. Her sister Blossom had al-

ready won some recognition on the stage,

so the MacDonalds moved to New York.
This was Jeanette's first taste of apart-

ment house living. The only thing that

made it endurable was that she had a
chance to do what she wanted to do : sing

and dance before a critical audience. She
missed her pets and she missed her friends.

She did not have time to make new ones.

She was at the theatre every day so she
did not even know the other tenants in the

apartment house where she lived. She
went back and forth to work by trolley

car and spent every spare minute in study
and practice. It was over two years be-
fore she even had a "boy friend."

She lived across from Central Park, so
her recreation hours were spent walking,
riding horseback, and skating. The change
in her mode of living was not too difficult

because she was too busy to think about it.

She says that she knows now that it must
have been hard for her mother to give up
all her friends and her home in order to be
with her and Blossom, but she never com-
plained. Mrs. MacDonald is a sympathetic
and motherly type of woman, who has
learned how to feel at home wherever she

is. She lives with Jeanette now in Beverly
Hills.

There are nine large rooms in the Mac-
Donald house. Without too much effort

or time, Jeanette has managed to invest

the place with an aura of comfort and
charm. The drawing-room is beautifully

decorated. The predominating color is a
soft shade of green. The divans and easy
chairs are upholstered in green brocade.
The ceiling-high windows are curtained in

long folds of the same material. Books
are strewn around, with corners turned
down. Magazines lie half-open on the little

end-tables. Cigarettes peep out of funny,
little silver carriers. The focal point of

the room is the large painting of Jeanette
that hangs on the wall behind one of the

large divans.

Her bedroom is beautifully done in peach
and flesh with gray walls. There is a
mammoth bed and a chaise longue with
heavy peach satin coverlets. There are
dainty ivory and gold pieces on the dress-

ing-table.

She is proud of her game room. Its fur-

nishings are modernistic and comfortable.

There are tables for bridge, backgammon,
and ping-pong. At one end of the room is

a balcony from which the latest talking
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pictures are shown to her guests. She

hasn't installed the equipment since she has

only leased the place, but she has an ar-

rangement with a local exhibitor that is

more satisfactory to her. She rents both

equipment and operator for the evening

when she wishes a picture shown. So there

is nothing amateurish about her privately

shown pictures.

She spends as much time as she can in

her garden. There are roses, delphinium,

and phlox and dahlias. AH of the flowers

that she tended and loved when she was a

little girl.

"I have practically everything now that

I had when I lived in Philadelphia," she

told me happily. Then, she took back what

she had said. "Everything but the most

important thing. I haven't any really inti-

mate friends. The kind you take inside

your heart and tell your troubles to, if you

have any. And 1 guess everybody does."

I remonstrated with her. It was so un-

thinkable that Jeanette MacDonald, the

most successful vocal star on the screen,

should sav that she has no friends.

I remembered the guest list of those who
attended the wonderful welcome-home party

she gave when her manager, Bob Ritchie,

returned to Hollywood last summer. 1

mentioned it to her.

•'Yes, I know," she was very patient

about explaining, "I can't complain. I have

a great many friends in Hollywood. People

whom I really like and appreciate, but I do

not have the time to put them to the test.

To do, as Shakespeare advised, bind them

to me 'with hoops of steel.'
"

When I finally went away, Jeanette fol-

lowed me out and waved goodby. She is

such a loyal, friendly sort of girl, with an

abundance of warmth and sympathy. I
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had never thought of her as being lonely.

A thought came to me and persisted after

I left her. That everybody in the world

wants Some Thing. With all of us, it is

a different Thing, but the want is there.

Beautiful and talented Jeanette MacDon-
ald wants something that most of us possess

without thinking too much about it. A
friend, who is just that in every way. As
she says, it takes time to make a real friend.

Experiences must be lived through together.

Joys must be shared and griefs divided.

The nature of her work and the demands

upon her time make this difficult. But she

is happier than she has been for several

years. Revelling in the pleasures, com-

forts, and conveniences of her new home.

Now, when she goes places, she knows
what it means to be able to return to her

own hearthside. She has hung up her hat,

at last!

Helen Morgan, whose dis-

tinctive singing is known on
stage, radio, and screen,

makes a voice test for lead

role in a new musical.

his comedy (which personally I think goes

over the air as effectively and with as much
fidelity to the line which made him famous

and popular on the stage as any performer

to come to radio from the theatre ) ,
while

his work for the microphones was perfect,

to watch him brought none of the sense of

visible ease and casualness which has made
his comedy so smooth and spontaneous. I

mean he was working entirely for micro-

phone effects, forgetting the action, and

thereby was a far better show in the single

dimension, so to speak, of hearing only.

And there's the very point. I doubt if

you would be made eager to see Phil Baker

on the stage after having seen him do a

broadcast. I don't doubt that many, very

manv, who have heard him through their

loud speakers are very anxious to see him

Radio Parade

Continued from page 69

on the stage and will do so when the first

opportunity affords.

Baker's invention of his "Beetle, who
rags him unmercifully, whose sarcastic

quips, not "to say insults, come bounding out

from nowhere, but who is never seen, is one

of the more ingenious inventions of radio.

"How did you hit on that idea?" I asked,

as we sat in the rear of the studio while

Leon Belasco rehearsed a number, and

Mabel Albertson, Harry McNaughton,

Martha Mears and other members of his

supporting company studied their scripts up

there near the platform.

"I always had a stooge to pester me in

the theatre," he said. "When I decided to

do this radio work I wanted to get over

some idea that would fit the new medium.

'Beetle' thinks my jokes are terrible he

thinks I'm lousy, to say it plainly. Well,

that's the idea I wanted. You know there

must be lots of people out there who think

some of the jokes are pretty bad; that's a

big audience the radio performer works for.

Well, 'Beetle' in a certain sense expresses

their' thoughts, at the same time working

along the line which I have done for years

in the theatre."

"Beetle" is a precious Baker possession.

You'll never see him, no matter if you do go

to a broadcast, or even if you slip into a

rehearsal. Because "Beetle" is never around

where you can see him. No, sir. "Beetle s

voice booms out from the unseen spaces.

It's just like the microphone talked back at

Baker
Belasco, up there on the conductor's dais,

was bringing his swell band up to the final

flourishes of a lively number. At its con-

clusion. Baker, giving me the wink, yelled,

"That's terrible, Leon." Leon came down

the aisle on the run. "What's the matter

with it?" , _

"You played that number betore on one

of my programs," said Phil. "I never did !"

yelled Leon. Things were reaching a fine

howdy-doo when Baker grinned, and Leon

realized he had fallen for another prank.

"He's a soft touch for a ribbing," Baker

said, when quiet was restored. "I think I

could make him one of the outstanding per-

sonalities among radio orchestra leaders.

And Leon likes to work in the show. As a

matter of fact, Leon broods if we don't write

him into the script."

But it seems that when Phil Baker returns

to broadcast from Chicago, he will have

another band. Leon must stick to New
York—or rather he can't go to Chicago

with Baker's troupe.

Phil reported his European vacation was

"swell." He took the rest after about

seventy-five weekly broadcasts. "That's

too long to work without a let-up," he

added. If you've been listening—have you,

huh ?—perhaps you also feel that the Baker

programs are better than they were before.

Maybe it just seems that way after the long

absence; or maybe, as is more likely, Phil

has had a chance to take a breather and

work up some newer slants for his comedy.

It took Mary Pickford just two broad-

casts to land right in the top flight of radio

stars. Indeed, with a better vehicle than

was afforded by her first microphone ver-

sion of "The Church Mouse," "America's

Sweetheart" might have turned the amaz-

ing trick in just one broadcast.

Having seen Mary do so many amazing

things by sheer power of that extraordinary

force known as personality, we should not,

we suppose, be surprised. But Miss Pick-

ford nevertheless has accomplished what

many and many a star of stage and screen

has failed to attain. The speaking voice is

not one that even a most devoted Pickford

fan would pronounce beautiful, yet in the

reading of her lines and in that very voice

is something of the magnetism which is so

distinctive, individual, and appealing that

it becomes an identity just as tangible as

the stylized comedy of, say Ed Wynn, the

vocal quality of a Tibbett, or the two-piano

arrangements of Fray and Braggiotti.

And speaking of identity by voice quality,

it was hearing the sound—not the words

spoken, because on this occasion there was

a room-full of conversation drowning out

the radio—of a familiar voice which first

told me that Paul Gulick had added radio

broadcasting to his duties as publicity chief

for Universal. I had missed the announce-

ment, and even had Paul been talking about

something other than Hollywood I'm sure

I would have known him as I moved closer

to the receiver and heard a very interesting,

and well-informed word-picture of Mary
Pickford coming over the WOR waves

If you have not heard any of Mr. Gulick s

stories about the picture stars, and unfor-

tunately for the present not all of you can.

because the broadcast covers only a re-

stricted area in the East, you are missing

an air feature that serves as an excellent

supplement to your magazine reading about

the picture people. Paul knows his subject

—he has been associated with pictures since

1914. Oddlv enough, it was his voice as

well as his intimate knowledge of the stars

which induced his sponsors to select him for

their program. So for the first time since

he left college, Mr. Gulick is making

profitable use of the voice which enabled

him to pay his way to a university degree

by singing.
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That Hollywood Figure

Continued from page 63
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Several readers of these articles have
written me about this condition : They say

that their hips, instead of gradually round-

ing out as they should according to all rules

of the body beautiful, have a "bump" just

below the waistline, then curve in and curve

out again in another "bump" on the top of

the thigh.

In this case the quadricep muscles have
been over-developed by the wrong kind of

exercise. The quickest way to get rid of

these unsightly bumps would be to put
yourself into the hands of a good masseur.
If you can't afford this, try the cupping
massage yourself to help soften up this

muscle. Combined with exercise of the

right kind, patience and perseverance will

reduce the enemy.
Here is an excellent exercise which is

used at the Naval Academy for keeping the

hips of naval officers slender. It will help

you.
Lie on your back on the floor. Raise

both legs at right angles with the trunk,

feet together. Now open the legs in a V-
shape. Close and open 10 to 15 times.

The following is an exercise especially

good for fleshy backs, thighs and gluteous

muscles

:

Kneel on the floor. Bend forward and
place elbows and forearms on floor, with
right hand at left elbow, left hand at right

elbow. Raise left leg backward and up-
ward as high as possible, keeping knees
straight. Rest and repeat with right leg.

Another fine exercise for firming gluteous
muscles may be done as follows :

Stand beside a firm table or the foot-

board of a bed and place your right hand
on it for support. Stand so that your right

side is next to the piece of furniture. Lean
forward so that your trunk is almost
parallel with the floor. Bend your left knee
up to your body and then kick it out back-
ward as hard as you can. Turn around
and use the other leg. Repeat.
For giving tone to waist muscles, try

this:

Lie on your back on the floor. Raise
both legs to a vertical position. Now rotate
your legs forward alternately as though
you were walking rapidly. You can't do
much of this sky-walking at first, but with
practice you'll improve.
Another back and waist firmer is this

:

Lie face down on the floor. Place the
palms of the hands on the floor beside the
chest. Take a deep breath, raise the body
until it is supported by the extended arms
and the toes.

For you who insist you have "no time"
for exercise, here's one for slimming that
football stomach that takes no extra time

:

When fastening your shoes, stand with
the knees straight and bend over from the
waist to buckle or tie your footwear.
One of the best all-round exercises is

swimming. When you haven't a swimming
pool, or can't afford to patronize one, the
movements may be executed daily out of
the water. The breast stroke may be done

by lying over a piano bench, body parallel

with the floor. These arm movements are

splendid for chest development; the kick,

if done with vigor, will reduce the hips. If

more convenient, the arm and leg strokes

may be done separately.

The flutter kick, which consists of a nar-

row alternate thrashing of the legs, may be

done lying face down over the edge of the

bed.

Here's another splendid exercise for con-

trolling that hipline

:

Sit on the floor, legs extended before you,

arms out at sides in a line with your shoul-

ders. Swing your body to the right until

the left hand touches the right toes, right

hand to the rear ; then swing left until your
right hand touches the left toes, left hand
to the rear.

Follow your exercises with the cupping
massage given you in earlier articles.

Of course, the finest way to remodel your
figure is to remember correct posture, not
once in a while, when you are doing your
exercises, or when you are trying on a new
dress, but all the time. Work at it until

you are conscious of it, then it will get to

be a habit.

If you have that regrettable stomach
bulge, try this while you are teaching your
abdomen to pull itself in

:

Stand up
;
clasp hands over the abdomen

and contract the muscles of the abdomen

;

then bend from the hips six to ten times,

keeping the muscles well contracted
throughout the bending. Then take three

deep breaths.

Many people ask me what is the great-

est fault in the young girl figure of today.

I believe it is this terrible slouch the girls

are affecting. Or perhaps they're not put-

ting it on—it may be due to carelessness.

When I go down Hollywood Boulevard
and look at the girls standing waiting for

street cars or boy friends, and see the way
they hold themselves it is enough to turn
your hair gray

!

Some stand with the weight on one leg

and that hip thrown out while the other leg

drags. Others have their abdomens thrust

out. Still others hump their shoulders and
stick their necks out as they scan passersby.

What do you do ? Watch yourself ! If

you catch yourself doing any of these

things, stop it at once. Hold your abdomen
in and stand as tall as you can. Feel free.

Beauty becomes a bearer of gifts, as Cecelia Parker does her part as an
assistant to Santa Claus in making Xmas something to cheer about. In
case you're horticulture-minded that's a real California pine Cecelia has

decorated. Wonder what's in the packages with the gay wrappings?
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I know one actress who taught herself pos-

ture and poise by saying to herself mentally

as she walked down the street: "Every

inch a queen!" and feeling like one. She

said she fell naturally into the correct pos-

ture.

Some girls remember correct posture

when they stand—at least they sometimes

remember it—but when they sit, they sprawl

any old fashion. It's just as important to

hold that stomach in when you're occupying

a chair as when you are strolling down the

avenue in your best bib and tucker. As a

matter of fact it's more important.

Try pretending you are queen of beauty

at Mardi Gras in New Orleans, or presid-

ing as hostess of a very important dinner

party, and sit up regally. You can play

this game on the bus or street car, at the

movies or in school, but do it often enough

so that you can hold the position more than

a minute at a time.

A good idea is to sit back in your chair

with your spine straight and your feet flat

on the floor. Let your shoulders fall natu-

rally. .

People ask me if there is any age limit

to the exercises I give. I don't recommend

the very strenuous ones given at the first

of this article to older women, but there is

no reason why women up to eighty years

of age shouldn't be able to do the simpler

ones, if their doctors agree.

My mother-in-law, who lives in Tacoma,

Washington, is in Hollywood visiting me

at present. She tells me that her neighbor,

a woman of 62, has joined her in following

the exercises I have given in Screenland,

and that both of them have been most faith-

ful. They say they are determined to be

as youthful as the next one.

The neighbor remarked that she had

more chins than she could use, so she has

begun to reduce them by lying on her back

inched each morning, hanging her head out

over the side of the bed, and doing a cir-

cular movement with it. She recommends

this to all interested.

James Davies' Answers to Letters

Several girls zvhose height ranges from

4 jt. 10 in. to around 5 ft. want to knozv if

there is anv zcay to put on inches.

A. To those of you who are under

twenty, I'd say don't worry, you are still

growing and no doubt your inches will in-

crease if you eat nourishing food and take

plenty of exercise. To those over that age,

swinging by the legs on a parallel bar will

stretch the spine. Be sure that you are

supple and used to exercise, that you have

control of your muscles, before you go- in

for this, and if possible do it at your local

gymnasium under supervision.

Mrs. V. P., Richmond, California: Q.

Would appreciate it very much if you would

tell me something to do to develop my
thighs. Up above my knees my legs have

a space where they don't meet.

A Perhaps your knees are too tat and

that' is why your thighs are too far apart

;

all thighs have some space between them,

vou know. Self massage will do something

for vou, and so will regular "bends. Hands

on hips, feet together, bend knees, go down

as far as you can, then rise and stretch up-

ward on tiptoe. Repeat.

Miss Grace A., Omaha: Q. Please give

me a diet which will increase my weight to

135 pounds—one which could be easily fol-

lowed in restaurants. Also, will you please

give me what vou consider the best all-

around exercise" for one who does not go

in for sports of any kind—one which can

be taken in a hotel room.

\ Drink plenty of milk and cream in

addition to the meals you have been taking-

Combine this with light exercise. Fach

article in the series I have been writing

for Screenland contains at least one good

all-around exercise. Deep breathing will

help you, too.

E. R., Aberdeen, Washington: Q. I plan

on taking bicvcling inside, and plan on buy-

ing a contrivance to insert the bicycle mside

of it and then mount and ride. Would

this be as effective as bicycling outside.''

Also, please tell me or forward an address

where you can buy a pair of rubber bathing

trunks, as described on Page 60 of Novem-

ber Screenland.
A. It's better to bicycle outdoors, but

if that's impossible, indoor bicycling is bet-

ter than none. You can get a rubber bath-

ing suit from any sporting goods store.

Miss Cecille F., Parsons, Kansas: Q.

From the waist on up, am too thin incom-
parison with the rest of my body. Think

my arms could stand some additional flesh,

and am entirely flat-chested. What do you

surest Also, what exercises are advis-

able for keeping the weight the same

through the hips?

\ Best thing to do is get a good mas-

seur to give you very light workout _
with

warm olive oil. The hip-roll exercise is

finest for keeping hips slim.

Those of you who ivrite asking about

stomach and hip exercises, will find an

article devoted to that next month.

Some of vou seem to feel that you have

'fallen stomachs." Consult your doctors, it

you reallv believe this; but the exercises

"o-iven for firming the muscles of the abdo-

men will bring the organs back into place

if they have dropped and there is no other

complication. You can't do the exercises a

week and then look for results. \ ou must

keep on

!

Ruth R., Chicago, Illinois: Q. I am 14

vears of age, my height is 5 ft 5 in., and

my weight 141 lbs. I realize I am quite

stout I once started dieting but became

very hungry. ;
Would you be so kind as to

advise me what to do?

A You say you weigh 141 pounds.

Your correct weight should be 120. Do

not diet, as you are too young ;
but go m

for a strenuous course of exercise. I he

bicycle exercise is good for you as it tears

off the fat as quickly as anything. Also

the hip-roll—see article in this issue—and

bending exercises described above in answer

to Mrs. V. P. Next month there will be

an article devoted to your trouble.

Miss Mildred Van D., Long Island: Q.

Every day after school we exercise strenu-

ously for a period of two hours. Neverthe-

less I am getting flabby. During the sum-

mer my arms became flabby and my legs

are terrible! Please tell me what to eat

or what to do so I can get thinner. My
bust is what bothers me. It is too big for

a 16-year-old girl. I wouldn't care so much

if I was big, but I want to be well-propor-

tioned.

\ You are too young to be worrying.

You will slim down. Your measurements

correspond very well with those of some

movie stars, but you need a course of all-

round exercising. Follow the advice given

in article on bust reduction and develop-

ment, December Screenland, Page 56.

Ruth IV., Tulsa, Oklahoma: Q. I am
sending my measurements. How much do

they lack being correct and where do I need

to reduce' I am 23 years old, weigh 93

lbs., height 4 ft. l0 l/2 in., bust 30 in waist

23^4, hips 26, neck 12^4 and ankles 7 l/2 .

A. Your bust measurement is the only

thing that seems too great. Follow the

exercises in this issue. Also see above for

gain in height.

Mrs. J. S. S., Philadelphia, Pa.: Q. I am
5 ft 4 in in stocking feet, weigh about 132,

bust 34, waist 27y2 ,
hips 38, thigh 22 knee

14 (I don't have any flesh on my knees

but large bone), calf 12^4 and ankle 8 in.

Which ones need reducing?

A Your measurements seem very near

those of Miss America, except that your

thighs and waist are larger. Try waist

reduction exercise and "bends" recommend-

ed above.
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Lf you were a man, could you get a thrill out of

touching a dry, chapped hand? You know you

couldn't—it's the dear-little-smooth-little hand

that gives him a romantic feeling. . . .

This winter, keep your hands thrillingly smooth

!

Hinds Honey and Almond Cream will help you.

Hinds soaks the skin with rich soothing oils

—

quickly relieves chapping and gives velvety tex-

ture! This is because Hinds is much more than a

"jelly." It is the penetrating liquid cream—it

lubricates deeply with quick-working balms.

Use Hinds Honey and Almond Cream after

you've "washed things out," also at bedtime! See

how quickly Hinds gives you silken-smooth hands

!

As fragrant . . . rich ... as the liquid creams

costing $2 at expensive beauty salons. But Hinds

Honey and Almond Cream costs only 25^ and 50p

at your druggist, or 10s* at the dime store.

h e & t\ t
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IN A LAXATIVE
FOR WOMEN

IT MUST BE

STRONG, powerful "dynamite"

laxatives are bad for anyone. But

for you women . . . they're unthinkable

!

Your delicate feminine system was

never meant to endure the shock of

harsh, violent purgatives or cathartics.

They weaken you. They often leave

bad after-effects. Madam, you must

avoid them!

Ex-Lax is the ideal laxative for every

member of the family, but it is particu-

larly good for women. That's because

while Ex-Lax is thorough, it works in a

mild and gentle way. Why, you hardly

know you've taken a laxative.

And Ex-Lax checks on the other

important points, too: It won't cause

pain. It won't upset digestion. It won't

nauseate you. It won't leave you weak.

And what's very important— it won't

form a habit. You don't have to keep

on increasing the dose to get results.

And Ex-Lax is so easy to take. It

tastes just like delicious chocolate.

All the good points of Ex-Lax are

just as important for the rest of the

family as they are for women. So mil-

lions of homes have adopted Ex-Lax as

the family laxative.

Keep a box of Ex-Lax in the medi-

cine cabinet— so that it will be there

when any member of the family needs

it. All druggists sell Ex-Lax— in 10c

and 25c boxes.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS!

Get genuine Ex-Lax — spelled

E-X-L-A-X— to make sure of getting

Ex-Lax results.

When Nature forgets—
remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

SCREENLAND

Here's Hollywood

Continued from page 68

Acme

Stones afloat! Lewis Stone, that

grand actor, and Mrs. Stone, aboard
their yacht Serena. The tabby cat

Mrs. Stone fondles is ship's mascot.

LILIAN HARVEY has said farewell to

j her tonsils. . . . Carole Lombard wears

a dress made of cellophane velvet in "Re-

peal" ; the material is drapy, like velvet,

and shiny, like cellophane. . . . Contrary to

belief. Russ Columbo left his mother well

provided for—an insurance policy that will

pay her $5000-a-year for life. . . . While
Ruth Chatterton dined at one table in a

Hollywood cafe, ex-husband Ralph Forbes,

now married to Heather Angel, and ex-

husband George Brent sat at another. . . .

Charles Boyer, Pat Paterson's husband,

raced all the way from Europe to see Pat

when she threatened to walk out of her

picture contract in order to go see him.

. . . Franchot Tone's embarrassment was
that evident when he asked Charlie Chap-

lin for an autograph, and Chaplin, not

recognizing Tone, refused.

S THE historic feud between Gloria

Swanson and Pola Negri about to re-

sume ?

I
That's what Hollywood is wonder-

ing. In fact, Hollywood is hoping, because

excitement has been scarce of late.

A few years ago, when Swanson and

Negri were Paramount stars, they were

said to be bitter enemies. Gloria, accord-

ing to one story, once refused to set foot

on the lot while Negri was there, and to

make good her threat, was conveyed to

her dressing-room daily in a wheel-chair

!

Now, according to last minute reports,

Miss Negri is to make a picture for a

studio where Miss Swanson is under con-

tract. Will the old battle be renewed?

THESE prize-fight champs who go into

the movies are careful of their repu-

tations. If ring battles are to be fought

for film scenes, the champs demand that

they not be the losers.

Jack Dempsey started this several years

ago, when he refused to be knocked out

in a rough-and-tumble movie scene. When
Primo Camera and Max Baer battled for

"The Prizefighter and the Lady," the screen

battle was a draw. Maxie Rosenbloom

turned down a fine screen role because the

part demanded that he be knocked out. Lee

Ramage, who took the Rosenbloom part,

did so only after the producers agreed that

he should lose the fight on a technicality.

Recognize him as a real daddy?
Righto, it's Guy Kibbee himself in a

new portrait with his daughter.

THE only photograph on W. C. Fields'

dressing-room wall is a portrait of Bill

and Baby LeRoy. . . . When Elissa Landi
learned that her picture was being given
a sneak preview in San Francisco, she char-

tered a plane and flew 500 miles to see

it. . . . There's always much ado because
Garbo loses weight during picture produc-
tion ; Cecilia Parker, who played in the

new Garbo opus, lost a pound more than

Greta did. . . . Fay Wray has applied for

her citizenship papers (she is a Canadian).

. . . The plane that took Mary Boland,

Kathryn DeMille, and Roscoe Karns to

Mexico City, was forced down twice by
bad weather.

ISN'T Dick Powell's dog going
to be the swell-head, when they

move into Dick's new house? Rea-
son: Powell had a doghouse built

in replica, (smaller, of course), of

the main house. It's an exact
miniature, right down to doors and
windows.

(Continued on page 98)
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Hollywood Gambled $3,000,000 on This Girl
Continued from page 21

opposite more famous males are the crucial

point of any picture, be it super-colossal-

epic or super-stupor-flop ! So Ann Sothern,
who in the past year has been a leading

lady, a co-star, and a star in her own right,

can take herself a great big bow for being
the gal on whom Hollywood has lavished
more money in its history, barring no one,

to make a star !
•

Anna Sten's debut reputedly cost more
than a million dollars but she made but one
picture last year. Jean Parker, too, is a
brand-new star, but. her prominence was
achieved in established stars' vehicles or in

none too costly program pictures. Jean
Muir and Alice Faye have had remarkable
success on a silver-plated basis. But it

was Ann Sothern whom Hollywood placed
on the gold standard in this past year of
grace, 1934. In compiling the fortunes
expended on creating new stars I learned
that six pictures ranging in cost from
$175,000 to $1,300,000 were on the Sothern
credit list.

Starting in a small way she was first co-
starred with Edmund Lowe in "Let's Fall

in Love," a musical comedy that marked
her debut and the temporary exit of

$700,000 from the studio exchequer. Not
to be outdone, Paramount risked $450,000
on Lanny Ross' cinema bow in "Melody In
Spring" and borrowed the flaxen-haired
Ann as his co-star, a timely boost that
showed that other studios too saw gold in

them thar gray. eyes. Returning to Co-
lumbia, Sothern preferred stock hit an all-

time low of $175,000 with the making of
"Hell Cat." Showing a slight upward
trend, Sothern then recuperated at a paltrv

$200,000 in "The Party's Over," sharing
honors with Stuart Erwin. "Blind Date"
reached its preview with $190,000 marked
against it. Then Sam Goldwyn decided the
best was none too good for Eddie Cantor's
"Kid Millions," costing $1,300,000, and Ann
Sothern reached the pinnacle of little girls

on whom Hollywood has gambled fortunes.

Just remember that Garbo's "Painted Veil"

and "Queen Christina" cost less than two
million dollars so another lady of Scandi-
navian descent, Ann Sothern, took her
place as the costliest player of the past year.
Taking two aspirins and again totalling

the figures with the same result, I deter-
mined to see what manner of maid this
golden Sothern might be. Subsequently I

hied myself to the Spanish domicile in
Beverly Hills that houses Ann. Unlatch-
ing the gate to the patio, I was met con-
secutively by one dour and dubious Scottie,

a frolicsome and fickle terrier, a colored
maid, Ann's publicity woman, a glass of
lemonade and a young lady in very smart
white crepe tailored pajamas who, I learned,
was Miss Sothern, nee Harriette Lake.

Seated on a divan in the living-room I

munched a cookie as I gazed at the young
lady on whom pictures had gambled a little

more than $25,000 for each sixteen ounces
of the one hundred and twelve pounds that
enhance the Sothern chassis. Her heart-
shaped face, large eyes and delicate mouth

TWO BRILLIANT STARS IN A HEAVENLY PICTURE!

'09*

1

W A IT N £ R

BAXTER

YOU acclaimed "LADY FOR

A DAY"! You revelled in

"IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT"!

You were delighted by

"ONE NIGHT OF LOVE"!

The charm and happiness of all

are excelled in this great romantic

comedy from the same producers!

M Y R N A

LOY
IN

A FRANK CAPRA Product! on
B,wJ o/i tkt m% ky MARK HELLINGER

with WALTER CONNOLLY HELEN VINSON
By ROBERT RISK TN

Ask at your favorite theatre when this picture will be shown
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rerfiindcd me more of a Nell llrinklcy girl

than one whose limbs had danced her to

prominence on Broadway. But Ann was
destined for the theatre from the day she

made her earthly debut in Valley City,

North Dakota, with the weather at forty

degrees below zero. Her mother was An-
nette Yde, the concert singer, and Ann
has never seen her birthplace again as her

mother had merely stopped over in Valley

City during a concert tour

!

Although Ann managed to complete her

schooling and climax it with the two years

that she was the campus belle at the Uni-
versity of Washington, she was never

farther than a hop, skip, and jump from
the theatre and grease paint. As Ann ex-

plained, "I first came to Hollywood to visit

Mother who was giving voice lessons to

actors who had recently become talkie-

conscious. I managed to find myself a job

as a dancing girl and then I met Ivan Kahn,
who has discovered many players, and he

took an interest in my career. Ivan took

me to Paul Bern and after a test I was
given a long-term contract as a stock player

at M-G-M. I was soon lost in the shuffle,

though, and never did get a chance at a

real part.

"I met Florenz Zeigfeld at a party one

day and was tremendously flattered when
he told me that he might have a part for

me in his next Broadway show. But I'd

heard so many Hollywood promises that I

was actually amazed when I received a
telegram from him in New York offering

me the second lead in 'Smiles' which starred

Marilyn Miller. So I left Hollywood in a
hurry and didn't particularly care whether
I ever returned

!"

A hit in "Smiles," she followed up her

new career with successes in three brilliant

musical comedies, "America's Sweetheart,"

"Everybody's Welcome" and became the

road company lead in "Of Thee I Sing" in

which Lois Moran was starred on the New
York stage. That tour brought her to the

west coast and producers began to make
discreet queries as to whether she'd like to

be in pictures. Tarrying not, Ann returned

to New York and was about to do a new
play when she was given the role of the

circus concession attendant who becomes a

screen star in "Let's Fall In Love."

"How does it feel to make a come-back
in Hollywood at the ripe old age of twenty-
two?" I inquired.

Ann laughed, "Naturally it feels grand

!

option in the offing so it's very important

to her that the audience greet her first en-

trance with loud applause, refrain from
giggling during her big emotional scene,

and most of all forbear from walking out

until the final fade-out. Nearly all pro-

ducers and critics base a picture's enter-

tainment value on whether or not the audi-

ence walks out or stays to the bitter end.

A really good picture very recently got

only mild reviews in the trade papers be-

cause a mother with a brood of three had
to take them to the little boy's room during

the fifth reel.

Nowhere in the world will you find any-
thing quite as exciting as a Hollywood
preview. Arc-lights glare blatantly over

the front of the theatre
;

photographers
from the syndicates and magazines gather

in the lobby to snap celebrities as they

arrive; and hundreds of fans and auto-

graph seekers, who have been unable to get

inside the theatre which has been sold out

since six-thirty, jam the sidewalks waiting
for a glimpse of their favorites. Oh, it's

really "som'pin" as Stepin Fetchit says.

I'm very glad now that I didn't make good
the first time that I was here as the success

might have gone to my head! But after

you've been one of the great unknowns you
don't lose your sense of proportion when
you do come back. I haven't gone Holly-

wood simply because I know too much
about it!"

Ann was a bit dismayed as to her screen

future when her first film evoked only

about fifty fan letters, forwarded to her

home by the studio. But you can imagine

her amazement and pleasure when the

studio casually informed her that, in request

Florence and Alvarez illus-

trate a step in "The Carlo,"
the dance they introduced to

the screen-going public in
"Student Tour."

Going to Previews

Continued from page 1

7

In the meantime the star who has to go
through this ordeal—this trial by public-
begins to break into a cold sweat early in

the afternoon. Mr. Star usually takes

unto himself a couple of neat brandies.

Miss Star, with a queer sinking sensation

at the pit of her stomach, rushes down to

Jim's beauty shop for a wave and a mani-

cure, and then over to Magnin's for a new
hat—to give her confidence. Her soul is

wracked in anguish by two major worries:

either the fans will tear her to pieces in

their mad zest for autographs, or else they

won't even recognize her, and of course in

that case it will just be her luck to have

Mr. Mayer follow her into the theatre and

notice that she has no fan following. You
can't win.
The most ardent preview-catchers are

Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg. It

matters not whose picture it is. Norma in

a perky little hat is usually right there in

the reserved section with Mr. Thalberg.

May Robson, Claudette Colbert, and Madge
Evans are runner-uppers for the _second

highest score in previews. But with the

to letters, it had already sent out five

thousand pictures of little Sothern, indica-

tive of the popularity of the girl who, at

that time, had but one picture released!

"I've made six pictures and all I want
now is a vacation. I haven't been out of

California, haven't had a rest all this year!

But I thought it best to make as many
pictures as quickly as possible that I might
establish myself on the screen. I did those

feeling that it was necessary. But now
I've served my apprenticeship, I want parts

that call for characterization, to feel that

I'm really improving as an actress.

"I've been handicapped by the manner
in which my face belies my personality. I

know I have a little face and it seems that

it makes men want to protect me ! But I

certainly don't need to be shielded from the

cruel world. I don't want to do parts of a

girl that has to be protected. I want
sophisticated roles, and I know I can do
them better than those of naive qualities."

She wrinkled her nose a bit ruefully. "I'm

definitely not a sweet girl type, and I'm
glad I'm not! The public tires of them,

forever seeing them in similar roles—so no

ingenue parts for Ann !"

Despite her rumored affection for Roger
Pryor, Ann has no intention of marrying
for at least another year. Heartfree, she

feels that an actress making a re-entry into

pictures must concentrate first of all on a

career. In her year in Hollywood Ann has

not once "gone steady" with any man and
in her five years in the profession has never

been engaged or even within hearing dis-

tance of wedding bells. That should be an
all-time record for such a heart-accelerating

type of youthful lusciousness.

Ann cuddled the Scottie that was re-

garding her with a dour but devoted ex-

pression. "My dogs and my maid are the

only companions that I have right now,

but I'm expecting my mother very soon

for a visit and all I hope is that we'll have

some time together. The Cantor picture

kept me terrifically busy, and while the part

wasn't awfully important I was delighted

to get it because it'll be the best break I've

had yet."

"The Girl Friend," a lavish musical ex-

travaganza, is to mark the end of her first

year in pictures. Three studios bet a for-

tune on Ann—Annie to her friends—to

place her in the enviable position as the

greatest risk Hollywood ever gambled on

—and won!

exception of these stars most of
_
the others

appear only at their own previews. The
night "The Barretts of Wimpole Street"

had its first preview out in Huntington

Park, the film broke right in the middle

of Shearer's big dramatic scene with

Charles Laughton. Thalberg got out of

his seat and nervously paced back and

forth, as the audience began to wiggle and

whistle, but Norma sat as cool as a cucum-

ber, mentally suffering the agonies of the

damned, but outwardly showing nothing

but supreme calm. None of this darting

out of side doors and down back alleys for

Norma—at the end of the preview she

always goes quite calmly and demurely

through the lobby to her car at the curb,

and she will autograph just as long as her

fans ask her to. I have never seen Norma
really excited except one night after the

third preview of "The Barretts." It seems

that she had become very fond of "Flush"

during the making of the picture and

"Flush's" owner had said that he would

sell the dog to her verv cheanly when the

picture was finished. But after the first
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preview, where "Flush" fairly stole the
picture, the owner informed Norma that
the dog would cost her several thousand
dollars. "The nerve of him," Norma said,

her eyes flashing, "what does he think he's

got—another Shirley Temple"
I have often gone to previews with Una

Merkel, one of my favorites, who always
takes her husband, Ronald Burla, and her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arno Merkel, along
for good solid support during one of life's

trying moments. Una is terribly super-
stitious and as soon as she sits down in

the preview section she crosses her fingers
and clasps her hand, which is sort of a
ritual that is supposed to take care of the
angels in heaven and the devils in hell at
the same time. But just so heaven will be
sure to get the best of it, with her hands
clasped she offers up a little prayer, "Oh,
God, please let them laugh in "the right
place." Then the picture begins and Ron-
nie takes hold of both of her hands to keep
her from biting her finger nails off. The
night of the preview of "The Cat's Paw"
we sat in the first row of the preview sec-
tion right behind the people who paid to
see the picture. The woman in front of
us would shriek with laughter, quite loudly,
every time Una came on the screen, and
would nudge the man next to her, presum-
ably her husband, and say, "Isn't she cute?
Doesn't she talk cute? Oh, I think she's
cute!" This went on for reel after reel,
with the woman laughing louder and louder.
Finally the poor man turned to her and said
quite wearily, "I don't think she's as funny
as all that."

The preview of Mae West's latest pic-
ture, "The Belle of the Nineties," was
quite a gala occasion, with the carriage
trade turning out in regal splendor. Mae
arrived all done up in a large hat and sum-

mer furs and was accompanied by Wests
en masse : sister Beverly, her father,
her brother, and of course the faithful

Jim Timoney. Outwardly she was quite
calm, but deep inside Mae was just a little

bit sickish, because there was a censorship
campaign on and a church drive for purity,
and Mae wasn't exactly sure whether the
public would approve La Belle or not. But
they did, and they made the rafters ring.

How different this last preview from her
first When "Night After Night" was
previewed Mae received two preview passes
from the studio and with Timoney drove
down-town to the theatre—but she just
couldn't gather up the nerve to go in and
see herself on the screen. Never had she
experienced such devastating stage fright.
Weakly she pushed Timoney toward the
theatre and climbed back into her car and
rode around town until the preview was
over. Timoney's face was beaming. "I— I—
I'm all right?" Mae asked nervously. "All
right ! Hell, you're perfect !" Timoney
assured her, while Mr. Kaufman and Mr.
Cohen dashed out with new contracts for
her to sign. Mae has had only one em-
barrassing experience at a preview and
that was the time she wanted to sneak in

on a preview of "I'm No Angel" and sit

with the public to get their reaction. So
she upped to the box-office and put down
fifty cents for a ticket. "Hey, you," said
the cashier dropping the money on the
marble, "this is a phony. Naw—I guess
it ain't." And then the ticket collector
recognized her and gave her the theatre.
ZaSu Pitts has been to only one of her

previews during her entire career as one
of Hollywood's leading comediennes. She
just can't bear to look at herself on the
screen and she doesn't think she's the least
bit funny. But she felt just a little en-

couraged about "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-
bage Patch," so with her husband, Mr. Ed-
ward Woodall, she snuck into the Fox
Westwood on the preview night and hid
herself away in a dark corner of the bal-
cony. ZaSu, and I know you agree with
me, was simply grand as the spinsterish
Miss Hazy and gave a perfect performance,
but she decided she was awful and snuck
out of the theatre before the picture was
half over. Dat old debbil Inferiority Com-
plex he sho' has done got Miss ZaSu,
ma'am.
A funny thing happened the night that

Madge Evans and I dashed over to Glen-
dale recently to see the preview of "What
Every Woman Knows," in which picture
Madge plays the haughty Lady Sybil.
There was the usual number of fans with
autograph books standing at the entrance
and immediately several of them stuck out
their books for Madge to sign, which she
did.

_
"Who is she?" one of the girls on

the sideline whispered quite audibly. "It's

Marge E-Van," replied the girl looking
closely at her book which Madge had just
signed. So, of course, since that night
I have never been able to call her anything
but Marge E-Van. Madge is very critical
of herself in pictures but never has any
time really to enjoy her misery, for at din-
ner before the preview, at the Brown
Derby after the preview, and during the
preview itself she is subjected to the most
terrific kidding and ribbing by her mother,
by Tom Gallery, and by—alas—myself.
Madge is a swell sport and takes it all

beautifully and has never shown the least
irritation no matter how nasty the wise-
cracks. After every preview she always
says, "Well, mother, I guess we can plan
to return to New York next month."

Joan Crawford never misses her pre-

Amazingly Mild wi# — a NEW MD
HEAR JOHNNIE IN PERSON

iJi? Tune i» Tuesday Nixhts

RADIO'S SMARTEST MUSICAL SHOW
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To THE Japanese Garden, at the Ritz in

New York, went our clever young "cosmetic

inquirer" with her bagful of pink, sweet-

scented powder-samples. She interviewed in

the dressing-room . . .just asked each

attractive young luncheon-guest one ques-

tion . . . "What would you pay for this new

powder? ... try it and tell me." Sixteen

replied with "$2 a box" and ten said "at

least $1.50." Thirteen mentioned how well

it adhered . . . and not one would believe

that this soft, fine, becoming powder sold

everywhere at 50c! Try it yourself, forget-

ting price, and see what it does for the tone

and transparency of your skin. Send the

coupon below.

A R M A N D

views and is always escorted by Franchot

Tone and several assorted young men.

-\fter the preview of "Chained' she was

.nobbed by her ardent fans and had to be

lifted up by her young men and carried

to her car. Connie Bennett belongs to the

Don Juan club of previewing too. After

the "Green Hat"—or whatever they finally

decided to call it—Gilbert Roland tossed

Miss Bennett right over the heads of her

clamoring public.

Marlene Dietrich is another star who
never misses one of her previews and al-

ways goes with Von Sternberg. Sometimes

she'll pose for pictures, and sometimes she

won't, depending upon the mood she's in.

Marlene isn't very fond of autographing.

Joan Blondell, unlike most of the movie

stars, does not take her family to a preview

with her. She says she wants good, honest

criticism about her acting, and her family

will tell her she's perfect even when she

isn't So Joan usually tries to take her

sister Gloria's boy friend and a business

man, and insists upon her chauffeur and

cook going if possible. Her husband,

George Barnes, just won't go to pictures,

even if it is a Blondell hit.

Jean Harlow suffers more at a preview

than any star I have ever been with. From

the minute the picture starts and she sees

herself on the screen she suffers tortures,

presses her nails into her palms until they

nearly bleed, and tears up everything she

can get her hands on. Sort of a cold per-

spiration breaks out all over her, and no

matter how warm and enthusiastic the au-

dience reaction she is so nervous that her

entire system is upset for a week following

SCRCENLAND

each preview. I remember shaking her

hand after the preview of "Red Dust" and

it was so clammy that I thought for a

second that I had a corpse with me. But

with all this suffering Jean wouldn't miss

a preview for anything, because she thinks

it a marvelous place to learn about pictures

and people and acting. William Powell

accompanied Jean and her parents, Mr. and

Mrs. Marino Bello, to her last preview,

"The Girl from Missouri," which all goes

to prove that Mr. Powell is kinda sweet

on Jean, for Bill hates previews and

swarms of people, and rarely shows up at

his own.
The first preview I went to with Claud-

ette Colbert—in which she played stooge to

Mr. George M. Cohan and Mr. Jimmy
Durante—she had to rush home and take

aspirin. She decided she was through in

pictures and had better get back to the

New York stage as quickly as possible.

But the last preview I went to with her

was something else again—the immortal

"It Happened One Night." Claudette was

feeling low the evening of the preview and

was quite sure that the picture wasn't any

good and she hadn't wanted to make it

anyway, and it was too far to ride over to

Pasadena. But when she saw Norman
Foster and her mother and me get in the

car she decided to join us and all the way
over to Pasadena mourned about her fate.

"If I could only have a smash hit picture

sometimes," she grouched. "Everybody else

has one, but I have to keep on making these

so-so pictures that never get me anywhere."

Well, she got herself a smash hit that

night, and was Claudette surprised?

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 11

Armand, Des Moines, Ia. : Send me a free

sample ofArmand Bouquet Powder. I enclose

a 2c stamp to help cover postage.

Name

Address

SL 1-5-B

1 egg
cups flour

1 teaspoonful baking soda

1 teaspoon cinnamon
1 teaspoon ginger

Mix. Add y2 cup boiling water.

Bake 30 minutes.

"Did I tell you we serve coffee? We use

hot milk with it instead of cream, although

there's no law against cream. The hot

milk is a French idea and we like it very

much," observed Bette.

"Talking of New England dishes, I must

mention codfish balls. Not that I'd serve

them at a Sunday night supper but l

adore them ! Let Lillian tell you how she

fixes them."
Lillian was willing to part with this se-

cret, so here it is :
. . ,

You cook a potato until it is well-done.

Mash it and mix it with flaked codfish,

which you have parboiled until it has lost

its salty taste. Even if you've soaked your

fish all night, it's well to boil it Lillian

believes. Use 1 beaten egg to bind the

fish flakes and potato and a few drops of

onion juice to add to the flavor. Dip in

the e^°- roll in cracker crumbs and try m
deep Sat until it's a golden brown. Serve

with garnish of parsley.

"Because we're informal, I always have

cigarettes on the table," said Bette. "Nat-

urally in Grandma's day there were none

to be seen there at Saturday night bean-

fests since women didn't smoke, but today

even' in New England the bars are down.

Informality is the reason Bette gives for

her custom of announcing supper herself.

"I don't know many people m Holly-

wood," she observed, rubbing Tibby's black

ear. "I have about ten friends in town and

we're all crazy. Bruce tells me things are

ready and I pass on the good word.

"We aren't- a -bridge-playing crowd. We

like to get together and talk or play games

or sing around the piano. That fashion of

entertainment is coming back, you know.

Then we like to get up acts and try them

on each other.

Vacation's over! Dolores Del

Rio, her mother, and her

husband, Cedric Gibbons, on
their return to Hollywood.

"Did vou ever try that game Charlie

Chaplin invented? I think he calls it

'Unselfconscious.' Each member of the

party in turn tries to enter the room, cross

it, and make an exit, while the rest stare at

him, he, in the meantime, striving to seem

unselfconscious. I don't know whether the
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inventor ever managed to do it or not, but

none of us has succeeded so far."

Bobby, who had been telephoning about

the horses the girls were to ride, came
back to ask if Bette had remembered that

all New Englanders eat pumpkin pie.

"Bette doesn't care for pie—it makes you
fat or something—but Ham does," she

added.
So here's the way pumpkin pie is made

by those who know how

:

For the shell, sift 1 cup of sifted flour

with teaspoonful salt, chop into with

a pastry knife Yi cupful shortening ; when
well mixed, work in slowly ice water to

make a stiff paste, about 4 tablespoons.

Place in ice-box until chilled. Roll out on
floured board and lay in medium sized pie

tin. Crinkle the edge and fill with pumpkin
mixture.
For mixture, beat 2 eggs, beat into them

2 cups of steamed and mashed pumpkin, 1

cup sifted brown sugar, 1 teaspoonful cin-

namon, teaspoonful cloves, % teaspoon-

89

ful ginger, l4 teaspoonful allspice, J4 tea-

spoonful nutmeg, l/z teaspoonful salt and
cups of milk.

Pour into pastry-lined tin, set in mod-
erate oven for ten minutes, reduce heat and
bake slowly for 25 minutes. Cool and serve
with slice of American cheese.

Salutes and Snubs
Continued from page 6

farm. Pictures can make even cabbages
romantic

!

M. A. Cullum.
4600 Millcreek.

Kansas City, Mo.

APPETIZER FOR LITERATURE
Instead of lessening interest in good

literature, the movies create an added zest

for it. After seeing the screen play of" "One
More River," a friend of mine went out and
purchased Galsworthy's book of that name.
The same sort of thing happened when
"The Fountain" was screened.

Edith E. Nesmith,
45 R Street, N.W.,

Washington, D. C.

EXPENSIVE, BUT WORTH IT!

Complaint against Grace Moore ! I'm
spending all my spare change, seeing her

picture over and over. The loveliest golden
voice ever heard, is holding "One Night of

Love," over for a fifth week. Meaning I'll

have to see it again. Yes, Grace Moore
keeps me broke—-but I love it

!

Tona Swan,
1134 Geneva Ave.,
San Francisco, Calif.

MAUREEN MARCHES ON!
Some years ago I was amused to read

that Maureen O' Sullivan hoped to get the

Academy award some day. But after see-

ing her as the charmingly rebellious

Henrietta of "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street," it does not seem so improbable.
Good luck to the Irish lass

!

M. J. Smith,
81 East Boulevard,

Rochester, N. Y.

LAUGHTON RATES THE RAVES!
I've always held that foreign actors and

actresses, though possibly less capable than
our own, were ballyhooed "and praised too
much. I'll admit, though, that I think
Charles Laughton the most versatile actor
in Hollywood. He needs no ballyhoo, and
deserves all the praise he receives.

Lynn Hubbard,
. . Box 253,

Little Rock, Ark.

Thdect rbnuclti! Te^ed^uAjei

2 cups brown sugar Yz cup Eagle Brand

Y cup water Sweetened Condensed Milk

Y cup chopped nut meats

Mix brown sugar and water in a large saucepan and bring

to a boil. Add Eagle Brand Sweetened Condensed Milk

and bod over low flame until mixture wdl form firm ball

when tested in cold water (230°F.—235°F.) Stir mixture

constantly to prevent burning. Remove from fire. Add
chopped nut meats. Beat until thick and creamy. Pour

into buttered pan. When cool, cut in squares.

9 You'll get marvelous, creamy-smooth penuchi with this

recipe. And as for fudge—Eagle Brand makes the best you

ever ate! (Fudge recipes in FREE booklet offered below.)

^ © But remember—Evaporated Milk won't— can't

— succeed in this recipe. You must use

Sweetened Condensed Milk. Just re-

member the name Eagle Brand.

MAGIC!
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m AMAZING
s. SHORT- CITS

Street..

City.

/World's rnostamazingCook Book!
Rotogravure picture-book (60 photographs) showing- |

I

D

n

I

J!

1* fy £f §A/t * astonishing new short-cuts. 130 recipes, including:

ml^^^ Delicious Candies! Foolproof 5-minute Chocolate Frost

-

M ing! Caramel Pudding that makes itself I 2-ingredient
Macaroons! Shake-up Mayonnaise! Ice Creams (freezer

and automatic)! Refrigerator Cakes! Sauces! Custards! Cookies! Address:
The Borden Company, Dept. SU15, 300 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Nairn

State.

Statement of the Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc., required by the Act of March 3, 1933, of

Screenland, published monthly at New York, N. Y., for October 1, 1934. State of New York, County
of New York, ss. Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State and county aforesaid, personally
appeared Joshua Superior, who, having been duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that he
is the Business Manager of Screenland, and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date
shown in the above caption, required by the Act of March 3, 1933, embodied in section 537, Postal
Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to wit: 1. That the names and addresses
of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are: Publisher, Screenland Maga-
zine, Inc., 45 W. 45th St., New York City; Editor, Delight Evans, 45 W. 45th St., New York City; Man-
aging Editor, Delight Evans, 45 W. 45th St., New York City; Business Manager, Joshua Superior, 45
W. 45th St., New York City. 2. That the owners are: Screenland Magazine. Inc., 45 W. 45th St..

New York City; V. G. Heimbucher, 45 W. 45th St., New York City; J. S. McDermott, 45 W.
45th St., New York City. 3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security
holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other
securities are: None. 4. That the two paragraphs next above, (giving the names of the own-
ers, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and security
holders as they appear upon the books of the company but also, in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,

the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is given; also that the said
two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circum-
stances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that of a bona
fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe that any other person, association, or corpora-
tion has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than as so stated
by him. Joshua Superior, Business Manager. Sworn to and subscribed before me this 20th day of

September, 1934. Edward A. Geelan, Jr., Notary Public, Kings County No. 196. Certificate filed in

New York County No. 526. (My commission expires March 30, 1936.) [Seal.]
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Learn to Draw
atHome

New Method Makes It Amazingly
Simple

Trained artists earn from $50 to over $'250 a week.

Tremendous demand right now for good art work. Maga-
zines, newspapers, advertisers, printing houses, etc.

Become an artist through wonderful new easy method of

personalized instruction—right at home in spare time.

Learn Illustrating, Designing and Cartooning. Actual

fun learning this way. Learn to draw and earn hig money I

Send for FREE BOOK
Just printed—a new book which describes the latest

developments and wonderful opportunities in Commercial

Art gives full details on this new easy method of learn-

ing'to draw. Tells all about our students—their successes

—what they say—actual reproductions of their worK—and
how many earned big money even while learning! Write
for this Free Book and details of big Commercial Artist's

Outfit GIVEN to all new students. Mail postcard or letter

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Studio 171

1115 15th St., N.W.. Washington, P. C.

i Here's
a Qjueer Way .

to Learn Music/
No teacher—no confusing details. Just a simple, easy,

home- study method. Takes only a few minutes—averages
only a few cents a day. Every step is clear as ABO
throughout. You'll be surprised at your own rapid prog-

ress From the start you are playing real rimes perfectly

by note. Quickly learn to play any "jazz" or classical selec-

tion—right at home in your spare time. All instruments.

Learn Public
Speaking

At home—In spare time—20 minutes a
day. Overcome "stage- fright," gain self-

confidence, increase your salary . through
ability to sway others by effective
speech. Write now for free booklet.
How to Work Wottdera With Words.

North American Institute, Dept. 4431
3601 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, ill.

Streamlining the Stars

Continued from page 27

CD CP Send for Free Booklet and Demonstration Lesson,
r IXLjEi These explain our wonderful home study method

fully. Mention instrument preferred.

U. S. School of Music- 1191 Brunswick Bldg., Ne» York Cilv

TryThis OnVfcur
Hair IS Days-
LetYour Mirror Prove Results. Your
hair need not thin out, nor need you be-

come bald. This; Different Method stops

i \ > J thinning out of hair, lifeless hair, itch-

ing, dandruff.threatened or increasing baldness by Btrenzth-

enine prolonging the life of hair for men and women; Hena

your name now before it's too late for free 15-day test offer

JUEL DENNi 404 W. Erie St., Dept. 33, Chicago, III.

SJKLTIET
paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.

Free booklet describes most complete song service ever

offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to

your lyric, or lyrica to your music, »eoure U. S. copyruhl
.
broadcast your

»„1 oyer the radio. Our sales department submit, to_MlD»KmVT
and Hollywood Picture Studio,. WftlTE TODAY (or FREE BOOKLET.

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 604 Meyer Bldg.. Wtslern Afenue and

Sierra Vela. HaHrwMJ. Califoinii

ene s-sa TKeaire
„. Lee Traoy. Fred

Drama, Dance, Musical Comedy.

For Catalog, write Sec'y LAND. 66 W. 85 St., N. •

SCHOOL
OF THE

f40thYr.) Stage. Talkie, Radio. GRADUATES:
Astaire. Una Merkel, Zita Johann^etc
Teaching, Directing. Personal
/Appearances)

gained with the judgment of the designer

trusted more implicitly than if ever he had

'gone to war' in the first place.

"When a star is first placed in my charge

I naturally make a mental survey of her

good and of her weaker points. On the

other hand, after reviewing my years as a

designer for the glamorous ones, I reaffirm,

without hesitation, a discovery which I

made shortly after entering the designing

field: that is, the more intelligent a subject

is, the easier she is to dress. A well-pro-

portioned figure is vastly more important

than beauty—and when coupled with in-

telligence and a style sense—the ensemble

of requirements for the well-dressed woman
is indeed complete.

"Such a woman must also have the as-

surance of her ability to wear clothes. She

must not be hampered by any real or imag-

inary shortcomings of her figure, nor must

she be headstrong about the inclusion of her

own preconceived ideas of a costume. She

must be something between the two; she

must have faith in the creator of her cos-

tumes, and the assurance of wearing them

with an impeccable flair.

"And you, too, back in your own home,

before your own mirror, be honest with

yourself! Study your points, ruthlessly,

impersonally, as I study the stars. You
know pretty much what you 'have.' You
have been told. Don't try to gloss over this

or overlook that. Your mirror doesn't;

neither do your escorts. Bare yourself to

your own honesty. Take stock.

"Don't worry about your beauty. Are

you well-proportioned? Have you a style-

sense ? You probably have, or you wouldn't

be so interested in the subject. Well, start

from there ! If you are poorly proportioned

make every effort, through moderate exer-

cise, proper diet, and, above all, skillful

gowning, to play up your best points—you

will be amazed how such minor defects as

you may have will disappear.

"At the studio, friends, relatives, or well-

meaning advisers are on the 'no admittance'

list during fittings. Stage mothers, or their

equivalent, have been the death of many a

good idea. With the star, the director, and

the cameraman to please, or at least to con-

sider, a designer has a man-sized job on his

hands with each individual costume. Mul-

tiply that by the number of women players

and the number of gowns required for their

screen needs in the course of a year, and

you have an approximate idea of the con-

ditions under which he works.

"So it is but natural that each designer

enjoys his work best when creating a cos-

tume for a woman whose reaction is one of

interest and enthusiasm. And in this re-

spect I have been most fortunate.

"This season's clothes, let me say here

and now, have been particularly smart. The

new tendency toward streamlining in our

lives—automobiles, trains, interior decor-

ating—has found a sympathetic note in cur-

rent clothes. Women with the gadgets of

former days would seem incongruous in the

long, svelte lines of their newest town car.

This gives a new note and subtly influences

our clothes-sense. It demands a gown that

is 'down-to-earth.' It demands, too, that

the tinsel and glitter of the past decade

—

the birthday cake, Christmas-tree type of

chi-chi that was formerly synonymous with

'Hollywood styles'—quickly disappear from

the cinematic horizon. Put on—not your

old gray bonnet, but your air-brakes!

"Richness and luxury in costuming no

longer is conveyed by a dress of glistening

beads; and unless a certain role implies a

portion of glitter in the clothes, my prefer-

ence is to omit it all and substitute a fabric,

conservative, durable, in a word, 'smart.'

My own particular favorite is a heavy crepe

romaine. You may find another which you
prefer. But be certain it is 'glitterless

!'

"Perhaps you may recall that in 'Man-
dalay' I conceived a costume for Kay
Francis made entirely of gold sequins. This

was the exception which proves the rule

—

or best serves as the example. Spot White,

the character she portrayed in the film,

demanded this costume. It was emblematic

of her strata of society, of her 'personal'

status.

"This new reconditioning of our clothes

conception offers the girl in Winnipeg,

Mexico City, Rome or Melbourne the op-

portunity to snatch ideas off the screen and

adapt them to her individual wardrobe.

Streamlining has the universal appeal of

the modern age and is not a confining in-

fluence in any sense of the word. Design-

ing, therefore, such clothes as are wearable

by a business girl or a society woman,
whose prototype is costumed in a Warner
picture, is my sole ambition at the moment.

If that goal is reached I am quite willing to

forego the temporary fame of launching a

fad that sweeps the nation.

"And speaking of fads, let me urge

women whose wardrobe budgets are limited

to exercise the greatest restraint when
tempted to purchase a dress, a coat, or a

hat whose chief appeal is its striking nov-

elty. That very momentary appeal will be

the quality that will find it outmoded six

months hence.

"And this brings me to the most im-

portant rule that women, everywhere, any

time, should apply

—

mark it and mark it

well!
"If, instead of purchasing a garment be-

cause of its features which make it the rage

of the moment, a garment were chosen be-

cause of its chances for remaining smart

six months from now, that woman would

be the best-dressed woman the whole year

'round!

"If you have a natural propensity for fads

try to' confine them to one costume—and I

will tell you how to indulge your taste and

still keep within your budget. Here's the

secret

:

"Buy one rather plain costume and use it

as the basis for all your fad orgies. If the

style of the moment is a tri-cornered scarf,

buy one and wear it on that dress—but

keep it for that one exclusively. Then as

that fad changes and batiste ruffs and huge

batiste cuffs float into momentary favor as

women's whimsy—just buy a pair and use

the same garment for your metamorphosis.

Thus you will have an outlet for your will-

o'-the-wisp fancies—and buy the main por-

tion of your wardrobe 'sensibly.'
"

So much for Orry-Kelly's steps to

streamlining. Now let him talk with you.

informally, of the things which lie nearest

to his heart—and yours

!

"Have you the faculty which a truly

stunning woman must have, of bringing life

to clothes ? The next time you see Kay
Francis—who has been my consistent

nominee for the title of the best-dressed

woman on the screen—notice what she is

wearing. I don't care whether it is an

evening gown, sleek and slivery, or an

afternoon frock, with a saucy air, or even

a smart little utility dress—she combines an

ideal figure (from a designer's point of

view), with an innate clothes sense that

transforms the simplest gown into a crea-

tion of animated style. Perhaps you do this,

too? It is mostly heaven-sent; but, to

some extent, it may be acquired. Be con-
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sciously unconscious of your clothes. Wear
them as though it were a pleasure—a cas-

ual pleasure, if you will.

"Then there is Dolores Del Rio, exotic

Latin type, who has a fine sense of clothes

values and a real talent for wearing them.
She breathes into a design a dramatic
quality that is, to my mind, unequalled by
anyone on the screen. Perhaps you are a
similar type? You can profit by solving
the puzzle of her attractiveness. Watch her
closely—you will be well repaid.

"Verree Teasdale, on the other hand,
brings to a costume a sophisticated viva-
ciousness that is quite as effective. Her
ability to change the bizarre quality of an
ensemble into a sane, even practical mood
is unexcelled by any actress in Hollywood.
While it is important in the actress, it is

much more so for the average woman, espe-
cially when transposing screen styles to

your personal wardrobe, for picture fash-
ions at times demand greater stress to con-
vey character. Be sure to leave a certain
leeway for 'audience license.'

"Jean Muir, a 'believable' girl, must
always wear convincing clothes. I design
them that way.

"Color becomes a secondary consideration

for film fashions. Photographically all hues
are merely shades of white, gray, or black.

Its only importance lies in the star's indi-

vidual preference or passion, and inasmuch
as a player reacts more favorably in a cos-

tume that does not outrage her color sense,

color does, in a way, become important."
"A man-sized job," Orry-Kelly calls it.

It is all of that ! Yet he assures us that

relaxation does come in the form of a cos-
tume picture, such as "Du Barry," when
the clothes are, happily, adapted from au-
thentic portraits of the period, and when
rampant luxury is the theme and goal of

all the costumes. •

His greatest encouragement, however,
comes from the knowledge that his gowns
are worn with confidence by various of our
swankiest stars. But, confidentially, his par-
ticular enthusiasm is directly the outcome
of the interest with which women, every-
where, view the productions in which are
displayed his brilliant, unfailing skill.

Take advantage of these valuable, unpur-
chasable style hints of one of Hollywood's
highest paid artists. A man who, in a
sense, makes the stars what they are—for

is it not generally admitted that clothes
make the woman?

Clark Gable Explains Himself

Continued from page 1

9

that sound terrible to you?
To begin with, I have never recovered

from my astonishment at the interest peo-
ple from all over the world have in profes-
sional people. This is not just true of
America. It is true in almost every coun-
try of the globe.

Undoubtedly, if the public never read
anything about us, from the time we fin-

ished one picture until another was ready
for release, they might not be so eager to
see the new picture; so we should be, and
I am, grateful that they write to know
about our soap, our stationery, our books

;

but in the face of all this, I do want to live

my life just as Tom Jones or Bill Smith in

Oshkosh might do. Unless I do something
that is so flagrantly immoral that decent
people are offended, I don't think my per-
sonal habits concern anyone but me.
Now, don't misunderstand me ! I haven't

the slightest idea of doing anything that
could make the public ashamed of me ; but
what I am trying to get over to you is that
I conduct myself in the manner I do, not
because some public demands or expects it

of me, but because I choose to do so my-
self. If this were not true, I think it might
weaken one's moral fiber. If such a thought
governed me, when the time comes that I

no longer mean anything to the public

—

and such time comes to all professional
people—then I might feel, "Oh, to blankety
blank with it all, now I can do as I choose."
And it is possible it might appear to me at
that moment that freedom might mean
breaking all the laws of rhyme and reason.
No, so far as possible I mean to live my
own life now. I hope it pleases anyone
who is interested; but I must continue to
cultivate the habit of self-respect, no mat-
ter what anybody thinks about it.

Self-respect means that I am honest with
myself. I am not acting when I am not
before the camera. The work I am paid
for, and I will play any part I am called
upon to play, if it is within my ability.

When I am through, I want to drop into
any mood I desire. If I feel like swearing,
I shall probably swear. I don't often have
the impulse, but it is an outlet at times. If

I want to go to the skating rink with my
boy or somebody else's boy and act like I

am fourteen, I think that is my privilege.
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Bill Cagney, brother of
Jimmy, and Marion Burns,
who is back in Hollywood
after a spell of making pic-

tures in foreign fields.

the press who have publicized our good
points and minimized our bad ones. We
owe the finest possible co-operation to our
producers who have given us such wonder-
ful opportunities. But I do want to feel I

can live my life like any other individual

when I am between pictures

!

If I choose to don my old clothes and fish

and hunt, miles from civilization, I hate to

think my. friends are feeling that I should
have remained in Hollywood and danced at
the Cocoanut Grove or the Trocadero every
evening and lunched at the Brown Derby
every noon. I like these places tremen-
dously, but getting back to nature means
more to me than almost anything. And I

love studying people, too ; people whom I
do not know at all, who may live in an
entirely different manner from the way I

live. Because of this wanting to study peo-
ple, I am just as likely to park my car in

a remote district and walk for miles, stop-
ping at any home I pass and asking for a
meal, just as any vagabond would do. Does
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There are times when 1 don't feel more than

fourteen. On the other hand, if I feel about

ninety, and sit in moody silence, I think I

merit that privilege, no less than the man

at the service station who does and says

what he pleases when his work is oyer.

For the moment, I am not considering

the times that we make public appearances

and expect to receive attention. Docs that

sound conceited? I don't mean it that way.

I mean when we are urged to make per-

sonal appearances, we hope, down in our

hearts, that we are important enough to the

public that a fuss will be made over us. It

this doesn't happen, it means that our draw-

ing power has diminished and producers

may value us accordingly, so don't let any-

body fool vou when they say they do not

like this attention. We are not stupid

enough not to want it, no matter how em-

barrassing or inconvenient it may be.

I won't speak of my own personal ap-

pearances, but I am reminded right now of

the recent trip of Dick Powell, when he ap-

peared at the larger theatres in the East.

So eager were the crowds to get some

souvenir, that they almost left him un-

clothed. He started out with six dollar

handkerchiefs in his coat pocket, but as they

were removed one after the other, he rushed

down to a store after the next performance

and bought himself several hundred cheap

handkerchiefs. Of course, we can imagine

that he was furious, and yet I have an idea

that he couldn't help enjoying the fact that

the women were so crazy about him. We
are every one just human after all, and

all share the same emotions.

I do resent having every writer I meet

question me about how many women I have

loved. A bank president is not any better

banker, nor anv worse, for having been en-

gaged three times or for never having _ been

engaged. Why should it mean more in an

actor's life? Any man who reaches ma-

turity and has never imagined himself in

love is a funny sort of man. On the other
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This beautiful ring is hand made of

4 strands of genuine 12K gold tilled
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hand, a man of any age who boasts of his

conquests is about as despicable a human
being as can be found.

If I refuse to discuss any part of my past,

and later someone discovers that I once

went to Sunday School with Lucy Cotton

or Mary Jones, they say: "Oh, he's

ashamed of his past." Now, I am not

ashamed of anything I ever did, but I am
not going to make an ass of myself by bor-

ing people with reading it. If we say that

women will always interest us, they feel we

are fickle and undependable. If we say we

love our wife and all other attachments are

of the past and completely forgotten, they

feel we are a little selfish and they look

around for some other player who admits

he can love a dozen women at once. You

see, we have our Scylla and Charybdis, top,

and we are caught if we do or if we don't.

But seriously, I do not think my past is

any concern of the public. If there were

anything in it that indicates obstacles over-

come, the knowledge of which would be an

inspiration to some one else, then I think

it should be told, but it should be told for

that reason only.

One of the things that I am particular

about is telling the truth. I was taught it

from my youth. My father always said

anyone who would lie would steal. Now,

when I am asked a lot of personal ques-

tions, I feel if I answer them at all, I must

answer them truthfully. If I don't answer,

they get the information elsewhere and it

looks so little like the facts that it makes

me feel I will answer all next time—no

matter whom I offend. The space is so

limited, a writer never explains all we say

and invariably we are misunderstood. So,

I still prefer the method of Maude Adams.

Her public liked the illusion and wanted to

remember her only in the parts she played.

I would like to do some really great char-

acterizations and be remembered by those,

rather than the color of sox I wear. Do
you think I can?

Here's to Youth
Continued from page 33
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The lad whose habit it is to amaze his

colleagues as well as his fans by making

each succeeding screen performance more

remarkable than its predecessor, was just

about finishing his breakfast shortly after

noon of the October day when I saw him

at his hotel. Jackie is all boy—plenty of

pep, and he gives you a handshake and a

greeting that for beaming vigor would

shame the highest-pressure salesman you

ever met.

On this particular day Jackie was pretty

much taken up with a new pair of roller-

skates—"stream-lined." He was itching

to give them a real try-out. At the time

he was doing an engagement at Loew s

Theatre in Jersey City. There is a big.

broad concreted space there, but Jackie

couldn't skate—the crowds pressed so close-

ly about him when he tried it that the only

way he could get any action out of the

"stream-liners," would be to plow right

through masses of young humanity—and

Tackie wouldn't do that.

"I dont' mind the work," he assured me.

"But after the work I wish they would let

me get in a little play." New York is a

big town and there's plenty in the town

that Jackie would like to take in.

"I am making out better this time than

when we came to New York about two

years ago, though," he added. "I've been

to see the Statue of Liberty, went right up

to the crown. That's as high as you can

climb inside the statue.

"When we came here before, nobody was

supposed to know about it. Coming East

on the train mother kept telling me about

all the places we would see. Well, we
arrived in New York at nine o'clock in the

morning, and were immediately taken about

visiting people in offices and such places,

and we got to the hotel at nine that night.

There was no fun in that!"

Though the personal appearance tour in-

volved four shows a day, demanding that

Tackie leave his hotel at noon and remain

at the theatre until near midnight, he as-

sured me he enjoyed doing the stage ap-

pearances. "It's easy, easier than pictures,

he said.
"

"I like working with George Jessel.

Jessel appeared with him at the Paramount

in New York and also in Jersey City.

"You don't do the same thing all the time.

We kid each other, and it's fun."

Jackie sat astride a chair, his forearms

folded over its back and cradling his chin,

the chair tilted forward at what seemed

to me a precarious angle. It was a stimu-

lating visit, the more so because of little

intimacies of real life that crept into the

conversation at unexpected intervals. This

was "allowance day," and Jackie reminded

his mother she owed him the sum of one

dollar. "I think it should be only fifty

cents, shouldn't it? I gave you fifty cents

last night," Mrs. Bigelow reminded her

son. Jackie leaned forward—how^ he kept

that chair from toppling I don't know.

"Oh," he said. "A chiseler. eh! Why, I

worked on that radio like the dickens last

night, got it working, and the half-dollar

was my pav for that, wasn't it?" Mrs.

Bigelow admitted defeat with a burst of

laughter, allowed the accuracy, and justice,
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of Jackie's brief, and said the dollar was
due and would be paid.

Guns and shooting are Jackie's most ab-
sorbing hobby. He had told me he had a
lot of fun during the filming of "Treasure
Island." I understood why, later on

—

when he got to talking about shooting.
It developed that Jackie had a memorable
time on the boat, on which the company
spent a month making "Treasure Island."

"At meal-times," he said, "I would sit

on deck at the rear of the boat and with a
22 cylinder revolver would fire away at the
paper pie-plates tossed overboard. I sat

there and took pot-shots at them as the
plates floated by."

He had some trophies of his New York
visit of which he was mighty proud—what
boy wouldn't be delighted with a real New
York City detective's badge? Jackie had
one, given him by a chief inspector. He
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Close-up of a formal gown
created for June Knight, who
poses for you above. The fab-

ric is a dotted satin.

was equally proud of a pistol-shot honor
insignia given him by some fellow-in-arms
who ranks as a top-shot among the New
York cops.

The interview ended on a fittingly spec-
tacular and pictorial note. I had asked
him precisely what was the difference be-
tween "skeet"-shooting and the trap-shoot-
ing with which we grandpappys are more
likely to be familiar.

Jackie laid out the whole picture. "There
is an enclosure over there, you stand back
here. Set about in a semi-circle are stakes
or posts. You take your position at one
post, the gun is not held in firing position.
By the count, one—two

—

fire?"
All this with sweeping gestures and ani-

mation. As he counted "one—two" the
imaginary gun came to a position across
the body like "present arms" in the army
drill routine; at "two" it was brought
against the shoulder, the head dropped,
right eye sighting along the barrel. I

thought it a darn good show. Somehow
the youngster had put into his description

a sense of reality that had me seeing in

imagination a stretch of shore land fronting
on a bay or other open water. The other-
wise calm and quiet was interrupted with
shouts of "pull" and detonations barking
from shotguns, as fragments of clay scooted
out over the water to meet destruction in

a blast of flying lead pellets.

Jackie Coogan met Nova Pilbeam while
both were in our town. Jackie gallantly

visited at the hotel housing the little British

star and her mother, and the newsreel
cameras recorded their mutual greetings.

Little Miss Pilbeam, whom you will see
in "Little Friend," is a frail bit of a girl,

very fair, with light brown hair and grey-
blue eyes, who takes her acting very seri-

ously. That is to say the actual work itself

has a tremendous hold, while the drum-
beating set up in the interests of publicity

surrounding her visit was a phase of her
new career to be accepted politely but with-
out any natural taste or relish therefor.

Or so at least it seemed to your reporter
when this very articulate, intelligent and
highly-strung girl was interviewed in her
tower suite.

"I am small for my age," Nova volun-
teered during a part of the conversation,
"but still I don't understand why so many
people group me as a child actress along
with Shirley Temple and Jackie Cooper.
I greatly admire them both, and comparison
with them is flattering. But really a girl

fifteen is not a child
; many girls that age

have played young women roles on the
stage as well as in pictures

!"

No doubt you have noticed there are no
children under Nova's age appearing in

English pictures. "There's a reason for
that," Nova explained. "In England the
law prohibits children under twelve appear-
ing on the professional stage, and under
fourteen in films."

Nova has been on the stage, professional-
ly, in several plays since she was twelve.
She is of the theatre to the degree that her
father, Arnold Pilbeam, is an actor—

a

prominent one in England. He played the
star part in the production there of "The
Beggars Opera," and for several years be-
fore the death of Sir Nigel Playfair was
the latter's manager. Sir Nigel operated the
Lyric Theatre in Hammersmith, where
many notable plays had their first presen-
tation—John Drinkwater's "Abraham Lin-
coln," for example.

When she was five years old Nova was
invited to play a part in an amateur Christ-
mas play. And to that event traces her
first interest in the theatre. "I liked it so
much, though at first I thought little of it,"

said Nova.
At seven she won, in competition with

adults, a scholarship in elocution at a Lon-
don dramatic school.

Today she seems—well, a little old for

her years—mentally, that is, but not emo-
tionally. She seemed more anxious to get
back home and to school than to be par-
ticipating in the dizzy round of events
planned for her by her press-agents in

New York. When she wished to emphasize
a reply, Nova resorted to that fascinating-

ly youthful gesturing of shaking the head
and blinking the eyes—a device so frequent-
ly employed by little women and little men
when they talk down to, as they look up
at, their taller and older interrogators.

"I have not attended pictures much," she
said with what seemed just a trace of
apology, as though this frank admission
might be a bit impolitic. "Perhaps I would
go_ once a month, but that was all. I did
enjoy working in the picture, very much,
and I hope my work will be well received
here in America. After the stage, picture
acting seems strange; particularly you no-
tice the lack of audience response, the ap-
plause. I want to go on acting in pictures,
but I also

; want to appear on the stage."
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Nova, who reads a great deal, said that

"perhaps" the authors she most enjoys are

Dickens and the Brontes. She is not

especially interested in seeing Hollywood,

and had no regrets that her time in Amer-
ica prevented a trip to the coast. She says

"English pictures are coming up. I think,

don't you?" and feels she would rather for

the present do pictures at home than in

America.
She would like, "only I am not the type"

she added a little regretfully, to have as her

first grown-up picture Emily Jane Bronte's

"Withering Heights." She also wants to

do, someday, Barrie's play, "Mary Rose."

All this was delivered with mature con-

viction, expressed with the fluency and

facility of speech which is an important

part of the engaging charm of this mag-
netically alert young girl. Nova dresses

very simply ; one of her hobhies is collect-

ing miniature ivory carvings, (proudly she

displayed a very commendable example, a

tiny white mouse, which she produced from
her handbag) ; is passionately found of

horses and riding—and hopes someday she

can have a stable of her own.
These youngsters ! Not only are they

fascinating on the screen, but whether be-

cause of their acting experience or those

native qualities which in the first place

bring them into professional acting, they

are distinctly above the crowd in their off-

stage lives as well.

Hollywood Can't Tame or Type This Man
Continued from page 20

plays don't grow on trees. I am constantly

in communication with writers, directors,

producers—anyone who has a finger in the

production of plays—looking for a new one.

I've read plays by the hundreds—literally

—

looking for one. My entire family are read-

ing manuscripts daily. So far we have

found nothing suitable."

"Before you made such a hit in pictures

you didn't have so much trouble finding

plays," I objected. "You were working

pretty constantly."
_

"Before I made such a hit, as you put it,"

he retorted, "I was prepared to take chances

with a play that I am not prepared to take

now. I can't afford to. And the plays I

was in were not always so hot. Just be-

fore I did 'Fugitive' I was in two flops."

"Golly," 1 murmured, "with the millions

of people there are in this country trying

to write plays, it seems to me you should be

able to find one—if you wanted to."

"Oh, yeah?" he came back—or words to

that effect. "Well, you findme one!"

"What kind do you want?"
"A good play," he answered triumphantly.

"That's a thought," I flipped. "It's very

definite and I've never heard an actor make
such a specification before."

"I don't want to do a costume drama,

but outside of that there's no limit. I try

to keep away from old plays because I al-

ways think they date and are out-moded,

no matter how you may try to modernize

them. But, whether it's a drama, a comedy,

or what not, doesn't matter—so long as it's

gripping and well-written."

"I don't know," I replied, still uncon-

vinced. "Spencer Tracy has often com-

mented to me on the fact that you and

Robinson have the ideal contracts in that

vou're required to do only two pictures a

year and can do stage plays in the interim.

Yet you don't avail yourselves of the op-

portunity."

"I haven't an ideal contract!" he replied

heatedlv. "I thought when I signed it it

would be an ideal contract but very often

contracts designed to serve a certain pur-

pose fail utterly. It's true I have to do

only two pictures a year, but they are made
during the hottest part of the whole year.

They are supposed to be made between

June 1st and the end of September. This

one I have just finished
—'Bordertown'—

started eight weeks behind schedule. In-

stead of finishing it the end of July, we've

finished it the end of September. Now,
they're getting my next one ready and in-

stead of being through with the second by

the end of September, it will be the end of

December before I'm through. How can

I do a play this year? What producer

would risk anywhere from $35,000 to

$50,000 on the production of a play for me
when he knows that at best he can get no
more than a five months run out of it, be-

cause my 'ideal contract' stipulates I'm to

be back here the first of June again. If I

could go on and play in it as long as people

would come to the theatre, it would be dif-

ferent. If it happened to be a hit it

wouldn't matter when the run started, be-

cause I could go on and on in it.

"Of course, when they started the first

picture late I could have demanded my
pound of flesh and said, 'You only have

my services from June to October. If you
haven't a script ready it isn't my fault.'

But the studio people have been very nice

to me so it's up to me to be nice to them.

But the result of all this is I'll be loafing

for five months after I leave here.

"It's true I could make another picture

or two this year—the studio is constantly

after me to do more—but I don't want to.

There's one point to illustrate why my con-

tract is not ideal Here's another. If I

ever sign another contract (and I will

never sign another one for more than one

picture at a time) I will have a clause

inserted, stipulating that before we start

work the completed script b to be delivered

to me and that it is to be shot that way,
with no changes. Also, I will specify that

I am to have a full week's rehearsals be-

fore we ever start shooting."

We sat in silence for a few minutes while

I digested all this and Mr. Muni got on

the outside of his broiled halibut.

Then, "Why is it you object to visitors

on your set? You've played in the theatre

long enough to be used to working before

an audience. I don't see how they can

disconcert you."
Mr. Muni glared for an instant or two

and then relaxed. "That's something else

I'm glad you've brought up. Rules are

made out here for a certain purpose, but

people in Hollywood have to have some-
thing to talk about so they distort the real

reason until it is obscured or lost and only

the impression remains that I am high-hat

or temperamental—or 'difficult.'

"I don't mind visitors—under certain

conditions. When I was working on 'Fugi-

tive' I had a particularly difficult scene to

do. I had just been handed the lines and

we were going to run through it a few

times. I am naturally nervous and self-

conscious. I can't jump into a mood—

I

have to build myself into one. I have to

have time to feel my way into a scene and

during that time I give far from a finished

performance. Well, suddenly I looked up

and there were fifty visitors on my set.

Fifty, by actual count, and all of them gap-

ing at me ! If an actor is to have any box-

office draw it has to be because the public

thinks he is good. While I'm rehearsing I

am not good. I'm experimenting. Now,
if I had gone ahead and rehearsed before

those visitors they would have thought me
awkward, incompetent, and a lot of other
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Lee Tracy, who's pretty good at the banjo, and Eddie Peabody, who's wonder-
ful at it, escort Helen Mack to the lilt of a lively tune on a studio stroll.

uncomplimentary things. They would have
gone home and told their friends they saw
Muni and he's not so hot. They would
probably have added that my performances
are achieved by means of trick photography.
I refused to make a spectacle of myself
and declined to work until they had left

the set.

"On the stage I would have had four
weeks of rehearsals and I would have been
as good in the part as it is possible for me
to be. When people come to see me there
they are seeing me at my best. I wouldn't
permit anyone to watch me rehearsing a
play, either."

"Well," I put in, "I've seen Helen Hayes
kidding on the set, get a cue and jump right
into a scene which called for hysterics,

finish the scene, wipe her eyes and come off

and take up her kidding again. And I've

seen other actors do the same thing."

"Some actors can do that," he admitted.
"I can't. My mental processes are slow
and they're not that elastic. Even in the
theatre, when I've been in a play for

months, I still have to go off by myself
before a heavy scene and sit with my head
in my hands, building myself into the mood
before I can go on and play it.

"I know tricks, of course. I can dip into

the bag with the best of them. But I don't
like to use them. I don't feel that tricks

make for a natural performance. Some of
them are effective—but not as effective as
really feeling the part and playing it as a
person would really live it. That's why I

want time to study a part and try out dif-

ferent readings. Some of them are awk-
ward and I realize at the time I'm awkward
doing it. No one who takes any pride in his

work wants to show it until it's finished.

You wouldn't show one of your articles

before you'd polished it up, would you?
Well, / don't want outsiders to see my
performances until they're as good as I

can make them.
"If I ever have that clause that gives me

a completed script and a week's rehearsals
before I start shooting, they can bring all

the visitors on the set they like. I'll wel-
come them because it will be stimulating.
I'll feel as though I'm playing to an audi-
ence.

"As a matter of fact, I have never seen
myself on the screen that I haven't cringed.
I don't like anything I have ever done in
pictures—or, at least, I'm not satisfied with
anything I've ever done. And that goes for
'Scarface' and 'Fugitive,' too! I see my

pictures once to see what they look like

—

and once is enough.
"I prefer the stage to the screen but I'm

not crazy about being an actor at all. I'd

much rather be in the audience and enjoy
myself. I have a catholic taste in amuse-
ments. I can enjoy Katherine Cornell, the
rowdiness of Fannie Brice, and the humor
of Willie and Eugene Howard. I don't
care what kind of play it is so long as it's

good."
"Don't you ever lose patience when you're

in the audience and see an actor misplaying
a part? Doesn't that upset you?" I asked.

"Sometimes," he conceded. "But then,

you so often see an actor giving a great
performance and it buoys me up. When I

see a good play well done, it makes me
want to do one, too. But after I've re-
hearsed it and brought it to life, I don't
care particularly about seeing how long a
run I can get out of it."

Muni paused in his speech and devoted
himself to the halibut again while I stared.

He talks glibly, fluently—and intelligently.

His ideas are mature and he doesn't say
things just to be talking. You have the
impression, despite his glibness, that every-
thing has been carefully thought out. With
all this there is a boyish quality about him.
Something ageless. I commented on it.

He nodded. "That's why I have played
character parts almost exclusively. When
I was twenty-four I could never play a
juvenile of twenty-four because I always
looked eighteen. If I played character
parts, I could, with make-up, look any
age."
He also gives the impression—to me, at

least—of morbidity. That was why I was
totally unprepared when Archie Mayo, who
directed him in his new picture, started
kidding him about having jumped into his

pool the day before with his clothes on. I

must have shown my surprise as vividly as
I felt it.

Muni laughed. "Some people were out
at the house for a swim and I said I didn't
feel like changing into a bathing suit.

Someone suggested I go in as I was, so I

did." He smiled ruefully. "It's costing me
$8 to get my watch fixed, besides the cost
of getting my clothes cleaned and pressed."
That was the topper—for me. Muni

jumping into a pool, fully dressed ! You
expect a thing like that of Max Baer.

Say! Come to think of it, they're not
o very different at that They both speak

their minds

!
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Bmg Crosby's

Hidden Side Revealed

Continued from page 32

him, fish with him, swim with him, and in

other ways we while away pleasant hours

in his company. Yet 1 am positive not

one of us is nearly as close to Bing as was

Eddie Lang.

When Eddie died in an Eastern city,

Crosby immediately invited his widow,

Kitty Lang, to come to Hollywood. He
did this because he knew of the great love-

bond between Kitty and Eddie, and he be-

lieved it would benefit her to get her away

from old surroundings which held poignant

memories.

Kitty arrived in Hollywood and was at

once taken into the Crosby home as a guest.

After what she deemed a polite stay, she

announced her intention of leaving. Bing

wouldn't hear of it. He insisted that she

had nowhere near worn out her welcome,

and he refused to cash her check for the

money to purchase a railway ticket. Kitty

was a stranger to Hollywood, so she

couldn't cash such a check elsewhere.

After several weeks—weeks that helped

the widow to forget her great sorrow-

Mrs. Lang had to return East to clear up

the details of her husband's estate. Then

Crosby did cash her check, but because he

believed she was not too bountifully sup-

plied with money, he never deposited that

check in his own bank. Instead, he tore

it to shreds.

Further evidence of Bing's fondness for

Eddie and of his intention never to forget

his old friend, is the fact that one of the

Crosby twins bears the middle name, Lang.

Bing never travels East that he doesn't

visit the grave where Lang's body rests. I

am sincerelv of the belief that fifty years

hence, if Crosby is still alive and if he visits

the Atlantic coast many times yearly, he

will never fail to kneel every time at the

grave of his departed, dearest friend.

Recent newspapers made much ado with

stories that Crosbv had gone to the finan-

cial aid of Mack Sennett, the comedy-

picture producer. According to the press

Bing financed Sennett's trip to England

where Mack is now producing a new series

of pictures. The stories went on to hint

that Sennett was flat broke.

Immediate denials were made by both

Crosby and by Sennett's local aides. Nev-

ertheless an orchid must be tossed Bing s

wav because, although he did not actually

help Sennett (the help was not needed),

he did make the offer of financial assist-

ance when he believed that Mack was in

need.

Bing's offer was made in gratitude to

Sennett. A few years ago, when the

Crooner had no more money than a canary

has teeth, the producer gave Crosby an

opportunity to star in two-reel comedies.

One of those comedies, "I Surrender, Dear,

was indirectly responsible for other pictures

which in turn led to Crosby's present top-

rung position on the film ladder of fame.

fVbout six vears ago, three young men

formed a trio, and within a short time they

won considerable attention. Paul White-

man contracted them as an added feature

for his orchestral presentations, and he

o-ave them the seductive title. "The Three

Rhythm Boys." In time their fame spread

from coast to coast.

Eventually the trio broke up. Since

then the years have dealt more kindly

with Crosby than with the remaining two.

In fact I have heard nothing of one of the

trio in years, and the slight fame of the
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second fades in comparison with Crosby's
renown.

This second trio-member, Harry Barris,
recently opened a night club in Hollywood.
Now, opening a club in the film city is one
thing; making a success of that club is

something else entirely. Night clubs spring
up like mushrooms in Hollywood, and they
often die out as quickly.
Knowing this to be true, Crosby prof-

fered Barris a helping hand; he offered to
make a personal appearance at Harry's
Club on opening night. Of course, this
news spread like wildfire, and when pre-
miere-night arrived, the club was packed to
the rafters.

Now you may say, "That wasn't so much
to do—just going to a pal's night club and
singing a few songs."
But consider this : Crosby had been of-

fered fifteen hundred dollars a night to
make similar appearances at the Chicago
World's Fair—-and he rejected the offer.

In stone-cold truth, Bing really gave his
old friend, Barris, the same services that
a Chicago night club valued at fifteen hun-
dred dollars.

Incidentally, following that very success-
ful opening night, Barris' club has enjoyed
a nourishing business.
News of Crosby's generosity apparently

has reached the ears of every beggar and
hand-out bum in California. A few weeks
ago they began to congregate by the score
near the garage where Bing customarily
parked his automobile when he went to
the studio. Matters reached a point where
big-hearted Crosby was giving away an
average man's weekly salary, every day.
He might still be doing it if his business

manager hadn't intervened. As the beg-
ging situation became more and more acute,
the b. m. went to studio executives and
argued them into breaking a rigid rule
against motor-cars of the stars being driven
onto the lot. The b. m. fixed it so that
Crosby now drives right into the studio
and to his dressing-room door.

Everett Crosby, Bing's brother and man-
ager, told me that after publication of
stories that Bing had helped Sennett out
of financial trouble, hundreds of begging
letters began to arrive at the studio.
Such letters go unanswered, Everett says,

for several reasons, of which these are
most important

:

Nine begging letters out of every ten
are from professional alms-seekers, and
there is no way to distinguish the one bona
fide letter from the nine fakes.
To respond to the pleas of all who write

begging letters would cost Bing several
thousand dollars weekly—more than he
earns.

Letters soliciting alms are never deliv-
ered to Crosby, but are side-tracked by
secretaries. This is because Bing's man-
agers know his soft-heartedness

; they
know he would soon go broke trying to
respond to the pleas of all.

So persons who are contemplating beg-
ging-letters to Crosby are herewith advised
against such a futile act. Your letters will
only get as far as the Crooner's secretaries.
Those secretaries are placed there by

Bing's managers to protect Bing against
his own over-generosity!
And if your letters asking for help are

not answered, do not blame Bing. It's a
ten to one bet that if he received your let-
ters personally, he'd answer.

Just outside the automobile gate of the
Paramount studio, a tiny girl—never too
comfortably

.
dressed—sells flowers to those

stars who are not too preoccupied to stop
and buy.
Crosby never passes her up. In all the

months she has been there, whenever the
Crooner is working or is at the studio for
any purpose, he pauses to smile at the tot,
and .to purchase a bouquet of violets.
Sometimes he keeps the flowers ; other

times he returns them to his tiny friend so
she may re-sell them.
One evening Bing left the studio in a

great rush, his mind weighted with the
problem of a new contract. He raced
through the studio gate and headed for
home. Not until he had traveled halfway
to his Toluca Lake house did he remember
the little flower girl.

Now, he might have tossed aside his
neglect, promising himself that he would
remember her double the next time. Most
people would have done that. Not Bing.
He turned at the next corner, returned to
the studio, and made his regular purchase
of violets.

In October, the California climate turned
chilly this year, and winds from the Pacific
ocean swept through Hollywood and around
corners of Paramount buildings. The little

flower girl trembled in scant clothes for the
first few days, but one morning she ap-
peared in a nice, warm overcoat. Little
was ever said about the matter, but Bing
Crosby's money bought the coat.

A chap by the name of Leo Lynn is

Crosby's studio stand-in. Prior to the start
of the Crooner's new picture, Lynn had
his appendix removed. The picture's start-
ing date was moved up two weeks, and
Lynn, anxious to hold his job, got out of
his bed to report at the studio. But Bing
wouldn't hear of him working so soon after
the operation. He gave Leo three weeks'
pay and told him to take things easy.
There was a young golf professional (his

name is better omitted) who encountered a
series of misfortunes. His wife and child
were simultaneously ill, and the golfer lost
most of his money when a local business
entered bankruptcy.

This professional had a fine opportunity
to take part in a tournament far from Los
Angeles, and he believed that if he could
get there, he_ might be able to win at least
one of the big money prizes. How to get
to the tournament was his problem, because
he was flat broke.

Bing heard the story in a roundabout
way, and he connived a plan by which to
help. He was certain that the "pro," who
is a gentlemanly sort of fellow, would not
accept a gift or even a loan. So Crosby
invited him to play. The Crooner arranged
a small bet for the first hole—and lost. He
doubled the bet on the second hole—and
lost. By skilfully arranging the wagers,
Crosby managed to lose enough money to
pay the professional golfer's expenses

!

Today that "pro" is comfortably fixed.
He won that first tournament, and has won
many since. He worships Crosby; in fact,
I_ believe he understands just what Bing
did for him.
Dick Arlen told me that he and Bing

and their respective wives went to the
Cocoanut

_
Grove one recent night. It was

the first time Bing had been there since the
days when he sang from the Grove or-
chestra platform. But Crosby remembered
most of the waiters ; he called most of them
by their first names.
"Most of them seemed to recall the

Groaner (a pet name that his intimates
apply to Bing) as the guy who used to
sing at the Grove," Arlen said. "They
didn't regard him as a movie star at all."

Arlen also said : "Crosby is one of the
few fellows I know who will not listen to
gossip. He is a close-mouthed guy, and a
real friend.

"He is always remembering people he
used to go to school with in nice friendly
ways, such as helping them get jobs, and
really seriously listening to their troubles
and lending them helping hands.
"But he never plays 'big shot.' He never

tries to impress any of those friends who
'knew him when' by posing as a movie star.
He's just a good scout. When he does
anything nice, he forgets about it because
he thinks it's the thing to do."

Remove FAT
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Money-back guarantee
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I offer you a bona fide proposition. Seeing is
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Ray Hibbeler. D4X, 2157 N. Avers, Chicago.



Jean Muir, intrigued by a snowbird which pays a visit to her window ledge,

is herself an intriguing picture framed in this seasonal atmosphere.

Here's Hollywood

Continued from page 84

HERE'S information that Believe-it-or-

not Ripley would seize upon avidly:

Bing Crosby "doesn't know one musical

note from another

!

Furthermore, the Crooner seldom sings

a song exactly the same twice. This works

a hardship on studio cuttmg-rooms, because

it is often the practice to have voice artists

sing their songs on the set for lip move-

ment, then again in a sound-proof booth

for sound. Movement and sound are then

joined. This is rarely possible with Bing,

because only by accident does he twice sing

a number the same.

THERE is one little habit prac-

ticed by Hollywood stars that

has fooled scores of check forgers.

Few stars ever write autographs

the same way they sign checks.

Lew Ayres, for instance, uses

entirely different signatures on
checks and autographs. As a con-

sequence, two forgers have been
apprehended as they were attempt-

ing to cash checks that bore Ayres'

name. Unfortunately for the forg-

ers, they copied his autographing
signature, which fact bank-tellers

recognized at once.

T'f'S more fun! I mean, Robert Mont-

1 gomery's new "Un-Intelligence Test.'

Bob introduced it at a house party and now
everybody is playing it.

The game, (if such it may be called),

is a burlesque of popular "Intelligence

Tests" conducted by newspapers. Here is

the way Bob plays it : Compile a list of

absurd "or personal questions. These are

tvped in advance, and all party-guests re-

ceive copies. The answers are read aloud,

and are generally very funny.
_

Here are the kind of questions to ask:

Do you sit on the floor to pull on your

stockings or sox?
Do you make faces zvhen your bridge

partner leads wrong?
Do yon think you sing better m your

bath than out?
Of course, the idea is for everybody to

make the answers as ridiculous as possible.

Try it some time.

BEBE DANIELS, who already operates

a dress-shop in Los Angeles, has

opened another in Palm Springs. This is

the second of a contemplated string of

stores to be opened in western cities, Bebe

says. And now that Thelma Todd is

establishing a chain of cafes in southern

California, it looks_ as if the stars are

going into business in a big way.

SCREENLAND

EXTREMELY amusing was
the incident of the young east-

ern business man, visiting in Hol-

lywood, who saw and joined a

group of persons surrounding an

ornate automobile. On inquiry, he

learned that the machine belonged

to Charlie Chaplin.

Not knowing the way of such

things, the visitor stepped up to

the Japanese chauffeur, gave him

a quarter, and asked the Oriental

to send him a picture of Chaplin.

A few days later the young man
received a large envelope. But the

chauffeur had evidently misunder-

stood, for inside was a picture of

a grinning Jap, autographed:

"Togo." It was the chauffeur!

FAN appeal is as powerful as sex appeal

—thousands upon thousands of letters

piled into Fox studio, and so Janet Gaynor

and Charles Farrell are making another

picture together
—"One More Spring".

. . . Dorothy Wilson parted with her appen-

dix, and was up and around within ten

day's. . . . Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and

Gertrude Lawrence will bring their London

stage hit, "Moonlight and Silver," to New
York soon. . . . How's this for a record:

H. Norman Olden, Englishman living -in

London, has seen more than 2100 pictures

since January 1, 1927. . . . Anna Sten's

personal appearance trip was for two pur-

poses : To introduce her to the public, and,

more important, to quell stories comparing

her with Garbo. . . . Maxine Doyle, who
was for three vears mistress of ceremonies

at the Earle Theatre in Washington, D. C.

returned there recently, now a screen suc-

cess, and packed 'em in with personal ap-

pearances. . . . Three players with the same

euphonic name take part in "David Cop-

perfield." They are Charles Laughton,

Elsa Lanchester Laughton, (Charlie's

wife), and Frank Lawton.

XTEVER a month without a new story

IN based on the eccentricities of Greta

Garbo. This month's story is one without

Words—that is, no words from Garbo.

A film company was shooting scenes at

the home of Neil Hamilton, and a number

of neighbors dropped in to watch. In the

audience were Clark Gable, Barbara Stan-

wyck, Ben Lyon and a few more. Every-

body was jesting in fine fettle.

Abruptly Greta Garbo arrived, clad in

slacks and wearing dark glasses. Without

a word to anybody present, she took a seat

and watched proceedings. No one dared

speak to her, and the merriment died to

whispers. Presently Garbo walked away.

Wonder if Greta doesn't get a great kick

—perhaps an inner laugh—from her antics?

CLAUDETTE COLBERT re-

turned to her dressing-room

one day from a set and found a

male visitor. The man was seated

on the barber chair which is a

feature of Claudette's room—

a

chair in which Claudette reposes

for facials or when she is being

made up.

"I beg your pardon, Miss Col-

bert said to her uninvited guest,

"but is there something I can do

for you?" ,

"If you're the barber," answered

the man, "I want a shave."

The thing was on the level, too,

with the man. He was a stranger

on the lot, and when he asked

Gary Cooper the whereabouts ot

the barber-shop, Gary, with a

perfectly solemn countenance, di-

rected him to Claudette's dressing-

room!
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All women welcome the

cleanliness and brilliance

this tooth paste affords

SURPRISING to some but not to us were the results of a

survey recently made in several midwestern cities. Listerine

Tooth Paste was revealed as the constant preference of many

of the wealthiest people.

The 25j£ price obviously could not be the deciding factor with

women able to buy clothes worth a fortune, or men rich enough

to maintain large estates. No, indeed; these people were won to

this dentifrice by its merits and held by its permanent results in

keeping teeth healthy, clean, and sparkling.

They, like three million others, have discovered that Listerine

Tooth Paste pretty nearly approaches the ideal.

If you haven't tried it, we urge you to do so now. Note how

swiftly and how thoroughly it cleans teeth—enters hard-to-

reach crevices.

See how quickly it attacks unsightly tartar and discolorations

—particularly those due to smoking. Observe the flashing bril-

liance and lustre it gives to your teeth—modern polishing ingre-

dients so gentle in action are responsible.

Look also for that wonderful feeling of mouth freshness and

exhilaration that this tooth paste gives; the sensation you asso-

ciate with the use of Listerine itself. Lambert Pharmacal Com-

pany, St. Louis, Missouri.
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TOOTH PASTE
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METROPOLITAN GRAND OPERA

direct from its N. Y. Stage.

Broadcast by LISTERINE,

announced by Geraldine Farrar

Complete operas ... 3 hours . . . Every Saturday . .

NBC stations . . . see your newspaper for time
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NAPOLEON'S MASTER
with the troops .... with the ladies

Arliss surpasses himself!
•

Wellington, the Iron Duke,

who out- maneuvered

Napoleon on the battle-

fields and in the ball-

rooms of France!

Thrillingly portrayed by

the electrifying genius of

George Arliss!

COMING
TO YOUR FAVORITE THEATRE

NOVA PILBEAM, in LITTLE FRIEND;

CHU CHIN CHOW; POWER;

EVELYN LAYE in EVENSONG;

JACK HULBERT in JACK AHOY;

JESSIE MATTHEWS in EVERGREEN;

EVELYN LAYE. HENRY WILCOXON

in PRINCESS CHARMING . . .

|)GAUMONT BRITISH PRODUCTIONS
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NEXT ISSUE-
ALL-STAR!

Greta Garbo—
By Henry Albert Phillips!

Merle Oberon—
By Leonard Hall!

Many Stars—
By Beth Brown!

Elizabeth Bergner—
By Hettie Grimstead!

George Arliss—
By Tom Kennedy!

Dick Powell—
By James M. Fidler!

All these stars, and star-writers, will

appear, exclusively and sumptuously

presented in the inimitable SCREENLAND
manner, in the March issue on sale

January 2 5.
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and now the motion picture

that wins

SCREEN FAME!

Two years ago it was the dream of its pro-

ducers, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ! The theme

was so daring, so exciting that nothing since

"Trader Horn" could equal its brilliant nov-

elty. Now it is a stirring reality on the screen.

Out of the High Sierras, out of the wilderness

that is America's last frontier . . . roars this

amazing drama of the animal revolt against

man. A Girl Goddess of Nature! A ferocious

mountain lion and a deer with human in-

stincts! Leaders of the wild forest hordes! A
production of startling dramatic thrills that

defies description on the printed page . . . that

becomes on the screen YOUR GREATEST EX-

PERIENCE IN A MOTION PICTURE THEATRE!

Pronounced

"SEE-

QUO-
YAH" EOUOIA

A GIRL GODDESS OF NATURE LEADS
THE ANIMAL REVOLT AGAINST MAN

with

JEAN PARKER
Produced by JOHN W. CONSIDINE, Jr.
Directed by CHESTER M. FRANKLIN
Based on the novel "Malibu" by Vance Joseph Hoyt

Y N - M A PICTURE
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Snubs

Read what others say!

Write what you think!

The first eight letters receive

prizes of $5.00 each

WHOM THE GOBS APPLAUD!
After living for twelve years under a

white hat, I say with confidence: We
American bluejackets are not movie fans,

we are addicts! Yet Shirley Temple and

Mickey Mouse are the only stars whose

appearance on the screen is greeted by our

apnlause. To Garbo and Hepburn, we say

"phooey
!"

Allen M. Hewlett,
14th Division,

U.S.S. Saratoga,

Long Beach. Calif.

MEDALS FOR SPEECH!

As a telephone operator, I can appreciate

really good voices. My two favorites

among the men on the screen are: Leslie

Howard for his carefully modulated voice

;

and Fredric March for his clear "Amer-

ican" manner of speech.

Ida M. Pearson,
1403 Green St.,

Harrisburg, Pa.

HOPE YOU GET YOUR WISH!

I come to ask a boon of thee, Mr. Pro-

ducer ! Since I belong to the class of

working men, I'd like to see a "down to

earth" story in which the poor working

boy does not go to work in an imported

car and sit behind a mahogany desk when

he gets there.

J. B. Jack,
Lock Box 461,

t

Pennsboro, West Va.

MAGNIFICENT BLAH?
How absurd and foolish are Cecil B.

DeMille's attempts at great magnificence!

They are so much inartistic bla-bla. Noth-

ing is left to the imagination. Every scene

., I

rt'ind will I

rrow and I

ve to sav

If you want to know which way the w
be blowing in the movie world tomorrow
the day after, read what the fans have to sav

about pictures and the stars! And here is the

place where the fans talk right out in meeting.

Our present meeting, incidentally, brings up
for sharp and lively discussion that moot ques-

tion about the right of the stars to a private life,

and you'll find the pros and cons swirling about

Ann Harding in this particular debate.

You'll find also something that will surprise

you in the testimony of one Uncle Sam's blue-

jackets, because you'd never guess who are the

two biggest screen favorites of the men on the

men o' war!
And after you have read these interesting let-

ters and enjoyed their pertinent comment on

the films and the stars, how about putting your

own views on the record? What are your ideas

about some picture you've recently seen, the

players who enacted it; or your opinions as to

how Hollywood can make the picture theatres

even more interesting for the movie fans.

Send in a letter now. It may be judged among
the best eight letters for the month, in which
case you will win a prize of $5.00, and that may
come in very handy. It's worth trying for-so

send in a letter. Restrict it to fifty words and ad-

dress to Letter Dept., SCREEN LAND, 45 West

45th St., N. Y. C.

is smothered under a clutter of countless

detail. His so-called realism is applied to

the wrong thing and in the wrong place.

Sam Clements,

135 Corby Hall,

Notre Dame, Ind.

Fredric March is

Top Man by man-
date of fan Sa-
lutes this month.

SPEAK FOR YOURSELF, ANN!
Having subscribed to Screenland pri-

marily to hear more about Ann Harding.

I do hope she answers Delight Evans'

"open letter" with a similarly "open" one.

Producers, please intersperse those mar-
tyr roles Ann portrays with more roles

like Joan in "Double Harness." That was
perfect entertainment

!

Mrs. M. D. A.,

517 College St.,

Cleburne, Tex.

IS THE ACTING THE THING?
Delight Evans' letter to Ann Harding

poses a question. Are we interested fore-

most in the "art" of stars—the characters

they portray, the manner in which they

portray them? Or do we concern our-

selves with the personalities of the players

instead? I believe the acting, not the

actors, is paramount.
Coursin Black,

P. O. Box 35,

Chautauqua, N. \.

ULTIMATUM!
A "Snub" to Ann Harding for her

hauteur and high-hattishness of the press.

{Continued on page 79)
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MUN
*he fighting fury of the screen

meets his match at last in

B ETT E D-A VIS
— a hellcat with murder on her

conscience and Muni on her mind

And th.en things happen! . . . Things

that will burn themselves into your
memory of a drama which combines the

best features of "\ Am A fugitive" and
"Of Human Bondage"—Warner Bros,'

yj

with Margaret Lindsay and Eugene
Pallette delivering the other standout

performances in a tremendous cast,

superbly directed by Archie Mayo.
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ScREENLAND Honor Page
To lovely Evelyn Laye,

blonde British beauty

whose voice and acting

enhance the appeal of

"Evensong," an English

picture you'll want to see

"Evensong" is the
very human story
of a talented girl

who becomes a
great opera
singer. Evelyn
Laye, shown be-
low in a scene
from the picture
with Emlyn Wil-
liams, popular
British actor

,

plays the leading
part with fine un-
derstanding and
sympathy ; and
her own charm-
ing singing voice
is admirably
suited to her
prima donna

role.

III!

EVENSONG" is Evelyn Laye's farewell, for a while,

to the English screens. Miss Laye has been signed

to a Hollywood contract, and will be one of the pet

"adopted artists" of our own cinema capital. But her

"goodbye" to Great Britain is a picture that will keep

her celluloid memory green over there—our English

cousins will not soon forget her screen image after

watching her reveal the emotions of a temperamental

singer in youth and in old age as she does so splendidly

in "Evensong." Farewell—and Hail, Evelyn Laye!
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Gary Cooper, lightingMan
of all Nations!

by James A. Daniels

He has worn the uniforms of a half-dozen nations and twice that many-
branches of the various services. He has carried every known form of war
weapon from a six-gun to a cavalry lance. He has soldiered in the Sahara,
the trenches of France, the mountains of Italy and on the battlefields of our
own Civil War. He has fought hand-to-hand, in the air and astride a horse.

That's the unique record of filmdom's best-beloved portrayer of warlike roles—Gary Cooper. Too young to see actual service in the Worjd War, the tall

Montana lad nevertheless has earned the screen title of "The Fighting Man of
All Nations."

"enlisted"first as an aviator in that never-to-be-forgotten .picture, "Wings."
Then came brief periods of service in the French Foreign Legion in "Beau

Sabreur"and again in"Morocco." Who can forget him as the American
ambulance driver on the Italian front in "A Farewell to Arms"? Then
there were the roles of the British Tommy in "Seven Days Leave,"
the U. S. Marine in'Tf I Had a Million"and the American dough-
boy in "The Shopworn Angel." More recently he turned time back
to don the uniform of an officer of the Confederacy in the Civil War.

Nor is Gary through with uniforms. He has just finished the stellar
role in Paramount's "The Lives of a Bengal Lancer" and both
Gary and the studio believe it is the most colorful characteriza-
tion of them all. As the heroic young captain in this picked
British regiment stationed on the northern boundary of India,
Gary alternates between the English Armyservice uniforms and
the picturesque Indian dress uniforms worn in honor of the
native allies of the British.

But more important than the uniforms he wears is the part he
plays. It's the tensely dramatic role of a British officer who
goes gayly into danger in order that the honor of the regi-
ment, the Bengal Lancers, may remain unsullied and that a
soldier-father may never know that his son betrayed the regi-

ment. Critics who have seen the picture agree that it marks a new high
for Cooper and that the picture promises to be to talking pictures
"vliat "Beau Geste"was to the silent screen.

Surrounding Cooper in this colorful setting are such excellent actors
as Sir Guy Standing, himself an officer in the British Navy in the
World War, Richard Cromwell, Franchot Tone, C. Aubrey Smith,
Monte Blue and Kathleen Burke. Henry Hathaway directed "The
Lives of a Bengal Lancer," a picture which has taken three
years to make, and which was partially filmed in India.
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Lovely Dolores

Del Rio greets you

with Latin hospi-

tality in a modern-

istic setting. Truly

a thrilling experi-

ence, this latest

SCREENLAND star

visit J
Del Rio re-

veals favorite

dishes of her fa-

mous o-uests in her

own charming
way. Exclusive

!

By

Betty

Boone

Insidi

Special photographs
exclusively posed for
SCREENLAND 1>H Bert

Lunyworth.

mes

What a picture! Del Rio, above, presides at luncheon in

her beautiful modern home. Don't miss a detail of her
unusual table. Right, Dolores serves her celebrated

salad—and that's a dish of "blini" in the large platter.

BECAUSE he liked the groups of huge and ancient

cedar trees on land in a canyon near the sea,

Cedric Gibbons bought it and built a modernistic

house there for Mrs. Gibbons, more widely

known as Dolores Del Rio.

It's an unusual and beautiful house of glass an<

chromium, copper and cement-colored composition block,

with a blue tiled swimming pool and red doors to dress-

ing-rooms and summer-house. The cedars tower over

house and pool and tennis courts, as picturesque as

though they had been designed by their artist owner.

The door to the house is of dull chromium steel, with

an outline of vermilion and a tiny cylindrical peep-hole

large enough for one eye to reconnoiter through it. The

eye that looked out at me was dark and flashing, unmis-

takable with its long lashes and "half-moon" shape that

laughter gives to the eyes of Dolores.

"My speak-easy !" she bubbled, and came to greet me.

"I tell you," she cried, her pretty hands rushing into

enthusiastic gesture, as we crossed the foyer, "I have

been thinking of what Screenland would like and what

the women who entertain would like, and I have made

out a luncheon menu of unusual dishes that would be

nice to serve when a small company is expected. So my

cook has prepared the dishes and you and I will try

them together
!"

The only color about her was in the shining plaids of

the metal scarf at the throat of her black dress, but she

seemed more vivid and radiant than another girl would

be in silver and scarlet.

The butler who had previously pushed the electric but-

ton so that I could open the gates of the Gibbons' garden,

announced luncheon and we proceeded to the dining

room, our reflections moving also across the great mir-

rors that repeat the glass and metal and rose-beige finish

of the entrance hall.

The long table in the dining room is made of a special

glass that gleams like metal, and through it the greeny-

blue of the supports makes a modernistic pattern.

Chairs of the same greeny-blue are upholstered in the
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yellow-white velvet of the window drap-
eries.

.

"The first course I chose is avocado
soup,'' Dolores informed me, as glass and
silver plates were set before us. "My
mother used to serve it when I was at home
in Mexico, and it was always my favorite.
It is a Mexican dish, but very few people
know about it.

"It is very easy to make, which is nice
for the cook, though I think real cooks do
not care if a dish is a trouble to do, if only
it is delicious ! I know I love good food
and I love to cook, too. Whenever I go
out, if I have something good, I try to find
out how it is made and when I come home
I tell my cook about it and then we have
it here.

"For this soup, you take four cups of
consomme, seasoned to taste. Then you
mash a ripe avocado, and just before you
are ready to serve the soup, you add the
avocado, stir it in and serve with croutons."
You may take my word for it that the

result is something to dream about.
"Latin hospitality!" My hostess echoed

my question. "I tell you—Latin hospitality
is very much like that of your own South-
ern states. We love having guests and we
like to make you feel at home and pleased
that you came, just as your southerners do.
I think guests do feel welcome and wanted.
Latins like everybody to wish they did not
have to go home.
"The only trouble with that sort of hos-

pitality is that the hosts are so eager to
have you enjoy your dinner or whatever
meal it is, that you are likely to feel hurt
if you don't eat everything. You perhaps
are not hungry, or maybe you don't feel

so well that day and would like to eat
lightly, or your doctor has told you not to
take rich food, or even you do not care for
that dish, but you soon see that you must
eat it or you will mortally offend your host.

"I like to see my guests enjoy themselves
and I like to serve delicious things. I al-
ways work out the menus for this house
with my cook every morning, that is my
pleasure. No, I am afraid I never consider
my guests' diets !"

Blini replaced the soup. Blini are really
crepes (very thin French pancakes), spread
with caviar, rolled and smothered in sour
cream.

"I had blini for the first time years ago
when I was in Paris, at a little Russian
cafe," Dolores told me. "It is a Russian
dish, not a Mexican one, but I adored it

and could not get enough. Often I make
a whole meal of blini, and so I want to tell

you about it. Everyone likes it who comes
here. Jack Gilbert is one—if he is coming,
he always asks if I am going to have
blini!"

Here is the recipe for this delicacy. You
can increase the quantities if you wish to
serve more people

:

Crepes
H cup flour

3 tablespoons powdered sugar

% teaspoon salt

cup milk
1 egg

Mix your dry ingredients, add milk,
stir until perfectly smooth. Add egg,
beat thoroughly and cook in greased
pan.

Spread each crepe with caviar, roll
and cover with sour cream.
A cupful of sour cream is beaten up

with the juice of a lemon and a tea-
spoon of sugar, and this dressing is

added just before the dish is served.

"Gary Cooper is also very fond of blini,"
remembered Dolores, as we disposed of the
luscious rolls. "Gary is my best guest—he
always has two helpings of everything ! I

am Latin enough to adore that! I feel so

(Continued on page 86)
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your W A 1ST
THREE INCHES

AND HIPS
IN TEN DAYS

with the

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
or it won't cost

you one cent

!

"They actually
allowed me to wear
the Perfolastic for

1 days on trial . . .

"and in 1 days, by
actual measurement,
my hips were 3 INCHES
SMALLER".

"I really felt better, my
back no longer ached,
and I had a new reeling
of energy".

"The massage-like action

it . . . the fat seemed to have
melted away''.

In a very short time I had
reduced my hips 9"Ihches and
my weight 20 pounds".

"Jean, that's wonderful,

I'll send for my girdle

today!"

You can TEST the . . .

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE and BRASSIERE
for 10 DAYS at our expense!

E WANT YOU to try the
PerfolasticGirdleandUplift Brassiere.
Test them for yourself for 10 days
absolutely FREE. Then, if you have
not reduced at least 3 inches around
waist and hips, they will cost you
nothing!

THE MASSAGE-LIKE ACTION REDUCES
QUICKLY, EASILY and SAFELY

The massage-like action of these
famous Perfolastic Reducing
Garments takes the place of months
of tiring exercises. It removes
surplus fat and stimulates the body
once more into energetic health.

KEEPS YOUR BODY COOL AND FRESH
H The ventilating perforations allow
the skin pores to breathe normally.
The inner surface of the Perfolastic
is a delightfully soft, satinized fabric,
especially designed to wear next to
the body. It does away with all

irritation, chafing and discomfort,
keeping your body cool and fresh
at all times. A special adjustable
back allows for perfect fit as inches
disappear.

The new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere knead away the fat at
only those places where you want
to reduce, in order to regain your
youthful slimness. Beware of re-
ducing agents that take the weight
off the entire body . . . for a scrawny
neck and face are as unattractive
as a too-fat figure.

SEND FOR 10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER
You can prove to yourself quickly

and definitely whether or not th's
very efficient girdle and brassiere
will reduce you. You do not need
to risk one penny . . . try them for
10 days at our expense!
Don't wait any longer . . . act

today!
Cj^s

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
41 EAST 42nd ST„ Dept. 732, NEW YORK, N.Y.
Without obligation on my part, please send me

FREE booklet describing and illustrating the new
Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere also sample
of perforated rubber and particulars of your
10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!
Name

Address

City
Use Coupon or Sena Nameati'l Address on Pen^v Pntr Card.

State-
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By

Jane Whitney

Those who guide the stars

and translate scripts into ac-

tion are among Hollywood's
unsung heroes, rarely com-
manding the public notice

they rightfully deserve. In
this series, SCREENLAND tells

the true story about the im-
portant picture directors.

Mervyn LeRoy
resents being called

Contact with the theatre since he was twelve, has
ghen LeRoy a deep-rooted sense of "audience
values." At right, Irene Dunne, Director LeRoy,
Louis Calhern and Cameraman Polito listen to an
old song record between scenes for "Sweet Adeline."

Master of the Hit Formula!
ONE NIGHT, a little over a quarter of a century

ago, a youngster, just turned seven, was sleep-

ing the sleep of the very young. Suddenly his

boy dreams were disrupted by an unearthly din,

a screeching of wooden boards and iron hinges. The
world, his world, was tottering. Pandemonium broke

loose. It was the beginning of the San Francisco earth-

quake of 1906.

The air was filled with a deafening crash, a rising

clamor of terror-laden voices, and down, down, down
went Mervyn LeRoy and his little bed to the trembling

earth below. Three whole floors below ! The end of all

material things? Not for Mervyn. Not by many amaz-

ing experiences yet to come

!

Upon finding himself suddenly wide awake, unharmed,

mentally and geographically down to earth, his first fear-

less thoughts were of his bicycle. The one his father,

then owner of a department store, had given him not

long before. With the ground doing queer things under

his feet, he made straight for the shed where his bicycle

stood. An ever-widening glare of light crimsoned the

sky. The shed, when he arrived there, was aWaze with

flames. Men shouted and danced like demented wraiths

in the livid glow. The city was on fire

!

Mervyn forgot about his bike. There were other,

bigger things to do. He must help put out that fire!

That was twenty-six years ago. Mervyn is now
thirty-two, and though he has never_ again been called

upon to stamp out the flames of a city on fire, he has

been going about in a hectic (Continued on page 70)
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An
Open Letter

to G. G.

KID" GARBO,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,

Culver City, Cal.

Dear "Chocolate":

How're you, kid?

Giving in?

Always thought you would, sooner or later.

Of course, it's "later," all right; but maybe it

won't be long now before you're answering fan

letters and posing for bathing suit pictures

again.

You know, you've never fooled me even a

little bit. Perhaps because I am one of the few
living persons who has ever really met you. I

won't forget that meeting, either; I liked you,
liked your frank and friendly greeting, your
shyness, your genuine modesty; liked your good
manners when you crossed the room to get me
your special brand of cigarette; enjoyed your
democratic difference to the other screen celebrities

of the period. Yes, that was a long, long time ago.
'Way back in the Jack Gilbert era. Neverthe-
less, in your later motion pictures I'd catch brief,

tantalizing glimpses of the girl I had met, beneath all

the gloomy "Queen Christina" grandeur, chiefly when
you'd grin. That grin, in fact, kept alive my interest

and my enthusiasm in the Garbo Legend. And now—now is Director "Woody" Van Dyke smashing that
legend to bits?

I hope so. Because somewhere under the layers

and layers of Duse-Bernhardt business there must
be a real Garbo who could thrill the world once
more; who could go on to really great things on screen
and stage. And if Director Van Dyke has found you
out with his disarming honesty which places all

troupers, stars or support, on the same genial footing,
then I'll toss another hat in the air—and I've already
tossed away too many hats over "The Thin Man." No,
Greta—I'm afraid you won't be able to fool any of us
any more, if it's true, and how I hope it is, that you

liked Mr. Van Dyke's directorial methods which in-

cluded calling you "Honey" and "Kid"—to which
latter you're rumored to have returned, "Just call me
'Chocolate.'

"

It took Director Van Dyke to tear away the painted
veil from the musty Garbo statue. Next, he'll prob-
ably topple the statue right off its pedestal if he has
a chance. And whether you actually enjoy, at this late

date, being treated as just another human being, as
Van Dyke invariably treats anybody working on the
set, instead of The Woman in the Glass Cage, you're
a good enough business girl to like to make "hit" pic-

tures. And a hit, Kid Chocolate, is what you need.
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Manners

for Meeting

Movie Stars

How to act and what to say

when presented to cinema

celebrities. Don't miss this

original and exclusive feature!

By Dorothy Manners
(No pun intended!)

A FTER this, just call me Emily Post Manners.

/\ I, who recently forgot Norma Shearer's

t % name during an introduction and once said

to Corinne Griffith : "Goodbye, I'm so glad

to have met you—hope I soon you again see I" am
herewith compiling an essay on the etiquette of

meeting movie stars, and how to go about it. \\ ell,

why not ? Trial by error is almost as good a teacher

as experience, proving that my Rules For Getting

Off On The Right Foot with Connie Bennett, Joan

Crawford, Ronald Colman et al may be followed

with impunity by the most timid star greeter.

Of course, the first rule for meeting a movie star

is to get to Hollywood or New York. On second

thought, a lot of good that will do unless you're a

relative of Louis B. Mayer's or one of the ^'arner

boys.

Elissa Landi, at left, is a
lot more fun to meet than

you'd imagine!

Clark Gable really likes all

kinds of people and enjoys
talking to them.

Connie Bennett disarms
you when you meet her.

It's even safe to tell her
you didn't like her latest

film, if she feels the same
way about it! Effusive-

ness bothers Miss Bennett.
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You would he graciously
"received" by Swanson,
with that slight edge of
"royalty unbending" that
still clings to Gloria's
manner. Don't, however,
mention the word "come-
back" to La Swanson.'

That would never do.

Believe it or not, you can
flirt a little bit with Ron-

nie Colman, above!

But Maurice Chevalier,
right, just doesn't "meet"
well. Read the reason.

If you just can't manage to be a relative to some-
one who matters or have a friend who has a friend
who is on social footing with the elite, the only
other approach is the fan-album-in-hand-I've-al-
ways-admired-your-work-so-much system at the
Yendome or one of the various Brown Derbys.
Gate-crashing is absolutely frowned upon, and ring-
ing home door-bells or calling up over the tele-
phone is a direct cut to ostracization. In fact, it is

downright "pest-y" and will rate you nothing but
a door in the face or a receiver in the ear from even
the most approachable celeb.

The second rule is to pick your star—in other
words, there's nothing like meeting someone who
will be met, and surprisingly enough there are
plenty of them. If I were you I'd skip Greta
Garbo or Katharine Hepburn for my first encounter
with a star in the flesh because Greta is still her
frightened-faun self, and so is Kathie Hepburn,
by gum

!

Off-hand I can think of no one better to start
with than Joan Crawford, for if Joan is not the
most cordial stellar person in Hollywood to meet,
she's so close to it you can skip the difference.
Joan not only smiles and bows to the crowds that
line-up after previews and before dinners, she ac-
tually shakes hands and calls "Hello" right back

!

But there's one little trick of standing out from
the crowd so far as Joan is concerned—something
that will set you apart from the other meeters and
greeters—and that is, a sincere handclasp and a
remark that is personal to her, and could not apply
to any other ermine-coated celebrity present. Then,
indeed, you have Joan's undivided attention! If
you can prove that you have been writing her let-

ters for years and years and have always adored
her on the screen and that she has been something
of an inspiration in your life, you need not worry
that you'll bore her. Tears have actually welled in
Joan's eyes following an effusive tribute from a
stranger. She is so touched she usually murmers
"God bless you"—and you rate ace-high with her
ever after. Ten-to-one she'll get your address,
write you a nice letter and send an autographed
picture.

On the other hand, I wouldn't try "inspiration"
on Connie Bennett. Effusiveness bothers Connie
and gets in her sleek (Continued on page 95)
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By

Leonard

Hall

Personally

,

Mrs. Lsw Ayres.

Professionally, still

Ginger, in a love scene,
above, with Lederer.

No More
Nonsense!

Ginger Rogers settles

down to taking her

romance and her career

seriously

TWO great events have recently taken place in the

life of our little carrot-topped girl friend, Ginger

Rogers.
One, of course, is her marriage to Mr. Lew

Ayres, the eminent juvenile actor who tootled a saxa-

phone in a jazz band before the lightning of Hollywood

fame struck him.

The second, perhaps, is even more important. In fact,

I think that the peppery one has just won the greatest

artistic battle of her brief but florid screen career.

The minx has flatly refused to twinkle for the camera

clad only in the armor of righteousness and her little

pink undies—and has gotten away with it ! This thrill-

ing episode marks a turning point in Ginger's classic

career. No longer is she the pliable little song and dance

cutie—she is now a woman and an actress, like Garbo.

Helen Hayes and ZaSu Pitts. You never catch an artist

like La Pitts scooting around a scene in her step-ins!

No longer will Ginger's director coo : "Now, Ginger,

a weentsy close-up of you brooding before the fire in

your pink 'uns"—and make it stick. The Rogers has

Dared for Decency—and Won !

For several years, as you know, no Ginger Rogers pic-

ture was considered kosher unless the sorrel-topped child,

garbed only in her prettiest lacy doo-dads, was playfully

pursued by the leading man through several hundred feet

of raw stock. Now, this ma}' have been very uplifting

for us bovs, but I can understand the young lady getting

fed to the back teeth with such childish antics. Was she

an actress, she reasoned, or was she just a brassiere

demonstrator?
Having decided, in jig time. ( Continued on page 85)
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George Brent's Future
EVERY week dozens of people

ask me questions, not only
about their own personal prob-
lems, but about those of the

motion picture stars. On account of
his recent successful pictures and par-
ticularly due to the fact that he was chosen to play the
lover in "The Painted Veil" with Greta Garbo, I "have
been kept busy answering questions about George Brent.

"Will he marry Miss Garbo ? Why didn't his romance
with Ruth Chatterton last? Why wasn't his first suc-
cess, The Rich Are Always With Us,' followed by
others? Why wasn't he the big hit Warner Brothers
expected him to be ? Why is it that he is now in demand
for important pictures at every studio in Hollywood,
when only two years ago he was hanging around Holly-
wood unwanted? Will this sudden enthusiasm for him
last? Will he fulfill the promise made in 'Desirable' and

By

Mabel Smith
As told to Franc Dillon

others of his recent pictures and be-
come one of the most popular stars?"

• Are you out of breath ? Those are
but a few of the questions asked me
every day by friends and fans of
George Brent. What influence, thev

ask me, have the stars on his career? Of course the
skeptics will say the stars have nothing to do with it,

but we'll pay no attention to the skeptics because the
stars are seldom very good to them, anyway.

George Brent was born on the 15th of March, which
makes him a Pisces. Pisces is the sign of the Zodiac
which rules the period from February 20th to March
20th, and is often called the birth sign of poets, artists
and dreamers. Caruso, Mary Garden, Geraldine' Farrar
and Michelangelo, to mention a few, were born under
this sign.

Every sign has a ruling {Continued on page 72)

in their business and personal
affairs. In the article on this
page she explains, according to
his horoscope, what the future

holds for George Brent.
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Famous author
presents fresh new
angle on screen-

land's most inter-

esting problem-
Marriage among

the stars

The Jimmy Gleasons, above,

give Beth Brown their recipe

for permanent marriage.

Charles and Elsa Laughton,
brilliant sophisticates, believe

in marriage and work at if.

George Arliss computes his

wedded bliss in decades. Righ t,

Mr. Arliss with his wife.

Man and Wife
WHEN a star in Hollywood gets a divorce

—that's two columns on the front page ot

any newspaper. When a star in Holly-

wood gets married—that's half a column

on page two. But when a star in Hollywood stays

married—you don't even hear about it

!

Yet the Hollywood marriage is much more interest-

ing than the Hollywood divorce.
_ ,

It's one step ahead of the week-end marriage, it s

two steps ahead of trial marriage. It's strides ahead of

marriage in Soviet Russia. Hollywood, maligned as

the hot-bed of divorce, is actually the successful ex-

ponent of the most modern note in matnmonj the

professional marriage.

Show folk are a strange people with a language ot

their own. Like the royal houses of Europe, they pre-

fer to intermarry. The list is long and imposing Norma

Shearer and Irving Thalberg. Ruby Keeler and Al Jol-

Geors-e Burns and Gracie Allen. Charles Laugh-
son.

ton and Elsa Laughton. You could start now and finish

next Wednesday singing out their names.

\nd to your surprise, you find yourself attending

silver and gold wedding anniversary dinners. C. B.

DeMille has been married to Mrs. C. B. DeMille for

3? years George Arliss computes his wedded bliss in

decades Eddie Cantor just celebrated 20 years of hap-

piness with Ida. On the 26th of August, the Gleasons

were married 27 years. Ralph Morgan has had the one

wife for 24 years. And so the list of longly-weds goes.

Yet the professional marriage is no lark. \ ou are

not only married to each other. You are married to your

work. You are married to each other's work.

From Mrs. DeMille I got a most astute answer to the

moot question : "What is love ?"

"It's pretty hard to define love," she said. All i know

is that it's bigger than personality
!"

There, in a wainutshell, you have the secret of happy

married life. Give Hollywood credit for finding it!

Where else but in Hollywood are man and wife as

tolerant of eA other as George Arliss and Mrs. Arliss?

When ArlissRs rehearsing his players, Mrs. Arliss is

just another puppet in the show. Yet at home, exactly as

you saw him pictured in "Disraeli," he never fails to

bring her the morning's flower.

Gene Markey, the writer, is married to Joan bennett,

the actress. In "The Pursuit of Happiness," Lederer,

the leading man, made love to Joan. Gene saw them to-

gether
' He heard Lederer speak his love for Joan, it

was Gene who had written those love scenes
!

It was all

in the day's work.

Burns and Allen eat breakfast together. Together

they face that camera. George makes a sap out ot

Grace and Grace takes it like a sport. It s all m the

day's work.
.. t ~ -\i

In Hollywood, marriage is a success because all tie

partners play their parts no matter if the script calls
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By

Beth Brown
(whose popular novel, "Man and
Wife," paved the way for her to
write this highly entertaining ex-
clusive feature for Screenland)

Above, the happy Harry Joe
Browns. She is Sally Filers on
the screen. Meet Harry, Jr.

Cecil B. DeMille has been mar-
ried to Mrs. DeMille for thirty-
two years. Left, the DeMilles.

Grade Allen and George Burns
laugh at most things but they
take their marriage seriously.

in Hollywood!f

for an unsympathetic role, or simulated love for another.
For a long time, the curious searched for the hidden

meaning behind Marlene Dietrich's devotion to Josef
von Sternberg. Yet there was a time in Germany when
the glamorous Dietrich was only a bit player, and
Rudolph Sieber, her husband, was the great director.
One night, at the theatre, von Sternberg happened to
be in the audience. He was frantically searching for a
leading lady to plav in his picture "The Blue Angel."
He saw Dietrich, hurried back-stage, offered her a con-
tract.

Sieber understood that here was an opportunity of a
lifetime. He not only insisted that Dietrich accept but
he kept Maria, the baby, with ..him so that Dietrich
would be free to go to America to follow her career.
Now the three are in America together—and inseparable.
Von Sternberg has made Sieber assistant director on
Dietrich's pictures.

Where but in Hollywood would you find a triangle
with a happy ending?

.
Yes, where but in Hollywood could you find two

writers happily married to each other? Say Harlan
Thompson is in heat on a play. He goes to work at
midnight, works all night, and sleeps all day. Does
Marian Spitzer, his famous author-wife, retire to her
bedroom to weep? No. She knows he has a script on
his mind. Harlan's in labor pains.

With his feet" propped up on the desk at Paramount

where he's employed as both writer and director, he
confided that: "We know what the other is going
through when in the throes of creation. Work comes
first."

They each drive their own car, lunch together if con-
venient, and feel no hesitancy to call up at the last minute
to say they won't be home to dinner. Their home life

is made to conform to them rather than making them
conform to home life. And where but in Hollywood
would you find a marriage like that ?

The biggest battle the Ken Maynards ever had was
fought the day after they were married. They were
spending their honeymoon up in Arrowhead. The only
reason they couldn't separate was because she had no
money with which to get down from the mountain and
he was in the middle of a picture being shot there at
Arrowhead. Now both of them confess that they've
forgotten what the battle was all about.
The marriage survived. They accumulated their first

$500. Neither of them had ever before owned a bank-
book. They did not know what to do with the money.
So Mrs. Maynard carried it about in her stocking. A
man on the set finally noticed the bulge. He asked a
question. He listened to a naive answer. He said "Come
with me!" And he led the way to a more substantial
bank.

For a long time, the Mavnards lived in a humble flat

and kept one house-boy. They (Continued on page 94)
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Madge
Talks

About

Una
Here's the gay, intimate,

and sparkling story of

two unique actresses,

who have made five

pictures together and

are still speaking!

WHEN I told Madge Evans that I had
received an assignment to do a story on
her and Una Merkel for Screenland—
and I told her in my most annoying you-

should-be-grateful-dear-child manner—Madge merely
flicked a strip of pimento from her cottage cheese in the

most unconcerned fashion and casually remarked, "But,

Liza, I don't like the stories you write about your

friends. They're always stupid."

Well, you could have knocked me over with a feather,

had there been any feathers on the Fox lot except those

in Peggy Fears' hairdress, and I made a funny, sputter-

ing noise in my tea-cup that would have upset Emily
Post considerably. There was a pregnant pause, and
Madge burst into peals of laughter. "Liza," she screamed,

"you do the most marvelous 'slow burn' I have ever

seen. You should see your face. Remember your high

blood pressure. Come, now, don't be mad. I think

you're a grand writer—why, I read you more avidly than

I do Fannie Hurst or Mary Roberts Rinehart, and I am
that pleased that you are going to do a story on me. You
know I didn't mean a thing I said, so snap out of it and
have a tart, a nice tantalizing strawberry tart with

whipped cream."
Now just between you and me, and I want you to keep

it confidential, Fve suspected for a long time that Madge
puts a lot of truth into her little jests. Anyway, she

certainly had found my heel of Achilles that day, for

I have been aware for lo, these many years that when I

try to write about my friends in the picture colony I either

get sappy or cynical, and definitely stupid. But no one

has ever dared tell me so before. And I'll let no ex-child

The rather shy Madge Evans, like all sensitive souls,

has a brightly shining and smartly cracking defense
mechanism, which fools most people but can't fool Una!

star, and one who has been called "Primrose Madge"'
in her day, get away with that. Quite coldly, and hoping

fiendishly that "this will burn her up" I said apropos of

nothing at all, "I read in an interview that Mr. Temple
gave the press that after four years he expects to send

Shirley to Europe and finishing school, at the end of

which time she will come back to Hollywood with such

a bang that she will make Madge Evans, former child

star, look like an extra."

"Indeed," said Madge with a cute giggle. "You can

tell Mr. Temple that it doesn't take a trip abroad and a

finishing school to make Madge Evans look like an extra.

Many a director and cutter has accomplished that."

Madge is mean like that; she just won't "burn." Well,

that was as near a feud as I ever got with Madge Evans,

so I decided to make the most of it. I decided to be

very dignified and hurt about the whole thing and let

Una and Madge write about each other, rather than

write about them myself. Of course Madge and Una
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And Una

By

Elizabeth

Wilson

And here's the girl friend, Una Merkel, who tellsyou some
interesting things about Madge Evans you never knew
before. Una's husband calls her pal Madgie "Eye-tonic!"

refused to consider it a feud at all and said I was only
being lazy. (I still suspect that Madge puts a lot of
truth into her jests.) But with a laconic "Write!" I

stuck a pencil and paper in her hand and wandered on
down to the other end of the dressing-room corridor,
almost to Garbo's private runway, where Una was going
over her lines with Charlie Butterworth. "Write," I
said, "write why you like Madge Evans—that is, of
course, if you do."
So having distributed pencils and paper like a parlor

guessmg-game I sat myself complacently down and con-
templated the removal of the Marion Davies bungalow
which seemed to call for more drilling than a skyscraper.
The base driller reminded me rather uncomfortably of
the dentist and I began to work up quite a hate for Marion
Davies whom I have always liked. But that awful
drilling—well, I decided in fifteen minutes I could stand
it no longer, and if those girls couldn't write down why
they liked each other in a quarter of an hour it was just

too bad for the cause of intimate literature.
In case, my readers, you have been in the South

of France for the last two years, you cads, and don't
know your Hollywood, I guess I had better take the
trouble to tell you that Madge and Una have accom-
plished the unaccomplishable. They have been in five

pictures together in that short time and still speak to
each other. Furthermore, they are the best of friends.
And their friendship is based on good old fundamental
friendship bases, and not on "name," "importance," and
"publicity"—as is the Hollywood manner. They are
both unselfishly and keenly interested in the success and
happiness of the other, and never has anyone seen one
spark of jealousy. Friendship in Hollywood is such an
elusive thing, here today and gone tomorrow, depending
mostly upon the convenience and publicity values in it,

that when I find two girls who really like each other for
being each other, who are loyal to a fault, then I get
mist in the eyes and remember my hay fever. They are
two grand gals,_ Merkel and Evans, and don't let me
hear you say different.

When the fifteen minutes were up I dashed into
Madge's dressing-room, only to discover that she h:d
left for the set, and on her dressing-table was my slip

of paper with "sense of humor . . . playmate . . . home
. . . comfortable . . . happy . . . excellent actress . . .

friendly . . . thoughtful" written on it. So, Una, in

case you want to know, that's why Madge likes you.
With Una I had more luck, for she had an hour to

spare before she had to return to her set, and there's

nothing Una likes to talk about more than Madge Evans.
"I started writing it down," (Continued on page 97)
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Ruby Keeler Invites You

to Enter Her Contest!

Ruby Keeler poses for

you in the lovely gown
identical with the prize

gown offered in the

contest. It's a Studio

Styles creation by War-
ner Bros.' famous fash-

ion designer, Orry-
Kelly. Sheer black mar-
quisette with shirred

sections at the neckline

and sleeves and don't

miss the three jewel-

like clips, which add
the note of contrast.

Here is something really new in contests! Screenland, co-

operating with this charming star, presents imposing prizes

in a competition that is entertainingly different
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We're listing the prizes here. Now turn the page to read
what you must do to enter the Ruby Keeler contest

Ruby wears Mojud
Clari-phane stockings,
in one of the smooth
Screenlite Shades de-
signed by Orry-Kelly.
Forty-five pairs of these
stockings are offered

as contest prizes.

Prizes

!

FIRST PRIZE:
$150.00 in cash.

SECOND PRIZE:
Fur Coat. Studio Styles, pictured.

THIRD PRIZE:
Orry-Kelly Studio Styles Gown. Pictured.

FOURTH PRIZE:
$50.00 in cash.

FIFTH PRIZE:
20 pairs of silk stockings.

In Screenlite Shades, by Mojud Clari-phane.

SIXTH PRIZE:
15 pairs of silk stockings, same.

SEVENTH PRIZE:
10 pairs of silk stockings, same.

TEN ADDITIONAL PRIZES
of $5.00 each.

Smart fur coat for some smart contest winner! Ruby
Keeler adds her own chic to this Studio Styles coat, which
has set-m raglan sleeves and the loose-fitting box effect.

RULES OF THIS CONTEST:
1. Fill out the coupon, as explained elsewhere. Re-

tain this coupon as the first step in this contest. The
March issue of ScREENLAND, on sale January 2 5, 1935,
will contain the second step. Then you mail the
coupon, with your answer to the second step, thus
completing the contest.

2. This contest will close at midnight, Februarv
25, 1935.

y

3. In the event of ties, each tying contestant will
be awarded the prize tied for.

4. When you have completed both steps in this con-
test, mail your entries to Ruby Keeler Contest,
SCREENLAND Magazine, 45 West 45 th Street, New
York, N. Y.
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A motion picture "set" in action! The artist has drawn for you great new musical comedy movie! And everywhere the earnest

the big set at the Warner Brothers Studio where "Go Into Your intensity of men and women who know their jobs, and who oo

Dance" is in work. Lights! Camera! The thrill of creating a them well; all vitally interested in the success of the new picture.

Test Your Knowledge of

Jack Warner,
producer.

Ruby Keeler,

co-star.

Orry-Kelly,
fashion designer.

Archie Mayo,
director.

Glenda Farrell,

featured player.

George Barnes,

cameraman.

YOU'RE Hollywood-wise, or you wouldn't be reading this

!

You follow the films and their players. You pride yourself

on being "in the know" about things cinematic. Now you
have your chance to test your knowledge and your skill ! At last

a contest offers you the opportunity to exercise your interest in

and enthusiasm about motion pictures. You've read articles about

how a screenplay is made, from the scenario through the casting

to the actual production. You have enjoyed stories dealing with

the producers, the directors, the writers, the stars and technicians

of the great film studios. All right—you're with us! Ruby
Keeler's contest is designed for you ! Use your wits

;
your keen

interest in Hollywood and its hard-working picture-makers.

The object of the first step of the contest, is for you to name
correctly each of the twelve persons indicated in the drawing

of a set for the Warner Bros.' picture, "Go Into Your Dance"

at the top of these pages. Write on the coupon printed on oppo-

site page, alongside the number corresponding with the number

of the person in the drawing, the name and duty of that person.

Details of position in the drawing indicate the duties of each

of the twelve persons engaged in producing the scene shown in

the drawing. Select the name for each person numbered in the

drawing from the names appearing under the photographs of

twelve important production figures which also appear on these

pages. In naming the persons, use your skill, your interest in

Hollywood and its workers by establishing their identity to

correspond with the number of each person in the drawing.

The photographs of the twelve people who participate in our

drawing of a typical studio scene are not numbered. The persons

in the drawing are ; and each of these twelve persons fulfills a

separate and distinct and important function in the production of

a picture. It is up to you to fill out the coupon on the opposite

page by writing in, after each number, the name and duty of

each person indicated in the drawing by his or her number. The

drawing is clear, there is no mystery about it—if you know your

Hollywood this contest is enjoyably easy! Next month we an-

nounce the second step in this contest. All you have to do this

month is presented clearly on these two pages. Read the details,

then go to it!
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1

Original Drawing ly Rossi.

You will find in the above drawing: a producer, a director, a star, and a wardrobe mistress—all shown performing their respective
a co-star, a featured player, a script girl, a chief property man, a duties on the set. You will enjoy studying this drawing and
cameraman, a chief electrician, a fashion designer, a make-up man, working on the contest—it's new and different. Try it and see!

How Movies Are Made!

Al Jolson,

star.

Albert C. Wilson,
chief property man.

N'Wass McKenzie,
wardrobe mistress.

Percy Westmore,
make-up man.

Maude Allen,

script girl.

Frank Murphy,
chief electrician.

1 10.

2 11

3 12

4 I have fulfilled the above requirements

5 ScREENLAND's Ruby Keeler Contest.

6 Name
7 Street Address

8 City

9 State

in
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HEADLINE

Adrian, whose clothes created for Garbo,
Shearer, and Crawford have made him
world-famous, here gives SCREENLAND'

S

readers the benefit of his highly valued
advice.

Hollywood's most spectacular stylist tells

you how to use his famous fashion ideas

in your own clothes! Second in ScreenlanD'S

series of exclusive articles bringing you the

priceless advice of the supreme screen

designers; an importantly interesting series

no woman can afford to miss

E
across

XTRA! Extra!! Scoop by Hollywood's spec-

tacular stylist

!

Extra ! ! ! Adrian tells ALL

!

Headline news, of course ; headlines that blaze

three thousand miles affecting woman's sixth

sense—her clothes taste—and leaving man a prey to her

gifts, graces and glamor !

How often you have marvelled at the sumptuous

beauty of costuming in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer produc-

tions ; have secretly sighed for just one Norma Shearer

creation or a Joan Crawford silhouette, sleek and suave.

Then perhaps you noticed the label, "Adrian," anion?

the names which fashioned the animated story, and-

wondered whether it were man or myth ?

Let us find Gilbert Adrian. Follow me across sets,

through endless serpentine halls, and into a room where

fashions are conceived and edited with all the dispatch

and finality of a city editor's desk.

This activity takes place against a background which

offers pleasing contrast. The windows are white-shut-

tered, curtained in glazed chintz, and the color ensemble

is carried out in cool, crisp shades of green, with white.

There are numberless tables, with vases holding bou-

quets of feathery flowers, and one wall completely lined

with mirrors reflects, from day to day, characteristic

Shearer, gowned by Adrian!

posturings of the great Garbo, the patrician Shearer,

the dynamic Crawford or Harlow, glistening and white

as the walls themselves. We come face-to-face with a

slender young man—he is now but thirty-two—Adrian,

himself

!

There is so much to ask, so much we want to know

—

and where to begin?

"Let us begin from the beginning," this man who
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By Helen Harrison

* * * ** Adrian's Five-Star Plan *****
* 1. Turn your news sense into clothes sense'
* ?• ™e "news" must be fit for prints, velvets, lames, etc.X 5. Inen the clothes must tell their own story'

4
'

a mood
ati°n ^ Cl°theS ™ °ften nCCessar

>' to dramatize a role or

* 5
*

be
IO

misledr
S ShOUW ^ authentic

-
The observer must never

it ,1

Garbo, styled by Adrian!

knows the feminine mind intuitively, will
suggest. His five-star fashion formula of
course

!

"The first important factor in dressing awoman is to know her mind. The woman
who is intelligent, and in addition has a
flair for clothes, is infinitely smarter than
her lovelier sister. {Continued on page 82) Crawford, enhanced by Adrian!
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mm-

Bringing

Up
Daddy!

Above,
ghters,

Join Eddie Cantor's

family circle for this

intimate visit

By

Maude Cheatham

IT'S
a great family, the Eddie Cantors

!

Admitting he is top favorite in the amusement

world—stage, radio, screen—I'm convinced after

spending an afternoon in the Cantor home m Bev-

erly Hills that Eddie's best role is that of Daddy to a

brood of daughters. There are five of them. Begin-

ning with Marjorie, who is 19, there are Natalie, 17,

Edna, 14, Marilyn, 10, and Janet Hope, 7. All are

pretty, with flashing dark eyes and olive complexions,

and all are sweet, unspoiled, and very girlish.

There was a lot of excitement, for the Cantor family

was leaving the next day for New York, Eddie having

completed his latest picture, "Kid Millions."

Throughout the hubbub of ringing phones and door

bells, a stream of messenger boys, and friends dropping

in to say goodbye, Marjorie, Marilyn, and I sat on a

big sofa in the living-room with Eddie snatching a

moment now and then to join us.

Marjorie, watching little Janet and a cocker spaniel,

Tolie, a new gift from Al Jolson, racing madly up and

down the stairs, through the living-room and out into

the sunny patio beyond, calmly turned to me saying,

"There weren't enough of us, only eleven in our party

leaving tomorrow, so we add a dog! But he's so ador-

able that we couldn't leave him.

"We're used to traveling and love it. Daddy keeps us

entertained every minute for his fun is so spontaneous

and never seems to fail him. We've crossed the con-

tinent so often that even the Indians at Albuquerque

know us.
,

"We always trail along with Daddy wherever he is

playing and we've never missed being together at Christ-

mas time. We have several little routines—one is that

we always have dinner together no matter where we are

and we' never make any other engagements. When

Daddv is too busy to come home, like matinee days or

being' detained at the studio, we all meet him and have

dinner at some nearby place. Another is celebrating

every anniversary, making them big events. Ihere are

our birthdays and a lot of other little occasions that

mean much to us, so every month holds some special

festivity for the Cantor family.
,

"Daddy" Marjorie sang out, as Eddie dashed in be-

tween phone calls, "are you glad we are all girls?'

"Now, now. that's a fine question,' he exploded. \ ou

know I am.
' What would {Continued on page /X)
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Working Girl!
By William F. French

Jean Muir's job happens to be acting,
but she works just as hard at it as any

business girl—and likes it

Jean Muir's'Holly-
wood home is no
more lavish than
that of many com-
muting business
girls; she devotes
most of her time
and energy to her
job, and she's
headed for success.'

T HE first thing I heard when I came to Holly-
' wood says Jean Muir, "is that to get ahead
you had to go out with the right people, and
play studio politics. I didn't believe that thenand 1 believe it less than ever now.

"Because I happen to have proved to my own satis-
faction that the way to make good in pictures is to work
harder than you ever dreamed you could work, and to
learn, and learn, and learn!"

There are plenty who smile politely at Jean's naive
viewpoint, and casually explain how so and so never
could seem to get just the right part until she went tosuch and such a cocktail party

Perhaps they are right. But Jean is right, too-for
she happens to have proved her case, by traveling- from
a lmeless bit in "The Bureau of Missing Persons" Sstardom m "Desirable" in about eighteen^ months time

Jean was nobody, net, when she came on the Warner
brothers lot; she didn't know the right people and shenever played the social game. And as for wielding thewell-known feminine charms to sort of soften up theway—well, you should have seen Jean rolling in the
grass with her Scottie her first day on the lot-and

noticed her long stride, her loose, careless clothing her
utter frankness and willingness to give an argumentHow she went up to the head office and made them
re-wnte the first speaking part she ever had because she
didn t think ,t was handled right and how she has driven
directors half crazy by demanding why they did this and
that, and offering criticisms and suggestions to the holi-
est of the holy—that's all history now.

Directors counted the proverbial ten about five times
out of six before answering her, department heads shied
at her approach and technicians would walk a mile to
avoid her questions.

Lots of people on the lot didn't like Jean. She was
altogether too disturbing. She always wanted to know
the thing you had forgotten, or had never learned She
was continually asking the "why" concerning divine
privileges and recognized practices. Jean just couldn't
seem to do anything without knowing exactly how-come—and generally without a frankly expressed why and
wherefore? All of which is to prove that if Jean didn't
get ahead because of relatives, pull, knowing the right
people or charm, she certainly did not through diplomacy
Jean said what she thought, and (Continued on page 80)
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Are They Heroines

See the screen

beauties through

the eyes of those

who know them

best—or worst!

AND that's just one more point on which

/\ Hollywood differs vastly from the

/ \ rest of the world!

Take New York City, for instance. % .

Smartly groomed ladies may be faithful to one f )

beauty' salon for years. Yet their brief and busi-

ness-like addresses to the operators they demand

each time are usually delivered in the same icy

directorial tones with which they address the servant

or servants in their apartments, penthouses or Fifth

Avenue mansions.

Take any small town. The_ femi-

nine gender in these hamlets is just

as dependent upon the artistry of the

beauty operator at the local "shoppe

as the debonaire miss of Manhattan

But aside from the interchange of

juicy bits of local "dirt" these smaller

town belles never get too terribly tcte

a tcte with the girl who makes them

seem just what they seem with the

aid of an iron or deft finger work.

In Hollywood things are different.

Quite different, in fact. The g'amor-

otis, the mighty, the worshipped
_

and

unapproachable sirens of the silver

screen are really buddies with their

hairdressers because they not only

depend on them but they trust them

with a childlike confidence that is

awe-inspiring. When a million dol-

lar babv is born to a screen star the

first person to cast reverent eyes on

this sterling silver offspring is the

gal who sets the shimmering locks of

mother's hair and anoints her grace-

Above, Claudette Colbert confers with

V/allv Westmore, one of the famous
Hollywood family of make-up and
coiffure experts. Left, Carole Lom-
bard with her favorite hairdresser,

Loretta Francell, also her good friend.

ful finger-tips with tints of royal hue.

There's the case of Norma Shear-

er. For the past eight years, more

or less, a pleasant, trustworthy in-

dividual named Helen Hyde has

taken care of Norma's brown tresses.

Through each film role Helen was the

guardian of those rippling waves.

Night after night, when the cameras
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to Their Hairdressers?

By

Jan

Fisher

Norma Shearer, above, proudly pre-
sents Helen Hyde, who tends the
beautiful Shearer tresses and whose
devotion to Norma is of long standing,
fight, Adnenne Ames trusts her
lovely tresses to clever Miss Francell.

had rolled far longer than they should
have Helen Hyde waited in Norma's
boudoir to set the wave demanded
by tomorrow's shooting schedule
And when there were problems, either
professional or personal—when a
scene

,
was puzzling or worrisome

Helen s ears were the ones into which
these troubles were poured. She was

the friendly advisor, the willing
confidante, the constant sharer of

each and every Shearer question.
And how thrilling for Helen Hyde

this friendship, this constant contact
with one of the screen's greatest and

most adored has been—and is todav ' For
as in every walk of life, Helen lias had

her problems, too. And Norma Shearer has
never been too busy, too concerned with her
own greater problems to share Helen's per-

plexities and to help her solve them
Look at Joan Crawford. Joan, who has per-

fected so steadily, so successfully, and so ultimately

f ,

the
,

camera angles of each and every feature Could
she have done this-with the need of experiment

after experiment to find and to prove just what
coiffure just what make-up, just how much wave was

best for her particular type—without the loving care
and advice of "Syb," who gave up
a portion of every single evening to
wend her weary way to Joan's Brent-
wood residence despite the fact that
she had worked hard all day in the
famous salon of Jim's beauty parlorm Hollywood ? And when Jean wasm New York, doing Broadway and
lark Avenue at the height of the
social and theatrical season, didn't

f,c
P,ubhcl>

r bemoan the fact that
'Syb" was not along? Would a
woman from anywhere but Holly-
wood ever stop to wish she had
brought her hairdresser along on such
a pleasure jaunt? Certainly not.
Probably she wouldn't even remem-
ber her name. But the great Craw-
ford

^

would ; she might even wire
"Syb" to take the very next plane
and join her so that she might really
feel like her usual exotic self.

Over at Columbia studio, in a tiny
room on the dressing-room floor, a
girl named Helen Hunt holds court.
In this (Continued on page 92)
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DO YOU KNOW?
Try this new game that

is amusing some of your

favorite stars

By

James Marion

Janet Gaynor

Do you know that Shirley Temple weighs exactly her height
—forty-three inches, forty- three pounds? And now read

the story for many more interesting, strange, funny, or

incredible facts about your film idols. You'll be more
Hollywood-wise whenyou have finished this unusual feature.

DO YOU suffer from host-deliriums?

Do icy chills chase up and down your spine

when you are about to entertain a party of

guests and don't know what to do to amuse

them? If so, then you do suffer from host-deliriums.

Hollywood, the city of half-work-half-play, is ever-

lastingly seeking novel new ways to entertain at home.

The stars have played "Vegetable, Animal, or Mineral?"

until they have raked the subject dry. They have in-

present. As a rule, the facts thus uncovered are amus-

ing, odd, and sometimes almost unbelievable.

To my knowledge, "Do You Know ?" was first played

at the Beverly Hills home of director W. S. Van Dyke.

If you know your Hollywood, you need not be told that

Woody's parties are among the most popular in Holly-

wood, and few stars do not eventually appear at his

home.
On the day Van Dyke introduced the game, an early

unui mev nave icikcu mc suujcli i_u_y. i "u nciv. — j •_— - —j- - — . ^ .

duleed in "Coffee Pot," "Murder," "Fitting Movie autumn swimming party was m progress beautitul

Titles tp Movie Stars," spelling contests, guessing games,

and every other conceivable form of parlor amusement.

Now, Hollywood has through necessity invented a new

divertisement. The stars call it a "Do You Know?"
game. To play it, guests arrange their chairs in a circle,

and then everybody relates something odd about another

person present. For example, if among the guests at a

partv are Jean Harlow, William Powell, Mary Brian and

Dick Powell, Jean may tell something about Mary, Dick

may reveal something about Jean, Bill may tell on Dick,

and Mary may tell something about Bill.

The prime' idea of the game is to reveal something

not generally known, either out of the past or of the

feminine figures; supple, masculine muscles were on

every side. It was a colorful affair, and it became

acutely intimate when "Do You Know?" was started.

Despite my own fifteen years in Hollywood, and my
own widespread knowledge of the lives of the stars, I

soon learned many things I had never known before : odd

little things out of pasts of stars about whom I had

thought I knew all.

For example, I learned that Mae West once played the

saccharine Lorcx Marx in "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage

Patch." She played "Little Lord Fauntleroy" too, and

when you recall that Mary Pickford portrayed the same

role, and when you compare {Continued on page 74)
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"Ifwe all danced
we'd all have
fun!" says Fred
Astaire, and
proving his
point is his own
personality
which you'll

meet here

''Envy me?" says Fred.
"Don't be foolish, it's been
work!" as he shyly returns
the smile of two conti-
nents whose acclaim he
won by sheer talent of the
grace and rhythm of his
dancing feet, and a charm
that sparkles to their beat.

"Sometimes it's a tune
that gets into your blood,
or apoem—youJust trans-
late it into movement,"
says Fred in this interview
that tells you all you want
to know about the newest
big star of the screen and

his art of dancing.

r

Sing With Your Feet I

HEN we're still we're
either asleep or dead."

Clippety clap, tap tap,
clippety clippety clap

—

dancing feet that tottered under a little tow-headed kid

By

Dell Hogarth
for the spring, summer, fall. In every
manner and shape people would ex-
press a mood or perform a ritual
through the rhythmic use of their

in Omaha and saluted" "^ttrao^fiiT uZT^V™ m • ^J*?**
dancinS became P°Pular once more we

!S^#=^^^l£^?Z Wtr^un P ^ ab°Ut depreSSi°n
-
We '

d *
4. i

1
,
& -i^ugiaim. /-VDOVe

i T, c
a lissome bod^ the elfi" ^ce of

i;red Astaire. Shyly, he returns a smile of two con-
tinents.

"Everybody should dance," he is saying. "Not just
ballroom stuff but individual creative effort. It's the
oldest of the arts, the most gratifying. The body is the
hrst medmrn to express what is in our hearts and mindsMovement gives joy and health. It's only natural that it
should tend toward grace and rhythm. What person is
so old and decrepit that he doesn't somehow keep time
with music? 1

Fred has a lot to say about dancing. It's his first loveand his last.

t

"
S
?rt-

day k Wil1 have a renaissance--maybe soon.
In old times everyone danced: folk dances, religious
dances, tribal dances

; celebrations of victory, ceremonies

His own personality seems to prove the point He
exudes happiness. Not the feverish kind that people
pretend to have in these hectic davs, but the whole-
hearted joy of being alive. His impish grin shows it.He s a sprite. Kipling would say he "looks like a lance at
rest. He sits m a chair with one leg thrown lightly over
the other. He walks with a jaunty swing. Ears are
pointed like a satyr's, brown eyes dart eagerly here and
there, his speech is staccato but seems to glide Little
things amuse him. Little things make him content.

.

Froni the tlme he was eight years old, Fred and his
sister have been dancing on the stage—partners. Their
path to fame and fortune led to the pinnacle of acclaim
a command performance before English royalty.

"Thrilled? Of course we were thrilled. An under-
current of excitement ran (Continued on page 89)





Russell Ball

TDEAUTIFUL star makes a handsome gesture! Jean Harlow±J selected this portrait for her personal autograph to every
Screenland reader—and we're delighted to pass it along to you.
Have you ever seen a more beautiful portrait of the glorious Jean?



LEADING men—not a leading man—is the new idea

i in the casting of Joan Crawford's next picture, and

the plan has been carried out to perfection with Robert

Montgomery and Clark Gable to make up a dazzling

triangle you'll see in "Forsaking All Others."

Triumph in



Threesomes!
AND here's Claudette Colbert with the new motion
1\~ picture actor, Fred MacMurray, left, and good-
looking Ray Milland, chosen in preference to more
prominent screen players for the romantic interest in

the new Colbert comedy-drama.



The Affable Aden

!

HERE, in close-up, is the Dick Arlen personality expressed

in a typical grin. A sort of confident Arlen assurance

that Dick is going to give you the kind of personable imper-

sonation you like when you see him in "Helldorado."



WARNER laughed at danger as an aviator in a romance
with a war background, and now he's smiling because

it again becomes his happy lot to play opposite Janet Gaynor in
his next picture which is to bear the title, "One More Spring."

Otto Dyar

The Bland Baxter!



Let

Youth

Be

Served!

Two of the younger young
set! Billy Lee and Lois
Kent, above, both under
contract on the same lot

with Baby LeRoy.

1

And above, of course
you know it's Shirley

Temple, the girl who
started the youth
boom, seen with her
favorite leading man,

Jimmy Dunn.

Right, Virginia, of the
Reid sisters, now also

sisters in reel, as well as
in real life, and both
very happy about it.

Young, blonde, and so

fetching! Left, Mary
Carlisle and her pet.

Mary is our personal
pick for sure-fire pep
in any screen scene.



Our prettiest bow
to youth, for bring-

ing toa the screen

the zest and verve

of its fine exuber-

some of youth's

representatives

The newest star of the
young group! Anne
Shirley with O. P. Reg-
gie in a scene from the
film version ot "Anne of
Green Gables." In
whichAnne really stars.

Left, Marjorie Reid,
who visited her actress
sister on the lot and
was signed to become

an actress herself.

Right, the newest
youthful team—Betty
Furness and Robert
Young. Watch them!
Bob and Betty—it even
sounds like a team.

Cora Sue Collins, above,
now very much in this
limelight as a screen ac-
tress, looking for more

pictures to steal!



Hail the New Team!
THE crowd of picture fans wili roar "happy landings" when Myrna

Loy and Cary Grant come to the screen as a new romantic team.

Above we give you an idea of what thrills you can expect when you see

them together in "Wings in the Dark." Very promising indeed.

William
Walling Jr.



Eugene Robert Ricbee

The Reunited Team!
SOMEBODY wisely decided that it has been too long since

Sylvia Sidney and Gene Raymond—remember them in
"Ladies of the Big House"?—appeared together, so here we
have them again as hero and heroine of a new romantic drama.



Glorifying the

Supporting

Cast!

Mary As tor,
above, beauty
and good ac-
tress—andever
so appealingly

Edward Arnold,
above, the busi-
est actor in Hol-
lywood, lends his
splendid talents
this time to a
sympathetic rSle,

in "Wednesday's
Child."

Henry Stephen-
son's appearance
in a picture is al-
ways a guarantee
of good perform-
ance! His next
is with Novarro
and Evelyn Laye.

f

Walter Con-
nolly, directly
above, is about
to leap right
into star bill-

ing. Grand ac-
t or f Left
above, the
newcomer
George Mur-
phy, one ofour
promising
young leads.

Sheila Man-
nors, left, is

the p r e t ty
and talented
girl in many
films, lately
Tim McCoy's
leading lady.

I

Otto Kruger, right,
is one of the most
impressive actors in
pictures, even
though he is a mem-
ber of the support-
ing cast. You can
count on Kruger!

Raymond Walburn,
left, recent recruit
from the New York
stage, is going places
in pictures, notably
in "The Count of
Monte Cristo" and
"Broadway Bill."

*t -t 7



Here are the

Unstarred

. Stars!

Directly above,
Phillip Reed,
"tall, dark,
and hand-
some," who
stands out in
any film cast.
Right above,
Charles Bick-
ford. He re-
turns in the
castof'Wicked
Woman."

Florine Mc -

Kinney, right,
gets her first

real chance to
step out of the
ranks in
"Night Life of
the Gods."

Sally Blane,
not just "Lor-
etta Young's
sister," but
actually star
dust herself.

Helen Mack,
above, is usually
better than the
rdles they give
her to play. Her
charm and abili-
ty hold audience
interest in any

picture.

Victor Jory, left,

reaps the reward
of good acting. A
new contract and
fine parts in
"White Lies"
and "Mills of the

Gods."

Producers, in Billie
Seward you have a
potential bet

!

Seems to us she has
everything—even to
a flash of the old
Clara Bow dash.
Give her a chance!

Fred Keating, popu-
lar Manhattan stage
actor and night-club
star, clicked in his
first film. Now watch
Fred. He has the
smile and the voice

that win!



s

Dvorak Dances!
ANN celebrates her call to a new display of versatility

2JLas leading lady for Rudy Vallee with some appro-

priately agile steps, and also proves that the Dvorak

beauty blooms anew, in the portrait above.



HERE'S the soft-voiced Vallee registering smiles of
approval that his new leading lady is the brunette

Ann Dvorak. Aside from acting, singing, playing a sax
and leading the orchestra, Rudy won't have much to do

in his newest screen adventure.



REVIEWSws of- Screen Classic-^

"The Littfe NSmkttt1^ >jj

'Ik

Maude Adams was
the beloved Babbie
of the stage. Now
Hepburn recreates
the part for motion
pictures. Right, an
appealing glimpse of
Kathe rine with
John Beal, whoplays
the title r61e of The

Little Minister.

Quaint, charming,
sometimes humor-
ous, often highly
dramatic—"The Lit-

tle Minister" should
be a fine picture!
Above, Hepburn as

Babbie in a scene
with John Beal, and
David Torrence as

Dr. McQueen.



Noted novelist and adapter,
Hugh Walpole, also plays a
rtle: the Vicar of Blunderstone.

Basil Rathbone, below, as
Edward Murdstone, the stern
stepfather of Copperfield.

In the screen version of Charles Dickens'
great novel, Frank Lawton and Maureen
O'Sullivan, above, enact David and Dora.
Left, above, Elizabeth Allen as David's
young mother; Mr. Law ton, again, in the

title r61e, upper right.

"David Copperfield" Lives Again!

W. C. Fields
Mr. Mi-

cawber

—

cheers! Can
you wait to
see him?

Elsa Lanches-
ter, as Clickett,
slavey of the

Micawbers.

Roland Young,
right, seen as
Uriah Heep, the
dirty villain.

-.1





The smiling young man at the desk is the celebrated Mr. Disney, creator of "Mickey Mouse" and "The
Silly Symphonies"—a public benefactor and Hollywood's particular pride! Read about Disney in this
exclusive story which reveals hitherto untold facts about how he makes his inimitable cinema cartoons.

A Mouse in a Million

!

Read all about Mickey and the man who made
him famous, Walt Disney, in this special story

HUNDREDS of letters weekly
bring a single startling mes-
sage to the Walt Disney
Studios in Hollywood. It is

:

Thousands of children throughout
the world have become so fond of
mice, thanks to Mickey Mouse, that they nightly steal

into their mothers' pantries, or their fathers cellars, and
spring the traps that have been set to catch the most
infamous of household pests!
"We love Mickey Mouse," is the universal declaration

of youngsters, "and we know Mickey won't like us if

we let his little playmates be caught and killed!"

But while the mouse situation in private homes grows
acutely worse, the mouse situation on the screen grows
constantly better. Mickey has captured the niche in

the hearts of children that was once occupied by Bill

Hart and Mary Pickford.
Do not get the mistaken idea that the tremendous fan

mail that reaches Walt Disney, creator and producer of
the Mickey Mouse cartoon comedies, is entirely from
children. At least fifty per cent of the letters come
from adults.

By

James M. Fidler

One man wrote that Disney should
pay the costs of an appendix opera-
tion, because, so the man stated,

his case was seriously aggravated
by over-laughter caused by a Mickey
Mouse comedy

!

A woman wrote to say she had discovered her long-
lost brother when, during a visit to Pittsburgh, she had
attended a movie theatre and there had heard her
brother's unmistakable guffaw during the showing of
one of Mickey's absurd adventures. Until then, sister
and brother had not seen each other in fifteen years.
A woman who had suffered with hiccoughs for more

than two days was almost miraculously cured, after phy-
sicians had failed, when she attended a theatre and
laughed uproariously at Mickev's cavortings. Her doctor
told her that the physical exhaustion caused by her
laughter had so completely relaxed her nerves that the
hiccoughing stopped of its own accord.

I could go on for pages, citing paragraphs from
amazing letters that have arrived in Disney's hands.
Thirty per cent of the writers treat Mickey as if he
were a human being. To this ( Continued on page 76)
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Ten ''Mickey
Mouse Waddle
Books" like this!

Mickey Mouse

Three Mickey
Mouse wrist
watches like this!

GIMME TWAT
SCRIPT—
PLUTO'

Above, an array
of wonderful
prizes! Left, large
Mickey Mouse
doll, very hand-
so me ! Next,
smaller, but
still good size
Minnie Mouse
doll. Then, the
Musical Pig,
which reallyplays

a tune.

And still more prizes! Who
wouldn' t be proud to own an
original Mickey Mouse drawing?
Here's your opportunity! See
the amusing drawing above?

It's one of the prizes!

Mickey's A Radio Star!

MICKEY MOUSE on the air!

Yes, your Mickey and ours, like

most of the other screen celeb-

rities, is in demand as a radio star! He's
the leading man of the "Hall of Fame"
program sponsored by the Hinds Honey
and Almond Cream people at 10:00

P.M. Eastern Standard Time, Sunday,
December 23rd. Of course you'd be

listenin'! Well, that gave us an idea.

Why not a Mickey Mouse contest to

appeal to all the Mickey admirers? We
asked Walt Disney, Mickey's boss; and
he said, "Of course! Mickey and Min-
nie and all the company will be right

with you!" So here you are—the
Mickey Mouse Contest. You'll like it.

Not only one, but three original
Mickey Mouse drawings are of-

fered among the prizes in our
Mickey Mouse contest! Above
and left, we reproduce these

original drawings.

Listen to "Hall of Fame" Program

MICKEY MOUSE, beloved hero
of the famous Walt Disney
screen cartoons, is also the hero

of our contest to appeal to young and
old alike! See the array of worth-while

prizes offered in this contest—and you
and all your family, children and grown-
ups, will want to enter. Nothing diffi-

cult; just write a letter telling "Why I

Like Mickey Mouse" in not more than

50 words. The best—meaning the most
sparkling, original, and clever letters

will be awarded the prizes listed on the

opposite page. Please read all the rules

carefully; fill out the coupon and en-

close it with you letter. That's all there

is to ru Now have a good timei -
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Contest! Fun for the
family! Prizes

worth com-
peting for! If

you like Mick-
ey Mouse and
his pals— and
who doesn't?—

you'll enjoy
this contest!

More prizes! Directly
above, Mickey Mouse
doll. Isn't he cute?

Three Big Bad Wolfpock -

et watches like this!

PRIZES
in the

MICKEY MOUSE CONTEST!
FIRST PRIZE: $100.00 in cash.

SECOND PRIZE: Mickey Mouse Doll (39 ins tall)-

THIRD PRIZE: Pig Doll (32 inches tall).

(3) FOURTH PRIZES: Original Mickey Mouse
Drawing (suitably framed) with Walt Disney
signature.

FIFTH PRIZE: Mickey Mouse Doll (is ins. tall).

SIXTH PRIZE: Minnie Mouse Doll (19 ins tall)

SEVENTH PRIZE: Musical Pig (piays a tune) .

(3) EIGHTH PRIZES: Mickey Mouse Wrist
Watch.

(3) NINTH PRIZES: Big Bad Wolf Pocket
Watch.

(50) TENTH PRIZES: Set of Hinds Products
(10) ELEVENTH PRIZES: Mickey Mouse Waddle

Book.

75 Prizes in All! For 75 Winners!

Grand big Pig Doll, to
delight any child or

grown-up!

Right, fifty sets of the
popular Hinds prod-

ucts, like this!

RULES OF THE CONTEST:
1. Fill out the coupon.

2. Write a letter of not more than 50 words on the
subject, "Why I Like Mickey Mouse."

3. This contest will close at midnight, Tanuarv 24
1935. 7 '

4. In the event of ties, each tying contestant will be
awarded the prize tied for.

5. Enclose coupon with your letter and mail to
Mickey Mouse Contest, ScREENLAND Magazine, 45
West 45 th Street, New York, N. Y.

I am entering the SCREENLAND Mickey Mouse Contest
withmy letter enclosed.

Name

Street Address

City

State

Come on! Enter this contest! Every member
of the family will be entertained!
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Screenland's Critic Really Sees the Pictures!

REVIEWS
We Live
Again

United
Artists

Most touching picture of the month! You should have

heard the women sob when I saw it at the Music Hall at

Radio City—maybe you did; at any rate, you heard

them sob wherever you caught the drama, and sobs are

the same in Rockefeller Center as on Main Street. Anna Sten

reverses the usual stellar order of things and becomes actual y

better in her second than she was in her first film She is truly

magnificent as the long-suffering Tolstoy heroine, the Vital warm

earthy farm girl who falls in love with a dashing prince, who rides

away-only to meet again later after the prince has become a man

of the world and the poor little peasant has touched the depths.

Some of the crusading spirit of the great novel ^^JP™«™2
and certainly Mamoulian has directed with fine understanding an J

devotion to^etail. Pietorially, "We Live Again"top* even the

high Samuel Goldwyn standard. It secures Sten s stardom it

reinforces Fredric March's reputation as our most sensitive and

versatile actor; and it provides a rich, splendid, and thoroughly

Satisfying experience. Anna Sten is that miracle a beauty who is

more concerned with characterization than with close-ups.

Evelyn
Prentice

M-G-M

SEAL OF!
<

2;

If you had never met "The Thin Man" you would hail

"Evelyn Prentice" as a new, fresh, and exciting event.

But don't blame Evelyn if she does not burst upon you

as a thrilling novelty. The super-sophistication of .her

predecessor took the edge off. The new co-starring vehicle of Wil-

liam Powell and Myrna Loy is excellent entertainment even

though it attempts to follow in the footsteps of their first audacious

classic. You will enjoy, I believe, the latest adventures of Bill and

Myrna—again a modern married couple, again involved in switt

and sometimes sinister affairs, and this time augmented by a 1 my
Tot who is a throwback to those screen kiddies of yesteryear who

always lisped "Papa love Mama?" in time toavert domestic disaster.

There's excitement aplenty in "Evelyn Prentice" what with the

complications of a lawyer husband too busy to come home to

dinner, a philandering poet who has the misfortune to be murdered,

and the trial scene—and a good, suspenseful trial scene it is, too,

with Miss Loy approaching poignant perfection, Mr. Powell at

his brilliant best, and Isabel Jewell as the heart-rending other

woman." You'll welcome Una Merkel, gay and sparkling.

of the

Best
Pictures

Evensong

Gaumont-
British

Comparison with Grace Moore's picture, One Night

of Love," is inevitable, so suppose we get it out of the way

riaht now. Like La Moore's triumph, "Evensong is the

screen record of the career of a prima donna. Both hero-

ines are beautiful, with lovely voices. Romance rears its head in

both dnemas-not once, but often. And just as Grace Moore is

th particular pride and joy of these United States, so is Evelyn

Lave the pet of England. Now it is up to you to see "Evensong

and decide for youLlf just who is really "the queen of song rf

vou must' Miss Laye is decidedly a pictorial and vocal treat as

Ta^eMcNefl, the Irish girl who becomes /re/a, the great opera

singer Leaving youthful love bohind her, she embarks upon her

ooeratic career with the aid of Kober, the impresario, who coaches

hL to triumph. A handsome Archduke pursues herwrtr;

^

and affection—but there the story takes a new turn. The lovers

part and Tela goes on alone, still singing until age and weariness

caSh up.With her, and a young rival breaks her heart. The sup-

porting^ is excellent, with outstanding performances by Emlyn

Williams, Carl Esmond, and particularly Fritz Kortner.

You Can Count on these Criticisms
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear or Favor!

The Month's

Best Performances:

Evelyn Laye in "Evensong"

Anna Sten in "We Live Again"

Joe Penner in "College Rhythm"
Frankie Thomas in "Wednesday's

Child"

Anne Shirley in "Anne of Green
Gables"

Fredric March in "We Live Again"

Loretta Young in "The White Parade"

Ross Alexander in "Flirtation Walk"
Frank Morgan in "There's Always To-

morrow"
Binnie Barnes in "There's Always To-

morrow"

Flirtation

Walk
Warners

Fooled you this time! Here's a big musical that doesn't
glorify the Busby Berkeley girls, but the West Point
cadets! And if you want to know how that is done, see the
picture. I'd see it anyway, if I were you. It's a great

family show. It's clean, it's cute, it's wholesome, and it's always
pleasant to watch. The master stroke that makes "Flirtation
Walk" different from other musicals—besides that revolutionary
step that gives the cadets all the glory—is having Frank Borzage
direct. Yes, Frank "Seventh Heaven" Borzage, no less. Meaning
that the intimate scenes of this production are imbued with as
much charm and sincerity as any super-drama; meaning that the
co-stars, Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell, are presented with more
depth and sympathy than ever before; and their romance
takes on reality. Of course you get a dash of girls, more than a
soupgon of song, and considerable comedy. But you get, also,
all the beauty and speed and spirit of West Point itself; this pic-
ture will make most small boys want to go there—and their
mothers and their sisters and their aunts will wish there were more
Dick Powells around—or more Ross Alexanders. He's a pet!

The White
Parade

Fox

Really worth-while! Readily recommended to every
SasEMj woman who likes meaty motion pictures and prefers to

grapplo with human everyday drama rather than be
whisked away by an "escape" screenplay. "The White

Parade" is a minor epic of the hospital nurse, her duties and her
rewards; and Jesse Lasky may take his usual bow for resisting the
temptation to go Hollywood in producing it. Loretta Young is
the heroine who will be regarded as having a "Florence Nightingale
complex" by the hard-hearted; but to me it was rather refreshing
to meet a movie beauty who was more concerned with her ideals
of service than her marriage to a rich polo player. Mr. Lasky
tempering his own ideals with good showmanship, wisely chose the
exquisite Loretta to lead the parade of earnest young nurses; some-how Loretta, when looking spiritual, can persuade audiences to
believe anything. However, whether you take "The White
Parade" seriously or not, you will be entertained by the reel record
ot the lives of young probationers, their work, their loves, their trialsand temptations. John Boles does all possible to make the most
unbelievable hero of the month convincing. Grand cast'

College

Rhythm
Paramount

SjS^S H
f
r

.

es one f°r laughs! Check your complexes and your

tHzlll)
critical faculties and prepare to enjoy yourself with this

^sfl, perfectly crazy picture. A troupe of ' he wildest and most
*^ talented performers ever assembled throws dull care and

discretion right at the director's head and makes hey-hey, nonny-
no and bango. (Aside to Director Taurog: of course I know you
made them behave that way. But all the more credit to you if they
look spontaneous.) Plot? Well, maybe Joe Penner's duck knows;
I don't. What does it matter? Paramount has turned out still
another radiantly insane comedy; that's all, and it's more than
enough. Lanny Ross is the sanest member of the cast, and even
Mr. Ross unbends to the extent of turning in a hundred percent
better performance than in his first movie. Jack Oakie is general
assistant, with Joe Penner clowning around, and Lyda Roberti
looking delicious and dancing and singing delightfully. There's
a football game to end all gag gridiron scraps; and there are hit
tunes, and—oh, yes—there are dance numbers for those in the
audience who still demand 'em. Beauty abounds in the persons
of Mary Brian and Helen Mack. Everything considered, see it!

Let Them Guide You to the Good Films
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One More Lawton!
|H1S season's stage star is next season s movie

star" is almost a rule in modern theatricals.

But one man's meat may be another's spinach.

Movie audiences have often been known to

yawn in the face of the stage's favorite personality.

Last season New York's matinee idolators found

themselves a new type to sigh over—a young man who
oozes charm, freshness and intelligence. This innovation

in heroes is Frank Lawton, (f. o. b. London), who ap-

peared in the Broadway play, "The Wind and the

Rain," was recalled to Hollywood to appear in "One

More River," and promptly proved therein that there

were more movie rivers for him to cross—notably that

coveted assignment of the role of the grown-up David

in M-G-M's ambitious production of "David Copper-

field." One of the real acting plums of the year.

\ You met him first on the screen in "Cavalcade." Then he

wandered away— but "One More River" brought him back.

Now "David Copperfield" wins him a long Hollywood contract.

This is Frank, no relation to

Charles, but also a fine English

actor and gentleman

By

Cecille Lyon Shawn

Frank Lawton is

1. Not tall.

2. Not broad-shouldered.

3. Not a smoothie.

Or not what you girls usually demand in a

hero. He looks like somebody's kid brother,

except that he's wearing a dinner jacket, and

his hair's slicked. A whisky-and-soda, which

he downed during this interview, looked in-

congruous in his hand. He swears, though,

that he's 29, and has been on the stage for

eleven, years.

Now he is on his third trip to Hollywood.

Three years ago he made "Cavalcade," then

returned to London to appear in British plays

and movies. Of acting in America he says:

"It's a great experience playing here. It's

entirely different—and I can't explain exactly

why—from playing in England. One wouldn't

expect to play the same role two ways, but

—

take my part in 'The Wind and the Rain,' for

example—I played it much quicker here than

I would have in London. Another thing, I

have much more confidence here." Then he

added quickly, "Although I lose it every now
and again

!"

He continued : "Maybe the speed of Amer-
ica has something to do with playing a role

faster. You know, there's a general impres-

sion here that English actors who come to

America talk very fast. Actually, we don't,

but we're terrified to leave a gap
!"

The son of actor-parents, Lawton, as a

youngster, determined to go on the stage.
_
His

father, also Frank Lawton, was an American,

who went to London during the Gay Nineties

in the musical comedy, "Belle of New York."

There he remained and married Daisy May
Collier of the London stage.

Finishing Langley Hall (high school), in

1923, young Lawton persuaded Andre Char-

lot to give him a part in a revue. Several

musical shows followed, in which Lawton did

virtually nothing but stand around. Finally,

he was give a chance to do a sketch.

"It was a very funny scene, and I had some

good lines," he said. (Continued on page 90)
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I
HAVE seen a boy named Nelson take it on the
chin for the past two years. There have been
rumors that we are on the verge of a divorce.
Hints that I am supporting him. Whispers that

1 even pay for the clothes he wears. Not only does he
still love me, but most of the time he can laugh at the
remarks people make. I think that's one of the swellest
things in the world \"

These vivid sentences are part of the notes Bette Davis
gave me to help in writing this story, notes she had
dashed off at high speed in a white hot rage over a gossip
item printed about her husband in a Sunday newspaper.
1 had read the item myself, and knowing how Bette and
Harmon Nelson have strived to keep their finances ab-
solutely separate, in their difficult situation where the
wife earns a salary much greater than the husband I
had suspected her reaction.

(The item stated that Bette had taken her husband
to a department store and bought him a complete outfit
of a suit, hat, and shoes, with a necktie thrown in Em-
phasis was laid on the alleged fact that the star herself

PA
ai

i

X

tt r
1 Final insult of all

>
h was titled simplyAnd He Loved It'

!

) -

"I've kept quiet about this long enough," Bette toldme over the phone. "I thought people would realize how
hue and independent my husband is—how absolutely
untrue these gigolo' rumors are. I believed if I kept

The happy Harmon O. Nelsons, above are
defended by the blonde film beauty at the
right, Bette Davis, who is amazingly frankm this exclusive storyabout her married life.

Now Its

My Turn!

Goaded by gossip, Bette

Davis tells "the story to

end stories" about her
young husband

By Mark Dowling

silent Hollywood would forget about us and let us alone
But now I've let everyone else have their say—I want to
tell my friends iny side of it. Come over and get the
story!" &

She met me wearing a pair of bright blue lounging
pajamas which set off the pale brilliance of her hair
her great dark eyes, and the flaming scarlet of her pro-
vocative mouth. She looked modern and dangerous as
tomorrow's airplane. She talked witti 1

y, slangily, with
no respect for the sacred cows of the movie town.' She
laughed with frank abandon when amused. She even-
Care you listenin', Mr. Hays ?)—livened her conversa-
tion with colorful words not permitted in Sunday school
And she had such a foundation of breeding, culture and
intelligence that she did all these things, which less 'self-
assured stars dare not attempt, and remained quite defi-
nitely A Lady. A lady with fire in her eyes and rao-e
flaming in her heart.

"I wish I could laugh these things off as my husband
does, she told me. "But I can't help burning!"
.

"Ham," as she nicknames her husband, was out play-
ing golf, so we sat in the living-room of their charming
house. It's a long friendly room with a fireplace and
French doors looking out onto a terrace. Two dogs, a
Scotty and a Sealyham, raced up and down the rugs 'as
we talked. Flowers and a half-filled bowl betrayed her
occupation before I had arrived. (Continued on page 71)
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SCEEENLAND
Sophistication with a

subrle hint of Spring-

time! Ann Sothern

shares with you her

secret of how to be

smoothly spectacular!

Lovely Ann, right, shows you

her new gloves of shimmering

satin, set off by quaint high

curled coiffure, shining jet

bracelets and necklace.

Left, gown for a goddess! Black, off-the-

shoulders, with Empire train. Don't miss the

two gardenias worn on each sleeve! Right,

hostess gown of striped velvet in brilliant

red, blue, yellow, green, and white.

Gorgeous Girl looks ahead

to Spring in this gray

street suit, above, with its

perky cape with krimmer
collar. Ann's hat of wool

has a wide bow.
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GtalQr School
Hollywood Beauty's
new and original ideas

in clothes and contours,

chapeaux and coiffures,

brought to you only by
SCREENLAND

Girls, you may not wear your
hearts on your sleeves, but put
your money in purse-shaped
hats and you'll be smart! Left,

Ann Sothern illustrates.
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Making
Eyes

!

Miss Garbo's eyes owe so much of that glamorous charm to their curling lashes^

They are real, too, all her own, though they may look hkeoneof those things too

gtod to be rue, an intangible, enchanting beauty that defies analysis.

With their long

sweeping lashes,

smooth, arched
brows, these are the

loveliest eyes in the

world! You can

encourage yours to

be like them!

By

Josephine

Felts

WE THINK there are no eyes in the world

as lovely as Greta Garbo's.

There is something about Garbo's eyes

that baffles explanation. It is a spiritual

quality. You can no more analyze it than you can

analyze the beauty of the changing colors of the sea.

Her eyes seem to be looking far off at strange, enchant-

ing things not visible to the rest of us. But then, true

beauty is like that. It is intangible.

Of course true beauty is an intangible thing. But

there are certain details about lovely eyes that you can

note and copy. Long, luxurious lashes, for instance.

Notice those in the picture. How they curl back over the

lids and cast long shadows upon the cheek. Yes, they

are real and they are Garbo ! As much a part of her as

the finely chiselled mouth and wide spaces between eye

and brow. And you can encourage yours to be like them.

Everybody has grown eye-conscious. It is not a new

fixation. Fascinating ladies from the early days, when

Cleo was sweeping a wicked eyelash, and Helen looked

up at Paris from under languorous lids, have known the

advantage of eye-action. They may talk all they please

about "flattery a-foot" but we are right here to tell you

that flattery a-eyelash is a lot more fatal. It will turn

any man's head. They even say that you can get any-

thing you want if your eyelashes curl just the right way.

Thev must be exaggerating because we tried it and we

couldn't. But of course perhaps ours did not curl the

right way

!

Making up your eyes will make you brave and saucy.

It will give you that beautiful feeling that you are the

loveliest girl in the world And who wouldn't give her

favorite fortune for that? It used to be considered very

ultra. Todav eve make-up is a matter of course. And

so cleverly are most eyes accented that you can only tell

their make-up by the fact that they are especially beau-

tiful. Eves that look "made-up" are dreadful. Eyes that

are skillfully accented will double any girl s popularity.

So here we are with ideas guaranteed to keep you in a

social whirl. "We are going to reveal the secrets of one

of the younger stars who is an expert at making e> es,

and who happens to be our friend.

People who meet this glamorous starlet for the nrst

time or who see her on the screen, rave about her eyes

Yet she has a pretty mouth, a smile that flashes, tumbled

brown curls and as exquisite a figure as ever wrecked

havoc on a stag line at a debutante's ball.

If she had any faults you forgot them. If her nose

wasn't classic and her chin was too round, you never

noticed. But you could not forget her eyes, iriey

were something to write songs about.

Now the strange part of all this is that her eyes are

not really extraordinary, when you come to analyze them

Yours and Sally's and mine are all just as exciting. It

is the use she makes of them.

In the first place, she curls her lashes. They are not

long, but she makes them look so, by brushing them up

and by rubbing vaseline or some one of the special eye-

lash creams onthem. When she wants to be very fetch-

in- she curls them with a little device which a lot ot

iSs are learning to add to their regular beauty equip-

It sets a glorious curl. (Continued on page 92)to
1

ment.

a
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RADIO PARADE

Lanny Ross, star of
his own air show and
the headliner of an-
other, finds plenty to
keep him busy in
radio, and asked for
his release from his

movie contract.

Two stars who go
musical in a way
that's different from
their style in radio,
for a musical screen
play—right, Joe Pen-
ner and Lanny Ross
in "College Rhythm."

Another side to some Holly-
wood reports of fireworks
when radio and pictures

get together

By Tom Kennedy

A CCORDING to reports out of Hollywood, Lanny/% Ross stalked out of the cinema center in a goodII W-fashioned huff—the kind of a huff that

tW U 11 ,
° Cr

?r
dlt t0 the most temperamental starthat Hollywood itself could produce

sinr^tS ^
nt

f,
restin

§'
if true

-
we thought. Especially

since the Hollywood version betrayed a hint of indigna-
tion that any but a Hollywood-made star could work upsuch a good huff-huffing in the grand manner so far hasbeen the exclusive mark of the Hollywood aristocracybo we thought we would find out about it

bure enough, Lanny did quit Hollywood in a huff-he admitted it quite frankly in the rehearsal room where
he was preparing one of his "Log Cabin" programs. "I
got a laugh out of it, too," added Lanny, "but not till I
got back here and somebody asked me what kind of aS

t
,rA

e
^
as~a six-cylinder or a twelve-cylinder

hurt
! _

And with that last crack bango went another
prospective yarn with plenty of hot angles about impend-
ing law suits, claims and counter charges, retorts and
recriminations.

Nevertheless there had been a war, but no scars of

battle, no casualties, up to the time of going to press
_

Now we 11 give you just one guess as to what started
the fireworks betweenradio's most romantic young singerand the film biggies with whom he signed for a period of

.
five years-four more to go. Right! You can't miss ifyou guess that the big fight started in a studio story con-
ference, no matter who the star or what the studio.

Lest there be any further misunderstanding of this
particular feud, bear in mind that no serious difficulties
arose until after-'College Rhythm" had been completedWe go a ong fine with the 'College Rhythm' company
and 1 liked working under Director Norman Tauroe "

Lanny said. & '

Things started when time came for discussion ofLanny s next picture. It seems he had put his OK on a
story, with music, titled "Mississippi," and then it was
decided to make "Mississippi" a starring vehicle for Bing
Crosby, which left Lanny out in the open for another
story, and there were ructions when the subject of sub-
stitutions came up.

Maybe you'll be wondering why young Mr. Ross de-
cided to ask for his release from a contract that assures
turn lucrative movie work for the next five years Well
there are many reasons, according to young Mr. Ross'and all good and convincing, too, though it's hard to getany part of show business (and that means radio as well
as pictures and the stage) to believe that a person wants
to do something from a conviction and in accordance
with a plan or a philosophy, and not solely for purely
hnancial considerations.

"It's hard work doing both radio and pictures," said
Lanny. 1 don't mind working hard, but with this new
program of mine I have something I have wanted for a
long while. I want to devote a lot to it, want it to be the
greatest possible success. And {Continued on page 84)

1
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WHEN Marion Davies switched from

the M-G-M to the Warner Brothers

Studios, a major job of house-moving was

involved. For not only did Marion trans-

fer herself and her personal belongings,

but she ordered her bungalow dressing-

room moved. The building was cut in half,

and at considerable expense the "two por-

tions were rolled twenty miles, through city

and country streets alike. When the halves

reached their destination, they were re-

joined, and lo, there stood Miss Davies

M-G-M bungalow on the Warner lot.

CAROLE LOMBARD and Wil-

liam Powell, since their di-

vorce, have the same trouble with

their dog that some separated

couples have with a child. They've
compromised; Powell gets the dog
on Sundays and holidays, and

Carole keeps him the balance of

the time.

The holidays may mean furs and ice-

carnivals to you, but in California it's

bathing-suits and the beach. Cecilia

Parker, above, shows you as she sends

her Nev; Yearns greetings.

WELL, guess what the studio janitor

discovered when he cleared Greta

Garbo's old dressing-room, after she had

moved into sumptuous new quarters. Funny

papers! Piles and piles of comic sheets!

Not all comic sheets, but just the torn-out

sections of one particular serial, "Pop Eye.

She has even named her dog Wimpy, after

a character in Pop Eye's strip. And of

course, you knew her two cats were named

Olive Oil and Castor Oil?

HERE is something I'll bet you didn't

know about Isabel Jewell: She was

so smart in school that she received A
in everything, from her first year in high

school to her final year in college.

HERE is a standing offer, open to a.l

comers : Ned Sparks will pay the sum

of one thousand dollars to any man, woman

or child who will make him laugh. Ot

course, there is a catch. Any person at-

tempting to evoke a grin from the "dead

pan" comedian and failing, must contribute

ten dollars to Ned's favorite charity. The

odds are one hundred to one, but to date

there have been few takers.

MOTHERS with children, be-

ware; never give your young

ones magnets, if you want them to

eat spinach!
Shirley Temple's parents taught

their chee-ild to eat spinach "be-

cause it had iron in it and would

make her strong." Then they gave

her a toy magnet. When it didnt

pull the spinach, Shirley refused

to swallow the "iron" story—and

now she will NOT eat spinach.
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Introducing Norman Scott Barnes! He is the star of his very
first picture posed with his proud and famous parents. Joan

Blondell and her husband, George Barnes.

And here's the nursery that Joan and George had all ready
for Norman's arrival, with every accommodation for the baby's

comfort and safety—he ought to like it.

THE big social and matrimonial event
of the season was the wedding of Vir-

ginia Katherine (Ginger) Rogers and
Lewis Frederick Ayre (Lew Ayres).

It took place at the historic Little
Church of the Flowers, and most of Holly-
wood's important people were present.
Janet Gaynor, in pastel yellow and brown,
and Mary Brian, in delft-blue, were brides-
maids. Phyllis Frazer, in blue-green, was
maid of honor. Ben Alexander was best
man.
The bride wore a gown of pale green

Chantilly lace, and she never looked more
beautiful. And by the way, Ginger is now
sending small squares of the gown material
to fans who write to her; it is a nice
souvenir.

The wedding featured the short cere-
mony, with the word "obey" deleted Wal-
ter Woolf sang, Drink To Me Only With
Thine Eyes, and the wedding march from

Lohengrin" was another musical feature.
Following the marriage, wedding guests,,

about forty in number, met some two hun-
dred other guests at the reception. The
bridal bouquet was caught by Lois Wilson,
who also departed with the first slice of
the wedding cake. Incidentally, the bridal
bouquet was comprised of white orchids and
gardenias—well worth catching indeed.

Following the reception, bride and groom
hastened to Palm Springs for a brief honey-
moon. They have taken a home in Beverly
Hills.

3

"VTOTHING like keeping work in thex > family, these days. The Doyles think
so, at any rate. So when Adalyn Doyle,
who used to be Katharine Hepburn's stand-
in, graduated to a contract as a regular
actress, she called in her sister, Patsy, and
persuaded Miss Hepburn that Patsy would
make an even better stand-in.

WELL, the first screen collaboration of
Margaret Sullavan and William Wyler

as actress and director lived up to its title
of "The Good Fairy" insofar as a new
Hollywood romance was. concerned, and
Yuma, Arizona's "marrying justice," Judge
Earl A. Freeman, added another to the
imposing list of screen celebrities he has
pronounced man and wife, when Margaret
became Mrs. William Wyler.
The event was pleasant news to the Hol-

lywoodites who know the newly-married
couple. Wyler, 32, born in France, related
to the Laemmle dynasty of the Universal
lot where he directs, has been in Hollywood
since 1920, became a full-fledged director
after a short apprenticeship as an assistant.
Lately he has been coming rapidly to
the fore, with such fine productions as
"Glamour" and "Counsellor at Law."

Here's Screenland's very best wishes to
you, William and Margaret!

^^S^^J^S^^S^ iMoo" ln
h

t

e
h^

idal % Rowing the wedding of Lew Ayres and
Frafer, ma1dofhono^^^^
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NOW that W. C. "Bill" Fields has pur-

chased a ranch, he is announcing the

most preposterous plans for his horticul-

tural future. Here are some of his pro-

spective "gardening ideas"

:

Souare peas that will not roll oft knives

Orange trees watered with gin, instead

of aqua pura, the resulting fruit "juice to

be a ready-made cocktail.

A "burpless" onion; when eaten, it will

produce no embarrassing public burps.

Fields also hopes to achieve an onion that

will have a violet aroma.

Blue-eyed peas for people who dislike

black eyes.

AScreenland close-up goes this month

to Toe Morrison, because: when he

was a beginner on the New York stage

and barely made enough money on which

to live a comedian of the show took Joes

part and helped him to get a salary rise.

Recently Morrison ran across the comedian,

out of work. Joe kept after his director

until his old friend was given a picture-

job.

A deb,,* «nd a scholar! Even^'ItStK&E
TOAN CRAWFORD has a standing

J order at a book-shop for all new books.

Those she likes, she sends to her

friends . . . Mary Brian has been reported

en^ao-ed fourteen times, but she has never

been seen with an engagement ring on her

finder . . Funny item m a Los Angeles

newspaper: "Ann Shirley is getting to

be a grown-up girl; she went to a party

unescorted for the first time And Trent

Durkin took her." Unescorted? .
.Some-

body points out that on the day Ginger

Rogers announced her engagement to Lew

Ayres, her picture titled The Gay

Divorcee" was released. . . . Bing Crosby

attended his alma mater for a football

came. He gave the boys a pep talk be-

tween halves—and the opponents ran up

a triple score.

WHEN Douglas Fairbanks returned

to Hollywood from "deah old

Lunnon" he brought along something new

for men. Doug's innovation is a wardrobe

of dress suits of varying colors. He owns

a plum-colored, a brown, a gray and a

dark blue dress suit, all made of velvet.

SUCH fun! Margaret Sullavan stepped

into her automobile at the studio ad-

justed the gears, trod on the gas pedal—

and the car didn't move. Investigation

revealed that somebody had jacked up the

rear wheels, so that they merely spun m

^Margaret isn't the gal to die easily. She

did a bit of quiet sleuthing and eventually-

learned who had perpetrated the joke, bo

when she invited him to have an ice cream

cone and he unsuspectingly accepted, was

it her fault that the inside of the cone was

filled with pure salt?

f^RUDE as it may sound, Mar-w lene Dietrich "rolls her own"

—

and I don't mean stockings. For

her new picture, Miss Dietrich

learned to roll cigarettes. At first,

"rolling her own" was merely fun

for the fastidious German actress,

but apparently she grew to like

her "home-made" cigarettes, be-

cause now she smokes them as

often as she does the ready-made

kind.

AS THIS is written, Russ Columbo's

. mother is still unaware of her sons

death. Her own serious illness is the

reason the sad news is kept from her. bne

thinks her boy is on a location trip to Eu-

rope Meanwhile, she daily receives a

bouquet of flowers, with a card attached,

reading: "Love from Carole and Kuss.

Miss Lombard sends them.

AN anonymous friend sent. Donald Cook

l a present in the form of a set of

kitchen utensils. Cook, who lives up to his

last name, was so pleased that he asked a

local newspaper to publish that if the

sender would identify himself, he would be

treated to one of Donald's home-cooked

meals. Cook received twenty-eight letters

from would-be diners!

Seeing Anita off! Tom Brown bids

an affectionate bon voyage to Anita

Louise as she boards the stream-

lined rail flyer for New York.

Think you could recognize those fearsomef^^^^S^iSA
thev are? Well, that's Franchot Tone, left and Gary U>ope rigm, "V* „

7
Afghan tribesmen for the parts they play m "Lives of a Bengal Lancer.
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The famous humorist and actor enacts a celebrated character of fiction. Here's
Will Rogers as "The County Chairman," his new screen role, in a scene with Gay

Seabrook, Kent Taylor, and Robert McWade. Real Rogers flavor is evident

ACCORDING to Alice White, she em-
xTLploys the world's shrewdest cook. Miss
White is certain of this because of a re-

cent incident. She had noticed that the
cook, a short and very stocky negro girl,

had been preparing only the richest and
heaviest of foods. Alice instructed her
maid to learn the reason for such a menu.
Presently the maid returned with the
answer: "The cook told me that if you
just weighed ten or fifteen pounds more,
Miss White, she could wear all your old
clothes." With thoughts of the young,
fortune she has spent in body massage
being wasted, Alice now plans her own bill-

of-fare.

ANEW high in novel star-autographs
was achieved by a young couple who

were enroute to be married when they saw
Fay Wray. Momentarily forgetful of their
own joys, they hurried up to Miss Wray
and requested an autograph. They had a
pen, but no card or paper, so Fay signa-
tured the only available thing—their wed-
ding license.

It takes good acting for two such
nice people as Carole Lombard and
Chester Morris to glare at each

other as they do in this scene.

ROMANCE AND RUE-MANCE
DEPT.:
*"pHE Jean Harlow-William Powell-
A Carole Lombard triangle is upsetting
Dan Cupid. Jean dines with Bill nights,
and Carole lunches with Bill days. While
Powell helps Carole redecorate her home,
Jean supervises the selection of furniture
for Bill's new house. Further complicat-
ing matters, when Carole made a picture
at Jean's home studio, a daily visitor on
the set was Miss Harlow's mother. What
do you make of all this, Watson? Of
course, now that Jean has signified her
intention of divorcing Hal Rosson, Cupid
wagers a future wedding between the'

blonde charmer and William Powell.
The James Blakely-Mary Carlisle ro-

mance is another problem. They profess

marriage intent, but meanwhile Mary re-
ceives daily gifts of roses from Edgar Allen
Woolf.
At last Ginger Rogers and Lew Ayres,

bless !em, have gone and done it. Every-
body's wishing these two grand kids the
best of luck. Sari Maritza and Sam Katz,
the movie executive, climaxed their long
engagement by eloping to Yuma. (Why
do they call them elopements, when they
aren't run-away marriages at all?) Kath-
ryn Crawford is now Mrs. James Edgar.
He's that very rich Detroit business man.

Gloria Swanson was actually nervous
when she got her divorce from Michael
Farmer. But rehearsal makes perfect,
(this was La Swanson's fourth divorce),
and proceedings went off without a hitch'

Kathleen Burke, {Panther IVOman
Burke, they call her), has divorced her
husband, after slightly more than one year
of wedded bliss; Helen Chandler is re-
ported getting a divorce from husband
Cyril Hume. Londoners say this new sep-
aration between the Leslie Howards will
be permanent.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has sent word

to his Hollywood agent— (Junior is still in
London)—to deny any rumors connecting
his name in romance with that of Gertrude
Lawrence.
The re-union of the Charles Farrells,

(Virginia Valli), on his return from Eng-
land would seem to falsify "family trouble"
rumors about these two.

Cecilia and Linda Parker, sisters, are
cooing with Vic and Ernie Orsatti, broth-
ers. Sally Blane and Pat de Cicco are
very much inclined. Lyle Talbot seems
more serious about Peggy Waters than
those other girls with whom he has been
mentioned. Wedding bells appear to be
definite for Nancy Carroll and millionaire
Van Smith.

And how do you like Ronald Colman in the silks and finery of an eighteenth century
gentleman? We thought you'd like it, so we show you this scene of Ronnie and

Loretta Young as his alluring leading lady in "Clive of India."

lyfAE WEST merits one of
SCREENLAND'S big close-ups

this month, because when Mae
heard that the Motion Picture Re-
lief Fund was low, thus endanger-
ing the very existence of many
indigent actors, she voluntarily
sent her personal check for one
thousand dollars. So Mae, here's
our very special close-up to you.
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Close-up of the new star from
Vienna, and her leading man : Mady
Christians and Charles Bickford in

"A Wicked Woman."

TOAN CRAWFORD'S new automobile
" license plate is just a flock of sevens

. . . Greta Garbo, after clinging to her

ancient dressing-room for years, has moved
into gorgeous new quarters . . . Gloria

Swanson strained the arches of her feet

and has been ordered to wear low-heel

shoes for several months . . . Carol Ann,

Wallace Beery's adopted daughter, aged

three and one-half years, has actually

piloted Wally's airplane—but of course

with Papa Beery at hand to guard against

accidents . . . Thirty-one chorus girls

dyed their hair for roles in "Red Heads
On Parade," because flaming tresses were
a definite requisite . . . Alice Faye changed

from one expensive apartment to another,

because the first refused to admit her dog.

"CWER hear of a screen star

being spanked? On first

thought, that seems ridiculous,

doesn't it? This star happens to be
Shirley Temple, and if you think
her $1500-a-week movie contract

exempts her from parental appli-

cations of the open palm, you're
quite mistaken. Little Miss Temple
has her disobedient moments, and
when they occur, little Miss
Temple receives her just deserts
in the same embarrassing place

where other children suffer.

Rugged individualism backed up by
sharp-shooting! Above, Richard Dix

in a scene for "West of the Pecos."

AMOST amusing sight is to see Carole

Lombard's dachshund when he visits

her dressing-room.
The room is practically lined, sides and

ceiling, with mirrors. The "long little

doggie" hasn't had experience with mirrors

before, and when he gazes around the

room and sees what he believes to be

scores of other dachshunds, he goes into

a frenzy.

TROUBLES continue to assail Dick

Powell's first house-building experience.

As construction was nearing completion,

Powell made a discovery : his property was

located a quarter-mile from the nearest gas

main, and to get gas in his home, he would

have had to pay for the piping for that

Yep, it's Maurice all right landing

back in America to star in a new and

important Chevalier musical picture.

distance—a fabulous amount. So again his

plans were changed. Everything in Dick's

new home is operated by electricity. And
is this funny: Although his house adjoins

a golf course, the Lakeside Club would not

permit him to cut a gate through the

fence, so Dick has to go around the lake,

nearly two miles, to reach the club house.

THERE was considerable ado in Holly-

wood when Rudy Vallee failed to go

to the depot to greet Alice Faye on her

return from the East. Everybody had

been so sure he would be on hand.

What most people don't know is that

Alice was supposed to have arrived a week

previous to her' actual coming. She failed

to notify Rudy of her change of plans.

Climaxing a battle of wits! Here's one of the tense scenes in the film version of

"Father Brown, Detective." Paul Lukas as Flambeau, Robert Lorame as Inspector

Valentine, and Walter Connolly as Father Brown.
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Carole Lombard has no cor-
ner on luscious curves! Help
yourself to a Hollywood
Figure with James Davies'

advice

MANY of you write that I am neglecting the
underweights and giving all my attention
to the girls who need to reduce. So this
month I'll devote myself to the girls who

should put on poundage.
It's all very well to be slender—though in 1935

it isn't fashionable to have the picket-fence type of
figure—but it is certainly not at all well to be
skinny.

Americans, on the whole, are inclined to be
energetic, high-strung, nervous and easily exhausted.
It's the "go-getter" temperament. If care is not taken
to provide proper food and rest for this type of person,
they grow haggard, cadaverous, stringy-looking and
easily fall prey to infectious disease.

Because food is so important for underweights, I'll

discuss it at some length.
.

Why are you skinny? Because you are not taking
enough food, or not assimilating what food you eat ; be-
cause you are not getting enough sleep ; because you are
wasting energy or worrying.
Of course inability to gain weight may be due to some

long-continued minor ailment, such as a septic condition
of mouth, nose or throat which is causing you to absorb
toxic poisons. You must consult your doctor if there is

a chance of some such condition being at the root of your
lack of curves.

The most important thing for a too-thin person to
cultivate is an even temperament. Don't let yourself be
excited by trifles. Make up your mind that nothing will

be improved by your getting wrought up over it. De-
liberately control yourself when you feel your pulse rac-
ing, your heart beating too fast, your temperature
going up.

Try deep breathing at such times. That is the secret
of mental control. Breathing exercises increase the
efficiency of the body's functions, steady the nerves, and
help give you poise.

The habit of deep and rhythmic breathing is of great
importance. This will do you more good than any

other thing you can do. Take breathing exercises
for ten minutes night and morning. Whenever
you think of it during the day, straighten up
and take a few deep, even breaths.

There are three kinds of breathing:
abdominal breathing, breathing that ex-
pands the chest walls outward, and

breathing in which the chest is

raised upward at each breath.

The last type is the nervous,
emotional breathing and

should be avoided.
Try to attain the breath-

ing that begins by
slowly expanding the

lower lungs, ( ab-

(fout. on p. 68)

The stars favorite guide to grace and health, James Dayies, conducts
this department excluswely for SCREENLAND readers. Follow his
exercises and menus. Write him your own weight and diet problems
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dominal type), without raising the collar

bone. Don't attempt to stretch the lungs;

just breathe easily. You can take these

breathing exercises standing, sitting, or ly-

ing down.
Inhale through one nostril, while closing

another ; exhale through the opposite nos-

tril. Then inhale and exhale in usual

fashion.

The first thing to do when you are be-

ginning to build up your body is to elim-

inate poisons. But you must not eliminate

them only from the body
;
they must also

be eliminated from the mind. Destructive

thinking must go if you are to regain per-

fect health.

After you have eliminated the poisons in

your body, according to your physician's

advice, you must begin a program of body-

building.

You can keep your digestive tract in

order by using plenty of the leafy vege-

tables and fresh juicy fruits. These can

be combined with the body-builders.

My favorite breakfast when I am in a

hurry is a glass of milk, warmed but not

brought to a boil, into which is broken

two egg yolks. Add a little salt. On hot

days I use instead the two raw eggs beaten

Hollywood Figure
Continued from page 67

up with the juice of two oranges.

However, a good body-building breakfast

is necessary for those of you who are

under-nourished. It is an American habit

—and a bad one—to omit this first meal or

snatch a bite on the way to the front door.

Cooked cereals are excellent for you un-

der-weights, but these should be cooked

slowly. Among breakfast foods that have

real nourishment are Steel Cut Oats,

Grapenuts, Whole Grain Wheat, Kellogg's

All-Bran.
You should always include fruit or fruit

juice in this first meal. Don't have the

same fruit every day, but vary it. Orange
juice one day, grape fruit the next, a dish

of prunes, a baked apple, sliced figs, sliced

bananas or fresh apricots, if they are in

season.

Bran muffins are excellent breakfast

dishes. You can serve plain bran muffins

with bacon, or if you prefer bran corn

bread with bacon. I'm including the recipe

for this, as you may not have it

:

Bran Com Bread with Bacon

2 eggs, well beaten Yz cup flour

1 tablespoon melted 1 tsp. salt

shortening 1 tsp. soda

2 cups sour milk 1 tsp. baking powder

y2 cup bran 1 tbsp. sugar
2 cups cornmeal lY lb. bacon, diced

Combine the beaten eggs, melted
shortening and milk. Add bran and
corn meal. Sift remaining dry in-

gredients and add to first mixture.
Pour into greased pan and sprinkle-

bacon over the top. Bake in a hot

oven (425° F.) for about 25 minutes,

then slip under broiler for two minutes
to brown the crust and crisp the bacon
Other bran muffin recipes that may ap-

peal to you are

:

Apple Bran Muffins

2 tablespoons shortening

J4 cup sugar
1 egg (well beaten)

1 cup sour milk
1 cup bran
1 cup flour

1 teaspoon baking powder
l/2 teaspoon soda

Y2. teaspoon salt

Cream the sugar and shortening, add
egg and sour milk. Add bran and let

soak until most of the moisture has

been taken up. Sift flour with baking
powder, soda and salt and add to first

mixture, stirring only until flour dis-

appears. Fill greased muffin tins Yz
full, place a small slice of apple,

sprinkled with cinnamon and sugar, on
top of the muffin batter before baking.

Bake in a moderate oven (400° F.)

for 20 to 25 minutes.

Ry-crisp and shredded wheat are both
excellent foods for body-building. Use lots

of butter with the one and plenty of cream
with the other.

Whole-wheat cakes with maple syrup, or

whole wheat waffles with honey; eggs,

either soft-boiled, scrambled or poached,

are all good breakfast dishes.

If you have eaten a good, nourishing

meal to begin the day, you may eat a light

luncheon, but thin girls will do well to eat

a well-balanced meal with at least one hot

dish. If you can possibly arrange to do

so, a rest of ten minutes before sitting down
to noon and evening meal will help you to

put on weight.

Be sure you have either raw fruit or

salad in some form on your midday menu.
Olive oil and lemon dressing is recom-
mended for your salad.

Here are some sample luncheons

:

1. Tuna and chopped lettuce salad,

with dressing.

Ry-crisp. Hot artichoke with butter.

Dates and almonds.
Pineapple juice to follow the meal.

2. Egg and spinach.

Baked potato and butter.

Orange juice.

3. Apple and celery salad, with

dressing.

Small baked potato. Ry-crisp w^ith

butter.

Walnuts and raisins.

4. Vegetable soup with whole wheat
crackers.

Baked potato. Asparagus. Lettuce.

Custard.

5. Omelette. Whole wheat toast.

Grapefruit.

Celery.

6. Cottage cheese, pineapple, lettuce,

with dressing.

Whole wheat bread and butter.

Almonds.
Hot cocoa.

If you use spaghetti or macaroni as your

starchy food, be sure you get the whole

"Here's How!" say Pert Kelton and Skeets Gallagher, as they quaff the

new beverage called: "Here's How." It originated in the Hawaiian Islands,

where it is called "Ka-Ko." Here's how it's made: Fill a tall glass one-third

full of pineapple juice (unsweetened), add one-quarter glass of whiskey,

(or what do you like), juice of half a lime or lemon, cracked ice and then
fill with seltzer water.
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wheat variety, and include in the same meal
a raw salad or fresh fruit.

If you need building up, it is better to
take four meals a day than to eat too much
at one meal. You will find a cup of hot
ovaltine with ry-crisp an excellent before-
bedtime snack. The warm drink will help
you to sleep.

Don't stuff yourself with the idea that
because you're thin you must eat all you
can hold. You must eat the right food.

^
Here are some sample dinner menus.

You can make up your own from them if

you do not care for, or can't get, the items
included.

1. Tomato juice.

Baked fish, baked potato.
Celery and ripe olives.

Baked apple with rich cream.
2. Vegetable plate.

Grape fruit and avocado salad.
Prune whip.

3. Lamb chops.
Baked potato. Spinach.
Celery and apple salad.
Nuts.

4. Roast lean meat.
Baked potato with butter.
Vegetables.
Cranberries.
Fruit cup.

5. Roast chicken.
Dressing.
Two vegetables.
Salad.

Custard.

6. Thick soup.

Vegetable plate—lots of them.
Salad with dressing.

Cheese, dates and nuts.

Don't forget to drink at least eight
glasses

_
of water every day. Plenty of

fresh air is vitally necessary for those who
have no curves. Try walking instead of
jumping into the car to go short distances.
But don't walk along with your head stick-

That old Spanish costume takes
on a new and modern radiance
under the sprightly influence of
Rosita Moreno, who poses

prettily for us here.

ing out ahead of your body, your arms
jerking, stretching the seams of your dress
with every step. Walk well with your
head up. Imagine there is a book or a
bucket of water on your head and that it

will fall off unless you hold your head up.
Walk with a swing from the hip, breathing
deeply and evenly.

Be sure there is plenty of air in the room
where you sleep.

It is well for underweight girls to take
regular exercises, but these should be taken

more slowly than overweight would take
them.

If you have time for brief rests in the
daytime, do the spread-eagle exercise rec-
ommended in the first of these articles. In
case you have forgotten this exercise, I re-
peat it. Take a luke-warm shower, put
on a light, loose robe, and lie down on the
bed without a pillow. Spreal-eagle your
arms and legs, close your eyes, and tip your
head back and count to 500 very slowly,
without moving a muscle or a nerve.
Take a warm, soothing bath at night and

a tepid sponge in the morning if you are
of the nervous type. Cold baths and show-
ers are not for you.

_

"It's too much trouble to make breakfast.
I'm always in a rush," girls tell me, "be-
sides I never know what to eat."

Get up a little earlier so that you can
start the day right and don't omit a break-
fast of nourishing food. It will fuel your
body engine so that you can work well" and
efficiently.

Here is an excellent relaxing exercise,
recommended for girls who are tense and
who can't seem to let down:

Stand erect. Relax the muscles of the
neck, allowing the head to fall forward.
Relax the spine slowly until the trunk
swings forward from the hips. With knees
extended, swing the trunk freely in all

directions, first to the right, then to the
left, then forward and backward, allowing
the hands and arms to hang loosely from
the shoulder. Then rise slowly to an up-
right position extending lower back, upper
back, finally head and neck, assume a pos-
ture of ease and balance, exhale when
lowering body, inhale while rising.

When you get over the "feeling tired"
stage, go in for swimming or skating.
Don't try cold water swimming if you're
the nervous type, though.

Don't forget that fresh air, sunshine, mild
exercise and plenty of nourishing food will
give you that enviable figure

!

James Davies' Answers to Letters

F. B. Pitts, Ohio: You weigh about 8
lbs. too much.
The following exercises are recommend-

ed for reducing waist and hips

:

( 1 ) Lie flat on floor, hands clasped be-
hind head, feet under low-runged chair. Sit
up without raising feet. Do this 6 times
every morning.

(2) Lie flat on floor, arms crossed on
chest; roll 3 times to right, 3 times back to
position. Do 6 times every morning.

(3) Lie flat on floor; raise right leg as
high as you can, then lower slowly

; repeat
with left leg; then both legs together. Do
each movement 10 times.
These exercises are good for all those

who asked for hip and waist tips.

M.L.K., Philadelphia, Pa., whose baby
is two years old, can use these to advantage
in recovering her figure. Use of these will
build a natural corset of muscle.

Mrs._ Archie J.: You are about 10 lbs.

overweight. Above exercises recommended.

Miss L. H., W. W.: Bust reduction dealt
with in December issue. Waist line re-
duction, see above.

Elisabeth May: You are from 10 to 15
lbs. overweight, apparently mainly in hips.
See above exercises.

Write to James Davies for advice about
your problems of weight and diet, for special
exercises designed to correct some fault of
over-weight or under-weight, etc. Mr. Davies
is too busy to answer by mail, but will select
representative letters for attention every
month. So look in these columns for advice
on your problems. Send your letter to:
James Davies, SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th
St., New York, N. Y.

Fay S. Kensal, N. D. : Are you sure you
weighed correctly? Seems "15 lbs. too
much, but your measurements are not bad.
Above exercises excellent, but I would
recommend walking whenever possible, also
sports and dancing.

Jean S., Maurertozvn, Va.: As you are
only 16, I recommend exercise rather than
diet. Try to go slow on candy, cake or
rich desserts. Substitute fruits, dates and
nuts.

You are about 12 lbs. overweight. This
must be taken off with exercise. If you
make up your mind to find time for it, you
can do so. You go to bed too late for a
schoolgirl. Get to bed early enough to
have 8 or 9 hours' refreshing sleep, and
rise early enough to put in at least 12 to
20 minutes' exercise, every morning. More,
if possible. Also make it a rule to take
a brisk walk every day.

Mrs. D. S. B., Cody, Wyoming: Abdo-
men exercises you can do at home—see
above.

Maryland L.: Exercises to fill out legs:
Hands on hips, feet together. Rise on

toes, then bend knees, holding body erect

;

then upward stretch and lower heels to
floor. Especially for calves : Put book on
floor. Place toes on book, heels on floor.

Balance up and down. Do these to music.
You say you are in good condition ; then

exercise 10 or 15 minutes a day to keep
so. No, do not stick to one group of exer-
cises

;
vary them, and work out a routine

that will take in every part of the body,
doing a few exercises each day and com-
pleting the routine in a week.

M. A. C, Seattle, Washington: Varicose
veins belong in your physician's realm.
They may be the result of over-exercise, or
too strenuous running, or violent sports.
Women often have them for other causes.
Reducing creams are not efficacious.

The use of a bicycle will correct fallen
arches, if the pedal is pressed properly.
Since you can't afford a bicycle, try a small
rolling pin, place foot on it and roll back
and forth. You can do this as you sew or
read. Of course, first remove your shoe.
The exercise on the book, given above,

is also good for fallen arches.
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world, accomplishing things in a big way.

You saw the glamorous effectiveness

achieved in his "Golddiggers of 1933"
;
you

watched the sordid, impressive realism of

"A Fugitive From A Chain-Gang"; you

felt your pulse stir seeing "Five-Star

Final": you roared with mirth over the

uproarious vulgarisms of "Tugboat Annie"
;

you thrilled to the power of the "The

World Changes." You have, then, come in

contact with the workings of one of the

most dynamic, incisive minds known to the

world of the cinema, that of Mervyn Le-

Roy. Here, indeed, is The King Of The

Lot

!

It was several years ago that I met

Mervyn for the first time, on the set of

"Tonight Or Never," starring Gloria

Swanson. If you want to experience a

strange sensation, you want to sit in one

of those immense barn-like rooms on a mo-

tion picture lot, face a woman like Gloria,

sophisticated to the tips of her tiny toes,

regal rather, an experienced and accom-

plished actress, and have her smile up at a

blue-eyed slip of a boy in a camel's-hair

coat and say, "May I present Mr. LeRoy?

My director, you know."
Call it what you like, the irony of Fate

or whatever, but in those few words of

Gloria's lies a story. Ten years ago Mervyn

was playing the part, a small one, of

Gloria's brother in one of her silent pic-

tures. Today—well, you catch a certain

ring of deep respect and admiration in the

young woman's voice when she says, "My
director, you know."

Since that day, I have come to know
Mervyn LeRoy rather well. He is a very

real sort of person. One can find, in a half

hour's conversation with him, more vividly

interesting material, relative to the battle

of success in a great field than could be

found in the diaries of the most celebrated

stars. Mervyn has lived the game of the

theatre from the ground up. He knows

what he's talking about. Yet he never talks

just to hear his head roar. He has bigger

things to do.

"Tempo," he says, "tempo and speech.

These are the most vitally important things

in the making of a good picture. _
Let a

scene drag for so much as a fraction of a

moment, and you have a failure, a ghastly

flop. The action, the dialogue—they must

live!"
"The director, you see, sits where the

audience sits. He must be that audience.

If, during the filming of a picture, there

comes a scene wherein I feel myself slump-

ing in my chair, like this," (the enaction is

most convincing), "then, were I to leave

that scene unchanged, I would lest assured

that the world, when it saw it, would slump,

too. But if the scene is good, the tempo up

to the mark and my audience I feel to be

sitting upright and interested—then we've

hit. The scene stands. What I strive to

attain, however, is to get my audience

dangling on the very edge of their seats,

avid for more. If I ever do that—well,

that's marvelous
!"

Later on, speaking, without the slightest

essence of ego (of which this young man
shows the most surprising lack), about his

various box-office records, Mervyn knocked

on wood.
"I feel, in making such a picture as

'Fugitive' that I have done a good job. But

I'm not satisfied yet. I've not done my
best. I've better things to do. I don't like

people calling me 'the boy-genius' or 'the

boy-wonder.' It's silly. I mean that.

There's no such thing any more as genuis.

It's only human effort. Why, I've been m
this game for twenty years. I guess I'd be

Mervyn LeRoy and his wife,

the former Doris Warner, ar-

riving in New York on a re-
cent visit to see the shows and

shop for tiny articles.

pretty dumb if I didn't know something

about it ! None of us is better than the

next fellow. We do our best, that's all.

And if we're earnest, sincere and ambitious,

of course, we get ahead.

"It isn't the director alone who makes a

picture a success. It's everyone involved.

From the fellow who sharpens the pencils

for the script-girl to the cameraman and

electrician—we've all got to co-operate. The
day of the yelling, commanding high-mogul

with the megaphone is over. It's a matter

of combined interest and intelligence."

There are infinite highlights on the tech-

nicalities of motion pictures that Mervyn
can tell you—absorbing facts. But there

are other things, little intimate glimpses of

his life that aren't so glowing, so_ glamorous.

Mervyn, you see, knows what it means to

strive, to fight for what is termed success.

The fact that he was born a first cousin to

a man by the name of Jesse Lasky didn't

help much; only made the going a bit

tougher.
"You can't win on another's laurels, no

matter how big a name he's got," Mervyn
will tell you. "Maybe that's what made
me try so hard."

There isn't an angle that I can think of

that Mervyn LeRoy hasn't tackled in the

show business. Hoofer in Broadway shows

and vaudeville at the age of twelve, ward-

robe boy at the old Lasky Studio, cutter,

cameraman.
Mervyn recalls a rather important inci-

dent in his life at this point, his cameraman
days. "The director wanted a 'moon' shot,

moonlight on water, you know. Well, they

couldn't get the effect. Finally I took a

hand. Nobody asked me to. I worked day

and night on the darned thing. I got a big

box, like they use to mix mortar in. Painted

it black and filled it with water. Then I

fooled around with all kinds of lights,

strung up over the box, trying to get that

look of moonlight rellected on rippling

waves. I must have used up plenty of film,

but I got it, finally. And next day, when
the boss saw it, I was promoted to second

cameraman !"

Once, when Mervyn was a comedy con-

structor (gag-man), on a Warner Brothers'

lot, he put out some mighty good work in

the way of comedy. Jealousy amongst sev-

eral of the higher-ups broke out. He didn't

know about it until the following day when
he received word from Jack Warner that

he was fired.

"Right then," Mervyn says, "was when I

decided I'd had enough of gags and was
out for becoming a director. Well, here I

am."
Yes, here he is ; and yet now, at the

pinnacle of his career, he can say in that

simple, naive way of his. "I get such a

kick out of it all! Life's a swell thing,

isn't it? See those pictures in there?" He
nodded to the photo-lined walls of his study.

"I can't tell you what it does to me, just

reading over and over again the words

those grand people have written above their

names. Real friends, those. And friends

count, believe me !"

You will find amongst Mervyn's collec-

tion of autographed portraits such tributes

as this: "To my dear Svengali. From
Aline MacMahon." (It was Mervyn, you

know, who discovered Aline, gave her her

first role in "Five-Star Final," and in doing

so, gave to us one of the finest character

actresses on the screen today.)

Another of Mervyn's protegees has writ-

ten this : "I owe all my success to you.

Glenda Farrell."

These are but two of Mervyn's prize pos-

sessions. They are a part of him. "Be-

cause," he says, "I know each word to be

sincere, and sincerity—well, it's hard to

find."

As to whom he considers the screen s

greatest actors, Mervyn says, and without

the slightest hesitation. "Paul Muni.

There's no actor for you. There's an artist

!

He doesn't act his part. He lives it! Con-

sequently every move he makes is faultless,

real."

Others he mentioned were Helen Hayes,

Marie Dressier and May Robson. An in-

disputable selection, surely.

In comparing Mervyn LeRoy with other

successful men, I should say that, in my
opinion, he is a Noel Coward in his direc-

torial field. A prolific, versatile past-mas-

ter in his line, who can turn from one type

of story to another with the same remark-

able perspicacity and skill with which Mr.

Coward turns out his "Cavalcade" and "De-

sign For Living."

This thirty-two year old director has

gone far since the days of "playing movie"

in his old back yard, and he's not stopped

going yet. He wants—Little Man, What
Now? Of course. He wants to become a

producer. That's the next step. Well, he'll

make it. But as he goes, he'll continue to

gather unto himself the very things he

values most in life—the respect and sincere

encouragement of true and trusted friends.

Values most, that is, next to the very smart

and pretty little person who not so long ago

changed her name from Doris Warner to

Mrs. Mervyn LeRoy. For Mervyn's amaz-

ing success story has the happiest of end-

ings—he fell in love with the boss' daughter

and she fell in love with him—and now
they're two of the most blissful "young mar
rieds" in Hollvwood.
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It was an un-Hollywood scene, but to say
that Bette is un-starlike sounds hackneyed
and dull. Vital, frank, and completely lack-
ing in pose or pretence, she knows the
simple things she wants, and gets them.

'This is not to be a story about me,"
she said. "Since 'Of Human Bondage'
there have been plenty of those. This is to
be about my husband, Harmon Nelson. He
deserves one. He has stood up so well
under this fire of gossip and slander. They
called him a gigolo, and I don't believe
there's another man living who could have
taken it as he did. Yet he has never men-
tioned a word of his feelings to me, and his
attitude has been to laugh it off. Thank
God he's kept that attitude

!"

She had a few sheets of notepaper in her
hand, and explained, "I was so furious this
morning that I jotted down a few things.
I'll read them to you." After a moment,
she stopped, rather shamefaced. "It sounds
silly.

_
I was furious. I didn't think of ex-

pressing myself well, or of grammar. I

just dashed off what was in my mind."
As she started to tear the sheets, I

stopped her, horror-stricken. Here was a
document telling the inside story of a Hol-
lywood marriage, more personal and inti-

mate than the best interview could hope to
be. The very value was contained in the
fact that Bette hadn't stopped to think and
to censor—she'd simply struck off what was
in her heart. Reluctantly she gave it to
me as a basis for this story. The follow-
ing declarations are the facts.

"I have always believed that Hollywood
marriages were talked about too much, and
Nelson and I decided we would try very
hard to keep ours a thing for ourselves
alone. We have been more successful than
most people, but what has been the result ?

Things said and written so erroneous and
heartoreaking to both of us that I am go-
ing to try to give you an idea of the man
that married me.
"As you know, we were graduates of

the same school in the East. He went on
through college. I started earning my liv-

ing in the theatre at the age of twenty, six

years ago. When he graduated from col-
lege I had a head start in the world of
four years. I was also in Hollywood where
salaries for girls of my age are amazingly
big.

"He came out to visit me and persuaded
me to marry him even though as 1 knew
and he suspected the odds were against us
as far as the world—in this case Hollywood
—was concerned. I had been here two
years and seen many boys who married
actresses unable to stand the gaff of every-
one saying 'Just a gigolo.' Frankly, at that
time I was afraid for him."
To avoid the slightest suspicion of de-

pendence on his wife, the struggling young
musician suggested an arrangement under
which he would pay for his own living
expenses, and half their household bills.

Bette's salary would cover her expenses as
a star—beautiful gowns, a maid, and her
own car.

"Things as far as we were concerned,"
Bette continued, "were very right. Ham
went east for radio work and stayed six
months. During that time he read daily
of our not too distant divorce—of the men
I was madly in love with—and read articles
saying I was supporting him. When he
wasn't even out here with me and was do-
ing very well himself in New York

!

"At the end of six months we decided
that a marriage apart was deadly. I was
so lonely life meant nothing. And he the
same. So giving up a very good start in

Now It's My Turn

Continued from page 57

his profession of music he came out here
to be with me, come what may. And you
must admit that was a very generous thing
for him to do. I felt so, anyway. He also
knew he was landing in a town where mo-
tion pictures are the only profession of any
importance—not a pleasant outlook!

"I was working hard on 'Bondage' and
away from the house day and night. He
tried to find something to do—nothing.
More^ dirt in the papers—more people
laughing at us, saying we were on the brink
of divorce. Then he got a job as orchestra
leader in a local night club, and day-times
he is studying at a secretarial school, so
he can get a position as a producer's sec-
retary and work up in the executive end of
the picture business. He always wanted to
be a musician but doesn't see much future
in that. He has been offered the secretary
job at a different studio than where I'm
under contract, incidentally—and I did not
have anything to do with it

!

"Isn't it awful, the way you have to ex-
plain yourself out here in Hollywood? But
the gossips still refuse to understand. Just
the other day there was printed a note
about Ham's car, saying he gave me $20 to
buy him one and naturally expected that I

would add to it. He did not expect me to

add to it—and I spent one whole day tour-
ing the second-hand automobile places until
I found a Model T Ford roadster for
$19.50."

This car, which is christened Ham's
Folly, by Bette and her friends, is the sub-
ject of an amusing anecdote. A fan came
to visit the star, and Bette took her to the
studio in this machine, her own was being
repaired. The fan bounced and rattled
along for a few blocks, her face growing
grimmer and grimmer. At last she ex-
claimed, "I'll never believe another word I

read about those high movie salaries !"

This is the sort of infectious anecdote
the young Harmon Nelsons are always
telling about themselves. Bette says, "If
the gossips could only meet Ham, they
would see he isn't the type to be a gigolo.
He has too much pride."

He has also, we discovered when he re-
turned from golf, too lively a sense of hu-

mor. Gigolos are handsome, smooth, facile.
"Ham" Nelson is decidedly not handsome
but there is character and breeding in his
face, and he is the typical young college
graduate, easy-going, likable, and complete-
ly lacking in any attempt at social poise.
Sprawled in any easy-chair, he looked
rather nervous on learning that he'd been
the subject of our discusssion.

The fact that newspapers have featured
stories of his wife's earnings of approxi-
mately $1,000 a week and his own salary
of about $100 a week has made him sensi-
tive to the curiosity of reporters. But their
arrangement of living in complete economic
independence of each other, while Bette is

a glittering movie star with costly gowns,
a big black Packard, and necessary enter-
taining, makes Hollywood's most unusual
marital agreement.
Each contributes to the family budget,

and a business manager sees, to it that each
pays a fair percentage of every bill. Bette
pays for all the things necessary to her as
a star—clothes, car, maid, and so forth.
Harmon buys his own clothes, his car, and
other expenses.

But another anecdote will tell you the
sort of man Nelson is even more clearly
than_ Bette's own description, and should
convince the gossips of his economic inde-
pendence even more than a recital of the
details of their "percentage" agreement.
Very much the devoted wife, Bette no-

ticed "Ham" struggling to pull a splinter
from his finger, and sent for a maid to
bring a sterilized needle. It was brought,
rather grandly, on a small needle-sized
tray. This pomp was a little too much for
young Mr. Nelson, who can be imagined
taking Bette down a peg if she ever tries

to play the Personage, the Movie Star,
around their home. Finished with the
needle, he rang the bell for the maid, and
when she appeared, said with perfect sol-
emnity, "I'm through now. Bring back
the needle-tray and I'll hand you the
needle

!"

Gigolo ? Not in a thousand years ! As
Bette says, he is the sort of fellow who
would maintain his independence if she had
one hundred millions, and he had two cents !

Ruth Etting, radio and screen star, enjoys a pause in the day's occupation as
she sits in the charming living room of her home in Hollywood.
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Planet and the Planet which rules Pisces

is Neptune. And what has that to do with

it? Everything! For Neptune is the

Pianet which rules the moving picture in-

dustry. Neptune is the Planet of pretense,

of camouflage, of make-believe, of acting.

It is the Planet of shadow, and therefore

rules moving pictures more than the stage.

No one has ever reached stardom in the

motion picture world unless Neptune ivas

well placed in his or her chart!

Mr. Brent's ruling Planet is Neptune and

Neptune is well placed in his chart In

addition to this good influence, the Planet

Venus rules the Mid-Heaven and the Fifth

House, (the House of Drama), in his

chart. This, according to astrology, indi-

cates success on the stage or the screen,

particularly the screen ; and that Mr. Brent

would excel in the hero-type role.
_

The position of Saturn and Uranus indi-

cated manv changes in the dramatic career

of Mr. Brent. The aspects to the Fifth

House, which has much to do with the

drama, point to great success in that line

of endeavor. Certainly he can play varied

roles successfully, and due to the fact that

the Moon is in a strong degree, indicating

an aptitude for originality, he should be

allowed to create his own characters, and

play a variety of roles for complete success.

In June, 1933, I cast Mr. Brent's chart

for him. He has given me permission to

use a few paragraphs from it here, showing

just how my predictions made at that time

have worked out

:

"The latter part of September, 193 3,

you will have trouble with your em-

ployers, which will come to a climax

in January and February, 1934. Your

stars indicate that you will lose your

case in court at that time, but in

reality you will win by losing, for the

studio will give you better roles in

better pictures. 1934 is the beginning

of your rapid rise to stardom.

"Your stars also indicate that you

will appear in some very good pictures,

playing the leading male roles, away

from the place in which you draw your

salary. From May 15th to June 15,

19 34, there seems to be a decided

change for the better for you in your

work. You will be drawing money

from one studio while you are working

at another and the pictures for which

negotiations were 'begun during that

period will be very much to your

credit."

Subsequent events proved that my pre-

dictions were correct. Mr. Brent's trouble

with his employers ended in a lawsuit early

in March. He lost the suit but really, he

won it, for he returned to work under fa-

vorable conditions and with the renewed

faith of his employers. He was given bet-

ter roles than he had been given before.

And, just as I had told him, between May
14th' and June 15th, he was loaned to

M-G-M to play opposite Myrna Loy in

"Stamboul Quest," in which he had an op-

portunity to prove his ability and charm as

an actor and was again brought favorably

to the notice of the public. He zvas draiv-

ing his salary from Warner Brothers and

working at M-G-M! Shortly after that

he was chosen by Miss Garbo herself to

play the lover in her new picture.

"During this same period," his chart

read, "you will change your residence.

You will probably move near a body

of water, which does not seem to be

salt water."

Character study in close-up!

The blonde lovely with the quiz-

zical expression is Lucille Ball,

in the mood for her role in

"Men of the Night."

On May 14th, he moved to a house on

Tolucca Lake. He had absolutely no idea

of making this move at the time I cast his

chart. It happened that the Charles Farrell

house on the lake was for rent and an

agent secured it for Mr. Brent.

"Due to the position of the Planets

Uranus and Mars," his chart continued,

"you will have a narrow escape from

an accident at the beginning of the

summer. This will probably be an air-

plane accident."

Newspapers recorded the story of the ac-

cident, which occurred as I predicted it.

Brent was rushing out of the studio to meet

his instructor for a flying lesson. He was

stopped and asked to return to the set for

retakes. Impatiently, he said he couldn't;

he had to be on the field in twenty minutes.

Nevertheless he did return to the set and

finished the scenes. He then hurried to the

airport and was told that his pilot had

given him up and taken another passenger.

A few minutes later, word arrived that

both the pilot and the passenger had been

killed in a crash!

"Following closely after this acci-

dent you will be involved but vic-

torious in a lawsuit brought about by

an automobile accident in which you

will be indirectly connected. It would

be advisable for you to carry heavy

liability insurance. Again you are for-

tunate, for there seems to be no harm

come to you physically."

On June 3, 1934, Mr. Brent's chauffeur

took Mr. Brent's car without his knowledge

or permission and collided with another car

in which three people were riding. One

woman was killed and other people injured

in the accident. A court action was filed

against Mr. Brent.

"Uncanny!" you say. Well, perhaps it

is, but I see these predictions work out day

after dav and I could not, if I would, pre-

vent myself from having the utmost faith

in the influence the stars exert on our lives.

But I know you are anxious to hear what

I have learned from the stars about Mr
Brent's personality, his characteristics, and

particularly his romantic future.

His horoscope didn't promise him un-

earned success. It shows, rather, that he

had very serious problems to face; many
difficulties to overcome.
"How does it happen," you may ask,

"that Brent, a Pisces person, is an actor?"

That is a question that may well be asked,

too, for very few people born under this

sign choose the theatrical profession. Peggy

Hopkins Joyce, Joan Bennett, Edmund
Lowe, Dorothy Mackaill, Lois Moran,

Conrad Nagel, Charlotte Henry and Guy
Kibbee are a few who were born under

this sign but who, like Mr. Brent, had

contributing forces active at the time of

their birth which have helped them become

successful actors. The contributing factors

in Brent's chart are the Planets Neptune

and Venus which, as I told you in a previ-

ous paragraph, are the Planets that rule

the acting profession.

If a young lady were to ask me what

qualities she should have in order to at-

tract Mr. Brent in a romantic way, I would

study first her physical attractions, for his

ideal girl would appeal to him first through

the eye. Secondly, and more importantly,

however, she would appeal to his mind. A
woman must have a very keen intellect to

hold George Brent's attention for long. He
soon tires of women unless they are in-

telligent enough to keep him interested.

She would have to be amusing and some-

times a little indifferent. She would have

to give him plenty of freedom because the

minute she began to tighten the reins he

would find some method of escape no mat-

ter how high a wall of love she had built

around him. He has a very independent

nature. He has always wanted to stand

alone. . ,

On the day of his marriage to Kutn

Chatterton there were several adverse

aspects in both their charts. In Brent's

chart the Moon was afflicted to Jupiter

from the Seventh House, (of marriage),

influencing his Fourth House, which has

to do with home conditions. The Moon

in Miss Chatterton's chart was afflicting

Neptune, which is Brent's ruling Planet.

These conditions indicated their marriage

could not last longer than March, 1934;

that the separation at that time would be

final. Due to the position of the planets

at his birth, this marriage brought him un-

happiness rather than happiness. These

conditions prevented him from doing his

best work, which accounts for the fact that

he did not at once fulfill the promise made

in his first picture.

Nothing will retard his progress now

except a hasty marriage, and that would

retard him only temporarily. He was not

married when he made "The Rich Are

\lwavs With Us," his first Warner picture

which promised so much. And although

his recent pictures have brought him per-

sonal success in a degree, it is only the

beginning. There are no heights he cannot

attain in the field of acting, particularly m
motion pictures.

"The aspects from the Moon to Nep-

tune and the Moon to Venus and the

aspects of the Eleventh House, which

rules friendship, in your progressed

chart for 19 34, indicate that a woman

who follows your profession, is prob-

ably light complexioned, crosses your

path in the early summer. The meet-

ing with this woman is the beginning

of°a beautiful friendship, a comrade-

ship which borders on romance," I

wrote in his chart more than a year

ago.



THRILLING words...
BUT NOBODY SAYS THEM TO THE
GIRL WHO HAS COSMETIC

O-F COURSE, I USB
COSM€TICS,BUT I N€V€R
WORRY ABOUT COSMETIC

SKIN THANKS TO
LUX TOILET SOAP.
IT'S €ASy TO HAV€ A

G0R6€0US SKIN THIS WAV

SOFT, LOVELY SKIN is thrilling to a man. Every
girl should have it—and keep it!

So what a shame when a girl lets unattractive
Cosmetic Skin rob her of this charm! This modern
complexion trouble can be so easily guarded against.

Cosmetics Harmless if removed this way
Cosmetics need not harm even delicate skin unless
they are allowed to choke the pores. Many a
woman who thinks she removes make-up thor-

oughly actually leaves bits of stale rouge and pow-
der in the pores. Gradually they become enlarged

—

tiny blemishes appear— blackheads, perhaps. These
are warning signals of Cosmetic Skin.

Lux Toilet Soap is made to remove cosmetics
thoroughly. Its rich, ACTIVE lather sinks deeply
into the pores, gently removes every vestige of
dust, dirt, stale cosmetics.

Before you apply fresh make-up during the day—
ALWAYS before you go to bed at

night, protect your skin with the care

9 out of 10 lovely screen stars use!

to*.



IN THIS PICTURE

LADY, you're lovely!

Radiant, fresh, and in the bloom of

young womanhood. And behind that

young and lovely face is a mind full of an

old wisdom old as womankind itself

. . . and it decrees "keep lovely."

So your dressing table is laden with fine

creams and lotions and cosmetics fragrant

as a garden in June . . . and every other aid

devised to make lovely woman lovelier

still . . . and to keep her that way!

Among these aids . . . and you're very

wise ... is a certain little blue box.

It won't be on your dressing table, but

discreetly placed in your medicine chest.

Its name is Ex-Lax. Its purpose ... to com-

bat that ancient enemy to loveliness and

health . . . constipation ... to relieve it

gently, pleasantly, painlessly.

You see, while Ex-Lax is an ideal laxa-

tive for anyone of any age or either sex, it

is especially good for women. You should

never shock your delicate feminine system

with harsh laxatives. They cause pain,

upset you, leave you weak. Ex-Lax is

gentle in action. Yet it is as thorough as

any laxative you could take. And . . . this

is so important! . . . Ex-Lax won't form

a habit. You don't have to keep on in-

creasing the dose to get results. And it's

so charmingly easy to take — for it tastes

just like delicious chocolate.

In 10c and 25c boxes—at any drug store.

Or use the coupon below for free sample.

When Nature forgets—
remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

MAIL THIS COUPON—TODAY !

EX-LAX, Inc., P. O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

825 Please send free sample of Ex-Lax.

Name

Address

So let us look at Miss Garbo's chart

and sec what it has to tell us. The aspects

from the Moon to Venus and from the

Moon to Neptune indicates that this would
be one of the best periods in her life in

which to decide on a husband, for when
Miss Garbo marries, she marries for love

alone.

Is it a coincidence that George Brent

should have come into her life at this time,

or is it the stars that have brought them
together? Most certainly both their charts

indicate that this is a very auspicious time

for romance. And George Brent would
understand her better than anyone she has

ever known.
The Moon afflicting Jupiter from the

Seventh House, ruling marriage and part-

nership, and influencing the Fourth and

Fifth Houses in his chart, signifies that

much caution must be exercised in choosing

his next marriage partner in order to avoid

unhappiness. He could find much happiness

and married life could mean a great deal

to him provided he did not rush into it.

A long courtship rather than a short one

resulting in a hasty marriage, would bring

him more lasting happiness. He must be

especially tactful as well as judicious in the

selection of his next wife, particularly if

he contemplates marriage in 1935.

He is the type of man who lives his life

and gets plenty out of it and he can do

just that successfully. He has been dis-

appointed several times in his search for

his ideal woman, but he is truly a great

lover. Those women who have been ro-

mantically associated with him will never

be able entirely to forget him. Women of

all ages see in him their ideal man. He
is inclined to want a duplicate of his own
character in the next woman he marries,

which I strongly advise against.

To some extent Miss Garbo combines

many of the qualities that Brent seeks.

He appreciates and understands her Te-

Mae and Mary, you must be somewhat
astonished.

And once, during a golf game, Jimmy
Dunn drove a ball that struck and killed a

bird on the wing. Janet Gaynor's first job

was as an usherette in a San Francisco

theatre. Anna May Wong's first job was
helping her father, a Chinese laundryman,

wash clothes. Anna laundered the small,

fragile pieces.

Edna Mae Oliver's father and brother

died of heart failure, and she, fearing the

same fate, visits a fortune-teller at least

twice monthly, constantly in dread of hear-

ing that she herself may die. Madge Evans

was the original Fairy Soap Baby—the

tiny cherub in the advertisements.

Lew Ayres has a penchant for shoes that

button up the side—the kind that are called

"Wellington Springs" in England. He has

two dozen pairs, but does not dare to wear

them because his pals would kid him un-

mercifully. John Boles was a baseball

pitcher in the Texas League, and he was

offered a big league job. That was before

he became an actor. Lupe Velez gives

three Christmas gifts to each friend, one

for each of the three Spanish Santas

—

Mdehor, Gaspart and Baltasar.

Frank Morgan was once a Fuller Brush

Man (withhold your jokes, please.) Shir-

ley Temple weighs exactly her height—

forty-three inches, forty-three pounds. Will

Rogers courted his present wife, whom he

married in Arkansas many years ago, by

performing on a bicycle in front of her

home. Victor Jory was born in Dawson

Screen land

ticence, her shyness. Most certainly he is

not one who would force his attentions

upon her.

It is the most natural thing in the world
that these two people should be drawn to

each other, because of the position of the

planets in their charts at this time.

The fact that she is reluctant to enter

the matrimonial state and Brent so recently

stepped out of his matrimonial obligations

influences their association. Each one can

give the other complete relaxation. I doubt

if there is anyone who has touched Miss
Garbo's life closely who has made or ever

will make the lasting impression on her

that George Brent has.

Will they marry? If Mr. Brent had been

free to marry at the time he met Miss

Garbo last summer, he would have swept

her off her feet in a whirlwind courtship

that surely would have ended at the altar.

But he was not free to marry at that time,

he is still not free to marry, and many
things can happen before his divorce from

Ruth Chatterton is final next October. The
charts of both indicate that this forced de-

lay will prevent their romance from ending

in marriage.
The fact that they met under such good

aspects promises them an enduring friend-

ship. Mr. Brent will continue to be her

protector and best friend ; the one in whom
she confides, from whom she asks advice,

but they ivill not marry.

Miss "Garbo's chart shows a marriage for

her, however, and Mr. Brent will certainly

marry again. His chart shows that the

greatest love of his life will come to him
in 1936.

As the' astrological predictions worked
out for Mr. Brent last year, they certainly

will fulfill their promises for his future.

Barring accidents, 1935, 1936, 1937, and

1938 will be outstanding years in his motion

picture career and nothing can hold him
back "for any great length of time.

City, Alaska, because his parents joined

the 1902 gold rush.

Warner Oland carries his lunch to the

studio in a dinner pail ; Claudette Colbert

takes her lunch to work in a basket

;

Rochelle Hudson has a specially-made

lunch container for the same purpose. Vic-

tor McLaglen does not own a radio set.

He depends on a portable phonograph for

musical entertainment.

Every time Jean Harlow eats one pound
of chocolates, she gains three pounds in

weight—and she wants to know why. "Pat"

Patterson once worked in a velvet mill.

Stepin Fetchit sang tenor in a church choir

in Florida. He wanted to be a bass, so he

tried swallowing sand, and almost ruined

his voice. Dick Powell's new house had

only shower baths (no tubs), until Mary
Brian made a tour of inspection and sug-

gested a change.

May Robson personally makes over two
hundred neckties yearly and gives them at

Christmas. Stuart Erwin was once a jan-

itor at the high-school he attended. He
had to light twenty-seven fires every morn-
ing because the school building had no cen-

tral heating system. Leo Carrillo's present

home occupies a site that was once the play-

ground of the school he attended during

childhood. Norma Shearer can walk on

her hands.
Alice Faye goes to work earlier on days

when Rudy Vallee broadcasts, so that she

may leave the set in time to hear Rudy
croon. Spencer Tracy enlisted in the Navy
during the World War, but never once

Do You Know—

?

Continued from page 32
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glimpsed the ocean. Claire Trevor, who
looks like a sixteen-year-old, is the orig-
inal Stetson Girl. Richard Arlen and
Charles Farrell, when they were extras
and lived together, once had a fist fight
because they had simultaneous calls to work
in

_
white pants—and they owned but one

pair between them. Edmund Lowe is the
inventor of a vegetable called "Topepo"
(tomato and green pepper) that is fast be-
coming a popular delicacy in the West.

Director James Tinling was blind for two
years (age three to five), when bees at-
tacked him while he was trying to retrieve
a piece of honey-iced cake from them.
Mary Brian has been reported engaged
fourteen times to as many eligible young
men—but she has yet to appear wearing an
engagement solitaire. Greta Garbo, on her
last trip to Sweden, told her native editors
that she will never marry.
Norma Shearer twice surrendered her

career because she was advised that her
physical defects made success impossible.
Max Baer's only distasteful vision of the
future (confided to a few personal friends)
is that one day he may be forced to fight
his own brother, Buddy Baer, for the cham-
pionship. Ramon Novarro was once a taxi
driver. At fourteen years of age, Marion
Davies was a chorus girl on Broadway.
Elizabeth Allen, in Hollywood, telephones
her husband, in England, daily (and the
'phone company has been complaining about
business being bad!).

Bing Crosby has not yet found an alarm
clock sufficiently noisy to awaken him; he
depends on household servants. Lee Tracy
once had an impediment in his voice; he
now talks fast because he got into the habit
when, as a child, he discovered that by so
doing, he could avoid stuttering. Cary
Grant has an irrepressible love of fires.
He will get out of bed any hour of the
night, dress, and hurry for miles to witness
a good house-burning. (He never starts
them, though.)

Dolores Del Rio came by her figure
naturally—but she indulges two full hours
of exercise daily to keep those curves svelte.
Following the release of old Mack Sennett
comedies not long ago, Wallace Beery re-
ceived several fan letters addressed to Mrs.
Beery— (Wally played a fern iuine Swedish
cook in those ancient comedies). After all
these months, Virginia Gilbert still writes
charming weekly letters to John Gilbert,
her divorced husband. (But they are
merely reports on the welfare of their
chee-ild, so don't get excited.)
Yeahs and yeahs ago, a back-stage friend

asked to borrow five dollars from Ned
Sparks. At the precise instant a curtain
fell and knocked Sparks unconscious—now
don't ask when he'll recover! Ned "came
to" twenty minutes later, and reached into
his pocket for the loan, momentarily un-
aware that anything had happened. Gary
Cooper is six feet, three inches tall, but he
once weighed only 148 pounds—less than a
five foot, seven inch man should normally
weigh.
Thrice in her life, Jean Harlow has read

newspaper rumors (once banner-lined) of
her own death. Francis Lederer learned
to speak the English language in less than
two months—and it is the most difficult
language, too. Jimmy Durante has ten
dogs all with the same name, so that when
he yells once they all come arunning. Jack
Oakie was once expelled from school for
playfully sounding the fire gong ; they had
to "fire" him to keep from wasting the
drill, sillies.

Now that I have told you all these things
about your favorite movie stars, let me
tell you a little something about yourself:
Do you know that if you read and enjoy

such trivia as this story, learned professors
aver that you are a moron?
So move over, moron, and make room for

me—I like 'em, too

!
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Nothinq helped
my dry skin, until..

says Miss E. L. of Pittsburgh, Pa.

OH MY POOR
FACE /

"/ have a very tender but dry skin and many of the creams on
the market, even the expensive ones, only irritated it more."

'Now I find that by using Junis Cream to cleanse during the day
and to lubricate at night I can keep my skin in good condition.

"

"Up until now I had been using several different creams for different pur'
poses. Today Junis does the work of all other creams I had been buying.

"

YOU use a cleansing cream to remove
dirt. You should remove dirt from the

pores, for otherwise this dirt may lead to
blackheads, enlarged pores, rough skin.

You massage your cream deep into the
skin. Then you wipe it off. But all of the
cream does not wipe away . . . part stays in
the pores. And because part does remain,
it is vitally important what that cream con-
tains. So we made a face cream that does
more than remove dirt and make-up. It is

truly revolutionary!

You see, scientists have at last discov-
ered what happens to skin as you grow
older. They have found that all young skin
contains a certain natural substance which
acts to lubricate the skin . . . keep it soft
and radiantly alive. As skin grows older,
this precious substance decreases.

We searched the world for this natural
substance and found at great expense that
it could be obtained in pure form. Then we
found a way to put this rare element into

a new face cream! We named the new
cream Junis Facial Cream. And we called
the rare, natural substance Sebisol. No
other cream contains Sebisol.When applied
externally, this natural substance again
softens and lubricates the skin.

Results astonished women. Women of
twenty were delighted to feel the freshness
and smoothness it gave to their skin. Older
women, especially, rejoiced to see ugly blem-
ishes begin to disappear. In their place came
a lustrous, glowing, healthy skin that "over
30" women had never hoped to see again.
Weinviteyou to use Junis Cream regularly

as an all-purpose cosmetic. Then watch re-
sults. You need no other cream. For Junis
cleans perfectly, gently. In
addition, it contains Sebisol
... to soften, lubricate,
beautify. See what this new
kind of cream can do for
your skin. Junis Cream is

on sale at all toilet goods
counters.

JUNIS CREAM IS A PEPSODENT PRODUCT
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KOOL
MILDLY MENTHOLATED

CIGARETTES

CORK-TIPPED

THE FINISHING TOUCH

Ho! . .for the season of galoshes, sneezes,

sniffles—and overheated rooms. Hurray

for KGDLS, the cigarette that refreshes

and soothes your sorely tried winter

throat! Mildly mentholated: your throat

never gets dry. Cork -tipped: KGDLS

don't stick to your lips. B 8s W coupon

in each pack good for gilt-edge Congress

Quality U. S. Playing Cards and other

nationally advertised merchandise. Send

for latest illustrated premium booklet.

(Offer good in U. S. A. only.)

SAVE COUPONS for

HANDSOME MERCHANDISE

A Mouse in a Million

Continued from page 51
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percentage, the mouse is as real as Greta

Garbo or Charlie Chaplin.

How confused those fans would be were

it possible for them to stroll through the

Walt Disney studios ! There they would

find, not one Mickey Mouse rollicking-

through ridiculously comic antics,

thousands and thousands of Mickey Mouses,

and no two of them exactly alike.

It is necessary to draw from twelve to

sixteen thousand separate caricatures to

complete one of his comedies. The Walt
Disney studios turn out twenty-six Mickey

Mouse pictures annually. The first was
produced in 1928, more than six years ago.

Multiply the number of cartoon-drawings

necessary for each picture by the number

of pictures produced annually by the num-
ber of years Mickey has been a star, and

you will arrive at a figure above one

million. More than one million drawings

of the mouse-hero have been necessary in

the production of all Mickey Mouse com-

edies to date. Truly, Mickey is a mouse

in a million!

But let me tell you how the mouse com-

edies are made

:

To begin with, the Walt Disney studios

have a scenario department. Stories are

outlined exactly as they are for Jean Har-

low or Clark Gable. When a suitable story

has been agreed upon, the plot
;

is turned

over to the "gag department." Harold

Lloyd, Eddie Cantor, the Marx Brothers—

none have more efficient "gagsters" than

Disney employs. It is of course the duty

of this department to inject funny situa-

ions into the original story.

The final script, complete with gags, is

written in two parts. One part goes to the

artists' department, or "animators." The

second goes to the sound department. Pho-

tography and sound cannot be done simul-

taneously for the reason, as I have already

explained, that the photography is done one

frame at a time. Therefore, it is necessary

first to complete the photography, and later

to synchronize the sound to fit the actions

of the cartoon-actors and actresses.

Actual production is a slow, tedious proc-

ess. Approximately two weeks are required

in which to photograph a picture that is pro-

jected in about seven minutes. Strangely,

the most laborsome work is not the multi-

tudinous drawings of Mickey, but the

cameraman's duties. He photographs the

cartoon comedies one- frame at a time—
twelve to sixteen thousand separate, slight

turns of the camera crank.

Each drawing of Mickey, as seen on a

screen, reallv consists of two drawings.

One is of Mickey himself; the other of

the setting in which the mouse appears.

Suppose, for example, the scene shows

Mickey dancing on a table in a cabaret.

The drawing of the cabaret and its fur-

nishings is done on white cardboard. The

series of drawings of Mickey, showing va-

rious positions of his dance, are done on

transparent celluloid.

Thus to photograph Mickey Mouse danc-

ing in the cabaret, the cameraman has only

to place the transparent celluloid drawings,

one at a time, on top of the cardboard

sketch of the cabaret. The effect is that

Mickey is actually in the cabaret.

Motion in animated cartoons is really an

optical illusion. It is attained by drawing

out the action pose by pose. Sixteen such

poses are necessary for each foot of motion

picture film. Actually, there is no motion,

for of course each pose is only a black-

and white drawing. But when a series of

still photographs, each depicting a slightly

advanced pose toward an ultimate active

move, are shown in rapid -succession, the

illusion of motion is attained.

Here is a little trade secret that I reveal

for the first time: Many drawings of

Mickey Mouse on celluloid are preserved

in files. For example, one file is that of

Mickey running from left to right across

the screen. Tonight you may see a cartoon

comedy in which the mouse runs from left

to righ'; across a room. Next week you

may see another picture in which he will

run from left to right across a tennis court.

Actually, only the settings may be changed,

and by "settings," I mean the cardboard

drawings that are placed behind the cellu-

loid series of drawings showing Mickey in

the act of running.

There are two ways of synchronizing

sound for cartoon comedies. The most

common is to have the various sound tech-

nicians watch the cartoon on a screen, and

to fit noises, voices and music to the action.

The more accurate method is the use of

a second script, called "sound script." This

method injects sound by the "time process."

At a certain exact second of the sound

script, the proper voice or sound or music

is recorded. The timing is done in this

way : There are sixteen separate drawings

to each foot of film, so a metronome is set

to beat sixteen strokes to the exact number

of seconds required to project one foot of

film. Thus, when the sound script indi-

cates that on the tenth drawing of the 456th

foot in the picture, Mickey is to speak the

words, "Hello, Minnie" (Minnie, you may
know, is Mickey's sweetheart), the voice

dubber who is to utter that line knows ex-

actly when to speak it—on the_ tenth beat

of the metronome during the 456th foot of

the film.

The "voice of Mickey Mouse" is that of

Walt Disney himself. The weird voices

of others of Mickey's cartoon pals are

dubbed by specialists. Remember the op-

eratic hen in a recent comedy? A woman
who practiced for years did the "singing,"

which sounded like a combination of a

human voice and cackling hen. One
"dubber's" entire job is to bark for

Mickey's dog.

Incidental sounds are seldom what they

seem on the screen. Wind is obtained by

swinging a cat-o-nine-tails near a micro-

phone. Thunder is no more than a sheet

of iron that is made to rumble by buckling.

An airplane is simulated by an electric fan.

Sounds of a running horse are made by a

man striking his bare chest with cupped

hands ;
try it and hear for yourself.

Disney told me something of the history

of cartoon comedies : "The first record of

an animated drawing was in 1906, but this

was not a real picture. It was simply a

brief episode titled 'Humorous Phases of

Funny Faces,' and it was merely a novelty

produced by J. Stuart Blackton for Vita-

graph. It consisted only of such incidents

as a man blowing smoke from his mouth,

a woman rolling her eyes, and a dog jump-

ing through a hoop.

"The first complete animated cartoon was

'Little Nemo,' which was also produced by

Blackton for Vitagraph. Windsor McKay,
the famous newspaper cartoonist, made the

drawings.
"This was followed by the most famous

animated picture of its day, 'An Artist's

Dream,' drawn by J. R. Bray. The reel

depicted Bray going to sleep at his draw-

ing board. During his sleep, his cartoon-

characters came to life.

"Then followed the most popular cartoon

series of that era, Bray's series entitled

'Colonel Heeza Liar.' The first was 'Col.

Heeza Liar in Africa,' which was released

in December of 1913. The series continued
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for five years."

Disney started his own cartoon career in

1921. At that time he drew the "Laugh-
O-Gram" series in Kansas City. He ex-
perienced such success with these pictures
that in 1923 he and his brother, Roy, now
business manager of the Walt Disney
Studios, went to Hollywood. There they
produced the "Alice Cartoons," a combina-
tion of real-life characters and animated
drawings.

Disney introduced his rodent character
in 1928, when he created "Plane Crazy"
and "Steamboat Willie," the initial two of
the now overwhelmingly popular Mickey
Mouse comedies. About two years later,

Mickey had become a popular figure on the
screen. Today theatres showing these com-
edies are assured plentiful audiences. Dis-
ney possesses photographs (which he will

reveal only after persuasion, and with a
touch of embarrassment), of theatre mar-
quees on which Mickey is billed in huge
letters above Greta Garbo in smaller let-

ters of a Kansas City theatre marquee
on which appears: "MICKEY MOUSE.
ALSO JOAN CRAWFORD AND
CLARK GABLE."
Now Mickey is about to take a new

step. Starting with this month, the mouse
actor is making his appearance in color!

Mr. Mouse has graduated from the ordi-

nary black and white films.

Of course, this is an experiment. Disney
frankly admits that his experiment is

daring. The public may not like Mickey
in his new array of brilliant colors. For
that reason, only a few of the cartoon
comedies starring the mouse actor will be
produced this new way. Then Disney will

await the public response. If that response
is favorable, Mickey will keep his "coat of

colors." If not, Mickey will be returned
to his old black and white formula.
Mickey's most recent outstanding achieve-

ment comes with the news that, after look-
ing over the entire field for film attractions,

the directors of the popular radio feature,

"Hall of Fame," selected Mickey Mouse to

be the star of their Xmas Holiday show
broadcast on December 23.

There is little wonder that Mickey is so

popular, for he is actually a cartoon ver-
sion of the screen's greatest comedian,
Charles Spencer Chaplin.

Chaplin is Disney's idol and ideal. Walt
goes to see Charlie's pictures time and
again, and laments that Chaplin doesn't
make them more often. Disney thinks they
are the most humane, as well as the fun-
niest, documents the screen has ever known.

Disney blushingly admits that in Mickey,
he attempts to emulate the wistfulness and
the charm of Chaplin. If you will pause a
second to think, you'll doubtless agree that
the same theoretical process is apparent in

the stories of both Chaplin and Mickey.
Neither star relies wholly on comedy for
audience appeal. Both Disney and Chaplin
toss heavy drama whole-heartedly into

their pictures. Mickey seeking to save
Minnie from the clutches of a super-villain
is as full of pathos as any scene depicting-

Chaplin hurrying to the aid of his screen
sweetheart. Mickey is no more helpless,

facing his gigantic enemies, than is the
slight figure of Chaplin when Charlie faces
the towering heavies of his own comedies.
There is little that is new that may be

written about the man, Disney. His
modesty, earnestness, and sincerity have
been glorified in hundreds of stories. Flis

business ability speaks for itself.

Perhaps the most human and charming
description of the man may be contained
in these few words : Although he has been
welcomed by crowned heads of Europe, and
his pictures have earned millions of dol-
lars, Walt Disney still continues to dub the
screen voice of Mickey—the mouse in a
million

!

MIRROR FRESH
WITH MARVELOUS FACE POWDER!

WHEN your big moment comes,

will you grab for your powder

puff, long for a mirror—be fussed and

nose-conscious—and spoil it?

Or, will your complexion be mirror

fresh— as soft and lovely as it was when

you left your mirror? It will—if you're

wearing Marvelous!

Marvelous Face Powder is a Richard

Hudnut product—made with a brand-

new ingredient never discovered for

powder before. It makes the powder

cling longer than any you ever tried.

Don't take our word for it—take

our samples! They cost you nothing

(a mere 6fi for postage and packing).

In four shades—clip the coupon.

Or don't wait for the postman. The

name is MARVELOUS. The maker is

Richard Hudnut. The price— for the

full-size box— is only 55^. Drop in at

the nearest drug or department store!
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BRIGHT
DEAS

Can every man you know name the color

of your eyes, this minute? If not, you are

not making good in the beauty game and

it's time to take steps. You might take to

Ku.rldsh too. Slip your lashes into this fas-

cinating little implement—press for an in-

stant—and presto! They're curled back like

a movie star's, looking hvice as long, dark

and glamorous. Notice how they frame

your eyes, deepening and accentuating the

color! No heat—no practice—no cosmetics

. . . and Kurlash costs just $1 tool

^ 61ni
m

Jane L. is right when she writes that it's

worth the trouble to pluck her brows slightly

along the upper line because it makes her

eyes seem larger. But the reddened skin

and discomfort she complains about are

caused by using an old-fashioned tweezer.

Do you know Tweezette? It works automat-

ically, plucking out the straggly offending

hair, accurately and instantly, without even

a twinge. It costs $1 in any good store.

/

Bnngir g Up Daddy

Continued from page 28

0b i

Ruth W. brushes her eyelashes when she

does her hair. Not 100 strokes a day—simply

an instant's brushing with a compound of

beneficial oils called Kurlene ($1). You'll be

surprised how much silkier, softer and

darker looking it will make yours too!

Jane Heatll will gladly give you personal advice on eye

beauty ij you write her a note care of Department L.-A

The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. ¥. The Kurlash

Company oj Canada, at Toronto, 3.

Copyright 1934 T. K. Co.

I do with a hunch of boys hanging

around?" Then, with a grin, lie added,

"My daughters have undertaken a big job

in bringing up their father. Parents don't

rear their children these days, it's the other

way around. The children bring up the

parents. And how we love it! They're

always a little ahead of us and we have

to step lively to keep in the procession.

Funny, how their tastes and desires in-

fluence us and how quickly we fall in with

their ideas, and profit by their suggestions.

"But that's the way it should be, for

children must learn independence, how to

look out for themselves. Modern life
>

is

too complex for us grown-ups and we're

going to have to depend upon these young .

people to rescue us.

"I believe that every girl should learn

to work so she can take care of herself.

Marjorie is my secretary, and a competent

one. Natalie is taking up bookkeeping and

stenography, and Edna is preparing to be

a pianist. I want them to learn the value

of money and how to strike the happy

medium between being too thrifty and being

a spendthrift—to get all the pleasure out

of today but to keep an eye on tomorrow."

Marjorie took up the story when Cantor

was again called away. "I'm the only one

they really accepted," she said. "Being

their first they didn't care if it was a boy

or a girl, but with every other baby they

expected a boy. Daddy was never home
when we children were born ana so mother

would send a wire, 'Hope you won't be

disappointed but it's another girl
!'

"They named the third daughter Edna,

for they were becoming discouraged about

an Eddie, Junior; and when the fifth girl

arrived they tacked on Hope for the second

name."
"Yes, and Janet doesn't like it," spoke up

Marilyn, adding with anxious, proprietor-

ship, "Maybe she doesn't think we wanted

her."

"I began traveling when I was two

weeks old," Marjorie went on, "for mother

took me to Chicago where Daddy was play-

ing. We always joined Daddy after each

baby and they used to carry us around in

suitcases. Having a family didn't tie

mother down and she and father have never

been separated very much. You know, they

have always been sweethearts and Daddy
used to carry her books to school when

they were children."

"And send her valentines," chirped

Marilyn.
"Separations aren't good for married

people," grinned Eddie, recovering his bal-

ance after a perilous contact with Janet

and the barking Jolie. "Stay together if

you want to be happy has been our motto

and it has worked out beautifully. We're

all chums, pals, the seven of us, and have

our best times when we are all together.'

"Nope, none of us ever had the acting

bug or wanted to go on the stage or the

screen," it was the 10 year-old Marilyn

answering my question. "We can't even

sing and outside of Edna's music there's

nothing artistic about us." She sighed dra-

maticallv. "But we all love to see plays

and pictures and we're all simply crazy

about Jimmy Cagney, we think he is too

divine. All except Janet, she's a Bmg
Crosby fan.

"When we came to Hollywood this year

we hoped we could meet Mr. Cagney and

one night just as we were sitting down to

dinner he called. Natalie raced to the

door when the bell rang thinking it was

a messenger boy and when she saw it was

our idol, our Jimmy, she almost fainted!

She tried to speak and then ran upstairs.

Can you think of anyone with such

manners ?

"He came into the dining-room and we
girls 'most passed out we were so excited,

for he is even nicer than we had thought.

I didn't want to embarrass him by staring

so I squirmed around in my chair until

I could watch him in the mirror. Daddy
teased him and asked what he did to make
us all such rabid Cagney fans and he just

blushed, really he did." She giggled, a

merry girlish giggle, "and when he left we
scrapped as to who would be first to touch

the glass he had used and sit in his chair.

It was more fun. We ran up to tell Janet.

She was in bed with a picture of Bing

Crosby and her doll beside her and she

wouldn't believe that Jimmy had actually

been there.

"Of course, Daddy is our favorite radio

star, all except Janet. She is always ask-

ing Daddy why he isn't as funny as Joe

Penner, she thinks he's grand."

It was Marjorie, the calm secretary, who
took up the story. "The change from stage

to screen and then, to radio, offers a splen-

did variety in Daddy's work, and he loves

each one. He says radio broadcasting is

a great responsibility and very tiring, but

always fascinating. He tries all his pro-

grams out on us for he says we are an

average American family and if we don't

like -it neither will the public. When his

hour is on we all sit together in our living-

room at home, each with a script, and listen

to the broadcast. We check off the laughs

and the minute he goes off the air he comes

right home and we talk it all over, every-

one expressing their opinions.

"Daddy is the pioneer on the radio and

has grown right along with it. He has

to prepare about forty typewritten pages

of new material each week and after it' is

once used he scraps it. You can't repeat

on the radio like you can with a musical

comedy that goes on for months without

a change. Too, you have no previews, you

can't try out your show before opening to

register the laughs. So it must be as per-

fect as possible, and this means lots of

work."
"I'm not going into a stage play this

winter," said Cantor, as he joined us again.

"I'm booked for two big radio programs

and when the first is completed around Dec-

ember first, Mrs. Cantor and I are going to

London and we are taking Marjorie and

Natalie with us. Oh, yes, they're greatly

excited about it. We'll remain but a few

weeks, for in February I start another

broadcast, and in April we return to Cali-

fornia for another picture Samuel Goldwyn
has already outlined for me. We all think

this a pretty nice arrangement: New York
in the winter and Hollywood in the

summer."
Marilyn edged into the conversation.

"Daddy likes to have some of us with him

at the studio and I' watched them make

that colored fantasy in 'Kid Millions.'

There were about 300 children and it was

like a great big picnic.

"Daddy forgets the show world_ when

he comes home and is interested in our

affairs. He wants to know what we are

doing, where we have been. He knows

all our friends and watches our grade

cards.
,

"He's just naturally funny; he doesn t

realize how amusing he really is, and we

all get such a kick out of his comedy. He
is always up to something. Last night

when he answered the phone he pretended

he was a Chinese boy and put on a scream-

ingly funny act that convulsed us. It

would have" fooled anyone, too. I guess we
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did a pretty good job in bringing up Daddy
and we think he is the greatest star and
the greatest man in the world!"

Eddie, returning in time to hear this

tribute, pinched Marilyn's round cheek as
he made a funny grimace at her, then he
took another flying leap to the ringing
phone.
A merry, happy family, the Cantors.

Always laughing, always appreciative of

Eddie's impromptu shows. Which doubt-
less is the secret of his bubbling humor
that flows on and on for the world's
delight.

Salutes and Snubs
Continued from page 6

Publicity is vital to a screen star's success.

A "Salute" to Screenland for calling her
hand. The fans are avid for stories con-
cerning their favorites. If Miss Harding
"goes into her shell" her popularity is

doomed.
Mrs. D. W. McCravy,

544 Poplar St.,

Spartanburg, S. C.

PUBLIC LIVES!
I know what Joan Crawford usually has

for lunch
;
Kay Francis' idea on love ; that

Sylvia Sidney prefers the screen to the
stage; that Lupe loves the fights, and
Connie Bennett has a huge appetite.

All such trivia makes swell reading for
me. But am I interested in the grocer's,
or the postman's idea of love? Hardly!
S'funny world

!

Gladys Moses,
Morris Run, Pa.

PRIVATE LIVES!
Some of you fans make me sick ! Who

cares how the stars brush their teeth,
whether they use scarlet lipstick and green
eye-shadow ? Why aren't you interested in

their ability as actors? Leave the stars
some privacy, a life they can call their
own

!

Harold Chapman,
1739 N. Sycamore,

Hollywood, Calif.

THAT'S WHY MOVIES WERE
BORN!

For years I've dreamed of seeing Fred
Astaire dance! But New York is so far.
Now I can watch his bewitched toes and

expressive hands for hours and warm to
that winning personality and engaging
smile. All because of that ever-wonderous
miracle—the movies

!

Rowena Devine,
1405 Superior St.,

Duluth, Minn.

BIGGER ROLES FOR LYLE!
A flagon of hemlock for the producers

who won't give Lyle Talbot a decent break.
The latest mistreatment is the insignificant
role foisted upon him in "One Night of
Love"—a sour note in an otherwise great
picture.

Hope Wynn,
West Bay Annex,

Jacksonville, Fla.

HARDING'S GREAT ART
Ann Harding's handling of the subtle

philosophy in "The Fountain" was truly
a manifestation of greatness. I had feared
to see the screened production. Her work
was perfectly done.

Estelle Bonner,
P. O. Box 372,

Salina, Kas.
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To prevent this I

Insist and see that clean, fresh
pads are used on your hair!

Don't take chances with your hair.

The risk is too dreadful; the

penalties too severe. Falling hair,

scalp infection, loss of lustre

and hair vitality are a high
price to pay for any permanent.
All too frequently they follow

the use of improper materials

and the alarming practice some
shops employ of using the same
pads repeatedly, thus transferring

hair and scalp disorders of an-

other woman's head to your own.
Most women are unaware of such

things but Nestle feels that the

facts should be known. For Nestle

is thoroughly protecting you
against unsanitary and danger-
ous waves. To those beauty
shops guaranteeing the use of

genuine Nestle materials, Nestle

has issued a certificate that

readily identifies them as a
Licensed Nestle Shop. Look for

it when you enter a beauty
shop. It is your assurance that

sanitary conditions in permanent
waving prevail at that shop.

THE NESTLE-LE MUR COMPANY • newyork

SEE fh© Nestle name oti the foii

coveroffhefelf padsand bottle of
waving lotion—your assurance
of fresh and genuine materials-

LOOK for the Licensed N&stle
Beauty Shop with this Certifi-

cate. It is your guarantee
of a genuine Nestle Wave.

SCIENTIFIC

PERMANENT WAVE
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SHADOW-
Hunter?

© Does your complexion cause you to seek

the concealment of dim lights and shadows?

Are you a "shadow hunter?" Then remember

this: Regardless of how much officework or

housework you do— regardless of climate or

the "hardness" of your water — Campana's

Italian Balm bears this guarantee: "To ban-

ish dry, rough, red or chapped skin more

quickly and at less expense than anything

you have ever used before.". . . This famous

skin protector has been sold in winter-loving

Canada for over 40 years and is still the

largest selling preparation of its kind in

the entire Dominion. Largest seller also in

the United States in thousands of cities coast

to coast. . . . Try it at our expense. Use the

coupon. (Bottles— 35c, 60c, and $1.00; tubes

— 25c; at drug and department stores.)

Italian

Balm
THE ORIGINAL
SKIN SOFTENER

Working Girl

Continued from page 29

^ —» tf" C CAMPANA SALES CO.,

r ml If lL 3702 Lincoln Highway, Bata^ ia, Illinois.

\ •* Gentlemen : Please send me VANITY

SIZE bottle of Campana's Italian Balm—FREE and postpaid.

Name-

Address.

City _State-

li you live in Canada send your request to Campana Corp.
,
Ltd.

,

SU-2 Caledonia Road, Toronto. Ontario.

let the splinters stick where they would

!

Then how did she ever out-grow her

first part, that of a corpse in "The Bureau

of Missing Persons"?
By sheer ability, and more work than

most of us ever dreamed of. Work ;
un-

relenting, grim, dogged, heart-breaking

work.
When, in her first big part, in ' As The

Earth Turns," where she played the lead,

she disobeyed director Al Greene's orders

to appear at the wardrobe for fittings, and

went, instead, to a small farm in the coun-

try, to learn exactly how country people

lived, she actually risked her career because

she wanted to be "sure she was right."

Regarding this, director Greene says:

"I overlooked that insubordination because

of her lack of Hollywood experience—and,

later, I had to admit that her time had

been exceedingly well spent."

At first the wise ones of Hollywood put

Jean's appearance at previews, night after

night, day in and day out, as a bid for

publicity ; then as a sop to the vanity which

she strangled in her work and contacts on

the sets ; then as relief from lonesomeness

—

and the strain of her ever-lasting, nerve-

wracking work.
But finally they realized it was for the

purpose of studying the work of others;

to be the first to learn some new and espe-

cially expressive gesture—which she would

practice until she perfected.

Work, deadly sincerity, unlimited pa-

tience and a never-dying eagerness to learn.

Gradually those who came into daily con-

tact with her recognized those qualities,

together with absolute honesty and frank-

ness, as Jean herself—not merely as_ a pose.

Consequently, on the Warner lot it is taken

for granted that, sooner or later, Jean Muir

will be the outstanding actress in pictures.

That is a big order—but Jean is pre-

paring for it in a big way. Dick Powell

summoned up the collective opinion of his

lot when he said: "No one can question

Jean's future. She will keep on getting

better and better because she doesn't think

she is a great actress now—but knoivs she

will be before she is through."

In spite of what this girl has accom-

plished, she feels she is just beginning to

learn. And, believe it or not, she is ac-

tually planning and working for her success

of twenty years from now.

"It takes a life-time to become a great

actress," explains Jean, "and if I can prog-

ress even ever so slowly, for the next

ten 'years, I'll begin to feel I'm getting

somewhere. No one has a right to imagine

she can become an actress in less than

twenty years. I mean a real actress, like

Helen Hayes. I'm planning on my work

twenty years from now, on my fans twenty

years from now. That is why I feel these

fan clubs among the children are so vitally

important. Give me a million children fans

now and I wouldn't worry about the future.

Strange as it may seem, I'd rather have

children fans than adult fans at this stage

of my work. Because, ten years from now,

those children will be the determining fac-

tor in a star's popularity.

"I want desperately to become really

good in pictures. I know it means
_
an

enormous amount of work. But work is a

habit and once vou form that habit you

accomplish a great deal
_
while others are

o-etting set to start working.

"It seems that Hollywood attaches a

^reat deal of importance to social doings,

while I like to think that the most impor-

tant thing is work. They say you must

go out with the right people. I don't think

that—and I've never tried to cultivate the

so-called 'right people,' whoever they may be.

"I do not believe that if I fail to become

a star it will be because I have not gone

out with the right people. I think it will

be because I didn't have the qualities nec-

essary, or that I haven't worked hard

enough. I don't intend that lack of work
shall be the reason for my failure, should

I fail. Coupled with hard work must be

careful study, and the perpetual battle to

discipline oneself.

"One of the most difficult things and ex-

acting things in pictures is to learn to

overcome nervous energy and to limit your

movements and your gestures. I made only

four gestures in 'As The Earth Turns.' I

played the part of the girl Jen. Jen was
always very relaxed. And I am so differ-

ent. I am exactly the opposite. I'm jerky

and jumpy and feel, always; that I must

keep moving. That is the difference be-

tween real life and the screen. There must

be no wasted gestures in screen acting.

"The reason I go to so many previews

is that it gives me a wonderful opportunity

to watch the work of others, to pick out

a certain finished actor or actress and

watch his or her every movement, gesture,

and accent. At previews I attempt to live

the part with them—and to sense their

reactions, I study all gestures, and try to

benefit by what I see. All my plans, you

see, are for the actress I hope to be twenty

years from now. I think I have the ability

to be a good actress, but it is going to

take an enormous amount of time and dis-

cipline.

"I have not yet trained myself to use

one-tenth the discipline I should use. It

is mental discipline as well as physical, be-

cause in acting one must be able to con-

centrate, absolutely. I feel it will take

twenty years to learn tz concentrate at

all times.

"As it is now, I go on the set and start

to concentrate and then the lamp buzzes or

somebody near me hammers—and I lose

my train of thought. Outside disturbances

lift me out of the characterization I am
attempting.

"Some of the younger stars and players

will stop and demand silence, with the re-

sult that sometimes the stage has to be

cleared. That is because they cannot con-

centrate. But real players like Walter

Connolly, May Robson, and Jack Barry-

more don't have to have it quiet. They
have learned to concentrate. They could

play a part in a boiler factory, and never

'blow' a line.

"The hardest thing to do is to restrain

one's emotions. Anyone can act if they

are allowed to emote all over the place and

lose themselves in action. I am looking

forward to the time when I can restrain

my emotion and yet dominate scenes.

"Do you remember where in 'Mary of

Scotland' Helen Hayes stands perfectly

quiet on one side of the stage while Helen

Menken rants on the other side, and yet

Haves dominates the scene? Do you re-

member how Helen Hayes gives the im-

pression of height when she is so short,

and how she conveys the idea of majesty

in that part? She conveys that impression

because she feels it, and makes her audience

feel it, too.

"It is true that many girls come to

Hollywood, are cast to some part that fits

them and make a hit, and even reach star-

dom. But that is 'type stardom,' and if I

may sav so, a very fleeting stardom. That

doesn't" call for real acting—it calls for

personalitv, and just the right parts.

"Frankly, although I am most eager to

make good in pictures, stardom is not the
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If everyone in this office

uses Pepsodent Antiseptic (as used in recent tests)

there should be 50%
fewer colds!

New way in "coldprevention"pointed out in revealing tests with

500 people. Facts on bow effective Pepsodent Antiseptic really is.

real goal for me. Being able to really act
is my goal and my ambition. I would
much rather be a poorly paid great actress
than a highly paid personality star.

"I am working hard now—but only a
third of my effort is for the present. Two
thirds is for the future. I want to be able
to find in each picture I do a few more
better scenes.

"In 'The World Changes' was one se-

quence I liked. In 'Son Of A Sailor'

there was nothing of mine I liked. In
'Modern Hero' there were a couple of

scenes I liked. In 'Dr. Monica' I did a
few more scenes I liked. In 'Desirable,'

there are a few more. I never want to
make myself think that they are all good.
The moment we are satisfied we stop pro-
gressing. I am aiming for the future so
that I cannot possibly be satisfied with the
present."

And, speaking of progressing, Jean is

progressing in a way she never dreamed.
In fact, in a way she was determined she
would not travel.

"They'll never make a clothes horse out
of me," challenged Jean.
"As if they could," murmured one wit

who, shortly after her arrival on the lot,

described her as the female Hamlet of
Hollywood, not only because of her flat

heels, long stride and flowing garments,
but also because of her complete oblivion

to everything but her work.
And, indeed, the idea of this serious and

self-willed youngster falling prey to the
sartorial Svengalis who stalk the studios

in search of Trilbies, did strain the imag-
ination a little. Especially as the mere
mention of clothes made Jean bristle ag-
gressively.

Jean had less than no interest in clothes,

her one specification for a dress being that

of comfort. Beyond that point her interest

ceased. As time passed and Jean climbed
in her profession, she continued to regard
clothes as covering, no more and no less.

If she felt they would have enhanced her
art or increased her ability, she would have
spent half her time in shops—but as she

regarded them as something to increase

one's personal beauty only, she was not
interested. In other words, Jean looked
absolutely fashion proof

!

But Warner Brothers did decide to dress

Jean up—and designed twenty-four differ-

ent "creations" for her to wear in "De-
sirable." Then they broke the news to her,

and closed their eyes.

But the expected blow-up did not result.

Instead, a steely glitter came into Jean's
eye and she said, "When do I have my
first fitting?"

"You see," explains Jean, "I figured that
the easiest way to discourage them was to
prove I just couldn't be dressed up. I

felt that once they had hung one or two
of their proud creations on me that they
would be only too anxious to get me out
of the wardrobe department.

"I told Orry-Kelly that I never felt

comfortable when I was dressed up—that
I always felt like I was wearing some
other girl's clothes, and that they cramped
my style and hampered my movements. I

told him I didn't like 'stylish' clothes or
'smart' clothes or 'chic' clothes because I

felt uncomfortable in them; because they
wouldn't let me kick up my legs and throw
out my arms, or even gesture the way I

liked to.

" 'But, Jean,' he protested, 'these clothes
won't make you feel like anybody else.
They are designed especially for you. They
were originated exclusively for Jean Muir
—to express her personality. So it would
be impossible for them to make you feel
like somebody else. They would be more
likely to make somebody else feel like you.'

"I can't say I was convinced," continued
Jean with a smile, "because always I had
wandered around in forlorn, ill-fitting and

IF what happened in a recent scientific
"cold" study happens in this office there

should be 50% fewer people catching this

man's cold if they use Pepsodent Antiseptic
regularly.

We use this means of illustrating in a dra-
matic way how Pepsodent can help you pre-
vent colds this winter.
The test we refer to included 500 people,

over a period of five months. These 500 peo-
ple were divided into several groups. Some
gargled with plain salt and water—others with
leading mouth antiseptics—one group used
Pepsodent Antiseptic exclusively. Here is

what happened as shown by official scientific

records. . . . The group who used Pepsodent
Antiseptic had 50 % fewer colds than those
who used other leading mouth antiseptics or
those who used plain salt and water.
The group who used Pepsodent Antiseptic,

and did catch cold, were able to rid them-
selves of their colds in half the time of those
who used other methods.

PEPSODENT

And so while we cannot scientifically pre-
dict how many people would catch cold in

this office, nor just how many would
have a cold if they didn't use Pepsodent
Antiseptic, we do say that what happened
in this scientific test on 500 people can be
applied to some extent to any other group.

Pepsodent can be diluted

Remember, Pepsodent Antiseptic is three
times as powerful in killing germs as other
leading mouth antiseptics. You can mix
Pepsodent Antiseptic with 2 parts of water
and it still kills germs in less than 10 seconds.
Therefore, Pepsodent gives you three times
as much for your money. It goes three times
as far and it still gives you the protection of
a safe, efficient antiseptic.

Get Pepsodent Antiseptic and see for your-
self just how effective it is in helping you
prevent colds this winter.

ANTISEPTIC
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PRICED THIS POWDER
AT $1 OR $1.50

"Go West, young woman!" we said (in

effect) to our little Price Reporter. "Dance

with the gala crowd in Cocoanut Grove

at the Ambassador, Los Angeles. Then,

in the dressing-room, ask every pretty

woman to try this powder (from plain

sample-boxes) and tell us what she'd pay

for it." Back came the report: "Holly-

wood wants Armand Bouquet Powder at

$1 or $1.50, and several women said to

charge $2 a box!" Think of these volun-

tary high values when actually

ARMAND BOUQUET
POWDER IS

But make the price-test yourself . . . why
not? Discover that Armand really does have

all the softness and lightness and sweet,

clinging scent of a $2 powder at 50c. Send

at once for

Armand, Des Moines, Ia. : Send me a free

trial of Armand Bouquet Powder. I enclose

a 2c stamp to help cover postage.

Name

loosely-hanging clothes. My own clothes

have consisted mostly of a sweater and a

skirt, and I've always had a horror of

someone trying to dress me up, and of

having them merely make a spectacle of

me."
But when the first outfit was ready for

her, Jean tried it on, cautiously advanced

to a full-length mirror, and then uttered a

squeal of delight. She whirled and wheeled

about, testing her physical freedom in the

clothes with mingled astonishment and
delight.

Today Jean is a great believer in clothes

for the individual, designed to type and
made to meet physical requirements.

"The clothes I wore in 'Desirable,' " ex-

plains Jean, "were made for me, designed

and constructed to meet my individual

needs. They are not stagey and they do

not give me the feeling that I am all

dressed up and must be careful
_
of

_
every

move while I am in them. They give me
the freedom I must have—and that I would
be unhappy if I did not have. They are

simple clothes, with almost Grecian lines.

Clothing designed along these lines I feel I

can wear to advantage.

"I feel I should wear clothes so simple

that when I come into a scene girls will

say: T can copy that/^smd will feel that

they have seen something practical for

their own use."

When you saw Jean proudly flaunting

her wardrobe in "Desirable," and you
sensed her new grace and confidence, and

you wondered if this is a brand new Muir,

as she seemed to float through a ball-room

scene in a gracefully flowing pink crea-

tion—-there is a thought you should keep in

mind. That thought is that in spite of all

Jean's preparation, study, research and
what-not regarding human nature, dramatic

art, and the little tricks of the trade of the

great in her profession, it took a few
pretty frocks to bring about a feeling of

confidence this girl has never known be-

fore; a confidence that finds expression in

a certain feminine satisfaction and "sure-

ness" that every man recognizes in a

Wide World

Margaret Sullavan, now Mrs.
William Wyler, and her hus-
band, pose for their first

picture after their recent
marriage at Yuma, Arizona.

woman who feels herself displayed to ad-

vantage.
In other words, the "dressing up" Jean

didn't want to have any part of has given

her a new confidence and respect for her-

self that is already apparent in her every

action whether on the set, in the studio

restaurant, or at a preview. From now
on Jean will not only be the work-horse

she loves to picture herself, but a gaily

bedecked work-horse. Nor does Jean ob-

ject, for she has gained a little feminine

lore not taught in dramatic schools—and

Warner Brothers' once ugly duckling is

fast becoming the pride of the pond where
swans abound. Which is to say, the work-

ing girl of Hollywood is getting to be a

tempting eye-full

!

Headline Fashions

Continued from page 27

SL-2-5-B

Address-

No beautiful woman ever lived who was

long remembered unless she had a keen,

active brain to back up the assets of her

body. That, probably, is why the screen's

greatest actresses are such stunning women
—they have remarkable intelligence !

When
once I know a woman's mind, her real

mind—not the one she trots out for pop-

ular consumption—and undertake to dress

her for a role, I must turn my news sense

into clothes sense and dovetail the two so

completely that there is nothing incongruous

or inharmonious to the onlooker.

"Let me make this point clearer. In her

private life Jean Harlow's taste for clothes

is very simple. She enjoys outdoor diver-

sions and for the most part of her ward-

robe she has a large assortment of slack

suits which she practically lives in. She

seldom chooses her own clothes, her mother

doing most of her shopping for her, but

she has one very definite idea of her own
and that is, 'to be well-dressed is

_

prin-

cipally a matter of extreme simplicity.'

"Now for most of Miss Harlow's roles

she is required to wear revealing, exotic,

even bizarre clothes. This transposition of

personality into screen character is effected

by designing clothes that are simple, then

exaggerating them appropriately to the role.

I bridge this chasm between the two by the

simple expedient of 'tabloid fashioning'

—

keeping to the point, yet embroidering the

facts. Thus, if you care for Miss Har-

low's costumes in the main, yet feel they

are not adaptable to practical street wear,

you may simply eliminate those exagger-

ated details and work backwards to the

point where you will have Miss Harlow's

own ideas! This is a real test for your

clothes sense

!

"Which carries us to our second star

—

and a timely caution that 'news,' style

news, must be fit for prints, velvets, lames,

etc. That is, you must decide whether a

certain style is adaptable. To amplify this

:

"Miss Garbo is practically a law unto

herself, I mean so far as pictures are con-

cerned, which is as millions see her every

vear. Fortunately, we are friends. In me
"she has placed her entire faith and con-

fidence and knowing her as I do, I ap-

proach her costumes from a purely crea-

tive angle, without any limitations what-

ever. This often produces unusual, non-

conforming, even spectacular effects. But

they are in harmony with her mind, so they

are apt. Yet some garments which I have

created for her, and which may appeal to

her audience to the extent they may wish

to copy them, are certainly not adaptable,

let us say, to a material which may be in

vogue at the moment. When you convert

a style to your personal wardrobe be cer-

tain you consider the fitness of all things!

"'And so we arrive at the third star

—

that clothes must tell their own story!

"Let us ask Miss Shearer to serve as
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Hair Men Adore
Fascinating Glints brought out

in one shampoo!

illustration for this headline. It is she, you
know, who offers a graphic picture of the

young American matron who is willing to

wear clothes with individuality. In 'Rip

Tide' she wore them with a certain chal-

lenge to life, and it was my problem to

establish her mental attitude with a mini-

mum of dialogue. A clever designer, you
know, can substitute a single costume for

whole scenes through the mere expedient
of making clothes talk ! In that picture I

achieved this explanatory short-cut by in-

troducing the slit skirt and other dramatic
deviations, which, as Miss Shearer first

flashed on the screen, said, wholly without
words : 'I am a woman of fashion, young,
beautiful, gay and just a little reckless.'

It is sketching character by virtue of scis-

sors, needle, thread, a great deal of experi-

ence and virtually endless imagination.
"Let me tell you of an interesting experi-

ence which seems to confirm this idea

:

Two years before the fashion now known
as the '1913 silhouette' came into being, I

told a young woman identified with one of

the leading Chicago papers about it. She
used a full page filled with pictures and a
story predicting the fashion. This was not
mere conjecture. It was applied reasoning.
I assumed, naturally, that this would be
true because prohibition was about to be
abolished. With the doing away of the
speakeasy, woman were destined to con-
centrate on more elaborate food, drink, and
gracious living in the home—and this, in

turn, would call for an expression in more
gracious and graceful clothes.

"I was also quoted, last Easter, as pre-
dicting hoop skirts before Easter, 1935.
The French houses for the past few
months have been exporting dresses with a
crinoline feeling. I do not intend to inti-

mate that I had anything to do with this

influence but to reaffirm my assumption
that I am in tune with fashion's evolution-
ary processes.

"As a matter of exact fact, interest in

clothes creates certain evolutionary quali-
ties in the designer. If he is in tune with
the trends he will often find himself sound-
ing a new development in spite, as well as
because, of himself. It is something that
is very difficult to explain. A great deal
of it is intuition that comes from creative
designing. But .it may also be acquired by
those in whom there is latent style, appre-
ciation. If you know you have this sixth
sense read the interesting stories which
clothes tell on their wearers and perhaps
you will later be able to express yourself
in some highly individual versions

!

"There has been talk of short dresses,
especially since the tunic has been popular-
ized, and I have repeatedly been asked
whether the trend" is turning in that direc-
tion. Visually I prefer long dresses. From
the standpoint of practicability, which is

often important, women prefer short ones.
If, therefore, women are thoroughly tired
of long skirts we will have short ones

—

but this remains entirely in their own
hands.

"Star 4 cries out that in pictures the star
and designer, together, are afforded a cer-
tain latitude. This is true. Dramatic move-
ments must be stressed and over-accen-
tuated through clothes even when the emo-
tional action is restrained. Joan Crawford
exemplifies this feature perfectly. She is :

gowned, always, from an angle of activity,
courageousness, and sophisticated youth.
This is true, in lesser degree, of her as a
person. The now famous 'Letty Lynton'
dress, which was sensational in that it in-
stituted a still-continuing vogue in domi-
nant sleeve treatment, beautifully illustrates
this point. Through their hugeness, their
ruffling, each slight movement of the body
produced continuous sleeve vibrations which
gave an effect of perpetual action and
movement. It is thus that the restlessness
of a character or the inarticulate descrip-

DON'T let drab hair make you look tired and
commonplace. A single Blondex shampoo

will wake up radiant charm—will fluff your hair
to new, enchanting softness. Blondex is not a
dye or bleach. It's a glorious shampoo-rinse

—

made originally for blondes—but quicklyadopted
by thousands with dark and medium hair—who
find it brings out gleaming lights and lustre like
nothing else! Wonderfully cleansing, Blondex
completely removes all hair-dirt and film. Your
scalp feels gloriously clean, refreshed. Your hair
is not only brighter, but healthier, too! Try
Blondex now—it works magic. At all good drug
and department stores. Two sizes, the inexpen-
sive 25fi package, and the economical $1 bottle.
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Lost 55 lbs.
"Look ten years younger!"

WRITES MICHIGAN LADY
• Why envy other women when it is so easy to

be slender! Do as Mrs. L. R. Schulze, 721 So.

Pleasant St., Jackson, Mich., did. She writes:

"Although I had been overweight almost all my
life, I reduced 55 pounds with RE-DUCE-OIDS
by following the directions. I look ten years

younger and never was in such excellent health

as I am since taking HE-DUCE-OIDS." Others
write of losing fat in varying amounts, as much
as 80 pounds, and report feeling better while

and after taking RE-DUCE-OIDS.

NURSE REDUCES-. Recommends Easy Way

• "As a Graduate Nurse I have met many people

who have ruined their health in unsuccessful
efforts to reduce," a San Francisco, Calif., Grad-
uate Nurse writes, "my own experience in re-

ducing with RE-DUCE-OIDSwas so satisfactory

that I recommend them to others." (Name on
request.) She knows how important this fact is

to you

:

RE-DUCE-OIDS absolutely DO NOT contain

the dangerous drug, Dintro-phenol. Laboratory
chemists test every ingredient.

SO EASY TO USE just a tasteless capsule
according to directions.

FAT GOES. ..OR NO COST
• If you are not entirely satisfied with the won-
derful results you obtain from RE-DUCE-OIDS.
you get your money back! You risk not one cent!

START TODAY, before fat gets one more day's

headway. Sold by Drug and Department Stores
everywhere. If your dealer is out, send $2.00

for 1 package or $5.00 for 3 packages, direct to

us. (Currency, Money Order, or Stamps, or sent
C.O.D.) In plain wrapper.

FREE! valuable book
Tells "HOW TO RE-
DUCE." Not neces-
sary to order RE-
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this book. Sent free.

GOODBYE. FAT!
Scientific Laboratories of America, Inc.Dept.S352
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Send me the FREE Book "HOW TO REDUCE."
If you wish RE-DUCE-OIDS check number of
packages here:
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tion of a hectic period is expressed through

costuming. However, such dominant char-

acteristics must be expressed singly, on

broad, sweeping lines, as a story should be

told with clear-cut, vivid description, dis-

pensing with such befuddling detail which

tends only to confuse. That is to say, the

onlooker must not be misled.

"This applies in your own case as well.

The news you disseminate, through your

clothes, should be authentic. Women can

moderate their leaning toward the daring

because now practical designers, for the

first time, are meeting them half way. And
let it not be forgotten that what is becom-
ing is more important than what is fashion-

able, for fashions can be made

!

"To sum up, let us realize that clothes

are no longer a declaration of age, but a

state of mind. A woman is as old as she

looks, yes, but she doesn't have to look

very old ! She should remember, when her

means are limited, to be considerate of

those who have constantly to look at her.

If you can afford but three dresses a sea-

son I would not suggest brilliant colors

with, for instance, geometric trimming
that imprints itself on one's subconscious

mind. The oft-worn frock should blend

with one's personality in a subtle, ingenuous

manner.
"I have always maintained that a de-

flated pocket-book is one of smart dress-

ing's most valuable allies ! The woman
who has a limited amount of money to

spend on her clothes is more apt to buy
the plain, smart thing. She cannot afford

to buy all the jewels, furs, bows and gee-

gaws that go to spoil the simplicity of any
costume

!

"Smart dressing is entirely an individual

matter. Clothes have not only to fit the

bodv, but the mind as well. I don't care

if you are an exact double of a beautiful

motion picture star, you can't really look

like that star unless you think as she does.

It is for this reason that it takes an in-

telligent woman to be really smart where
clothes are concerned. She is able to

choose from among the things she sees the

features that will become her, and eschew
those that will be detrimental to her per-

sonality. She looks at clothes, as she does

on all things, with an open mind. If there

is something untried, she is willing to adopt

it, provided it suits her particular type.

She does not allow herself to be hampered
by thoughts of clothes some other woman
wore. The stars never do

!

"To the woman who is plain, I say

—

have courage ! Beauty is often a handicap.

Plain women who think are much more in-

teresting to dress than pretty women. By
plainness I do not mean they have not

great beauty, but their beauty is not the

sort we are apt to associate with magazine
covers. These interestingly plain women
are more clever in sensing style than their

prettier sisters—probably because it is their

chief protection.

"As I turn back to my busy desk and
the business of creating new and fascinating

fashions for all the lovely Metro stars I

caution you to remember these few im-

portant facts

:

"There is nothing so dead as yesterday's

news—and styles ! To keep in step with
fashion you do not need to sacrifice indi-

viduality ! Read the handwriting on the

wall—whether it is writ in Hollywood.
Paris, or New York. Read it and then put

the interesting story into your own words

:

so that those who run may read. Remem-
ber that in your own true life story you
are the heroine. See that you dress the

part
!"

Radio Parade

Continued from page 61

there's the 'Show Boat' show, which I am
equally anxious to give everything I've got.

If I could do pictures occasionally with

stories that I feel I can do, I would like

very much to do them—but the stories

should be right for me.
"There are lots of other things I want

to do. There are languages and my musical

studies. There are lots of places I want
to go—to Europe, I'd like to sing there.

But I don't need all the money in the world

to go where I want to go. I have no crav-

ings to travel where I'm going in a Rolls-

Royce decked out with chorus cuties or

flaunt other evidences of wealth and

luxury."
You'd be convinced that Lanny meant

every word of that, just by the way he said

it. He has had a lot of success for a young
chap .who came out of college prepared to

take his place among the thousands of

young lawyers who had plenty of struggles

facing them, and suddenly became one of

the most popular stars of radio. But you'll

never meet a young man who has his feet

more firmly planted on the ground than

our Mr. Ross

!

The mere fact that his quarrel with his

studio was over stories shows that Lanny
is not far out of tune with what is the chief

concern of film actors who have had many
years' experience.

Lanny's first picture adventure was not a

glowing success. Neither was Rudy Val-

lee's first starring attempt, and Rudy had

had screen experience as a minor factor in

a feature film before he made "Vagabond
Lover." Young Mr. Ross, with a tre-

mendous radio following, was brought into

the studio as a star—with no stage or

screen experience behind him. That s a

severe test, and one which, perhaps, Lanny

would have been wise to have avoided.

Look over the list of radio stars who
were brought to the screen in the first big

film featuring radio personalities, "The Big
Broadcast," and check off those who con-

tinued on with success in features. Bing
Crosby, Burns and Allen, Kate Smith,

Arthur Tracy, Donald Novis, the Boswell

Sisters, were among the radio stars in that

film. Crosby, and Burns and Allen were
the only ones to go on to screen stardom

—

and they were the only ones who boasted

previous experience of any considerable ex-

tent on the stage or screen. That can

hardly be ascribed to coincidence.

Lanny Ross shows marked improvement
in his second picture, "College Rhythm."
If as a final result of popular attention, he
comes off second to Joe Penner, there

should be nothing discouraging to Lanny
in that. Penner is a veteran sta^e comic,

has learned the tricks through years of

work in vaudeville, besides having the valu-

able experience of doing short subjects.

Irrespective of what Lanny Ross decides

to do about pictures, his popularity as a

radio star is still on the up-grade. His

new show, within a short time, has gained

a place at the top of the list of half-hour

broadcasts, according to the surveys which

are the very bible of the radio impresarios

and stars in judging popularity. Maybe,

too, the chap who above all others in radio

gives the impression that he sings because

he likes to sing, is influenced in wanting

to stick to radio exclusively for a while by

his radio fans. "They write me," said

Lanny, "to come back to radio and let the

pictures go."
Well, it remains to be seen if the people

who have that contract over him will let go

of Lannv Ross

!
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No More Nonsense

Continued from page 16

that she was an actress, Ginger lashed out
with the blow heard round the block.

It landed during the making of her
newest picture, "Romance of Manhattan,"
in which she is face to face with Mr.
Francis Lederer, the Czecho-Slovakian
charmer. This, by the way, is the picture

in which Mr. Lederer does NOT play an
Eskimo.
Ginger plays—guess ! right !—a little New

York show girl. She tells me, incidentally,

that this she considers an inspired piece of

casting, as she has played but 482 little

New York show girls during her entire

career on stage and screen.

At any rate, and buffoonery to one side,

the Herr Direktor broached the subject of

a typical Ginger Rogers scene—that is,

minus the frockie. At this point she put
down one foot, firmly. Then she put down
the other. She learnedly argued the mat-
ter, quoting authorities from Aristotle to

Samuel Goldwyn. The picture would be
just as good, opined Ginger, if she were
wearing a Mother Hubbard. Further and
more, she said, she wasn't a-goin' to do it

!

And darned if she did ! Instead, she
made Rogers history

!

All this, as well as other vital matters, I

learned from the carmined lips of Ginger
herself, as we lolled about the sumptuous
living-room of her ornate tower suite in

New York's elegant Waldorf-Astoria.
It was eleven in the morning, and the

red-head, following the quaint custom of

Hollywood on parole from the studios, had
been doing the town the night before. You
may or may not know that movie actors,

though they lived and labored on Broadway
for years, always approach New York wild-
eyed and ga-ga, like kids having their first

look at a merry-go-dizzy.
All the same, Ginger was looking as

fresh as the conventional daisy. She was
wearing a figure-fitting powder blue dress

with silvery threads running through it, and
you will be pleased to learn that the little

ducky's contours were never more salu-

brious.

This she attributes to dancing "The Con-
tinental" about 7,U00 times during the mak-
ing of "The Gay Divorcee," her partner
being, of course, Mr. Fred "Rubber Legs"
Astaire. Naturally, she is very happy about
the success of that gay musical movie, and
is inclined to go into a modest dither about
the merits, personal and professional, of

this Astaire.

"He's a darling," she told me, "and the
longer you know him the better you like

him." And nothing, it seems, could be
fairer than that.

She also revealed that Mr. Astaire is the
world's champion worrier, at all weights.
Fred, says Ginger, frets about everything,
professional and personal, in spite of which
his natural-born comedy just sort of bub-
bles out.

One of the nicest things about the little

Rogers is her utter lack of swank. No
delusions of grandeur addle her pretty head.
For instance

—

" 'The Gay Divorcee' is strictly a man's
picture," she told me. "Of course, there had
to be a girl in it, and I was lucky enough
to be the one." This sort of crack is deuced
refreshing to one who has gone up against
scores of ego-crazy Hollywoodenheads.
While all these vivid matters were trans-

piring, the Rogers suite was the usual
movie-actress madhouse of squeals, glad
cries, and clanging bells. With Ginger and
I hogging the parlor, the attractive Mama
Lela Rogers had turned the bedroom into a
clothes shoppey, and every few minutes she
popped out at us wearing a new creation,
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B.O.
IS NO JOKE

MY DOCTOR SAYS EVERYONE

IS SUBJECT TO IT /

w
BUT, DOCTOR, YOU
DON'T MEAN TO
SAY \_ COULD BE
GUILTY OF "B.O."?

MY DEAR YOUNG LADY,

WE ALL PERSPIRE. OUR
PORES GIVE OFF A QUART
OF ODOR-CAUSING WASTE
DAILY...

THE OTHER NIGHT AT
THE DANCE-WAS "B.O.''

THE REASON I HAD SO
FEW PARTNERS ? I'LL

STOP IN THE STORE AND
GET LIFEBUOY NOW

A POPULAR PARTNER NOW
(Since Lifebuoy ended "B.O. /

HOW THE MEN
FLOCK AROUND

HER .'

LATELY SHE'S

H^" BECOME
TREMENDOUSLY

POPULAR

Don't take chances
"B.O." (body odor) can ruin romance, check business
advancement. Play safe bathe often with Lifebuoy.
Lathers more freely, cleanses deeper, purifies and deo-
dorizes pores. Its own fresh, clean, quickly-vanishing

scent tells you Lifebuoy gives extra protection.

Complexions clear and freshen

Lifebuoy is wonderfully mild and gentle, kind to every
skin. It penetrates deeply

; purifies pores of clogged
waste; brings fresh, healthy radiance to dull skins.

Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau

LIFEBUOY^'B.0:
HEALTH SOAP (BODY ODOR)
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the INSULT™*™""
A MAN OUT OF "MAC"

LISTEN - fU. WINK AT WUO GIOL ANYTIME.

UK£ IT.1 tD 5MASH_J0UR FACE, SKINNY -

FEEL
-ONLV

(OH, DON'T BOTHEC.

"UTTU. BOY"!

3) WFXL, GOODBYE,

DARN rrl I'm sick of being a scarecrow!
CHARLES ATLAS SAYS HE CAN GIVE ME. A

REAL BODY. I'LL GAMBLE
A STAMP AND GET HIS

FREE book!

boy! it didnY take atlas

long to dothis for mel

look how those,

muscles bulge.!

THAT BIG STIFF WONT
DACE INSULT ME NOW.'

They used to think there
wasn't much hope for me.
I was a 97-pound scare-
crow. Then I discovered
Dynamic-T ens i o n.

It gave me the
body that twice
won the title,

"The World's
Most Perfectly
Developed Man."
Now I'll give you PROOF in just 7 days that my same
method can make YOU a NEWMAN of giant power and energy.

I'll PROVE You Can Have a Body Like Mine!
No "ifs"

—"ands"—or "maybes." Where do you want
powerful muscles? Are you fat and flabby? Or skinny and
gawky? Are you short-winded, pepless? Do you hold back
and let others walk off with the prettiest girl, the best
jobs? Give me just 7 days! I'll PROVE that Dynamic-
Tension—without any pills, or unnatural dieting or
weights and pulleys—can make you a healthy, confident,
1 owerful HE-MAN! Mail Coupon NOW for my illustrated
book. Address me personally: CHARLES ATLAS, Dept.
652. 115 East 23rd St., New York City.

Mail Coupon Now For My FREE BOOK

CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 652,

115 East 23rd Street, New York City.

I want the proof that your system of Dynamic Tension
New Man of me

—

give me a healthy, husky hody, and bi*
v lopment. Send me your free book, "Everlasting I

Strength."

.. will make a
lis muscle de-
Health and

Name ...

Address

please print or write plainly}

City..
© 1935 C. A. Ltd.

whereupon we shrieked our admiration and
delight.

Between gowns the phone rang fran-

tically, with Ginger impersonating her own
imaginary secretary, smartly stalling press-

clipping bureaus and well-meaning pushers
who had just loved her in pictures for years
and wanted a look at their dream girl.

Then the door bell went, and in popped
Mr. Johnny Green, the eminent young song
writer, toting a box of flowers which would
have made a full meal for an elephant. In-

asmuch as they had broken into show busi-

ness together some years ago, Johnny rated

a pally kiss, though the best I got was a

remark that I was "awfully sweet," at

which I blushed prettily.

The kiss was pally because Miss Ginger
was then getting ready to marry Mr. Ayres
—a fact which she told no one, not even
the sweet interviewer. I know now, of

course, why she was racing frantically

from shop to shop. The trousseau was in

process of formation even then, but I put

the whole matter to feminine vanity.

This little Rogers girl may look like a
pretty bon-bon, decorative and even edible,

but not especially practical. Don't be fooled

—that flaming thatch covers far more than

an empty cabin! The girl's come a long

way from Independence, Mizzoo, where her

mother presented her to a waiting world
and Mr. Rogers.

Christened Virginia, she at once set

about doing things. The hot breath of

fame first beat upon our heroine when, at

the tender age of fifteen, she won the

Charleston championship of Fort Worth,
Texas. You may remember that Miss Joan
Crawford won fifteen or twenty of those

silver mugs as an expert at that cyclonic

dance when it swept the nation a decade

ago. Well, I'll bet anything you please that

those cups are deep in attic dust right now,
with Crawford a Lady now, and a Great
Dramatic Star !

Ginger, after a term in vaudeville, hit

Broadway and there made—and left—her
mark.

She reached her Gotham peak in two hit

musical shows, "Top Speed" and "Girl
Crazy," and then it was heigho for Holly-
wood. First, however, she was a minor
sensation in the eastern-made "Young Man
of Manhattan," which featured Claudette
Colbert and Norman Foster. Ginger had a
fat little role—that of a dumb, dithering

sub-deb—and she played it just grand. Re-
member her "Cigarette me, big boy !" Then
the films grabbed her for keeps. She has
been doing nicely since, thank you.

She had a long spell at Warners, you
remember, with her work in "42nd Street"
and "Gold Diggers of 1933." Radio Pic-
tures claimed her then, and maybe you re-

call her in "Professional Sweetheart,"
which I consider one of the best talkie

comedies yet turned out. A part in "Fly-
ing Down to Rio." Now her hit in "Di-
vorcee," with "Romance of Manhattan" to

follow.

I like this hundred and eight pounds of
cuteness. She's a genuine youngster, who
has been around, knows her scallions, and
has sorted out pretty smartly her sense of

values. Nothing fools the Ginger much

—

and then only once.

Now with her clear-cut victory over the

camera-disrobers, she has acquired new
stature, and probably is the leader of a
Cause. She's now in a position to prove
that she doesn't need that cunnin' little

figger to knock over the customers—but I

must say it helps

!

Yes, sir, she's a right nice little Ginger,
with a husband and everything. She'll

never startle the world with her cinematic
genius, but I propose and submit her as

Hollywood's best example of A Good Little

Kid Doing All Right.

How's about it? And how are YOU,
Mr. Ayres?

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 11

good because I know he is enjoying his

dinner. Rocky (that is Mrs. Cooper's nick-

name) is so proud because Gary has gained

twenty pounds since they were married.

Rocky likes to come here, too ; she is al-

ways so happy to watch Gary eat. I think

she hardly notices what she puts in her

mouth, she sits and counts the pounds he

is putting on!
"It is a great thing to go to see Gary's

pictures with Rocky ! I went with her the

other day. When I go with most people,

they say : 'That was a good scene' or 'I

don't think she gets the spirit of that part,'

or T would not have played it so,' or some
remark about the picture. But Rocky does

not notice the picture. She says : 'Did you
see how well he looked in that close-up?

—

Is his face not getting rounder ?—That was
a very good shot of Gary. He is looking

much better, don't you think?'

"Which is very sweet

!

"Do you like my salad? I invented it

myself. One day, about two years ago, I

thought : 'I wish I had a salad with sugar

in it !' I had a longing for such a salad

but I did not know of one, so I went to

the kitchen and tried it. I knew I wanted
it sweet, and with a lemon flavor. I

thought lettuce would be nice, then I added
oil and vinegar, sugar and mayonnaise. I

liked it, so I served it, and those who eat

it here find it good. My guests christened

it the Dolores Del Rio salad. I would like

Screenland to have the recipe."

Dolores Del Rio Salad
Rub a salad bowl with onion to give

it flavor. Cut up two small heads of

lettuce, add 2 tablespoons olive oil, 2
tablespoons lemon juice, 3 tablespoons

granulated sugar, 3 tablespoons vinegar

and 1 cup mayonnaise dressing. Mix
thoroughly and let stand on ice for

half an hour before serving.

Where the stairway from the entrance

hall, which rises to the living-room above,

indents the ceiling of the dining-room, its

treads are faced with mirrors. The table

with its modernistic linen in soft greens

and yellows, its glass and silver, and its

Dolores Del Rio partakes of one
of the dishes for which her Hol-
lywood home is famous, and
which she tells you about here.
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radiant hostess, was reflected there, upside
down, a picture to gladden the soul of a
1935 artist Never did a setting so set off

the girl who adorned it.

The butler was putting dessert before us
when I dragged my gaze from the inverted
reflection.

"If you want to make Gary happy, you
need only serve a dessert like this," confided
Dolores, gaily. "He loves whipped cream.
There is nothing very special about this

dish, except that I like it, but I will give
you the recipe if you think people do not
know how it is made."

Chocolate Charlotte Russe
1 pint cream, beaten until stiff

\
T/i teaspoons vanilla

12 lady fingers

Unsweetened grated chocolate

Y\ cup brown sugar

Cut lady fingers in half lengthwise
and arrange around edge of individual
sherbet glasses ; fill center with whipped
cream, flavored with the brown sugar
and vanilla. Sprinkle the top with
grated chocolate. Chill in ice box and
serve.

_

"Oh, the pounds this dish will put on !"

sighed the star, shaking her dark curls. "I
• am always glad when my guests do not
worry about their figures. Once upon a
time, women didn't worry. A girl was
fat, and that was that, but she had a nice
disposition. Now, she isn't so fat maybe,
but still she hasn't a good figure because
she reduces by spasms, she gets hollow
cheeked, and she is always fussing about
her food so she has spoiled her disposition,

"I know girls in Hollywood who are not
fat, but who are afraid they will become
so, who come to my Sunday night suppers
and go around the table selecting food,
crying: 'Oh, dear, I shouldn't have any of
this, because it's fattening. ... I positively
mustn't have a bite. . . . Well, maybe just
a taste, but I really shouldn't !' And they
go off and eat it and come back for more,
all the time protesting that they really

shouldn't, but they do.

"I like to have Fay Wray come over to
my suppers, for she is like me—she does
not need to worry about weight, because
she always stays the same, no matter what
she eats. So Fay and I go around and take
something of everything, pile up our plates
and eat it all. That I like ! I never saw
Fay refuse a dish at my table, but I do not
have to get something special for her be-
cause she is so easy to please.

"Always when I am having guests I try
to think what is their favorite food, and if

they enjoy a special dish, so I can serve it.

They are flattered that I remember and
they like it that I take the trouble to please
them.

"I have a marvelous cook ! Last week
we had a wager, Rocky and I, who had
the best cook. She says her cook is finest;
I say no, it is mine ! Gary and Rocky,
Cedric and I went duck-hunting together
and brought home plenty of ducks, and so
we decided that first we would have a din-
ner here and then we would have one at
their house, and see which one had the best
cook. And we still don't know which it is,

because it all depends on how you like your
duck

! My cook knows that Cedric likes all

game well-done, and therefore our ducks
were well-done, and it was very nice. But
Gary likes his duck the way I like mine,
with the blood running and hardly cooked
at all, so I liked their dinner best. But
half of us liked one and half the other, so
nobody's cook won."

I know nothing of Gary's cook person-
ally, but I am joining the cheering section
for the Gibbons' cook, who is perfection.
When I left my gracious hostess I assure

you that I was "pleased that I had come"
and wished indeed that I needn't go home

!

End pimples, blackheads
with famous medicated cream,
DON'T let a poor complexion spoil

your romance. Don't permit coarse
pores, blackheads, stubborn blemishes
to rob you of your natural loveliness.

Rid yourself of these distressing faults.

But not with ordinary complexion
creams. They cleanse only the surface.

Try the treatment that nurses use
themselves. Already 6,000,000 women
know this "perfect way to a perfect
complexion" . . . Noxzema, the famous

Wonderful for

Chapped Hands, too

Improve them overnight

with this famous cream

10,000,000 jars sold yearly

Make this convincing overnight

test. Apply Noxzema on one hand
tonight. In the morning note how
soothed it feels—how much softer,

smoother, whiter that hand is! Nox-
zema improves hands overnight.

snow-white medicated cream that works
beauty "miracles".

Not a salve. Snow-white— greaselcss,

instantly absorbed. Its gentle, soothing
medication penetrates deep into the
affected pores. Cleanses them of germ-
breeding impurities that cause skin
blemishes. Soothes irritated skin. Re-
fines coarse pores. Note how Noxzema's
first application leaves your skin far

clearer, finer, smoother than before.

HOW TO USE: Apply N oxzem a
every night after all make-up has been
removed. Wash off in the morning with
warm water, followed by cold water or
ice. Apply a little Noxzema again be-
fore you powder as a protective powder
base. With this medicated complexion
aid, you, too, may soon glory in a skin
so clean and clear and lovely it will-

stand closest scrutiny.

Special Trial Offer

Try Noxzema today.
Get a jar at any drug
or department store—start improving
your skin tonight! If

your dealer can't sup-
ply you, send only
15e for a generous
25c trial jar to the
Noxzema Chemical
Co., Dept. 82, Bal-
timore, Md.

, .••••*.:

^Ain Create

JMox.zema
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BATHASWEET

j^es, you can have a lovely, alluring

body skin! Easily! Quickly! Just add to

your bath a sprinkle of Bathasweet and

what luxurious delight is yours!

You might be bathing in rose petals, so soft

and flagrant is youi bath—so beautifying. Gone
is all harshness from the water. Bathasweet
softens it to a ciress— softens it until the water

dissolves the impurities in your pores. The
best evidence of this fine bland softness is that

no "ring" is left around the tub when Batha-

sweet is used. Skin imperfections disappear

—

your body takes on a new loveliness— a newim-
maculateness— a new health. . .Yet Bathasweet

costs vety little— 25(5 and 50t and Si. 00 the

can at drug and department stores.

f _ _

—

a gift package sent free anywhere in the U. S. if

r©6
yOU ma il this coupon with name and address to

C. S. Welch Co., Dept. S-B, 1907 Park Are., New York.

BE LOVELY
f Double Chin __ _

f
Wrinkles

CORRECT Crepy Throat ERASE \
Puffiness

I. Flabby Skin (.Dryness

VEUNICE
SKELLY, New

York's fashionable Beauti-
cian and Rejuvenation Spec-
ialist, catering to social and
professional celebrities, now
offers her private formulae
to women who are unable to

<|S visit her Salon. In order to
I *j demonstrate that YOU, too,
Wgm can really say farewell to
WM AGE SIGNS, she will send
'

i a month's treatment with
1 J her amazing REJUVENAT-
ES ING Lotion and GLANDU-
W LAR Emulsion FREE!
HH (Guaranteed $3 value). VOU

are asked to pay ONLY
$1 .00 to help cover cost of laboratory labor, exquisite containers

and shipping charges. Money back if not delighted
! Mn| n _

Youthful Contours are sculptured by her CONTOUR - MOLDE
FACE LIFTING BAND. Wear it with comfort while reading, writing,

reducing or sleeping. Price ONLY $1.00. trvat
Send money order or check, or pay Postman 51.OO tor IKi-Al-

MENT ™CONT0UR-M0LDEf-S2.00 for BOTH. Write today for

FREE Illustrated books (with or' without order). m
"FACE LIFTING at HOME" or "LOVELINESS BEGINS at 40".

EUNICE SKELLY'S Salon of Eternal Youth
Suite G 2 The Park Central, 56th & 7th Ave., N.Y. City

BLACKHEADS!
NEVER SQUEEZE BLACKHEADS.
IT CAUSES SCARS, INFECTION!

Dissolve Blackheads scientifically with amazing
KLEERPLEX WASH. This wonderful NEW DIS-
COVERY contains S scientific ingredients. Also

refines Lame Pores, stops embarrassing Crcasiness,

•Shine". Clears Muddy. Sallow. Tanned Skin. Has
marvelous medicated pore minfyinn powers. Gets at

the cause QUICKLY ! SAFELY ! RENEWS ! LIGHT-
ENS' BEAUTIFIES vour skin. Gives von that clcan-

eut attractive look. SEE INSTANT IMPROVEMENT.
No chemicals. No staying home. A guaranteed pure natural product,

approved by Health Authorities and thousands of happ, users
—Men and Women. Nolhino like it! Stop wasting time and money

Z oriTnf" 1 .Joducl - Your skin deserves the best. Get your 2 mos'

?^ply Klcerplex Wash TODAY. Just send $1. (plus .10 postage) to

KLEERPLEX (Dept. 20) 1 W. 34th St.. N. Y. C.. or pay Postman (phn

C O D el" eh Outside U. S. S1.25 and no C. O. D.s. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE! (Copyright 1934 Kleerplel.)

FASHION ART
Amazingly easy and simple. New FASHION-ACTION
STENCIL endorsed by America's foremost School of Fashion,

brings Fashion Art within the reach of ALL. This expert

?thod teaches you the art of drawing perfect Fashion figures

[.mediately—the first step towards that popular money-

naking profession. Fashion Designing and Styling. Elabo-

rate Book of Instructions, ideas and Fashion Action-Sten-

cii^complete to-vou ior only $5.00. Send check or money

order and get your Book and Stencil by return mail.

Write NOW! Suoplv Dent. FASHION ACADEMY,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, Fifth Avenue. New York.

emi-niflies

Beauty is as beauty has!

Get all the fun out of
life by keeping fit!

BEAUTY is more
than skin deep,
much more. And

what goes on under your

skin, the things you eat,

how wise you are, have

a great deal to do with

how well you look.

Take this matter of re-

ducing wisely. So many letters come to

us from girls who are reducing in order

to have the perfect figures which make it

so much easier to buy clothes, and to look

well in them. They want to know what

to do about foods.

We always recommend Kellogg's All-

Bran as a delicious extra precaution in

dieting. It contains plenty of vitamin D
and iron. It gives that certain amount of

bulk food which is so essential. And it

tastes so good !
. .

Whether you are reducing or not, it is

a good item to add to your beauty diet.

A clear complexion depends among other

things, on proper foods you know. We
always say, "Keep the inside of you in

perfect shape, and it is more than likely

the outside of you will

take care of itself."

ing voices say. It is often

zipper fasteners that do

the trick. They contrive

to make life easier than

any other invention since

electricity started cook-

ing, washing, and build-

ing fires for us. Alas

and alack ! We still have

to dress ourselves. And
a Talon zipper fastener

here and there makes
for speed, security and

smartness.

Zip into your clothes in a
jiffy! Talons mean speed,

security, smartness.

It is smart to be fluffy,

perhaps, as to hair and

disposition. But it is smart

to be sleek as to clothes,

particularly sports clothes

or tailor mades. They
used to say of the French-

woman that she always

looked as if the cat had

just licked her. Just so

smooth, and not a thread

out of place in her whole

costume.
The new version of

this sleek smartness, 1934

model, streamline, built

for speed and convenience,

is called Talon. Rum-
blings from all directions

about how exciting these hookless fasteners

are, have set me investigating for you.

What I found ! Not content with zipping

us in and out of our skirts in two winks

of our long eyelashes, as if we were all

college girls with just a good shake of a

lamb's tail to get us from gymnasium to

class, not content with this, I found, they

are determined to zip us into our shoes,

our girdles, our unmentionables and our

handbags ! Life is certainly zipping along.

And what a blessing!

"She looks so smooth," you hear admir-

Smooth , soft hands!
Mighty nice to have . . .and

to hold.

Other things being
equal, the girl with the

clear complexion wins the

job; she wins the man;
she wins admiration
wherever she goes. Peo-

ple see the clear, glowing color that shines

through her skin and think, "I'd like to

know that girl!" Perhaps they couldn't

explain. They don't know just what it is

that makes them feel that way. But to us

who are more or less versed in feminine

wiles, the answer is easy. A clear com-
plexion wins.

Now a beautiful skin can be acquired.

If yours isn't all you'd like it to be, there

are" a host of things you can do about it.

You can and you should! And here's a

tip for you.

Get hold of that fine lotion called

"Kleerplex." Nice name, isn't it? Well,

it has helped clear more muddy complex-

ions than you can count on a sunny day.

It has a way of annihilating sallowness,

roughness, those annoy-
ing little bumps under the

skin that ruin your ap-

pearance. The best ex-

planation I know for why
it does so, is that it is

stimulating as well as

cleansing. It peps your
skin up to work for itself

and throw off impurities.

It comes in a good-sized

bottle and one application

a day, either put on with

a gentle rotary motion of

your fingers, or with a

piece of absorbent cotton,

for a period of a month,

they tell me, will show
definite and startling re-

sults.

Remember that you
must not expect to get in

a day, help for a condition which you have

allowed to grow up over a long period of

time. But from the first you will see an

improvement in your skin and this will

encourage you to go on.

If you are going to hold hands, you will

find that smooth soft fingers are the great-

est asset you could possibly have.

You wouldn't particularly relish an un-

shaven scratchy cheek against yours, would

you? Neither does he want to hold a

harsh, rough, ungroomed hand. Pretty
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hands not only look better in the pictures.

They look better in real life too

!

Take care of your hands properly and
see how soon he will be saying, "How soft

your hands are ! How smooth ! How
sweet !" He will remember them, and want
to see you again—soon.
Did you know that the skin on the hands

is far thicker and less oily than is the skin
on the face ? It is. That is why it needs
greater care. Hands are used more. They
get dirty and need washing more often.

Be sure to wash them with a mild soap,

one which makes them feel softened and
pliant, not dry and scratchy. Then smooth
on Jergen's Lotion. You will notice a
marvelous difference at once. Jergen's
Lotion penetrates quickly because it puts
the natural oils which are so scarce in the
hands and wrists, back into the skin.

Hands absorb the oils of Jergen's lotion,

instantly. There is no 1 sticky, greasy feel-

ing after. And Jergen's leaves your hands
so soft

!

Sing With Your
Feet

Continued from page 33

through the theatre when King George and
Queen Mary stepped into a box. Back
stage we were electrified. Well-manicured
fingernails were nervously chewed. Every
one was on tiptoes. I'm sure Adele and I

did our very best. Later we were requested
to appear at a benefit performance."
He seems anxious to drop the subject.

There were many others, he firmly insists,

who had received similar tribute from the
"purple."

"Will you ever have another 'permanent'
partner?" we ask.

"No more partners," he snaps. "Abso-
lutely not. And I was glad when Adele
married Lord Charles Cavendish. It was
what she wanted—be a wife, have a home.
And she couldn't do that and go on dancing.
She was lucky. Her husband is a great
fellow. Both very sensible. But I'm the
breadwinner. I've got to keep on until my
wife and I can do all the things we've
planned."

It is difficult not to envy such a person
as Fred. His success has been uninter-
rupted. No sudden black-outs in his career.
No heartbreaking fade-outs over dull and
anxious years. "Envy me?" He smiles at
our gullibility.

"Don't fool yourself! It's been work.
Work all the time. Even now I practice
several hours each day. I've always been
dubious about a quick success. Flop too
soon. I spend months working up a new
routine. On the stage it wasn't so bad. A
play would run for years. But with three
pictures to make in six months I've got to
keep the old bean inventing new steps every
minute."

"How do you think up new dances?
What gives you the idea?"
"Oh, I don't know. Music helps. Some

catchy_ tune that gets into the blood.
Sometimes a

_
poem fills you with enthu-

siasm^ You just naturally begin to trans-
late it into movement. Sometimes a
painting.

_

Anything that gives you a lift

or a thrill. I always practice by myself.
But I want to have people nearby. I'll

bounce in and say, 'What do you think of
this?' I can't judge myself. Got to have
reactions. I discovered that a prop boy or
any kind of laborer is really the best critic.

They tell you what they feel, not what
they think."

He flicks a cigarette between his lips

and stretches his legs onto a chair. He

OVERHEARD IN A DRUG STORE
ABOUT THE NEW PEPSODENT TUBE

OH / PEPSODENT

IN A NEW

LARGER

TUBE ?

...YES AND

WE'RE SELLING IT

AT A NEW

LOW PRICE

NO BETTER TIME

TO TRY THIS
Special Film-Removing

Tooth Paste
WITH this announcement, The

Pepsodent Co. invites you to try

Pepsodent Tooth Paste ... in a new
and larger tube at a lower price.

Today, Pepsodent stands as an ex-

ample of the finest scientific tooth paste

modern science can produce. Pepsodent
is famous for removing dingy film— that

sticky, germ-laden coating that stains

teeth and encourages decay.

In 67 different countries Pepsodent is

known as the special film-removing
toothpaste." Only recently, in scientific

tests, Pepsodent was proved the least

abrasive . . . and therefore safest ... of

15 leading tooth pastes and 6 tooth

powders. Until new scientific discover-

ies are made in the field of dentistry, our

laboratories know no way to improve
Pepsodent. .. or the remarkable polish-

ing agent, exclusive with Pepsodent.
But we have found a way to give

you Pepsodent at a greater saving.The
identical, time-proved Pepsodent is

ready for you — with the tube alone
changed and the quantity increased.

Druggists are selling the new tube at a
new low price.

WHY this greater saving

is possible

Over a hundred million tubes of
Pepsodent have been sold. Year after

year, people have gladly bought
Pepsodent . . . rather than endanger
teeth by buying harsh, gritty "bargain"
tooth pastes. Now, new processes have
cut costs . . . and we're passing this

saving on to you. Today, dealers are

selling Pepsodent in a new larger tube
... at a new low price.
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Constipated
Since Her
/Marriage

Finds Relief
At Last In Safe

ALL-VEGETABLE METHOD
IT

dated from about the time she wa9 mar-
ried—her trouble with intestinal sluggish-

ness, chronic tiredness, nervousness and head-
aches. Nothing gave more than partial relief

until she tried a product containing a balanced
combination of natural plant and vegetable

laxatives, Nature's Remedy (NR Tablets). The
first dose showed her the difference. She felt so

much better immediately—more like living.'
1

Your own common sense tells you an all-

vegetable laxative is best. You've probably
heard your doctor say so. Try NR s today.

Note how refreshed you feel. Note the natural

action, but the thorough cleansing effect. NR's
are so kind to your system—so quickly effec-

tive in clearingup colds, biliousness, headaches.

And they're non-habit forming. The handy 25
tablet box only 25c at any drug store.

•>•• 1935 Calendar-Thermometer, beautifully fle-

XHEt signed incolora and gold. Also samples TUMS
and NR. Send stamp for postage and pacting

to A. H. LEWIS CO., Desk 149-BZ, St. Louis. Mo.

relaxes beautifully. Perfect repose. Its

the secret all trained athletes must master.

Complete relaxation is necessary for con-

centrated effort.

"What do you feel is most responsible for

your success ?"

"Know when to stop," he answers with-

out hesitation. "That's the important thing.

A dance may be great up to a certain point.

Thirty seconds longer and the audience is

wondering when you're going to stop. Quit

while they're still anxious for more. Two
minutes is my limit at any one time."

This inviolate rule, according to Fred,

can be applied just as well to any other

form of artistic expression. Time your ef-

fects. Enough is too much. "As a matter

of fact, when I first started in picture work

I was dubious about the whole thing. I've

always been a rabid movie fan. And I

hated to see the story interrupted by some

specialty act which had nothing to do with

the plot; resented it. I thought the audi-

ence would resent me in just the same way.

I didn't want to stay on for over a mmute
but they made me stretch it out."

Of course Fred does more than dance.

He's an accomplished actor. Back in 1923

he and Adele starred as actors in "For

Goodness Sake," interspersed, of course,

with their inimitable foot work. In his last

show, "The Gay Divorce," which recently

finished a long run in New York and Lon-

don, Fred was the principal lead. He has

a flair for comedy. He lends a_ wholesome

atmosphere to a sophisticated role. Youth-

ful zip makes it human as well as gay.

"But believe me, I suffer ! Whenever I'm

doing anything I think I'm awful. It's al-

ways like that. Can't get over it. But

whenever I finish a scene I can tell by the

expression of those around me whether I

o-ot over or not. What a relief when those

MercolizedWax

Keeps Skin Young
Absorb blemishes and discolorations using
Mercolized Wax daily, as directed. Invisible
particles of aged skin are freed and all

defects such as blackheads, tan, freckles and
large pores disappear. Skin is then beauti-
fully clear, velvety and so soft—face looks
years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. At all leading druggists.

i—Powdered Saxolite-
I Reduces wrinkles and other age-signs. £

1 ply dissolve one ounce Saxolite in half-

| witch hazel and use daily as face lotion.

e—

I

. Sim- I

f-pint I

otion. I

WANTED!
ORIGINAL POEMS, SONGS

for immediate consideration

M. M. M. PUBLISHERS
Dept. SU Studio Bldg.

Portland, Ore.
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expressions say, 'O.K., old boy. You did

your stuff that time!'"

Despite the fact that Fred doesn't like

to go to parties he and his wife are one of

the most popular couples in Hollywood.

His wife, the former Phyllis Potter of New
York, is a non-professional and maintains

a home of quiet dignity and charm. Their

sparkling wit and casual good manners are

what endears them to the film folk. Large

parties, Fred insists, are the invention of

the devil. Personally terrified by a room
full of people, he doubts if anyone really

enjoys himself in a social gathering of over

a dozen. One thing, figuratively speaking,

makes him froth at the mouth. Asking him

to perform. Impossible ! He freezes up.

He simply can't do his stuff. In front of a

camera or on the stage it's different.

"What do you mean, then, that street

dances and carnivals should come back into

vogue? That community dancing would

help everyone to be happy?"
"There's all the difference in the world.

A difference in spirit. One of them is

manufactured entertainment. In the other

each person has a good time. People dance.

It's a tonic. Buoyant spirits are infectious.

You discover that happiness doesn't depend

upon the stock market going up or down.

It's entirely in the way you feel.

"If everyone would dance ten minutes a

day this would be a different country inside

of a year. Get a partner and try to concoct

something new. Put a record on the phon-

ograph. Turn on the radio. Cut loose.

Get serious about it. Don't abandon one

dance until you are proficient at it. If pos-

sible get a good instructor or join some

school. Spend weeks on some difficult step.

Lick it. It gives you that bodily poise

which means confidence and ease of mind.

Sing with your feet!"

One More Lawton

Continued from page 36

U. S. Government Jobs
Start $1260 to $2100 Year

Railway Postal Clerks—Mail Carriers

—Clerks—Clerks at Washington

—

Liquor Gaugers. Men, women IS to

50. Write immediately for free list of

Government positions. Many Winter
examinations. FRANKLIN INSTI-

TUTE, Dept. L299, Rochester, N.V.

"On the opening night, the sketch went

over very well, and it got good notices from

the critics. I was terribly happy. But the

next night, when I reported to the theatre,

I was informed that the leading man had

decided he'd like to play that very funny

scene, and it was taken away from me."

It just wasn't cricket (by the way, Law-

ton does play cricket), and that experience

made him decide to try the legitimate thea-

tre, where a "bit," well-performed, could

not be absorbed by the "lead." He ob-

tained a part in "The Last of Mrs. Chey-

ney," then "was very lucky and got a part

in 'Interference,' then was very lucky again

and got the lead in 'Young Woodley.'

"Young Woodley" played for two years,

and was made into a British movie, with

Lawton the screen hero. Followed more

English movies, and the American-made

"Calvacade." Then, last fall, he appeared

in a singing and dancing part with Beatrice

Lillie in "Please," a Chariot revue. An
appendicitis operation forced him to leave

the cast of "Please." No more dancing for

a while, but a straight part was possible.

When the lead in "The Wind and the

Rain" was offered him, Lawton took the

first boat to New York. Singularly for an

actor, he refused all fanfare and advance

publicity. "If they like me," he said, "111

get plenty of publicity after the show opens.

If they don't I'll go quietly home." He got

the publicity.

Asked if, because of the same pronuncia-

tion of the name, he was ever confused

with- Charles ("Henry VIII") Laughton,

Lawton said, "Occasionally. As a matter

of fact, my family name is really Laughton.

Father, with the eternal optimism of the

actor, thought Lawton would look better

in lights, so he changed it, but I think

Charles Laughton looks very well indeed!

"A funny thing happened the other night

at a dinner party. I was introduced to a

middle-aged gentleman, who shook hands

with me and said, 'Lawton? How is it

spelled—as in Charles, or in Frank?'

"A few years ago, Charles Laughton and

I were playing in London at the same time.

He was playing the title role in 'The Man
with Red Hair,' while at a nearby theatre

I plaved the title role in 'Young Woodley.'

Mr. Laughton was simply marvelous as the

madman, and wore a gruesome and terrify-

ing make-up. As Woodley, I was a school-

boy, a voung-man-who-worries-about-life.

One evening, after the performance, the

stage manager came back to my dressing-

room and gave me my most cherished com-

pliment. He told me about two elderly

ladies who had just left the theatre. Shak-

ing her head with amazement, one of them

had said to the other, 'My, that young man's

clever. It's only the other day that I saw

him in "The Man with Red Hair !" '
"

Well, now that Hollywood has two

Laughtons, or rather, one Laughton and

one Lawton, all sorts of filmgoers_ should

• be happy ! And after advance views of

Frank in "David Copperfield" we've made

a vow to keep you informed of his progress

in prctureland ; and if that rumored romance

with lovely Evelyn Laye ever leads to the

altar, you may be sure we'll tell you about

that, too ! . _
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Ask Me!
By Miss Vee Dee

Dolores Frances M. You ask about the
"old-timers?" Tush, tush, not so loud!
Many of the "old-timers" are young in
years as the crow flies. My mistake

—

crows fly in flocks and let the years take
care of themselves. You will see your
favorite of the starry eyes, Madge Bellamy,
in a recent Charlie Chan picture, "Charlie
Chan in London." Then there is Thomas
Meighan, a great favorite of old and
young several years ago, making his "come-
back" appearance with Jackie Cooper in
"Peck's Bad Boy." Esther Ralston, a
former Paramount star, for a time made
personal appearances in vaudeville. She
won a name in British pictures and has
made a grand "come-back" in American-
made films. Esther is now on a long-term
contract with M-G-M, showing the pro-
ducers that her old admirers have not
forgotten her. She played with Joan
Crawford in "Sadie McKee."

I

Miss Joanna V. I'll pass on to the Edi-
tor your request for a picture of Lanny
Ross for the Special Art Section, so be on
your toes for it. Lanny's real name is

Lancelot Patrick Ross and he's had it

since January 19, 1906. Seattle, Washing-
ton, claims him as a favorite son. He is

6 feet \y2 inches tall, weighs 165 pounds,
and has blue-grey eyes and medium brown
hair ; not married or engaged. He went to
school in Paterson, N. J., Chicago, Pitts-
burgh, Montreal and other cities, then to
the Taft Prep school and Yale. He first

started singing at the Cathedral of St.
John the Divine in New York City. His
first work on the air was over NBC while
still at Yale. His newest picture is "Col-
lege Rhythm" with Jack Oakie, Joe Pen-
ner, and Lyda Roberti.

Arline K. Anne Shirley is playing her
first big role i'n "Anne of Green Gables."
We have known Anne as Dawn O'Day. A
lot of interesting things are being said of
Anne and we hope "Green Gables" goes
over with a bang! Trent Durkin is not
Junior Durkin, but Jr.'s older brother. He
has been on the stage for several years
and is now giving the screen a chance. His
screen debut is made in very good com-
pany—with Richard Arlen, Ida Lupino,
and Marjorie Rambeau in "Ready for
Love"; and in "Big Hearted Herbert" he
plays with Guy Kibbee, Aline MacMahon,
Patricia Ellis and Phillip Reed. You may
be able to reach him at Warner Bros.
Studios, or at Paramount where he made
"Ready for Love."

S. W. E. I hope you won't be disap-
pointed in David Manners' real name and
have your hopes wrecked that he is the
son of an old friend. Most of us see
startling resemblances to our friends, rela-
tives, and sweethearts among the screen
stars. David's real name is Rauff Aklom.
His mother is a Manners—being related
to the Duke of Rutland and Lady Diana
Manners.

John C. W. Will all Hollywood stars
stand by while we make a search for a
real-honest-to-goodness elephant collector ?
No, timid reader, not the large five-toed
proboscidian mammal with a flexible trunk
and large tusks, but the carved ivory ones

lui 3^ suPP°sed to bring good luck to
the hobby-est, if you'll permit the word
John would like to get in touch with the
collector, if any.

New discovery adds

solid flesh quick . .

!

5 to 15 lbs. gained in a few weeks
with new double tonic. Richest
imported brewers' ale yeast
concentrated 7 times and combined
with iron. Brings new beauty.

HPODAY you don't have to remain
"skinny" and unattractive, and so

lose all your chances of making friends.
Get this new easy treatment that is giv-
ing thousands solid flesh and alluring
curves—often when they could never
gain before

—

in just a few weeks!
You know that doctors for years have

prescribed yeast to build up health for
rundown people. But now with this new
discovery you can get far greater tonic
results than with ordinary yeast—re-
gain health, and also put on pounds of
firm, good-looking flesh

—

and in a far
shorter time.

Thousands have been amazed at how
quickly they gained beauty-bringing
pounds also clear skin, freedom from
indigestion and constipation, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing new product, Ironized
Yeast, is made from specially cultured
brewers' ale yeast imported from Eu-
rope—the richest yeast known—which
by a new process is concentrated 7
times

—

made 7 times more powerful.

Mrs. W. K. King

11 lbs. in3 weeks
"I was very weak and thin,
my skin was yellow. With
Ironized Yeast I gained 11
lbs. in 3 weeks and my skin
is lovely." Mrs. W. K. King,
Hampton, Va.

Mr. Irvtn Echard

14 lbs. quick
"I was so skinny
and weak that every-
body laughed at me
and called me scare-
crow. Finally I tried
Ironized Yeast. In 5
weeks I gained 14
lbs. Now I go out
regularly and enjoy
life." Irvin Echard,
Barberton, O.

But that is not all! This marvelous, health-
building yeast is then ironized with 3 spe-
cial kinds of iron which strengthen the
blood, add abounding pep.
Day after day, as you take Ironized

Yeast, watch fiat chest develop, skinny
limbs round out attractively, skin clear to
beauty— you're an entirely new person.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may
be, this marvelous new Ironized Yeast
should build you up in a few short weeks
as it has thousands. If you are not de-
lighted with the results of the very first
package, your money refunded instantly.
Only be sure you get genuine Ironized

Yeast, not some imitation that cannot give
the same results. Insist on the genuine with
"IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right
away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast at
once, cut out the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
We will send you a fascinating new book on
health, "New Facts About Your Body", by
an authority. Remember, results are guar-
anteed with the very first package

—

or
money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized
Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 262, Atlanta, Ga.
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Tireless energy, sparkling eyes, laughing

lips rosy cheeks bring success and popular-

ity Free your system from poisons of consti-

pation, the cause of dull eyes, sallow cheeks,

dragging feet. For 20 years men and women

have taken Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets—

a

substitute for calomel. Non-habit-forming.

They help to eliminate the poisons without

bad after-effect. A compound of vegetable

ingredients, known by their olive color.

They have given thousands glorious health.

Take at night. All druggists, 15c, 30c, 60c.

NO DIET • NO MEDICINES
• NO EXERCISES •

AN AMAZING invention called RoII-

/\ ette, developed in Rochester. Min-

nesota, makes it possible for you to rid

yourself of unsightly pounds of fat

and have a beautiful, slender form.

This remarkable patented device

takes off fat quickly from any part

of your body without strenuous
diets, dangerous drugs or exercise.

Leaves the flesh firm and gives a
natural healthy glow to the sKin.

Makes you feel years younger.

A FEW MINUTES A DAY
ROLLS FAT AWAY

Take off many inches from the
spots where you want to reduce
most. ROLLETTE is an effective,

scientific principle for reducing
which is receiving the approval of

physicians everywhere. Just send

name anil address for POFF
Trial Offer—Today m Sltfc
Rollette Co., 3826 N. Ashland Av.

Dept. 127, Chicago, Illinois

Making Eyes
Continued from page 60

Then, she puts mascara very carefully on

the lash ends. So many girls with dark

dark hair think mascara silly. "My lashes

are already dark," they say. "Why bother?

Ml well and good if your lashes are evenly

dark. But the ends of the lashes are so

often light even though the roots may be

very black. Mascara, darkening the ends,

adds inches to their apparent length.

She lets her brows arch naturally but she

tweezes out a few unruly hairs from the

under, not the upper side, of the brow. She

uses a new automatic tweezer now that does

all the work for her and doesn't hurt. That

space between your upper lid and brow is

a true beauty space. The wider it can be

made, the lovelier the eye will appear.

Notice Miss Garbo

!

A little shine on the upper lid tor day-

time wear is considered smart. Only in

evening does she wear eyeshadow.

But now we come to her real secret, it

is a trick, not with eye make-up but with

rouge She blends it high on her cheeks

and uses it generously. How this does

bring out the eyes ! She brushes her hair

so that it shines and her eyes seem to re-

flect its sparkle. Most important of all, she

uses very little lipstick.

Now in giving away these secrets you

must realize that I am being your best

friend in spite of high water. Imagine how

cross all my friends who make lipsticks are

o-oing to be with me! Let me hasten to

add lipsticks are important, useful, neces-

sary and indispensable. The point is that

when you are concentrating on highlighting

your eyes, any other feature accented, draws

attention away from them. So beware of

too much color on the lips.

Some special evening when you want to

whip up a little extra excitement, try a set

of those artificial eyelashes that sweep the

cheek with such luxuriousness. They can

be cut off just the length to suit your per-
.

sonality. Look into the mirror, profile, and

see what they do. Ummm—good-looking

But be sure you have them put on well.

How awful if the nicest man at the party

should suddenly advise you, "I think your

left eyelash is slipping
!"

Proper attention to eye detail will go a

long way toward making the man of your

dreams want to wrap you up and take you

home for keeps. But remember that the

most important detail of all is that light

in your eyes.

"Please tell me what I can do to make my
eyes beautiful," a pretty girl once begged

us. , ,.,

"Something that will not cost too mucli

!

A large order but we were ready.

"Fall in love," we told her. "It is not at

all expensive and how it makes your eyes

shine
!"

Good advice, that. We are not so sure

about the inexpensive part of it !
However,

let no beautv editor deceive you. Happiness

is the greatest beautifier ever discovered.

No make-up can compete with it.

Are They Heroines to

Their Hairdressers?

MOST INDELIBLE /

of all lipsticks
Here at last is a lipstick that 1

simply does not come off. One ap-

plication glorifies your lips with

bright, alluring color that actu-

ally lasts all day.

No other lipstick is. or can

he like Pennapoint. A special-

design applicator-case and a

new-tvpe cosmetic—soft, smooth,

non-drying—make Permapoint

the easiest to use and most in-

delible of lipsticks.

Forget what is left of your old-

style lipstick. Let your Hps be-

at their best—beginning NOW.
Get Permapoint TODAY. At de-

partment stores. Or send SI ««

for Permapoint, postpaid, »m<^ __ . - - nAl .,,
L Raspberry, Medium PERMAPOINT

Quintess, inc.. Dept. D-2, "™T"*
?V',7,!

220 E 42nd St., N. Y. last void in /ipaiic/t indeltUwty

Continued from page 31

Long

["quintess INC., Dept. D-2, 220 E. 42nd St., N. Y.

1 enclose SI Send me Permapoint in shade checked.

O Vivid (very bright). Light (a most attractive

^erage shade). Haspberry (becoming to dark and

iV-ht skin). Medium (for decided brunettes). Or

mark with your present lipstick in margin. We will

send corresponding shade.

Name
Address -j;

room full of dryers, electric curler holders

and shiny aluminum shampoo trays, many

stars have bared their souls, as well as then-

heads, to this efficient, pretty hairdresser

who has turned down countless offers from

alert directors to go into pictures herselt.

When no one else could persuade Barbara

Stanwyck to change her coiffure or to pose

for this or that publicity stunt whom did

they turn to? To this slender girl whom

Barbara trusted, called "my friend and

would listen to and take advice from, in

Helen
1

s cheery home there is countless evi-

dence of Barbara Stanwyck s devotion. And

Helen proudly calls attention to my new

drapes Miss Stanwyck just sent oyer and

describes the merry holiday her little girl

has had because this star was not too busy

to arrange a pleasure jaunt for the child

whose mother had been loyal and helpful to

her through many arduous weeks on some

difficult picture. . ,

Even Katharine Hepburn was inspired

to present her hairdresser at Radio with

a trip to New York. The girl was thrilled

—she'd never been to New York before—

but would Katharine have thought of this

if she hadn't being going too and needed

the same constant attention she had had

at this studio where in her first camera

tests her hair hadn't filmed too well and

this girl had come to her rescue with daily

treatments of egg and brushing which re-

stored her burnished shock to its original

tawny vitality so that every hair pho-

tographed like a fine silken thread? 1

W
Another very popular and indispensable

member of this "strange sorority is a girl

named Irene, at the Ann Meredith shop

on Hollywood's famous Sunset Boulevard.

Marilyn Knowlden, girl actress

who plays the child Agnes Wick-

field, in "David Copperfield.

Car after car rolls up to this door and

star after star swoops straight into Irene s

Loth and gives herself up to this expert.

I've heard Irene call her home and say

"I won't be home until late tonight—I just

found out Joan Bennett is starting another

picture tomorrow so I know she'll call and

want me to come out there after the shop
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Astnd Allwyn is one of the younger actresses currently forging into the fore-ground of Hollywood's better-knowns. Above, Astrid displays her own in-terpretation of chic m black and white aided and abetted by her own charm
and dash.

closes."
^
Why, the most important event

in Irene's life would have to take a grace-
ful flop before the austerity of a star's
"retake" or "test' which might require her
expert co-operation at a moment's notice.
One day when Adrienne Ames was sup-

posed to come into her studio for "stills"
for an important magazine layout that had
to be in for a certain deadline there was
great consternation because she didn't show
up. When a frantic 'phone call finally
reached her she was resting calmly at
home. She

_
said : "Haven't you heard ?

Carmen is sick today—you know I never
pose for stills unless she does my hair.
I'll come in as soon as she feels well
enough to be there too."

Not only the feminine hairdresser comes
in for this wholehearted devotion from
those at the top of Hollywood's ladder.
There is a lad named Wally Westmore, one
of that great Westmore clan which undis-
putedly rules the make-up realm of the
cinema capitol, who shares amply in the
adoration and constant consultation of the
stars. Now that the studios are co-oper-
ating with each other and lending their
biggest stars for important pictures Clau-
dette Colbert is in great demand. Finished
in "Cleopatra," Miss Colbert cast off her
Egyptian robes and rushed into a dramatic
part at Universal in "Imitation of Life."
But at the end of the first day's "shooting"
she came wearily but intently to Wally
Westmore and said, "Look at me! Can't
you do something about my make-up?"
Wally did something ! He made a standing
date with Claudette for seven a. m. every
morning personally to apply her make-up
at Paramount so that she could be on
"the set" at Universal in time for her
eight or nine o'clock call

!

There are hundreds of girls in Holly-
wood who sacrifice every evening to their
famous^ clients. They'll break any "hot
date" if Miss Glamorous has an "early
call," for "of course I have to do her hair
tonight when she gets off the set." When
these girls studied the beauty trade and
took up their "irons" in Hollywood they
enlisted in a far greater cause than they
realized. They pledged allegiance to a

flag that waves twenty-four hours of every
day over the greatest industry in the world.
They offered their energy, their ceaseless
application and constancy to a cause in
which they may never be accredited by
name.
But to this mighty army of workers be-

hind the "stage" many of the screen's
greatest and mightiest pay daily homage.
They are the ones who really know the
stars. They are the ones who could tell
the real secrets of Hollywood, both joyful

and woeful. And in the glory which seeps
through lucky locks of hair and responds
to their magic touch do these girls find
their happiness. They live as though they,
too, are stars worshipped the world over!

I went into a popular mid-Hollywood
beauty shop one day to give myself over
to one of these "star gilders" and found
the usually cheery operator in an ocean of
tears. I tried to reason her into calming
down and telling "ye unfamous client" all
about it and she wailed, "You wouldn't,
you couldn't understand!" I didn't like
that so very much because I am one of
those fairly self-satisfied gals who thinks
she's half intelligent so I became a bit more
firm and forced an explanation from her.
The awful truth was that the client just
before me had been a thoughtless member
of the studio press, fresh from a projec-
tion-room preview of the newest film of
my hairdresser's greatest idol. Through-
out her "hot oil" shampoo and "finger wave
with a lot of ringlets" this merciless critic
had proceeded to pan the picture, the star,
and the producer. It was too much for
the hairdresser but she armored herself
until this falsifier had left her sacristy be-
cause, as she explained to me, "I'd never
give her the satisfaction of feeling that any-
thing she said about our picture made the
slightest bit of difference!"

It goes on forever, too, this reverent de-
votion of these girls to their clients. Some-
how they seem to find fame and fortune
in the dependence the stars have on them.
You should see their little work booths,
covered with pictures of the stars they
have served, autographed with the most
flowery phrases you can imagine. Why, at
Christmas time one hardly dares to breast
the barriers of boxes, packages, cartons
and cases which are showered on them by
their illustrious customers. And although
one sits in wonderment and listens to these
amazing revelations of the friendships that
exist between the known and the unknown
in Hollywood one feels just a whit ashamed
to strut into a beauty shop and ask these
mighty gals to finger locks which are,
after all, not under contract!

THOUSANDS LEARN MUSIC

WORLD'S EASIEST WAY
No Expensive Teachers...No Bothersome

ScaIes...No Boring Exercises

BEGINNERS PLAY REAL
MUSIC FROM THE START

Yes, literally thousands of men and women
in all walks of life have learned music—havewon new friends, become socially popular—
this quick, modern, easy as A-B-C way.

You, too, can learn to play—to entertain
others—to pep up any party—just as these
thousands of others are doing. And you can do
this without the expense of a private teacher—
right in your own home. You don't need to be tal-ented You don't need previous musical trainingYou don t have to spend hours and hours playingmonotonous scales and humdrum finger exercisesYou start right in playing real little tunes. Andsooner than you expected you find yourself enter-taining your friends—having the best times youever had.

Easy as A-B-C
.
The TJ. S. School method

is literally as easy as A-B-C.
First, it tells you how to
do a thing. Then it shows
you in pictures how to do
it. Then you do it your-
self and hear it. What
could be simpler? And
learning this way is like
playing a. game. Practic-
ing becomes real fun in-

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE

Piano Violin
Guitar Saxophone
Organ Ukulele

Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion
Or Any Other
Instrument

stead of a bore as it used to be with the old way
Prove to yourself without cost how easily and quickly

you can learn to play. Send today for Free Demonstration
Lesson and Explanatory Booklet. See the simple prin-
ciples around which this method is built. If you really
want to learn music—if you want to win new popularity—
enjoy good times galore—mail the coupon below. Don't
o,
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-
Scn001 <>f Music, 1102 Brunswick

Bldg., N. Y. C.

U. S. SCHOOL OF music
1192 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Send me your amazing free book. "How You Can Master
Music in Your Own Home," with inspiring message by
Dr. Frank Crane; also Free Demonstration Lesson. This
does not put me under any obligation.

Name
;

Address -

T . Have you
Instrument Instrument?
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Learn to Draw
atHome

New Method Makes It Amazingly
Simple

Trained artists earn from $50 to over $250 a week.

Tremendous demand right now for Rood art worn, ju.ul.i-

zines, newspapers, advertisers, printing houses, etc.

Become an artist through wonderful new easy method of

personalised instruction—right at home in spare time.

Learn Illustrating. Designing and Cartooning Actual

fun learning this way. Learn to draw and earn big money 1

Send for FREE BOOK
Just printed—a new book which describes the latest

developments and wonderful opportunities in Commercial

Art gives full details on this new easy method of learn-

ing to draw. Tells all about our students—their successes

—what they say—actual reproductions of their worn—and
how many earned big money even while learning 1 Write

for this Free Book and details of big Commercial Artist s

Outfit GIVEN to all new students. Mail postcard or letter

now.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Studio 172

1115 15th St.. N.W., Washington, D. C.

Id Money
and stampsWANTED

POST YOURSELF! It pays! I paid
J. D. Martin, Virginia, S200 for a

single copper cent. Mr.Manning, New
York, $2,500 for one silver dollar. Mrs. G.

F. Adams $740 for a few old coins. I want
kali kinds of old coins, medals, bills and
"stamps. I pay big cash premiums.

I WILL PAY $100 FOR A DIME
1894 S. Mint; $50 for 1913 Liberty Head
Nickel ( not buffalo) and hundreds of
other amazing prices for coins. Get in

touch with me. Send 4c for Large Illus-

trated Coin Folder and further particulars. It

may mean much profit to vou. write today to

B. MAX MEHL, 251 Mehl Bldg., FORT W0RTHJEXAS
(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.)

DANCING
$1

FREE
BILLY TRUEHART

TAP or BALLROOM
Billy Truehart's simplified course
for beginners or advanced
students -

Altho vou can't dance a single step America's Fore-
most Dancing Master can positively teach you in your
own home. Send $1.00 or pay postman $1.00 plus post-
age for complete course in one booklet.

"Continental", latest ballroom CDCC
sensation or 1 pair taps with f ||CE
5308 Almeda Houston, Texas

THE ANALYST
Worry kills ! Would a personal letter of advice

help you ? Consult the Analyst. No fortunes told

but commonsense advice given on your problem.

Send $1.00 and exact age, stating problem clearly.

THE ANALYST
Box 26, Niagara Falls, Canada

|B _ BBU REMOVED A SAFE. SURE WAY!
L, «m No starving, exercise or equipment

AlK necessary. Proven European formula.H m V H Successful where other means fail.

Complete GUARANTEED Treatment
50c Postpaid. (C.O.D. 65c). FA1RF0RMA, 1851 Wash-
ington Avenue, N. Y. C.

INITIAL PHOTO PDPCCOMPACT RING S* £% Hi SL
Gorgeous new ring creation. Contains beau-
tiful Rouge compact, space for photo and your
own Initial. Send only 35c to cover cost of

advertising and mailing. You'll be AMAZED.
J. N. Hughes Co., Dept.M, 38 Laurel Ave..Providence, R.I.

ene zr^ TKeadre
(40th Yt.) Stage, Talkie. Radio. GRADUATES: Lee Tracy. Fred

Astaire, Una Merkel, Zita Johann. etc- Drama, Dance. Musical Comedy,
Teaching, Directing. Personal Development, Stock Theatre Training
(Appearances). For Catalog, write Sec'y LAND, 66 W. 85 St., N. Y.

Man and Wife
in Hollywood

Continued from page 19

had made a pact. Their policy was never

to owe any money. Now they own a home
in Los Angeles for which they paid cash.

They paid cash for every stick of furniture

in the house, for the spoons, and for the

piano. Ken has a plane. Between pictures,

they fly everywhere—paying their way in

cash. Where but in Hollywood would you

find marriage on a cash and carry basis ?

The Ralph Morgans have made a success

of their professional life because they have

never allowed themselves to drift apart.

Mr. Morgan pays his wife this most un-

usual tribute: "Our home has always been

so beautifully managed that I've never been

conscious of its management—which, to a

man, is priceless."

And Hollywood points with pride not

only to one whose marriage has endured

but also to the new, fresh note in the wed-

ding march. An actress may be an actress

and yet have a baby

!

On the screen, the star is Sally Eilers.

"But at home," said Sally, "the servants

have strict orders to call me Mrs. Harry

Joe Brown. Our marriage is a success

because Harry didn't expect me to give up

my career. I don't say that my career

comes first—or that Harry comes first. To
me, they are separate phases of my life.

We'd like to work in the same pictures so

that we will both be working at the same

time and off at the same time—and that s

liking each other a lot, don't you think?'

Sally led the way through a little white

door. There upon a satin bed lay a new
satin baby. He opened his blue eyes wide

and smiled at his mother.

"You're never alone when you're carry-

ing a baby," said Sally. "As for being off

the screen too long—well, I gave up months

of work for the baby. But I've been off the

screen longer than that. After I finished

'Dance Team,' I waited 9 months for my
next story

!"

"When I was expecting the baby, Harry

promised me the song royalties from his

picture 'Sitting Pretty.' One of the song

hits happened to be Did You Ever See a

Dream Walking? It brought in enough

in royalties to pay for the doctor and take

care of the nurse for a year. And maybe

there will be enough left over for two

terms in military school for Harry Joe

Brown, Junior
!"

The Gleasons are considered the most

happily married couple in Hollywood.

They met while she was playing in stock

with his father and mother. Neither were

of age so their parents had to accompany

them to the marriage bureau.

Lucille hates a home. She loves living in

a hotel. James hates hotels. He prefers

his home in Hollywood. So they live in

Hollywood. She enjoys traveling. He
loathes it. She loves music. He loves

golf. She goes to the theatre. He stays

at home to play bridge. They haven't a

single interest in common except their

child, their friends, and their work. They

do their best work when they work to-

gether.
Lucille confesses that they had noth-

ing when they were married. They made

a fortune out of "Is Zat So." They lost it.

They made money in Hollywood. They
spent it. Lucille doesn't care about money
except what she can buy with it.

(

"I

started in a hall bedroom," she says, "and

I don't mind ending up in one. Have we
been happy? Of course we've had our

trials but why talk about it if the happi-

ness outweighs the unhappiness ?"

SCREENLAND

IF YOU HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....

then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparler

for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic Wonderfully

GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave

stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,

more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending

my free trial bottle and book telling All About Gray Hair.

ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Ctlor Expert, Dept. 5, LOWELf, MASS.

ASTROLOGY
READING NOW 10c
In order to show you how interest inc i

Astrology really is, Yogi Alpha, notedl

American philosopher has reduced the
J

price of his 1000-word reading to]

only 10c. This reading is based upon I

your sign of the Zodiac and discusses,)

your inclinations in relation to occu-

pation, health, vocation, temperament,
partnerships, love emotions, marriage
partnerships, etc., as indicated by
Astrology. Send your exact birthdate
and 10c in coin or stamps, for your
zodiac reading. Money refunded it i

r-t satisfied. Address I

Yogi Alpha, Box 1 411 , Dept. 906, San Diego, Calif.

If a friend wishes a reading send 20c for two readings.

ASTHMATIC
SUFFERERS— GET QUICK RELIEF

FREE TRIAL PACKAGE OFFERED
Thousands use Dr. Guild's Green Mountain

Asthmatic Compound to soothe and relieve

paroxysms of Asthma. On sale at druggists.

Powder, 25 cents and $1.00. Cigarettes, 50 cents

for 24. Send for FREE TRIAL package of 6

cigarettes. The J. H. Guild Co., Dept. WW 2

Rupert, Vt.

nn man rve green mountain
UK. UUBLU O ASTHMATIC COMPOUND

No Joke To Be deaf
—Every deaS person Knows that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after

being deaf for twenty-five years,with his Arti-

fficial Ear Drums. He wore them day and nijht.

,Tn-?y stopped his head '

noises. They are invisible
andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
booklet on Deafness,

i THE WAY COMPANY
755 Hofmann Bldg. Detroit. Micmgan

ArtificialEarDm n

W |44 Ai/C MONEY ir uWt IVE
ML .

iriwr^"
Home f 4

TARN steady income each week, working at home,
J-J coloring photos and miniatures in oil. Learn lamoua
"Koehne Method" in few weeks. Work done by this

method in big demand. No experience nor art talent

needed Many become independent this way. bend lor

free booklet, "Make Money at Home."
NATIONAL ART SCHOOL, Inc.

3601 Michigan Avenue, Dept. 4432. Chicago, Illinois

100% Improvement Guaranteed

We build, strengthen the vocal organs—
not with sinaino lessons—but by fundamentally

s..und and scientifically correct silent exercises .

and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing

or speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for

wonderful voice book—sent free. Learn WtlX yon
can now have the voice you want. No literature

Bent to anyone under 17 unless aigned Dy parent.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 13-12
308 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago

BUNIONS 'SSff

BUMP GOES DOw
Pain EtoDS almost Instantly. Then blessed WWPain stops almost Instantly. Then blessed
relief I Fairyfoot helps reduce painful, ugly
bunions. Foot soon appears more natural. Fairyfoot is easy to
use, entirely harmless. Used on over two million feet since
1897. Write for FREE trial treatment.
Fairyfoot Products Co., Chicago FPETF PJMMIF f

'

S223 S. Wabash Ave,, Dept. 3S12 ntt r"Wl m
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And where but in Hollywood would you
find a camaraderie like that?

You've all seen Louise Fazenda on the
screen. I wish you knew her personally
so that you'd know her as I do, warm, shin-
ing, and sincere.

Over our luncheon at the Brown Derby,
she told me about the door that had closed
on her. "It happened to Dressier. It hap-
pened to Swanson. It happened to me.
For no reason at all, suddenly the door is

closed. You get no calls from the studios.
The silence shuts you in. Two weeks go
by. A month. Then it's a year since
you've worked."
And this to Fazenda who was not a new-

comer by any means. She had been in pic-
tures since 1916. Her husband Hal Wallis
is production chief at Warners. But her
pride refused to let her capitalize on her
husband's influence to get her a job.
One day, at a beach party, she met an

agent who offered to manage her. She
signed for a year. Nine months went by
before she heard from him and then it was
only a bit part. Four lines. Four lines for
Fazenda ! But she delivered them superbly.

95

The morning after "Wonder Bar" was re-
leased, she had three picture contracts
tossed into her lap. She chose the Metro
contract. She got that contract on merit,
not marriage.
With a warm smile, she added: "Mis-

fortune in the guise of a closed door was
really fortune in disguise for while I sat
there facing that closed door, another door
opened and Brent walked in." Brent Wal-
lis is now 17 months old.

"Don't let a disappointment of any kind
break you. Life is full of substitutes—if

you look for them. You may not like the
substitute as well but it answers for the
time being. For every door that closes
another one will open." And she went on
to tell me how she beat the system by sav-
ing her money and having another interest.
Then she went on to speak of the weather.

I listened, of course. But I was think-
ing that here was a great artist but an
even greater person. She stood up straight
on her own two feet. She did not lean on
her husband.
And where but in Hollywood would you

find a marriage like that?

Manners for Meeting Movie Stars

Continued from page 15

blonde bob. She'll listen politely if you
just^ love her and can't hold it, but she
won't remember your smiling pan any
longer than she has to! I'll never forget
the first time I met Connie. It was for
an interview appointment and by the time
she put in an appearance in her living-
room, I was perfectly furious. It wasn't
that she kept me waiting so long (the
usual complaint against Bennett), but it

was an outlandishly cold day for Cali-
fornia and there was no heat turned on!
The moment she entered she apologized for
keeping me waiting in a cold room. Anger
gave me courage. In place of tossing it off
as a mere "nothing," I snapped I was
freezing to death and asked for a glass of
sherry. Since then it is surprising how
well the difficult Miss Bennett and I have
made out. It's even safe to tell Connie you
didn't like her latest picture—if she feels
the same way about it

!

It wouldn't do you an awful lot of good
to meet George Brent right now, what with
Greta Garbo on the scene practically all the
time. But if you were to meet George any
old time, I'd have a stock of small talk on
hand, because it's a cinch you'll have to do
all of it. I mean, the talking. After about
an hour of your saying everything and
George saying nothing you may figure
you're boring him. He's good for another
hour—provided you don't run out of sub-
jects.

Don't let that first broad "a" you're
likely to get out of Carole Lombard,
frighten you. Carole can behave more like
a movie star at first meeting, and more
like an old pal at second meeting than any
silken sister in Hollywood.

Believe it or not, if I were you I'd flirt
with Ronald Colman a little bit; that is,
if a mutual friend did the introducing. Far
be it from me to insinuate you could catch
Ronnie's eye from a street corner, but it is
quite possible to do it in a drawing-room.
I d even go so far as to say if you didn't
flirt with Ronnie just a little bit, there's
a swell possibility that he might flirt with
you, oh, politely, and well within the
bounds of good taste, of course, (he won't
remember five minutes after you're out of
sight)

;
but then it's fun while it lasts.

There's no other way to describe Mr. Col-
man's really fetching entre-nous manner
when he meets a lady. Maybe it is be-
cause his voice is so low and well-modu-

lated that it makes everything he says
sound so confidential. And then he has a
charming way of hesitating when a third
person approaches the group, as though
he_ had been discussing something quite
intimate that would have to wait past this
intrusion. There are any number of happily
married women in this town, not to men-
tion some lady reporters who pride them-
selves on being hard-boiled, who carry
around the delightful thought that they're
a little secret sorrow with Ronnie. Col-
man a woman-hater? If you're under
seventy

_
years of age and two hundred

pounds in weight, you might have a swell
five minutes introducing yourself to Ron-
nie some day.
Norma Shearer is sort of special to

meet, just as Norma is sort of special in
every

_
other way. She'll forgive you if

you just stand there tongue-tied be-
fore the spectacle of her immaculate,
well-groomed beauty, (she even forgave
me for forgetting her name that evening
at the theatre because she got such a laugh
out of it). She'll be really appreciative if

you have anything intelligent to say about
her work on the screen. But she will not
forgive you for being trite and boring even
at introduction, which is our tritest social
custom. Unless the conversation goes
quickly into subjects of interest, the de-
lightful Norma moves on to other groups.
And she doesn't mind how quickly, or
abruptly, these subjects are brought up.
After Norma has given you her firm,
friendly handclasp, you can launch right
in on the latest 'round-the-world-flight, or
television, or the newest funny story going
the rounds of Hollywood. The talk doesn't
have to be highbrow, but it has to be some-
thing other than the weather, or how have
you been?
John Boles is a male Crawford who just

loves to be liked. Unless Johnny is really
one of your screen favorites, there's no
sense in your meeting him, for he imme-
diately assumes you do like him and
right away he calls you "honey," "lamb,"
"shug"—short for sugar—or other terms
of Texas endearment. Meeting Johnny for
the first, or seventieth time, is just like
running into your old Cousin Ben whom
you haven't seen since the flood at Ford
River.

;
Johnny's conversation is all bound

up in little personal things -and like as not
you'll wind up in a corner drug-store hav-

These little wafers have done
wonders for thousands

YOU CAN MAKE your dream complexion
come true. But remember this—you can't

rub away a bad complexion with expensive
creams and ointments. You can't cover it up
with cosmetics. Get at the cause. Most muddy,
pale complexions, pimply, blotchy skins, are
caused by sluggishness of the bowels and lack
of calcium in the system. Stuart's Calcium
Wafers correct both of these troubles—quickly,
easily, pleasantly. Thousands of charming
women owe their clear, healthy skins— their
satin-smooth, radiantly fresh complexions to
these marvelous little wafers. Try them for
a few days— then look in your mirror!

AT ALL DRUG STORES-lOc and 60c

ETUART'S 1^£r
Be a Radio Expert
Learn atHome-MakeGoodMoney
Mail the coupon. Many men I trained at home in spare
time make $40. $00, $75 a week. Many make $5. $10. $15
a week m spare time while learning. Get facts about
Radio's opportunities and my amazingly practical 50-50
method of training. Home experimental outfits make learn-
ing easy, practical, fascinating. Money back agreement
protects you. Mail coupon for free 64-page book

J
1. E. SMITH. President, Dept. 5BP9

J

National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C.

m Send me your free book, •'Rich Rewards in Radio 1

This does not obligate me. (Please print plainly)

Name Age..

j
Address

I City State

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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BE A JAZZ MUSIC MASTER
Play Piano By Ear
Play popular song hits perfectlyHum the tune, play it by ear. No
teacher—self-instruction. No tedi-
ous ding-dong daily practice—just20 brief, entertaining lessons, eas-
ily mastered.
At Home in Your Spare Time
Send for FREE BOCK. Learn many
styles of bass and svncopation—
trick endings. If 10c coin or
stamps) is enclosed, you also re-
ceive wonderful booklet "How to
Entertain at Piano" and many new
tricks, stunts, etc.
Niagara School of Music
Dept. 3003, Niagara Falls. N. Y.

for this Free Book
Read the future! Control Coming Events with

THE MAGIC PENDULUM
New Scientific Discovery. Used
by Private Pol.ce in Europe.

Love . . . Business . . . Health . . . Consult It! When
you see it moving by itself you won't believe your
eyes . . Yet it will tell you the truth! Be among the
first to use it in America. Details free. Order today
a complete Silver Pendulum with instructions. We
pay postage. Pay Postman C.O.D. on delivery or send
one dollar to the

PENDOL CO. Winona, Minn.

Photoplay Ideas1L_
Stories accepted in any form for criticism, revision, copvright and
submission to Hollywood studios. Our sales service selling" consistent

Kli"^?? of stories to Hollywood Studios—the MOST ACTIVEMAKK.E1. Not a school—no courses or books to sell. Send original
plots or stones for FREE reading and report. You may be just as
capable ot writing acceptable stories as thousands of others. Deal
with a recognized Hollywood Agent who is on the ground and knows
market requirements. Established 1917. Write for FREE BOOK
giving full information.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CO.
551 Meyer Bldg. Hollywood. Calif.
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Deformed or

Injured Back
Thousands of

Remarkable Cases

A Man, helpless, unable to

stand or walk, yet was riding

horseback and playing tennis

within a year. An Old Lady
of 72 years, suffered for many
years, was helpless, found re-

lief. A Little Child, para-

lyzed, was playing about the

house in 3 weeks. A railroad

man, dragged under a switch
engine and his back broken, reports instant relief

and ultimate cure. We have successfully treated

over fifty-nine thousand cases in the past 30 years.

30 DAYS' TRIAL FREE

Screen land

We v.

Philo
ill prove its value in your own case. The
Burt Appliance is lignt. cool, elastic and

easily adjusted — how different

from the old torturing, plaster-

cast, leather and celluloid jack-

ets or steel braces.

Every sufferer with a weakened,
injured, diseased or de-

formed spine owes it to

himself to investigate. Doc-
tors recommend it. Price

within reach of all.

Send for Information

Describe your case so we
can give you definite in-

formation at once.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.

144-14 Odd Fellows Temple

JAMESTOWN. N. r.

UKE'5 BLEACH - RITE
"Lightens Your Hatr

the Professional Way
A scientific conditioning, softening and

cleansing preparation (used in place of

a shampoo, together with proper strength

Hydrogen Peroxide), that pre-

vents dry, harsh results and
produces beautiful, lux-

urious blond hair. Easy
to apply. Kapid in ac-

tion Used and endorsed by World's

Master Hairdressers. Aslc your druggist

or send SI. 00 for full-size kit (four to

five applications). Money-back guar-

antee! PLUS ULTRA, Inc., Dept. II,

1603 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

LINCOLN AND INDIAN HEAD

PENNIES WANTED
WE PAY $2 EACHUP TO * trtv" IF MORE THAN

11 YEARS OLD

and up to S500 for certain TJ. S. Cents

Send 10c. today for 16 page fully illustrated catalog

NATIONAL COIN CO.
Box 731 N. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

lAP DW4C/NG
LEARN AT HOME NEW EASY WAY. Pro-

fessconal Stage Method. Surprise and en-

tertain v°u" friends Be popular, earn extra money, de-
*

hidden talent. No music or experience'needed Be-

gin dancins first day .
Beginner's fundamentals and com.

KetS Professional Tap Dance included. Equal to 540 in-

S "uction Ea' y way to reduce or build up figure For la-

d es or men Send only 53.75 money order for Compete
1 7-T.eqson Course. Or send no money < if in U ^'iP?*?®?
pls^an Ssis on delivery . No more tc. pay Try 5 days

ff rot flelighted.money refunded. ^gAgJ.^|fggtoi
Iff
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WANT
TO BROADCAST?

If you have talent here's your chance to

•I get into Broadcasting. New Floyd Gibbons

method trains you at home in spare time.

J Fascinating course fully explained in Free

1 Booklet, "How to Find Tour Place in

Broadcasting." Send for your copy today.

m Give a"e Flovd Gibbons School of Broad-

casting", '2000—14th St., N. W., Dept.

5B10, Washington, D. C,

^Perfumes
SUBTLE, fascinating, alluring Sell

tegularly for $12.00 an ounce. Made
from the essence of flowers-

Send only

20/
Two odors:

(1) Admiration
(2) Gardenia
A single drop lasts

a week!

To pay for postage and handling

send only 20c (silver or stamps) for

2 trial bottles. Only one set to each

new customer. PAUl RIEGER,
155 First Sr., San Francisco, Calif.

ng an ice cream soda with friend Johnny.

Oddly enough, it is necessary to assure

Jean Harlow immediately that you like her.

In spite of what you may have assumed

from her latest decollette photographs, Jean

has an inferiority complex that really u
one! Hollywood is responsible, for Jean

wasn't born with it. But when she first

started to click on the screen it is no secret

that the women of Hollywood did not like

her. Some of them made no bones about

giving little Harlow the cold shoulder.

Later on, the Bern tragedy in her life left

her wondering still more who her real

friends were. If these things had not hap-

pened I think Jean would be a great deal

like Joan Crawford to meet. But as it is,

unless you make your friendly attitude very

apparent to her so that there is no mistak-

ing it, she may hide behind that protective

cloak of dignity she assumes among

strangers. But don't let it fool you. There's

no girl in Hollywood more appreciative of

friendliness.

Maurice Chevalier is the least apprecia-

tive, and that's not taking out a personal

peeve, either. He just doesn't "meet" well,

primarily because you will expect something

so entirely different from what you find.

The Chevalier of the movies is electric,

personality-plus. Imagine the greeter's sur-

prise to encounter the dynamic Frenchman

eye to eye only to discover a gentleman

who seems to suffer from a cronic fatigue.

Even the rankest flattery doesn't stir him

much, though he will listen until it is over.

And then with an exhausted "Thank you"

he's off to somewhere less tiring, perhaps.

He has frequently been very rude in meet-

ing the press. In case you're the press the

only hope you have is to be rude right back

and hope he'll snap out of it.

With the exception of actually throwing

things, it is perfectly safe to approach Clark

Gable on any matter. He is nice even to

salesmen and forty-year-old boys who are

working their way through college, which

is the height of steller niceness, if you ask

me. If you want to you can even rave

about Clark a little bit and he'll tolerate it.

Or if you want to go in for constructive

criticism he'll take that, too. Clark likes

people and he likes to talk to them. But

don't be disappointed if he doesn't remem-

ber you from Adam the next time you

meet! It isn't the Ritz, either. With

Clark it's just a case of bad memory for

faces and names. But you forgive him!

With Bing Crosby, skip it—and I mean

"It " You can be as alluring as Claudette

Colbert in "Cleopatra" but if you gush over

Bing you'll be gushing to a blank space

pretty soon. In a way Bing is something

of a male Connie Bennett, without the tem-

perament. If you rave about his screen

work he'll think you're a liar or a sales-

man or both. He isn't an easy person to

know after the first, or even the hundredth

meeting. The only time I ever saw a

stranger catch Bing's attention was one

day right outside the Paramount lot when

a lounger at the gate started a conversa-

tion about a new golf club on the market.

Bing went up to the group and started,

for him, a very animated conversation that

lasted about a half hour.

If you haven't forgotten how to be an

audience, you'll have a swell time meeting-

Mae West. It is only her truly intimate

friends who ever see Mae without the mask

of her characterization. Some of her wise-

cracks when she first meets people are

every bit as good as some of her best screen

dialogue. And what's more Mae expects

the same audience reaction—and you don't

know your West if you don't think she gets

it. Of the entire Hollywood tribe, Mae

is the closest to shaking hands with the

perfect illusion.

If you are a nice, well-appearing polite

person approaching Gloria Swanson_ you

will be graciously received and "received"

Free for Asthma

During Winter
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Asthma when it is told and damp : if raw, \\ in-

try winds make vou choke a> il each gasp tor
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Buffalo, New York
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is just the word. There is still a slight

hang-over from her days as First Lady of
the Screen in Gloria's manner that gives
it just an edge of royalty unbending. But
it's just a very slight edge and nothing at
all to keep you from telling Gloria how
glad you are that she has consented to re-
turn to the screen. If I were you, however,
I'd skip the word "come-back." Count on
an even warmer and friendlier manner and
the same things may be said of Mary Pick-
ford. Also it is well to remember when
meeting Mary not to make that crack about
loving her on the screen when you were

a mere tot, you'll be striking a wrong note.
If meeting strangers embarrasses you,

you'll love Elissa Landi for sharing your
same social Waterloo. For Elissa will be
quite as embarrassed at hearing how much
you like her as you are in telling her. You
and Elissa will probably be talking at the
same time, and hesitating politely at
the same time, and then rushing on at the
same time. If your sense of humor is as
keen as hers you'll probably wind up laugh-
ing at the same time and having a lot more
fun with the chilly Miss Landi than you
would expect.

Madge and Una Talk
Continued from page 21

Una said sweetly and apologetically (Una
even apologized to her mother-in-law for

hanging up the phone when the world was
turning upside down during the earth-
quake), "but the pencil broke, so I guess
I'd just better tell you. I never really

tried to think before just why I like

Madgie. I think that's sort of the grand
part about our friendship—there's no rime
or reason to it—we just found that we liked
each other, and we never tried to analyze
it. I had seen Madge several times on
the New York stage and thought her an
excellent actress, but I had never met her
until the day we had to do a scene to-

gether on the 'Huddle' set, though Madge
had sent me a lovely wire when Ronnie
and I were married.

"I guess the chief reason I like Madge
is because I feel so utterly at home with
her. Around her I am just Una Merkel,
average girl and hopeful young actress,
and I don't have to pretend to be anything
I'm not. And Madge herself has no pre-
tenses. You know exactly where you stand
with her, and exactly where everybody else
stands. I've never known such a sincere
and delightfully frank person in my life.

"Madge is always gay and no matter how
far down in the dumps I get she can always
pull me out. When I arrive at the studio
at seven in the morning, mad because I

had to get up, and worried over my lines

and a half dozen other things, I'll pass
Madge's dressing-room and she'll shout,

EARN MQNEYatHOME
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'Cheer up, pet, we're lucky we can find
work, after 'The Day of Reckoning.' "

I cornered Madge on the "David Copper-
field" set later in the day. She had time
on her hands to talk as my favorite come-
dian, W. C. Fields, playing the famous
Mr. Micawber, was having a bit of diffi-

culty getting sheep, ship, sleep and slit in
the same sentence. "Well," I said, taking
out the slip of paper, "I guess we'll have
to do a little decoding here. What's all

this?"

"That's why I like Una," Madge said.

"I use the simple system in writing. That
'sense of humor' means that I think that
Una has the grandest sense of humor of
anyone I have ever known. And in this
nerve-wracking business you certainly like

to have someone around who can laugh
and see the ridiculous side of things. Of
course, Una has her blues and worries just
like all of us do, but if I say 'Let's play,
Una,' she can jerk herself right out of her
darkest mood and suddenly be the craziest,
funniest person in the world. Una is such
a comfortable person to know, too; no airs,

no swank, no British accent, and when you
go to her home there is no ballyhoo. You're
there because you're you and Una likes
you."

The first time Ronnie Burla, Una's hus-
band, met Madge he blushed for shame,
and as soon as he could he got Una to
the car where he proceeded to lecture her
in no mild tones. "You were positively
rude to that girl," he said. "I know you
hurt her feelings terribly." Una could
hardly wait to get home to call up Madge
to tell her. After a few more of those
conversations Ronnie was quite convinced
that those poisonous insults they hurled at

one another didn't mean a thing. Ronnie
calls Madge "Eye-tonic," because she's
good for sore eyes

!

Madge, like all deeply sensitive people,
has a brightly shining, and smartly crack-
ing defense mechanism. And woe unto you,
a rank amateur, if you enter into banter
with Miss Evans. Madge is quick on the
uptake, and right there with the snappy
answers. She says right off the bat what
you wish you'd said after thinking it over
all night. But ah, back of that witty rep-
artee is a big hunk of reserve that very
few people have ever been able to penetrate.
This reserve rather frightens a lot of
Hollywood people of the palsy-walsy slap-
on-the-back type, and they call Madge
"cold and aloof." She isn't at all. She
doesn't have a lot of friends, because she
doesn't want a lot of friends, and I cer-
tainly know no better reason than that.

Behind all that poise and reserve—Madge
is only twenty-two and she shouldn't have
all that poise and reserve—I rather imagine
that Madge is pretty badly frightened by
people and Hollywood and things. She's
so afraid that you will hurt her that she
doesn't- give you a chance to know her.
Some people are crazy like that.
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Remove FAT
from any part

Be adorably slim!

Money-back guarantee

Feminine attractiveness demands
the fascinating, youthful lines of a
graceful, slim figure—with firm,
rounded, uplifted contours, instead
of sagging, unbecoming flesh.
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Not a "critics' picture," goody for our

side, so don't take cool notices too seri-

ously. Forget big names and glamor for

once, and see an honest, wholesome, and
compact dramatic treatment of the story of

a father, shunted into the background by
his large family, grasp innocently at a
chance for companionship. Frank Morgan
is excellent, and Binnie Barnes, glorious

—

a fine actress, lovely to look at and listen to.

Man
of

Aran

Gau-
mont-
British

The same fierce struggle for existence

which made the stark drama of "Nanook of

the North" is captured again by Robert

Flaherty in this picture of the people who
tear a living from the ponderous seas which

lash the rocks of the Isle of Aran. Pictori-

ally this is a masterpiece of the camera,

stunning and breath-taking in its realism,

and on that ground it can be recommended,
but you will find it over-long, we fear.

The
Captain
Hates
the Sea

Co-
lumbia

A sort of floating "Grand Hotel," with
mystery and human drama crowding its

decks. It has an imposing cast, a super-fine

production, and dramatic episodes that have
breadth and sweep. You'll wonder, as we
did, why it all never quite takes hold of you.
Victor McLaglen emerges the star, as the

sleuth trailing bonds stolen by Fred Keating
(watch him). John Gilbert, Helen Vinson,
Walter Connolly are outstanding. It's good

The
Firebird

Warners

A sometimes absorbing mystery drama
surrounding the death of a lothario with in-

volvements as a result of his ruthless way
with the women. He is an actor, and the ac-

tion is laid in Vienna. Ricardo Cortez is

the dashing, central figure, with stunning

Verree Teasdale as the matron who represses

her daughter with the result that the girl

becomes involved with the actor. Anita

Louise is striking in this part. Fairly good.

TAGGING
the TALKIES

Delight Evans' Reviews

on Pages 54-55

Anne
of

Green
Gables

RKO-
Radio

Many will be called to the theatre where
this film shows, and few, if any, will be dis-

appointed. It is homespun drama at its

best. That means it's not exciting but poig-

nantly affecting and refreshingly amusing.

Anne Shirley is lovely and lovable as Anne,
the orphan adopted by Matthew and
Marilla. Helen Westley's is a magnificent

characterization, and Tom Brown is fine as

Gilbert. Strong sentimental appeal. See it.

Marie
Galante

Fox

As entertainment this is just so-so. The
story is about a girl who is mistaken for

a spy and radical, a part played by attractive

Ketti Gallian, who is more promising than
she is able to be convincing in this role,

Ned Sparks and Stepin Fetchit inject

some real comedy; they might have im*

proved the general strength of the picture

had they been given more to do. Spencer
Tracy is as convincing as his part allows.

The
First

World
War
Fox

The excellence of the editing, the very

intelligently written narrative which de-

scribes the world-shaking events, and the

scope of the work in showing scenes from
the secret archives of all of the embattled
countries makes this worth while, even if

you have seen many war pictures before.

There is no morbid stressing of the horror

scenes on battlefields, though actual battles

are pictured graphically. A stirring film.

Wednes-
day's

Child

RKO-
Radio

Superbly directed and acted transcrip-

tion of a stage success. We warn you you'll

weep, for this is drama that reaches out and
touches the heart. It is the tragedy of a

child who loves both his parents, sees them
divorced and becomes a sort of football as

both wish to marry again. But it ends on a

happy note. Frankie Thomas is the new
boy star. Edward Arnold and Karen
Morley are fine, as the quarrelsome parents.

Trans-
atlantic

Merry-
Go-

Round

United
Artists

A good show, and entertaining, is this

combination of murder mystery, vaudeville

numbers and romance taking place aboard

an ocean liner. It's rather elaborate, with

dance scenes, songs, and some pretty fair

comedy. Jack Benny is master of cere-

monies, but Gene Raymond and Nancy
Carroll as the romantic interest take first

place in importance, with Sidney Blackmer,

Sam Hardy and Mitzi Green also prominent.

Silver

Streak

RKO-
Radio

Here is a chance to see the new stream-

lined trains in action, with some good fun in

the bargain. It is the historical picturiza-

tion of a cross-country run of the train "The
Silver Streak," and there are times when you
have the illusion of actually being aboard
the flyer. The cast is not one to drag you in,

but Charles Starrett, Sally Blane, and Wil-

liam Farnum, will make you glad you went.

And the train ride, you'll enjoy that.

Ken-
tucky
Kernels

RKO-
Radio

The best to date from those two very

popular comics, Wheeler and Woolsey. The
Kentucky part comes in when a child for

which the two are responsible, inherits a

large estate in the Blue Grass country. The
fun is heightened when they walk right into

the midst of a southern feud. Mary Carlisle

is exceptionally fine as the romantic interest,

closely followed by that ace of villains,

Noah Beery. If you want laughs, see it.



I GUESS IM JUST
NATURALLY SKINNY J

SAID THE SAME THING
UNTIL I DISCOVERED

KELP- A- MALT

New Mineral Concentrate
From The Sea, Rich in NAT-
URAL IODINE Building Up
Weak, Run Down Men and
WomenWhere All Else Fails.

IJERE'S good news for "Nat-
* urally Skinny" folks who
can't seem to add an ounce no
matter what they eat. A new
way has been found to add
flattering pounds of good, solid
flesh and fill out those ugly,
scrawny hollows even on men
and women who have been un-
derweight for years; 3 to
pounds in 1 week guaranteed-
12 to 15 pounds in few weeks
not uncommon.

This new discovery, called
Kelp-a-Malt, now available in
handy tablets offers practically
all the vitally essential food
minerals in highly concentrated
form. These minerals so neces-
sary to the digestion of fats and
starches—the weight-making ele-
ments in your daily diet—in-
clude a rich supply of precious
NATURAL IODINE.

ATHLETE UNDERWEIGHT. .

.

GAINS 4 LBS. IN WEEK
"Due to stomach trouble, constipa-
tion andindigest ion, havebeen under-
weight for 4 years. Kelp-a-Malt
banishedtroubleinlweekandlgained
4 lbs." T. R. Ryan, New York City

Comparison of Minerals in

KELP-A-MALT vs.VEGETABLES
3 Kelp-a-Malt Tablets contain:

X, More Iron and Copper than 1
lb. of spinach, 7 lbs. fresh
tomatoes, 3 lbs. of asparagus.

2. More Calcium than 1 lb. of
Cabbage.

3a More Phosphorus than 1H
. lbs. of carrots.
4a More Sulphur than 2 lbs. of

tomatoes.
5 More Sodium than 3 lbs. of

turnips.
ft More Potassium than 6 lbs. of

beans.
7 More Magnesium than 1 lb. of

celery.

Kelp-a-Malt's NATURAL IO-
DINE is a mineral needed by the
vital organ which regulates met-
abolism— the process through
which the body is constantly
building firm, solid flesh, new
strength and energy. 6 Kelp-a-
Malt tablets contain more NAT-
URAL IODINE than 486 lbs.

of spinach, 1600 lbs. of beef, 1389
lbs. of lettuce.

Helps Correct Gas,
Acidity, Constipation

Large numbers of people are
using Kelp-a-Malt for stomach
troubles, gas, acidity, intestinal
disorders and constipation. Kelp-
a-Malt is particularly effective
for conditions of this character
because in the first place, it is
rich in sodium which quickly converts
an acid stomach to normal alkalinity.
Also it is rich in assimilable phosphorus
and sulphur, the vital elements neces-
sary for prompt elimination of body
wastes.

Try Kelp-a-Malt for a single week and
notice the difference—how much better
you sleep, how your appetite improves,
how ordinarystomach distress vanishes.
Watch flat chest and skinny limbs fill

out, and flattering extra pounds ap-
pear. Kelp-a-Malt is prescribed and
used by physicians. Fine for children,
too. Remember the name, Kelp-a-
Malt, the original kelp and malt tablets.

Gains 10 lbs.—Feels Fine
"Have been underweight
for years due to digestive
disorders. Gained 10 lbs.
in few weeks. Now feel
like new person," .says
Miss Betty Noever, Kan-
sas City, Mo.

his supply, send $1 for
ductory size bottle of 65
address below.

Nothing like
them so do
not accept
imitations.
Try Kelp-a-
Malt. If you
don't gain at
least 5 pounds
in 1 week, the
trial is free.

100 jumbo
size tablets, 4
to 5 times the
size of ordi-
nary tablets
cost but little.

Sold at all

good drug
stores. Ifyour
dealer has not
yet received
special intro-
tablets to the

KELPAMALTJ^S

SPECIAL FREE OFFER
Write today for fascinating instruc-
tive 50-page book on How to Add
Weight Quickly. Mineral Contents
of Food and their effects on the
human body. New facts about
NATURAL IODINE. Standard
weight and measurement charts.
Daily menus for weight building.
Absolutely free. No obligation.
Kelp-a-Malt Co., Dept. 335, 27-33
West 20th St., New York City.
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Boston

MRS. BYRD WARWICK DAVENPORT
New York

MRS. HENRY FIELD, Chicago

MISS ANNE GOULD, New York

MRS. JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL
New York

MRS. POTTER D'ORSAY PALMER
Chicago

MISS MIMI RICHARDSON, New York

MISS EVELYN WATTS, New York
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Another { darnel enthusiast

is Mrs. Allslon Boyer

In the gay young group ''.at dic-

tates what's "done" in New York,

Mrs. Boyer plays a charming part.

What to wear, where to dance, what

to see, how to entertain, what

people prefer to eat, to smoke—she

knows all the answers. That is why

you find Camels in her house and

in her slim cigarette case.

"There seems to be more going

on this winter than ever," she says.

"Lunches, teas, parties, dances—
everyone is gay and almost every-

one is smoking Camels. They cer-

tainly add to your enjoyment with

their mild, rich flavor and I notice

that if I'm tired, a Camel freshens

me up. Lots of people have told

me the same thing. I can smoke

all I want, too, and they never

upset my nerves."

People find that Camel's finer

and MORE EXPENSIVE TO-

BACCOS give them a healthy "lift"

when their energy is low. Smoke

one yourself and see.

Copyright. 1934,

R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company
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Why Will Rogers is
A
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ORE 1HRQAT
SEE HOW QUICKLY LISTERINE RELIEVES IT

Don't put up with the pain of ordi-

nary sore throat. It is so unnecessary.

At the first symptom of trouble,

gargle with Listerine just as it comes

from the bottle. You'll be delighted

by the result.

Often one gargle is enough to

relieve that tight, raw, burning feel-

ing. If relief is not immediate, repeat

the gargle at 2 hour intervals. Usually

two or three applications of Listerine

are sufficient.

Listerine gets results because it is

first of all a powerful, though safe,

antiseptic which attacks millions of

germs on mouth and throat surfaces.

Tests have shown that when used

as a gargle, Listerine reaches far

beyond the soft palate into the

posterior pharynx where sore throat

frequently starts.

Keep Listerine handy in home

and office and use it full strength at

the first symptom of a cold or sore

throat. Lambert Pharmacal Co.,

St. Louis, Missouri.

METROPOLITAN GRAND OPERA

Every Saturday 82 NBC Stations

PLEASANT TO TASTE . . . SAFE TO USE
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SAYS EDITOR OF VOGUE

SAYS YOUR OWN DENTIST

IT ISN'T BEING DONE, BUT IT'S OuelALf TO PREVENT PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

THE most shocking picture I

ever saw," says Edna Woolman
Chase,Editor ofVogue."Anywoman
who behaved like that would never

receive another dinner invitation."

But there's nothing shocking
about it to America's dentists.

I PA N A
TOOTH PA S T E

"Splendid," would be your own den-
tist's verdict. "This is a true educational

picture, a graphic lesson in the proper use
of the teeth. If we moderns ate as vigor-

ously, if all of us ate more rough, coarse

food, we dentists would hear a lot less

about tender, sensitive, ailing gums."

Dental science explains that since soft,

creamy foods have displaced coarse, raw
fare, gums suffer. They get sluggish and
often so tender that "pink tooth brush"
has become a very common warning.

DON'T NEGLECT
"PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

"Pink tooth brush" is well known to your
dentist. He knows that serious troubles,

such as gingivitis, pyorrhea and Vincent's

disease may follow. And he knows that

massage is needed to stimulate and firm

your gums.

Ifyou are wise you will begin at once to

massage your gums evefy time you brush

your teeth. Each time, rub a little extra

Ipana on the gums. For Ipana with mas-
sage helps restoregums to healthy firmness.

Start cleaning your teeth and massaging
your gums with Ipana—today. Your teeth

will be brighter, your gums firmer. And
you can forget "pink tooth brush."

WHY WAIT FOR THE TRIAL TUBE?
Send the coupon below, if you like. But
a trial tube can be, at best, only an intro-

duction. Why not buy the full-size tube
today and begin to get Ipana's definite

advantages now— a month ofscientific den-
tal care ... 100 brushings . . . brighter
teeth and healthier gums.

BRISTOL-MYERS, Dept. 0-35
73 West Street, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH
PASTE. Enclosed is a 3p stamp to cover partly the
cost of packing and mailing.

Name

Streets

City_ .State.
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Delight Evans, Editor

James M. Fidler, Western Representative Tom Kennedy, Assistant Editor Frank J. Carroll, Art Director

Announcing

the Winners of the

Myrna Loy Cover Girl

CONTEST

WE THANK you all for helping

to make our first Cover Girl

Contest, sponsored by Myrna Loy,

such a success! Glad you liked it!

The winners are listed here; and to

the rest of you we say thanks,

again—and may you win in the next

contest!

First Prize: original portrait,

framed, in color, of Myrna Loy, won
by Miss Loretta McGann, 182 Acad-

emy Avenue, Providence, Rhode

Island.

Second Prize: $100.00 in cash, won
by Miss Bernice C. Bowne, 2341

Chestnut Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Third Prize: Remington Portable

Typewriter, won by Mr. John S.

Antkowiak, 122 Sears Street, Buffalo,

New York.
Fourth Prize: Max Factor Beauty

Kit, won by Adeline H. Sieg, 621

Beacon Building, Wichita, Kansas.

Additional Ten Prizes of person-

ally autographed new photographs of

Myrna Loy, won by Miss Cleon Yohe,

Columbia, Penna.; T. Farah, Toronto,

Canada; Miss Jean Bennett, New
York City; Jane F. Rankin, Conneaut

Lake, Penna.; Miss Mary L. Willes,

Mason City, Iowa; Elsie G. Rogers,

New Brunswick, Canada; Tacy E.

Ruppe, Mifflinburg, Penna.; Connie

Cowell, Salmo, British Columbia;

Yvette Wilcox, Los Angeles, Calif.;

Marie Brennan, St. Louis, Missouri.
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IF I KISS YOU NOW..,,
I COULD NEVER LET YOU GO!

Helen Hayes and Robert Montgomery gave to

the screen an unforgettable love thrill when
they appeared together in "Another Language".

Now they are co-starred in one of the greatest

love stories of our time, Hugh Walpole's famed

"Vanessa". When Helen Hayes says: "He has

the devil in him... but I love him" she echoes

the thought of many a girl who adores

a beloved rogue. M-G-M promises you the

first truly gripping romantic hit of 1935!

ROBERT

monTGomeRY
\ H in HUGH WALPOLE'S NOVEL

HER LOVE STORY
LEWIS STONE • MAY ROBSON

OTTO KRUGER
A William Howard Production • Produced by David O. Selznick

Directed by William K. Howard A u.i r . ft B.|j^ w . A , • ±
: ^

—- _ _ " /vi e i r o • b o ( o w y rt • M a y e r r i c t u s
-
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c^onor

Page

Won by John

Beal for his

fine portrayal

of the title role

in "The Little

Minister"

Any player who can
share scenes with Hep-
burn and emerge with
equal honors is im-
portant! John Beal,

with only two previous
pictureperformances to

his credit, plays the
name part of Barrie's

"Little Minister" with
so much sincerity that

we hereby predict for

him a splendid future.

You remem-
ber Mr. Beal
with Helen
Hayes in" Another
Language," surely!

He scored in that;

but his work in the

new Hepburn picture
brings him really into

prominence as an actor.

At

SCREENLAND likes to acclaim new talent. It

makes us happy to be able to dedicate this

' Honor Page to a rising player. Too seldom do

we have an opportunity as auspicious as this month's

in which we call your attention to John Beal, who
seems to us destined to do impressive things on the

screen. Mr. Beal is young, sensitive, intense. He has

the quality o£ compelling and holding your interest

as most of the handsomer young men have not. More

power to Miss Hepburn for helping him work out his

role in her picture and for insisting, they say, that

young John appear opposite her in her next film!

Here's a new and very different "team" for the

screen—two players whose appeal is intellectual

rather than emotional but who manage, because of

their artistry, to project appealing personalities as

well. Sir James M. Barrie couldn't have cast "The

Little Minister" more cleverly if he had directed it

himself, so adroitly is it played in this production.
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The Object of HerAer
By JAMES A. DANIELS

ffections

She had dreamed about him all her life. . She wanted him more than
the world and she travelled all the way from Red Gap, U.S.A. to
him! . And furthermore, she got her man, even if she had to win him in
And what woman wouldn't to get the perfect servant? o All ofJW how Ruggles, the perfect British

|^ and-ready American frontier town

Charles Laughton, winner of the 1933

terizations, gets his first big comedy chanc^Tn

Laughton has always wanted to play comedy on
role on the stage. But screen producers continued

of Lost Souls", Emperor Nero in "The Sign of

anything else in

Europe to get

a poker game!

which explains

into the rough-

explains how

screen charac-

valet, found himself pitch-forked

ofRed Gap. • All of which also

Academy Award for his serious

the title role of Paramount^ "Rugbies of Red Gap",
the screen. He had scored effectively in this type of

to cast him in such parts as the mad doctor in "The Island
'The Cross" and as that doughty ruler of Britain, "HenryVIII Then came "Ruggles of Red G.p»-.„d Uughn,n'. comedycW And how he pl.y, . ARuggles the perfect servant in the Harry Leon Wilson story, Eaughton comes to America in the employment ofthe soctally-mtnded Mary Boland of Red Gap. Hi. particular mission is to "civilise" Cousin Egben a pl. edbyt emimitable^^

to the pnm English valet in the land of the free furnishes_ of ^_^J****~
plots ever concocted. . Just to add to the general ^ _ ^ ^^^
Young, Zasu Pitts andLucien Lmlefield. . But watch Laught
the manner in wr^c^^^^^Mft ^^^^^^he gets howls of 1 h {

who makes his bo>^ a funny man in MRugglJ™

(Advertisement)
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TAGGING the TALKIES

A errand oicture' One of the best of this or any other season,

this show-you'll love it, and clamor for more pictures hke it.

Imita-

tion

of Life

Universal

Go see it, but be sure you take= your^angr for this^a

powerful emotional stimulant r^ 1

"Vaneg^ss eachofwhom
love as exemplified by a wh.tewoman^ a negres^ ^ ^
has a daughter to rear and educate, ^audette

better parts but never played^ e

f
ectl™

d
as the colored mother scores impressively. iNea

comedy and Warren William is the romantic lead

Ton and Fredi Washington are the daughters,

appealing.

Sparks supplies

Rochelle Hud-
Tremendously

The elder Fairbanks, far more mature and

adult than in any role you've ever seen him

It is a grown-up play for grown-ups, the

story of the declining years of the famed

over, who, thought dead can't convince

anybody he's alive; their illusions of his at-

tractions are so distorted by time and imag-

ination. Beautifully made, with many beau-

tiful women evident— Merle Oberon Bin-

nie Barnes, and Benita Hume especiallv-

This is a most praiseworthy contribution

to the films designed for youthful screen

patrons—and on its own account a merry

jolly bit of amusement for the young of all

ages All the characters of the Mother

Goose tales are here, with Laurel and

Hardy adding great fun, Charlotte Henry

good looks, and Felix Knight a beautiful

tenor voice for the Herbert songs. The

children will love it-so will their parents.

Nice music, pleasant people, more^rless

Bo e June Lang, the ingenue, is beautiful

™ Valine: Douglass Montgomery and

II She^ S'impresi It's worth seeing.

Lime-
house
Blues

Para-
mount

Mady Christians makes her debut as an

American screen star in a film that forms a

bulging package of theatrical sentimental-

ly and melodramatics. She is the mother

who sacrifices for her children and ultimate-

ly finds happiness after years of suffering.

There is the usual over-emphasis of the

Omental values, but the film forall that

has strong emotional appeal. A fine cast

Sudes Jean Parker and Charles Bickford.

Helldo-
rado

Fox

rp. tv_ p of Diav you thrilled to in

.^ieKverlheVhi/e House,; There is

a neatly contrived mystery in the sensa

tiona! disappearance of the Chief Executive

-an element absorbing enough to get you

over some very ^convincing melojamatics

about a vital topic—war profiteers nere

deleted Ts about as subtle as smalhtime

S-runners. Arthur Byron, Paul Kelly

aTdXX Devine score. Vivid melodrama.

An unhappy choice of vehicle for George

Raft, who appears as a Chinese engaged in

smuggling deals in London's Limehouse dis-

trict. Jean Parker is a gamin ot the district,

and the Chinaman falls in love with her

but she meets an American. Her Oriental

protector tries to have him killed, but is

killed himself through the jealousy of a

Chinese girl. Anna May Wong is decorative.

Neither convincing nor entertaining drama.

The story of a boaster who wanders into

a deserted
y
mining city, finds gold, and

marries the girl. The picture « spotty-

very good at moments, and very bad at

others Richard Arlen is excellent in a hard-

to-take role. Madge Evans looks good a

always. Jimmy Gleason and Stepin Fetchit

o¥er
y
some swell comedy. You won't mis

much it you fail to see it, but on the other

hand you won't be bored if you decide to go.

George M. Cohan, starring in a tco-talkie

version of one of his own plays, gives a

smooth and ingratiating Performance as
;

the

gambler who runs down the murderer of his

foster-daughter and falls in love with a girl

indirectly connected in the crime. In total,

t sums up as only a mildly interesting show,

but voulUike Cohan and hope he does more£ Wynne Gibson, also, is outstandmg.

(Continued on page VI)
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The

Gibson
Family

SWEET DREAMS SAUY . . . your skin, cleansed of
all make-up, by Ivory's foam, lives up to Jack
Hamilton's loving praise . . .

Sally's skin has that "Ivory-baby" look because
she never goes to bed without an Ivory beauty treat-

ment.

Ivory's clear fresh foam clears the pores of dust,
powder and make-up— gives the skin its real chance
to grow lovelier! No oily foam that's hard to rinse
away! No dry shiny-faced feeling! Ivory's way of
cleansing is so soothing that doctors advise it even
for babies' sensitive skins—and it's the gentlest,
surest way for your complexion to find spring-
freshness and satin-smoothness!

IVORY SOAP : • 99 4Vioo % PURE

"GOOD AT DISH- WASHING, Empty-top?" inquires Bobby
Gibson. "No wedding bells will ring for you in 1939, unless I
find you useful."

"Okay, Mugsy darling," agrees Dottie Marsh, "but you'll
have to furnish plenty of Ivory Soap before my fair hands will
work in your dishpan!" (Even young Dot knows that Ivory
Soap keeps busy hands smooth as silk.)

PURE IVORY SOAP PREVENTS "HOUSEWORK HANDS"

"HE CRIES A LOT, Mrs. Gibson," says Miss Bowes of the
parish day nursery, "his skin is so chafed. It's some fancy soap
his mother uses."

"What a pity when pure Ivory Soap costs so little," sighs
Mrs. Gibson. Her kind motherly heart remembers her own
Ivory babies of twenty years ago. If she could manage it, every
baby in America would have a smooth, Ivory-comforted skin.

DOCTORS, TOO, SAY "IVORY FOR BABIES"
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Radio

Parade

Nelson Eddy emerges from
isolation in Hollywood to star

again on the air and appear
in his long-promised film.

Gladys Swarthout, having

won celebrity in opera and
radio, will bring her talents

to films in the near future.

What with opera broadcasts

and special radio contracts,

Lily Pons, is a fam ilia r air star.

Now she's signed for films.

Noting some new
stars who join the

ranks as regulars in

the lively march of

broadcasting

By

Tom Kennedy

THE turn of the mid-season milepost finds radio

expanding the store of attractions upon which

broadcasters, and the merchants who foot the

advertising bills, depend to lure listeners around

to commercially sponsored programs.

In nearly every department of air entertainment we

who turn the dials to suit our own tastes, have profited

by the enterprise which has induced sponsors to otter

such fireside diversions as Metropolitan Opera perform-

ances so splendidly elucidated by Geraldme Farrar
;

the

robust comedy of Beatrice Lillie ; the ever-so-pleasing

and intelligently rendered vocalizing of Grace Moore,

the fine baritone voice of Nelson Eddy, to mention but

a few of the new attractions ushered in during the holi-

day season. . , .

Speaking of Nelson Eddy brings up the reminder it

was Hollywood that took this smooth and resonant voice

out of air circulation, and now after a long, a too long

absense, brings him back in a screen production of

"Naughty Marietta," within a short time, we hope, ot

his re-entry into broadcasting as a regular star._

Hollvwood for nearly a year has been promising the

screen public Mr. Eddy in a film suited to the acting and

vocal talents which he possesses in marked degree In

fact Air Eddy has been Hollywood's first citizen of the

"in a^ain out again, Finnegan" type for some time, pub-

licitv

&
stories from the coast always putting him in some

picture about ready to shoot, only to correct things with

follow-up announcement that Mr. Eddy would be doing

something else, but soon.

But when everybody got to thinking this was just a

gag, Hollywood, always unpredictable, rounded on itself,

and Nelson Eddy actually started work before the

camera as co-star with Jeanette MacDonald, the produc-

tion being launched, under the direction of W. S. A an

Dyke, toward the end of November.

That Nelson Eddy is precisely what the film fellows

know as "a natural," they discovered for themselves

right in their own back yard, so to speak. Eddy reached

Los Angeles in due course on a concert tour. 1 here

repeating the success he had scored in previous concerts,

the "Angelinos" who crowded the auditorium called him

back for some eighteen encores. Before he could get back

to his hotel, the films had him signed to a term contract.

Retreating to the observation platform for a quick

glance back at the terrain that has been left behind as

the air express travels the second leg of its current sea-

son, there appears to have been achieved (outside of

course, stunts contrived to suit the special and peculiar

features of news events) only one successful departure

from the amusement forms inherited by radio from the

stage, the concert platform, and the screen. Even here,

theVeneral form adheres to story development as it has

been known even before the days of broadcasting.

However, the success which has been earned—and that

is the proper term for it—by those who are responsible

for "The Gibson Family," reflects, it seems to us, enough

glory for radio and the producers, and the authors and

composers involved.
_ .

Here was an ambitious undertaking, a sincere ettort

in the direction of something (Continued on page 94)
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Yessir, Ann Dvorak is the girl picked
from a million as Rudy's new
heart-throb! Watch her dance—watch
her make love—and you'll know why I

Just to sit and gaze at these beau-
lies should be treat enough for any-
one—but Warner Bros, add the mar-
vel of dance spectacles created by
Johnny Boyle and Bobby Connolly.

V ALLE E
in

SWEET
M U S IC"
America's Top Troubador, Surrounded by a
Studio-Full of Talent (Including His One and
Only Connecticut Yankees), Steals the Show
From the Idols of Hollywood, with the
Aid of Alfred E.Green's Smart .Direction.

Helen Morgan is just one of "Sweet
Music's" many star thrills. Others
are Alice White, Allen Jenkins, Ned
Sparks, Joe Cawthorn, Al Shean.

Frank and Milt Britton's musical
maniacs tear the house down putting
over Rudy's new hits

—
"Ev'ry Day",

"FareThee Well, Annabelle", 4 others
by 6 famous Warner composers.
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s Inside the Stars' omes

Hollywood's own
British bride,
Heather Angel
Forbes "commands"

you to visit her

new home!

Latest in SCREENLAND'S exclusive series of visits to stars

homes has the new Mrs. Ralph Forbes as charming hostess.

Above, Heather pours while Ralph adores!

By Betty Boone

THE house where Heather Angel (Mrs. Ralph

Forbes) lives is a rambling story-book sort of

place perched on the side of a hill in Coldwater

Canyon. A green painted fence shuts it off from

the winding' road in front, but the two acres the young

Forbeses own extend backward up a wild hillside that

is full of flowers in spring.

The biggest live-oak tree you ever saw shelters the

garden and caresses the gray house, which has twin

gables with weathercocks, and a line of friendly win-

dows. The house curves with the hillside so that most

of the windows look out on the garden and on Cocotte,

a South American bird with a bright tail and a gay voice.

"You must meet Cocotte," smiled Heather, a pink fore-

finger in the bars of the great cage that hangs under the

tree, "Sometimes we think she must be the most im-

portant member of the family. Roland Young comes over

just to visit her, he says, and he even sends messages to

her when he's away ! Say something, you rascal

!

"As you can't help observing, we're building an addi-

tion to the house," went on Mrs. Forbes, in her precise

little English voice. Tier lips seem to form themselves

daintily around her words. "There's to be a large bed-

room and dressing-room for me above, and a play-room

below. 'We'll have a big house-warming when it's fin-

ished. The addition won't spoil the romantic look of

the place, I hope. Don't you think it's a bit like some-

thing out of Dickens?"

The inside is even more "Dickensy," with plaster walls,

rafters, oM English hunting prints, heavily carved chests

and old andirons. A fireplace at one end of the living-

room is in an alcove raised a step above the floor from

which also rises a little winding stair leading to a bal-

cony above. Another fireplace faces the first one with

the length of living-room and dining-room between.

"Ralph designed this gun cupboard," Heather paused

before a massive piece of furniture carved with figures

of warriors and their arms that occupies a corner of

the dining-room. (She pronounces his name as the

English do—"Rafe"). "He designed the great bed in

his room, too—fascinating thing with a high headboard.

He simply adores beautiful things
!"

"Very true," murmured Ralph's mother, who was sit-

ting at ' a tea-table beneath a fire-screen adorned with

more hunting prints. She and I exchanged glances,

looked at the exquisite young Mrs. Forbes, and back

again at one another. "But I'd take credit for this

match, if I could. You see, I met Heather at a party at

Lucille Gleason's and said to myself: 'There's the girl

for Ralph!' and I ftew home to Ralph and told him I'd

found her. The disappointing boy said: 'Oh, / know

her!' But shortlv after, they met again at a tennis match

and it was all over like that!" She snapped her fingers.

A bright flush swept up to her daughter-in-law's soft

brown hair. She slipped into her place behind the silver

tea pot. "She gave me this tea set," she told me, nod-

ding at Mrs. Forbes. "It's been in the family for ages.

It belongs in a house like this, don't you think? So many
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of the lovely old things we have come from
Mother Forbes—that chest over there

—

well, so much there's no use picking them
out. So now we'll go a bit farther and
give you her precious recipes for English
high teas

!"

Her deft little fingers were flying about
over the tea things, the old silver tea
caddy that once belonged to Mrs. Forbes'
grandmother, the fine china, the graceful
pot and pitcher.

"A
_
high tea," put in Mrs. Forbes, in

her rich voice, "is nothing like the after-
noon tea we're having now, you know. It's

really a meal, something like the one you
call supper here. When we are going to
the theatre and must eat early so as to
be there on time, and don't want to bother
over a dinner, we say : 'Let's have a high
tea!' When we were children and were
going to Christmas pantomimes, we had
high tea. Often we give a high tea for
charity. It's a flexible sort of meal."
"The chief difference between high tea

and your supper is that we don't have sal-
ads as you do," explained Heather, handing
me a cup. "As a rule we have one hot
dish, cold meats, hot Scotch scones or Sally
Lunns or something of the sort, tarts or
cakes, jams, jellies, and so on. The only
salad I remember at a high tea is a tiny
bit of orange salad served on the plate
with wild duck."

"We adore salads over here, but in Eng-
land we never seemed to eat them," com-
mented Mrs. Forbes. "I think it must be
the climate. Over here the sunshine pro-
vides food value, I believe, and over there
you must have solid food. We couldn't
begin to swallow the things we absorb as
a matter of course over there."

"It's amazing the number of meals we
manage to get through in England!"
laughed Heather.

"First of all, a cup of hot tea is brought
to our beds," said her mother-in-law, remi-
niscently, "then we get up—

"

(

"Shivering—" interpolated Heather.
"—and go to breakfast. On the sideboard

or buffet there will be spread out various
covered dishes, kidneys in one, kippered
herrings in another, eggs, bacon, sausage,
and so on. You help yourself. Then you
have toast and marmalade, of course. The
heartiest kind of a meal."

"In a little while," broke in Heather,
"comes luncheon—seldom a small meal, is

it, darling?"
"Then there's afternoon tea, then dinner,

and perhaps if we are out very late, a small
supper," concluded Mrs. Forbes.
"But we take a great deal of exercise,"

said Heather. "We walk a lot. We all
love walking, even over here where every-
one gets into a car to go to the corner.
Ralph and I play polo and tennis together.
Ralph gave me a polo pony the other day
and I'm still thrilled over it ! But all this
isn't talking about high teas."
"One of our favorite hot dishes for high

teas is Eggs Morney," Mrs. Forbes ob-
served, after consideration. "It's an excel-
lent hot dish for luncheons, too. People are
always asking for it when they are coming
to my house. It's very simple but very
good, we think.

"You boil the eggs twenty minutes until
the whites are quite digestible. Why this
should make them so, I don't know, but it

does. Then you make a white sauce and
put two ounces of Parmesan cheese into it

;

you place your eggs, carefully sliced, in a
baking dish to cover the bottom, cover with
the sauce, then another layer of eggs, more
sauce, and so on until the dish is full ; then
you sprinkle more Parmesan cheese, little
bits of butter and cracker crumbs on top,
and put the dish in the oven for ten min-
"tes

- If you serve this for luncheon, you'll
find that green peas and some green salad

{Continued on page 91)
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TEST Ihe...
PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE

.
^ For 70 Days at Our Expense!

-J i\€*Ve rcc/itcec/ rtiij trips

t'lC nx^h&s writes Miss Healy !

"I read an 'ad' of the

Perfolastic Company
...and sent for FREE
folder".

"They allowed me to

wear their Perforated

Girdle for 10 days

on trial".

"The massage -like

action did -it . . . the

fat seemed to have
melted away".

"In a very short time

I had reduced my hips

9 INCHES and my
weight 20 pounds".

REDUCE
YOUR WAIST AND HIPS

lO DA
<£

INCHES
IN

...it won t cost you one penny I

WE WANT YOU to try the
Perfolastic Girdle and Uplift

Brassiere. Test them for yourself
for 10 days absolutely FREE. Then,
if without diet, drugs or exercise,
you have not reduced at least 3
inches around waist and hips, they
will cost you nothing!

Reduce Quickly, Easily, and Safely!

• The massage-like action of this
famous Perfolastic Reducing Girdle
and Brassiere takes the place of
months of tiring exercises. You do
nothing, take no drugs, eat all you
wish, yet, with every move the
marvelous Perfolastic gently mas-
sages away the surplus fat, stimu-
lating the body once more into
energetic health.

Ventilated . . . to Permit the

Skin to Breathe!

• And it is so comfortable! The venti-
lating perforations allow the skin pores to
breathe normally. The inner surface of
the Perfolastic is a delightfully soft, satin-
ized fabric, especially designed to wear
next to the body. It does away with all
irritation, chafing and discomfort, keep-
ing your body cool and fresh at all times.
There is no sticky, unpleasant feeling. A
special adjustable back allows for perfect
fit as inches disappear.

Don 7 Wait Any Longer...Act Today!

• Y°u can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely whether or not this very effi-
cient girdle and brassiere will reduce you.
You do not need to risk one penny ... try
them for 10 days . . . then send them back
if you are not completely astonished at
the wonderful results.

You can be

YOUR SLIMMER SELF
without Exercise, Diet or Drugs!

V
\

'

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 733, 41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N. Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Name
_

Address

City State
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny

Post Card
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OtiLtfte FOR

PLAYTHINGS

Yet she uses this 25^ Tooth Paste

Do you realize why? liesnils, that's all!

IT is no accident that women of wealth and position, fastidious and critical in

selection of all things, are constant users of Listerine Tooth Paste.

Obviously, the price of 25^ would have no weight in making their decision. The

reason for their choice is the quality of the paste itself, the definite results it brings.

You will find, as more than 3,000,000 men and women have found, that

Listerine Tooth Paste gives teeth a brilliance and lustre not obtainable with

ordinary dentifrices. You will observe also that this paste is safe and gentle in

action; accomplishes amazing cleanliness without harm to precious enamel. Try

it yourself and see teeth improve.

As you continue to use it you'll realize that at last you have a superior tooth

paste, worthy of your patronage, and worthy, too, of the old and trusted name

it bears. Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Missouri.

LISTERINE TOOTH PASTE . . . Regular Size 25^ Double Size 40^

METROPOLITAN
GRAND OPERA

direct from its N. Y. Stage

Broadcast by

LISTERINE
announced by

Geraldine Farrar

Every Saturday. All NBC Stations.

See your newspaper for time
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Wonder if Brian Aherne will be smiling like this when he readsthis Open Letter addressed to him? How will he take it—or can
he take it at all?

DEAR Mr. Aherne:
You've been holding out on us!

I knew it all along, but what excuse can
you give the girls and boys who have seen

you only in pictures?

Come, come, Mr. Aherne—no sulking! Screen-
land has a certain right to scold you—remember you
were our "Discovery of the Month" long before the
film producers woke up and signed you? We're your
little Columbus, and so we feel sort of responsible
for your screen past, present, and future. And now
about that future!

When I first saw you on the stage as Katharine
Cornell's leading man in "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street" I shouted: "Here's the potentially greatest
romantic screen star since Ronald Colman!" And
what happened? Nothing happened—except that
Miss Cornell's play ran on and on, and you ran with

An Open Letter to

Brian Aherne

it; and motion pictures went on practically as
usual. We turned our attention to Gable and
Hepburn; and as far as I was concerned,
"Brian Aherne" became just a beautiful echo.
Until—suddenly, as things happen in this
wonderful and crazy business and art, when
nobody was looking, you appeared in pic-
tures, just like that. And now comes the sad
part. What did you, Mr. Aherne, the fiery
and fascinating Browning of the boards, turn
into the minute you stepped in front of the
camera? Must I admit it? Just about the
dullest and most dignified young man I ever
saw! Yessir, you failed me, Mr. Aherne. I

had to slink away to brood before my loving
friends could jeer, "Yah, yah—some picker,
aren't you?"

So I bore you a grudge, Mr. Aherne, and
can you blame me? Dreary with Dietrich;
pretty pompous with Ann Harding; good
with Helen Hayes—but it wasn't enough.
Came 1935. Came, again, the dawn—in

the guise of Miss Cornell in her gorgeous
production of "Romeo and Juliet." Critics
screamed themselves hoarse in praise of the
new Juliet, and there were quite a few cheers
left over for the new Mercutio. The most
dashing Mercutio in years—who tore scenes
right away from Romeo, who roared and
ranted and capered and bounced; who pro-

jected a terrific personality over the footlights. And
who played Mercutio? You may well ask! Our old
friend Brian Aherne!
What gets into you, Mr. Aherne, that you can be

such a brilliant Browning and such a masterful Mer-
cutio on the stage, and then lose all that fire, that
grace, that charm on the screen? Is the camera so
cold? Do you miss the living audience? Or Katha-
rine Cornell? Must you be so refined in pictures?
Can't you be yourself? Try it, anyway. Come home
to Hollywood, be gay, and all will be forgiven.
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Very special feature! Father

of world's most famous baby

tells his frank story of what

it means to be Shirley's man-

ager! Illustrated with abso-

lutely new "baby" pictures of

the great little Temple!

George Temple, above, and his celebrated daughter,

the self-made "million-dollar baby!" Read Mr
Temple's outspoken account of his management of

Shirley—a story every mother and father will like.

Wasn't she sweet?
Above, baby Shirley.

Left, just a little bit

older. Below, still

very young, but al-

ready a charmer'

New Slant

on Shirley!
By Thornton Sargent

T'S no cinch to be Shirley Temple's daddy!

At least that's what George Temple, the father of

§ this cinema prodigy, declares. Not that Shirley isn t

as adorable in private life as she is on the screen.

Nor that Shirley's leading a double life and m constant

fear of a scandal cropping out—unless you'd call her

penchant for chocolate ice cream scandalous.

It's simply that Mr. Temple, in addition to being Shir-

ley's father, has earned the right to be her manager.

That's brought a flock of vultures swarming down upon

Business Manager Temple. And he's found it no snap

to repulse them, as they hungrily snatch at the earnings

Shirley's prodigious popularity is bringing her.

Not that George Temple is exactly an amateur at

beating off gold-brick salesmen. He has had consider-

able experience at the job as manager of a branch bark-

in Los Angeles, that has taught him to say "No ! with

a finality that would stop the most ambitious I! athng-

^No wonder the Los Angeles judge who questioned

Mr Temple as to his fitness to serve as Shirley s mana-

ger and guardian and learned of his banking position

endorsed him enthusiastically with "That s fine

!

But let's sit at Mr. Temple's desk in the branch of

the California Bank at Washington and Vermont in

Los A.ngeles and face a couple of the problems that he
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must meet every day. Here we are—right out in the
open, no bars, no doors restraining anyone from walking
right in and up to the desk that bears a plaque with the
name, George Temple, manager.
We write a letter to a customer whose note is due the

next day, okay a check for a new depositor and try to-

straighten out a man who overdrew his account and
wonders why the bank didn't carry him. And just as
we are preparing to wade through a mass of home loan
applications, a dapper, smart-looking man leans aggres-
sively over the desk and begins clicking out words with
machine gun rapidity.

"Mr. Temple, I have a proposition to make to you.
I'll guarantee you $100,000 for the privilege of making
two pictures with Shirley Temple. I'll put up $35,000
of the sum in escrow in your bank. I'll pay all expenses
of the litigation that will result with Fox Film."
And with arm-waving and high-pressure salesman-

ship, the gentleman proceeds to fire arguments as to why
Mr. Temple should agree to such a proposition.

If it were us, instead of Mr. Temple in that chair,
we'd probably have clinched the deal immediately—un-
less we decided to hold out for more money. And why
not? It's an easy way to pick up a hundred thousand.
It would make Shirley's

dowry just that much
bigger when she grows
up and thinks more of

marriage than a screen

career. But after all,

it's up to Mr. Temple to

make the decision. And
his answer was an em-
phatic "No!"
Why ? Simply because

Shirley's welfare, both
physical and spiritual,

means more to her father

than twice a hundred
thousand dollars.

"Some people may
think I was too conserv-
ative in not snapping up

that offer," explained Mr.
Temple as we sat, later on,
in the comfortable Santa
Monica home that houses
the youngest and most pop-
ular screen star of today.
"But those pictures would

have been made during
Shirley's vacation periods.
It would have encroached
on the time she should be
devoting to recreation and
play. It would have meant
violating at least the spirit

of our contract with Fox
Film which discovered her
and gave her a chance at

stardom. But, more im-
portant than even these
facts, is the injury it might
have done her spiritually.

I want Shirley to consider
her father as an honest and
fair man. I want my con-

All dressed up! The photo-
graph above was posed
before motion pictures
made Shirley a great star.
You can see she has always

been lovable.

Five Photographs of
Shirley Temple as a
baby by G. Edwin Wil-

liams.

First "shot" of Shirley in her
brand new motion picture,
"The Little Colonel," from
the beloved story by Annie

Fellowes Johnston.

Her very first fashion picture!
Even at this very early age,
four, Shirley captured all
neighborhood hearts. And
now she is the world's pet!

duct to be an inspiration
for her. Had I ac-
cepted that proposition I

couldn't have had a clear

conscience. And when
Shirley grew up, she'd
either have lost respect
for me, or come to have
a false standard of val-
ues. Rather than risk

either of these I passed
up the offer."

That was one of the
more serious decisions
that Mr. Temple had to

make. But it doesn't be-
gin to cover the subject.

He's been deluged by life

insurance agents ! Over-
run with real estate sales-

men ! Pestered by oil

stock peddlers ! Tracked
down by theatrical
agents ! Buttonholed on

corners by every kind of automobile salesman ! Besieged
by manufacturers wanting Shirley Temple endorse-
ments! Appealed to for contributions in sums that
Shirley couldn't earn in a decade ! Looked up by rela-
tives he hadn't even heard of till Shirley became famous

!

Gazed upon as a curiosity by tourists' from Florida to
Maine

!

_

And in between saying "No!" he has sandwiched the
job of being a bank manager, and actually attending
to Shirley's business, not to (Continued on page 81)
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:elot in

Modern
Dress
Leslie Howard—his

tragedy and triumph

By

Laura Benham

Howard, the man, is a

totally different person
than Howard, the actor.

You meet them both in

this scintillating story.

Right, in pre-film days.

IANCELOT in modern dress ! That's Leslie Howard.

Had he lived in another age, he would have

j ridden gallantly to battle mounted on a snow-

white charger, armor gleaming in the morning

sunlight, banners waving in the breeze, an amulet from

his Guinevere—or Elaine—tucked against his heart.

That he was born in our modern machine age is both

his tragedy and his triumph! His tragedy, because it

means that he is destined never to know complete happi-

ness, but must forever grope toward an ephemeral, in-

tangible goal which, like a mirage, fades when he attains

it only to- appear again in the distance to lure him further

forward.
.

His triumph, because through this seeking a fulfilment

he can never know, he will leave a record of achievement

and accomplishment that transcends even his fondest,

secret dreams and will make an ineradicable mark upon

the minds and lives of all who know him and his work.

From the moment that you meet Leslie Howard you

are conscious of the turbulent but controlled conflict that

surges beneath the calm, indifferent exterior of his dual

personality. It flickers in his restless blue eyes and at

the corners of his sensitive, mobile mouth; and for an

instant flashes across his face in a disclosure more il-

luminating than a thousand speeches.

For he is not given to intimate, self-revelatory expres-

sion. Rather, he is reserved to the point of shyness—or

discretion—and it is onlv through discussion of his work

that one breaks through his cautious composure to catch

glimpses of the man behind the actor.

In New York to appear in the Gilbert Miller Broad-

way production, "The Petrified Forest," Mr. Howard

finds himself with a strange and growing distaste for the

stage—and a vague nostalgia (Continued on page (A)
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Bergner is the stage sensation of
Europe. Above, with Hugh Sinclair in
"Escape Me Never," which she has
also filmed. Right, the girl herself.

m
Truth
About

Bergner!
For the first time the elu-

sive Elisabeth is word-
painted in her true colors

By Hettie Grimstead

THEY call her "Elusive Elisabeth" in London, for
she is more difficult to meet than Garbo. Fans
who wait at the stage-door merely catch a
glimpse of a closely muffled little figure as she

hurries past. To enquiring studio visitors she is always
mysteriously "resting in her dressing-room," the location
not being indicated because only the directors know
where it is.

No one is allowed to watch her working on the sets
and she usually leaves with a crowd of extras, unnoticed.
She slips into her car and simply vanishes until the next
morning. Most of her fellow players do not even know
where she lives, much less what she does in her leisure.
She is never seen in restaurants or places where they
dance and lion-hunting society hostesses inveigle her in
vain.

Requests for an interview are always declined so baf-

fled reporters have propounded all manner of theories
about her. La Bergner is timid, sulky, hysterical, insuf-
ferably haughty or afflicted with a severe inferiority
complex—according to the view of the moment. One
woman film writer recently suggested she was a modern
Trilby, acting under the hypnotic commands of a Sven-
gali m the person of her distinguished-looking German
husband, Dr. Paul Zinner, who directs all her pictures.

_
How amused Elisabeth was when I read her that ar-

ticle not long before she sailed for the United States.
Her great brown eyes gleamed merrily in her tiny heart-
shaped face, so piquant and expressive under her soft
blonde hair which she wears in a long straight bob.

"But I was only married last year," she chuckled.
"And I have been acting all my life ! Why, I was not ten
years old when* I first walked onto the stage in Vienna."

Indeed, she acts as naturally (Continued on page 76)
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GRETA GARBO
GRETA GARBO is as much a myth to her native

Sweden, as Greta GustafTson is to her adopted

America. Greta Gustafsson is that very poor

young girl—errand girl, cloak model, "soap

girl"

—

who was completely left behind when she became

Greta Garbo, Queen of Hollywood.

Perhaps no world-famous person in modern times has

been so much misunderstood as Greta Garbo. And now,

I may add, none is so little understood as she is. Some-

where in between the simple Swedish working girl of

the tenements, and the royal princess of the cinema,

there seems to have been a third personality ; a soul that

is lost. Even among and to her so-called intimate

friends in America, Greta Garbo is a complete stranger.

When they tell all they really know about her over here,

we have only the picture of a sphinx—a tight-lipped

smile, a tiny crinkle round the eyes that can look deeper

into the beyond than any other pair in the cinema, and

then—silence. The enigma of the screen.

I went to Sweden with the express purpose of trying

to penetrate behind that enigmatic smile ; to learn if pos-

sible if there ever had been a regular person—a human

creature like you and me, who once could laugh and cry,

love and lavish love. And it was many weeks before

I discovered Greta Gustafsson—a beautiful, laughing,

loving child, then a young woman—who one day^went

across the sea into space and was seen no more. "No,"

they all tell me, "this person you call Greta Garbo is not

Discovered at last: the lost Greta Gustafsson,

who gave the world Greta Garbo! The

author journeyed to Sweden to obtain the

facts about Greta's childhood and girlhood,

and the result is this true story more

thrilling than the most colorful fiction.

our 'Lila Keta' (Little Greta), or our Greta Gustafsson.

She was like this ..."

Strangely enough, I contacted the real Garbo first in

the Land of the Midnight Sun, just north of the Arctic

Circle. I was traveling hard and fast in the direction

of the North Cape. It became necessary to make a

change in my sleeper ticket immediately, that involved

a tremendous railway etiquette that was quite beyond

my meagre Swedish vocabulary. I went frantically

about asking everybody in sight if they spoke English,

finally coming upon a handsome bare-headed gentleman

with a leonine crop of hair who with a grin said, I spik

little English." Well, he completely solved my difficulty,

but what was more important, he proved to be Ollars-

Erik Landberg. the well-known Swedish film actor and

director, who happened to be up in that beautiful ^ortn

country making a picture. We were just m the midst

of coffee and a dish of fflburtke, (curdled milk sprinkled
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Sweden in 1929. Finally, our heroine
is shown with John Gilbert, opposite
whom she made her sensational suc-
cess and to whom she was often re-
ported engaged. Circle, an early
publicity pose of the now great star.

Of course you recognize the remote
goddess at the left: your Garbo and

ours, in "The Painted Veil."

HOME-TOWN GIRL!
By

Henry Albert Phillips

with ginger), when Greta Garbo was mentioned. Did
he know her? "I say well, I know Garbo!" he ex-
claimed, and was just explaining that he was a member
of the now famous class with Greta Garbo of the Royal
Dramatic School, why, he could tell me everything about
that period of her life— And at that moment, my one-
train-a-day drew in and we parted on the platform
promising to meet again in Stockholm at some indefinite

period, and get the Garbo story.

Ollars-Erik Landberg was not in Stockholm when I

returned. A week of incessant inquiry brought me in

contact with an antique dealer and admirer of Greta
Garbo from afar. A pal of his, however, had been more
fortunate. This pal was a rich man's son and he met
young Greta Gustafsson—then a salesgirl in the Paul
Bergstrom department store—at the skating rink. She
was then about sixteen and it was her first serious love

affair, although it seemed that she was a constant object
of admiration from boys and men. Greta loved to skate

and went every night to the rink, and my friend's pal

saw her home and he was the only boy who was intro-

duced to the family. In those simple circles Greta was
known to be "engaged." To the young wooer, however,
it was not serious, only a "skating engagement," as it

was called among the boys, because such a betrothal does
not always outlast the ice and usually fades when sum-
mer amusements come.
My antiquarian then recalled an item he had clipped

from the newspapers some years before about the barber
shop, or rakstuga, where Greta had once been employed
as a tvalflicka, or "soap girl." The barber's name was
Ekengren, Gotgatan, 75. Finding no barber Ekengren
in the directory, we set out in search of the shop in a

strange part of the city.

We soon found ourselves in Greta Gustafsson country.

The owner of the thread and needle shop where we made
our first inquiry, turned out to be a former schoolmate
of Greta's. Apparently, the major part of her conver-

sation and dreams during the drab hours of thread and
needle traffic were devoted to Greta. It was her Cin-

derella theme—as indeed it was of the whole workers'

neighborhood. She talked only of Greta Gustafsson and
it was obvious that she considered the whole Greta Garbo
business a legend, although the space behind her tiny

desk was plastered with newspaper cuttings of the Great
Garbo. She insisted that there was nothing about her

Greta to warrant such extrava- (Continued on page 78)
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Calling on
all stars!

Come along

with us!

Mr. and Mrs. Warren William are at home to you, when you call on them under the auspices of SCREENLAND
and escorted by the popular writer, Beth Brown. See those furry sentinels at the William gate? Thoroughbreds

both, but most democratic, like the master and mistress of the manor.

F YOU have to go to 12 East 86th Street in New
York, you simply hail a yellow taxi and you're

there. You're not lost in Laurel Canyon and you're

not left clinging to a cliff.

If you're invited to an artist's home in the French

quarter, anybody in New Orleans will direct you to_ St.

Peter's Street. If you're going to a joss house in China-

town, San Francisco, you don't need to organize an ex-

ploration expedition.

But just let Elissa Landi or Cecil B. DeMille or

Dolores Del Rio invite you to dinner. The thing to do

is to start a day and a half ahead of time to be sure you

arrive only two hours late. If you're invited, say, for

Monday, play safe and leave on Saturday.

Hollywood is the taxi driver's heaven. By the time

you've visited four movie stars in the tight little yellow

cab that telescopes your knees under your chin, you've

paid for a five seat sedan. So if possible—commandeer
your own car.

The next step is to join the auto club. Tell the hand-

some clerk you've been invited to dine with the Thal-

bergs and ask him to route you out.

You've heard the old saw describing this place as being

"seven villages in search of a city." Hollywood sprawls

in all directions. It climbs a dozen rolling hills. Its

exact location defies all geography books. But the chief

charm of that fantastic homeland is what you find when

you finally arrive at your destination.

I challenge you to try and find Elissa Landi's house.

There's no name on the street. There's no number on

the door. There's no name plate on the beautiful bronze

grilled gate. No clue at all anywhere along the brick

walk that plunges you breathlessly into an old-world

patio. You pause bewildered, your eyes popping, your
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mouth hanging wide open, unable to
tell the obsequious Japanese butler who
you are, why you've come, whom you
wish to see.

Elissa's huge house stands on a high
hill surveying Hollywood on the left

and the cobalt blue Pacific on the right.

Big as that house is, it's scarcely big
enough to hold her. She's like a bub-
bling spring—acting—writing—prac-
ticing her music at the two pianos and
the organ that are not simply orna-
ments in that immense living room.
She even has music with her garden-
ing, for a loud radio speaker commands
her half a mile of landscape hillside.

She loves to work in the California
earth, listening to symphony music
coming all the way from New York.
She confesses that she is completely
happy for the first time in her life.

She has this house of her dreams and
she's in love. And by a curious device,
she keeps her mother with her. Her
mother occupies a cottage all her own
that's cleverly connected to the main
house. She's close enough to come at
a moments' call—and far enough for
Ehssa to write away at her novels in

privacy or practice her arpeggios in

perspiration.

Forty miles away, on the mileage
gauge, at the edge of Toluca Lake,
lives a man you've all laughed at many
times. He has a pet swan which has
been solemnly christened Marmaduke.
He has a blind duck he rushes home to
feed each night at the end of his studio
day. . And he has a row boat. This
boat is not for deep-sea fishing. It's

for the purpose of rowing across to the
golf course opposite. Our hero hates
walking—except on the golf course.
Much as he loves his big house at the

edge of the lake, he has a little house
he loves even better. In fact, it's not
a house. It's a trailer. He takes this
trailer along whenever he goes on loca-
tion and he loves to go on location to

When you are invited to Elissa
Landi's home, you'll be enter-
tained by the hostess herself
at the organ, if you're lucky.

Paul Muni is not a "mixer" but
if you're fortunate enough to
be his friend you're always sure

of a warm welcome!

take his trailer along. It rides behind
a Lincoln roadster as proud as his
swan Marmaduke, no, prouder.
And no wonder! Wouldn't you be

proud if you could boast a fire ex-
tinguisher, a telephone, a radio, an ice

box, a deep, soft couch, and a card
table? Yep, a built-in bureau, a frigid-

aire, a bar, and a washstand? Yep,
and a medicine chest. There's rich
red carpet on the floor two inches thick,

maybe three. You can't see the tacks
for the thickness. There's a picture on
the wall and curtains 'A the windows.
Our hero's house is big. But it

stands in one place. It never goes any-
where. His trailer is no bigger than a
bathroom. But it's been everywhere.
It's even been to see the circus ! Don't
be surprised some sunny Sunday morn-
ing, to see W. C. Fields at the wheel
honking past your own front door.

^ After dining in a trailer, when Vera
Caspary invites you to six courses and
no dessert, you think you're immune
to surprises. But that's where you're
wrong. The address is North Syca-
more Street. The night is dark. And
you start on high. You climb a hill.

You've climbed the wrong one. You
try another. At the end of the fourth
ascent, you come upon a cave that leads
to a secret stairway that leads to a-pri-
vate patio that leads to Vera's house.
Vera says that she has chosen this lo-

cation to stump bill collectors and first

edition hunters. Here, in the seclusion
of her dug-out, she does her writing.

Pointing due south, in the San Fer-
nando Valley, on a ten acre walnut
ranch, lives Paul Muni. He took one
look and bought the place—all in
twenty minutes. The big house has a
glass logia. There's an outdoor swim-
ming pool with dressing-rooms adjoin-
ing. There's a play house. The main
feature, though, is the rehearsal hall.

The rehearsal hall has a history.
Once upon a {Continued on page 79)
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^V[R.ARLISS"
Grandest close-up

ever caught of the

great George!

By

Tom Kennedy

In his many years of superb stage and screen playing, George Arliss has
been interviewed hundreds of times. But never, we think, has any writer

caught him so completely off-guard as in this charming story, giving an
exclusive report of Mr. Arliss' current opinions.

HIS most brilliant achievements are associated

with history, his appearance and manner are

distinctly of today, his conversation chiefly con-

cerns the future ! Do you wonder that a mere
reporter almost succumbed to the jitters as he watched

the Past, the Present, and the Future do the weirdest

nip-ups round and about the person of George Arliss,

widely and fondly hailed by those who should know, as

'"the greatest living character actor."

Breaking his journey from England to Hollywood,

with "The Iron Duke," his first British picture, behind

him, and before him "Richelieu," his next American film,

Mr. Arliss had paused in New York, and this was his

day for receiving the press.

For this polite professional function, Mr. Arliss was
occupying an office in the New York headquarters of

Gaumont-British, for whom he made "The Iron Duke."
This particular office was formerly the sanctum of a

vaudeville magnate—a huge and stately hall. It was im-

possible to escape the reflection that here, perhaps, for

the first time since its creation, this opulently furnished

chamber had, at long last, found a figure capable of

animating it with a grace of manner and dignity of bear-

ing that achieved its own vain pretensions to the classic.

The panelling of the walls had Mr. Arliss puzzled.

"What is it?" he repeated as he fingered the figures set

in coffered squares. "Really carving, or composition?"

he asked as he reached for that ubiquitous gold-rimmed

monocle he wears suspended on a black ribbon, stuck it

in place over his right eye, and scrutinized the object of

his quandary. In that moment I was seeing a composite

of such characters as Disraeli, Voltaire, Rothschild, and
other personages Arliss has reflected on the screen.

The mannerisms which George Arliss has familiarized

in his screen impersonations are instantly identified in

the man himself. For he is one actor who has mastered

the trick of translating his own mannerisms into as many
different periods of history as the drama has ever at-

tempted to reflect in outstanding personages representing

its varied chapters.

The most important observation to be reported here

—

since it is the impression which stands out above all other

recollections formed at this interview—is George Arliss'

ability to stay young. I was seeing him "in the flesh"

for the first time since 'way back when, for the first time

in his life, Mr. Arliss stepped (Continued on page 93)
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Grand new team! The lovely Merle plays op-
posite our, and England's, Leslie Howard in
the British-made motion picture. "The Scar-
let Pimpernel," from the popular novel of the

same name by the Baroness Orczy.

"MISS

O'BRIEN"
Of Tasmania! Otherwise known as

Merle Oberon, here revealed in her
firstAmerican interview—exclusive!

By Leonard Hall

THE British Set in Holly-
wood—The Tea-and-Crumpet
Colony—is due for a bright
shaking-up just now, unless

Old Gaffer Hall misses his guess and
hits an aged charwoman.

There'll be a bit of twittering over
the cups— one lump, please— and
more than one smidgin of toast will
drop unheeded to the Sheraton. For
Miss Merle Oberon is among the
"Cavalcade" Crowd now — Merle
Oberon of the flashing almond eyes,
of London and points far east, now
of the United Artists lot in Holly-
wood, where she will appear opposite
the M. Chevalier in the new "FoKes
Bergere de Paris."

I have just come from witnessing
this Miss Oberon, and may be a bit
above myself, in a manner o' speakin'—but I give you my word as a veteran
beholder of movie actresses that she
is the smartest morsel of British star-
let to strike our rockbound coast in
years.

You have undoubtedly seen Miss
Oberon mentioned more than a bit in
the public prints lately, as she has
been reported engaged to Mr. Joseph
Schenck, head of United Artists.
What is more germane to our story is

that she is the fastest rising movie
actress since the outburst of Kath-
arine "One Shot" Hepburn. In fact,
Merle's ascent in the movies has
been, if I may be permitted to coin
a metaphor, meteoric.
A discovery of Mr. Alexander

Korda, director of "The Private Life
of Henry the Eighth," the lady has
appeared in but few pictures. And
here she is in Hollywood, set for a
featured spot in one of the bigger
new pictures, with the world before
her, and life her pearl-filled oyster.

I found (Continued on page 70)

Hollywood s British colony is all stirred up with the arrival of sparklingMerle Oberon, of Tasmania, India, London, and way points! You mustremember Merle as the beautiful A. ne Boleyn in The Private Life ofHenry the Eighth" with Charles Laughton.
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An unusual camera
study of Chevalier in

his "new personality"

on the set for "Folies

Bergere," his next film.

Never before has Che-
valier permitted inter-

views while working.
But Ida Zeitlin, his

good friend, persuaded
him to give her this

"scoop." Left, Miss
Zeitlin with the star.

The handsome gentle-

man at the right?

What, you don't recog-

nize him? It's Maurice,
in an exciting new role.

I
-^HE scene is the beautifully appointed study of a

wealthy Parisian. In the corner of a white-

upholstered settee sits a monocled gentleman

faultlessly attired in dress clothes, a strand of

white showing in the dark hair over his forehead. His

upper lip is adorned by a slender, typically French

moustache. As he flicks the ash from a choice cigar, he

raises quizzical eyes to his companions and the corner

of his mouth lifts in a faintly sardonic smile. A gentle-

man to the manor born, armed in authority, but with

humor enough to mock at his own foibles together with

those of his fellow-men. Which combination accounts a

for the charm he radiates.

There's something distinctly familiar ^ about the gen-

tleman—something suggesting a face you've often seen—

yet you can't place him. You decide you must be mis-

taken For once having looked upon that distinguished

figure, you'd hardlv be likely to forget it. Then his

smile broadens to display a flash of white teeth—and

you gasp in amazement. It's Chevalier

!

J

It's Chevalier playing one of the dual roles woven into

the plot of his new picture, "Folies Bergere de Pans,

his first under Darryl Zanuck's guidance. And his initial

appearance on the set in the guise of the Baron Cassun

elicited such squeals of joy from the feminine contingent,

such grins of appreciation from the more reticent mates,

as must have warmed the hearts of Mr. Zanuck and Roy

Del Ruth, the picture's director.

That moment marked a high spot m the day s work—

a tin^e of elation, a sense of triumphant achievement

which is the movie-maker's reward for hours of pains-

taking labor. If you think a movie star's life is all beer

and skittles, you stage-struck thousands, all glamor and

glory and gaiety, earned by a few hours of posing in

front of a camera, just stick around the Chevalier set for

a day or two, and you'll learn different.
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MA URICEi
We're first to present to you the

dual-personality Chevalier ! See

him actually at work. Listen to

his plans for a completely new
career. Exclusive!

By

Ida Zeitlin

Chevalier worked from nine in the morning until
twelve o'clock last night. He was up at six, in order to
be ready for work at nine again this morning. The pic-
ture's being made in both French and English versions.
There are two directors—Del Ruth for the English ver-
sion, Marcel Achard for the French—two script girls,

two supporting casts. Chevalier alone works double.
The picture's been in production five days, and for prac-
tically every shooting moment of those days he has been
in front of the camera. I'm not trying, mind you, to
paint any melancholy picture of the poor little rich boy.
Like most actors, he loves his job, the rewards are plen-
tiful, and there's nothing he'd rather do. I'm merely
trying to point out that it is work, and not one long sweet
holiday.

He spends most of his working hours under glaring
lights—countless arcs ranged like so many big drums in
the scaffolding above, behind, and in front of him. Be-
tween scenes, while the lights are being adjusted and the
cameras realigned, he goes off by himself to the darkest
part of the set to rest strained eyes and nerves in the
shadows.

_
As he stops for a moment to greet me, I no-

tice that his hand is moist. And I recall with commisera-
tion what his manager once told me: "When Maurice
is nervous, he sweats. And when he works, he's always
nervous." V^hat, you may wonder, has he to be nervous
about?—with his record and his assured position in the
profession. The same thing, I suppose, that any honest
creative worker gets nervous about, who is driven by a
need to make every job his best.

Lights and cameras are ready. "Mr. Gregg !" calls the
assistant director. "Mr. Hare! Mr. Chevalier!" The
scene, which has already been rehearsed again and again,
is rehearsed for the last time. The white-coated make-up
man repairs what slight ravages are apparent. The
prop man brushes garments which seem to the inex-
perienced onlooker to be the last word in immaculate
cleanliness. Gauze cloths, designed to keep collars from
wilting, are removed. Chevalier pats brown powder into
his face and smooths his already satin-smooth hair. No
one's taking any chances.
The quiet-voiced Del Ruth gives his final directions.

A bell rings. "Quiet!" calls the assistant director.
"Roll 'em"—from the camera {Continued on page 86)

Don't worry, you
dyed-in- the-wool
Chevalier fans!
You'll have your
favorite in his
familiar straw
hat and &rin, as
well as in a new
characteriza tion.

Choose!
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Claudette Colberts REAL
A family-album picture.'

Claudette and her brother
Charles, skating in Cen-
tral Park "when they were

very young."

Above, even younger.
Another snapshot never

before published.

First communion, above,
when Claudette was only
eight. Right, the new
stage beauty, La Colbert,

in 1926, ready for glory.

Here's a scene from Claudette Colbert's first big stage

success, 'The Barker," in which she played opposite

Norman Foster, her real-life leading man.

Beginning the never-before-told

intimate account, both personal

and professional, of the career of

the little French girl who became

one of the world's great screen stars

IT
WAS a Broadway columnist who started me

liking Claudette Colbert, tremendously. 1 don't

mean that I was at a literary tea, where I'm never

asked, or a cocktail party, where I'm often asked,

and the columnist said, "Miss Colbert, Miss Wilson," and

I became goggle-eyed with adoration and martinis. No,

it was all much simpler than that. I merely picked up

a New York tabloid one beautiful spring morning of the

late 1931 and read midway in a column, "Claudette

Colbert blew in from the Coast yesterday." A simple

enough statement, but you have no idea what it meant

to me. It meant to me, dear reader, a day away from

dirty city streets and mangled tots and tangled traffic,

a day in the country, a game of golf over nice soggy

Westchester earth ; and a dinner at the Port of Missing

Men with a guy who thought I was a composite Greta

Garbo and Dorothy Parker.

So I went into the sanctum of my editor and said,

"You know that Colbert story you've been wanting for

a month? Well, she's back from the Coast. I just

called up and she wants me to come over right away.

They say she's a hard dame to make talk, so maybe I

won't be back today. I'll get lots of quotes." And I

was off to Greenwich, thinking in my halve way as I

stopped for a soda on the lower level of Grand Central

Station, "I'll call her tomorrow and tell her that I'll

be fired unless she gives me an interview at once, and

I'll have the story all ready for the deadline Monday
morning."
The next day when I returned to the office, greatly

refreshed after' my self-awarded holiday, I announced

with enthusiasm that Miss Colbert had been in a rare

mood and had given me a hot story, which would be

on the editorial desk Monday morning. Then when no

one was looking I grabbed the 'phone and called the

Colbert apartment at 55 Central Park West. I was in-

formed that Miss Colbert was not in, was in Hollywood,

and had no intention of returning for two weeks. "But

it says in so-and-so's column—" I gasped, horror-stricken

but Miss Colbert's maid didn't seem to be at all con-

cerned over the fact that Miss Colbert had made a liar

out of the columnist and a poor sap out of me.

Well, to make a long story longer, I wrote an inter-

view with Claudette Colbert for the magazine, and it

simply reeked of quotation marks and libel suits,_ and

with a good old touch of nausea I laid it on my editor's

desk and sat me wearilv down to read the handwriting

on the wall. Until I decided that it would be more

profitable to read the help wanted ads.

Well, the magazine reached the news-stands, and

Claudette reached New York, and I reached the point

where I turned white as a lily cup every time the 'phone

rang. A few weeks later I stumbled over a palm at a

press party and practically into her lap.
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Life Story
By

Elizabeth Wilson

Claudette's best friend among
the Hollywood writers

"Oh, you're the writer who wrote that story about
me ?" she inquired rather icily, "Well, I must say1"

"I can explain," I broke in, "I can explain every-
thing!"

So I did, and she agreed with me that tramping on
crocuses and violets in Westchester was far more fun
than interviewing stars, and that it was all the column-
ist's fault anyway. She laughed heartily like the swell
sport that she is, but as I was leaving she said sort of
plaintively, "But I do like to be consulted about my
stories. Don't you suppose you could arrange to inter-

view me personally before writing about me in the
future?" So I promised, and we drank a couple of
glasses of water, neat, to seal the pact.

1931 was a big year for Colbert stories (and so was
1932, 33, and 34), and \ was darting in and out of 55
Central Park West and the Astoria studio all the time,
and deciding with each meeting that Claudette was the
swellest girl I had ever met, with the sanest views on
life, the grandest sense of humor, and the darnedest way
of belittling herself. I soon became a Habit in the chez
Colbert. When I received the assignment to do Clau-
dette's life story for Screenland I decided that she
might be consulted about it. After all, it's her life.

"Why, it's grand of Delight to want my life story for
the magazine," she said, "but—but what is there to say?
I've never done anything particularly exciting, or ro
mantic, or glamorous ; I've just lived naturally an'

normally like everybody else. I'm afraid it will make
awfully dull reading!"
There she goes belittling again, not only her life,

but me. I am not a dull writer, so there ! And it

does seem to me that a girl who, in less than
twenty years, has struggled through the immi-
gration authorities, the New York public
schools, and a good dose of poverty, and who
at seventeen became, without any family
backing or amorous backing, a recognized
young actress on the Broadway stage, and
eventually a star, and who because of
her talent and great beauty was snatche
away from Broadway by the movies
and gradually became one of the
biggest stars in Hollywood—I say
again, a girl who can get away with
this in less than twenty years cer-
tainly must have led an exciting
and glamorous life. So just

don't pay any attention to

Claudette. Dull, indeed. Huh!
Claudette was born on

the Rue Armand Carrel
Paris, France, early one
{Continued on page 71)
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Hollywood's Own
T HE battle of the sexes is really fought in the

field of fashion!" So said Travis Banton,

throwing more dynamite into the Hollywood

scene than a Mae West premiere.

"The revolution is here ! Women are tired of seeing

their screen favorites wearing fashions that are about

as suitable as a coat of armor at a nudist camp. They

want to see styles they can copy and wear themselves

—

and they have a right to. Down with silk-fringed diving

suits and swansdown robes de nuit! Let's aim at restraint

and make the stars look like legitimate women, not a

cross between little Eva ascending to heaven and a 1945

version of a Jules Verne heroine
!"

Travis Banton is Paramount's costume generalissimo,

and a very delightful person, too. He is quiet, goes

about his business more like the efficient head of a pros-

perous bond house than one of the film capital's leading

designers, and very seldom fires a volley into the stilly

calm of the Sierra Nevadas.

"You see," he explained, "I feel very strongly on this

matter because I have talked with women in many coun-

tries who see our pictures. I want them to get the cor-

rect impression. You cannot very well explain to a

woman of fashion in Paris, one who is a devotee of the

races, who visits the fashion shows at Biarritz and

Cannes, that what a screen star wears in a picture under

Make the most of the

glamorous styles you see on

the screen! Let Travis

Banton, noted clothes crea-

tor, tell you just how you

may adapt star fashions to

your own practical needs.

Third in SCREENLAND'S ex-

clusive series not to be

missed!

By

Helen Harrison

The superb style of Travis

Banton is strikingly exempli-
fied in the gown worn by
Kitty Carlisle at the right.

Burgundy velvet fashions it;

the narrow tunic arrange-
ment, emphasizing the scal-

loped train, distinguishes it.

Note original decolletage.

Carole Lombard is one of the

few stars whose appearance
in a lovely gown calls forth

"Oh's" and "Ah's" of audi-
ence appreciation—and Tra-

vis Banton designs her screen

clothes. Left, Miss Lombard
wears a daringlydrapedgown;
jacket enhanced by blue fox.
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Fashion Revolt!

Two or three stars set world styles.
Dietrich is one of these. Banton
predicts that his Spanish costumes,
designed for Marlene's new film,
will sponsor a "Vogue Espagnole."

similar circumstances is merely a
fantasy of the designer's imagina-
tion. Or that he just liked to im-
press the women who will never
see the races or the fashion shows
for themselves, can you? In the
first place the woman of the world
knows the styles are absurd and
pictures generally lose caste. And
then it isn't fair to confuse those
many more absentee women who
should, at least, learn the truth by
seeing cinemas. We learn from
books, don't we? We get to know
quite accurately the customs and
styles of various countries ; should
we not then get an even more
accurate picture through the me-
dium of the screen ?"

_
You see Mr. Banton really be-

lieves in the power of motion pictures and so he feels
it is high time that the average woman gets a real break.

"Suppose, Mr. Banton," we suggested, "that you put
your battle cry into action and tell us exactly why
Claudette Colbert always looks soignee, what you do to
make Kitty Carlisle chic, and how you achieve those
breath-taking effects with Marlene Dietrich, all without

Here is Travis Banton himself, pic-
tured selecting a fabric for Carole
Lombard's new picture gowns.
Read every word of his article! It's

a fashion education, in itself.

Making the fashion world feather-
conscious! Dietrich did it a long
time ago in "Morocco" and feathers
have played their smart role ever
since. Watch Marlene for trends.

benefit of red lacquer coatees or
gold-tipped ostrich plumes?"

"Delighted!" he agreed. "As I

have said and repeat, my aim is

for the legitimate. When a woman
is required to dress for golf in a
certain scene there is really no
point in making her seem ready
for a dance at the country club.

When she is fitted with a bathing-

suit it should at least look suitable

for water. Keeping this in mind,"
he continued, "I then muster new
fashions which are the outcome of
my many trips to Paris, London,
and other points of fashion and
modify and adjust them to the
needs of a role.

"Fortunately Paramount has
particularly sane, fashion-wise,

and beautiful women. Take Miss Colbert, for instance.
She is French herself, you know, with a perfect figure
and the Parisienne's accurate sense of appreciation. She
is moderate in her ideas and so it is comparatively simple
to decide upon her screen wardrobes. There is complete
harmony and understanding. Miss Colbert is very in-

spiring. (Continued on page 87)
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JanetGAYNOR
WarnerBAXTER

in

One More Spring
with this splendid cast

WALTER KING • JANE DARWELL • ROGER IMHOF

Grant Mitchell • Rosemary Ames • John Qualen • Nick Foran

and STEPIN FETCHIT

Produced by WINFIELD SHEEHAN • Directed by HENRY KING

From the Novel by Robert Nathan • Screen play ond dialogue by Edwin Burke



"DING CROSBY presents his personally autographed portrait to
XJ

" Screenland readers. Bing doesn't do things by halves—and
here he puts his heart into his message. But why, Bing, that burst of

modesty? You hope it's Okay? Why, it's grand!



TEAM POWER

Romantic Pair

ANNA STEN and Gary Cooper are both dis-

lY covenes of Samuel Goldwyn, and now are

teamed by him for a new picture, "The Wedding

Night," a romantic drama laid in the tobacco

growing districts of Connecticut. Here you see

the Russian star and Gary in poses that promise

new thrills for all lovers of screen romance.



-

Dramatic Pair!

HELEN HAYES and Otro Kruger together in

a screen drama! Grand news about two of

the cinema's grandest players, that. Left, Miss
Hayes in character for her part in "Vanessa: Her

Love Story"; and below, a dramatic scene.

Milton Brown



News and Views of Marion Davies

!

GOOD luck to the screen s Golden Girl in her grand new contract! There are big plans

'

for her at her new studio home, Warner Brothers, where she recently moved her

bungalow, not to mention her blonde beauty, her gay charm and gift for high comedy—and

don't forget Gandhi, Hollywood's most popular dog. shown above with Marion. Now

how about a musical version of our favorite Davies him, "Little Old New York ?



SCREENLAND pre-

sents exclusively

these first new portraits

of Miss Davies. Don't

miss the very new and

very smart hats. Not
many screen stars can

carry off such a variety

of smart chapeaux as

cleverly as Marion!

All photographs of
Miss Davies by
Elmer Fryer, exclu-

sive to Screen land.



James Blakeley in correct for-

mal dress: opera hat, and
pumps go with "tails."

Clark Gable, right, poses for a close-

up in formal attire, so you may
note such accessories as winged

collar, bow. and boutonnier,e

.

The opera hat must be worn at just the
proper angle, involving a tricky tilt

sideways as well as from fore to aft!

You see how Clark Gable does it, above.

t Fashions
FOR

Men!

James Blakeley, immediate left, shows'how
little was lost when frock coats were dis-

placed by jackets with striped trousers

as the thing for formal morning wear.

It's not a gag, our putting Joe E. Brown
here as a well-dressed man.' See for your-

self, over left, how smartly Joe does his

part in faultless business attire.



The. modern idea in a riding
kit, above, demonstrated by

James Blakeley.

Left, here's Warner Baxter, one of
the screen's smart dressers, wear-
ing a suit of a new checked fabric.

Here we give you some
simple, and authentic,

pointers, on how to tell

whether the man who as-

pires to be well dressed,

achieves his goal. Your
favorite screen stars

model "what's correct"

Dinner jackets can be double-breasted
these days. Right, Phillip Reed demon-
strates the precise style and correct
accessories for "formally informal" wear.

And here's James Blakeley again, over to
the right, showing you how the smart
sports get-up is arranged; flannels, silk

shirt, no tie—double-breasted jacket.

How to be smart in lounge clothes is

shown above by Gene Raymond, wear-
ing a tweed jacket, plenty roomy, and a

scarf, "careless-like" about the neck.



.gene Robert Richee

THE versatile Mary Ellis, international dramatic and operatic

star, now devotes her talents to the screen, and you will

see her in her him debut soon as co-star with Carl Brisson in

an elaborate musical production.

Welcome,



Eugene Robert Richie

Newcomers

!

MARGO, blonde Spanish dancer and actress, pronounced

a "find" after her first screen part in "Crime Without

Passion," is another Hollywood newcomer. Her next role is

in "Rumba" with George Raft and Carole Lombard.



Colman

in Costume!

WHAT, your dear friend "Bulldog

Drummond" in knee-breeches? Yes,

and you'll like him! Ronnie's' new film,

"Give of India," is a period piece with all

the trimmings, and a grand romantic role.



You love Janet now
for her adorable
little-girl quality.

But wait until you
see her in her latest

rile! Without sacri-

ficing her whimsical
charm she has added
a new poignancy.
Perhaps some day
she will be recog-
nized not only as a
great personality,
but also as the fine

actress she really is!

AMERICA'S Girl Friend at last has

jLA- the opportunity to appear in a

part which permits her to progress ar-

tistically. In "One More Spring" Janet

has new depth and appeal. Warner

Gaynor

Grows Up!



Hail Fellows

Well Met!

Once a policeman, Phil Regan
turned singer Now he's an actor,
also, and one of the most ingratia-
ting of the screen's new players.

Herbert Marshall, right, was al-

most the first English actor to
capture the interest of the Ameri-
can picture-goers. Still doing so!

Frank Morgan, right, below, is so
charming that even the stars from
whom he steals pictures consis-
tently cannot help applauding him.

It's easy to understand why Donald
Woods, yesterday a struggling actor
in stock, today is winning better

r6Ies and more friends.

Speaking of good fellows, here is

Edmund Lowe—Eddie to you—in
his latest r61e, as the belligerent

buddy of Jack Holt.

Greetings, Chester Morris! We're
glad to see that you are coming in-
to your own again these days, for

you're one of our favorites.



Whenever you encounter one of these ex-

cellent actors in a film, it's just like meeting

and greeting an old friend!

Sure and it's O'Brien! Pat is rapid-
ly becoming one of our most im-
portant actors. He has a hearty

style all his own.

Of course you remember that jovial

gentleman to the left. Yes, it's

Eric Blore, the priceless waiter of
"The Gay Divorcee."

And here's the other half of the
male team that may have the cin-
ema customers cheering: Jack

Holt, grin and all.

What, can that serious visage to the
left, below, really belong to Jimmy
Dunn? Must be one of his rare

"James" moments.

Tom Brown of Hollywood! The
Young man below, besides being
Anita Louise's lucky best beau, /

good screen actor.

Ralph Bellamy, left, seems to have
all the fun of stardom and none of
the worries! Always busy, is

Big Boy Bellamy.

V LI
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A. L. Schafer

The Most Beautiful Still of the Month
Victor Jory and Fay Wray in "Mills of the Gods."



A million eyes marvel at the beauty

of Claudette Colbert

. . . how many look at you?

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
Starring in Paramount's

"THE GILDED LILY"

earn Hqw Hollywood Stars Emphasize the Charm of Beauty

With This New Make-Up

HTHERE'S a thrill when admiring eyes confirm

the appeal of your beauty. Life instantly be-

comes more interesting.

So you should learn the make-up secret which

all Hollywood screen stars know. Then you, your-

self, can create beauty just as fascinating as the

vision of loveliness you see in your day dreams.

The secret is color harmony make-up, consisting

of face powder, rouge and lipstick in harmonized

color tones, originated by Max Factor, Holly-

wood's make-up genius.

Working with stars like Claudette Colbert . .

.

Carole Lombard...Sylvia Sidney and other famous

beauties . . . searching to capture the mystery of

ravishing beauty . . . Max Factor discovered a new
principle of color harmony to be beauty's secret

of attraction. Based on this principle, he created

new color harmony shades in face powder, rouge

and lipstick . . . harmonized color tones to bring

out the color appeal of each type of blonde, brun-

ette, brownette and redhead.

You will be amazed at the new beauty your

qwn color harmony in this new make-up will bring

you. The face powder imparts a satin-smooth love-

liness to the skin . . . the rouge enlivens the color

appeal of your type . . . the lipstick accents the

allure of the lips . . . and all blend perfectly to

create glorious, entrancing beauty.

Remember . . . famous stars have found magic

in this secret. So you may expect a remarkable

transformation. Even your personality will reflect

a new confidence, because of your assurance in

the fascinating attraction of your beauty.

CO SHARE the luxury of Color Harmony Make-
^ Up created originally for the stars of the screen

by Hollywood's make-up genius, and now made
available to you. Max Factor's Face Powder, one
dollar; Max Factors's Rouge, fifty cents; Max
Factor's Super-Indelible Lipstick, one dollar. Feat-

ured by leading stores. For personal make-up
advice and illustrated book on the art of make-
up, mail coupon below, direct to Max Factor,

Hollywood.

Mail for your COLOR HARMONY
IN POWDER AND LIPSTICK

SOCIETY MAKE-UP . . . Face Powder, Roupe, Lipstick . . . In Color Harmony

MAX FACTOR,
Max Fuctor't Mate-Up Studio,

Hoilwoed, California.

SKND Purse-Size Box of

Powder in my color har-

mony shade and Lipstick

Color Sampler, four shades.

I enclose 1 cents for postage

and handling.

^Ako send my Color Harmony Make-Up Chart and 48-pg. Illustrated

Instruction Book, "Tin Kcw Art cfSotlfty Matc-L'p" FRKE.

COMPLEXIONS EYES HAIR *
*

Very bghl Blue O bLONPt- •
F*ir D Cj, a Li'eli!- O D«l--0 •
0«»y O Gitcn O BHOWNETTE •
M*d.urn D H»nl C Lwhr.JD Dwl...O •

•
Ruddy a Bfo-n O BRUNETTE •
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© 1935 Max Factor

LiLAUDETTE
COLBERT

Illustrates Her

Max Factor

Color Harmony

Make-Up

FACE POWDER
To harmonise with fny col-

orings, black hair, dark

eyes, olive skin, Max Fac-

tor's Olive Powder is cor-

rect. Fine in texture, it

adheres perfectly and cre-

ates a satin-smooth make-

up that clings for hours.

ROUGE
Max Factor's Raspberry

Rouge is correct for me. A
perfect color tone . . . and
creamy-smooth, like finest

skin-texture . . .it blends

evenly . . . imparting a del-

icate, lifelm coloring to

the cheeks.

LIPSTICK
Max Factors Super-Jndel-

iblt Crimson Lipstick com-

pletes my color harmony

make-up. It is moisture-

proof, the color is natural

and once Tve made up my
lips I know they'll appear

perfect for hours.



Big Three of the

Box-Office!

JANET, Will, and Shirley smile for a close-up of the

trio that's tops in drawing crowds to theatres

—

according to theatremen, who named Rogers, Gaynor,

and Temple as potent attractions.
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Will Rogers

is the

Greatest

Screen

Here's the answer!

By K. C. Thomas

HE'S "The Top"!
First among men stars ! Bigger at box-

offices than the grand Gable, the versatile

Freddie March, the witty Montgomery, the

lanky Cooper. More "glamorous" to more people, evi-

dent!)', than Garbo, Shearer, Dietrich, Keeler, Colbert,

Crawford. Can it be? Yes, it is! None other than

your old tried and true friend Will Rogers, acclaimed

the king of movie theatre coffers by those hard-to-fool

boys, the exhibitors.

Surprised? You shouldn't be. Because it's your
admission money, paid fully and freely into the box-
office, that has voted Will the greatest of all screen stars.

There must be a reason—a very good reason. Let's

look at Grand Champion Rogers through our most
powerful telescope. It's the only way to see him as he
really is, because he's one film celebrity who shies at

close-ups, runs from reporters, and refuses point-blank

to be pinned down on paper. (He'll do his own report-

ing, thank you!)
Here's once when Will is going to be "discovered"

in spite of himself, whether he likes it or not ! We're
about to explain him

!

A few very old friends and intimates call him "Tube,"

but his full name is plenty plain, so the rest of the world,

including statesmen, princes of the royal blood, show
people, baseball players, the public at large know him
just as affectionately as Will Rogers.

Motion picture patrons {Continued on page 96)

First in homely philosophy, first in home-spun
humor, first in box-office appeal! And now for the
first time Will Rogers is revealed to you just as he is,

in the most interesting story ever presented about
the screen's greatest attraction.
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Medals and
Once again, by special demand, Menace Mook's
yearly awards of bricks and bouquets—harder
and sweeter than ever. Address all complaints to

the author—and hurry, he's going into hiding!

The best daisies to

Marion Davies.

What does Fredric
March get?

Ramon Novarro is

mentioned.
For Myrna Loy-

just imagine!

Alice Faye faces the
music!

Richard Cromwell
wins award!

HE frost is on the pumpkin but there's spring in my
heart as I go gaily about prodding the birds to see if

diey're tender and juicy, looking over my imaginary hot-
house of flowers and speculating on who'll get what, and
he medals to see if they're genuine fourteen karat,

/ear and the year before that and the year before that

re complaints over the awards—not only from the actors

.1 the fans. "This year," I think, "I will be very circum-
d no one will be offended." My jubilation mounts. I

rybody. But then I set about my awarding in earnest—
i get going I throw discretion to the winds and let the
11 where they may.
rst medal of the year goes to Joe Morrison because I con-

.^w-rijn the best bet in pictures among the newcomers and he-

cause he has the grandest disposition 1 have ever encountered.
The lilies in my hothouse go to Carole Lombard because they

are her favorite flower, because success hasn't changed her and
never will, because she has made the greatest strides of any
actress on the screen during the past year, because she has one of

the most delightfully bawdy senses of humor I have ever come
across, and finally because she is one of my favorite people.

Richard Arlen got a medal three times running for being the

most regular guy in pictures. That made it a permanent award.
This year, while he's still just as regular, he gets a medal for

being darned good company, for being more generous with his

possessions where his friends are concerned than any star in the

business, because after five years he is

still the closest friend I have and be-

cause, even now, knowing all his faults

I wouldn't trade his friendship for that

of any other six actors in Hollywood.
The gardenias go to Joan Crawford

again, not only because they are her fa-

vorite flower, but because she is con-

stantly improving as an actress and be-

cause she continues undiscouraged in

her efforts to improve herself, and that

in the face of the jibes and jeers of Hol-
lywoodites who haven't her ambition or

perseverance.

A medal for Richard Cromwell be-

cause he is not only one of the very best

juveniles in the business but also be-

cause he is the most versatile—sculpting,

painting, upholstering, decorating and
singing being among other of his accom-
plishments—and because he hasn't let a

long series of inferior pictures and bad
parts sour him.

The cornflowers go to Una Merkel

Jf again because she has one of the hap-

S0!!7 Jk piest temperaments I know, because she

continues to take small parts and make
much of them, because her husband is

one of the nicest fellows in the film

colony, and because, without publicizing

their

Gary Cooper is

grinning—why?

i

Medal or bird for

Joan Blondell? marriage, they constitute one of
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By

S. R. Mook
Irene Dunne de-
serves her medal!

the happiest, most unaffected couples you'll find in Hollywood.
I knew I couldn't go too long without saying something mean

!

I've been told I lose my color when I do. Well, the first bird of
the season goes to Jean Muir because she pans too many other
actresses in Hollywood and because to my way of thinking Jean
isn't in a position to pan anyone.
The American Beauty roses still go to Claudette Colbert, not

only because she is -one of the few women who are as beautiful
off-screen as on but because in the past year she has leaped to the
position of being one of the biggest box-office draws in the busi-
ness.

A medal for Norman Foster because he not only writes as well
as he acts but also because he takes whatever life sends without
grousing and because he is always in for whatever the crowd
wants to do.

A corsage of orchids to Norma Shearer because when the
public wanted risque stories she gave them risque stories and
when the trend was towards clean pictures she turned around
and gave them just as convincing a performance in "The Barretts
of Wimpole Street."

Joan Blondell gets the peonies because they are one of my fa-
vorite flowers, because she, too, is one of my favorite people, be-
cause she displayed excellent taste in her choice of a husband,
because she is exactly the same off-screen as on, and, most im-
portant, because I have never heard anyone say anything but
good of her and that—in Hollywood—is really something.

Here's a bird for Mr. Johnny Barry-
more—and it's really amazing how that

guy can think up new things every year
that irritate me so I can keep giving

him birds. This one goes to him with
hate and hisses because it is reported

around town that he got $6,500 for a

radio broadcast, part of the agreement
being that he was to get Carole Lom-
bard to do a scene .with him from
"Twentieth Century." Carole did it and
I hear she got not so much as a corsage
from Mr. Barrymore for her trouble

while he pocketed the $6,500. The per-

fect gentleman.

And, while we're on the subject of

birds, one to Marlene Dietrich, because
instead of continuing to be one of the

nicest people imaginable as she was
when she first came to town, she persists

in being an arrogant show-woman.
Bing Crosby gets a medal not only

because he is good company but because
he keeps open house—at least as far as

I am concerned—and because he has the

courage to do as he jolly well pleases

and isn't at all concerned whether other
people like it or lump it.

The bed of violets to Janet "Goody-
Two-Shoes" Gaynor because she is an Gail Patrick
inspiration to {Continued on page 84) take it.

Lyle Talbot escapes

lightly.

Lilies for Carole
Lombard!

Jack Oakie gets a

decoration.

George Raft, ready
to duck!

Joe E. Brown, take
your bow.

Dixie Lee Crosby is

lucky.
What, wincing,
W. C. Fields?

Bouquets for new-
comer John Beal.

And don't skip

Sylvia Sidney!
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Screenlands Critic Really Sees the Pictures!

Forsaking
All Others

M-G-M

This star-studded show is well worth anybody's time and
admission money! Imagine getting three such stars as

Joan Crawford, Clark Gable, and Robert Montgomery,
in one picture; and to add to the excitement and expense,

directed by the inimitable W. S. "Thin Man" Van Dyke! Instead

of spreading all this talent thin over two or three films, lavish Metro
lets us have it all in one piece, and the result is super-amusement.
It's one of those very smart, sparkling, frothy pieces of plot, with
crisp dialogue to make it all seem much more important than it

probably really is. Joan plays the role created on the stage by
Tallulah Bankhead—modern as day-after-tomorrow except in her

heart interests, in which she's just old-fashioned enough almost to

marry the wrong man. As to that, it's a smart girl who can choose

between Gable and Montgomery, even in writing fan letters.

Montgomery is at his whimsical best—but not too whimsical

—

thanks, Bob; while Clark is more than ever charming. Joan never

looked more gorgeous. You may surmise I advise seeing "Forsak-

ing All Others." You're right! It's gay and gorgeous.

REVIEWS
of the

Best
co SEAL- OF] ^

Pictures
"By

The Painted
Veil

M-G-M

Your best girl friend, Greta Garbo, is back again! That
aloof lady, Christina, has vanished; and in her place is

a lovely, lively young person, costumed by Adrian in his

maddest moments, in demand by two fascinating fellows,

and generally giving back to the screen that special glow we've
been missing. There's only one Garbo, and aren't you ashamed
for accepting substitutes? Well, I am. It seems that W. Somerset
Maugham understands the Garbo Woman, for his story might have
been written especially for her—one of those ice-and-fire gals, you
know, torn between love and duty; and really, she seems perfectly

new and fresh as Greta plays her A scientist's daughter, our hero-

ine craves high adventure in far-off places, and so she accepts
Herbert Marshall and goes off to China, where her husband be-

comes absorbed in his fight against cholera and she becomes ab-

sorbed in George Brent. The ensuing drama deepens to a tragic

climax—not Maugham at all, but, to me, good movie. Garbo
the actress makes of the tortured wife a poignant person; Garbo
the girl is exquisite always. Mr. Marshall is really fine.

The Little

Minister

RKO-Radio

A cinema classic! Sir James M. Barrie, most fortunate of

all dramatists in screen translation, should rejoice at the
splendid production given his "Little Minister." It is

one of those rare and satisfying motion pictures. Never
a false note in direction, acting, setting, atmosphere—or accent!

A perfect whole, as "Little Women" was perfect, and as true to

Scottish tradition as the Alcott classic was true to Americana.
Katharine Hepburn has another great part in Babbie, and she plays

it, with a few minor exceptions of excessive exuberance, with flaw-

less artistry. John Beal is not merely her leading man—he is,

beyond all doubt, the Gavin Dishart of Barrie's imagination.

As the idealistic new shepherd of the Thrums flock, bewitched by
the elfin "gypsy," Mr. Beal personifies bewildered youth in first

love, without ever being a bore or a boor about it. An acting

achievement second to none in screen annals. If you wish an escape

from Hollywood glamor to very clean and sweet and wholesome
romance, the new Hepburn picture is the perfect entertainment
for you. See it anyway! Be sure to take the family!

You Can Count on these Criticisms
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear or Favor!

The Mighty
Barnum
20th

Century

Brisk and buoyant entertainment for everybody! I

don't know who's going to enjoy it more, grandpa and
grandma or the kids. It's "The Big Show" of beloved
memory on celluloid, with the extra-special added attrac-

tions of Wally Beery, Adolphe Menjou, Virginia Bruce—what a
beauty!—Rochelle Hudson—she's another!—and Janet Beecher
"The Mighty Barnum" is one of those biographical pictures that
brings a "great man" right into your own life—that is, if you con-
sider P. T. Barnum great; certainly he was colorful. Beery plays
Barnum with enormous gusto—and for once, to my mind, Wally
achieves a genuine characterization instead of playing himself so
expressively, as he did in "Viva Villa." The pictorial account of
the obscure beginnings, gradual rise and final fall and rise again
of America's spectacular showman is zestfully told. The lovely
Jennie Lind, (Miss Bruce), becomes his prize star, sings to a
diamond-studded audience, and then goes home in a huff because
of Mr. Barnum's mistaken gallantry. Menjou is marvelous as
Barnum's partner, Miss Beecher fine as his wife.

Here Is My
Heart

Paramount

On another page of this issue Mr. Bing Crosby wistfully
says: "I hope it's okay." Bing, it's better than merely
okay. It's your best picture so far. How you do it I

don't know. Other crooners have had their audiences
crying for mercy in short subjects. With you, they cried for more.
And more. And all you do, apparently, is simply to stroll around,
paying no attention to the camera and very little to the heroine,
and every once in awhile burst into song. In fact, in "Here Is My
Heart" you sing early and often. And all the time you're com-
pletely indifferent to the camera, the audience, and everything else—or so you seem. It must be art. Anyway, as a crooning waiter in
pursuit of a princess, cleverly played by Kitty Carlisle, the Crosby
charm has full play, and the Crosby voice makes the most of some
good songs, notably June in January—there's a lilt to that one.
Of course, the presence in the cast of such troupers as Alison Skip-
worth, Roland Young, and Reginald Owen does no harm. Frank
Tuttle's direction is just right. But to you, Bing, the lion's share
of laurels. And now just reprise that June in January for us!

The Battle

Leon
Garganoff

Watch out for this picture! If it plays any theater in
your neighborhood, don't miss it. For that matter, it's

worth going out of your way to see. By the time you read
this some major American company will probably have

decided to toss away dull commercial care and distribute it gener-
ally. I hope so; because it is a most unusual picture. Not so much
amusement as mighty drama, it records the tragedy of a Japanese
patriot who sacrifices honor and the wife he loves to advance his
country's knowledge of naval warfare. Superbly directed, stun-
ningly photographed, and enacted by a distinguished cast which
includes Charles Boyer, whom you've already met in Hollywood
films; Merle Oberon, whom you also know, and John Loder, whom
you'll remember. M. Boyer is magnificent in his exacting Oriental
role of the fanatically fearless patriot, while Miss Oberon, as his
wife, gives a startlingly beautiful performance—an actress as well
as a charmer, this girl. The sea battle is spectacularly thrilling,
the ending sombre; you will carry away with you an unforgettable
impression of this powerful, uncompromisingly honest picture.

Sweet
Adeline

Warners

This is Sweetness-and-Light Season at the cinema! Now
the company that has given us most of our raciest musi-
cals and rowdiest farces goes graceful, gentle, and Gay
Nineties for our edification; and, strangely enough, it's a

pretty successful, if languid, gesture. Jerome Kern's grand musical
romance has come to the screen with all its charm intact; with
Irene Dunne to lend it her pure voice and gracious dignity; with
those enchanting tunes recaptured; and, for good measure, just to
make us feel at home, a Big Number, involving dozens of chorus
girls in swings—but all in the same chaste mood, you understand.
"Sweet Adeline" is one of the very few musical movies I can remem-
ber that has family appeal—but don't stay away on that account.
There are many gay moments in which Hugh Herbert pursues

—

oh, very decorously!—a handsome newcomer named Wini Shaw;
glimpses of champagne suppers and bachelor apartments; and
plenty of good beer—well, it looks like beer. Miss Dunne has
duets with sweet-voiced Phil Regan, and tender scenes with nice
Donald Woods ; and struggling scenes with Louis Calhern.

Let Them Guide You to the Good Films
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SCREENLAND

Glamor
School

Bsautiful prima donnas have

a perfect right to make spec-

tacular entrances! Beware,
though, of costumes like this

if you can't carry them off

with the right dash! Jean-

ette's tunic frock, right, is

luscious in black satin and vel-

vet, with scarf and muff of

silver fox, flashing clip, saucy
tricorn hat.

"Hello,
Spring!" says

Jeanette's new
ribbon hat. See

how the rib-

bon is shirred

a round the
circular flat

crown?

Go right ahead and

get gay, and glamor-

ous, advises the lovely

singing star. It's fun

to be frankly frivo-

lous, stupid to be too

staidly conservative.

Jeanette guides you to

joyous individuality

—

if it's becoming, then

wear it! It's the

Merry MacDonald
speaking

!
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La belle MacDonald is so alive,

from gleaming head to dainty toes!

See how her well-brushed hair

shines? Jeanette likes a natural,

loose wave for her all-occasion

coiffure.

Here's a suit with a

story! The natural
broadtail cape was pur-
chased by Miss Mac-
Donald on her trip to

Europe. The original

plan was to have sleeves

made for the cape, but
the skins were so rare

it was impossible to

match them. So Jean-

ette designed the street

dress of grey wool.

Star 'n' stripes! Jean-

ette's early Spring suit,

left, depends upon gaily

striped collar and deep
cuffs for its color.

It's typically MacDonald, the
costume pictured above. Very
correct street outfit, with the
conventional three-skin fur
scarf of the smart woman—and
then, bless her, Jeanette tops it

all off with a perfectly silly,

and terrifically becoming hat
like that!

Photographs by Clarence Sinclair Bull,
exclusively posed for Screbnland.

Polka dots for piquant pa-

jamas! At the left, Jeanette

MacDonald is wearing her pet

pajama ensemble: white silk

dotted in dark blue, with
over-robe of matching blue

silk. A blue embroidered
ship's wheel ornaments the

neckline.

Jeanette sings for

beauty! Perhaps
you can't sing; but
you can cultivate

lovely mouth con-

tours. Just the

right lipstick;
soothing cold
creams—all help!
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Jack Warner,
producer

Ruby Keeler,

co-star.

Orry-Kelly,
fashion designer.

Archie Mayo,
director.

In this action drawing of a studio set for "Go Into Your Dance," you see, identified by
a number, the following: A producer, director, star, co-star, featured player, script

girl, chief property man, cameraman, chief electrician, fashion designer, make-up man,
and a wardrobe mistress. The name of each person on the set is shown with his or

her photograph at right and left below.

&w Ruby Keeler Contest!
Prizes!

Al Jolson,

star.

FIRST PRIZE:
$150.00 in cash.

SECOND PRIZE:
Fur Coat. Studio Styles.

THIRD PRIZE:
Orry-Kelly Studio Styles Gown.

FOURTH PRIZE:
$50.00 in cash.

FIFTH PRIZE:
20 pairs of silk stockings.

In Screenlite Shades, by Mojud Clari-phane

SIXTH PRIZE:
15 pairs of silk stockings, same.

SEVENTH PRIZE:
10 pairs of silk stockings, same.

TEN ADDITIONAL PRIZES
of $5.00 each.

HERE'S the second, and con-

cluding step in the biggest,

most thrilling contest ever

offered for the fun—and
opportunity—of screen enthusiasts,

with a total of 27 grand prizes

offered by Ruby Keeler. The first

step, as published in last month's

Screenland, required you to iden-

tify by name and rank each of the

twelve persons indicated in the above

drawing of an action set for "Go
Into Your Dance," Warner Brothers

production co-starring Al Jolson and
Ruby Keeler. Names and duties of

each of the persons indicated by

number only in the drawing are

pictured with their photographs sur-

rounding this type on the page here.

The second step requires only that

you write a description, brief as pos-

sible and not exceeding 250 words,

defining the duties of each of the 12

persons engaged on the set, with ex-

planation of why each of the persons

is essential {Continued on page 97)

Albert C.
Wilson, chief

property man.

N'Wass
McKenzie, ward-
robe mistress.

George Barnes
cameraman.

RULES OF THIS CONTEST:
1. Fill out the coupon (either the one printed in this

issue or that published in connection with the first step of

the contest in SCREENLAND for February, 193 5, the previous

issue). When you have complied with the rules for the

two steps of the contest, mail the coupon, with your written
description, as outlined above.

Percy Westmore,
make-up man.

Frank Murphy,
chief electrician.

Glenda Farrell,

featured player.

2.

1935.
This contest will close at midnight, February 25,

3. In the event of ties, each tying contestant will be

awarded the prize tied for.

4. Mail entries to: Ruby Keeler Contest, SCREENLAND
Magazine, 45 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

Fill-out coupon on page 97
Maude Allen,

script girl.
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Fireand ice, a
certain high
de termina -

t i o n , are
written in
these perfect
features. Not
a happy look,
it still has

beauty.

That Mona Lisa
smile is hard to in-
terpret! When Joan
smiles so, what does
it mean? Interest?
Friendliness? De-
rision? Oh, well,

YOU name it!

A loo f ne s s
can be lovely
too, expressed
in the Craw-
ford manner.
Take it or
leave it! And
tha t , says
Joan, is that!

Your
Facial

Manners
Facial expressions can conceal or

reveal you. Which shall it be?
By Josephine Felts

JOAN CRAWFORD is the star supreme in the art
of facial expression. Sensitive, highly individual,
with a great deal of fire and charm in her face,

Joan is well worth study. If you will study her the
way she studies her "rushes" you will learn some of the
secrets of her mobile lips, her responsive eyelids, the
characteristic lift of her head.
Of all the stars Joan is most conscientious in studying

her own face on the screen. And her facility in express-
ing emotions with her face is no accident, but the result
of purposeful effort.

Suppose one clay, for instance, the lovely Joan caught
herself screwing up one of her pretty eyes, or biting

those curving lips when she was supposed to be register-
ing her most glamorous and sensitive self. Do you sup-
pose she would do it twice? Not Joan! The bad facial
trick, whatever it was, would be wiped out immediately.

"O wad some power the Giftie gie us
To see ourselves as others see us

!"

There is a wish come true for the movie folk ! They
alone of all the world see themselves as others see them.
They live on the screen and may themselves study every
little movement they make, every shade of expression
that crosses their faces.

What kind of facial manners have you? Good ones
can be cultivated and can make {Continued on page 70)
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Here's how to

have just those

curves you crave

W h ether you
want to lose weight

or gain it, SCREEN-

LAND will serve

you. Follow our

series every month!

Don't envy Gail

Patricks Holly-

wood Figure!
Achieve one for

yourself! It's fun

to follow James

Davies' advice. Try

it and see how your

figure improves

Gail Patrick illustrates,

left and right, two move-
ments inexercise to benefit

the entire spine.
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YOU'LL never look like a Hollywood star, no
matter how correct your measurements may be,

until you have learned to hold yourself properly.

If you slouch with your chest sunk in, your
neck thrust forward and your shoulders humped, it

won't be long before you'll be anxiously inspecting a
double chin.

If your new dress doesn't seem to set right, although
you are certain the number of inches around your waist
and hips is the same as that around the identical lines

of the Ideal Woman, it's probably the way you hold
yourself. An erect posture makes a girl actually a little

taller and slimmer, while a slouch emphasizes any tend-
ency toward surplus flesh in throat, bust, or abdomen.

It helps a lot, too—this holding yourself right—if

you're blue or discouraged. It gives you that "I can
lick the world !" feeling when you straighten your spine,

hold your chin up and your abdomen in, and take a few
deep breaths. Try it.

Correct posture makes for a beautiful back. Gail
Patrick, whose back is as lovely as any you will find in

Hollywood, the city of beautiful backs, has posed for

some back-sculpturing exercises to show you what you
can do to tone up the muscles and improve your back.

Before you begin, take a

good look at yourself in the

mirror—a full-length mirror,

if you have one. Is your

back all that it should be?
Have you round shoulders,

so-called "wing bones" stick-

ing out behind your shoul-

ders ? Have you a hollow or

sway-back ?

Notice that when you hold

yourself as tall as possible,

a part if not all of these

defects disappear. For this

reason, we're combining pos-

ture pointers with our back
exercises.

I believe I've told you be-

fore about the Indian

women who gain and
maintain their mar-
velous carriage by
putting their baskets

on their heads and
so holding themselves

that the burdens need

no support from their

hands. Anyway, it's

worth repeating. If

you find yourself

slumping after a few
steps, try putting a

book or other rea-

sonably heavy article

on your head and
wearing it for a half

hour a day.

I spoke above about

deep breathing. It's a

good idea to begin

any group of exercises

with a few minutes

of deep breathing.

Some people like to

use their arms while

they breathe, as : In-

hale while raising

arms at side, counting

1, 2, 3, 4 ; exhale while

This Is Your Department!
James Davies is here to help you. We want you to

have the benefit of his valuable exercises, diets, and
advice; we know you will profit by them if you follow

this series. Perhaps you're over-weight or under-weight.
Perhaps you wish to improve your posture. Or perhaps
yours is a case of "here a little and there a little" off

or on before you can be proud of your figure? Then
James Davies will aid you. If you wish his special

advice on your particular problem, write to him. He
is too busy to answer your letter by mail, so please

do not enclose stamped addressed envelope, but he will

be glad to answer the most representative letters in

this magazine. Address James Davies, SCREENLAND
Magazine, 45 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

lowering arms. Others find the soap bubble exercise
better : Breathe in deeply ; then as you breathe out,

blow gently as if you were blowing a soap bubble. If

you stand where you can see your reflection in a mirror
while doing this, you will soon learn not to lose your
posture while you are engaged with the bubble.

If you have a tendency toward round shoulders, or
"wing bones," here are some excellent exercises to cor-

rect them : Stretch hands forward, palms together

;

turn palms out and bring arms slowly back as far as

possible.

If you have a partner who can do exercises with you,
you can take turns at this one : Sit on hassock or pillow,

with partner standing behind you ; stretch your arms to

the sides and let partner gently pull them as far back
as you can bear it.

Lie face down on the floor. If you have a partner,

she may hold your feet down ; if not, tuck them under
a low piece of furniture to keep them down; slowly

raise head and shoulders from the floor ; lower them
and repeat half a dozen times. Don't do this too stren-

uously until your muscles are accustomed to it.

Sit on the floor, with legs extended straight in front

of you, feet together; grasp a yardstick or cane in both
hands, holding it well in

front of you ; raise the stick

above your head, then lower
it behind your shoulders,

bending the elbows to do so

;

raise arms again and bring
the stick down in front. Re-
peat ten times.

A good exercise to correct
sway-back is this one: Get
a bolster or large, firm cush-
ion ; sit on one end of it,

with feet outstretched before
you on the floor ; then lean
backward as far as you can
go. You will feel the pull

in the muscles of the back.
A stretching exercise for

the entire spine is also

good for

^^^^^^

// Gail Patrick, one of the prettiest and busiest actresses in
Hollywood, can find time to do her exercises, why can't you?
Above, James Davies illustrates with Miss Patrick one of the
best exercises to correct round shoulders or "wing bones."

Read the article for others which will bring real results.

those who
seek grace: Do this

slowly : Kneel on one
knee with other leg

outstretched before
you. Raise your arms
above your head and
gracefully bring them
forward and down to
floor, moving your
whole torso as you do
so. Then up again,
then bring arms out-
ward as you bend
backward. Back to
position. Then make
a complete circle with
body and arms, to the
left, to the right, and
all around. Repeat on
other knee.

In all the stretching
and pulling exercises,
be careful not to be
too strenuous, unless
you wish to develop
your upper arms.

While you are us-
ing your mirror, try

(Cont. on page 95)
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Word! Dick Powell's invariable good humor is in evidence whether at
work or at play, or even being interviewed! Read what Jimmy
Fidler tells about Powell's new Toluca home in this lively story.

New idea in interviews! You'll

enjoy this visit with Powell

By James M, Fidler

HERE is something new in interviews. One of
the interesting features of Dick Powell's new
house at Toluca Lake

( it is situated only a few
blocks from Mary Brian's lake-front dwelling.

How convenient ! If Mary becomes Mrs. Powell, she'll

have only a short distance to move!) is a built-in record-
ing machine, fully equipped to record music or con-
versation.

Y\ hen I arrived at Dick's house, he demonstrated the
machine to me. Then I had a happy idea. That idea
was to record on a phonograph disc our actual interview.
Powell liked the stunt, so we set the microphone where
it would catch our voices. Then we poured drinks and
opened fire.

Following is a written transcription of our recorded
talk. I have added descriptive passages, for the benefit

of legibility, but the actual conversations are given to

you, word for word as spoken during the conversation.

READ ON

:

"You're about as interesting as an old shoe," I said to

Dick, lounging on his divan.

"How d'you get that way, crutch?" he returned, "and

what d'you mean?"
"I mean that I have been ordered to interview you, and

I'm darned if I know what to write about. You're a

swell guy, and I like you, and everybody else likes you,

including Mary Brian. But as for writing a story about

you—well, you never do anything worth writing about."

"Never do anything!" Dick cried. "What about my
pictures? What about radio? And the phonograph

records I'm making?"
"You're just a male Cinderella. You're too good to be

true. You're as pure as the driven snow. Your love life is

about as hot as Baby LeRoy's."

"Is that so!" Dick snapped. "Well, I've been married

and divorced, and besides that, I
—

"

"Don't say anything you might regret, Richard," I

warned. "Today I was a pal. when we were golfing

together. Tonight I am an ogre, a reporter, and what-

ever you say may be used against you.''

"Uraram, Well, you might write about my new
house," he compromised.

"I'd be smarter to write (Continued on page 92)
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First

Wit
of the

Films

!

Ernst Lubitsch is more colorful

than the stars he directs! Read

about him in SCREENLAND'S

series of famous director close-ups

By Adele Gregory

Meet Lubitsch himself, cigar and all! Right, guiding
Miriam Hopkins through a difficult scene. Miriam
is onlyone of themanyplayers Lubitsch has discovered.

A LL your life—or at any rate, all your movie-going
/\ life—you've been hearing about Ernst Lubitsch.

J \ A reputation, planted and grown to flower in

Europe, was transplanted to the golden soil of
Hollywood, where it spread to such proportions that the
name behind it began to acquire something of the halo
which surrounds a star's—no mean feat in the com-
paratively recent days when a director was just a direc-

tor and so much spinach to the average moviegoer.
Now that the average moviegoer has been educated

to see beneath the surface, and the director—together
with other workers in the vineyard—is coming into his

own, the genius of Lubitsch among the dozen blazing

directorial lights of Hollywood remains unique. Wizard
of high comedy, master of innuendo, arch-priest of that

form of humor that tickles the discerning palate like a
piquant sauce, his pictures are so plainly stamped with
his personality that they hardly need that hallmark of

distinction—An Ernst Lubitsch Production—to proclaim
them his.

As a matter of fact, you'd probably recognize a
Lubitsch film far more readily than you'd recognize the

maker. Even today the unwritten law of movie publicity

demands that, to the general public, a director should
remain little more than the embodiment of an idea. His
personality doesn't matter, except as it reveals itself

through his work. His person doesn't matter at all.

Yet fans are beginning to be almost as curious about
the Lubitsches and the Capras and the Cukors as about
the stars themselves. So let's commit a technical breach
of the law and present Ernst Lubitsch in person.
Your first impression as he appears on the set is of

a stocky, swarthy-skinned man, rather forbidding

—

whether because of the glowering cast of his heavy fea-
tures, lighted only by a pair of deep-glowing eyes, or
because of his prodigious reputation, you can't be quite
sure. One strand of dark hair threatens to escape from
the coiffure slicked down over his big head. A large
cigar sticks out of the corner of his mouth—so integral
a part of his

_

make-up that those who know him well
will tell you his face looks extraordinarily naked without
it!

While the cameras are being lined up, Lubitsch paces
to and fro, hands locked behind him—to and fro, up
and down, across and back, over coils of cable, under
supporting beams—his features set in a morose mask.
You try to make yourself as inconspicuous as possible.

You shudder at the thought {Continued on page 88)
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Gathering of the notables of Hollywood took place at the And at a nearby table, more stars who were prominent in

Mayfair Ball ! Abovewe see among them : Rouben Mamoulian, the festivities which marked the Mayfair Ball : Gary Cooper,

Marlene Dietrich, Helen Hayes, and Frank Borzage. Norma Shearer, Mrs. Fredric March, and Fredric March.

I PAID an unexpected drop-in visit to

Norma Shearer, and found that lovely

lady, armed with pencil and eraser, poring
over a pad of paper. She was working
(in fact, had spent several nights at her

task) at devising a title with which to

By

Weston East

role because it meant considerable prestige.

Greta's own studio decided on March, it is

reported, because her employers wanted the

March name to bolster the new production.

Which makes Greta's query, "Fredric

March ? Who is he ?" even funnier, if true.

News! Katharine Hepburn showing
she likes to be photographed. Above,
the star of "The Little Minister" on
her arrival for a visit in New York.

win the hundred dollar reward offered by
the Marx brothers for their new picture.

It was really ludicrous, watching Norma
piecing words together in an effort to in-

vent a funny title. Of course, she con-

fessed that she was doing it for fun ; if

she should win the prize, she'll give the

check to the runner-up contestant. But
isn't it a funny thought—a seven thousand
dollars-a-week star working like fury to

win a hundred smacks?

AFTER many hesitations, Bing Crosby
l at last had his ailing appendix re-

moved. They now rest in a glass jar in

Bing's den, to be seen only for the asking.

While the Crooner was in the hospital,

he received the following telegram from
Jack Oakie: SORRY I COULD NOT
ATTEND YOUR OPENING STOP
REMEMBER THE OLD ADAGE
COLON A STITCH IN BING, SAVES
SING.

MOST optimistic (or would you call

this pessimism?) fan letter came to

Ginger Rogers from a man who has been
vowing for the past year that he would
some day visit Hollywood and marry Gin-
ger. She doesn't know the man ; he is a

fan.

Soon after her marriage to Lew Ayres,
Ginger received a letter "forgiving her" for

wedding another man. "But I shall bide

my time," the fan went on. "I shall marry
you after you are divorced from Air.

Ayres !"

OF COURSE. I don't believe it, but this

story came to me as actual truth. It

seems that when Greta Garbo was first told

that Fredric March would play opposite

her in her new picture, she wrinkled her

brow: "Fredric March? Who is he?" she

asked.

It is no secret that Garbo wanted George
Brent for her leading man, and Brent's

studio was anxious for him to play the

Karen Morley and her director hus-
band, Charles Vidor, were among the

Hollywood stars who vacationed in

New York during the holidays.
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Star news direct

from the studios

I

A little hey! hey! revealing the poetry of motion with which Fred Astaire and his
assistant, Hermes Pan, say "rehearsal's over." It must have a good practice

session, with a good new routine resulting, to make Fred so happy!

AN AMUSING reminiscence is

that on which Leslie Howard
looks back. The incident occur-
red several years ago, when Leslie
was starring on the New York
stage. As the star, he had con-
siderable to say about the cast,
and among the then unknown
players he "fired" were Clark
Gable, Katharine Hepburn, and
William Gargan. That group
would make a grand box-office
picture cast today!

CAN IT BE LOVE DEPT:
DAN CUPID tied and untied a lot of

marital knots during the past few
weeks. Most of the "ties" were unex-
pected, and at least two of the "unties"
were equally surprising to Hollywood.
Margaret Sullavan knocked the movie

colony breathless by suddenly eloping with
director William Wyler. Because of their
quarrels on movie sets, everybody thought
these two were bitter enemies.

In New York, Lila Lee became Mrs.
John R. Peine.

Evelyn Venable and Hal Mohr (camera-
man) were among the past month's elopers.
Weeks ago when people were saying Hal
and Evelyn had parted forever, Cupid used
this department of Screenland to deny
the report.

Frank Lawton and Evelyn Laye were
the final pair of elopers. Accompanied by
Gloria Swanson and Herbert Marshall,

they flew to Yuma, and spake their "I dos."
Paul Ames, for many months in love

with June Knight, had to travel East. In
Chicago he became horribly lonesome for
June, so he wired her to come and marry
him. She did. Tzvelve days later they
were separated. June will sue for divorce.

Divorce suits filed recently include those
of Jean Harlow, who has filed first pro-
ceedings against Hal Rosson.

Late 1934 also brought final word from
Mary Pick ford that she would take final
action to divorce Douglas Fairbanks.

After much hemming and hawing, Vir-
ginia Cherrill finally filed suit against Cary
Grant, putting to an end the united efforts
of mutual friends to reconciliate them.
EHssa Landi, in Hollywood, and John

Cecil Lawrence, in London, are reported
filing individual divorce suits.

On the more cheerful side of Cupid's
ledger, we find Glen Boles entering com-
petition with Fred Keating for the smiles
of Patricia Ellis. Grace Bradley and Nick
Foran are managing to see each other
through rose-colored glasses. Thelma Todd
seems to have taken up an ex-romance,
Harvey Priester. She was engaged to
him before she married Pat di Cicco, from
whom she is now divorced.

Elissa Landi and Jean Negulesco are
seen together often enough to make it look
serious. And Carole Lombard, who has
been disinterested in romance since the
death of Russ Columbo, for the first time
is showing new interest. He is Robert
Riskin.

HEN Norma Shearer's sec-
ond baby arrives (very soon

now), it will not be the last, she
hopes. Despite her ultra-modern
screen characterizations, Miss
Shearer has some old-fashioned
ideas about a wife's duties. One
of these ideas is that a family
financially able to have several
children should have them.

"I don't want dozens of them,"
Norma said at a party at Helen
Hayes' house, "but I do hope for
three or four. I wouldn't object
to twins, even!"

JOHNNY WEI SSMULLER, just re-
turned from England, didn't like it be-

cause there was so little sunshine while he
and Lupe were there. . . . Chick Chandler
once grubstaked a miner (cost, $30) and
thereby became part owner of a mine that
now promises huge returns. . . . Hens and
cows rented for the Anna Sten-Gary Cooper
picture, "The Wedding Night," supplied
most of the cast and set workers with eggs
and milk for three weeks. ... In an Eng-
lish "likes and dislikes" contest, Greta Garbo
was third among the "likes" and second
among the "dislikes." . . . When Jean Har-
low's cook broke her ankle, Jean insisted
that she occupy a room in the Harlow
house, and Jean's own doctor attended the
patient. . . . Joan Crawford will be with
us for a long time; she has signed a new
five-year contract with her present em-
ployers.

YOU can imagine Franchot Tone's min-
gled amusement and amazement when,

in front of a suburban theatre the other
night, Joan Crawford asked to borrow his
handkerchief. He gave it to her—a fine,

fresh, linen kerchief.

Joan used it to erase a smudge of black
grease from the hood of her new all-white
Ford roadster

!

International

Mrs. Leslie Howard, daughter Leslie,
and son, Ronald, on their arrival here
to spend Xmas with "Daddy" Leslie.

w
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TOM MIX is wintering in Hollywood.
He has "parked" his circus until next

season and is making a movie serial. . . .

Robert Montgomery's new car is a crowd-

gatherer; it has only three wheels, one of

them in the rear. . . . Preview audiences .in

Hollywood have a new fad: they seek out

former stars among the extras on the

screen, and give them congratulatory hands.

It's great fun to pick out familiar faces; try

it. . . . Foo Wong, Chinese cook at the

Brown Derby, has a picture of Mae West
hung over his stove. To keep the "vittlcs"

warm when the fire's out, no doubt. . . .

June Clyde, in London for the past eight

months, writes that she'll return to Holly-

wood about March. . . . Speaking of Lon-

don, reports seep back that Doug Fair-

banks, Jr., has acquired an English accent

so thick, it's competing with the London

fog. . . . Hollywood's big current problem:

Which is the correct plural for Mickey

Mouse—Mickey Mouses, or Mickey Mice?

ADOLPHE MENJOU and Verree Teas-

. dale went early to the football game
so they could park. Then they left early,

so they could beat the traffic home. But

they found their car right in the center

of a parking lot surrounded by some five

hundred other machines. So they sat for

fortv minutes, and incidentally, heard the

final quarter of the football game on the

car-radio, although the game itself was

only fifty feet away.

Wide-World

Believe it or not, Charlie Chaplin

is actually putting on makre-up again,

and that long-awaited picture is now
actually on its way! Three cheers!

girl;

a girl;

Robert

WITH Norma Shearer, Arline Judge,

and Mrs. Richard Dix on his near-

future calling list, Doc Stork proclaims the

current year as another banner period for

"new arrivals."

1934 turned out to be the wise old bird's

busiest year since movie stars discovered

that having babies was not disastrous to

careers. See for yourself the various

"bundles" deposited on various doorsteps

by Doc Stork last year

:

February 27. To Joan Bennett,

Melinda.
April 15. To Dorothy Jordan,

Mary Caroline.

April 18. To Billie Dove, a boy;

Allen.

May 17. To Mr. and Mrs. Pat O'Brien,

a girl
;
Margaret Mavourneen.

July 13. To Dixie Lee and Bing Crosby,

two boys; Phillip Lang and Dennis

Michael.
September 1. To Sally Eilers, a boy;

Harry Joe Brown II.

November 2. To Joan Blondell, a boy;

Norman Scott.

November 27. To Mr. and Mrs. Andy
Devine, a boy ;

Timothy Andrew.
December 13. To Mr. and Mrs. Darryl

Zanuck, a boy ; Richard.

December 16. To Clara Bow and Rex
Bell, a boy; Rex Larbow.

FRANCHOT TONE is on the

verge of becoming an author.

He has been making notes for the

past two years, and pretty soon he
will write a book, and guess what:
Joan Crawford will be the subject!

"Franchot plans to write his entire

book about Joan, and he will de-

scribe her as "one of the most
vivid and interesting women in

contemporary America."
This is a secret that Franchot

has divulged to few. But isn't his

plan dangerous? If the book isn't

good, how will Joan take it?

Baby LeRoy gives the benefit of his studio experience to Mrs. Leslie Carter,

veteran stage star and now a fellow player on the Paramount lot, as the famous

actress prepares to resume her art in an unfamiliar acting medium.
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comes to the girl

who guards against

Cosmetic

Skin

IT'S SO THRILLING to win
romance— so important to

keep it! And yet some women
let Cosmetic Skin steal away
their greatest treasure— soft,

smooth skin!

Cosmetics Harmless if

removed this way

It is when cosmetics are al-

lowed to choke the pores
that they cause Cosmetic Skin.

Enlarged pores—tiny blemishes

—a dull, lifeless look—these are

warning signals that you are not
removing cosmetics prop-
erly.

Lux Toilet Soap is made to

remove cosmetics thoroughly.
Its ACTIVE lather sinks deep
into the pores, carries away

You can use cosmetics all y©u wis

yet guard against this danger . .

.

loRETTA Young
STAR OF 20TH CENTURY'S "CLIVE OF INDIA"
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Merrily the famous Menjous (Verree Teasdale and Adolphe) arrive in New York
to celebrate the Xmas holiday, and their first visit East since their wedding last fall.

IF YOU have read any dull books re-

cently (or ever), send the title or the

book to William Powell and do him a

big favor.

Bill is stocking the library of his new
home with the dullest books obtainable.

This freak idea was started by Faith Bald-
win, the author, from whom Powell sought
advice as to how his library should be
stocked. She suggested "something dif-

ferent"

—

dull books, and she contributed

two : "The Directory of the Brooklyn
Women of Today" and "The History of

the New Jersey Volunteers."

Now Powell is asking his friends and
fans to suggest other such books. His
library will accommodate approximately
2500 volumes, so heave to with a will, my
hearties, and help our pal, Bill

!

Joan Crawford has had precious little

opportunity to stage those weekly plays

she had planned for her own back-yard
theatre. During construction of the play-

room and theatre, Joan was all enthusiasm.

She planned hours and hours there, work-
ing in preparation for her eventual stage

career.

But Joan has been so busy at the studio,

and before Christmas she was so occupied

with gift-buying, that her "little theatre"

has seen no use other than as a private

movie house, where Joan and her guests
have enjoyed the latest pictures.

However, the tiny stage has not been
entirely wasted. One day Joan returned
home unexpectedly and walked out to the

theatre. Hearing voices from within, she

tiptoed to a window and peered in. Her
personal maid and the gardener were on
the stage, acting out a scene from "Ham-
let." There's art for you

!

1ITTLE did any of us suspect George
J Raft of such a sense of humor ! It

came out on the set where Raft and Ben
Bernie, the radio maestro, were working
together. The picture's supervisor had
just told them that the picture would be

released on Easter Day.
"I suppose," laughed Raft, "that makes

Ben my little Easter Bernie."

GLORIA STUART tells this on
herself. A Hollywood tourist,

staring about him in an effort to

see some stars, ran smack into her
car and crushed several fenders.

To top off the entire proceedings,
the tourist did not recognize her.

Another English stage star crashes
Hollywood—above, Enroll Flynn,
young Irishman reaches our shores.

YOU may tell the world," said Alice

White at a recent party, "that Scree x-
laxd gave me the courage to change my
hair from blonde to red !"

Recently Screenland carried a story

about distasteful things stars must do. In-

cluded was the fact that Miss White
photographs better as a blonde, and there-

fore has remained one, although she has
always disliked herself with light hair.

She read the article and said to herself.

"Darned if I will let the world think I'm
afraid to change my hair."

The next day she went to a beauty par-

lor, and now Alice is a red-head.

HOLLYWOOD stars have a brand new-

fad, presenting their pets with the

dignity of names commencing with "Mister."

Adolphe Menjou owns "Mr. Hooligan,"
a wire hair. Fred Keating's toy bulldog

answers readily to "Mr. Newmeyer"— I and
don't think for an instant the movie exec-

utive by that name feels too honored i

.

Helen Twelvetree's wire-hair is politely

dubbed "Mr. Jack." Wot? No ladies!

(Continued on page 98)

Here's how a jury looks to a lawyer for the defense! A scene
from "A Notorious Gentleman," with Charles Bickford seeing
the jurors as wild game he hunts for sport and recreation.

Three famous screen stars pose for the news cameras that

snapped the celebrities at the Mayfair Ball ,in Hollywood.
Above, Dolores Del Rio, Constance Bennett, and Joan Bennett.
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your face, no matter how uninteresting it

may seem to you, a thing of life and
beauty. Too often we rely on make-up to

accent our faces and make them come alive.

As if it could

!

In real life good facial manners are as
necessary to heauty as good manners and
courtesy are to a pleasant personality.

How many otherwise dull faces have you
not seen made actually lovely by a friendly,

a happy, or even just a sincerely interested
expression. Beauty is lots more than skin

deep.

Bad facial manners are unnecessary.
Most of them are unconscious, of course.

If you will watch out for them in your
own private movies, your mirrors, you will

Your Facial Manners

Continued from page 59

be able to do a great deal toward correct-

ing them. I will wager that if you will

glance at your face in any passing mirror
you will hurriedly change your expression
to a pleasanter one

!

Here are some of the commonest bad
facial manners. Frowning, squinting, screw-
ing up any part of the face are not only
ugly in themselves but leave unlovely lines

in their wake. Sulking is always bad man-
ners, social as well as facial, and will spoil

the loveliest face. Pouting distorts any
mouth.
Watch for these things yourself in your

mirror. Don't copy the little grimaces of
your friends. A bad facial trick is as easy
to catch as a Southern drawl. I have seen

one break out and run through a whole
crowd of girls. But it is one kind of con-
tagion you can avoid.

Practice some good stiff chewing exer-
cises in the privacy of your own room.
See how much more mobile and attractive
they make your lips.

Be careful of the kind of thoughts you
think. As sure as you are alive, they will

be written on your face. And you can't
cheat at this. Your social manners may be
perfect. You may say pleasant things to
your hostess while thinking what a dull
time you had. But you cannot think hard,
cross thoughts over a long period of time
and not keep a record of them in vour
face.

Miss Merle high in a New York hotel, sur-
rounded by reporters, a full guard of press
agents, masses of roses, and a thick fog
from off the Bay—what Londoners call,

in the talkies, a "reg'lar pea-souper."
This latest import under the British quota

was just off the liner. As you know, we
now ship a herd of movie people to London
almost daily, and get back a cargo in re-

turn. Miss Fay Wray was leaving for

England the day Miss Oberon arrived, so I

imagine we traded Fay for Merle for a
while, and it is no treason to say that we
got none the worst of the David Harum,
or swap.
At any rate, there was I beholding God's

handiwork in the person of Miss Merle,
and finding it good. Without doubt, the
nippiest number we've received from the
Motherland in ages. The girl's beautiful.

Almondish eyes, dark hair, gorgeous figger,

unimpeachable legs. What makes her stand
out in the British lot is her glorious spirit

—

what we Ameddicans call zip, ginger, pep,

or The Old Moxie. She sparkles.

I have a hunch about this unusual zest in

the fair Britisher. Is it, or is it not, your
idea that the native English stock rather
runs to weedy blondes of the langorous
type ? The secret of Merle Oberon is that

she does not hail from the tight little isle

itself, but from Tasmania—a British island

possession which I believe is nor'east of
Australia and sou'west of Borneo, or vice
versa.

At any rate, credit for producing this fair

flower goes to Tasmania, and I admit I

have no idea just where that is, having little

Latin and no Geography.
At this point I wish to point out that you

may read some pretty flossy stories about
Merle's beginnings. You may note, for in-

stance, that she was born in India, of an
English father and a high-caste Indian
mother.

I assure you that this pretty tale is strict-

ly the malarkey, like Theda Bara being
born in the Shadow of the Sphinx.
For the record, I heard from the girl's

own lovely lips that she was born in Tas-
mania, (please look that place up in the
atlas for me!)—and resided there for some
seven years.

As for the "English father" business, I

need only tell you that the lady's real name
is Estelle O'Brien, and that her father'-s

name was O'Brien as well. And if you
think, m'gal, that O'Brien is an English

"Miss O'Brien"
Continued from page 27

Two eminent players meet for
the first time! Merle Oberon
and John Barrymore as them-

selves on a studio set.

name, just say so to an O'Brien—and don't

forget to duck

!

Miss Oberon, nee O'Brien, was taken
from Tasmania to India at the age of seven,

and resided there for nearly a decade. She
remembers her bit of the Kipling country
as a stuffy place filled with petty gossip in

the British quarters.

It was in Calcutta, however, that Miss
Oberon first tasted spotlight—a far more
intoxicating drink than wine. She was a
chorus girl with the Calcutta Amateur
Theatrical Society—or CATS, as the Eng-
lish residents dubbed the club from its

initials.

The girl, you will note, was working
eastward from her native bit of the Anti-
podes. The next stop—London.

Enters Mr. Alexander Korda, the hero
of the piece. That talented Hungarian was
directing "Service For Ladies," that charm-
ing film which starred Mr. Leslie Howard,
when he beheld Miss Merle standing in "a
corner of the set." How do these talented

unknown beauties always find the proper

corner of the good old set in which to be
discovered? At any rate, Miss Oberon
found it and was standing in it, and Korda
duly discovered her. He film-tested her,
with enchanting results. He whisked off
the O'Brien and applied the exotic Oberon.
Oberon was, as you remember, the King of
the Fairies in Shakespeare's "Midsummer
Night's Dream"—but that, of course, has
nothing to do with Miss Merle.
Korda then started making movies of the

girl. Perhaps you saw Miss Oberon in
"Henry the Eighth," if you got in prompt-
ly and looked quickly. She played Anne
Boleyn, first of the unhappy queens, and
her head was whacked off so early in the
picture that she was decapitated and off to
her dressing room before the show had
properly begun.
Then she jumped, gracefully, into a

plumpish role with Douglas Fairbanks,
pcrc, in "The Private Life of Don Juan."
Then she made "The Battle." Her latest
appearance is with Leslie Howard, the Old
Charm-Master, in the English made film,

"The Scarlet Pimpernel," the famous story
by—oh, you know !—that writing-person !

Now, after two dizzy days in New York,
wrapped in a homelike fog, she finds her-
self in Hollywood, ready to toil opposite
the M. Chevalier in this "Folies Bergere"
picture. Really, with the lovely leading
ladies he draws in Life's Lottery, the Mon-
sieur should give his wages to the Red
Cross. Ha—just you watch him!
As I contemplated the luscious Oberon,

I was struck not only with her bright and
gleaming spirit, but with her poise. She
batted back my questions with all the ease
and grace of a Babe Ruth, and some of the
queries were right silly, too. I tell you,
this blithe Merle Oberon knows what time
it is, and also which way is south

!

I said, at the beginning of this learned
essay on the life and charms of Miss
Oberon, that Hollywood's British Set is

due for a spot of twisting and tossing now
that she is in their midst. Little birds have
told me that the British folk in movieland,
once they are fairly settled in the Holly-
wood swamps and begin accepting reluc-
tantly huge bales of accursed Yankee dol-

lars, become more British than the Tower
of London. In fact, say the little birds, as

the Santa Fe rolls westward they become
quite unintelligible, in a genteel English
way, and as frozen as so many Wode-
house butlers.
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If this be true, and I always like to be-
lieve little birds, I'd like to see Lord Lova-
duck and Lady Foraday trying to come it

over our Merle. Something way down
deep tells me that the darling could tell off

the Kipper, Kidney, and Bloater Crowd in

good set terms.
Stray frosty-faces are in for a melting

from Miss Merle, who is as hot as mustard
and twice as keen. I cannot picture the
girl toying with a toasted scone—I cannot
picture her toying with anything. But if

she likes toasted scones, she will eat them,
like a good Tasmanian O'Brien.
No doubt she can wrestle a tea-cup with

one hand and juggle three cucumber sand-
wiches with the other, the little finger being
out at the proper angle. But I should not
rouse her spunk while she has the cup in

her hand, m'lad

!

Ah—there'll be piping times about the
famed Garden of Allah Apartments in

Hollywood, where the British accent hangs
heavy on the night air, and the aitches drop
to the ground like hickory nuts in the fall

!

In all seriousness, this Merle Oberon is

the prettiest and most promising girl the
Old Country has sent us in a long time.
Given the proper treatment in Hollywood,
plus the Eternal and Priceless Breaks, she'll

do well for herself, and we all shall love
her in a very big and constructive way.
Of the Oberon-Schenck romance, or any

other romance, I know nothing, and will

not be quoted, no matter how hard you may
grill me.

This is, then, a sort of introduction of a
new and charming girl to a segment of
American picture fans—plainly, you-all. I

had first peek, that's all. I'm delighted.
And I have a whole-hearted feeling that

you will be, too

!

Claudette Colbert's

Real Life Story
Continued from page 31

September morning, the second child of
Monsieur and Madame Chauchoin. She
howled dismally when her nine-year-old
brother announced that she looked "funny"
and her father quietly remarked that her
mouth was like a coal skuttle. But despite
the disparaging remarks of the male mem-
bers of the family they were all quite proud
and joined with "Tantine" and "Grand-
mere" in a family celebration. As is the
French custom a baby's birth and name
must be registered at the mairie at once.
So Claudette's father stopped by for two
tradesmen, the two witnesses the law re-
quired, and at the city hall proudly wrote
"Lily" on the registration blank where it

said Christian name. "But no, but no
!"

shouted the little mayor quite excitedly.
"Lily is forbidden. Lily is not a saints'

name."
It seems that France is like that. There

are 365 days in the year and 365 saints'

names and little Christian babies must have
a saint's name. Poor Mr. Chauchoin was
quite disturbed. He had definite instruc-
tions from his wife and family to name the
baby Lily, but France objected to Lily.

And here were two nice kind tradesmen,
who had to go to their respective jobs,
and could not wait while he ran home to
confer with his wife. So rather than delay
the tradesmen Mr. Chauchoin took matters
into his own hands and wrote "Emily"
which pleased France, and the saints, and
the mayor, and the tradesmen, but which
definitely, but definitely, did not please Mrs.
Chauchoin. Whether France liked it or
not, the baby was called Lily.

And Lily she was called up until - the
time she was fourteen. That year she

lour hands were born to be loved and
kissed! They were meant to give him
a smooth soft thrill! So get that exciting

lovable smoothness quickly with Hinds
Honey and Almond Cream!
Hinds soothes chapping, roughness

and sore cracked skin at once. Yes, it

works so fast because Hinds is liquid

cream. Rich in softening oils, you see.

Hinds does much more than leave a

slick surface-coating that lasts only an
hour. When you rub in Hinds, it soaks

the skin deeply with healing balms and
beauty oils. It softens dry harsh skin

into silky-smoothness.

Keep ugly roughness, redness and
chapping away—use Hinds after house-

work and always at bedtime! Hinds
gives such economical care—25j4 and 50£

at your drug store, 10£ at the dime store.
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when I was a little girl"

HERE is a scene that happens thou-

sands of times a day.

For how natural" it is for a mother to

give her child the laxative that she, herself,

has taken and trusted ever since she was a

little girl. The laxative her mother gave

her. For 28 years Ex-Lax has been America's

favorite laxative. Its leadership has_ never

been challenged. More people buy it than

any other laxative. There must be a reason.

There are . . . reasons!

Ex-Lax checks on every point

Before you ever take a laxative, or giveoneto
any member ofyour family, be sure it checks

on these points ... Is it thorough? Is it

gentle? Are you sure it won't form a

habit? Is it pleasant to take?

Many laxatives check on one point or

another. Ex-Lax checks on all!

Ex-Lax is as thorough as any laxative you
can take. Completely effective. Yet Ex-Lax

is so gentle it will not cause stomach pains,

or upset you, or leave you feeling weak
afterwards. Except for the perfect results,

you hardly know you've taken a laxative.

Ex-Lax positively will not form a habit

— you do not need to keep on increasing

the dose to get results. And that is a vitally

important point in a laxative.

And Ex-Lax is such a joy to take. Instead

of swallowing some bitter medicine, you
eat a little tablet that tastes just like de-

licious chocolate.

Ex-Lax comes in 10c and 25c boxes at

any drug store. If you would like a free

sample, mail the coupon.
• • •

COLD WAVE HERE... and we mean colds.

Sneezing, sniffling, coughing, misery-cre-

ating colds. To help keep your resistance

up—KEEP REGULAR with Ex-Lax.

When Nature forgets—
remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

MAIL THIS COUPON-TODAY!
EX-LAX, Inc., P.O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

S35 Please send free sample of Ex-Lax.

Name

Address

entered the Washing t> >n Irving High
School in New York City and took great

interest in her art classes. At that time,

and 1 suppose they still do, all the pupil;,

signed their drawings with their names
sort of boxed in down in a corner of the

paper. Lily Chauchoin just wouldn't box
no matter how you looked at it. After

fretting over it for several weeks Lily

announced to her mother importantly, "1

shall be a great artist very soon now. I

must have a name with the same number
of letters as Chauchoin so it will box
beautifully in the corner."

So Mrs. Chauchoin thought and thought.

Chauchoin had nine letters. So did Claud-
ette. She still doesn't know just how she

happened to think of that name. Anyway
Lily was delighted with the new name,
and it looked so symmetrically lovely down
in the corner of her drawings that she de-

cided to adopt the name as her own, for

the sake of her Art. So Emily Chauchoin
became Lily Chauchoin who became Claud-

ette Chauchoin because it boxed so beauti-

fully !

When Claudette was seventeen, and de-

cided that she would not be an artist or

a ballet dancer, but an actress, she also

decided that something must be done about

Chauchoin. That might be a good name
in Paris, but somehow the Americans just

couldn't grasp it. She was the most mis-

pronounced little girl in school. And the

kids at public school 59 had almost driven

her crazy by calling her "Lily Shoestring."

Somehow Chauchoin could never make a

theatre marquee. So Claudette adopted

her great grandmother's name of Colbert.

And the name Claudette Colbert brought
her luck from the start. She has no in-

tention of making any more changes.

Tracing Claudette's name through the

years is practically the story of Claudette's

life up until the time she went on the stage.

But I have nothing better to do today so

we might just as well fill in a few gaps.

Claudette doesn't remember much about her

babyhood in Paris except that she fell out

of a second-story window one day and was
quite surprised to find the earth so hard.

She suffered no bad results from this fall

apparently, though when she boastfully told

the Lexington Avenue children about it

later they chirped in true American fash-

ion, "Yah, yah, Lily's mamma dropped her

on her head when she was a baby!"

So Claudette disgustfully gave up boast-

ing of her prowess at falling out of second-

story windows. This "falling" is a family

trait. Claudette's grandmother, Madame
Marie Augustine Loew, was one of the

best fallers. At the age of eighty-two she

decided to clean the top-shelf— (though

there were three servants who could have

done it)—of the pantry in Claudette's New
York apartment one day, and fell from the

top of the ladder to the floor with much
clatter but with nothing worse than a

bump the size of an egg on her head. She
merely laughed and went on with her

cleaning. Claudette's mother is also a good
faller.

But Claudette, it seems, is going to take

all the prizes. She can, and does, fall oyer

everything from an ant hill to the Empire
State Building. She had two rather em-
barrassing falls in New York. One day
she was late for a matinee of "A Kiss in

the Taxi" and it was raining cats and dogs

and she didn't have enough money for a

taxi so she had to take the Third Avenue
Elevated. As she climbed out of the El at

42nd street she saw below the crosstown

trolley which would take her over to her

theatre on Broadway, so she made one

grand dash for it. She slipped on the wet

steps and went hippity-hop-hippity-hop all

the way down to the bottom where she

landed in the street in a big puddle of none

too select city slush—her clothes ruined,

her body bruised, but worst of all, her
make-up strewn under a truck horse's feet.

N i< c tumble, that one.

And then there was the opening night

of "See Naples and Die" which starred

Claudette Colbert. She was supposed to

enter in the third act waving her slipper.

She tripped on the cement of the court-

yard, real cement, tore her knee wide open,

and did as beautiful a sprawl as has ever
been seen on the stage. She had to finish

the act with blood running down her leg,

which didn't add to the romance. But since

then she has always liked the New York
critics because not a one of them stooped

to pun, "Colbert flopped in the last act."

The first home of the Colberts in Amer-
ica . was on East 68th Street, New York,
and later they moved to East 53rd. Every
afternoon at three o'clock Mrs. Colbert

took Claudette over to Central Park to

play with her dolls or her skates until five

o'clock. It was a regular routine and
Claudette got pretty tired of it, and she

also got tired of having her hair put up
in curlers every night so she could have
big luscious curls the next day. When she

was seven her two favorite playmates were
two little French boys in the neighborhood,
three years younger than herself. Edward
was a lovely little boy with beautiful Old
World manners and grandmother Loew one

day said, "When you grow up don't you
want to marry Edward?" "No," said

Claudette definitely. "I shall marry Lulu."

Lulu, I regret to tell you, was the dirtiest

little boy on the street, he simply wallowed
in gutters, but he had the most angelic

face and the longest lashes. Fortunately,

after she went on the stage and into the

movies, Claudette lost her enthusiasm for

long lashes and handsome faces. She likes

very plain men now.

Claudette's mother dressed her in buster

brown collars in the winter and white

middie suits and straw hats with streamers

Jane Baxter, English stage and
screen star, seen on deck before
sailing for home after com-
pleting her American role, in

"Enchanted April."
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in the summer. It was probably at this

early age that she developed her love for
simplicity in clothes. She was a serious,
shy child, and terribly independent. Her
mother taught her prim little French
manners which simply slayed the children
at school, and her mother also taught her
not to tell lies—which lesson Claudette
learned well, too well.

One of her mother's dear friends called
one afternoon in a hat that even Queen
Mary would go thumbs down on, but Mrs.
Chauchoin assured her guest that she
thought she looked lovely. "I think," said
little Lily, "you look ugly." So that night
she was given another lesson in tact, which
is the art of telling a lie that isn't a lie.

She cried and cried because her mother
wouldn't let her tell the truth. Little

Claudette was meeting up with Life! (It

was really about a year before poor
harassed Mrs. Chauchoin could teach
Claudette tact. The child had the most
extraordinary way of telling the awful
truth and throwing everyone into dismay
and confusion. The Chauchoins practically

gave up having guests.)

She was a very bright little girl and
stood at the head of her classes in all her
subjects. At sixteen she was reading
philosophy. She loved poetry and her idea
of a perfect afternoon was to curl up in

a window seat and read Edna St. Vincent
Millay. Ah me, I fear our little Claudette
was well on her way to becoming a high-
brow, if the stage and poverty hadn't in-

terfered.

Claudette was the type who always got
blamed for things she didn't do. It never
occurred to her, brought up so strictly, to

be bad or disorderly in school, but somehow
when things happened Claudette always
looked guilty, and invariably got punished.

Only once in her life did she play
hooky—and she didn't get any pleasure

out of it. Claudette had found herself a
chum at Washington Irving High School,
a pretty girl named Catharine, who was as

irresponsible as Claudette was responsible.

One beautiful spring morning Claudette and
Catharine were with their teacher and
thirty other students down at the aquarium
sketching fish for the art class. "We'll
hide behind a pillar when they leave,"

Catharine whispered to Claudette, "and
then we'll have chop suey and a matinee."

Claudette didn't think the idea was so
hot but she was easily persuaded (and
still is). Catharine had just enough money
to buy them chop suey at a Chinese restau-

rant and then balcony seats for the current
Marjorie Rambeau play. Catharine was in

raptures. Claudette was in misery. In the
first place she had indigestion from the for-

bidden chop suey, and in the second place

she could hardly see the play for thinking
about what would happen on the morrow.

Plenty happened ! Claudette and Cath-
arine, with the blame placed on Claudette,
were suspended for two weeks, and what
a disgrace that was ! Claudette was afraid

to tell her mother, so she went crying to

her father and confessed her crime and for
the next two weeks sat in his office every
day from eight-thirty to three doing pen-
ance, and trying to keep her mother from
finding out. Claudette decided, then and
there, that Life's Stolen Sweets were not
for the likes of her.

She was fifteen then. At seventeen she
graduated from Washington Irving High
School and for a graduation present her
father gave her and her mother a trip to
Europe. There was a boat, and lapping
waves, and radiant moonlight, and melting-
waltzes, and a dazzling young man who
looked like Rudolph Valentino. He kissed
Claudette—her first kiss—and she decided
to marry him at once. His name was
Davenport and he came from Georgia

—

but wait until next month

!

# Even if other permanents have
turned out badly—faded hair, split

ends, kinky and dry—don't give up!

Remember this important point—go
to a beauty shop that does not use
pads over and over again. You
certainly can't afford to have your
hair subjected to previously used
supplies, which have absorbed
unhealthy conditions from other
heads that would then be steamed
into your own hair.

Such things do not make pleasant

reading— but they are facts that

every woman should know. For
Nestle, the originators of permanent
waving, have surrounded every
genuine Nestle wave by safeguards
which make such things impossible.

Every Nestle beauty shop is licensed

and proud to display the Nestle

Certificate as shown below. Make
sure that you see the Nestle Cer-

tificate which assures you of sani-

tary conditions prevailing in the
giving of a permanent wave.

THE NESTLE-LEMUR COMPANY
NEW YORK

LOOK for the Licensed Nestle Beauty
Shop with this certificate. It is your
guarantee of a genuine Nestle Wave.
Also insist on seeing the Nestle name
on the foil cover of the felt pads.

SCIENTIFIC

PERMANENT WAVE
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Lancelot in Modern Dress

Continued from page 20

loveliness— instantly!

• Beautiful, expressive eyes are within

the reach of every girl and woman in the

simple magic of Maybelline mascara. Its

magic touch will instantly reveal hitherto

unsuspected beauty in your eyes, quickly

and easily.

Women the world overhave learned that

Maybelline is the perfect mascara because

it is absolutely harmless, positively non-

smarting, and perfectly tear-proof. A few

simple brush strokes of Maybelline to

your lashes make them appear long, dark,

and curling. Beauty-wise women appre-

ciate, too, the fact that Maybelline is

backed by the approval of Good House-

keeping Bureau and other leading authori-

ties for its purity and effectiveness.

Encased in a beautiful red and gold

vanity, it is priced at 75c at all leading

toilet goods counters. Black, Brown and

the new Blue. Accept only genuine

Maybelline to be assured of highest quality

and absolute harmlessness. Try it today!

for California and the cinema capital.

"I'm afraid Hollywood has me in its

spell," he remarked as he sipped a glass of

milk. "Next to England, I'd rather live in

Hollywood than any place in the world.

But I don't want to continue acting, regard-

less of where I live.

"I'm tired of it all, you see, and I'm too

old for the compensations of acting (ex-

cept the money), to balance its drawbacks.
"For I've always thought acting a pe-

culiar way for a man to make his living

—

putting powder and paint on his face and
parading synthetic emotions before the pub-
lice. It's a woman's game

!

"But when I was young, the fun of mak-
ing a name for myself, the thrill of the

applause, the public recognition (which,
though I hated at times, I loved at others)

were wonderful, and made up for all the

inner misgivings I had about the calibre

of my profession.

"Now, I've reached the age where none
of those superficial things mean anything
to me—I'm on the stage and screen purely

to make enough money to leave them !"

Thus spoke the two Leslie Howards, the

modern, commercially-successful business

man, cognizant of his urge to acquire

wealth ; and the old-fashioned romanticist,

dissatisfied and disillusioned with both stage

and screen because of the very mercenary
aspect to which he subscribes.

"For many years I considered the stage

the only artistic medium and looked down
upon pictures as a rather mediocre order of

entertainment. I refused any number of

offers to go to Hollywood," he admitted.

"Then, when Warner Brothers bought
'Outward Bound,' in which I was appearing
on the stage, and offered me my same role

in the screen production, I began to believe

what many of my friends had been telling

me—that pictures had become 'uplifted' and
artistic—and first-class.

"I appeared in that picture and stayed

around Hollywood for the rest of the six

months for which my contract had been
signed—and then the studio informed me
that they would not take up my option, as

I had no sex-appeal."

Mr. Howard managed to maintain an un-
emotional countenance, but I could not re-

sist a gasp of amazement at this judgment

of the man who is today considered one of
the screen's leading exponents of masculine
charm, both by the public and by the men
and women who know him.

"I came back to Broadway and appeared
in several plays," he went on. "And then
came my second try in pictures.

"Now, one of my prejudices against the

screen had been because an actor had so

little to say about his roles. In the theatre,

a producer submits a script to the actor he
has in mind for a part and the actor can
either accept or reject it as he sees fit after

reading the play.

"In pictures, of course, an actor is simply
signed on a term contract and must appear
in whatever films he is assigned.

"My experience in 'Outward Bound' had
been different and after my return to New
York, I made up my mind never to do an-

other picture.

"However, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer sent

for me and offered me a contract—and
because it was considered such an excellent

organization, I signed with them. And
the first role assigned me was in 'Never
the Twain Shall Meet'

!

"Immediately I read the script I went to

Irving Thalberg, whose production it was,
and said to him, 'This is awful—it's old

and trite and has been done a thousand
times before. There is no reason nor justi-

fication for making it.'

"And his answer was simply : 'But it

will make money !'

"Then and there I decided to take pic-

tures as they came, purely as a money-
making proposition. For if Irving Thalberg,
admittedly one of the smartest men in the

business, could take an old, outworn story

and produce a picture from it solely to

make money, without regard for artistic

merit, then there was no use in ever con-

sidering films as an art."

However, Mr. Howard confesses that his

faith has been somewhat restored by his

own film of "Berkeley Square," and other

stars' successes in "The Barretts of Wim-
pole Street," "Henry the Eighth," "Cath-
erine the Great." And he is frank in

admitting that his current dissatisfaction

with acting may be due simply to the in-

fluence of Hollywood, for it was not always
thus with him as he is one of those indi-

A scene from "Ruggles of Red Gap," with Charlie Ruggles not as Ruggles but
as Egbert, and Charles Laughton in the name part, a role the famous English
actor has longed to play on the screen. Now he gets his wish—and ours—

and everybody has cause to be happy.
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viduals who found his metier because of an
exalted inner urge which would not be de-
nied. There was no tradition, nor heritage
of the theatre to guide his footsteps through
a stage door.

Born in London, of non-professional par-
ents, he was reared as befitted the son of a
cultured household, being educated by a
tutor and later attending Dulwich College.
It was while a student in the latter insti-

tution that he first began to act in amateur
theatricals, but even then did not consider
the stage as a career.

Upon graduation, he worked for a short
while as a bank clerk, leaving that position
to go to war. Theatricals behind the front
lines renewed his interest in acting, with
the result that when he was demobilized,
he decided to make it his life's work.
His first professional part was with one

of the road companies of "Peg O' My
Heart," which was followed by work in
London. The latter brought him impressive
recognition in England and his next step
was New York and a role with Katharine
Cornell in "The Green Hat."

Other successes followed, and in "Out-
ward Bound" he attracted the attention of
the_ movie moguls to such an extent that
their previous somewhat indifferent offers
became a real clamor and he departed for
Hollywood and fame and fortune. And
today, after several years of stage-and-
screen work combined, his liking for the
climate of California remains, though he
holds no brief for the people, modes, and
manners of the cinema capital.

"People out there are so surfeited with
wealth and luxury and easy living that
nothing can give them pleasure or happi-
ness. I, myself, am guilty of the same
unrest that affects everyone else—I was
more contented, had more joy in life and
living, before I had as much money as I

have today. But once getting in the habit
of living luxuriously and of making a good
income, it is impossible to 'let down' and
lower the standards of luxury which one
has adopted."

Mr. Howard's standards include a manor-
house in England, a wife and two children
to whom he is devoted, and a string of
polo ponies. For polo is the principal en-
thusiasm of his life.

Second in importance is his interest in
photography, and with his small Leica
camera he takes informal snapshots of
everything and everyone he sees.

It is this latter interest that makes him
believe that some day, perhaps after he has
tried the "retirement" he threatens, and
has become bored with idleness, he will
direct pictures.

"Not plays," he explains. "I've directed
a number of them and feel that the theatre
today exists only as a training-school for
pictures. As the most money is to be made
in films, every play produced today is done
so with picture production definitely in
mind.

"Therefore, it is to the screen that we
must look for any real development in the
future. And I do believe that splendid,
artistic films can be produced economically
—if properly handled. Some day, maybe
I'll try my hand at it."

In the meantime, we can expect to see
Mr. Howard for some time in the future
on our stage and screen. While he is ap-
pearing on the Broadway stage in "The
Petrified Forest," his latest picture, "The
Scarlet Pimpernel," which he recently made
in England for United Artists, will be play-
ing the movie houses of the country; and
upon completion of the play, he will return
to Hollywood and Warner Brothers for
further pictures.

So, his prospective retirement looms as a
distant threat and need not frighten his mo-
tion picture public for some time to come.

THE first time you make up for the
evening, your face is clean and sweet.

Your skin looks its loveliest. Wouldn't
you like it to stay that way?

It will— if you use Marvelous Face
Powder. For Marvelous keeps your com-
plexion MIRROR FRESH— soft and
smooth as when you left your mirror.
Why? Because Marvelous contains an

ingredient that makes it cling longer
than any powder you ever tried.

Try it yourself—let your own mirror
tell the tale! We'll send you generous
sample boxes in four different shades.

Just send 6^ in stamps and your name
and address to Richard Hudnut, Depart-
ment 6, Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Or don't wait. Stop in at the nearest
drug or department store. The name is

Marvelous. The maker is Richard Hud-
nut. And the price will surprise you

—

just 550 for the full-size box!

BY

RICHARD HUDNUT

MAKES FACE POWDER STAY
ON FROM 4 to 6 HOURS

OUL R v £ l o u s (Po^u 55*
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and inevitably as she breathes. Not for

nothing have- half a dozen Continental

countries acclaimed her as the supreme dra-

matic genius of the generation. Her per-

formance in Margaret Kennedy's play

"Escape Me Never" was the outstanding

success of the last London theatrical season.

It moved Sir James Barrie to take up the

pen that has been lying idle for seven years,

inspiring him to break his vow and write

one more play so that the little Austrian's

performance in it shall ensure him a mag-
nificent swan-song.
But acting entails tremendous physical

and mental strain, and slender elfin-like

Elisabeth is nearing forty and by no means
robust. To be able to spend long hours
ranging the whole gamut of human emo-
tions she has to conserve her strength with
infinite care. A doctor is constantly exam-
ining her, making sure that she is not tax-

ing her nervous vitality too much so that

she breaks down completely as she did last

spring.

Elisabeth has no energy left for social

gaieties
;
and, essentially candid and clear-

sighted, she does not desire the pretentious

honors that accompany success. She sees

the glamor for what it is worth and long

ago rejected it.

"Fame is empty and it passes on," she

said to me once. "Love and friendship last

and they satisfy
!"

To her work, she gives herself utterly

—

no actress could be more punctual nor more
courteous to her fellow-players. But when
her day's work is done, she considers she

has discharged her obligations and that the

rest should be her own. So passionately

and determinedly she keeps her private life

apart. In that slight body dwells an in-

domitable spirit, a pale flame illuminating

an alabaster vase.

The world only sees a silent little woman
with a Mona Lisa smile. We who are her

friends alone know Elisabeth Bergner, ten-

derly sensitive to the needs of others, gen-
erous to a fault and graciously hospitable.

She refuses to live in hotels or apart-

ments. Always she must have her own
home, a house and a garden and her fat

old Tyrolean maid to guard the door, pre-

tending to strangers that she speaks no
English. Then all over the house Elisa-

beth splashes her favorite yellow in cush-

ions and brocade draperies and antique

brass and gilded troughs to hold her books.

She reads omniverously, on art and
philosophy and travel and the theatre ; in

German, Italian, and French as well as

English. There is always a pile of books

beside her bed which has her golden cherub

mascot hanging over the head.

Everywhere in her rooms are flowers

;

not roses and orchids, for she hates sophis-

ticated blooms, but the simple flowers and

grasses of the fields arranged in big yellow

jars. Sometimes the leafy branch of a tree

will be propped against the wall ; and, wet
or fine, every window is open. If possible,

she lives in a hilly neighborhood for that

reminds her of her native Salzburg. (The
Beverly Hills will delight Elisabeth and

she will assuredly rent a bungalow on the

most inaccessible peak.)

Her friends are always welcome to join

her for afternoon coffee which she takes

instead of tea at five o'clock in the Vien-

nese fashion. It is black coffee topped

with thick whipped cream and served in

china bowls, accompanied by a basket of

the marzipan sweetmeats Elisabeth seems

to be crunching at all hours of the day and

night. She is not very interested in food

—dinner is her only meal of the day—but
she is continually smoking Turkish cigar-

ettes in a long and slender amber holder.

Beauty treatments never trouble Elisa-

beth—amazingly she can keep fresh with-

out them. Her skin is as soft and clear

as a child's yet she only washes it with
soap and water and very occasionally

cleanses it with wax. Powder and a touch

of dark lipstick is the scanty make-up she

affects, and her hair owes its sheen to ten

minutes brushing witli a stiff hogsbristle

morning and night.

At home Elisabeth always wears loose

woolen lounging trousers and vividly-

colored little jackets buttoning to her

neck and made of satin or suede according

to the temperature. She wore a costume

of this kind for some of the scenes in her

first film, "The Loves of Ariane," in which

Percy Marmont was her leading man.
Made in Berlin four years ago, political

reasons caused it to be shelved and it has

only just been released. Not often that

studious fans can see a star's first talkie

and her latest at the same time

!

Wisely Elisabeth dresses in strongly in-

dividual style, for hers is a type far re-

moved from the average. In London most

of her' clothes were designed for her by

Victor Stiebel, the young modiste who
creates for members of the British Royal

Family and some of Mayfair's richest

women. Plain straight lines, high necks,

fussy shoulder effects and tiny caps char-

acterize Elisabeth's models.

Her favorite street-suit has a long tight-

fitting skirt to lend her height, a bolero

jacket of striped black and white tweed, a

white satin shirt with a fringed cape collar

and a black straw cap with one white

organdie bow for trimming. For evenings

Elisabeth loves velvet gowns, clinging and

draped with "Queen Christina" collars of

pale lace. As wraps she wears short

jackets of metallic tissue with huge bunched
sleeves that make her resemble a pretty

medieval page.
Her sports clothes usually feature stripes

and she always has some one-piece black

swimming suits for she takes her only

exercise in the water. Her husband swims
with her, her companion as in everything

else.

Paul is tall and dark and suave. He
never loses his temper or his pleasant smile,

and his quiet voice, curiously compelling,

is never raised. Not even when a lamp

cracks at the crucial moment or an actor

steps over the lines and ruins the take as

happened when he was directing the ban-

quet scenes in "Catherine the Great." (But
the look he gave the man was more elo-

quently effective than any verbal storm
!

)

Elisabeth calls him her "big bear," using

the affectionate German diminutive, and
frankly adores him. To see them together

is to realize what marriage blessed with

perfect understanding can be. There is no

elaborate demonstration. A look, a smile,

a gesture—that is all, but each seems to

know instinctively what the other is think-

ing.

Elisabeth leaves all her financial and

business arrangements to her husband. It

is Paul who interviews the studio chiefs,

afterward discussing their proposals with

his wife in private. Then he returns with

her decision, which is really her acceptance

of his own advice, as a rule. She trusts

and relies on him implicitly, happy that he

can organize these things for her so that

she is free to concentrate on her work.
When Elisabeth receives the script of a

new part, she spends long hours lying on

her bed and poring over its possibilities ;

reading and re-reading it in silence until

she feels she understands "the character she

t
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HERE'S WHAT GARY COOPER SAW

Lee Tracyseems glad, (he should)
that Sally Eilers has returned to
filmsoppositehim in '

' Carnival. '

'

is to play sufficiently to be able to merge
herself into it. If she cannot achieve this
sympathy with her role, back goes the
script and they must find another actress.
Never will Elisabeth attempt anything
without complete self-confidence. That is

why she has never had a failure either on
the stage or screen.

Once she "feels" the part, she spends
several days interpreting it with her hus-
band. He rehearses every word and move-
ment and expression with her at home,
often in front of a big mirror so that she
can watch herself too. Only when Elisa-
beth has fully perfected herself does she
go to the studio, and then she is ready to
walk before the cameras. No footage is

ever wasted because Elisabeth Bergner
"fluffed."

When she is made up, Paul comes to
scrutinize her, then he takes her down to
the set. Silently she walks, oblivious to
anyone she meets, not because she is un-
friendly but because her mind is absorbed
in her part. Already she is beginning to
put on the personality of the woman she is

going to portray.
The rest of the cast have already been

rehearsed, an extra girl deputizing for the
star, so everything is ready. At a nod
from her husband Elisabeth steps on to
the set and then she is no longer Elisabeth
Bergner. Literally she lives in her char-
acter, her magnetic voice deepening and
pulsing, her lovely slim hands lending their
point, the expressive lights playing in her
eyes so finely no photography has fully
captured them as yet.

When she flung herself on the floor in
an

_
abandonment of grief in "Dreaming

"Lips" she had livid bruises afterwards
and torn-out strands of her own hair
clutched in her fingers. In "Catherine,"
the camera-men actually saw the angry
color rush into her face when Douglas
Fairbanks, Junior, as the young Emperor,
insultingly flaunted his mistress before her.
"What will Hollywood make of her?"

is the question everyone is asking me. Cer-
tainly it will never alter Elisabeth nor in-
duce her to make a picture in any way but
her own. "I cannot" will be her simple
reply, and if the Grand Moguls persist,
she will walk away. There will be no
tears or temperamental arguments. She
has stated the fact and that is the end.

Elisabeth Bergner knows herself. That
gives her an unassailable poise and a cour-
age nothing in the world can ever shake.
So if Hollywood is wise it will recognize
her as the actress who is different and re-
member that genius is a sensitive plant re-
quiring gentle and sympathetic handling.

UNTOUCHED Lips

often look faded
PAINTED Lips

look unnatura

"They were soft and full and
lovely," said Gary Cooper, after

comparing the new pointless lipstick

called Tangee with ordinary kinds

Q We caught Gary Cooper between two
scenes of his new Samuel Goldwyn Pro-

duction, "The Wedding Night". We showed him
three girls— one had used no lipstick, one had
used ordinary lipstick, one had used Tangee.
"Which lips are most appealing?" that's the

question we asked him. It took Gary Cooper
one look to decide. "I prefer the honest-looking
lips," he said. He didn't know it . . . but he
picked the girl who used Tangee.
Most men do. For there's nothing attractive

about a streak of paint . . . either to look at

or to touch. But Tangee doesn't paint your lips.

It can't paint them, because it isn't paint. In the
stick, Tangee looks orange. On your lips it

changes to the one shade of blush rose exactly

• Gary Cooper
making the Tangee lip-

stick test between scenes of his new
picture, "The Wedding Night", a Samuel
Goldwyn Production for United Artists.

right for you. Your lips look soft, lovely, appeal-
ing.The kind of lips men like to kiss. Try Tangee.
There are two sizes... 39 cents and $1.10. Or
send 10 cents with coupon for 4-piece Miracle
Make-Up Set, containing Lipstick, Rouge Com-
pact, Creme Rouge and Face Powder.

HBH Worlds Most Famous Lipstick

I ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

* 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET 1

THE GEORGE W. TUFT COMPANY SU35
|

417 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee Lipstick,
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When a girl

needs a
girl friend

"What do you suppose that new
young doctor said to Jack after

the dance? When
Jack asked him
how he liked the
rush Jane was
giving him, he
just looked bored
and said, 'Why
doesn't some
kind girl friend

tell her she needs
Mum?' Those
were his very
words. Imagine!'"

"Mr. Glover said he
was afraid he'd have to

let Ann go. Wish I had
the nerve to tell her
that a jar ofMum would
save her job for her."

"I'm sorry, Miss Clark, but I

hardly think you'd fill the require-

ments of our position here."

OHE'S bound to lose out every time

—

O the girl who is careless about under-
arm perspiration odor. For people will

not excuse this kind of unpleasantness

when it is so easy to avoid. With Mum!
It takes only half a minute to use Mum.

And it lasts all day. Use it any time

—

when dressing or afterwards. It won't
harm your clothing.

Mum is soothing to the skin. Prove this

by shaving your underarms and using

Mum at once.

Another reason you'll like Mum—it

prevents every trace of ugly odor without
preventing perspiration itself. Be safe

every day—use Mum! Bristol-Myers, Inc.,

75 West St., New York.

MUN TAKES THE ODOR
OUT OF PERSPIRATION
YOU NEED MUM FOR THIS, TOO. Use Mum
on sanitary napkins and enjoy complete relief

from this worry.

Greta Garbo—Home Town Girl

Continued from page 23

gant stories. In fact she was a very, very
ordinary girl like herself and she would
not have been surprised in the least to

learn that she too was keeping a thread and
needle store somewhere ! There was a
little spleen here, that this Greta Gustafsson
should be—but she really didn't believe a

word of it ! She knew Greta too well

!

Why, Greta used to come in from the

barber shop and sit here on this counter
and hav_ coffee with her—just like any
other "soap girl" friend would have done

!

As we were leaving, however, after she

had prattled on in commonplaces that gave
Greta a human reality that was impressive,

the little thread and needle woman turned

to me and asked confidentially, If it were
all really true what they said about this

Greta Garbo. . .

A little further down the street we found
the tonsorial parlor where Greta Garbo,
(Gustafsson), had once worked. Greta's

former boss, Ekengren, had long since

moved away, after having prospered and
made a small fortune trading on his fame
as the one-time employer of the great film

star. It is said that all the youths—and
later girls to receive the "Greta Garbo bob,"

that he had invented—flocked there from
miles around.
We learned all these things and many

intimate tid-bits about Greta from Greta's

former side-partner "soap girl," Martha
Thorniand, who still works in the same
old barber shop, only she has been gradu-
ated from the apprentice job of "soap girl"

to the position of a full-fledged barber. I

had to wait until my turn came before I

could occupy her chair. Thereafter I be-

came her confidant. Martha said that she

thought she was a little older than Greta;
she was now turned thirty and had become
very stout. She laughed about this as she

did about everything, except Greta. She
said that Greta had been a good business-

getter. Students and soldiers for some
reason liked to be soaped by her and many
of them had no good reason to be shaved at

all and others were shaved too often ! And
there was always a young man waiting to

take Greta home after her work.
She explained just what Greta's job as

soap girl had been, adding that Greta would
probably have made a first-class barber and
she was sure would have owned a shop of

her own by now; shaking her head, as

though it was too bad she had ever given
it up for the movie business. She called

over one of the soap girls to illustrate, tell-

ing me to pretend that this one was little

Greta Gustafsson, for I was sitting in

Greta's chair. The shop was divided into

two groups of chairs ; the favored group
for those needing a shave. It was the soap
girl's job to lather the customer and rub it

in and "prepare" the subject for the razor.

It is a pleasant experience for all concerned,

and I am sure a man would choose a shop
where he could be lathered by a soap girl.

I lay back with closed eyes and fancied I

was being soaped by Greta Garbo

!

They used to have a great deal of fun

together, she and Greta—continued Martha
—and certain customers would be grouchy
and others would jolly them. But Greta
had somehow always kept her dignity and
never allowed men to get fresh with her.

There was something about her that none
of them could ever understand. And if I

ever saw Greta, would I give her her kind-

est regards and tell her she thought of her

and the old days often. Oh, so often ! I

could tell by the way she said it that she

knew that Greta Gustafsson no longer lived.

Greta's home was just around the corner.

Fancying the pretty little Gustafsson girl

. A star comedian and his actress
wife, whom you see in short
comedies billed as Ernest Truex

and Mary Jane Barrett.

walking over with us from her barber shop,

we all went over together. Her home we
found to be a three-roomed apartment on
the third floor of a tenement house on a
gloomy street. Wr

e paused in the backyard
hung with new-washed clothes, where some
children were playing—as Lila Keta Gus-
tafsson, (as the neighbors called her, an
affectionate term for "Little Greta"), while

their mothers did the washing in the com-
munity wash house adjoining.

An old woman came to the door of

Greta's former apartment. She had us sit

in the tiny parlor-dining-room while she

half tearfully told us how she had always
loved Lila Keta. Why, hadn't she rocked
her on her knee as a baby ? Greta used to

play with her grandchildren. And what
do you suppose they played ? Theatre

!

And now—they tell her, (she shook her

head in disbelief), that Lila Keta is this

great lady of the theatre. Look! She has
all these pictures cut from the Swedish
papers of Greta Garbo. But those are not

Lila Keta Gustafsson, whom they all still

love and talk about . . .

Then one night, I sat with two men at

a table high up on the terrace of the restau-

rant Mosebacker. Below and adjoining

was the Mosebacker Theatre. One of there

men was the owner, Herr Meurling, and he
told me how he had first seen Greta, when
she had asked him if she might go back-
stage to the great actor Carl Brisson and
get his autograph. The next time he had
seen her, she was with her director, Mauritz
Stiller, and Louis B. Mayer, the American
film magnate, in room No. 5 of his famous
Rosenbad Restaurant signing a contract thrt

would take her to far-off Hollywood. And
again, when she had come back to Sw7eden.

she had come here to the Mosebacker and
sat at this table, where we now sat, and he
had talked with her. But she was not that

young Swedish girl who had gone away.
This was quite another woman. No, no,

Greta Gustafsson and Greta Garbo are not

the same ! . . .

It remained for my friend, Ollars-Erik
Landberg, whom I had met in the Land
of the Midnight Sun, to interpret both Lila

Keta Gustafsson and Greta Garbo in terms
of the Swedish tradition. "When Greta

was eighteen, she was beautiful! I don't

mean the way she is beautiful now; then
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she was youth, laughing, filled with fun.
And she had what you call 'sex appeal.'
Every man when he did see Greta— But
she was a good girl and work hard

; nobody
will see that she is anything more than a
nice girl. Then one night, when the Dra-
matic School is giving a trial performance,
this man Mauritz Stiller came looking for
'material' for the films. He alone knew
what Greta would become. Before, she was
simple, but never ordinary. She could stand
beside the King, (as she has done since),
and never be 'out of the picture.' And then
Stiller discovered her!"
What Landberg meant to say ; what they

all say is, that when Mauritz Stiller came
into the life of Greta Gustafsson, she
changed. Overnight, Lila Keta Gustafsson
became the Great Garbo in essence. A
mysterious sadness came into both their
lives, that pursued him to that last moment
when he is said to have come back to
Sweden without his Greta, but with a
broken heart, and shortly after died. That
he loved her, none could swear, though no
one doubted it. He was Svengali in certain
aspects of his jealous guardianship of her
art and power over her genius and she, like
another Trilby, flowered under his direction.
Because she was so ravishingly beautiful
then and he so ugly, they called them
"Beauty and the Beast."
When Stiller saw the first American pic-

ture made with Greta Garbo—only partially
under his guiding hand—he tore his hair
and demanded that it be destroyed. This
was not Lila Keta, nor was it his Greta.
That lovely, living creature had been turned
to marble. That sphinx-like expression so
familiar to us today had come into her face
and eyes.

Hollywood went crazy over the picture,
however, and turned their backs on Stiller.
America acclaimed her, and Greta Garbo
that we know today was born.
Somewhere between Lila Keta Gustafsson

and Greta Garbo lies the lost soul of the
famous movie star. She is not happy in
America, and she cries when she comes
back to Sweden. She has become a woman
without a country; as much a myth as
Greta Garbo in Sweden, as Greta Gustafs-
son is in America. Meanwhile the prying
world misses no opportunity of peering into
her life trying in vain to find that person
which she too is looking for.

At Home—To You!
Continued from page 25

time it was famous as the portable dressing-
room which Joan Crawford gave to Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr. When Fairbanks went
to Europe, everybody forgot about the
dressing-room. It was left behind on the
Warner Brothers lot. Muni saw it, bought
it, brought it home like a stray dog, and
has loved it ever since. It's here that he
rehearses his lines aloud.

Just across the road from Muni, live Ann
Dvorak and Leslie Fenton. When these
two first moved out of the heart of Holly-
wood to their ranch here in San Fernando,
they made the public statement that they
lived seven miles from the nearest movie
actor. Now, however, they borrow salt
from Muni and Muni borrows sugar from
them. In the center of forty acres of wal-
nut grove, Ann and Leslie have built an
Andalusian farm house modeled after the
architecture that they saw in Spain when
on their honeymoon tour of the world. The
house has low roof lines, wide verandas,
and only three rooms—a combination living-
room and dinette, one bedroom and bath,
a tiny kitchen. Originally, it was planned
as an eleven-room affair. But when Ann
saw those three finished rooms, she urged
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OH, MARY—WHY TAKE NO— I'LL TAKE THIS

THAT IF YOU DON'T ONE. 1 CAN'T WALK

LIKE IT! LET'S TRY ANOTHER STEP— I'LL

SOMEWHERE ELSE . . .
EXPLAIN LATER...

Beware of napkins that don't

stay soft

HAVE you— like many other women

—

wondered how napkins can feel soft to

begin with and later turn into instruments of

torture? Chafing... cutting... rubbing delicate

skin surfaces until every step hurts!

Here's your answer: They harden.

Surface softness in a napkin is no guarantee

against hardening. Lasting comfort must be
built in! That's the principle upon which
Modess is made. That's why Modess is soft

to start with— and stays soft in use.

Special materials go into Modess. And
they're put together in a special way. No other

napkin can duplicate Modess construction,

which means that no other napkin can give

you the comfort that is yours

when you wear Modess.

Take ten seconds—and
make this test

Even before you test Modess
in use, your eyes and your

finger-tips can prove to you
why and how it's better. Feel

the softness of the specially-

treated surgical gauze that covers the pad.

Then turn back the gauze and see—just under-
neath—the layer of downy fluff that cushions

the fluffy filler. That's exclusive with Modess.

And notice this about the filler. It's not

made of harsh, papery layers. Millions
of tiny fibres, actually blown into shape,

form its yielding softness—make it super-

absorbent—and proof against hardened
edges.

And remember—this softer napkin is safer,

too. There's a special protective backing that

guards against "accidents."

Modess is not expensive!

Ask your druggist — or

your favorite department
store— for Modess. You'll

be astonished at its low
price. But even better than

its bargain price is the last-

ing comfort Modess brings.

Wear Modess once, and
you'll have solved the chaf-

ing problem!

MODESS stays soft in use I
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READ FREE OFFER BELOW

WHY MEN "FALL"
FOR

CERTAIN GIRLS
— a simple beauty secret

T^kULL, lifeless eyes are a handicap to

happiness. Yet you can have lovely

eyes in 40 seconds! There's no need to

envy girls who always have "dates"— you
can accent your eyes so easily, so inex-

pensively.

See how quickly rny Winx Mascara glori-

fies your lashes, giving your face a new
charm. Little eyes become big. Skimpy-
lashes become long, lustrous. Remember
your eyes are your fortune—beacons on
the road to romance.

For ''Come hither eyes'7

Winx your lashes and brows
Millions ofwomen prefer Winx to ordi-

nary mascaras—so willow/. Winx is refined
to the last degree—so it's safe, smudge-
proof, non-smarting, tear-proof—scienti-
fically perfect. Try Winx today—learn
how easy it is to have lustrous Winx
lashes. G et Winx at any toilet counter, dar-

ken your lashes,see the

instant improvement.

To introduce Winx
to new friends, note
my tivo offers below.
My booklet—"Lovely
Eyes— How To Have
Them"— is complete
—how to care for the

lashes and brows, how
to use eye shadow,
how to treat "crow's-

feet," etc.

WINX
DARKENS
LASHES
PERFECTLY

Merely send
Coupon for "Lovely Eyes-

How to Have Them"

I
Mail to LOUISE ROSS, SC-3-35

i 243 W. 17th St., New York City

Name . .....

Street

I
City. .State.

If you also want a generous trial package of
I Winx Mascara, enclose 10c, checking whether

|
you wish n Black or Brown.

Irene Dunne and Ginger Rogers enact a scene for the screen presentation of
the Broadway musical comedy success, "Roberta."

Leslie to stop building then and there. And
he did.

"It's too small to invite any house guests,"

she explains with a Mona Lisa smile. The
truth is that she's seriously studying bac-

teriology and the place is littered with vials

and test-tubes.

Warren William has a country home
that's actually in the country. The attic

is the interesting feature. Air. William,
with his leaning toward things nautical,

has converted the attic into a ship's chart

room which can be reached only by a secret

stairway located above his bed. That is,

it was a secret up to a moment ago. But
now you know.
Joan Biondell and her husband, George

Barnes, live in a Cape Cod Colonial cottage

perched on the tallest of the Hollywood
hills. The house is often used in maga-
zines as an illustration of perfect architec-

ture.

It's beautiful. It's cheerful. It's fur-

nished in early American. Of course, Joan
will confess to you that occasionally the

immense fireplace smokes. But there's a

recompense in the huge picture window
which overlooks all of Hollywood.^ The
window has a purpose in being. It is here

that Joan has set up powerful binoculars

through which she can see everything that

goes on in the film capital. So when you
come to Hollywood, remember no peas on
your knife

!

Carl Brisson was not at home when we
called. But Mrs. Brisson, dressed in a

Danish sailor suit, received us with a

sailor's hornpipe. The reason for the

demonstration was that this day was her

birthday. She first brought out her gifts,

then afternoon tea. The shadows grew
long on the pleasant terrace before she

finally showed us through the house. It has

twelve master bedrooms and one master,

one swimming pool and twelve fish.

The garden is their Eden. The rock

plants are from Tibet. The black roses are

from Germany. The jungle plants are from
Malay. The yellow poppies are from Cali-

fornia. But the chief pride and joy of the

Brissons lies in their orchard. Lemon,
orange, grapefruit trees. Olive, fig, avo-
cado, papaya and passion fruit.

Spray gun in hand, Carl wages war
against the pests that invade their paradise.

We suppose he sings as he works. We
don't know—for certain.

In striking contrast to the Brisson
menage is the inconspicuous frame cottage
on the quiet street where Kay Francis lives.

It sits well back from the curb, shy in the

shadows of the tall apartments all about
it. The little house is a fitting mate for the

star's Ford that is spectacularly shabby.
It's somewhat of a surprise to discover that

your glamorous Kay has the simplest taste

in all Hollywood.
A few years ago, she was mistress of an

elaborate estate. She gave it up for the
comfort of a cottage, so small that there's

not room enough to keep the huge volumi-
nous scrap-books which Kay has accumu-
lated. So her mother, who lives nearby,
has had to rent a big house in order to

keep the books with her

!

There are very few apartment houses in

Hollywood. Those who live in them are

known as cliff dwellers. George Raft is

one ; Mae West another. They look out
on the same street. In fact, they can wave
at each other out of the window.
George occupies a duplex penthouse. You

must pass muster with the clerk, a bell hop,

and the elevator operator. After several

hours inspection, you finally reach Beatrice,

his house-keeper. She also asks seven
questions. From Beatrice, you graduate to

Mack Gray, who was formerly Raft's

trainer, and now lives with him and takes

care of him. But Beatrice does all the

cooking and half the scolding—which is as

it should be.

Mae West was on the set when we called

around. So the famous Libby who plays

her maid in real life as well as on the screen

with Miss West, showed us a dream in

ivory and gold. The living-room is ivory

and gold. The breakfast-room is ivory and
gold. There's an ivory and gold bedroom—
and ssshhh—a mirror over and behind the
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ivory and gold bed to match Miss West's
ivory and gold beauty. We had marched in.

We left on tip-toe.

Close to a mountain and not far from the
ocean is a little house which Aline Mac-
Mahon rents from a friend. The arrange-
ment may seem peculiar to you. It's idyllic

to Aline. Under her contract, she works
in pictures and in Hollywood for three
months at a time. She spends the subse-
quent three months in New York with her
architect husband, Clarence Stein. So she
rents the house accordingly. The friend
moves out as Aline moves in and moves in

as Aline moves out. You're smiling, are
you? Well, you're in Hollywood now and
it's a fantastic childlike fairyland.
Harold Lloyd, for instance, has a swim-

ming pool with a subway. You can go
down and look up through the glass at the
swimmers above you. Cecil B. DeMille
has two houses on a street of his own that
bears his name. Frances Marion flood-
lights her garden at night. The "spots"
are so cleverly hidden away in the trees
that you think you're out strolling in the
moonlight. From his ranch house, Harry
Carey has a clear vista of five miles of
winding road. He can sit on his verandah
and recognize his callers half an hour be-
fore they arrive.

Some day, I hope you'll come to Holly-
wood and see the place for yourself. But
take a tip. If you're driving your own car,
all you need is a map to get you there. But
if you're going by taxi, borrow Willie's
roller skates to bring you back.

NEW EASY WAY TO

New Slant on

Shirley

Continued from page 19

mention supervising the fan mail that pours
into the Fox studio at the rate of 4,000 let-
ters a week. On top of that he takes time
off to be interviewed, and makes it a point
to be a friend and companion of his lovable
youngster.
Some job? I'll say! And for anyone

who didn't possess Mr. Temple's gracious
humor, it would be more than a job; it

would be an ordeal, except for those de-
lightful moments with the inimitable Shir-
ley.

"After Shirley's first popularity, the pro-
cession of life insurance agents began,"
said Mr. Temple. "Just for fun one day, I
kept their cards. Between sun-up and sun-
down 17 different men extolled the virtues
of life insurance. It's petered out a little

now," laughed Mr. Temple. "Only four
or five a day come in."

Real estate salesmen were next in vol-
ume. They ranged from subdivision pro-
moters to depression millionaires who
would sacrifice their Bel-Air mansion for a
paltry $50,000.
"Even my own bank picked on me !" ex-

claimed Mr. Temple. "The trust depart-
ment tried to sell me one of the Hollywood
show places—with about 10 bedrooms, 6
garages, and at least a dozen baths. It was
too much for me. I'm not going in for
that kind of thing."
So he quickly disposed of the real estate

question by taking a comfortable but modest
home in Santa Monica—room enough for
Mr. and Mrs. Temple, Shirley's two
brothers, Shirley's nurse, and two rooms
for Shirley, a bed-room and play-room in
which she can arrange and rearrange her
blocks and numerous dolls to her heart's
content.

The yard, that's what Mr. Temple calls
it, is spacious but not extensive. There is
an enclosed patio in which Shirley can play
away from curious eyes, and a fenced-in

EA GLE Dl"~
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FREE LESSON
HomeArt Craft

GOOD MONEY FOR SPARE TIME
A new easy way. Art novelties in big demand.
Get free lesson and quickly learn to decorate
Gifts, Bridge Prizes. Toys, etc. No experience

necessary. Anyone can succeed with simple
"3-step" method and you earn as you

learn. Everything furnished including supply
Novelties for you to decorate and

Homecrafters Outfit.

NO CANVASSING
Just sit at home and make up
to $50 a week spare time or full.
Write today for big illustrated
book and FIRST LESSON
f REE. Absolutely not one cent
Jo pay. Lesson is free. Openings
in every locality. Write quick.

FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES
Dept.39-C,Adrain, Mich.

,
In 10 Weeks—Learn by Doing—

, Part time work while learning. Free employ*
ment help after graduation. You don't need

_ advanced education. SEND FOR BIG NEWFREE BOOK and my "PAY TUITION IN EASYPAYMENTS AFTER GRADUATION" PLAN.
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept.3s-4K
5O0 South Paulina Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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FREE
The mosi com-
plete book ever
v.'rittrn on how to

powder properly.

.Mai! coupon. Note
generous offer.

•YOU LOOK
10 years younger

TONIGHT"
he said admiringly,

yet puzzled

PART of every woman's secret of enchant-

ment is to keep "him" guessing ... to be

ever provocative, alluring.

Just when "he" thinks he has you cata-

logued, then is the time to take an inventory

of one's self. Are you aware, for example,

of that new secret of Parisian charm— the

up-lo-the-minute art of poivdering to look

11 n-powdered?

You, too, can attain this French chic by

switching to the new and amazing SOFT-
TONE Mello-glo. It gives an utterly new
effect—a rose-petal complexion of youthful

freshness, never artificial, always adorable.

You will be thrilled, in using this new cre-

ation, at how smoothly it blends in without

shine, how it lasts longer than any powder

you've used, how its velvety texture conceals

pores, never enlarging them—all due to an

exclusive process—it's stratified (rolled into

tiny, clinging wafers). Hence grit-free.

Now you need not fear a "close-up" ... no

crude over-powdered look, no artificiality—so

disliked by men. For SOFT-TONE Mello-glo

is invisible, blending perfectly.

Everywhere the new SOFT-TONE Mello-glo

is a sensation. Its superiority is so instantly

revealed, when compared with your favorite.

Buy a box today. You'll be delighted. In five

flattering shades, caressingly perfumed—50<?

and §1.

NOTE: To obtain the new SOFT-TONE Mello-

glo, you must ask for the gold box with the blue

edge, which distinguishes it from our Facial-tone

Mello-glo (Heavy) in a gold box tcith white edge.

p»> SOFT-TONE

MELLO-GLO
the close-up powder that

gives an UN-powdered look

FREE Merely send Coupon for
fascinating booklet: "The
New Vogue in Powdering".

I
The Mello-glo Co., Boston, Mass. sc-3-35

Name..

Street..
J

] City State

1 For a generous package (not a sample) of new Soft-

i tone Mello-glo, enclose 10c, checking shade you wish:

]
Ivory pj."k

h
Natural Rachel Brunette,

j

sunny backyard, where Shirley has her

little playhouse. All in all, such a home
befits the manager of a bank rather than

an ostentatious movie star.

In the same quick fashion Mr. Temple
disposed of the automobile salesmen. He
was offered Rolls Royces galore, and "set-

tled" for a medium-priced car. It gets the

family places, but is hard to get by studio

gatemen who can't believe that the screen's

new sensation, Shirley Temple, rides in that

kind of an automobile.

Stock peddlers should have known better

than to tackle a conservative banker like

Mr. Temple. Nevertheless, he was offered

interests in gushers from Venezuela to

Wyoming, and in gold mines throughout

California.

"I fell for only one thing," explained Mr.
Temple. "I just couldn't resist it. I picked

up some stock in the bank at a bargain.

But I knew what it was worth—a lot more
than I paid for it."

Otherwise Shirley's money goes into sav-

ings accounts and bonds.

On one group Mr. Temple wastes no time

—the gentry who solicit endorsements. He
turns them over immediately to Lloyd

Wright, Fox Film's Los Angeles lawyer,

who passes on their merits and usually

declines with thanks.

With the same alacrity Mr. Temple turns

down all pleas for assistance—even the one

from the lady who practically demanded
$1,000 to pay off the mortgage on the

farm. "After all," explains Mr. Temple,

"it isn't my money ; it's Shirley's ; and even

though I might in some instances wish to

help, I have to conserve Shirley's earnings

for her."

With it all, Mr. Temple has found him-

self almost as famous as his much photo-

graphed daughter.

"Many people come in the bank to look

me over and see if there is any resem-

blance," laughed Mr. Temple. "Most of

them leave disappointed. But there's some
compensation. Like the middle-aged lady

from the Middle West. I must have passed

inspection, for she opened up a nice ac-

count."

As a matter of fact, the lady from the

Middle West isn't the only one who's been

drawn to Mr. Temple's bank through the

popularity of Shirley. James Dunn, who
stars with her in "Bright Eyes," and Direc-

tor David Butler have started accounts

there. So have many motion picture ex-

hibitors who drop in while in town to meet

the father of the little girl who swells their

box-office receipts to the breaking point.

But Mr. Temple's troubles don'tend with

the business day. They pursue him to the

quiet of Santa Monica. Standing in front

of his home one night, he observed an out

of town car drive up and the occupants

peer out.

"Anything I can do for you?" called Mr.
Temple.
"No," came the response, "we just wanted

to see what Shirley's father looked like!"

Some aren't so easily satisfied. As the

Temples sat at dinner one evening, the

front door bell rang. Even before the

door could be closed, a man brushed in.

Seven tourists trouped after him to the din-

ing room.

"We're from Pennsylvania," explained

the intruders apologetically, "and we just

had to see Shirley before we went back

home."
As yet all this curiosity hasn't affected

Shirley in any way, insists Mr. Temple.

"Of course, Airs. Temple handles the job

remarkably well," explained Mr. Temple.

"On a few occasions Shirley has asked why
everyone stares at her. Then her mother

quite" naturally explains that everyone
_
is

interested in little children who look nice

and eat their spinach and like to see them

just like they do little puppies and kittens.

It satisfies Shirley and also solves the

spinach problem.
"Mrs. Temple also supervises her choice

of play-mates. There's no mention of pic-

tures during play -time. One youngster in

asking to play with Shirley said proudly

that she was a cousin of the Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayers. Needless to say, she didn't

come back.

"Shirley herself knows how to pick her

play-mates," continued Mr. Temple. "One
day she told her mother she didn't think

she should play with Janice any more.
W hen her mother asked why, Shirley re-

plied, 'Because she told me to shut-up.'
"

Just because Shirley knows her Emily
Post, don't imagine she's too prim. She's

as thoroughly natural and genuine in her

tastes as the little girl around the corner

from your house.

As a special treat she was allowed to

stay up and attend the preview of "Bright

Eyes." She sat mildly interested through

her picture, and at the end was promptly

picked up and carried out the back way to

avoid the crush of the crowds.

But Mr. Temple didn't begin his exit soon

enough. Over his shoulder Shirley caught

a fleeting glimpse of the next subject, and

broke into heart-rending sobs.

"It's Mickey Mouse," she cried. "I want
to stay and see Mickey Mouse !"

On' the next week-end Mr. Temple de-

cided to make up for his daughter's disap-

pointment. Ordinarily he reads a funny

paper to her every Sunday. But this week
he brought home all the funny papers—36

pages in all.

"But I tricked her," chuckled Mr. Tem-
ple. "I started on Saturday afternoon, so

I could finish by Sunday night."

And do you know what Shirley's favorite

comics are—well, you'd think she was the

third boy in the family, for her favorites

are the "Katzenjammer Kids," and "Pop-

eye, the Sailor."
* No wonder she eats her spinach

!

He likes to take curtain calls!

Above, Dickie Walters, screen

actor who is now bidding for

place among the outstanding
child stars in films.
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There are two ways
of looking at Dentyne

Ask Me!
By Miss Vee Dee

AU-a-Fhitter. I don't blame you, for

haven't we all gone quite mad about Robert
Donat (pronounced Doan-at.) You re-

member he was Thomas Culpepper in

"Henry the Eighth" and the feminine
hearts began to cut-capers after that film

was shown ; and then to top all this, along
comes Robert with his wonderful role of
Edmond Dantes in "The Count of Monte
Cristo." Before he had an opportunity to

know the result of his fine work he dashed
off to England. He was offered the male
lead in "Smilin' Thru" with Norma Shearer
but refused it, feeling he needed more
screen experience, and now he is quite

ready for any good role. Robert was born
in Manchester, England, on March 18,

1905, and made his stage debut at the age
of seven. He is 6 feet tall and weighs 165
pounds. Yes—he's married.

Dorothy M. Russell Hardie was Jean
Parker's sweetheart in "Operator Thirteen"
with Marion Davies and Gary Cooper.
Gary was born on May 7, 1901, in Helena,
Montana. He is 6 feet 2 inches tall, weighs
180 pounds, and has blue eyes and brown
hair. He was married on December 15,

1933, to Veronica Balfe, known on the
screen as Sandra Shaw. Helen Hayes was
born in Washington, D. C, on October 10,

1900. She is 5 feet tall, weighs 90 pounds,
and has brown hair and blue eyes. Her
husband is Charles MacArthur, playwright
and producer. They were married on
August 17, 1928, and have a four-year-old
daughter, Mary.

M. W. The nimble-footed Fred Astaire
was born on May 10, 1899, in Omaha,
Nebraska. He is 5 feet 9 inches tall,

weighs 160 pounds, and has black hair and
brown eyes. He was married in July 1933
to Mrs. Phyllis Baker Livingston Potter,
of the social register. Fred's latest release

is "The Gay Divorcee" with Ginger Rogers.

Khum Sathit W. of Siam. How can
you get the Bathing Cinema Girls? If

you don't look out, they'll get you. If

you'll write to the various studios, Para-
mount, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Columbia,
RKO-Radio, Universal or Fox and make
your request they may favor you with a
bunch of beautiful girls—pictures of course.
Loretta Young was born on January 6,

1912. She has not married since her
divorce from Grant Withers. Marian
Marsh, whose real' name is Violet Krauth,
was born on October 17, 1913. Mary
Carlisle was born on February 3, 1912.

Mary and Marian are still single.

Miss Thehna G. L. In that spooky pic-

ture, "Frankenstein," Colin Clive created
the, role of the mad surgical genius,
Frankenstein ; Boris Karloff was The
Monster; Mae Clarke, Elisabeth; John
Boles, Victor; Edward Van Sloan, Dr.
Waldman, and The Dwarf was Dwight
Frye.

Dorothy D. Eric Linden was in Europe
for some time, and since his return has
not- made any picture contracts as he was
playing in "Ladies' Money," a recent
Broadway stage play. Otto Kruger can be
reached at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

;

Chick Chandler at RKO-Radio studios.
Prominent male players with Douglas
Montgomery in "Little Man, What Now?"
were Alan Mobray, Earle Foxe, George
Meeker, Donald Haines and G. P. Hunt-
ley Jr.

as an aid

to mouth health
Long ago people got necessary

mouth exercise from chewy foods
— hut not today. Dentyne's extra

firmness supplies this vigorous
chewing everyone needs ... It

strengthens the mouth muscles
and also encourages the mouth
to keep itself clean, fresh, toned
up. Chewing Dentyne is a health

habit that is often recommended
by dentists and doctors.

^>

as a delicious gum
You can recommend Dentyne

because of its delicious flavor, also.

Everyone will agree that its delight-

ful spiciness is completely satisfy-

ing. Its firm chewiness makes it still

more enjoyable. Your friends will

be delighted to learn of such a dif-

ferent, distinctive gum. Dentyne,

you know, comes in a handy vest-

pocket package — a shape that

originated with Dentyne and has

identified it for many years.

DEN
KEEPS TEETH WHITE -MOUTH HEALTHY
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Medals and Birds

DIFFICULT
DAYS?

Continued from page 53

"When I think of the way I used to suffer

regularly, setting aside certain days when
any activity was out of the question

—

even walking any distance—you may
know how grateful I am for Midol. Now,
I have no such pain, or even discomfort.

I ride horseback on the days that once

demanded absolute quiet."

This is not the experience of just one

woman. Thousands could tell how Midol
has given back those days once given over

to suffering.

Midol might end all periodic pain for

you. And even if it didn't, you would get

a measure of relief well worth while.

Remember, this is a special medicine,

recommended by specialists for this par-

ticular purpose. But it is not a narcotic,

so don't be afraid of the speed with which
Midol takes hold.

You may obtain these tablets at any
drugstore. Get some today, and be pre-

pared. Taken in time, they may spare you
any pain at all. Or relieve such pain at any
time. They are effective for several hours,

so two tablets should see you through
your worst day.

Just ask the druggist for Midol. Or look

for it on his toilet goods counter. Or let

the makers send you some to try.

to try it without expense;
mail this to Midol, 170
Varick St., N. Y., and re-

ceive trial box free.

A'ame

Address—

the Campfire girls, because she brings
sweetness and light to the hearts of mil-
lions, thereby proving that virtue and inno-
cence will keep a star on top of the pile

for years without end—apparently.
Fredric March gets a medal because he

is not only intelligent and versatile, as well
as being a good actor, but because he has
more business acumen than any other actor
I know.
Gary Cooper gets a medal because he has

not only shown a steady improvement in
his work but because when he talks he
really says something and because he is

one of the few actors who knows how to
keep his mouth shut.

All of a sudden my hay fever comes on
and the way my head jerks when I sneeze
puts me in mind of the Queen of Hearts
who goes around yelling, "Off with his

head !" Step this way, ladies and gents,

to the executioner's chamber.
One bird to Hepburn for making herself

more ridiculous than almost anyone I know.
She goes to public places where she knows
there will be photographers and then pre-
tends she doesn't want her picture taken
and either runs or hides her face.

Well ! That's over. An ice-pack on my
fevered brow and I'm off to the garden in

quest of more posies.

The nasturtiums for Myrna Loy because
to me she is the most exotic and colorful

actress on the screen and because, from all

accounts, she hasn't changed from the days
when she was making the rounds of Holly-
wood unnoticed and unsung.

A blob of color—ah, yes ! The bed of
giant yellow chrysanthemums for Jean
Harlow because she, too, is unchanged and
because she has developed from a sexy
clothes horse into a first rate comedienne.
Another medal—to Ronald Colman be-

cause he is the only star I know who has
such a hold on the public fancy he can stay

away from the screen for a year or two,
return, make a picture and be as firmly
entrenched in popular favor as when he
left. What is this strange power you have
over people, Ronnie ?

A medal to Chester Morris because al-

though he isn't the spectacular figure he
was when the talkies first came in, he is

slowly but surely fighting his way back to

his former prominence after a long siege

of mismanagement and bad stories.

The bed of shamrocks to Maureen O'Sul-
livan because, in my opinion, she gave the

outstanding performance in "The Barretts
of Wimpole Street" and because she is con-
stantly improving as an actress.

Step this way, Mr. Fred Astaire, and be
decorated for your dancing and because,

while dancers are not supposed to do any-
thing but dance, you also proved yourself a
most agreeable light comedian.
A medal for John Beal because he gave

a convincing performance in "Hat, Coat
and Glove," because he is one of the finest

of the young actors and because he is play-

ing the title role in "The Little Minister."

The moonflowers to Alice Faye because
she used to sing in night clubs, because
from that humble beginning and in the face

of reams of unpleasant publicity attending

her induction into pictures she has still

managed to keep going and improving.

The daisies go to Marion Davies because

she is one of the best sports in Hollywood,
because her charities are legion, and be-

cause no one ever hears of them except in

rare instances where she has to give a pub-

lic benefit performance to raise additional

funds for the children's clinic she has en-

dowed.

A medal to Clark Gable because he still

hasn't changed since 1 first met him four
years ago and he was a pretty swell fellow
then.

A medal to Joe E. Brown and also one
to Eddie Cantor because they play more
benefits than anyone in pictures and because
I have never heard of either of them re-

fusing to lend their names and support to
any sort of charity.

Hardie Albright and Suzanne
Kaaren, (and don't miss the ter-
rier with them), in a scene for

"Women Must Dress."

A medal to James Cagney because he is

the most intelligent man in pictures and
never jumps to conclusions. He investi-

gates everything before he expresses an
opinion on a subject.

And another medal to Lyle Talbot be-

cause, despite all the kidding he's taken
about his numerous girls, he still has the

courage to go on making dates right and
left, having laughs and fun until he finds

whatever it is he's looking for in these

maidens he's rushing hither and yon.

Gosh ! I feel another attack of hay fever
coming on. Quick. Watson, the needle and
open the door of the ice-box. It must be
the dander on those cold-storage birds.

Let's get rid of them.
There ! We can once more proceed with

the distribution of diplomas.

A medal to Ramon Xovarro for holding

his fan following longer than any other

star and because it seems to be an un-

written truth, "Once a Novarro fan, always
a Novarro fan."

A medal apiece to Herbert Marshall and
Leslie Howard because they are two of

the few foreigners who have really clicked

and because, while they never seem to feel

their characterizations, they give well nigh

technically perfect performances and keep

you interested in their craftsmanship.

W. C. Fields and Jack Oakie are being
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decorated because they are my favorite

comics, because they can play dramatic
scenes convincingly, and because although

there isn't a great deal of variety in their

performances, one never tires of watching
them.
Helen Hayes gets the bed of gladiolas

because she knows more about acting than

any other woman in pictures, because there

is never any pose with her about "getting

into the proper mood" and because she is

as witty and unassuming as she is talented.

Spencer Tracy and Paul Muni are being

decorated because they are in my mind,

without doubt or hesitation, the best actors

on the screen and because they don't make
nearly enough pictures.

William Powell gets a croix de guerre
because after being deader at the box-office

than Hector's pup, he re-established himself

as a prime favorite and because, after years
of playing dry, uninteresting detectives and
lawyers, he gave such a grand comedy per-

formance in "The Thin Man."
Charles Laughton deserves a medal be-

cause he is one of my two favorite char-

acter actors, but I'll tell you one thing,

Buster : If you don't stop this constant
whining and complaining you're going to

get a bird next year.

Greta Garbo and Miriam Hopkins get

the bed of camelias, and John Boles, Otto
Kruger, and Wallace Beery a medal apiece

because all five of them are terrific box-
office draws—and I can't understand why ?

I do love puzzles

!

Dick Powell rates a medal because he
has pushed himself up into the position of

one of the four biggest male names in the

business and because he is constant in his

friendships and unfailing good humor.
Anna Sten and Loretta Young get the

bed of night-blooming jasmine because they
are two of the most beautiful women who
have ever flashed across a silver sheet and
because Loretta's sister, Sally Blane, is

even more beautiful and witty.

George Raft deserves a medal because
he is still a star without ever having con-

tributed an outstanding performance since

"Scarface," because he still does a variation

of his "snake hips" in almost every picture,

because the public has apparently not tired

of it and because without the assurance of

a tremendous following he still seems to

run things his own way at the studio.

Barbara Stanwyck gets the bed of anem-
ones because she, like Mr. Crosby, does
exactly as she pleases and doesn't bother
her pretty head over whether people like

her actions or not. She lives her own life

the way she wants to live it.

Gail Patrick gets the Sweet Williams
because she is one of the most intelligent

girls in the business, because she is also

fun, because she is such a striking looking

girl and, lastly, because if she ever gets

a decent part she will show people.

Lastly, but not leastly, what flowers are
left go to Sylvia Sidney because she is still

a swell gal, to Mae West because she

knows what the public wants and finds a

way to give it to them, and to Joan Bennett
because with every excuse in the world for

going high-hat, she hasn't and because she

is still one of the best housekeepers and
most charming hostesses I know.

I thought that would be all but 'way
over yonder in the corner, all untouched,
is the bed of marigolds. It goes unhesi-

tatingly to Dixie Lee because, although
she has only made one picture this past

year, she could be one of the biggest stars

in the business if she would take pictures

seriously, because despite this opportunity
she has turned down a number of parts

just to be Mrs. Bing Crosby, because she

is one of the most beautiful girls I have
ever met and because she is the only person
I know who is 100% loyal in her friendship.

P. S. She is also darned good company.
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RED, CHAPPED HANDS?

GUARANTEED * OVERNIGHT

Hands made smoother,
softer, whiter—too,

with famous medicated cream
HERE'S A sure way to relieve badly

chapped hands— a quick way to
make red, rough, ugly-looking hands soft,

smooth and white. Try it— if it doesn't
greatly improve your hands overnight,
it will cost you nothing!

A hospital secret

This famous medicated cream was used
first as a chapped hands remedy in hospi-
tals. Doctors and nurses have a lot of

trouble with chapped hands in winter—
they have to wash hands so frequently.

They found that if they applied Noxzema
Cream liberally on their hands at night,

all soreness disappeared by morning

—

hands became smoother and whiter.

Today millions of people use this "over-
night remedy for chapped hands." If

your hands are chapped, see for yourself

how wonderful Noxzema is for them.

Make this simple test. Apply Noxzema
on one hand tonight—rub plenty of it into

the pores. Leave the other hand with
nothing on it. Note the big difference in

the morning. Feel the difference, too!

One hand still red and irritated— the
other smooth and white.

Get a jar of Noxzema today—use it

tonight. Sold on a money-back guarantee.
It relieves and improves Red, Chapped
Hands overnight— or your druggist gladly
refunds your money!

To end skin faults
Over 10,000,000 jars of Noxzema are used
yearly to relieve skin irritations—not only
chapped hands, but chapped lips, chafing,
chilblains, etc. Thousands of women apply
Noxzema as a powder base and at night
to end Large Pores, Pimples, Blackheads,
Oiliness and other ugly skin faults.

WONDERFUL FOR
SKIN FAULTS, TOO

HELPS END

LARGE PORES

BLACKHEADS

PIMPLES

OILY SKIN

Noxzema is a snow-
white, dainty, grease-

less cream— not
sticky , gummy or
messy to use.

FLAKINESS

SPECIAL OFFER!
Noxzema costs very little. Get a jar

at any drug or department store. If

your dealer can't supply you, send
only 15c for a generous 25c trial jar
to the Noxzema Chemical Co., Dept.
83, Baltimore, Md.
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AT THE

ED G EWATER

BEACH WALK

. . . and 21% declared they'd pay at
least a dollar for it. And even $2 a box
was suggested to our young Price Re-
porter who spent a whole starry summer
evening interviewing guests at Chicago's
famous Edgewater Beach Hotel. And
while she ashed only one question, "What
would you pay for this powder?" she was
showered with compliments for Armand:

"A very elegant powder—
„ I'd say to charge $2"

'Just the right weight

ARMAND
BOUQUET,
POWDER;

iC

AND A50

en° shine

K* "Marvelous!"

TRIAL SENT FREEv
Armand, Des Moines, Ia. : Send me a free
trial of Armand Bouquet Powder. I enclose
a 2c stamp to help cover postage.

Name

On the Set with Maurice

Continued from page 29

Address-
SL-3-5-B

man. A second or two while the micro-
phone gets under way, and nerves slowly
tense. Then: "Speed!" calls the operator,
high up on his boom, and the action begins.

Chevalier is now playing the role of
Charlier, a popular music-hall performer at
the Folies Bergere—a lively, impudent
young man with an airy swagger, in tan
trousers and a belted coat whose checked
pattern is a shade on the flashy side. Yet
it's not the difference in make-up or cos-
tume which has changed him into a wholly
different being from the Baron Cassini.
"It's the art," as Charlier points out, turn-
ing before the astonished gaze of the
Baron's friends into Cassini again, poised,
ironic, aloof. It's some inner change which
the actor's skill has wrought.
The scene may or may not be played

through.
_
Any one of a dozen things may

serve to interrupt it. Despite the strained
silence, an alien noise may be picked up
by the super-sensitive ears of the micro-
phone. An actor may blow up in his lines.

On the rare occasions when Chevalier him-
self blows up, he snaps his fingers, growls

:

"Damn it!" and looks miserable. Curly-
haired Ann Sothern, playing Charlier's
sweetheart, sinks back into his arms and
puts her finger plaintively to her mouth.
Once a butterfly, heedless of the fact that
no call had been left for him, floated non-
chalantly into an otherwise perfect scene.
These things are taken as routine.

"Did I make you nervous?" an actor,
who had been having considerable trouble
with his memory, asked Chevalier.
Maurice hesitated. "A little bit," he ac-

knowledged honestly, then hastened to add

:

"But we're all in the same boat. It's a
tough scene."

Once it was Del Ruth himself who was
the offender. After a series of abortive
takes, they were finally getting what they
wanted—the tempo was light, quick, easy

—

everyone had caught the swing of the ac-
tion, and the scene was going big. Sud-
denly the director grimaced— frowned,
grimaced again—his eyes turned wild and
his face twisted into the most unbelievable
contortions, but it wasn't any use—he burst
into a violent sneeze.

A grin wreathed every face. Homer him-
self had nodded ! "Sorry, Maurice," he
apologized somewhat sheepishly to Chev-
alier, whose speech he had sneezed into.

"On the contrary," beamed Maurice with
a deferential bow. "It was a pleasure

!"

Even when there are no interruptions,

each scene is repeated a number of times.
And since Chevalier bears the brunt of most
of them, the lion's share of the labor falls

to him. Over and over and over again he
plays it, and no matter how tired he may
seem before going into action, at the word

:

"Speed!" he drops his fatigue like a cloak
and attacks the scene with as much sparkle
and zest as though he were fresh.

"O.K." The seal of approval is finally

affixed, and tension slackens. A period of
respite—for all in the scene but Chevalier.

"Bob," he calls to his stand-in. "Cigar-
ette," and joins the French group to go
over his lines with them.
Now they do it in French—rehearsals,

takes, and more takes. It seems incredible

that anyone should be able to repeat the

same phrases so many dozens of times and
still be able to wring from them every pos-
sible ounce of significance. And if you
think, as I did, that he's finished now, you
were never more mistaken. The close-ups

are yet to come—in English and French.
Which means the same procedure all over
again, only more of it. For the technique

of the close-up demands repetitions of the
scene, not in its entirety, but bit by bit,

with the cameras moved in and the hot
lights breathing closer. Small wonder,
when the whole thing's finished and done,
that Chevalier sighs : "Amen !" and goes
in search of the peace and seclusion his
nerves must be clamoring for.

But he recovers his energy with remark-
able rapidity, and reappears presently in

the baronial make-up, ready to exchange
pleasantries with Ronald Colman and Lor-
etta_ Young, who are working on the same
lot in "Clive of India" and have come to
pay a visit to the Folies Bergere set. Miss
Young is a vision in the hoopskirts of the
18th century. Chevalier, modestly conscious
of his own moustache, casts critical eyes
upon Mr. Colman, complete in ruffles, knee
breeches, and buckled slippers, but minus
the customary hair on his upper lip. "You
ought to have a straw hat," Chevalier says.

The next scene is called. It's a scene
that requires delicate handling. Charlier is

masquerading as the Baron. To his vis-a-
vis, who believes him to be the Baron, he
must be the Baron. To his audience, who
know him for an imposter, he must be the
Baron with a difference. And so shrewdly
does Chevalier execute this tour de force
that the end of the scene finds the crew of
hardboiled technicians grinning from ear to
ear, one of them with his hand clapped over
his mouth to smother a laugh, and even
the director—disciplinarian that he is—smil-
ing in spite of himself. A movie actor can
earn no sweeter applause.

Particularly interesting to watch are the
love scenes as played by Charlier and the
Baron. You find yourself thinking of them as
two different men, and you've got to drag
your mind back to the realization that
they're played by the same man. Here's
Chevalier as Charlier, making love to the
Mimi of Ann Sothern. His technique is

direct, and a trifle brusque. He doesn't go
in much for the finer nuances. His kisses
have more ardor than tenderness. He's a
simple fellow with primitive emotions, and
when he suspects that his sweetheart has
done him wrong, he raises his good right
arm and relieves his heart by a stinging
blow to her jaw—and feels that he's done
all that could be asked of a man and a
lover. And Mimi adores him for it.

Charles Butterworth and Una
Merkel provide the comedy re-
lief for the new Evelyn Laye-

Ramon Novarro film.
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Another scene. The Baron is wooing his

own wife, played by Merle Oberon. His
smile is less radiant than Charlier's but in-

finitely more subtle. He subdues by finesse

where Charlier conquers by force, and
when he bends his head over the exquisite

face of the Baroness, his low voice mur-
muring endearments, tenderness thinly veil-

ing the passion in his eyes, I miss my guess
if Chevalier-Ca.s\n';n' doesn't set the heart of
the feminine world pounding all over again,

doesn't capture it still more securely than
did the sunny antiquaire who took us by
storm in "Innocents of Paris."
And not that alone. It will mark him

as well an actor of subtlety and finish, a
brilliant interpreter of sophisticated com-
edy. This is the first picture I've seen
him do which gives him a chance at a real

characterization, a part he can get his teeth

into—two parts, for good measure—the

flamboyant music-hall star, the polished
nobleman.
Those of us who have seen his work on

the stage have long been dissatisfied with
the fate which has tended to type him the

gay, romantic lover and little beside—a de-
lightful fellow who smiles pleasantly, makes
love charmingly, sings an amiable song or

two and sticks out his lower lip. That
was all right to begin with. But to go
on with endlessly? Knowing how much
more he could do, we waited and prayed for

the powers that be to let him do it. And
at last they have.
He started in Paris as a red-nosed clown,

and could have continued as a red-nosed
clown indefinitely, for the audiences loved

him. But he wanted to try something dif-

ferent. So one day he doffed his ludicrous

disguise and sang a song straight, and the

audiences loved him still better. I don't

see how history can help repeating itself

nor how present-day audiences, loving the
warmth of Chevalier, the personality, can
fail to love still better the added depth and
variety of Chevalier, the actor.

Hollywood's Own
Fashion Revolt!
Continued from page 33

"Now what do I mean by that, you say?
This : When I wish to conceive something
unusual, yet not bizarre, I know she will

perceive its Tightness and fitness and never
am I disappointed. As an instance, for

Miss Colbert's role in 'The Gilded Lily' there

are two costumes which are exquisite yet

'legitimate.' One is a beige tweed suit

—

Miss Colbert looks her loveliest in pastels

—lined with sable. There is richness which
is not obvious, not gauche. The other is a
white evening gown featuring three tiers

of tulle ruffles. This introduces the new
silhouette which conveys ethereal rather
than suggestive body lines.

"Now in the case of Miss Dietrich I find

her classic beauty is so individual that

smartness is best achieved through a bom-
bardment of repetition. What I actually

mean is that Miss Dietrich personally pre-
fers either a large picture hat, or a medium-
sized jaunty sports model crushed as to

crown and fairly wide as to brim, coming
down low over one eye. She wears these
models so individually that it would be
sheer folly not to capitalize on them ; and
so, by devising new fabrics and new adorn-
ments, the 'Marlene Dietrich' hats have be-
come as famous as their wearer.
"The average woman, naturally, will not

set a vogue by wearing a particular type of
hat or a certain style of dress over and
over again varied only as to detail, but
which, for all that, makes her exceptionally
attractive. Yet she can gain the admiration

Old Golds respect my throat. ..and charm

my taste, too"sAvs L44^^^^p^£4^
© P. Lorillurd Co.. Inc. RKO-RADIO STAR

AMERICA'S SMOOTHEST CIGARETTE

To those who think
Learning Music is hard-

PERHAPS you think that taking
music lessons is like taking a dose

of medicine. It isn't any longer!
As far as you're concerned, the

old days of long practice hours with
their hard- work exercises, and ex-
pensive personal teacher fees are
over with.
You have no alibis whatsoever for

not making your start toward musi-
cal good times now!
For, through a method that removes

the boredom and extravagance from
music lessons, you can now learn to play yo
favorite instrument entirely at home—without
private teacher—in half the usual time—at a frac
tion of the usual cost.

Easy As Can Be
The lessons come to you by mail from the fa-

mous U. S. School of Music. They consist of
complete printed instructions, diagrams, and all

the music you need. You're never in hot water.
First you are told how a thing is done. Then a
picture shows you how, then you do it yourself
and hear it. No private teacher could make it

clearer or easier.

Over 600.000 people learned to play this modern
way — and found it

easy as A-B-C. For-
get that old-fashioned
idea that you need
special "talent." Just
read the list of instru-
ments in the panel,
decide which one you
want to play, and the
U. S. School will do
the rest. No matter
which instrument you

a day.

Send for Our Fiee

Book and Demon-
stration Lesson

If you really do want to play your favorite instrument,
fill out and mail the coupon asking for our Free Booklet
and Free Demonstration Lesson. These explain our won-
derful method fully and show you how easily and quickly
you can learn to play at little expense. U. S. School of
Music, 1193 Brunswick Bldg., New Tork City.

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE

Piano Violin
Guitar Saxophone
Organ Ukulele

Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion

Or Any Other
Instrument

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
1193 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

Send me your amazing free book. "How Tou Can Master
Music in Your Own Home," with inspiring message by
Dr. Frank Crane; also Free Demonstration Lesson. This
does not put me under any obligation.

Name > .

. Have you
Instrument this Inst.
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Paramount
Features Plaj

GRANT
There's glorious fragrance

—theperfume ofyouth—in April Showers

Talc. There's luxury supreme in its

soothing touch .No wonderAprilShowers

is the world's mostfamous, best-loved talc!

SJ\jo-aji>-e-^L

TA L C

Exquisite, but

not Expensive

G H E M Y
PARIS

Wear a Glamorous

Crown of Glory

—the Romantic J

Alluring New'^

CORONET
BRAID

Hollywood's Latest
Fashion Decree

HAIR styles are up,
with interest centered
high up on the crown

of the head. Follow the lead of the screen's most famous
beauties. Nothing adds more to feminine loveliness than
the charming coiffure made so easily possible for you by
the new CORONET BRAID. On in a jiffy without a
hairpin. Suitable to any mode of hairdress from extreme
Shingle to growing bob. Guaranteed first quality, san-
itized, natural wavy human hair to match yours.

$850 $
VALUE

395
Postpaid

Merely clip and enclose a sample of your own hair taken
near the ear. with your order, mailing remittance in full, or
instructing us to send Parcel Post C. O. D. (enclosing 10c
extra for C. O. D. charges) . Try it on: if not satisfactory,
you can return it the same day as received and get your
money back without red tape.

LOEBER HAIR GOODS
Dept. 22 39 So. State St. Chicago

and interest of her own circle of friends,

and after all what more could any woman
ask, who is not prominent and in the puhlic

eye? Curiously enough women are not

content to capitalize on their looks to the

exclusion of new styles and so automatically

sacrifice whatever advantage they may gain

over their 'competitor-friends.' Why, you
ask ? I do not know, except that they prob-

ably want to prove their adaptability to

their own satisfaction. It is not alone fool-

ish but costly.

"And so I ask the woman who looks par-
ticularly charming in a hat line or a dress

silhouette or even a shoe last to order

other hats, dresses, and shoes in the same
style merely substituting material and
adornment and see if she is not better satis-

fied. Many women to whom I have sug-

gested this have been first surprised and
then delighted. I hope still others will

learn to be.

"Typical of striking simplicity is Miss
Carole Lombard, who personifies the smart-
ly-dressed, carefully groomed American to

perfection. Miss Lombard is a surprise

attack upon that old enemy of fashion,

mediocrity. Whatever she wears immedi-
ately assumes importance and brilliance.

With her one striking note rivets the at-

tention and commands interest.

"Yet my real victory rests, not with my
original creations, but with the great army
of chic women who go to the theatre for

ideas ! The style battle is not won unless

Paramount fashions become a measuring
stick against which women everywhere
gauge their own clothes. And it matters
not whether they are copied from the film

itself by the most exclusive modistes (and
you would be surprised how often that is

done), or fashioned in crisp, bright ging-

hams or crepes by fans who choose to be

guided by the stars themselves.

"And to those women I would now ad-
dress myself and let them 'in' on what the

SCREENLAND

new style trend has in store for them.
"For your richer costumes make your

selections from among such materials as
taffeta lames, metallic moires, brocades,

slipper satins; and, keeping restraint up-
permost in mind, even tiers of soft feathers.

But be certain to combine simplicity of line

and saneness in fashioning them to your
figure. Bangles and lace will follow the

release of Marlene Dietrich's new film,

'Caprice Espagnole,' quite as coque feathers

became so popular after Miss Dietrich's

appearance some time back in 'Morocco.'
Fichus, flattering to the woman with a

boyish form, and lending added lure to the

typically feminine, are certain to be popu-
lar. Fringe may be expected to enjoy a
vogue.
"And just one caution, please. May I

ask women to quit trying camouflage?
Why will they worry about bad ankles and
broad shoulders and wasp waists ? It is so

unimportant, really, all of it. Mobilize

your very best points, forget your defects,

and I do assure you that those who judge
you soon will overlook and completely for-

get those shortcomings which very few are

without. Try, anyway ; it is such a help !

"Above all, perfect grooming, as best

exemplified by Miss Lombard, is most im-
portant. All else is subordinate. Careful

grooming is all the difference between a
chic woman and a dud

!

"Yes, the time has come at last for a

truce between Hollywood and other fashion

marts. Each has much to contribute and
my lady of the masses is the one who will

profit most.
"Women dress for women, but they dress

for men, too, and just as many men have
run from overdressed fashion plates as

from little orphan Annies. So, when gird-

ing for the battle of life, the girl who
dresses wisely but not too well makes cer-

tain that her Big Moment will not turn
out to be her Waterloo !"

First Wit of the Screen

Continued from page 63

of what must happen to anyone crossing

his path unsolicited. Then you see a girl

heading straight for him—straight for the

jaws of doom, from your point of view.

You hold your breath as you wait for the

blast to strike. So what happens? So he
smiles. The somber face breaks into a

wide grin—a grin so cordial, so ingratiating

that you stand and gape at the change it

works in his face. When it disappears,

you hang on to the memory of it. Remem-
bering it, you doubt whether Lubitsch could

ever frighten you again.

Now he goes into action. Quiet and
mild-spoken though he is for the most part,

you can't but be conscious of the dynamo
working within him, that fires not only

himself but everyone on the set. His dart-

ing eyes are all over at once. The errant

strand of hair makes good its threat and
flops across his forehead. His lips work
away at the cigar, which may or may not

be lighted. It doesn't seem to make much
difference. Lighted, he puffs at it furiously.

Unlighted, he chews at it just as furi-

ously. Despite his inner excitement, his

patience seems inexhaustible. Again and
again he explains what it is he wants.

Suddenly he explodes, and you tremble

—

yes, in spite of the remembered smile. But

after you've watched him for a while, you
begin to realize that these rare explosions

are brought on only by some act of sheer

stupidity on the part of a fellow-worker.

Intent on bringing the scene before him into

harmony with the vision behind his own
eyes, he refuses—-like all yearners after

perfection—to let fools mar his labor.

Otherwise he seems the most reasonable
of men.
He will jump into the part of any of his

actors, male or female, on the slightest

provocation. "No—not that way. Like
this. Look!" And wide hips swaying,
gruff voice fluting, big feet mincing, he

will launch into an impersonation of a coy
damsel which, ludicrous though it may be
in form, remains exquisitely true in feeling.

"You know why I do it?" he inquired

once, with that glint in his eye which looks

like artless delight, but don't let it fool you.
"Because when they watch me they say to

themselves : 'Pooh ! I can do it better.' And
then"—he all but crowed at his own guile

—

"then they go out and do it better
!"

Sooner or later he gets the effect he's

after. He's bound to get it by the simple
expedient of refusing to lay off until he
does—which admirable habit of persever-
ance he carries with him into all his under-
takings.

He has, for example, a cherished dog

—

Fritz, a Great Dane—heavier than his

master and, when he rises to lay affection-

ate paws on the latter's shoulders, taller

as well. Not long ago Lubitsch was hav-
ing a house built on a site marked by an
embankment twenty feet high.

"Right there," he said, gazing dreamily
at the embankment, "is where I want my
living-room."

"All right," agreed the architect. "We'll
have to level it."

"You can't level it," Lubitsch pointed

out firmly, "because Fritz needs it fdr his

exercise. I want the living-room, and I
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Claire Trevor and Spencer Tracy,
who appear together in a new

screen play.

want the embankment on the place, too."

He got them both—the living-room where
he wanted it—the twenty-foot hill, dedi-

cated to Fritz's gambolings, moved a little

distance away.
Asked about the famous Lubitsch touches,

withou: mention of which no review of a
Lubitsch picture seems complete, he will

laugh to scorn the notion that they're spon-
taneously conceived. They're the result,

he will tell you, of long and painful hours
"on ze desk."
"Sometimes I get an idea of my own,"

he explained. "Or I read a book or I see

a play. If I have not enough, I go through
the material in the studio to find more
ideas. I select the story. I select the

writer. Which means that I write with
the writer together the script. It takes

me about three months. Which means not

so-called story conferences, but actual work
from nine in the morning till five in the

afternoon. I shoot exactly from the script.

All those touches you talk about are there

when we begin production. Naturally, if

I get an idea on the set, I don't throw it

away. But I do not rely on those ideas,

because when I finish working on the desk,

I count that my script is finished. Then
comes production. Then comes the cutting.

I cut my pictures with my cutter together.

Then comes the preview, and we see what
is wrong and fix it—if we can. Then
comes the release. Then—" dawns the

smile, which has in it at once something
bashful and impish, like that of a half

trusting, half derisive gnome—"then we
read the reviews. Sometimes applause

—

sometimes not so much applause. Then you
forget it and start all over again.

"Every picture is a gamble." He was
all seriousness now. "I always start a

picture because I believe in it. Maybe
later I am wrong. It takes so much pain
and so much hardship to make a picture

that in the end you are not any more a
fair judge. But this I know. There doesn't

exist such a thing that you may say : Now
I am making a successful picture. There
isn't such a thing to say what people say
foolishly sometimes—give the aud:2nce
what the audience wants. You know what
they wanted yesterday—not what they want
tomorrow. If you give them what they
wanted yesterday, then they don't want it

any more.
"My favorite actors ?" He threw me a

reproachful glance. "You want to make
trouble for me, what? But I don't let you.
As soon as you are in the show business,
you learn to be diplomatic. I am in the
show business since 1911, and if I did not
learn by this time to be diplomatic, I never
will. I will tell you—" another of his
characteristic chuckles, as he flung out his
arm in a large gesture

—
"I love them all

!"

amour

CHARM
Add these to YOUR Personality

Mere charm is not enough, if a woman wishes to

be unusually fascinating. Many women, of un-

doubted charm, from cultured homes and smart

finishing schools, still lack the final touch, the

glamour and the mystery so intriguing to men. Yet
it is only through men, directly or indirectly, that

a woman's social or professional aspirations may be

realized.

You, too, if you wish to achieve distinction in a

world ruled by men, must know how to influence

them, captivate their interest and win their esteem.

You must know how to make them feel flattered,

gay, inspired or enchanted when in your magnetic

presence.

Most women are mere novices in the technique

of fascination. The chic Parisiennes are more adroit;

they deftly employ the secrets of man's psychology

to stir and sustain his interest. You, too, can acquire

superiority in this necessary art, through our sys-

tematized training in charm and fascination. A few
minutes daily devoted to our unique instructions sent

by mail, and you will soon stand revealed in a new
light. A keen insight into men's psychology gives

you assurance, poise, sang-froid.

Learn to meet every situation with ease and finesse.

Our self-revealing test of your effectiveness, and

our new booklet, "Technique of Fascination," is

offered without cost. Just mail your name and ad-

dress and your copy will be sent to you at once.

5226 Santa Monica Blvd. U
Los Angeles, Calif., Dept. 41

NO GENIUS NEEDED

WRITE !
OC(7/ of all big pay writing jobs and profitable free

/C lance writing work require no rare literary abil-
ity. Ordinary command of English and easily developed
writing technique plus your own natural writing style may
yield rich rewards. Many cub writers earning immediate
money in spare time! Write today for big free book
describing a new Simplified Training Course and Writing
Clinic covering every branch of writing, short story, book,
play, radio, news reporting, feature articles, advertising,
publicity. Intelligent, friendly personal instruction and
criticism. Costs less than average month at college. De-
ferred payments if desired. Also free scientific Aptitude
Test which actually measures your writing ability. Send
for both today. No obligation. No salesmen will call.

Write now.
U. S. SCHOOL OF WRITING, Dept. C-4

20 W. 60th St., New York, N. Y.

SENTFREE—Wrifcefor 1 6-oage illustrated

booklet. Explains simple method of remov- f ^
ing these ugly growths and warts. Used by
physicians and clinics in Hollywood—world's
beauty center. Booklet is FREE—write today.

MOLEX (Hollywood^ COMPANY, Dept.SU
325 Western Pacific Bldg. Los Angeles, Calif.

DIVORCE EYE CRUTCHES!

Get RID of the

Spectacle Handicap. The
NATURAL EYESIGHT
SYSTEM makes Victory

over Glasses Possible,

You are the Judge—your eyes
the Jury—when the Natural
Eyesight System goes on trial
in your home for four months
on our IOO% MONEY-BACK

GUARANTEE.
Full Information Mailed FREE

Natural Eyesight Institute, Inc.
Dept. 53-S Los Angeles, Calif.

FREE VrJ"f
e'bFj0^/

Complete Lucky Dream Book and For-
tune Teller. Explains every method,
cards, crystal, tea leaves, palmistry, as-

trology, etc. Lists "lucky" numbers and
days, Money-Making secrets. Hypno-
tism, Fun, Magic, Mystery, Trick;

with cards, coins. 28,000 words. SI.
value. SQnt FREE to advertise Jayne's
famous medicines, but please snnd 10c (coin
or stamps) to help pay for this notice.

Dr. D. Jaynerfi. Son, Inc.
2 Vine^Street,

Philadelphia, Pa., Dept. D-449
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BLACKHEADS
Large Pores

Oily Skin
y

Shiny Face a
Sallowness

"Never Squeeze Blackheads! It causes Scars,

Infection!" warns well known scientist.

Dissolve Blackheads quickly and safely with
KLEERPLEX. Amazing NEW scientific dis-
covery. This remarkable medicated pore-puri-
fying liquid gets right at the cause! It does not
cover up the condition—but gently penetrates
the pores and flushes out blackheads. Stops em-
barrassing shine. Clears muddiness and tan.
Result:— your skin is wonderfully clear, bright
and smooth. Your pores are fine and almost in-
visible again. You have that fresh, clean-cut
attractive look! Your skin looks RENEWED!
LIGHTENED! BEAUTIFIED instantly! No
harmful chemicals. No staying home. No fuss,

no bother. This guaranteed pure, natural prod-
uct is approved by Health Authorities and thou-
sands of grateful users—both men and women.
KLEERPLEX is a secret formula. There is noth-
ing else like it. Prove it to yourself NOW!
Stop wasting time and money on ordinary
creams and cosmetics. Your skin deserves the
best! Order your Kleerplex TODAY direct
from KLEERPLEX (Dept. 21) 1 W. 34th St., New
York City. Send $1. (plus 10c postage) for gen-
erous 2 months supply. Or pay postman (plus
COD charge). Outside U. S. 1.25 and no COD.

PIMPLES
For Pimples and Blackheads use the com-
plete KLEERPLEX TREATMENT. Con-
sists of KLEERPLEX (1.75 double size) and
KLEERPLEX BALM (1.50 size)—quick, heal-
ing, soothing antiseptic lotion. Both only
$3. (plus 20c postage). Or pay postman plus
COD charge. Outside U. S. 3.50—no COD.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

AMAZING
TYPEWRITER
BARGAIN
New Remington Portable

only 10c a day
10-DAY

FREE TRIAL OFFER

Only 10(i a day buys this

latest model machine.
Not a used or rebuilt

typewriter. Not an in-

complete machine. A
beautiful brand new regula-
tion Remington Portable Standard 4-row
keyboard ; standard width carriage ; margin release

on keyboard ; back spacer ; automatic ribbon reverse ;

every essential feature found in standard typewriters.

Carrying case and typing course free . . . absolutely

the biggest typewriter value ever offered! Try it in

your home or office ten days free. If you do not agree

that it is the finest portable at any price return it at

our expense. Don't delay. We pay cost of shipment
direct from the factory to you. You save on the pur-

chase price, you don't risk a cent. Write now!

FREE HOME TYPING COURSE
Write RemingronRand Inc.. Dept. 162-3, Buffalo, N.Y.

SONGS fTALKING
PICTURES

<SKLTIET
paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose mu-^lc to
your lyrics or lyrics to your music, secure U. S. copj-richt, broadcast vour
oorj iver the radio. Our sales department submits to Music Dublin 1

»r9

and Hollywood Picture Studios. WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.
UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 604 Mever Bldg., Western Avenue and

Sierra Vista. Hollywood, California
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New Ways to Beauty

es

Harriet Hubbard Ayer's
Luxuria, for modern

complexions

s
OMETHING old

and something
new. . .

." No, we
are not talking weddings
this time, but the modern
girl's predilection for
tried and true beauty
preparations, particularly when they are

presented in new and fascmatin' forms.

At the moment we have Luxuria, that

marvelous stand-by for all complexions,

made by Harriet Hubbard Ayer, very much
in mind. It is a grand cream, as you all

know, cleansing pleasantly and smoothly

with a softening effect on the skin. It has

the pleasantest odor in the world, too, a

rich, haunting fragrance everyone likes

very much.
Now it can be had in about the nicest

kit that has ever been presented. It is

called the "Week-end Kit" and is perfect

for week-ending. Make a note of this for

the coming season and never tell us that

we aren't ahead of time with our helpful

hints! But it is also excellent just for

your own dressing-table. It is that com-
pact and convenient ! It contains Luxuria

in a generous jar; a

smaller jar of Skin and
Tissue Cream, that soften-

ing, line-removing un-

guent; and a jar of pow-
der. Yes, we said jar!

Then there is a long, slim

bottle of Eau de Beaute,

a refreshing, sweet-smell-

ing tonic for closing pores

and general freshening up.

Usually, as you know,
Femi-nifties is circum-
spect as to mentioning
price. But this kit is such

an unbelievable value that

we break down and con-

fess to you that it may be
had for a dollar.

"Stranzit," the new name
for easy, resultful brushing.

Say "Gerardine" for a soft
wave!

like bristles penetrate
right to the scalp and
polish up even the short-

est hair. And they
leave your wave softer,

smoother, deeper than be-

fore. That is an achieve-

ment for any brush. You
may use "Stranzit" and
not only not disturb your
wave but actually improve
it. We know of no other
brush quite like it.

Speaking of waves, if

you are looking for a

top-notch lotion, try "Ger-
ardine" to set the curl.

They say it is so good it

will train a natural wave in straight hair.

We cannot vouch for that personally but
we certainly have seen some transforming
effects worked with it.

The best part about it is that Gerardine
is light in consistency. It leaves your hair
soft, and continued use of it certainly does
seem to put a natural wave where no trace

of one ever grew before.

Now along comes Valentine's day

!

Bourjois is doing its bit toward making
this a successful year for Valentine giving.

A new "Evening in Paris" package, just

out, wins all hearts. It combines the glori-

ous "Evening in Paris" powder with rouge,
also smelling divinely of "Evening in

Paris," and a bottle of this bewitching per-
fume itself. The whole is a perfume en-
semble giving you a complete make-up.

The rouge can be used on
the lips as well as the

cheeks, while a whiff of

the perfume on your ear
lobes and in your hair

will make you the life of

any part}'. The ensemble
comes for the price of the

powder alone. There's
economy for you

!

the

our

"Tell me," she wrote,

"what is wrong with my
hair. I shampoo it fre-

quently and use lots of brilliantine. . I know
that it is healthy. Yet it continually ap-

pears unkempt and stringy."

You aren't brushing it properly, or

enough, my dear. That is the trouble with
nine-tenths of the unattractive hair you
see. Proper brushing means life and
sparkle to. your hair. It makes for perfect

grooming.
To help you brush easily and resultfully

Pro-phy-lac-tic have made a new brush
called "Stranzit." Evenly spaced, wave-

Happy Valentine's Day.'

The new "Evening in
Paris" make-up en-

semble.

We have vitamins in

our foods so why not
health-giving rays in

creams we use o

faces ?

Barbara Gould has done
just this. She has per-

fected a marvelous cream,
treated with a special

"light" process, and called

it the Barbara Gould Ir-

radiated Skin Food. It

seems to have all the beautifying properties

of sunlight without drying effects.

What will they think of next for us

!

Imagine spreading a certain specially

treated sunshine over your skin at night

while you sleep ; then waking up rested,

beautified and radiant next morning

!

Speaking practically, the cream contains

rich oils to smooth out lines. The presence

of the ray is believed to stimulate sluggish

tissues to new freshness. It refines the

texture and helps blemishes.
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Tagging the Talkies

Continued from page 8

Here's Shirley Temple just as everybody
wants to see their favorite movie star—

a

picture fitted like the proverbial glove to
the Baby Duse, with her favorite leading
man, James Dunn, as the aviator who
adopts her after the death of her mother.
Jane Withers, as a mischievous brat, so
thorough-going about making trouble, makes
a personal hit. There's excitement, fine

sentiment, and Shirley—what more do you
want? It's another Temple starring triumph.

Romance
In

Manhattan

RKO
Radio

Corking entertainment, a play that's off
to a splendid start and ends with the old-
fashioned, "everybody's happy" ending.
It offers especial treats in the excellent per-
formance of Francis Lederer, (maybe his
screen best), as the immigrant who by hard
work tries to make good to help the girl

who helped him. The girl is lovely—Ginger
Rogers sees to that with a swell portrayal.
Romance, melodrama and humor. Very
enjoyable fiction well staged and acted.

FAT GOES -OR

An immature story enacted by a capable
cast sums up this picture, which provides
average but certainly not substantial en-
tertainment. It s plot concerns a sailor

who goes forth to conquer France's most
elusive and vampish beauty. Peggy Fears
makes her film debut, and she is destined
to stay with us. Lew Ayres, Pat Patterson
and others in the cast are "adequate," but
play their parts without apparent interest.

Alright if you don't expect too much.

When will Barbara Stanwyck be given a
vehicle equal to her talents? This story
of political intrigue shapes up as fair en-
tertainment, but gives "Babs" little to do.
The plot is too complicated to detail
briefly, it's even too complicated to com-
prehend on the screen, but there are in-

vestigations, murder and a scandal. There
is considerable suspense of a mental rather
than a physical sort. You can rate it as just
average entertainment despite good acting.

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 15

will make a good combination with it."

"Tell her about the steak and kidney pud-
ding, darling," prompted Heather.
"When he was at school he used to come

home for his holidays and ask for steak-
and-kidney pudding as a treat instead of
going out to dinner," remembered Ralph's
mother.

"You're the world's best cook, you know,
darling," beamed Heather.
The world's best cook has also had the

honor of playing leading lady in a film in

which Her Majesty Queen Mary of Eng-
land filled a role in person. Mary Forbes
looks like one who should play with queens.
Not at all like anyone's mother-in-law

!

"To make a steak-and-kidney pudding,
you first concoct a suet crust," Mrs. Forbes
explained. "This is very light and most
digestible. I make mine of flour, suet
chopped very fine, and bread crumbs, moist-
ened with a little water. Roll this out and
line a baking dish with the crust.

"Cut steak into one-inch cubes, chop up
the kidneys and mushrooms, dip the steak
and kidneys into flour and place them in

the dish, first a layer of meat, then mush-
rooms, then kidneys, season with a tiny bit

of garlic, pepper, salt, etc. Occasionally I
use oysters in this dish, but it's not neces-
sary. Then fill the dish three-quarters full

with boiling water. Sometimes, if I have

it on hand, I use stock gravy or bouillion
cubes in this water to make the gravy
richer, but this isn't essential. Then cover
the dish with more suet crust, tie up the
whole in a cloth and put it in a big sauce-
pan of water. Boil eight hours, replacing
water in the pan as it boils away."
"Though our families didn't meet, we

lived not far from each other in England,"
Heather remarked later, as we went down
the winding corridor with its odd stair half-
way, to look at the fascinating headboard
designed by the husband of the radiant
lassie. "Brenda, Ralph's sister, and I ac-
tually went to the same dramatic school in
London, though not the same year. I sup-
pose we passed each other on the street
sometimes, and never knew."

"She's romantic," smiled Mrs. Forbes,
when Heather had run to answer the tele-
phone. "She was the sweetest bride! You
know they eloped—had a hitch-hiking wed-
ding, as they call it, because their car broke
down part way—and when they came home
it was midnight. Just a very few of us
were out here waiting for them, with a
great wedding cake and champagne. When
they reached the gate, Ralph picked her up
and carried her through it, across the gar-
den, up the steps and into the house

!"

A real English, old-fashioned romance,
blossoming in Hollywood

!

LOST
36 Pounds
No Diets! Feels Fine!
...DETROIT LADY SAYS
• Don't envy others with their slender lovely
figures. Do as this Detroit lady did. She writes:
"I reduced 36 lbs. with RE-DUCE-OIDS after
trying many other methods. I had been over-
weight since 1920. I recommend RE-DUCE-OIDS
because I found them to be harmless and not
weakening in any way. They reduced me, yet
I did not have to deprive myself of normal,
strengthening food. Because they are in taste-
less capsule form I found them easy and pleas-
ant to take."—Miss Dorothy Lawrence, 2103 E.
Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich. Others write of
losing fat in varying amounts, as much as 80
lbs., and report feeling better while and after
taking RE-DUCE-OIDS.

NURSE recommends this easy way
• Quoting a San Francisco Graduate Nurse: "In
my work I have met many people who have
ruined their health trying to reduce. My own
experience in reducing with RE-DUCE-OIDS was
so satisfactory that I recommend them to others."
(Name on request.) She knows how important
this fact is

:

RE-DUCE-OIDS absolutely DO NOT contain
the dangerous drug, Dinitro-phenol. Laboratory
chemists test every one of its pure ingredients,
ingredients which physicians prescribe.

LOSE FAT -OR MONEY BACK
• If you are not entirely satisfied with the won-
derful results you obtain from RE-DUCE-OIDS
you get your money back. You risk not one cent

!

START TODAY before fat gets another day's
headway. Sold by Drug and Department Stores
everywhere. If your dealer is out, send $2.00 for
1 package or $5.00 for 3 packages direct to us.
(Currency, Money Order, or Stamps, or sent
C.O.D.) In plain wrapper.

FREE! valuable book
Tells "HOW TO RE-
DUCE." Not neces-
sary to order RE-
DUCE-OIDS to get
this book. Sent free.

GOODBYE. FAT!
Scientific Laboratories of America, Inc. Dept.S353
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Send me the FREE Book "HOW TO REDUCE."
If you wish RE-DUCE-OIDS check number of
packages here:

Name

Address

City state
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MAKE
DRAB HAIR

SCREENLAND

GLEAM withGOLD
in one shampoo

-WITHOUT BLEACHING
GIRLS—when hair turns drab, it dulls your

whole personality. Bring- out the fascinating

glints that are hidden in your hair. Get Blondex,

the glorious shampoo which will uncover the

gleaming lights of beauty — keep them un-
dimmed. Made originally for blondes— Blondex
has been adopted by thousands with drab brown
and medium dark hair. For they have found it

gives their hair the sheen and sparkle that they

cannot get with ordinary shampoos. Try Blondex
today and see the difference after one shampoo
At all good drug and department stores.

Smne)fomm
(llumift(ltt/ia^

The women you most admire, and perhaps

invy, prize their beauty and guard it. Their

lustrous eyes and clear skin are the result of

daily care. Above all else, these women keep
their systems free of the poisons of constipa-

tion. Thousands of such women find Dr.

Edwards Olive Tablets a matchless correct-

ive.Madeofpurevegetableingredients. Know
them by their olive color. They are a safe sub-

stitute for dangerous calomel. Not habit-

forming. All druggists, 15c, 30c and 60c.

Hair
OFF BE

I once looked like this. Ugly hair

on face . . . unloved . . . discouraged.
Nothing helped. Depilatories,

. . even razors failed. Then I dis-

covered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It

worked! Thousands have won beauty and love with
the secret. MyFREE Book, "How to Overcome Super-
fluous Hair," explains the method and proves actual
success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer.

No obligation. Write Mile. Annette I.anzette, P.O. Box
40-10, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 121, Chicago.

lln loved
liquids

Dick, Word for Word
Continued from page 62

Ruby Keeler and her current co-star, who happens to be Al Jolson, her hus-

band, stop for a friendly chat with Ruby's former co-star, Dick Powell, as all

three meet at the studio where they are fellow acting and singing stars.

about the way you bounce around shozving

your house. You're like a kid with a new
toy, Dick. Everybody who comes in must

see the book shelf that is really a hidden

door into a secret room. Your necking

room, I'll bet! Still, I will admit that

this is quite a place de residence."

"What does that mean?"
"It's French for 'place of living,' I hope.

The feature I like best is your specially

built bed. I think, in my story, I shall tell

people about that bed. Let's see, its dimen-

sions are
—

"

"Seven feet wide by eight feet long,"

Dick volunteered. "And don't forget to

mention the built-in radio, and the book

shelf that is constructed into the head of

the bed, and the drawers underneath for

storing blankets, and the cooling cabinet

for keeping water or other liquid refresh-

ment."
"It suddenly occurs to me," I interrupted,

"that this house isn't really built for a

married couple. The one big bedroom,

dressing-room and bath suite is purely

masculine. The other bedroom-and-bath

combination is too small for the lady of

the house. A wife would never be content

with that second suite. I presume you are

not planning marriage, Dick?"
"Not to a modern girl," Dick said. "Mod-

ern wives like their own bedrooms. I'm

old-fashioned enough to want a wife who
will share my sleeping quarters. I'm going

to have that kind of wife, or none."

"I think Mary Brian is old-fashioned,"

I murmured.
"Have another drink on the house," said

Powell.
I gulped deeply. "Do you know what

I think?" I began.

"I didn't even know you could think,"

Dick murmured.
"I think I'm getting nowhere with my

story," I said. "So I am going to sit here

and "imbibe, while you talk about yourself.

Throw modesty aside, sir, and babble."

"Oh, by the way, have I told you that

I've taken up bridge again? Don't laugh,

vou rat. I'll never forget, when I first

"came to California, that I told the publicity

department at the studio I could play bridge.

The department took me too literally, and

sent out a story that I was an expert. You
got hold of that story, so you invited me
to play bridge with Lew Ayres, another

chap, and yourself. Remember? That
night cost me an even forty-eight smackers,

which I've not forgotten."

Silence again.

"I must buy a clock for the mantel," Dick
ventured. "One like I gave Mary Brian.

This may be your

BIG OPPORTUNITY
Become an expert PHOTOGRA-
PHER. Growing demand for trained
men and women. Wonderful money-
making opportunities. Lifetime ca-

reer. Learn quickly. COMMERCIAL.
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The only present I've ever given Mary was
a clock for her drawing-room mantel.

"I'm still unused to earning a lot of
money. A few years ago, I never dreamed
that some day I might be earning a thou-
sand dollars a week."
"A thousand?" I exploded. "I'm not a

tax collector; you can tell me the truth.
You're paid at least three times that, please
stick to facts."

"Most of it comes from radio," Powell
explained. "I draw a measly salary as a
moving picture actor. In fact, if it weren't
for radio, I'd be just about the lowest-paid
star in Hollywood. I signed a contract
when I was unknown. My contract speci-
fies that I can't appear on the radio, but
I'm on. Radio pays me much more, so if

the studio doesn't like my being on the air,

they can pay me enough to cover the radio
salary, and I'll quit radio. Until the studio
comes across, I'll stick with the air-lanes.

"People have the idea that I have a lot

of money. I haven't. Every cent I own
is tied up in this new house. And most of
the money I put in this house was money I

saved back in Pittsburgh—not from my
movie salary.

"I'm far from having money. My di-
vorce cost me puh-lenty."

(Let me pause to interject a thought that
occurred to me when Dick mentioned the
cost of his divorce. Some day Mary
Brian and Dick Powell will marry ; I think

this is as inevitable as night and day. But
in my opinion, the reason their romance
has progressed so slowly is simply that
both Mary and Dick are afraid of marriage.
Dick's one experience left him half bitter
and afraid of the cost of marriage. Mary
is fearful of divorce; she wants to be ab-
solutely certain that her one marriage will
endure. Since it is most difficult to be sure
of the lasting success of a marriage, par-
ticularly in Hollywood, Mary has remained
single. Still, I know both Mary and Dick
intimately, and I see countless mutual traits
in them. When they have discovered for
themselves all these mutualities, Miss Brian
will become Mrs. Powell; of that I feel
satisfied.)

More silence, during which Dick and I

stared thoughtfully into the flames of the
open fireplace.

"I like to watch fires and dream," Dick
finally said. "I've always been a dreamer.
Funny enough, all my dreams are coming
true. I mean, I've always dreamed that
some day I would be an actor."
"You call yourself an actor?"
"Silence, upstart! I may not be an ac-

tor, but I'll do until one comes along-. I

dreamed of the day when I'd have a home
with a swimming pool, and maybe a horse
or two, and a tennis court. Well, I have
everything but the horses, and I'll have
them before long. Hey, what about an-
other drink, Jim ?"

"Mr. Arliss"

Continued from page 26

before a movie camera to> make what later

proved to be both an artistic and a box-
office failure—the screen version of Mol-
nar's "The Devil."

I had to recall that uneventful, and cer-
tainly uninteresting, patch of the past, be-
cause Mr. Arliss, advancing with rapid and
trippy strides to shake hands and say
howdy-doo, looked younger, I give you my
word, than he did in 1920. It was not that
I had expected to see an old man, but it

seems to me legitimate grounds for sur-
prise to see a man look younger by at least

ten years than he did fifteen years ago.
"My story is very simple," he insisted as,

settling down on a sofa near a fireplace
with a "prop" glow emanating from its

grate, Mr. Arliss started to talk.

"I don't have any adventures to report.
No romance outside what I do on the
screen," he continued. Frankly, this last

caused no panic in this quarter. One
knows that George Arliss has been held up
as at least half of the most frequently
cited example of how a marriage can be
successful even for a famous actor and his
actress wife, over a period covering more
than thirty years on Broadway, the road,
and even Hollywood.
Things got a little unusual, if not ad-

venturous, when I asked his opinion of
what progress had been made at the Eng-
lish studios.

"I can't say about progress," he replied,
just a trifle wide-eyed himself at the
thought, "because I don't know what the
English studios were like before I did my
picture 'The Iron Duke' over there this
summer."
The curious fact is that George Arliss,

to whom England points with justifiable
pride as a home-bred and home-trained
actor, has made most of his reputation as
one of the foremost character actors of all
time, in America, and until a few months
ago—thirty-four years after he left Lon-
don as a somewhat obscure player in Mrs.
Pat Campbell's company—had never ap-
peared in a film made outside of the United
States.

"But," Arliss added, after remarking
that he himself thought it strange he had
never before made a film in England, "I
can only say that at my studio over there,
everything was the same as it might have
been had I been acting the same part in a
Hollywood plant.

"Of course, there isn't the drive, the
rush and pressure behind everything, as
there is in Hollywood. We didn't work
far

_
into the night, and Saturdays Mrs.

Arliss and I would drive to our cottage,
which is located on the East Coast between
Deal and Dover, and remain, there until
Monday morning."
Thus rather suddenly, and unexpectedly,

Mr. Arliss found himself on the subject
about which he and the Hollywood moguls
used to come to grips. The one contribu-
tion to the lore of temperament in Holly-
wood which Mr. Arliss has made concerns
his refusal to work more than a certain
number of hours, studio schedules, orders
of the high command to the contrary not-
withstanding.

"There's no sense to working all night,"
he continued. "I have made no bones
about saying that there is but one reason
for working long hours in a picture studio,
and that is bad management."

Incidentally George Arliss' method of
overcoming "bad management" is to re-
hearse his picture roles just as he would
rehearse a play, with the entire troupe
practiced in their parts before camera work
is started. Always a stickler for detail, he
is almost a crank when it comes to pre-
cision with respect to properties, costum-
ing, make-up and acting detail faithful to
the play. On the stage it was his practice
to inspect the set and check up on all

properties before going on for a perform-
ance—a practice, by the way, which offered
the

_
one opportunity for pranks on Mr.

Arliss when he toured with an all-star cast,

whose members got the only fun they
could derive at his expense by slipping
into the theatre and disarranging his
"props." In pictures he does much indi-
vidual research, and must be personally
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satisfied with the authenticity of a costume

or a setting before it is put into one of

his productions.

An individualist he most certainly is, but

never has George Arliss consented to be

"the freak" for purposes of publicity or

ballyhoo. A shrewd showman, as well as

an artist, he still is—a fact demonstrated

when he said in reply to a question as to

when he again would appear with Mrs.

Arliss in a picture, that "the public likes

to see her in the cast as my wife, and so

there is no part for her in 'Richelieu,'

who was a cardinal and didn't have a wife."

Then for the amusement of it, and also we
suspect as a sly jibe at Hollywood, he

added, "I don't think we can write a wife

into the script in this case 1"

Showing an equally keen appreciation of

the immensely practical phases of his call-

ing, is the following remark about the

future: "After I do 'Richelieu' I shall re-

turn to England and do a modern story-

something dealing with modern conditions,

business and that sort of thing. I don't

want to do too many historical plays, be-

cause then the public will get to think of

me as stodgy. I have always felt that way
about a Shakespearian actor. After a time

one gets to regard him as something like

medicine—we had better take it^now and

then, whether we like it or not!"

Radio Parade

Continued from page 12

designed exclusively for radio. A serial

story introducing both drama and comedy,

with new musical compositions and lyrics

—in short a self-contained show produced

for each broadcast. To give credit where

credit is due, it is necessary to make a bow

in the direction of the merchants who were

daring enough with their own hard dollars,

to launch something that might prove a

very costly failure in the effort to give

listeners something actually built exclu-

sively for radio entertainment.

The music by Arthur Schwartz and the

lyrics by Howard Dietz have measured up

to high standards of song writing in the

popular musical comedy vein, and with

improvements in story structure effected by

bringing Owen Davis into the creative trio

responsible for "The Gibson Family," the

sponsors, or broadcasters, or whoever is

responsible, have shown commendable pur-

pose to make a contribution to radio. And.

more important than anything high-flown,

"The Gibson Family" is the only kind of

success that really counts—an entertaining

show.

SCREENLAND
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The west coast continues to challenge

New York as a broadcasting center. An
event unforseen before the triumph of

Grace Moore in "One Night of Love,"

which has the screen producers scurrying

about signing operatic singers, is contribut-

ing to Hollywood's progress in this direc-

tion.

Gladys Swarthout, as you know, has been

signed to make Paramount pictures, and

will be a resident in the movie colony after

the close of the Metropolitan season this

Spring—something which should, incident-

ally, mark a distinct gain for the screen

patrons, who have other operatic treats in

prospect, a prospect which includes the

brilliant Lily Pons' coloratura voice and

sparkling personality in a picture also to

be filmed in Hollywood in the early Sum-
mer.

In consequence of this Westward-ho

!

stuff by radio stars, Hollywood's broad-

cast studios are becoming increasingly

important as entertainment centers.
'
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finding out how you look when you are
sitting down. Draw up a chair and watch
yourself sit down and see just how grace-
ful you are while doing so and how you
look when you get there.

A sense of balance will help you rise
and sit down. If you remember to put
one foot a little ahead of the other as you
rise, you will be able to move off in either
direction without looking awkward, for you
can balance on either foot.

If you are not satisfied with your pos-
ture, after a careful look at yourself in
your deadly mirror, here is an exercise

—

a very difficult one, I may as well warn
you—for developing the muscles of the
back and strengthening the spine: Lie on
the floor face downward, body relaxed,
arms folded loosely over the small of the
back. With as little effort as possible,
slowly raise the head and shoulders as far
as you can, bringing the head back so that
you can look full at the ceiling ; then slowly
return to position.

Here is another, not at all well known,
for limbering up the spine : Get down on
all fours, legs outstretched, weight balanced
on hands and toes. Bring left hand up to
left hip, as you turn on right side and move
the left foot forward so that it is almost
two feet up from the right foot. Then
shift weight to the left foot and bring left
shoulder forward toward floor and then
backward to starting position. Each time
you return to starting position, bring your
head up to look at the ceiling. Repeat on
other side.

"But I don't have time to do complicated
exercises !" girls tell me.
Well, then, you have time, no matter

what you're doing, to remember to pull in
your abdomen, hold up your head and
stand tall. And here's a simple exercise
you can do night and morning and when-
ever you think of it : Raise your arms
to shoulder height with the elbows bent.
Clasp the fingers together in a firm grip.
Keep your head erect, though not strained,
and your shoulders back. Then try to pull
your hands apart, moving arms from left
to right and not letting go of the fingers.

If the lower back and hips are too heavy,
rolling exercises are the thing. Sit on the
floor, with knees bent and feet together.
Grasp toes. Roll over backward, holding
toes firmly, then roll over on right side,
left side and back to sitting position. Next,
close the legs, clasp the hands under the

knees and roll backward and forward with
the same motion as the rocking horse.
The girl who sits too much at a desk or

machine, gets stenographer's spread before
she realizes it. Before she knows it she
has a thick waist and back. Besides watch-
ing her diet and taking general exercises,
this girl will find it necessary to prevent
or relieve constipation, the greatest enemy
of health and beauty. Here's a marvelous
exercise. If you perform this very slowly
eight or ten times every night and morning,
you'll find it beneficial: Lie flat on the
back on the floor; slowly, very slowly,
raise the left leg, bend the knee and lower
it to the chest. Keeping the left leg in
this position, slowly raise the right leg,
bend knee and bring it down beside the
left one. Both legs are now doubled up
on the chest. Raise the left leg slowly and
slowly return it to its original position on
the floor. Repeat with right leg.

To correct so-called Lordosis curve or
swayback, the exercise of lying on the back
on the floor and raising both legs very
slowly together and then lowering them
slowly, is recommended.

Girls write me that they don't sit down
all day, in fact they are on their feet behind
counters, or walking from door to door,
or running around the house doing house-
work, but still they feel the need of special
exercise.

For these girls, stretching and relaxing
exercises are exceptionally helpful. Lie
down on the floor or the bed, stretch arms
above head and point the toes. Hold the
position for a second, then relax, raise
arms into air and bring down at sides,
slowly but relaxed. Turn on right side
and repeat, using right arm only; then on
left side, using left arm; then face down-
ward, using both arms. Alternately stretch
and relax, lying on back, right, left, for-
ward and back.

This will reduce the waist and make
the line from armpit to hip firm: Lie on
the right side with right elbow close under
the side. Stretch the left leg upward,
pointing the toe and bringing the hip for-
ward; at the same time, stretch the left
arm backward, twisting the upper part of
the body to that side. Repeat stretchings
slowly three times, then turn and do the
same on other side.

Remember, as I believe I've repeated in
every article since this series began, that
it s regularity that brings results.

James Davies' Answers to Letters

SO MANY of you ask about measure-
ments and want to know whether yours

are correct or not. I am, therefore, giving
you a scale of what are considered the ideal
measurements for a girl of 21, whose
height is 5 feet 5 inches:

Neck —13 inches Bust —33 inches
Waist —25y2 inches Hips —35M inches
Forearm— 9YA inches Wrist— 6 T/4 inches
Thigh ~2iy4 inches Ankle— 7 inches

Weight—about 127 lbs.

You can figure out your own measure-
ments from this. If you are not so tall

and your bones are not large, deduct accord-
ingly; if taller or large-boned, add to the
measurement.
Age makes a difference. Younger girls

cannot judge of their measurements if they
are still growing, for one month they will
be too large and the next, too small for the
scale.

However, if at the age of 15, you weigh

146 lbs., (as Betty Ann does) that is far
too much. Take general reduction exer-
cises.

Adalyn C. is 10 lbs. overweight and needs
especially hip reduction. Mrs. G. M. could
do hip reduction exercises to advantage.

Thelma of Mass.: 129 is your correct
weight

;
perhaps your active sports' life has

given you too much muscle. Swimming
would probably help, but do not do any
strenuous gym exercises. Dancing and
walking are best for you.

Flo: You are about 5 lbs. overweight
and need hip reduction. Stretching exer-
cises will help you grow, as you are still

growing.
Rose H.: You should reduce with hip

roll exercises. Your measurements are good.
Charlene D.: Ten minutes night and

morning is correct when you have brought
your

_

weight down to where you want it.

Put in five minutes extra on hip reducing
and general exercises.
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ELIEF IN ONE MINUTE!

No matter how your corns, cal-

louses, or bunions may hurt,New
Dc Luxe Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads

will give you immediate relief.

They stop pressure on the pain-

ful part ; make new or tight shoes
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Try them ! Sold everywhere. SOFT CORNS

FLESH COLOR
WATERPROOF

D-rSchoHs
Zino-pads
Put one on—the pain is gone!

WhouBULGITIS?
@V \ (STOMACH BULGE)'

This patented foundation re-

daces diaphragm 2 or more inches.

NO INNER BELT. Distributes flech

evenly. Does not ride up. Made of

f.ne pre-shrunk materials.

Only genuine with this trademark:

PATENT
882,292

In some localities EVEN-PTJL is so
new your favorite store may not
have it. Write for free folder illus-

trating latest styles from S3.50 up,
give your dealer's name and we will

see you are supplied immediately.

MA1DWELL BRASSIERE & CORSET CO., 133 W. 21 St., N. Y. C.

UKE j BLEACH -RITE
"Lightens Your Hair

the Professional Way"
A scientific conditioning, softening and
cleansing preparation (used in place of

a shampoo, together with proper strength
Hydrogen Peroxide), that pre-
vents dry, harsh results and
produces beautiful, lux-
urious blond hair. Easy
to apply. Rapid in ac-

tion. Used and endorsed by World's
Master Hairdressers. Ask your druggist
or send $1.00 for full-size kit (four to

five applications). Money-back guar-
antee! plus ULTRA, Inc., Dept. 16,

1603 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

ECZEMA
Try CHAULMEX, new magic emollient for this
and other torturing, disfiguring skin afflictions.

Soothing, cooling, freshening, greaseless. Contains
chaulmoogra oil, acclaimed by medical science for
its remarkable healing powers. Use CHAULMEX
and CHAULMEX SOAP for the complexion. Other
valuable uses. Send S1.00 for tube of CHAULMEX
and bar of CHAULMEX SOAP.
ASSOCIATED PHARMACISTS OF MASS., Inc.
Dept. S SALEM, MASS.

Will Rogers

Continued from page 51

probably know tbe real Rogers as well as

anybody outside his immediate family and

old friends of the family. Keep this in

mind and you have your own explanation

as to why Will Rogers is the foremost

box-office star in pictures today. It's as

simple as that.

Interested in everything and everybody,

he gives everything he has to everything

he undertakes, whether that be a screen

characterization, a radio broadcast, or a

game of polo—which latter is his favorite

sport, though it's doubtful if polo has sup-

planted World Series ball games as his

favorite sport from the spectators' stand-

point.

In other words, behind his public ap-

pearances Will Rogers is exactly as the

public he reaches gets to know him

—

humorous, kind, trenchant, uncompromising

in his hate of sham, but good-natured about

it, a wit without a trace of malice in his

make-up, but above all a human being.
_

Naturally, with that equipment, he is a

great character actor, in roles that portray

a man who is fundamentally human, real,

down-to-earth. Naturally that type of

screen character appeals to the largest

number of screen patrons. So why should

Hollywood express some amazement that

Will Rogers, according to a recent vote

of theatremen tops the list of money-
making stars for the box-offices?

Also, and this is pretty nice for Mr.
Rogers and the studio which has him
under contract, here is one star that doesn't

have to worry about diets, lines in his face,

fads in stories, changing notions of what
makes the handsome man. Rogers, also,

and uniquely, is a man's star as well as a

woman's star—he attracts both sexes.

Here and there we have read that Will

Rogers couldn't get anywhere in pictures

till talkies came along, and implications

that he just suddenly bloomed into a suc-

cess.- That is wide of the truth, for Rogers

has had his picture career well under his

own control for many years.

The first thing he had to overcome were

some set notions of the film salesmen that

they, the salesmen, knew better than Rogers

the kind of stories he should do to please

the public. He had a go at feature pictures

as far back as 1919. One of these, "Jubilo,"

was a success, but the net result of his

efforts were not such as to make the film

people anxious to star him. The argument

was that Rogers was well known in the

cities but the small towns did not know
him. That same argument goes for every

potential star—how are the mass of the

picture people ever to know them if the

plavers never get before the picture fans?

At any rate Rogers quit Ziegfeld's

"Follies" "in 1923 to have another shot at

films—only this time he did a series of

short comedies. Right then and there is

where Will Rogers laid the foundation on

which he has built his present success in

pictures. For he proved that he not only

knew how to act before the camera, but

that his own ideas as to stories and situa-

tions that would entertain the public were

better than those of the film salesmen. He
held out against the salesmen for one of

those comedies, and it proved the best

short comedv of its day—that memorable

burlesque of "The Covered Wagon" which

he called "Two Wagons, Both Covered,"

and which he wrote himself. And what a

job he had persuading the studio to let him

do that one

!

Many of the comedies he made in the

silent form carried the Rogers wit via

subtitles. And much of this was spon-

taneous humor spoken on the set. Once,

A GUARANTEED HARMLESS AID
Remove excels weight this modern Rafe way by
drinking a euri of thiB new delicious Charm Tea.
Lose 10 to 30 pounds safely with the aid of the
Charm Tea method. Cliarm Tea is certified safe

—

a blend of herbs. Contains no thyroid, chemicals
nor laxative salts. No severe diet or exercise re-

quired. Eat 3 full i a day. Reduce as much
as you wish, to Rain a lovely figure.

Cut coupon below. Start yourself to alluring
Ic.nlv M.lVi I JHJ nnKr_t_ll. .1

~MlSS CHARM, INC. 521 FIFTH AVE
-

, ~U~ Y."C.
I enclose $1. (Postage Paid) for a 2 weeks' supply of Cliarm

Tea.

Name City

Address State
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FUTURE HOLD^>

ESY0UR^/\
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QUESTIONS
ANSWERED

FREE
WITH EACH
READ 1 NO

advice has hdp-.-d THOUSANDS,
will tackle- YOUR i.robkm from a new

Gnd different angle and pet RESULTS. Ut
him guide YOU to success, if worri d Bad per-

plexed about business, family troubles, love, mar-
riaie. employment, the future, etc. ALL WOHK
STRICTLY PERSONAL, INDIVIDUAL and GUAR-
ANTEED SATISFACTORY. Obtain nei UJrf

off the press Giant 10.000 word Astrological Forecast,
it reveals Bccrele. frienda, enem.cn and importanv aflnirs .

of your life. It predicts by exact dsn's, date and mo. it ha coming events ol

1935. based on YOUR Zodiacal sign, lucky and unlucky daya. etc. BE
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DEVOLE, P. O. Box 748, Dept. K3, Chicago, III.

ASTHMATIC
SUFFERERS— For QUICK RELIEF smoke
Dr. J. H. Guild's Green Mountain Asthmatic
Compound. Its pleasant smoke vapor quickly
soothes and relieves paroxysms of Asthma.
Send today for FREE TRIAL package of 6
cigarettes, the popular form of this compound.
Smoke and inhale just as you would ordinary
cigarettes. Standard remedy at all druggists.

Cigarettes, 50c for 24. Powder form, 25 cents
and $1.00. The J. H. Guild Co., Dept. WW 3.

Rupert, Vt.

nD PSIII fl'C GREEN MOUNTAIN
UK. UUILU O ASTHMATIC COMPOUND

GOLD-WIRE "LOVER'S KNOT RING
MEN &. WOMEN

This beautiful ring is hand made of

4 strands of genuine 12K gold filled

jeweler's wire, by expert gold wire
artists. The twisted wire is woven
around the band and set with two
dazzling stones. A symbol of love

and friendship. Guaranteed 5 years.

Advertising price 50c postpaid. Send
ring size. Print address. Wrap coin.

"> KERCHNER JEWELRY CO.

HAJvD MADE 2354 Boone St. Dept. C. Cincinnati, 0.

FREE !

JAYNE'S CARD CHART
(Used With Ordinary Cards)
Show at a single glance what every

card on table means. Slakes you a

popular expert instantly. Included
FItEE with order for Jayne's spe-

cial Fortune Telling Cards at 25c.

(Send coin or stamps.) 75c value.

Write at once to

DR. D. JAYNE & SON. Inc.

12 2 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.Dept. F

POEMS Set to Music

Published

Send Poems to

McMElL
Bachelor of Music

1582 West 27th St. Los Angeles, Calif.

100% Improvement Guaranteed
I We build, strengthen the vocal organs—
not vtiik singing lessons—but by fundamentally
Bound and scientifically correct silent €&ercxsen..

and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking voica at least 100% . . . Write for

wonderful voice book—sent free, but enclose 3c

for part postage. Learn WHY you can now have
the voice you want. No literature sect to any-
one under 17 unless signed by parent. _
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 13-13

308 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago
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while making a burlesque of a Tom Mix
western, Rogers as the hero eluded a whole
army of bandits, and made his way to a
cabin where lived his light o' love. In
order to put some lip-movement in the
scene, Marie Mosquini, the heroine, said,

"Oh, Tom, why do they chase you like
that ?" Rogers cracked back : "Because
that's what Bill Fox wants 'em to do."
Fox, of course, was the producer of the
Mix horse-operas so successful in those
days. Pretty soon the Rogers unit in-
cluded a stenographer to catch these quips.
While all this was going on Flo Ziegfeld

was telegraphing Rogers almost every hour
of the day to come back to the "Follies."
After a flock of about six telegrams in one
day, came another from the Glorifier of
the American Girl, saying "Did you get
my last wire?" Rogers answered that one
He said, "I hope so." But later on Rogers
did go back to the "Follies," for the Zieg-
feld association, and the shows, were a
source of real pride to Will—he thought,
as did all America, that they were swell.
Very likely, too, it was about this time

that Rogers was first bitten in earnest by
the flying bug which made him into the
most confirmed air-traveler there is in the
land. We remember a trip on a trim and
jaunty yacht, owned by Hal Roach, from
San Pedro to Catalina Island. The sea
was kicking up some di-does and Rogers
was just about coming out of a peach of
a case of mat de mer when a passenger
plane, recently put into service between
Los Angeles and Catalina, flew by. Will
cocked an eye, looked longingly up at the
craft, sweeping by so smoothly and speed-
ily, and volunteered to pay your corre-
spondent's fare if I would join him in

deserting the ship and making the return
trip by air.

He always gets seasick. He told how
when he decided to go to South America
and engage in_ the cattle business, he left

Oklahoma, taking a friend, ("a tall galoot
who used to make me laugh, and I took
him along for amusement," he added), and

the two, thinking the right way to go to
South America was to start south, landed
in New Orleans, only to find that they
would have to go to New York to get a
ship for the Argentine. The steamship
company sold them the idea of going to
New York by boat. Rogers got aboard,
went to his bunk, started feeling a little

dizzy and lay down in his bunk. He was
in the midst of the swellest case of sea-
sickness when two other fellows came in.

One said, "Well, we'll be shoving off soon."
Rogers said "What ?" They explained that
the ship would be leaving the pier soon.
You can imagine what that trip to New
York was like for a chap who was sea-sick
even while the ship was tied up to the pier.

Personally, Rogers is very shy, and very
sensitive. He can be himself only—even
in his pictures. For that reason you find
that there is personal conviction behind
nearly everything he does in films. Re-
member, in "Handy Andy," those uproar-
ious scenes on the golf course, and his jibes
at the game? He really doesn't like golf,
but, characteristically, there was nothing
ill-tempered about his jibes, so people had
to laugh whether they loved golf or hated
it. It is with difficulty that he disguises,
if he does disguise it, his dislike for some-
body who annoys him. He is intolerant of
anything petty or mean.

Occasionally we hear somebody express
wonderment that Rogers can say such
pointed things about prominent people.
There's nothing remarkable in how Rogers
"gets away with it." He isn't getting
away with anything. Simply he never says
anything really unkind about anybody.
Even radio recognizes this, for he is the
one performer on the air who speaks his
stuff instead of reading it from a script
presented, and edited, in advance. There's
never anything malicious in any character,
or line, he speaks. There's the explanation
of Will Rogers' success—just check over
his film characterizations and see if you
can find any instance in which there was
anything unkind, either said or implied.

Ruby Keeler Contest
Continued from page 38

to the making of a successful picture. Read
the rules again. You must use a coupon

—

the one printed last month, or the one
which is printed below on this page

;
you

must write the name and duties of each
person indicated in the drawing by a num-
ber, alongside the corresponding number
printed on the coupon

; you must, to com-
plete this second step, write a brief descrip-

tion of the duties performed by each such
person, (not to exceed 250 words)

; you
must mail the coupon, properly filled out,
with your written description before the
closing date in the rules (see page 58). So
go ahead

; your reading acquaintance with
how movies are made is all you need to
work out the contest. You'll enjoy the
thrill of competing for those grand prizes.

RUBY KEELER CONTEST COUPON
Coupon, properly filled out in accordance with rules of contest, must accompany all
entries in the Ruby Keeler contest. Use either this coupon, or coupon printed last

month, only one properly filled out is necessary. Read rules on page 58 carefully.

I have fulfilled the above re-

quirements in SCREENLAND's
5 Ruby Keeler Contest.

6 Name
Street

Address

8 - City

9 State . . :

RELIEVE ACID
INDIGESTION
WITHOUTS,^

MillionsHaveFound
Faster, Surer Relief

In New-Type Mint
[eartburn is distress-
ing. But there's no

longer any need to resort
to harsh alkalies in order
to relieve a sour stomach,
gas,orafter-eating distress.
Strong, water-soluble

alkalies taken in excess
may change the stomach juices completely—
slowing up digestion instead of helping it.

The new, advanced, most effective and safe
relief for acid stomach is TUMS. TUMS con-
tain no soda or any other water-soluble alkali

—

instead this candy-like mint contains an un-
usual antacid soluble only in the presence of
acid. When the excess acid in the stomach is
neutralized, the remainder passes on undis-
solved and inert. No danger of alkalosis or
kidney poisoning from TUMS.
Try TUMS—3 or 4 after meals, when dis-

tressed. Eat them just like candy. You'll be
grateful for the wonderful relief. 10c a roll at
all drug stores. 3-roll carrier package, only 25c.

1935 Calendar-Thermometer, beautifully de-
signed in colors and gold. Also samples TUIV.S
and NR. Scvd stamp for postage n-nrt packi- g
to A. H. LEWIS CO., Dept. 24-CKK, St. Louis. Mb

TUMS
TUMS ARE
ANTACID . .

NOT A LAXATIVE

FOR THE TUMMY

For a laxative, use the safe, dependable Vegetable LB
Laxative NR (Nature's Remedy). Only 25 cents. I"

Remove FAT
from any part

Be adorably slim!

Money-back guarantee

Feminine attractiveness demands
the fascinating, youthful lines of a
graceful, slim figure—with firm,
rounded, uplifted contours, instead
of sagging, unbecoming flesh.

Hundreds of women have reduced
with my famous Slimcream Method

—

and reduced just where they wanted,
safely, quickly, surely. I myself,
reduced my chestline by 4 V2 inches
and my weight 28 lbs. in 2 8 days.

J. A. writes, "I was 3 7 inches
(across the chest). Here is the
miracle your Slimcream has worked
for me. I have actually taken 5
inches off. I am overjoyed."

The Slimcream treatment is so en-
tirely effective, so easy to use. and
so beneficial that I unhesitatingly
offer to return your money if you
have not reduced your figure both in
pounds and inches in 14 days. What
could be fairer than that!

Decide NOW to achieve the figure Photo nf myself after

of your heart's desire. Send $1 00 losing 28 His. and re-

today for the full 3 -day treatment, aticing 4'A inches.

FREE Scnd $1 -00 for ™V Slimcream treatment NOW, and I will
send you entirely free, my world-famous, regulnr 51.00 beauty

treatment, with a sold mine of priceless beauty secrets This offar ia
limited, so SEND TODAY. Add 25c for foreign coun ries.

r
|

DAISY STEBBING. Dept. S-18. Forest Hills, New York

j
I enclose $1. Please send immediately postpaid in plain package

|

. your Guaranteed Slimcream treatment. I understand that if I have
not reduced both in pounds and inches in 14 daya. you will cheerfully '

I refund my money. Send also the special free Beauty Treatment. j

i

N*°e
!

I
Address

|

j^City I

faVId h a b r
Women, girls, men with gray, faded, streaked hair. Shampoo
and color your hair at the same time with new French
discovery "SH A M P0- KO LO R," takes few minutes, leaves
hair soft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and curl.
Free Booklet. Monsieur L. P. Vallignjr. Dept. 20. 254 W. 31 St., New York
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The man who makes millions laugh enjoys some happiness of his own! Andy
Devine and Mrs. Devine pose with their two-weeks old son, Timothy Andrew.

(Continued from page 68)

PITY the poor postman in Hollywood!
Not only must he be up in Uncle Sam's

rules and regulations, but he must also be

a decipherer de luxe. Every mail brings

him queerly addressed envelopes, and he,

poor soul, must endeavor to deliver them.

How many of these letters could you
deliver properly: "To the Belle of the

Nineties." "Sixth month, opposite of day."

An envelope bearing drawings of "a wall,

an ace of clubs, and a raspberry." "Cleo-
patra." An envelope with pictures of "a

bus, an auto tire, and a crustacean." An
envelope with drawings of "a cat, an auto,

and an island."

Those letters were respectively delivered

to: Mae West, June Knight, Wallace
Beery, Claudette Colbert, Buster Crabbe,

and Kitty Carlisle.

THIS story is funnier when told

by Andy Devine, who accom-
panies it with proper facial expres-
sions. And Andy loves to tejl it.

The story's about a cross-eyed
man who went to a theatre. He
took his seat and looked at the
screen. "Goody, goody!" he cried.

"Double feature!"

NOW Crosby baby rumors are quelled.

Dixie Lee, wife of Bing, stifled them
by returning to pictures, opposite another
Crooner, Joe Morrison. . . . Veteran, gray-

haired Charlie Chaplin always dyes

(brown) when he works before the

camera. . . . Do "Panther Women" make
good wives ? Kathleen Burke and Verna
Hillie, winners of that "Panther Woman
Contest," have recently drawn divorces. . . .

After years of wanting to be, but not being

permitted by his parents, Jackie Cooper has

become a Boy Scout.

FOR several years, the world's smallest

school has been a part of the RKO
studio. Most of the time during the past

several years this school has had only one
pupil, although once seven scholars an-

swered the roll call.

Two years ago, Rochelle Hudson grad-
uated there, receiving a regular high school

diploma. This year the lone student is

Anne Shirley.

California law demands that minors keep

up with their school work, even though
under picture contract. Miss Shirley is

just sixteen, so every day she spends at

least a few hours with her studies.

Where Daddy goes Carol Ann goes,

sky-riding included. Above, Wallace
Beery and his adopted daughter.

JEAN HARLOW is still laughing over

the plaintive remark of a small-town
newspaper reporter, in Hollywood to in-

terview stars. During their interview, the

reporter made notes on the cuff of his

shirt. Said Jean : "I've often heard of

reporters making notes on their cuffs, but

this is the first time I've seen it. 1 sup-

pose you make notes each day, and use

them when you write your stories at

night ?"

"Lord no, ma'am," the young reporter

said. "Some of the notes on this shirt cuff

were written three days ago!"

WHISTLES had blown, lights were
blazing, cameras were turning and

action was on the verge of being, when
the director of Joan Crawford's picture

cried, "Hold it! Who left that old rag
on the table ?"

A property man investigated—and brought

to the director: Miss Crawford's gloves!

Whether Joan or the director was the more
embarrassed is conjectural, but both were
the victims of the guffaw of laughter that

followed.

Edward G. Robinson, Jr., son of the screen star, getting hig

and husky quickly, is the center of attraction as he arrives in

New York with his mother, and her daughter, for a vacation.

More, and strikingly convincing evidence of the chic and dash

that is Hollywood's arrived in New York in the person of

Kitty Carlisle, above, a visitor in the East for the holidays.
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COMPLETE!
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BOUND SEPARATELY!

Here are the 5 books you've always wanted to buy— packed with life,

love, romance, heart-throbs, and passion. The 5 books acclaimed by critics

everywhere... so sensational in theme the public made them "best sellers"
overnight at $2 and $2.50 each. Now you get all five for only 98e (plus
postage). Truly, the book opportunity of a lifetime! Don't delay!
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6EORGIE MAY - JStiSfai
What happens to girls who live in the glamorous
segregated" districts of a big city? What hap-
pens to men who thirst for these haunts of winewomen and song? Read Maxwell Bodenheim's
sensational and daring expose of the life and
loves of a street-walker ... of lurid passions in
gin-soaked hell-dives. An over-night sensation
in its original $2 edition, and banned in many
cities, "Georgie May" will be your most thrilling
contact with a life of which you know so little!
Uncensored-not a single word left out. (63.000
words.)

PRIVATE SECRETARY
Big business men "on the make"-the "inside" ofwhat really goes on behind the frosted glass
doors of the boss's office. High drama, intrigue
and romance in this exciting story of a modern
girl who knew what she wanted-yet stopped for
love. Against the exciting background of amodern business office, with its rush and clatter
is unfolded the drama of "Private Secretary "

Whom does she choose-big business executive
play boy, or ???? Now you can read the exciting
answer in this frank book that was originally
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DESERT OF LOVE - BSSS
Only a great French author could write so pene-
trating a novel of passion ... of a dissolute fatherwho tries to dissuade his son from following in
his footsteps-only to find the apple no sounder
than the core-when they both become enmeshed
with the same cocofte. From the sin palaces ofMontmartre to the silken boudoirs of the Champs
de Elysee, you follow the profligate path of
their numerous affairs. Shocking in its revela-
tions! Originally published in Paris under the
title Le Desert de l'Amour," and sold in thiscountry at $2.50, it comes to you faithfully trans-
lated and exactly as originally written. (53 000words.}

FIVE SISTERS
The breath-taking novel of five sisters who
. ',,.!, shackles of convention and restraint
to tulnll their romantic destinies on the Riviera'
Fierce in their devotions and antagonisms, tor-
tured by jealousy, their adventures in love makes
this one of the most enthralling books you have
ever read! No wonder its daring revelations
shocked London, as well as America. Every word
l
U
r
S
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s or'e,nal ly published in its $2.50 edition
(56,000 words.)

VIOLET
KAZARINE

SHOW GIRL— Mckvbr
The spicy story of Dixie Dugan-"the hottest
little wench that ever shook a scanty at a tired
business man." Written by the man who knowsevery bright light and dark corner on Broadway.Marry Hansen, one of America's leading criticssums this book up when he says: "I'm going to
call it a Wow and let it go at that." At $2 "Show
Oirl sold like 'hot cakes"-no wonder we raveabout our ability to include it in this greatest ofbook bargain offers! (51,000 words)

HOW CAN WE DO IT?
That's the first question people ask when they see
these five novels—in five separate bindings — hand-
somely printed in magazine form on 6% by 9'/2 inch
pages, in full size, clear legible type. Mass production
is the answer

!

Where others print in the thousands we print in,
the millions. Where other publishers lose fortunes on
"unknowns" we print only those books which the pub-
lic has already made successes at much higher prices.
Under this daring new plan you can't lose!

YOU TAKE NO CHANCES!
When you buy novels that were so sensational in theme that they
became "best sellers" over-night at $2 and $2.50 eacn-and now get
all five books for only 98(<, you take no chances; for you're buying
proved successes ' And when you have the privilege of returning
the books within 3 days and getting your money back, you're not
risking one penny! Because this offer is so revolutionary, we ex-
pect the demand to quickly exhaust the supply. That's why we sug-
gest-to avoid delay -act today! Send no money -just the coup™
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SEND NO MONEY WITH COUPON
OOIO MEDAL BOOKS, INC., Department S

915 Broadway, New York City

Please send me the five best selling, separately bound novels, de- fscribed in thIS announcement. When the package arrives, I will pay [1

the postman 98 ( plus a few cents postage. If I am not satisfied, the
books are to be returned within 3 days and my money refunded. I
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I
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NOK-If you think you may be out when the postman calls, simply {enclose $1 with this coupon and we will pay all delivery charges. '

(Orders outside of U. S._$1.50 in advance)
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LISTERINE got rid of my SORE THROAT 5?

Metropolitan Grand Opera, directfrom itsN.Y.Stage—BroadcastbyListerin e
announced by Geraldine Farrar . . . Every Saturday ... All NBC Stations

Relieves

SORE THROAT
Gargle ivith LISTERINE
twice a day to fight colds

Good Housekeeping
J

» Bureau ^
£°USEKEEnNC

Safe antiseptic

relieves inflammation

Quickly

It is wonderful how often Listerine relieves

the pain associated with ordinary sore

throat—the kind of sore throat that usu-
ally warns you of the onset of a cold. Fre-
quently two treatments, and often one, are
sufficient to get rid of that raw, constricted,

painful feeling.

The instant Listerine enters the mouth
and proceeds to the throat, it begins to

work. Listerine attacks the bacteria lodged
there in tremendous numbers; kills millions

on throat and mouth surfaces.

The inflammation is quickly relieved by
the destruction of the germs which cause it

and by the soothing boric acid Listerine

contains.

If, after several treatments with Lis-

terine, your sore throat still persists, call

your doctor. Some types of sore throat
are exceedingly dangerous and should be
treated only by a competent physician.

Others may be the result of a chronic tonsil

infection. Against these, Listerine can do
very little.

The most common type, however, and
the one against which Listerine is effective,

is that related to a cold. In this connection,
let us point out that full strength Listerine

used twice daily as a gargle is an efficient

aid in fighting colds.

Bacteriologists explain that Listerine kills

the germs associated with colds before they
have a chance to multiply and pass on to
infect other near-by tissues.

Careful tests have revealed that regular

twice-a-day users of Listerine caught fewer
colds and less severe colds than those who
did not gargle with it.

Lambert Phaumacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
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NEXT
MONTH

The Best Story

You've Ever Read
About CLARK GABLE!

HE'S news now, this big genial chap

who has been in so many box-

office pictures of late. That's why it

is important that you should read the

most interesting interview he has ever

given, in next month's SCREENLAND.

Clark hates to talk about himself

—

he'll discuss the weather, his nearest

rival's next picture, hunting, fishing

—

with great charm and candor; but if

a writer tries to pin him down about

himself, he'll say: "Skip it!" But not

this time! For once, a SCREENLAND
reporter managed to make Gable give

his really personal views, his own
slants on his inner self, his philosophy

and sense of humor. You'll like this

feature; you will find it gives you
Clark Gable as a real friend, as a pal

to help you solve your own problems!

Remember—this Clark Gable fea-

ture appears in the May issue of

SCREENLAND, on sale March 26th.
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HEADS UP, FILM FANS!
. . . for M-Cj-M's greatestfilm festival o'er land and sea!

Now all the heaven's a stage for Uncle Sam's fighting, flying men.
You'll thrill as never before when you see the famed "Hi-Hats" wing
into action! You'll grin as you watch the West Pointers getting a P G
course in courage and daring! And you'll weep with the girls they
leave behind as they soar into the skies to keep a date with the angels!

It took six months, thousands of men, $50,000,000 worth of equip-
ment to make this exciting saga of the sky devils. You'll never forget id

WEST POINTof theAIR
ivz'th

ROBERT YOUNG

The two old -timers who sat

around . . .andwore out their brains !

The three mosquiteers of Randoph Field
. . . whose cradle was a cockpit!

The girl who loved as

they lived...dangerously!
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George Cukor, the ace director of "David Copperfield," is shown directly above guiding Freddie

Bartholomew and Elizabeth Allan through a scene. The close-ups above, show Freddie, left, as the boy

David with W. C. Fields as the inimitable Micawber; and, right, with Jessie Ralph, the perfect Peggotty.

All Honor to All Those who Made "David Copperfield" the Miracle Motion

Picture! Thanks to the Courageous Producer, the Brilliant Director, and the

Distinguished Cast who Captured the True Spirit of Charles Dickens' Masterpiece!

IT IS easy for us, watching "David Copperfield" on the screen

today, to admire and marvel at its perfection. But stop to

think for just a moment of the terrific two years' work, energy

and devotion that went into its production! First, the courage of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in undertaking it. Second, the painstaking

adaptation. Third, the flaw-

less casting. And through
it all the genius of direc-

tor George Cukor, who has
taken his fine material and
woven it into an immortal
motion picture. Cukor has
contributed more than pol-

ished technique, more than

clever craftsmanship; he has expressed a rare sensitiveness and

understanding and humanity worthy of Dickens himself. Indeed,

if D. W. Griffith may be called the first great director for giving

the screen most of the dramatic devices still in use today: the close-

up, the struggle, the chase—then surely George Cukor is the sec-

ond great director—who,
achieving technical perfec-

tion effortlessly, goes many
steps further and re-cre-

ates the inner beauty that

The grown-up
David, acted by
Frank Lawton,
with Madge Evans,
as Agnes, above.

Above, David and
his child-wife Dora
(Maureen O'Sulli-

van). Left, more
stellar performers.
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Spanish Hlonde
By JAMES A. DANIELS

When she's bad, she's very, very good!

cess story in one short sentence. • The

the more the screen-goers love her

she shatters the louder the fans

In "Blue Angel" she played an al-

wrecked the life and career of a

promptly voted her the biggest

"Blue Angel"

""Morocco" added new

when their Marlene swept

Chinese background in

of delight from her ad-

Square to Timbuctoo. So

day: La Dietrich is back

That's Marlene Dietrich's suc-

^wickeder she is on the screen

The more masculine hearts

|p cheer. • Look at the record :

f luring but heartless siren who

man who adored her. The fans

box office attraction of the day.

"Shanghai Express"

legions of Dietrich fans. And

devastatingly across the colorful

"Shanghai Express" the whoops

mirers could be heard from Times

here's the good news of the

in character— this time as the

heartless and exotic blonde Spanish

in Spain." • Once again

brings men to her feet,

that rarest and most allur-

takes everything and

Carnival In Spain'

dancer in Paramount's "Carnival

she exercises the fatal charm that

nd once again she tramples on their hearts. As

\ ing of racial beauties, the Spanish blonde, Marlene
k> gives nothing. © Directed by Josef von Sternberg,

"Carnival in Spain" unfolds a gripping story of the love of two men for the Spanish Blonde,

the idol of all Spain. Unhappiness and tense drama follow in her wake. And through

it all, this loveliest of all sirens, continues to prove that, when she's bad, she's very, very good!
{Advertisement}
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Wherein readers tell the truth

about stars and their pictures!

Send us your snub or salute

Here's Fred
Astaire at the
left, shyly ac-
knowledging
the salutes by
which you vote
him "tops"
this month.

magic and romance about the place—truly

the land of make-believe. The librarian as

heroine of a love story centering about her
daily work is an angle that has scarcely

been touched upon.
Leonard Eury,

Appalachian State Teachers College,

Boone, N. C

YOUR LOGIC IS PERFECT!
Well, it just goes to prove that looks

don't mean a thing ! Take Fred Astaire.

He is not my idea of good-looking, but oh,

his winning personality

!

Jennie Friedman,
667 Hemlock St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

LET 'EM LEARN CHOPSTICKS!
If asked my pet screen peeve, I'd say

without hesitation that it was phoney piano

players. No other deceit so spoils the

cinema illusion as players sitting at a

dummy keyboard going through silly gyra-

tions. Why not delete the scene if the actor

is not a pianist?

Mrs. Hannah Feldman,
209 Peters St., N.W.

Atlanta, Ga.

The meeting comes to order, and without
preamble the public debate is on! From the
first speaker to the last, exciting matters are dis-

cussed with a pertinence and spirit which all

you SCREENLAND readers seem so extraor-
dinarily gifted in bringing to considerations of
everything pertaining to the screen.

Especially fortunate is Hollywood in receiving
some excellent suggestions and ideas for shrewd
casting of its outstanding stars as well as lesser
lights. And to the rest of us whose screen activ-

ities confine themselves to seeing the pictures
and reading about the movies, the letters this
month offer particularly stimulating and enter-
taining comment.

If you are not regularly contributing to this

department, decide now, for the fun you'll get
and the opportunity afforded to win a prize of
$5.00 if your contribution is judged among the
best eight for the month, to write your ideas as
they occur to you. Just a brief letter—confined,
please, to fifty words—and your contribution to
the interest of fellow fans, and perhaps the ad-
vancement of a star or the art of making better
films, will be considered for inclusion in this
important topical record. Address letters to:

Letter Dept., SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th St.,

New York, N. Y.

The first eig;ht letters receive

prizes of $5.00 each

KNOWS HER HOLIDAYS!
Here's my holiday calendar in terms of

stars

:

New Year's Eve—Jean Harlow. St.

Valentine's Day—Mary Brian. St. Patrick's

Dav—Maureen O'Sullivan. Easter—Ann
Harding. The Fourth of July—Ginger

Rogers. Thanksgiving— Jackie Cooper.

Christmas Eve—Shirley Temple.
Toyce Kent,

321 West 94th St..

New York, N. Y.

GLAMOR AMONG THE BOOKS
Why hasn't someone thought of the pub-

lic library as a film setting? There is

THE GOOD-BAD GIRL
Jane Withers was so "bad" that she stole

"Bright Eyes" from Shirley Temple!
Somebody ought to paddle her, and then

give her a contract.
Ruth King,

2 Hamilton Ave.,

Cranford, N. J.

GRAND IDEA!
Fans, here's a brand new idea ! Why not

form a "movie" charity club whereby all

the poor boys and girls could see at least

one movie a week? This plan would bring

more joy than a lot of the organized

charities "and we'd be sure that our con-

tributions were well spent.

Louise Williams,

1007 West Grace St.,

Richmond, Va.

(Continued on page 91)
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everything is made for use, for the keynote
at Glenda's is informality. The "gang"

—

which in this case includes Mary Brian,
Dick Powell, George and Joan (Blondell)
Barnes, and Phil Reed—wander in in

slacks, sweaters, shorts, or pajamas and
make themselves at home. All very "small-
townish," as Mary puts it.

Above all, they like to go horse-back
riding early in the morning and wind up
at Glenda's for breakfast, which everyone
helps prepare.

"The favorite repeat dish is, of course,
waffles," said Glenda, offering me a crisp

sample. "I have a very special recipe for

them.

Waffles
2 cups flour

1 heaping teaspoon baking powder
x
/2 teaspoon salt

1 cup milk
3 eggs

"Mix and then add the well beaten yolks
of the eggs. Just before you're ready to
cook them, add the stiffly beaten whites
of the eggs.

"I like tomato juice for breakfast—or
'brunch,' as we call it—but we often serve
pineapple or orange juice unless melons are
in season.

"Hazel has great success with popovers.
This is how she does it

:

Popovers
1 cup flour

Y% cup milk

54 teaspoon salt

2 eggs
1 teaspoon melted butter

"Mix salt and flour, add eggs and milk
gradually. Beat with egg-beater and turn
into hot greased muffin tins and bake in

hot oven. You must have your oven very
hot for the first IS minutes, then reduce
the heat and continue baking for about 30
minutes.

"I'm no French chef myself—my hobby
is recreating homes. Look, can you see that
one down the street? If I had it, I'd turn
it around so that the side we can see would
be in front; imagine it with that veranda
made into a sun-porch at the side ! If you
cut an entrance between the chimney and
that window—my dear, see what a precious
place it would be

!

"Do have some marmalade ! This is car-
rot marmalade, Tommy's special. You
know how orange marmalade is—you ought
to chew it quite a bit and Tommy simply
won't, so we give him this, and now the
whole gang adores it.

Carrot Marmalade
4 oranges
1 can grated pineapple

12 grated carrots
1 lemon

Sugar. Use % as much sugar as
you have fruit after cooking.

"Cook it all together for one hour the
first day ; let stand and cook one hour the
second day

; again let it stand and cook
one hour third day, and by that time it's

done."
The_ Siamese cats, Frankie and Johnny,

came in to see us
;
amazing animals who

can all but talk. They carry on a conver-
sation with mews and purrs ; their inflec-

tions would please any dramatic coach.
"They're smart as whips," smiled Glenda.

"But you should see the Duchess—oh, there
she is !" A gorgeous white Persian stalked
majestically into the room. "When I was
making 'Lady for a Day,' I met this cat in
an alley. She was a wee bit of a kitten
then. Naturally, I called her Apple Annie,
and then what does she do but grow into
this glorious creature, so we had to change
her name to the Duchess. Frankie and
Johnny don't care for her—no, Frankie

{Continued on page 68)

+ * + NOW can

"I read an 'ad' of

the Periplastic Co.

and sent for their

FREE folder".

"I really felt better,

my back no longer

ached, and ! had a

new feeling of energy'.'

"They actually al-

lowed me to wear
the Perfolastic for

10 days on trial . . .

" The massage - like

action did it . . . the

fat seemed to have

melted away".

"and in 10 days,
by actual measure-
ment, my hips were 3

INCHES SMALLER".

"In a very short time

I had reduced my
hips 9 INCHES and
weight 20 pounds".

YOUR WAIST AND HIPS

THREE INCHES in 1 DAYS
ivitd, the

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
ov no cost!

T
IesIEST the Perfolastic

Girdle and Uplift Brassiere
for yourself for 10 days . . .

absolutely FREE ! Then, if you
have not reduced at least 3

inches around the waist and hips,

they will cost you nothing

!

THE MASSAGE-LIKE ACTION REDUCES
QUICKLY, EASILY AND SAFELY
The massage-like action of these

famous Perfolastic Reducing Gar-
ments takes the place of months of
tiring exercises. It removes surplus
fat and stimulates the body once
more into energetic health.

KEEPS YOUR BODY COOL AND FRESH
The ventilating perforations allow

the skin pores to breathe normally.
The inner surface of the Perfolastic

is a delightfully soft, satinized fabric,

especially designed to wear next to
the body. It does away with all irrita-

tion, chafing and discomfort,keeping
your body cool and fresh at all times.

SEND FOR 10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER
You can prove to yourself quickly

and definitely whether or not this

very efficient girdle and brassiere
will reduce you. You do not need to
risk one penny . . . try them for 10
days ... at our expense! Don't wait
any longer . . . act today!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
41 EAST 42nd ST., Dept. 734, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Without obligation on my part, please send
me FREE booklet describing and illustrating the
new Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere, also sample
of perforated rubber and particulars of your

10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

Name—
Address-

City State-

Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Post Card
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An Open Letter to "David"

(Freddie Bartholomew)

DEAR David—I mean Freddie:
Don't blame me for confusing you with the

character you play in "David Copperfield." I
think sometimes you must get a little confused, your-
self. You used to be Freddie Bartholomew. Now per-
fect strangers rush up to you in the street and hug
you and if possible kiss you, before you can duck, and
say: "Little David! You darling!" And all the ladies
want to take you right into the nearest corner drug-
store and fill you up with ice-cream and candy—"Poor
little boy! Poor, poor little David! You must be SO
hungry!"

I know you must be pretty fed up with it, David

—

er—Freddie. But don't be too hard on us. We can't
help feeling that way about you. Even looking at you
in the well-scrubbed flesh, in nice, new, well-made
clothes, and meeting your very charming aunt, whose
main interest in life ever since you were three has been
to look after you to see that you have everything you
need—even so, Freddie, we feel a catch at our throats
and that certain moisture in our eyes—all because you
did such a good job of making the boy David Copper-
field come alive on the screen.

Now that the three months of hard work making
the picture, and the trip to New York and meeting the
press and coming up to SCREENLAND'S offices and being
fussed over and patted on the head are all over, you
can be yourself again, Freddie Bartholomew, well-bred
English boy, aged ten. That is, until your next screen
role. Then you'll become someone else again—what-
ever boy you have to play. Just another job for you
to do, but by some magic you'll make us believe it.

Fortunately you have no silly ideas about your Art.
To you it's all so simple—why, you just put yourself
in another boy's place, that's all. Instead of taking
"David Copperfield" big, you seem to remember most
favorably the fact that the "soap" Peggotty used to
wash your face was really white of egg and sugar;
and that the "medicine" fed you by Aunt Betsey was
chocolate malted milk. "Jolly good, too," was the way
you put it. You'll do, David!

An English boy of ten, Freddie Bartholomew, becomes
the new child sensation of the screen in "David Cop-
perfield." He was reciting Shakespeare at four; ap-
peared for charity in England; knows much of Dickens
by heart; emotes easily at the director's bidding; has
dark brown hair and big blue eyes—and is thoroughly
sold on our American ice cream, and Hollywood!
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As he was.' Gary Cooper
the cowboy, before he be-
came noted as an actor.

Something new in

screen biography

for you! How a tall

Montana boy be-

came a great movie

star, told step by
step, with sidelights

here revealed for

the first time

By

James ISA.

Fidler

1 Story
THE screen career of Gary Cooper was born on

February 6th, 1925. It was a pale, sickly-looking

infant ; not even a fond mother would have pre-

dicted then that the "baby" would grow to its

present hale and healthy condition.

It was a strange apparition of man—a super-tall,

skinny specimen—that came out of Montana about

Thanksgiving, 1924, and chose to earn a living as a sales-

man of advertising space on theatre curtains. He must
have grown thinner on his earnings, because in January
of the following year Gary Cooper relinquished the job.

On advice of a friend, he became a motion picture extra.

He found occasional work as a cowboy actor in West-
erns—enough work to provide food for his six-feet two-
inches of body; enough to buy trousers to sheathe those

long, gangling legs.

His first step from the ranks of extras occurred about

mid-1925, when a "poverty row'' producer chose Cooper

for the leading role in a' two-reel "horse opera" with

Eileen Sedgwick.
_ jt

Soon after completion of this "noble cinematic effort,"

Samuel . Goldwyn started to produce a motion picture

titled "The Winning of Barbara Worth." It starred

Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky, and there was a third

important part that needed a tall, he-mannish type. Gold-

wyn issued a general summons for all actors fitting that

description, and among those who responded was Cooper.

Now in those early days producers had strange ways of

selecting players. The elaborate tests so common today

were then unheard of. To select his type, Goldwyn

ordered the applicants to form a long line, and to march

past his office door, one at a time. The parade of lanky
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Right, Gary in
the days when
he was Clara
Bow's leading
man: shy, re-
served, and
camera-scared .'

Center, Cooper
in his latest and
unquestionably
his greatest role
in "Lives of a
Bengal Lancer."

Westerners began, each pausing only
long enough to make a complete turn
in the doorway.

Cooper was about fifteenth in line.

Goldwyn's eyes narrowed when the
Montana cowboy twisted about in a
slow, awkward turn—a turn that
seemed to start with his feet and coil

gradually until the entire body was
around.

"What is your name?" asked the
producer.

Cooper responded.
"Can you act?" was Goldwyn's next inquiry.
Cooper pondered this deeply, before he answered, "I

don't know." Then, realizing that his frankness might
cost him the job, Gary frowned, after which he grinned.
The grin won Goldwyn. He called Cooper into his

office, and dismissed the other applicants. Then he set-
tled down to business.

"How much money do you think you are worth?" he
asked.

Cooper, who had been paid thirty-five dollars a week
for his two-reeler with Eileen Sedgwick, mumbled some-
thing about "hundred and fifty a week." Then, while
Goldwyn turned his back to consider this proposition,
Gary whispered to the producer's assistant, "I'd do the
part for nothing, but don't tell him that!"

Goldwyn finally offered Cooper seventy-five dollars a
week, which Gary accepted immediately. This salary is

mentioned only because Gary, after ten years, is again
working for Samuel Goldwyn, opposite Anna Sten in
a new picture titled "The Wedding Night," and his
salary today is approximately one hundred times greater
than the original weekly stipend which Goldwyn paid

Profile of a
dreamy young
man before
fame hit him!
Sam Goldwyn
gave Gary Coop-
er his first real
screen chance.
Then P a r a -

mount signed
h i m, and
groomed him
for stardom.

for his services as a cowboy-actor.
Goldwyn was in doubt of Cooper's

acting ability, and to guard against
nervousness, he instructed the direc-
tor to "keep that tall fellow away
from the camera as much as possible.

When you must have him close, tell

him it's a test shot." Cooper worked
the first two weeks without knowing
that he had actually won the role ; he
thought he was being "tested."

It is interesting to know how Gold-
wyn's question, "Can you act?" was

finally answered. Henry King was the director of "The
Winning of Barbara Worth," and King was a great
lover of speed and action. His test of Cooper's "acting
ability" consisted of a sequence in which Gary raced
into a scene on a horse, dismounted, and dashed into a
log cabin. Cooper, born and raised on a Montana ranch,
was of course a fine horseman. He went through that
"acting test" like a cyclone. King, in a frenzy of delight,
telegraphed Goldwyn: "Cooper is a find; he is a real
actor."

"The Winning of Barbara Worth" was "the making
of Gary Cooper." Word of his prowess spread quickly,
and soon he was given a contract by Paramount. His
first picture under the new agreement was "Wings," in
which he played the small part of Cadet White, who was
killed in an early sequence.

It was during "Wings" that the friendship of Cooper
and Richard Arlen was born. This friendship has en-'
dured through the years

; today "Dick" and "Coop" are
close pals.

During the filming of "Wings" on location in Texas,
Arlen rented an automobile, {Continued on page 65)

Study in contrast.' Above, the "promising young actor"m his first home in Hollywood, somewhat self-con-
sciously posing for his first "home" publicity pictures'And now just let your gaze travel to the right, please

Above, Mr. Cooper, eminent cinema celebrity, at his
carved mahogany desk, in the library of his present
home. Note tasteful furnishings. Also note he's true
to the West—see those spurs and quirt on wall-light?
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The Girl

behind the

Gardenias
Don't be deceived! Joan Crawford

isn't like that at all; she's like this!

By JS/Vaude Cheatham

SHE has a very beautiful big home on a beautiful

palm-lined avenue in exclusive Brentwood Heights,

and there is an imposing front entrance. But Joan

Crawford goes in and out of the house by the

kitchen door

!

"It is nearer the garage," she explained, simply.

Adding, with a laugh, "I guess the real reason is that I

love kitchens. They are so cheerful, so homey, and they

always smell so good !"

It was during luncheon in her newly decorated dining-

room, all in soft grays and a spring-like green, that I was

making some amazing discoveries about the girl behind

the gardenias, those exotic flowers she wears that

dramatize the glamorous screen star. Back of the snowy

blossoms is an entirely different Joan—warm, sparkling,

emotional, and very girlish, still cherishing her ideals

and still dreaming dreams.

She's a strangely vital, exciting personality; yet at

heart, Toan likes the simple things of life.

"When I'm home," she told me, "I like to slip into a

gingham dress. The other day I was in the kitchen

arranging some flowers when a messenger boy, very

grand in his new uniform, knocked at the door. I

answered it and he handed me several packages. Then,

Our little picture, top, shows the glamor-
ous Gardenia Lady. But this story tears

off her mask. The real Joan is right here!

glancing up, he recognized me. His eyes looked as if

they would pop out of his freckled face, and I laughed.

After a second, he joined in, and as we stood there

laughing he said, 'Gee, I never thought you'd be like

this J'

"I've gloated over that. I think it's a pretty nice

compliment !"

Knowing it was Joan's great courage and determina-

tion that carried her over terrific obstacles to screen fame

I wondered if she had ever known doubt, or hesitancy,

or fear. When I asked her, she answered promptly,

"Yes! For one thing, I'm deathly afraid of the dark.

"When I was a little girl my brother locked me in a

dark closet. To him it was just a boyish prank. To me
it was tragedy. When they opened the door I had

fainted. I've "never really recovered from that shock.

"I always sleep with three electric lights burning. I

used to have just one, but once it went out and I woke

up in the dark. It seemed ten years that I lay there

paralyzed with fear until dawn crept in through the

windows to light up the room. I've never run such a

risk since then.
;

"In my first picture they put me down into a man-

hole. During the rehearsal I (Continued on page 85)
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Baxters

Dreams

ComeTrue
The inspiring story of

Warner's vision of happiness

—and how he attained it

By Vera Ingersoll

If you are dreaming of the success you
hope for some day—and who is not?—be
cheered by this revelation of Warner
Baxter, who made his dreams come true.

HOME may be in your hat, or a hotel room, or
a hovel—or a mansion. The Warner Baxters
elect the mansion, and since W. B. was one of

those few canny souls in Hollywood who did
not indulge in U. S. Steel at 260 in 1929, but stayed
liquid as a lake instead, there is no stringency of bank
account now to prevent his giving fullest rein to fancy
in a home of palatial proportions, with swimming pool
and tennis courts, and sunken gardens and a system of
electric lighting straight from fairyland.

But don't make any mistake. This Belair home of
the Baxters is not any mere architect's dream of gran-
deur. In a very special and true sense it is The House
that Warner Built, bit by bit and room by room from
the various pictures in which he has played. Whenever
a fireplace or a built-in bookcase or a bit of portico has
particularly charmed him, he has tucked it away in his
brain with the resolution: "Someday I'm going to have
that in my home."
Most people of imagination indulge in such day-

dreaming, that too often ends right there. The Warner
Baxter type of dreaming is of the happier type—that
comes true, because he looks well to it that it does. But
let Warner tell it for himself :

Left, the ter-
raced blossom-
bordered walk
of the Baxter
estate at Bel-
air, located on
the hillside.

Warner had
this set, right,
from his film
"As Husbands
Go" copied for
his wife's own

boudoir.

"There was a Colonial living-room in the Fox picture,

'As Husbands Go,' that I found simply delightful. I

liked everything about it ; the mantel, with the ship in

the center, and the wall settee, and the placing of the
Duncan Phyfe table. 'Don't look any further,' I told

Winifred, the first day I saw it. 'We have a living-

room,' and so we have. It's exactly reproduced now at

Beverly Hills, from the one in which I acted with Helen
Vinson.

"The modernized Victorian room in 'Such Women
Are Dangerous' had the same effect upon me. It's all

in brown and white and chartreuse, used with a lightness

and esprit that simply 'got' me. There was an American
Empire sofa in that room that fairly took my breath ; it

was of eggshell satin tufted with tobacco brown moire

;

the cushions of the moire with ermine trimming. The
woodwork was of eggshell white. The lamps at either

side were fashioned from old-time glove stretchers

—

that held my fancy, I liked that suggestion of a beautiful

woman's hand, supplying light to the home. The shades

were of white buckram trimmed with tobacco brown
moire ribbon; the rug of white and brown, .with char-

treuse wool fringe. The moment I saw that sofa I knew
I had to have it in our home. (Continued on page 79)
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anet

tells her Success

ecrets

!

So she won't talk,

eh? Well, she
talks to SCREEN-
LAND readers!
Yes, Janet an-
swers our ques-
tions frankly
and fully, in this
delightfully hon-
est feature. And
here's a new pic-
ture of the little

star, one of the
very few she has
ever consented to

pose for in her
home.

Want to know why the little

Gaynor girl tops the list? Then
read this exclusive feature, one

of the very rare authentic

interviews granted by the star

By Mark Dowling

EVER since a hard-headed group of motion picture

exhibitors chose her as Hollywood's most popular

feminine star, according to box-office reports,

seeking to explain Janet Gaynor's amazing success

has become Hollywood's leading indoor amusement.

Since "Seventh Heaven" she has stood among the first

three box-office attractions of the world, with a steadily

growing army of fans—a record which no other star

has ever equalled, or even challenged

!

Before telling you her own answers to the questions

we popped at her—in one of the frankest interviews she

has ever granted—we want to tell you the quality her own
studio co-workers believe responsible for her triumphs.

One of them told me, "Janet has something that

makes her startlingly different from all other stars. Too

often they come to regard picture-making as a pretty

prosaic business. There are so many tedious details

—

long hours, hard work, and going over a single scene

again and again. Janet, on the other hand, is always as

keenly thrilled over her latest picture as she was about

her first starring part! I believe her enthusiasm shows

through to audiences from the screen."

Tanet said to me, "How could anyone be bored in this

business? You can never be sure that your picture will

click until people have actually seen it in theatres, and

this uncertainty keeps you on your toes. When we be-

gan work on 'One More Spring,' for instance. Warner

Baxter told me seriously that he felt doubtful about its

chances. Now we've just been working on the picture

a little while, and he cries happily, 'It's beginning to

shape up. Tanet ! It's going to be good !'
"

She can be just as enthusiastic in going over to the

wardrobe department to try on a simple skirt as another

star would over the most elaborate costume, and the
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same spirit extends to all the
details of her career. She
will go over a scene again
and again with a fellow-actor
who slips up in his lines.

Seemingly, she never tires.

She sits for hours in the pro-
jection room watching her
"rushes," and if she believes
that a certain scene can be
improved, asks to do it over.
Usually, it is improved. She
has an exceptionally clever
screen mind, and directors
often ask and follow her
advice.

When we asked how she has avoided the mistakes
which so often prove fatal to the most brilliant careers,
she hesitated to answer. (Later, she told us her reasons
for not granting interviews more frequently.)
Then as we chatted of Hollywood, pictures, and

careers, she unconsciously revealed an astonishingly
well-thought-out formula for success.

"I never engage in studio politics," she said first. "I
believe many actresses make the mistake of trying to do
too much. It's a full time job for me to learn my parts
and to act. I'm willing to leave everything else to the
heads of the studio. It's to their interest as much as

SHE IS NEVER BORED!

SCREENLAND believes that this,

more than any other one thing, is

responsible for Janet's amazing

success. Read the story, then let's

hear what you think!

mine for my pictures to be
successful, and I believe their
judgment on many things is

superior."

If you have ever heard the
loud groans and raves of
other stars about their "mis-
management," you know that
Janet's view-point is as un-
usual as it is wise.
Our conversation was in-

terrupted when she had to go
before the cameras. Care-
fully a prop man sprinkled
her coat and hat with drops
of water from a sponge. On

the set, artificial rain fell with realistic effect. A moment
before her brown eyes had been dancing over an amusing
anecdote, but now the cameras saw a poignant wistful-
ness that would hold audiences breathless. She plaved
a lonely waif seeking refuge from the storm and this
Cinderella motif prompted me to ask her about "being
typed. ' This is the favorite complaint of every star in
town, but Janet has gone on playing the same type of
character year after year.

"There have been stories printed that I long to make
a drastic change—to play more sophisticated parts—but
none of them was true. As {Continued on page 93)

What, can this be our Janet? Yes—and
we're using it to show you that La Gaynor is
much, much more than merely demure!
This Spanish effect was just for a character
study, but wasn't—and isn't—she cute?

Seems to us Janet always had that
certain charm! Below, when she
was only twelve. Right, as she
looked when she first went into
films. Not much change, is there?
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Maureen Knows Hollywood!

Here is the O'Sullivan girl, whom
many know but few understand—un-

til they've read this penetrating story

By

Ben Maddox

Maureen smiles gaily

as she astounds fans
and critics with her
newly revealed emo-
tional depth, conceal-
ing her serious nature.

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN has been the loneli-

est girl in Hollywood!
I think that somehow this year she is going

to work out her problem. Certainly I hope so.

It is too cruel to conclude that there is no out. Maureen

is such a splendid girl and she asks so little of life.

Practically no one in Hollywood knows the real

Maureen. I have the weirdest feeling when some one

says to me that she's a cute Irish gal. As though that

summed her up ! •

And then, stopping for a moment, I realize that they

know no more of the real Maureen than you who see

her on the screen. She has never "opened up" to them.

That gay, brave front she assumes is taken at its face

value. While all the time there is the pulsing, dynamic

girl behind that camouflage.

The hit Maureen made in "The Barretts of Wimpole

Street" lingers on with the fans and the critics, who were

astounded to see her shed her ingenue fluffiness and near-

ly steal the picture from Shearer, March, and Laughton

—all winners of the Academy Awards as the industry's

finest artists. That one performance of Maureen's

brought her sharply to the fore last season. In "David

Copperfield" she has more recently held her own with

all-star competition. So it seems to me that this is the

right hour to disclose her story.

To me Maureen O'Sullivan is more than interesting.

There is an emotional depth in her which almost frightens

me. And I feel sorry for her.

Yes, sorry! Because she has

been living, is living a true

life story which is definitely

unhappy.
In a way she has much in

common with that noted
Michael Aden heroine, Iris

March. Oh, Maureen is a

great deal younger and there

is no secret eating out her

heart, nothing for her to con-

ceal. But, like Iris, she seems

to be a girl "who will never

be let off anything."

Today those who are merely

acquainted with Maureen, on

the screen or in Hollywood it-

self, have no idea of what she

has been going through. She

doesn't wear a green hat like

the Arlen adventuress. But

green is the color of her native

land and she has a heap of

pride. She keeps a stiff upper

lip, her head up, and smiles as though completely happy.

"I bore me!" she exclaims to casually inquisitive peo-

ple. It is only during those rare minutes when she pours

out her innermost thoughts that one gets close to her.

On the surface you would catalogue her as indeed a

very lucky young woman. She has been a leading lady

in pictures for five years. She is most attractive. And

she's in Hollywood, most exhilarating of cities True

enough. But let me take you into my confidence. The

reason I am sorry for Maureen is because she has led

and is leading no such ideal existence. Rather, she has

stumbled upon unhappiness.

I am not one of those annoying pests who blames

Hollywood for making people unhappy, and neither is

Maureen. Which is the pity of her case. I am quite

sure she would have met the same fate whatever she d

drifted into. .

Now I want to turn back first to her growing-up days,

to give you the correct background slant. Maureen is

the eldest daughter in a family of five. Her father is a

retired major of the English army. At_ eleven she left

home, which was Dublin, for a convent in London. At

fifteen-and-a-half she was expelled. "For consistent

insubordination,'
" she recalls. "No other convent wanted

a little rebel like me after that branding, and so ended

mv formal school days."
. . . „ , j &.

The irrepressible child was optimistically packed ott

to Versailles to acquire French {Continued on page
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But It's All New to John

!

Three pictures, and John Beal finds

himself much in demand as a leading
man! Here's what he thinks of it

By

S. R. Mook

A PRESS agent once tried

/% to sell me the idea

J \ of a story on a new-
comer. "I can't work

up any enthusiasm about new-
comers until I've seen what
they can do," I answered.
"You writers give me a pain

in the neck," he retorted. "You
all want stories on them after
they're stars but you never
want to help make them stars."

Maybe he's right. I dunno.
But I've seen a newcomer

—

John Beal—in his first picture—"Another Language," in his
second, "Hat, Coat and Glove,"
in his third, "The Little Min-
ister" and I've seen him do a
few scenes from his fourth

—

"Laddie."
I think he's swell—and so

does the editor of Screen-
land. And, because we're
agreed he's going places, we
are proud to present him to you and to extend a helping
hand in his climb towards stardom.

Mr. Beal is by way of being a gentleman—but don't
jet that scare you. He's also nuts. John looks to be in
his early twenties and his naivete, for one who has been
on the stage as lone; as he. is astounding. Not since
James Dunn first hit Hollywood have I met anyone as
unspoiled and trusting as Mr. Beal. I'm satisfied, in
my own mmd, that when he says his prayers at night
he interpolates, "And please have Santa Claus bring me
a nice, fat part."

Didn't he tell me, "Maybe I am tolerant—more tol-
erant than most young people, because it just doesn't
seem right for one person to have enjoyed the run of
luck I've had the last two or three years. Why shouldn't
I be gullible and trusting? I've had practically every-
thing I've ever wanted and few of the heartaches that
go with the attainment of desires and ambitions. The
only thing that keeps my feet on the ground is the cer-
tain knowledge that it can't last. I expect to go under
any minute now and have a long streak of bad luck.
Then, maybe in four or five vears, I'll have fought my
way back to the top."

John made an embarrassed sort of noise—half laugh
half grunt. "Here I am talking about making a come-
back when I haven't even made a good start! But I
think I'm going to be not so hot in this new picture.
I ve looked at the rushes and while I have a couple of

"Young Mr. Beal is a
gentleman, but don't
let that scare you, he's
also nuts," says Dick
Mook in this close-up
of a star newcomer.

good scenes, most of the time I look at myself and
think, 'Well, you certainly are the height of dullness '

"

He considered things for a minute and burst out:
lou know, you're under a terrible disadvantage when

you re young. No one takes you very seriously and
everyone thinks you're either very juvenile or very gaga
\outh is something you can't help. It's an indisposition
that only time can cure. I don't see why people should
feel the way they do about it. Young people are cer-
tainly just as positive personalities as older ones and
their problems are just as real as those of anyone else!"

It's_ an interviewer's business never to be surprised at
anything—certainly never to show it. I'm afraid I must
be a very bad interviewer because my eyes must have
been sticking out like cherries on a stick and my jaw
dealt my stomach a blow as it dropped. Possibly other
youngsters have felt something of all this but "it's the
first time I've ever met one who formulated it into a
thought and expressed it in so many words. But I'd
better start at the beginning of this interview.
John faced me across the luncheon table, looking

somewhat like one of Harry Leon Wilson's characters
dressed up in his Sunday best—and hatine it

^Cocktail?" he asked.

{

"No," I responded, hoping he wouldn't believe me.
I don't think one cocktail could set me off enough to

spoil my work for the afternoon, do you ?" he inquired.
"No !" I shouted. (Continued on page 84)
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Come

to England's
0**

Leslie Howard, one of the
most noted "exchange"
stars, made "The Scarlet
Pimpernel" in England.

Diana Wynyard, below, is

beloved both in her native
land and her adopted
America for "Cavalcade."

Meet your British film favorites on

their home "lot"—and greet some of

our own stars "on loan" over there!

and felt of the cinema after a decade or after a score

of years? Not "Less Than The Dust," for example,

but Mary Pickford who played in that and in a score

of other pictures whose names we have long

since forgotten. "The Thief of Bagdad" was

wonderful, but not so wonderful as Douglas

Fairbanks. Even that grand play, "The Last

Laugh," is hazy, but we shall never forget the

performance of Emil Jannings.

For more than a score of years Hollywood

has stood paramount in the picture world
;

all

other producers in every land—save for an

Wide Worl

"Gertie" and "Doug"—
our own Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., and his stage

and screen co-star, Miss
Gertrude Lawrence, famed
on both sides of the Big

Pond. Romancers?

ELSTREE ! Hollywood across the sea. A cinema-

city suburb of London. Three great groups of

film studios. The same jargon, signs, cries:

"Silence ! . . . Lights ! . . . Stand by ! . . . Sound

!

—Roll 'em over!" The same kind of scenic skeletons

of the Corners of the World standing all over the lot:

A "dive" in Shanghai; a stage-coach courtyard scene

from Dickens' "Old Curiosity Shop" ; a corner of Paris

through which Leslie Howard recently drove a tumbril

filled with condemned royalists on the way to the guil-

lotine ; a waterway in Venice from Elisabeth Bergner's

"Escape Me Never." ... All a bit mistily shrouded with

London fog, the last time I saw them. But for all the

slight differences and 5,500 miles of ether, land, and sea

dividing them, Elstree is bound as tightly together with

Hollywood, as though they were only across the way

from each other, beyond that hedge of hawthorn with

the holly grove behind it. The same group of world

artists are today illuminating both Elstree and Holly-

wood !

Say what we may, it is not—and never was—the pic-

tures', the stories, the authors, or the stupendous sums

spent in making the screen world, that have captivated

a universal audience and held it spell-bound for twenty-

five years. Persons and personalities are the things that

count ! What is it we remember of what we have seen

One of the loveliest stars to appear in British pictures

also shown in the United States: Anna Neagel, co-

star with Sir Cedric Hardwicke in "Nell Gwyn."
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HOLLYWOOD
By Henry Albert Phillips

The tvell-knoivn journalist, on a special visit as ScREENLAND'S reporter, personally
conducts you to the British studios and presents you to leading players.

occasional shooting star—have wobbled like rank ama-
teurs in the game of pictures until now. For the first

time in film history, Hollywood is sharing her laurels,

her stars, and her personalities with another
producing land; with England, from which
country we had borrowed practically half of
them. Now we are lending them some of our
people. It is a good healthy sign of the film

times ahead

!

Elstree is a legend, just like "Hollywood"
that forgets to tell the world that Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer is not in Hollywood but in Culver

1
:

Merle Oberon, sensational English beauty of "The
Scarlet Pimpernel" with Leslie Howard, is now in
Hollywood. She's the transatlantic star of the day.

The noblest English cou-
sin of them all: George Ar-
liss, shown above in his
most recent role of the
Duke of Wellington in
the British -Made Film

"The Iron Duke."

City, and so on. So likewise is Gaumont-British in
Shepherd's Bush. But Elstree, like Hollywood, will go
down in British film history as England's' cinema center
of gravity.

There is one major difference between Elstree and
Hollywood, which will account for a scarcity of spicy
gossip, domestic scandal, and keyhole profiles. Elstree
is not a colony, but a workshop. The Milky Way of the
stars of Elstree is London, whither they shoot nightly
and come out in the social heavens to twinkle, to tango,
or to tank up, or whatever it is said that stars do all

through the night. However, and fortunately, stars
seen from any hemisphere the world over behave much
the same, only it requires a little more high-powered
telescopic information and many eyes to observe it all.

Anyone half-blind, however, could read the sparkling
lights shining through the fog on Charing Cross Road
announcing that Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Gertrude
Lawrence were playing together. And playing what?
the world of gossip asks, remembering young Doug's
interlude with Joan Crawford. I met Douglas, Jr., one
night in his dressing-room at the Queen's Theatre, and
asked him that very question: "What about you and
Miss Lawrence?"
"Why not ask me what about myself and Elisabeth

Bergner, with whom I recently (Continued on page 63)
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Cross-examining Capra

!

The Hit-Maker tells

all! Another star ar-

ticle in our series

about great directors

" /fRE good pictures acci-

/i dents?"

/~t Frank Capra, 37-

year-old Italian born

director of "It Happened One
Night," "Lady for a Day,"

"Broadway Bill" and a long

string of box-office successes, ran

a hand through his mop of black

hair as he pondered my opening-

question.

We were lounging comfortably

in front of a logfire in the living-

room of his Beverly Hills home,

and Capra had promised to

answer a long list of rather

pointed queries.

"No," he answered at last, "I

would say that good pictures are

not accidents, but the result of

forethought, of serious study, and

of lots of hard work. It is true,"

he qualified his statement a bit,

"that occasionally someone will

hit upon a novel idea that strikes

the public fancy for the moment
and the resulting picture will

earn money. But such accidents

are the exception among good

films."

"Hozv do you prepare for pic-

tures like 'It Happened One
Niglit' and 'Lady for a Day'?"

"With our writers, we first

develop the story, sometimes

spending months in preparing the

script and working out, as far as

possible, major and minor details.

certain players ; rather, we work out the story first and

then decide on the cast, trying to find the players best

suited to the parts as written, instead of making the parts

fit the actors."

"What are the chief qualifications of a good director?"

"I would say that he must be a teller of tales and, at

the same time, a good audience. I mean that he must be

able to watch a scene in the studio and tell, instinctively,

whether or not it will appeal to the public. Of course he

must also know the technique of directing, the cutting,

camera angles and other behind-the-scenes business of

motion picture production. A director, after all, is

merely a man who tells a story through moving, talking

By

James

Marion

Frank Capra and Clark Cable, who
worked together in making ''It Hap-
pened One Night." Read what Frank

says about Clark.

We do not point for

shadows of real human beings."

"What do you consider your

.
best picture, from a box-office

-viezvpoint? From a personal

viezvpoint?"

"From a personal viewpoint I

would say 'Lady For a Day.'

Next I would say 'It Happened

One Night.' The latter, I sup-

pose, was best from a box-office

viewpoint.

"Yes, I believe that the gross

income from 'It Happened One
Night' may reach $3,000,000. al-

though as 'a rule I do not know
exactly what each picture costs

nor what it brings in. I do not

want to know."
"Hozv should an ambitious

young man go about becoming a

director?"

"I believe a job in the cutting

department would offer the best

preliminary training. Not only

does the cutter learn the technical

end in the best place possible, but

he comes in contact with pro-

ducers, supervisors, directors and

cameramen, and he learns their

problems at first hand.

"Next I would advise writing.

Any kind of writing, just so he

learns to tell a story in an inter-

esting way. After that he should

start as an assistant director, but

not until he's had both cutting-

room and writing apprentice-

ships to equip him for the work ahead of him."

"Hozv do you account for the success of 'It Happened

One Night' which was certainly not a 'big' picture?"

"We had the right story and the best cast we could

obtain. We succeeded in telling the story so that the

audience loved each player. Both Claudette Colbert and

Clark Gable were excellent in their parts. Some of the

best bits in the picture were developed right on the set.

The players were smart enough to catch the new ideas,

and work them out in just the right way.

"When the picture was first completed I thought we

had a very good film. Naturally, no one could guess that

it would do as well as it has done."

"How do you make people (Continued on page 70)
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PERMIT me to personally conduct you on a key-
hole visit to see Robert Montgomery ! Allow me
to remove the key from the lock, so that you may
look through and see the real Bob—the one a few

of us are privileged to know.
Bob likes to sprawl. His long legs seem to enjoy their

privilege of removing his feet as far as possible from
his body. At a bridge table, for instance, his feet may
rest under his own chair, or under his partner's. At a
table for two, keeping off Bob's feet is a worry.
That small, close-lipped smile is his pet expression.

When he smiles that way, he resembles a spoiled child
caught m a pout it cannot hold. Bob rarely exhibits a
toothsome grin ; he either smiles with closed lips or he
guffaws.

He rarely talks about other people. In the years I
have known him, Bob has never uttered a word of crit-
icism or gossip about another person. He has given me
two reasons for this highly commendable trait - "I never
repeat private life gossip that I hear about people be-
cause I have been the goat of too much gossip about
myself ever to believe the evil that I hear about others

"

he says. "Every star, no matter how decent his private
life may be, sooner or later falls victim to gossip No
actor or actress, therefore, should ever repeat slanderous
talk he may hear about other
members of his profession.

"I never criticize the screen
efforts of another actor. The
circumstances that may have pre-
ceded the filming of a bad scene
may have been the cause of that
scene's failure to be well done.
In 'Night Flight,' for example,
there was a brief sequence, en-
acted by Helen Hayes, which
was severely panned. Now I

Here's Bob! Close-up
without make-up!

By

Sydney Valentine

happen to know that for weeks previous to the filming
of that scene, Miss Hayes protested against doing it but
the producers ordered that it be made. Now wouldn't
I be silly to comment, after seeing the sequence, 'Miss
Hayes is a poor actress'? In my opinion, she is one of
the best—if not the best—actress in the world today.

"It would be just as silly for me to criticize the work
of any other actor, for how am I to know that he did
not do his work under protest, and therefore could not
give forth his best efforts?"
Bob has a pet peeve. It is his belief that motion pic-

ture producers give players too little credit for judgment.A star is rarely heeded when he offers an opinion.
Montgomery once told me about a famous stage ac-

tress who came to Hollywood to appear in a picture.
After several days of conference with some producers,
the star halted proceedings and said : "Gentlemen, there
is only one fault I have to find with this conference.
You refuse to concede that I may have good judgment
of my own."
"On the stage, a star is employed for three reasons,"

Bob told me. "They are : talent, box-office value, and
judgment. In Hollywood, only talent and box-office
value are considered. Producers refuse to grant players
the privilege of thinking for themselves. The stories

are picked by the producers ; the
very clothes that a star wears in

a picture are chosen for him ; the
words he speaks are written by
someboly else, and the actor may
not change the words without
the consent of the producers.
Even a star like Helen Hayes,
with years of successful experi-
ence and therefore a definite con-
ception of her own limitations—if {Continued on page 67)

Key-holing
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Landi

Finds

Herself

At last, the real Elissa is re-

vealed, both in her screen

work and her private life.

You'll enjoy this intimate

interview, in which an

aloof lady turns into a

vivid human being

By

Dickson Morley

I
HAVE just received Elissa Landi's

permission to tell the whole truth

about her!

Behind every star "front" in Hol-

lywood there is the pulsingly human real

story. For various expedient reasons all

the facts are seldom revealed. Even as

you and I might hesitate to lay bare our

innermost thoughts and actual life.

But now I discover that Elissa Landi is making a clean

break with her English yesterdays. I note that she is

zealously bent on becoming 100% American. And under

the peculiar circumstances that have arisen she has con-

sented to my request that the fans be let in on the Elissa

I know.
Until this interview she has been only partially frank.

She has held back much that is of the greatest importance

to her, personally. I am sure you will agree that what

she has concealed goes a long way towards explaining

that restraint some critics have felt in her screen work

in the past.
_ .

In the last two pictures a vibrantly beautiful, vivid

Landi has been captured by the cameras. This is an

inkling of what is to be, for actually Elissa is no more

the cool, stiff sexy siren than Myrna Loy was that fan-

tastic Oriental vamp who used to slither across kindly

heroines' paths.

She is brilliant; yes. Probably the brainiest woman

Ifyou've been thinking of Elissa Landi as a cool and correct person,

you'll revise your views after seeing her latest films and reading this

amazingly honest story. Ben Maddox has discovered the hidden
Landi, and you'll like her.

m. Hollywood, with a keenly analytical and humorous

mind that makes her grand company. But haughty ? Not

Elissa! She's the epitome of friendliness. And mys-

terious ? Well, she has been perplexing up until the pres-

ent. But because she was posing for a purpose. She was

playing the gallant lady. And as frequently happens, gal-

lant ladies get no thanks at all for their consideration.

Elissa has no desire to be aloof or mysterious, how-

ever. "I loathe mystery!" she exclaims. "To me it's

a pose, a relying on 'props' to impress. I am not the

sort who delights in being secretive. I want to share

my life, my enthusiasms and my fun, with others. And
so far as the fans are concerned, whatever they wish to

know about me I am glad to tell them
!"

She is the first to point out that she is changing.

"Why, I'm coming alive in films !" Her assertion was

exultant. I am thrilled to be able to say that she is also

coming alive—in person.

Brilliant as Elissa undoubtedly is, she is a woman,

first of all. I think she doesn't (Continued on page 66)
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Don t miss this second chapter in our exclusive life story of theCleopatra girl! Elizabeth Wilson's racy record of Claudette's per-sonal and professional life will give you a fresh new slant on one of
the screen's foremost stars.

Colberts

Life

Story

Continuing our exclusive

account of Claudette's

colorful career, with the

star's own announcement,
here published for the first

time, of her separation
from Norman Foster

By

Elizabeth Wilson

WHEN Claudette was sixteen the thing she
most wanted to be was a Flapper. All the
girls at the Washington Irving High School
had dozens of boy friends who bought them

Hershey bars, and waited outside the classrooms, and
walked home from school with them, giggling and '"cut-
ting up" all the way ; but our little Claudette, alas and
alack, did a Garbo on the sidewalks of New York and
walked alone

!

It wasn't that the boys weren't attracted to the pretty
little French girl with the tremendous brown eyes, but
she was so shy, and never could think of anything to say
to them. She worshipped from afar the big blond cap-
tain of the New York University football team, and the
day she saw him pull up a telephone pole right there on
Washington Square she nearly swooned from unre-
quited love. Poor boy, he never knew that for an entire
year he was the secret adoration of a future movie star

'

• f
1^ y°ung French student, approved by the family

invited Claudette to a prom at Columbia University she

spent weeks trying to practice up on
"small talk" and flapper slang. But the
night of the party she couldn't think of
a thing to say to all the gay young men
who seemed to expect a lot of snappy
repartee ; not even the old reliables, "So's
your old man" and "Applesauce" came
to her aid; and when she saw herself

becoming a wallflower, panic seized her and she ran
home and cried all night. That was the beginning of
her great inferiority complex. It moved right in that
night and didn't leave until years later when Messieurs
Zukor, Mayer, Cohn, Laemmle and Warner started fight-
ing over her autograph. "Boys are stupid. I'd rather
read a book," announced Miss Colbert to her mother
and father and girl friends, but deep down in her heart
she knew darned well she'd give anything to be a flapper
and go sloshing down Lexington Avenue in open ga-
loshes with a youth on either side.

So no wonder when one young Davenport of Georgia
kissed her on the moonlit deck of an ocean liner re-
turning from France in the late summer of 1924 that
Claudette felt that she should marry him at once. Young
Davenport didn't expect "small talk" for he had a line
all his own, so that's very likely the reason Claudette fell

for him, that and because he looked like Valentino. But
as soon as they landed Mr. Chauchoin gave his little

"talking to," and {Continued on page 72)daughter £
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SCREENLAND
Glamor School

Edited by T^Ouu^

She's always News, but especially right now, after her

grand triumphal tour, and her sensational social suc-

cesses in Paris, London, Rome, New York. Our "Best-

Dressed" Woman shows us— first, of course!— her

smart new clothes. Glamor— in Person I

Angel-skin, in dull black,

fashions the dramatically

designed gown posed by
Kay at the left. The bodice

is softly draped, and the

crushed belt is lacquered
satin that fastens with a

huge cameo clasp.

For early Spring Kay Fran-
cis selects the ensemble pic-

tured at the right. The
brown dress is topped by a

waist-length jacket fastened

with a chrome steel buckle.

The dolman sleeves and
high draped collar are of

pussy-willow striped taffeta.

Kay wears brown alligator

shoes in smartly sensible

street style, and matching
brown hat, gloves, and

hand-bag.
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From Art to

Artifice

!

The Josephine Hutchinson of today bears little re-

semblance to the starry-eyed and very arty young
person she was when Mr. Hall first met her. Read
this bright and witty account of a new chapter in

Hollywood's amazing and colorful case history.

AFEW evenings ago, seated by the fire with Charles

Butterworth (my favorite SchnauzerL and a

glass of mild grog, I was shocked to read this

" paragraph in a Hollywood gossip column

—

"Among those seen at the Club Trocadero in recent

nights were Marlene Dietrich, Myrna Loy, Rouben Ma-
moulian, Gloria Swanson, Herbert Marshall and (gasp!)

Josephine Hutchinson."

The (gasp) was mine. I couldn't have been more

stunned if I had read that Beryl Mercer had been caught

doing the Cctrioca with a scented gigolo. It couldn't be

the same Josephine Hutchinson I knew—yet, damme,
it probably was

!

For the To Hutchinson of my acquaintance was not

the sleekly-coiffed, satin-chassised actress in Warner
pictures, but a frowsy-headed, starry-eyed and very Arty

(capital A, please), young person who wouldn't be

dragged within a mile of a snickering saxaphone.

You have probably seen this handsome and eloquent

newcomer with the eminent young tenor, Mr. Dick

Powell, in "Happiness Ahead." If not, you will no

doubt witness her in "The Right to Live" or "Oil for

the Lamps of China," for both of which she is ear-

marked. If you did. or do, you come face to face with

the most remarkable repaint job Hollywood has accom-

plished since Miss Bette Davis was practically rebuilt

from stem to stern and given a high duco finish.

Tn fact, the present incarnation of La Belle Hutch is

Being the startling story

of Josephine Hutchinson's

conversion to glamor

By

Leonard Hall

one of those absolutely incredible things you refuse

to believe until the movies r'ar up and do them.

Really—the girl's story must be preserved as another

weird chapter in Hollywood's lengthening history. A
droll tale it is.

Pull up your chairs and refill your glasses. It's early.

Some years ago, in the capital city of the nation, I was

bidden by a rich man's son to gargle a dish of tea and

meet a young actress. Sure of the quality of the tea

(with a spot of rum), I took a chance on the actress

and so came eye to eye, for the first time, with Miss Jo

Hutchinson.
A tasty morsel she was, though a bit coltish. All hair

and eyes, with a pointed and dimpled chin. But forget

the body. Young Jo was 99 percent Soul, with a good-

ish dash of Intellect. She was so insanely devoted to her

Art, whose other name was Acting, that the affair

seemed almost improper. So ethereal was the gal that I

felt a stiff breeze would waft her over the White House

and into the Potomac River—on whose broad bosom she

would float, like the Lady of Shalott, to Norfolk, Ya.,

and the open sea.

Mr. Robert Bell, the rich man's son, was also devoted

to the fancier drama, and his wealthy pater had staked

him to the most charming "Little Theatre" in the United

States. To tenant this charming spot he had formed a

group of similar earnest seekers dubbed "The Ram's

Head Players." In fact, there was a ram's head over

the proscenium arch. To my irreverent eyes it looked

very much like a billy-goat. At any rate, he had brought

Miss Hutchinson and her mother, Miss Leona Roberts,

all the way from Seattle, Washington, to adorn the

troupe.

And adorn it they did. Miss Roberts was then, as

she is today, one of the finest character actresses in

America. Young Jo was vivid with zest, charm, and

youthful beauty—a'first-rate actress in the making. That

was my professional opinion then, and it is today.

Lawk, the things that eager baby played ! You know,

of course, the dramatic puff-balls "Little Theatres" hurl

at the devoted heads of their subscribers. Light, airy

stuff like the bride's first biscuits. Well, Jo has played

'em all. Nothing stumped her then
;
nothing ever has

!

She went to the mat with Jolly Little Things by

Strindberg, the crazy Swede—fluffy nothings wherein

the entire cast sits around a (Continued on page 76)
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Life Be
i

Whether as Mr. Micawber,
above, or his inimitable self,
shown below, Bill Fields is
Hollywood's pet and pride.

W. C. Fields, great trouper, reviews
the past and looks forward to the fu-

ture—in his own well-chosen words!

By Ida Ze/tlm

if:LIFE'S begun again for me at fifty—sure," said Bill

Fields, sunk low in his chair, hands thrust into
the pockets of the high-waisted trousers he wears
as captain of a river boat in "Mississippi." "But

listen, sister," he went on with a lift of the brow, "that's
not sayin' this particular life won't end six months from
now, and that I won't be lookin' around at fifty and
a half—or so

—
" his voice dropped an octave on the last

two words, and he fixed me with a benevolent glare,
"—for a nice fresh start in life."

"Sister" listened in some incredulity. What was he
talking about?—this man who's rated tops as a box-
office draw, who's climbed higher and faster into popu-
lar favor than any screen comedian of the past decade,
who's succeeded in doing what Chaplin alone has done
before him—leveled all barriers and united highbrow
and lowbrow in a common passion for the ingratiating
scalawags he portrays. It doesn't matter how that
passion is expressed. From the soda-jerker's : "I'm
nuts about Fields," to the many-adjectived raves of
the metropolitan critics, they all mean the same
thing. And it was that thing which put the skep-
tical gleam into my eye.

"All right!" said Mr. Fields, the flat of his
hand out-turned in a gesture of finality. "All
right. Don't believe me." In his best McGonigle
manner he was pretending to be deeply pained.
And I, who should have known better, was won-
dering what form my apology should take.
Then he grinned. And a more disarming grin

—

if he'll excuse my saying so—you'd go far to
find.

"Think I'm puttin' on an act, hey?" he queried
amiably. "Just the big shot tryin' to be a modest
violet. Lady, you never made a bigger mistake.
I'm scared, see? I'm always scared. I've been
thrown out on my ear so often—yes, when I was
goin' over just as big as they say I'm goin' over now.
This game's just one merry round of bein' thrown
out and discovered all over again. Eeny, meeny, miny,
mo!

_
It's not just me look at May Robson—look at

Marie Dressier—look at Lionel Barrymore—it hap-
pened to all of 'em. The public may think you're swell
—you may think so yourself

—
" He gave me a slow

wink. "But the time comes when the fellows with the
money think you're through, and it's waste of pride
and energy to argue with 'em. So you laugh, clown,

laugh and put up a front, until one fine day some guy
says: 'Why isn't that fellow workin'?' Nobody knows
why he says it just then, he least of all. But there you
are—back in the money again—sittin' high and pretty
and lookin' down over your shoulder for the boot." He
grimaced in a fashion that managed somehow to be
genial and ironic at the same {Continued on page 86)
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Screen Style

SECRETS!
Bernard Newman,
RKO's master design-

er, whose first crea-

tions appear in "Rob-
erta." He advises you
here on your fashion

problems.

THE secrets of the Hollywood lots are. so closely

guarded they make Scotland Yard seem like a

children's playground by comparison !
To every

Dr. Watson there are at least a dozen executives

who go around with sealed lips and a furtive eye lest

some other studio beat them to the preview.

At the moment the newest importation to the Boule-

vard of Broken Schemes is Bernard Newman, RKO's

master designer, whose first assignment is the much-con-

jectured, much-discussed and much-publicized "Roberta.

'•Roberta," as a play, was a Broadway success. It is

the story of a Russian princess, played by lovely Irene

Dunne, and a bogus Countess, enacted by the vivacious

Ginger Rogers, and for its background we have the

fashionable establishment of a modiste. What a setting

for feminine beauty and lavishness of apparel, and that

very distinctive glamor which Hollywood alone brings

to women everywhere ! And who better than Bernard

Newman to give it the magic touch' of brilliance and the

no less important stamp of authenticity?

Why ? Because he actually has created wardrobes for

rovalty and celebrities such as the Grand Duchess Mane

of' Russia, Lady Astor, Gertrude Lawrence, Lynn Fon-

tanne, and many others—but only after studying his art

in the leading style centres of New York and Paris. A
young man in years—for Bernard Newman was born in

Joplin, Missouri, on November 18th, 1903—he has, for

the past ten, built a reputation which permanently has

established him as foremost among outstanding designers.

"Mr. Newman," we said, "we have

come to appeal to your sporting in-

stinct !"

"Sporting goods," he remarked drily,

"are on the fourth floor."

"Sporting, not spoofing, instinct," we
replied. "Everyone has heard of the

fashion pageant to be the feature of

'Roberta,' in view of which
_
should

women be kept in suspense while stars

and mannequins parade before the

cameras behind locked doors ?"

"My dear," he answered, with

exaggerated gravity, "those are our

Secrets! Nevertheless," he smiled

charmingly, "I should like to share with

those women my own style secrets, and

you shall have the first real lowdown on

the 'Roberta' fashions
!"

And that is how Screenland now
comes to present the story of Bernard
Newman's sensational style scenario for

this RKO picture.

"Secret One, I might divulge, is a good figure. And
when I say a good figure I don't necessarily mean a per-

fect one! Miss Ginger Rogers is my nominee for the

reigning ideal, with her willowy grace and her casual

smartness. Yet, for the young matron type, the effective

poise and curved slenderness of Irene Dunne is no less

a vision and a model to be carefully followed.

"Now women must not be discouraged if they are an

inch or so taller or an inch or so shorter than the object

of their inspiration—provided they are proportionately

heavier, or lighter, as the case may be, or if their own
measurements vary accordingly. Yet what is even more

important is having a 'good line'—real or simulated. If

a woman's bust-line is too angular or her shoulders fail

to slope in the prescribed manner, exercise and care in

correct posture will ultimately bring results. Even a

mannequin, you
know, is the

product of
careful, con-
sistent develop-

ment.
"Secret Two

is the outcome
of such de-
velopment — a

graceful car-

riage—and no
less the de-
signer's ability,

in the actual

cutting of a

costume, to

skilfully over-

Ginger Rogers, above, one of

the stars of "Roberta," wears
this unusual coat with fur
cuffs almost to her shoulders!

Irene Dunne, left, as a Rus-
sian princess, requires more
dignified clothes. Mr. New-
man designed for her this

charmingly simple frock.
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Latest in Screenland's exclusive

series presenting the priceless ideas

of the master dress designers of the

studios. In no other way can you
learn so practically the lessons of

fashion as taught by the cinema

!

By Helen Harrison

come slight abnormalities until, to the casual observer,
they are non-existent

! Women should never 'gloss over,'
but study seemingly unimportant irregularities to prevent
them from ultimately becoming serious hazards to line
and grace.

"With Miss Dunne and Miss Rogers I unfailingly dis-
cuss their reactions to a role—how they wish to look for
the part ; and between the stars' own conception of char-
acter and their own intrinsic personalities a very satis-
factory result is attained. Each star has her own par-
ticular idiosyncrasies, I might say, 'hallucinations,' as to
her defects and best points. These must be tactfully and

Miss Rogers, in keep-
ing with her vivacious
dancing role, wears
this navy blue polka-
dotted taffeta, posed
for you to the right.
Note the wide ruch-
ing, of which three
rows are used on the
tunic, while another
row forms the Pierrot

collar.

Below, an interest-
ing glimpse of the
important cere-
mony of designing
a dress for a star!
Irene Dunne, one
of the best-dressed
women in pictures,
consults with Ber-
nard Newman on
details of a very
smart frock for

"Roberta."

diplomatically approached and over-
come. However, in the instance of a
woman impersonally estimating her
own style possibilities, these ceremonies
happily are omitted, permitting a short-
cut to honest conclusions.

"Secret Three is the manner of
wearing clothes, and most important.
A regal manner goes far to enhance
the simplest costume. I do not mean
a woman should assume the 'grande
dame,' but a gown may be given im-
portance and personality through the
proper attention bestowed upon it by
its wearer. Miss Dunne is indeed the
essence of true regality. In this film
she wears no less than fifteen changes
of costume—a miniature fashion show-
in itself—and in each she is a lovely
picture. You see it is her manner. But
let me (Continued on page 75)
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Another honey from the greatest

trouper of them all—Shirley Temple.

Watch fans of all ages go for this

one. Here is the darling you adore

in a new type of story . . . the kind

of dramatic entertainment you'd

expect with Lionel Barrymore as

co-star!

The bigger you are

e harder you'll fall for Shirley

in "THE LITTLE COLONEL"

What a heart-stirring team they make ! . . . this tiny

star with Lionel Barrymore, veteran of a thousand hits

•w

You're going to laugh, cry, lose X
your heart as Shirley steals the

;

heart of Lionel, her grandfather, an

embittered Kentucky Colonel of the

hectic 70's ... as she charms him

into forgiving her mother (Evelyn

Venable) for marrying a Yank

(John Lodge). And you're going

to cheer Bill Robinson, who'll show

you some high and fancy steppin'.

And the finish—guess what: A
gorgeous, Technicolor sequence, show-

ing Shirley with her peach complexion,

golden curls, smiling, blue eyes and

dimpled cheeks!

So take the whole crowd to see

"The Little Colonel." It's another in

the list of "must-see" pictures com-

ing from the Fox lots this month!

John Lodge and Evelyn Venable

Shirley

TEMPLE
Lionel

BARRYMORE
in

"THE LITTLE

COLONEL"
A B. G. De Sylva Production

Based on the story by

Annie Fellows Johnston

which thrilled millions

!

"Now we're going to baptize Henry Clay just

tike the big folks do."

"If the old Colonel ever finds out where we
got these sheets, he'll baptize us good."

More BEST BETS
from the Fox Studios!

WILL ROGERS in

"LIFE BEGINS AT 40"

The riotous story of a modern coun-
try editor. With Richard Cromwell.
Rochelle Hudson, George Barbier,
Jane Darwell and Slim Summerville
supporting your favorite star. Sug-
gested by Walter B. Pitkin's best
seller.

GAYNOR& BAXTER in

"ONE MORE SPRING"

This unusual story from Robert
Nathan's stirring novel tells what
happens to two men and a girl when
a winter of discontent melts into a
spring' of romance. AVith Walter
King, Jane Darwell, Roger Imhof,
Grant Mitchell, Stepin Fetchit and
others.

GEORGE WHITE'S
SCANDALS OF '35

The big musical smash of the year!
Beauty, Songs, Comedy with George
White himself, Alice Faye, Jimmy
Dunn, Ned Sparks, Lyda Roberti,
Cliff Edwards and gorgeous gals.



DelRio's all-white bou-
doir provides the back-
ground for these star-
tling portraits. In a
white satin house robe
Dolores reclines in a
huge white chair, with
her white dog at her
feet—and a white china

kitten close by!

Bert Longwort

And Decorates!

LEAVE it to Hollywood to make the most of Dolores
j Del Rio's Latin loveliness! She and her art di-

rector husband, Cedric Gibbons, have used their picture
experience to make their modern home a perfect setting.



Extreme left, George and Carole

start with left foot, follow with
the right, then make a com-
plete turn to left, ending first

movement same as at start.

Second position, a t left above,

extend left foot to side, draw
right foot to position equal
with left, execute twice and

then repeat with right.

Above, position three: man
leads the girl backwards in

semi-circle and returns her

to original position to the

count of 4. Repeat 4 times.

Sweep and grace mark the

new dance demonstrated
here by Carole Lombard
and George Raft. It is the
newest ballroom number
originated in the cinema
capital especially for the
co-starring team of
"Rumba," by the famous
Veloz and Yolanda, whom
many critics proclaim the
greatest ballroom dancers.



Above, fourfh position. Man
turns backward and girl follows
in this position to take 2 full
turns. Movement ends with

arms swinging to right.

Position five is at right,
above. The man leads his
partner to the left, pausing
at the end of the fourth beat.
Step then repeated to right.

Extreme right, the final
movement. Man extends left
foot, drawing right close to
it, steps forward with right,

closing on the left foot.

George Raft and Carole
Lombard danced to fame
as a co-starring team with
the intricate steps they
performed in their mem-
orable Bolero in the pic-
ture of that title. Will
they repeat their success-
ful collaboration in their
new production offering
as a feature the dance they
illustrate for you here?

All photographs by
Don English, exclu-
sive to Screenland A revival ofrhythm

sweeps out from the

heart ofHollywood.
Here we show you
the latest, as per-

formed by Carole

Lombard and
George Raft

"Rumba."
in



Hollywood

Debunks

!

Kenneth Alexander

CLARK GABLE is no drawing-room Exhibit A, as you may

have been thinking after seeing him in "Forsaking All

Others." He's an outdoor man, and he'll prove it in his next

screenplay, "Call of the Wild"—yes, adapted from the well-

known novel by Jack London, with Loretta Young opposite.



AFTER her smash performance with Leslie Howard in "Ofl\ Human Bondage" Bette Davis found herself famous.
But she swore off accepting any more "mean" roles. Then
Hollywood, with the way it has, persuaded her to play in
"Bordertown" with Paul Muni, in another picturesque part;

and lo! another hit!

Elmer Fryer

Hollywood

Hypnotizes

!



Hollywood

Dramatizes

"The

Little

Colonel"

The perfect casting! Lionel Barrymore as the

crochety old Southern Colonel, Shirley Temple as

the spirited Little Colonel who wins his heart.

Our gratitude and applause to Fox Films for an
inspired picturization!

The littlest and sweet-
est woman of them all:

our Shirley as Lloyd
Sherman, The Little Col-

onel, one of the most
lovable children in all

the realm of fiction.

The book has lived for

years. We predict the
picture will live longer!

Family group! Lionel Barrymore as the old

Colonel, who opposes the marriage of his daugh-
ter, Evelyn Venable, to the Northerner, played

by John Lodge. But then The Little Colonel

comes along and straightens things out!



Study in temperament! Two
high-spirited thoroughbreds
face each other: the old Colonel
and his grand-daughter, before
she convinces him that even
though her papa came from
'way up North, still he is worthy
of a welcome into the family.
Lionel Barrymore and Shirley
Temple are a new sort of screen
team, and their scenes together
will surprise and thrill you with

their artistry.

Girls of all ages have

beenwaiting to see"The
Little Colonel" on the

screen. And now that

there's Shirley Temple
to play the beloved

little heroine, their

dreams have come true

!

Bill Robinson, the famous dancer, who
has taught so many now celebrated danc-
ing stars all they know, was brought from
Harlem to Hollywood especially for this
production. He taughtShirley new dances,
and says she's the brightest pupil he has
ever had. Of course Mr. Robinson also
plays an important rdle, as well as enter-
taining with his marvelous dancing.
Right, Shirley and Bill in a number.

Romantic love in "The Little Colonel."
Evelyn Venable as the charming Southern
bride of the handsome Northerner, played
by John Lodge, and the mother of the lit-

tle heroine. It is a fortunate part for Miss
Venable, particularly since the picture has
been photographed by her real-life hus-
band, Hal Mohr; and it is Mr. Lodge's
chance to establish himself in an appeal-

ing American rdle.

First photographs of
"The Little Colo-
nel" exclusive to
SCREENLAND, by
Otto Dyar, Fox

Films.



Ernest A. Bachrach

Hollywood

Dances

An Encore!

SUCCESS for Fred Astaire in "The

Gay Divorcee" meant a request

from our readers for his autographed

portrait, which he obligingly provides,

above; and for another picture with

Ginger Rogers, which he supplies in

"Roberta," the new musical from which

we show dancing scenes on this page.



Bing Crosby in side-burns, all

done up for his very different
part in "Mississippi."

The matinSe idolish Fred
MacMurray as "one of
the finest" in his next film

.

Douglass Montgomery
plays a difficult rdle in
"The Mystery of Edwin

Drood."

/

Wally Beery as a brisk and businesslike ser-
geant flying instructor in "West Point of the

Air"—and not a boyish grin to be seen!

Hollywood Dares

to be Different!

Variety is the spice of screen

entertainment! Actors in roles

you don't expect!

Only his first real part,
but in "Only Eight Hours"
Robert Taylor stands out.

The suave Charles baugh-
ton, right, as "Ruggles of
Red Gap"—how's that for

surprise casting?



Hollywood
is

Domestic!

How's that for beguilingly blissful

domesticity? Left, Mr. and Mrs. Jol-

son alone together, like any happily
wedded couple, before their homey
and old-fashioned living-room hearth.

And there, below, is Al Jolson in the
midst of his working implements,
books and typewriter, to say nothing
of the knotty pine panelling, ship
models, and etchings which decorate

his comfortable study.

*

• V

Ruby Keeler and her pet Scottie greet you at the
entrance to the Jolson house at Belaire, a hand-
some and striking building featuring the graceful

lines and detail of Spanish architecture.



The Jolsons—Ruby Keeler and
Al—here prove that stars are

people and that "Home Sweet
Home" is something more

than the title of a song

Special home photographs exclusively posed for Screenland by Scotty Welbourne.

Close-up of a star comedian at work
in the privacy of his study. Right, Al
Jolson, who writes muth of his own
comedy, putting ideas on paper. Note
AVs collection of maps, on the wall.

Mr. and Mrs. is the name, when you
meet Ruby and Al in the living-room
of their own home, below: a room of
unpretentious comfort with chintz-
covered sofa and chairs, convenient

lamps and tables.

Right, in the patio we meet Ruby Keeler Jolson,
clad in white slacks, enjoying the sunshine and
friendly surroundings which form the setting for

the house that's "home" to Ruby and Al.
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Hollywood

Dignifies!

Otto Dyar

ALICE FAYE, from Broadway, takes on perfect poise now
- that she has joined the siren sorority of cinemaland.

Aside to frantic fans: don't fret; Miss Faye hasn't acquired

too much dignity to be amusing in the new "George White's

Scandals," her next screen effort.



How Hollywood Stars Emphasize
1L

The Secret Is a New Make-Up

Now You Can Share It

YOU can instantly make your beauty more attractive if you
adopt this new kind of make-up, created originally for thc

stars of the screen by Max Factor, Hollywood's make-up genius.

It is called color harmony make-up, because each shade of

powder, rouge and lipstick is a color harmony tone designed to

harmonize with each other, and with individual complexion

colorings of blonde, brunette, brownette and redhead. Thus, the

appealing beauty of each type is emphasized to the utmost.

Famous screen stars have found magic beauty in this secret

... so you may confidently expect your own color harmony in

in this new make-up to create a lovely, entrancing, fascinating

beauty for you. You'll note how the face powder imparts

a satin-smooth, clinging make-up . . . how the rouge gives

life and color to the cheeks naturally . . . how the lipstick

creates a color-perfect lip make-up that lasts and lasts.

Discover new beauty by sharing this luxury of Holly-

wood's stars, now available to you at nominal prices.

Max Factor's Face Powder, one dollar ; Max Factor's

Rouge, fifty cents; Max Factor's Super- Indelible

Lipstick, one dollar. Featured by leading stores.

FoR personal make-up advice

. . and to test your own color harmony shades

in powder and lipstick. . .mail coupon below.

POWDER
The color harmony shade

{or Gloria Stuart s blonde

colorings is Max Factor's

Rachelle Powder . . cling-

ing, it creates a satin-

smooth make-up that

beautifies the skin.

ROUGE
The harmonizing color-

ton; is Max Factor s

Blondeen Rouge...creamy-

smooth in texture, it

blends evenly, imparting

a delicate lifelike color

to the cheeks.

,ORIA STU&RT
Appearing with Dick Powell

in Warner Bros. ' Musical

Extravaganza

GOLD DIGGERS OF 1935"

Max Factor s Make-Up Used Exclusively

LIPSTICK
Max Factor's Super-In-

delible Vermilion Lip-

stick completes the color

harmony make-up. Moist-

ure-proof, the permanent

color keeps the lips lovely

for hiurs and hours.

1955 Max Factor

SOCIETY MAKE-UP : Face Powder, Rouge, Lipstick In Olor Harmony

MnU for gour COLOR HARMONY IN POWDER ANR LIPSTICK
MAIL THIS COUPON TO MAX FACTOR . HOLLYWOOD
JUST fill in the coupon for Purse-Size Box of Powder in your color harmony
shade and Lipstick Color Sampler, four shades. Enclose 10 cents for postage
and handling You will also receive your Color Harmony Malcc-Up Chart
and a 48-page illusrrated book, "Tlx Nn> An nf Sxinj-Mnh-Uf"

.

. . FREE.
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Photographed on location in the San Bernardino Mountains, for the new Samuel Goldwyn film.

f
The Most Beautiful Still of the Month

Anna Sten and Gary Cooper in "The Wedding Night"
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By
Maude
Lathem

Francis Lederer
wants you to

understand him,

and he explains

himself here

Hea

He is famous as a stage and
screen lover, the last thing in
the world he wants to be! In
this very frank story the hand-
some Czecho-Slovakian tries to
make you see him as he really is.

You'll be rather amazed!

NO/
WHEN Jean Muir once told me she

had seen Francis Lederer in his
stage play, "Autumn Crocus," forty-
seven times, I thought she was

stretching her narrative a bit. I hadn't seen-:

Francis Lederer then

!

When a drama critic on a New York paper
announced that Lederer was God's gift to women, it

didn't disturb my allegiance to Clark Gable, Leslie
Howard or Robert Montgomery. When Edna Ferber,
usually so conservative, stated that he was the greatest
actor of this age, I thought : "That's okay by me, too,
for everyone is entitled to an opinion." But I hadn't
talked with Francis Lederer at that time

!

When I read that all Germany united in declaring him
the greatest Romeo in Europe, after his sensational per-
formance with Elisabeth Bergner in "Romeo and Juliet"

;

when, later, the people of Berlin declared he was equally
delightful in his musical comedy, "Wonderbar," and so
dubbed him both "the singing and dancing Romeo";
when the staid British came right along and gave him
just as warm a reception, and proudly announced that

•Lederer had learned to speak English in six
weeks, well—I was just having my credulity

stretched to the breaking point. But I was yet
to know Francis Lederer

!

Now I am prepared to state, without fear of
contradiction, had he not made his first American

picture appearance in a role which, according to our
viewpoint, completely hid his natural charm and good

looks, he might by this time have pushed all the gay
Lotharios into the background ! Now I understand why
New Yorkers immediately declared he was the first

matinee idol since the days of young Jack Barrymore

;

now I can even appreciate how the young women felt

who, after seeing his performance in "Romeo and
Juliet," unhitched the horses from his carriage and
themselves pulled his carriage through the streets of
Berlin. For today I spent two hours with Lederer!

It gives him no satisfaction to be told he is a heart-
breaker. "Of course, one is always grateful for love
and appreciation," he said, "for it means a greater op-
portunity for usefulness. But the things that hearten
one are when people write that { Continued on page 92)
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Screenlands Critic Really Sees the Pictures!

David
Copperfield

M-G-M

support

Miracle out of Hollywood! "David Copperfield" is

Hollywood's most dramatic answer to its critics. Here

is a masterpiece. How will the world receive it? If you
and I are sincere in our demands for finer pictures, we will

"David Copperfield" and encourage other such splendid

and courageous films. I can't "review" this for you—it would be

an impertinence. "Copperfield" can only be seen, appreciated, and

seen again, and again. The first "chapter," the story of the boy

David, is the most poignant drama I have ever seen, or read;

the second story, of David grown-up, is almost as perfect. This

picture is over two hours long; it is often episodic; it demands quiet

attention and understanding. But it is well worth the effort. I

should like to see the first half, without cuts, as a complete picture

for permanent exhibition not only in theatres but in schools and

churches. It is breathlessly moving and heartbreaking in its in-

credibly real record of the boy David's fight for freedom—a plea

more potent for tolerance than most sermons. The Honor Page

credits the flawless cast. I only wish I had more space in which to

praise "David Copperfield" as it so richly deserves. It's great!

The
Scarlet

Pimpernel

United
Artists

Excuse me a minute while I change my Victorian costume

to one more suited to the French Revolution. There! Now
I'm in the mood for "The Scarlet Pimpernel." These

period pieces are all very charming, but I wish they

wouldn't happen all at once. It's just a little confusing, meeting

Clive in India one day and The Duke of Wellington at Mr.
Micawber's the next. Well, let's make the best of it—and among
the best is "The Scarlet Pimpernel." For sheer suspense and con-

vincing characterization Leslie Howard's latest is very nearly tops.

That is, if it weren't for Mr. Colman's, and Mr. Arliss', and Mr.

Lawton's. Anyway, if you can resist Leslie in the delightful and

daring and incredible role of Sir Percy Blakeney who ducks in

and out of France rescuing aristos from the guillotine—what? of

course you can't, any more than I can. He's utterly elegant.

As for Merle Oberon, her sultry beauty in Romney hats and gowns

is a sight to see; and her high intelligence, her sure and subtle

ability, match her beauty. The direction, the sets, the costume,

the casting—all superlative. Positively not to be missed! Family

note : here's absolutely clean entertainment— exciting, too I

REVIEWS
of the

Best
Pictures

SEAL OF)

Lives of a

Bengal
Lancer

Paramount

Every small boy's dream of what a movie should be! Any
parent who keeps his child away from this one is guilty

of extreme cruelty, and should be subjected to just a little

of the torture inflicted upon those brave Bengal Lancers

Gary Cooper, Franchot Tone, and Dick Cromwell by the big bad
natives. Here's the super-one-piece-screen-serial of all time, fast,

furious, and more Kiplingesque than Rudyard himself. Don't

expect to see on the screen very much, if anything, of the original

book by Yeats-Brown. Instead, you'll plunge right in to the daily

adventures of the Lancers in India, Hollywood version, with pig-

sticking in the morning, spying in the afternoon, and a little quiet

torture for tea, followed by an evening finishing off a couple of

thousand natives, with attendant flag-waving, heroism, and hurrah

for our side. This is indeed Hollywood's bow-to-Britain month in

the movie theatres. Gary Cooper has the role of a lifetime as the

lanky Lancer who glorifies his job. Franchot Tone reminds me of

his early promise in the most congenial part he has had in months.

Sir Guy Standing and C. Aubrey Smith with the grand voice are

also excellent. It's all great fun. And Cooper's best work by far.

You Can Count on these Criticisms
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear or Favor!

Sweet
Music

Warners

Introducing a brand new and grand new personality:
ladies and gentlemen, I give you Rudy Vallee! Now please
don't say you don't want him; that you saw a certain
picture he made a long time ago, and you'd rather give

him right back to me. Just go to see "Sweet Music," is all I ask;
and I'll practically guarantee you'll all become Vallee-conscious
in the cinema as so many of you are over the air waves. For here's
a different Rudy, a genuinely likeable chap who satirizes himself
before you can, who lets himself be handsomely kidded by the
cast, who charms the gals with that inimitably mellow voice, and
who wins the men who've been rather grim about him by singing
I Know A Tavern in the Town in such a robust and regular way
as to make it one of the most thoroughly satisfying songs ever
caught by the sound-camera. There's a refreshing spontaneity to
"Sweet Music" absent from the screen since "Forty-second Street,"
with a sprightly romance with Ann Dvorak dancing back to high
favor

; the side-splitting Brittons with their mad Band ; and through
it all the Vallee Charm, which I'd always believed to be a myth
but now admit is an American institution.

Devil Dogs
of the Air

Warners

circus

The sky's the limit in this thriller! How the small boys,
and girls, too—yes, and all their mothers and their fathers
and their sisters and their cousins and their aunts are
going to it and for it! Jimmy Cagney is cast as an "air

flyer who joins the Marine Corps and thinks that the circus
should continue in the service. Can't you see Cagney in a part like
that? In fact, you will! Following the immensely popular pattern
of "Here Comes the Navy" you find Jimmy and Pat O'Brien again
as friendly enemies with vivid Margaret Lindsay the girl in the
case, and Frank McHugh contributing even more laughs than
usual. The Navy Department and the Marine Base at San Diego,
California, did their bit in no small way to add authenticity to the
thrills—and then gave more by staging a super-exciting sham
battle with the Atlantic Fleet booming in. Pat O'Brien is every-
body's idea of how a marine should look and act. Master Cagney
is his usual exuberant self, but Auntie Delight will spank if he
doesn't stop working that irritating laugh. Naughty, naughty!
The stunt flyers in this air opera do things that make me want to
stick to street cars. Ooops! The month's thrill movie de luxe!

The Iron
Duke

Gaumont-
British

If you're an Arliss addict, don't miss the latest in his
gallery of historic screen portraits. If you're not, then you
may view the Great George's interpretation of the Duke
of Wellington as just "Old English" on horseback.

However, you'd better see it and judge for yourself. Mr. Arliss is,

as always, clever, cerebral, calm and cool whether meeting Napo-
leon on the battle-field or a pretty gel in the drawing-room. Excuse
me—I seem to have been a trifle hasty in saying that Mr. Arliss
meers Napoleon at Waterloo. He doesn't; he just catches a
glimpse of him now and then through the smoke of battle. And
that's what's wrong with this picture. It never makes the Iron
Duke a living, breathing, fire-eating man; it keeps him a dignified
diplomat, devoted to his wife and sons even though he can't help
glancing now and again at willing beauties. Maybe that's your
idea of Wellington, as it is Mr. Arliss'; it isn't mine. There are
certain solid merits in this British-made film, including believable
backgrounds and atmosphere; and the scenes in which Wellington
fences with the scheming daughter of ill-fated Marie Antoinette,
Gladys Cooper, have dash and drama. Miss Cooper is excellent.

Clive of

India

United
Artists

"Clive of India" is the first motion picture within my
memory—and I have a good, long memory going 'way
back to "The Birth of a Nation"—to make married love
really romantic. Oh, I remember "The Thin Man" too;

but I'm talking about Romance, good, old-fashioned, swash-
buckling Romance. And this picture has it, superlatively. The
wooing-and-winning of lovely Loretta Young by handsome Ronald
Colman is one of the most lyric love stories the screen has ever told.
And it represents the finest acting yet offered by the pulse-stirring
star and his exquisite leading woman. I've heard murmurs that
this "Clive of India" is too insistent upon our hero's private life

and domestic doings; but what woman in the audience will ever
object to that? Ronnie could conquer India, and did; he and his
trusty troops overcame elephants and other obstacles; but after
all the shouting was over I wanted to see him come home to Loretta.
It's a strong new characterization for Colman, played with ardor
and imagination. Miss Young is a dream of loveliness and her
acting is as good as she looks. Perfect combination of stirring,
sweeping drama and thrilling, intimate romance. For the family!

Let Them Guide You to the Good Films
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The vitality
which Geral-
d ine F a r r a r

brough t toopera
as a Metropoli-
tan star mani-
fests itself again
in con nec t ion
with her new
career as micro-
p h o ne star.
Right above,
Miss Farrar in
her broadcast-
ing booth at the
Metropolitan
Opera House.
And at the ex-
treme right,
Milton J. Cross,
another impor-
tant ambassa-
dor of good-will

for music.

If happy days are here again for opera let it

thank broadcasting and the microphone stars

IT
IS entirely true, as those critics say who are now

scolding the broadcasters for not devoting more
energy to the development of their own talent and

attractions, that radio is leaning pretty heavily on

opera just at present. But it is equally true that radio is

proving a most important and efficient pulmotor in bring-

ing opera's gasping breath back to more than normally

brisk respiration.

If, as a result, there isn't today a larger audience than

at any time in the past for operatic singers and opera

itself, then a lot of radio biggies are fooling themselves

—and me too, for bringing up the subject at all in this

corner.

However, the • suspicion if not the conviction is that

America is tremendously eager to give ear to operatic

works and opera artists. How else can one account for

the presence on radio programs of so many representa-

tives of opera? With one exception (Friday), every day
in radio finds that some of the most pretentious of the

day's programs include at least one star whose fame rests

upon association with opera.

But if radio is hitching its little band-wagon to the

star of opera, look, please, how opera—despite the

lethargy of its own nominal guardians, who long were

indifferent if not hostile to the idea of putting their per-

formances on the air—look how opera, we repeat, is

being lifted by its own boot-straps to a popular interest

more widespread than opera knew even in those halcyon

days when its glamorous stars, its gossip of the dressing-

rooms of the chorus and ballet was the talk of every

town that had a newspaper ; just as today Hollywood

supplies, more ample but no more highly flavored chit-

chat broadcast under the "by-lines" of syndicated

columnists.

Indeed, it might be claimed that radio lavished upon

the opera one of the few major refinements the broad-

casters have brought to their business this year. This is

the improvement made in (Continued on page 78)



Beauty
goes to your

HEAD!
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When your
hair is your
fortune, you're

rich! You can

make it your
greatest beauty

if you will

By

Josephine

Felts

w E ARE going forward by going back-
ward !" declared my favorite movie star

the other day. "Just look at the new hats

!

Our
Just

seems.
Spring

three
grandmothers wore them

generations from bonnets to bonnets, it

And if you don't believe me, compare the new
versions with the one grandmother wore when

grandfather had that snapshot of her taken. The one he
carried in his watch so long.

They are alike as two peas. You will fall in love with
these hats but you will wonder what to do about your
hair. Take a tip from that same grandmother and
transfer your curls from back to front.

Lovely Astrid Allwyn shows you how. Both her
coiffures shown on this page are made from a long bob.
In the large illustration, the one I have called "cameo,"
the back is curled in poppyette curls which are combed
out and caught at the crown of the head. Then the ends
are re-curled over the finger to blend in with the front
hair which has been curled to cover the forehead. It is

a ravishing way to wear your hair, particularly if you
are the fragile blonde type.

Cameo in spun glass.
Portrait in porcelain.
Here's lovely Astrid
Allwyn in the modern
manner looking for all
the world like the girl

grandfather fell so
madly in love with.

The coiffure

in the second
illustration can
be worn
practically

erybody

.

doing your
hair this way,
first, shadow-
wave the thin tlBI 1
side of your
hair and then
brush the ends sleekly around the back of the head and
neck curling the heavy side in flat ringlet curls. It seems
the flat swirl at the back of the smartest heads all winter
meant business. The new Spring mode is carrying it

on and adding a swoop of curls to the front.

Perhaps you don't realize it yet, but you are pretty
sure to be wearing curls on your forehead before the
year is out. Maybe they are going to be smooth sleek-

curls, demure curls that look as if they wouldn't hurt a
fly, curls that cast down their (Continued on page 68)
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Greet

Spring

with that

Hollywood

Figure

!

Get ready! Start to follow

James Davies' advice now,
if you want to welcome
the bathing suit season at

your lithe and lovely best!

Want to have expert advice to help solve your
weight and contour and posture problems? James
Davies will help you! Follow his practical articles.

If you wish specific advice, write to him and he will

be glad to answer the most representative of your
letters, those of widest general interest, in this maga-
zine. Sorry; Mr. Davies is too busy to answer you
by mail, so please don't enclose stamped addressed
envelope. Address James Davies, SCREENLAND
Magazine, 45 West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

NOW is the time for all wise girls to begin to get

in trim for the bathing suit season

!

In winter, especially if you live in a cold

climate, you are inclined to be less active,

partly because there's not much you can do outdoors

except scurry around with your shoulders hunched
against the icy blast, with an occasional chance to ice-

skate, skii, or toboggan. The thing I notice about winter

sports is that people who engage in them work up an ex-

cellent circulation but pay very little attention to posture.

When the thermometer is down below freezing point,

you naturally require more and heavier food to combat
the chill, and there's no argument that this sort of food

will put on pounds.

So take a critical look at yourself in your mirror. Get on

the scales and see whether or not you are above the mark
you've set for yourself as ideal. Take out the measuring

tape and go over your measurements. Have you a little

roll of fat around the waist ? Or are your hips too large ?

A group of famous artists compiled a list of ideal

measurements for the ideal girl not so long ago. They
are supposed to be for a girl 5 feet 6 inches tall, built

on what the screen would consider too generous lines,

so when you consider them in relation to your own, re-

member that. a Hollywood figure would be somewhat
less. However, here they are :

Perfect ankle 8 inches

Perfect knee 14

Perfect thigh 20
Perfect waist 26
Perfect calf 13

Perfect hips 34

Perfect bust 34

Perfect upper arm 10

Perfect wrist 6
"We'll consider that you (Continued on page 95)
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Have
You
Seen

Kellyi
By Dena Reed

Who hasn't? Patsy is the

new comedy princess of

pictures, and this story

explains her

PATSY KELLY is exactly the way you know
her on the screen. She has the same walk, the
same half-smile now of bewilderment, now of
wisdom, the same expressive eyes and the

same manner of wise-cracking. Everyone is "Toots"
to her. An interviewer must catch her on the wing or
do without, so our talk became a game with Patsy wise-
cracking and me trying to keep her from realizing she
was being interviewed.

"I'm afraid of interviews," she had told me over the
'phone. "I guess it's the Garbo in me!"

I trailed her for a week and when I finally caught
up with her she confessed that the reason she decided
I might be human was because she had "one of those
summer colds that last into the winter" and I had a
cold, too

!

Like most comedians. Patsy rarely laughs out loud
and is essentially a serious person. Her mannerisms are

The Patsy! That's Miss
Kelly above with her former
co-star and friend, Thelma
Todd, as they appeared in
one of their short films.
You'll be seeing Patsy in
some big features soon.

not affected—they are strictly Patsy Kelly.
"I just play myself," she explained. "We

all have a certain way of walking and cer-
tain gestures that make up our personality
and distinguish us like our handwriting.
That mine happen to strike other people as
funny is just dandy for my pocketbook ! I

can't think I'm funny because I've looked
into the mirror long enough to get used to
my face.

"My New York friends have been ribbing
me unmercifully over an interview," she con-
fided.

_
"You see I got a write-up in one of

the dailies—it was swell that anyone should
want to interview me and I'm terribly grate-
ful, but there was a slight misunderstand-

ing. I said I couldn't bear to see my
pictures—and that's true. It makes
me feel kind of sick; you know, that
sea-sick feeling. But I said that now
when Thelma Todd and I have to
look at our rushes in the projection
room we get hysterical. It was true,
that—not because we think we're
so good but because we've had such a
good time shooting the picture and
it even got to the point where either
of us had only to crook a finger
to send the other into giggles for no
earthly reason. Well, the story gave

the impression that we didn't like our pictures at first
but now we laughed ourselves sick because we were so
funny

!

"I didn't see the paper at first but it seems all my
friends did, and all hours of the clay and night my
'phone would ring and someone would say 'Do you
think you're funny?'

" 'Why, no,' " I'd answer.
" 'Well, neither do we !' they'd say, and slam down

the receiver. I knew it was a gag but couldn't find out
what the gag was at first. Five of my friends practically
kidnapped me and made me go to The Girl From Mis-
souri' and every time I'd come on the screen one would
say, 'Don't you really think you're funny in that shot?'

"Well, as soon as I saw the paper with that story I
caught on, and the next time the 'phone rang with one
of my buddies pulling that line I answered, 'Sure, I'm
funny! Boy, I'm the funniest (Continued on page 94)
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Here's Hollywood!
Late news of the lots

where movies are made

By

Weston East

4V

The new model
of a famous Egyp-
tian charmer!
Here's Arline
Judge lending her
flashing pulchri-

tude to a new in-

carnation of Cleo-
patra in the Nile
sequence of
"George White's
Scandals," 1935

edition.

WILLIAM POWELL was showing
some friends around his new Bev-

erly Hills home, including much discussion

of the decorations and furnishings, which
were supervised by Jean Harlow.
One feature of the house is a ther-

mometer in every bedroom. Said Bill of

the instrument in his own room : "The
darn thing doesn't work. It's been eighty
degrees ever since I moved in. I think
the room is a little warm, so I'm going
to get a thermometer that is stationary at

seventy."

JANET GAYNOR is making no
secret of the fact that she plans

to retire from motion pictures at
the end of her present contract, or
in about two years.

"Retirement plans" are often
announced by stars, but are sel-

dom carried out. Miss Gaynor is

willing to wager two thousand
dollars to one thousand dollars
that when 1937 rolls around, she
will turn in her make-up kit and
call it a day.
Any takers for that bet?

COLLEEN MOORE'S famous doll's

house, which cost the star nearly
$75,000, is now on a tour that will take it

to the principal cities of the world. A
minimum charge will be made to view the
house, and the entire proceeds will be
turned over to charity. If the house comes
to your home town, by all means do not
fail to have your glimpse. The miniature
castle is built of aluminum and bronze. It

contains gold and silver plated furniture,

and precious stones and expensive murals
adorn the walls. It covers a total of nine
square feet and has been seven years in
the making.
To Miss Moore goes one of Screen-

land's monthly close-ups—a gorgeous
close-up with a perfect sound track—for
her generous donation to charity.

WHEN the Pickens Sisters of radio
fame—Jane, Helen and Patti—were

last in Hollywood for a motion picture,

they were assigned to a dressing-room to-

gether. A member of the studio publicity

department, in search of the sisters, knocked
on their door and called, "Hey, who is in

here ?" Whereupon the Jane of the sis-

ters gleefully answered : "Ain't nobody in

here but us Pickens!"

OXE of the funniest, (and most dismay-
ing), sights I have ever seen was

the remnant of a once fine automobile
that was dragged to Clark Gable's home.

It had been Gable's expensive coupe, but
enroute to the Los Angeles shopping dis-

trict, it caught on fire. The fire depart-
ment extinguished the blaze, whereupon
Gable continued to town in a taxi, leaving
the car surrounded by fans.

When a garage truck arrived to tow the
machine to Gable's home, it had been com-
pletely wrecked by souvenir hunters, who
had taken every removable accessory,
ripped the seats to shreds, stolen the door
latches, and had even taken headlamps
from the car.

Famous couple say au revoir as
Eenn Levy, writer, sails for England.
Kis wife, Constance Cummings, re-

mains here to star in a stage play.

Dick Powell takes a look at the view from the house he told you about last month in

Screenland. The location is Toluca Lake. That's quite an establishment for

a bachelor—or did Dick have something else in mind when he built it?
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GARY COOPER is fighting his inner
self, and it is all because his inner

self wants to take up airplaning, . and
Gary's more taciturn self realizes that he
hasn't the time for it.

For the "lack of time" reason, Cooper
has refused to learn to fly. He says he
does not want to become an "aviation
nut." However, he has purchased a plane
and hired a pilot, and now he flies to his
Montana ranch for week-end hunting trips.

THE stars themselves, and the wives
and husbands of the stars, are often

amused by the gossip about themselves.
At a recent bridge party attended by sev-
eral Hollywood actresses, one guest hap-
pened to read aloud the "dirt column" of
a local paper. Presently she came to this
item

:

"What popular, he-man star who for-
merly hated a certain feminine star now
thinks she is aces?"
"Why, that's Clark," exclaimed Mrs.

Gable, laughingly.
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ONE of those pathetic moments that
take place now and then in life

occurred on a set at Warner Brothers
studio. Jackie Saunders, once a star, was
playing an extra role, and she was seated
near James Cagney, who was talking to
other members of the cast. Suddenly Miss
Saunders burst into tears and ran from
the set.

Production was delayed long enough to
discover what had happened: Miss Saun-
ders, the once-wealthy star, had overheard
Cagney say that he had just purchased
her old home, and was having it redeco-
rated throughout.

ROCHELLE HUDSON believes in hav-
ing her fun. There was a great deal

of mystery attached to a diamond ring that
she wore on the proper finger for several
weeks. After maintaining the mystery for
some time, Rochelle at last told a friend,
who asked what man had given Miss
Hudson the ring : "Nobody gave it to me.
I bought it myself. Haven't you ever done
anything for publicity?"

Margo does a twirl of triumph
after completing her role in
"Rumba," in which George Raft
and Carole Lombard co-star, and

Margo makes a hit.

SOUTHERN California tourists who
happen

_
to motor through the Toluca

Lake district are often amused by a parade
of white-clad nurses pushing perambulators.
Obviously, the nurses of the district get
together and take their daily jaunts in one
large_ group.

It is not the congregation of nurses that
is of interest. The identity of the babies,
if the tourists could only recognize them,
would cause all motorists to stop and stare.
In the group, as a rule, may be found the
three Bing Crosby children; Richard
Ralston Arlen ; Susan Ann Gilbert, tiny
daughter of Virginia Bruce and John Gil-
bert; and Mary Astor's baby.

FROM

First picture of Ronald Colman's new dressing-room suite, with Ronnie in his
"Clive of India" costume making himself comfortable in the drawing-room. The
handsome and commodious quarters also include a Vitchenette and an office.

BULLETIN
STORKE:
"LTEAR ye! Hear ye! I have
-* scheduled many visits to ye
film colony for forthcoming
months. My date book reveals
the following engagements:
March: Mrs. Andy Clyde; Mrs.

Eddie Nugent. May: Norma
Shearer. June: Mrs. Kent Taylor.
July: Mrs. Richard Dix; Gloria
Stuart.
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Sweet-scented romance! Helen
Hayes and Robert Montgomery in

"Vanessa: Her Love Story."

DICK POWELL tells this story on

himself : Dick went into a Hollywood
cafe for luncheon, and as he came out,

he was accosted by one of two small boys.

The lad said, "Hey! Will you autograph

my book ?"

Dick would, and did. The small boy

looked at the signature, then turned ex-

citedly to his young companion.
_
"See—

his name is Dick Powell !" he cried. "I

told you this guy was a movie star!"

Romance of the old South! Above, we
making for "Mississippi." Left center is

and Gail Patrick seated. On the right is

front of the battery of sound

LIFE'S saddest moment for an ambitious
J young photographer took place when

a friend informed him that Greta Garbo
had just entered a certain office-building

for the purpose of visiting her tailor. The
youthful cameraman, all agog, hurried to

the building and set up his camera in the

lobby. Then he waited for Garbo to ap-

pear. Three hours later he was still wait-

ing, and he might have been there yet had
not the tailor himself come forward to

reveal the fact that Greta had departed two
hours past—by way of a back door.

WHILE trying out his new car, George
Raft was accidentally rammed by a

machine behind. The collision removed
the other car's bumper. Raft leaped to

the ground, picked up the severed bumper,

and presented it to the owner of the dam-
aged car with a very elegant bow and a

murmured. "Your "bumper, I believe.'
-

Then, with admirable dignity, he returned

to his own machine and drove away.

Dixie Lee, in private life Mrs. Bing Crosby,

returns to the films. Left, Dixie in make-up
for her new part.
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Romance with a song! The new sing-
ing team of the screen, Mary Ellis and

Carl Brisson, in close-up, above.

ONE of the warmest friendships in Hol-
lywood is that which binds Janet

Gaynor
_
and Margaret Lindsay. The

friendship began at the beach two summers
ago. Miss Gaynor, not a good swimmer,
was attracted by Miss Lindsay's prowess
in the water. They met, and the admira-
tion increased. It was returned in equal
degree by Margaret. Now they sneak to
previews together, visit the beach, have
dinners together with their respective boy
friends, and even visit each other's sets.
"Set visiting" is the mark of extreme
friendship, because most stars dislike being
watched by other players, and only the
best of friends encroach upon this privilege.

take you to a studio set to see a scene in the
Bing Crosby with Joan Bennett at his side
Director Edward Sutherland seated in
cameras recording the action.

AS THE farmer who looked at the two-
- headed giraffe said, "I've seen every-

thing !"

Mae West, drinking tea on the set every
day at four o'clock, tops anything Holly-
wood has known to date. Can it be pos-
sible that La West is taking the title of
her new scenario seriously? The original
title, you know, was "Now I'm a Lady."

Speaking of that picture, an executive
of the studio, when asked how it looked,
responded, "Clean, but pretty good any-
way."

STRANGEST case of absent-mindedness
on record is that of Claudia Dell's new

husband, a Hollywood agent. The two
were engaged for three years before they
married. On the day of their wedding,
the husband was engrossed with a business
problem—so engrossed, in fact, that he
actually drove his bride half way to her
home before he realized that they were
married, and had a home of their own

!

Speaking of romance, here's Alice Faye as
Juliet, in a scene for the new film musical

revue in which she appears.
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WHEN news that Bette Davis was
living in an auto camp outside of

San Francisco spread through that district

of California, people gasped. Hundreds
went to see for themselves, unwilling to

believe that a film star would live in such

modest surroundings. What happened was
this: Bette's husband got a job playing in

an orchestra near San Francisco. In

order to be near him, Miss Davis moved.

Because her husband worked nights and
slept days, he needed a quiet residence.

The auto camp was near the night club

where he worked, and it was quiet, so

when the husband indicated a liking for

the place, Bette said, "Why not?", and

they moved in.

JIMMY DUNN showed up at Lakeside

Golf Club with a "little red book"—
but not the kind you think. No, sir! This

book contains a record of the number of

rounds of golf Jimmy must play.

You see, Dunn has "done got fat," and
he's trying to reduce. Still, he has an avid

taste for sweets. So whenever he pleases

this taste, he chalks up in the red book, so

many extra holes of golf to be played to

offset the "fat calories."

MYRNA LOY was the recipi-

ent of a fan letter from a

man who wanted to renew their

high school acquaintanceship by
taking her to dinner. Miss Loy
might have accepted, but for the

fact the writer's letter went on to

say, "I never invited you out
when we went to school together
because in those days you had too
many freckles on your face!"

Stars of a recent Hollywood surprise wedding!
Right, Josephine Hutchinson, film actress, and
her new husband, James Franklin Townsend.
Wide World

So that's where the Vanishing American went!
Below, Mae West and Tito Coral, one of the

seven leading men in Mae's new film.

YEARS ago, when Jean Muir
was playing a minor role in a

New York show, she was known
as Jean Fullerton. The theatre
press-agent constantly misspelled
her name—Fullarton, instead of

Fullerton. Now she's in Holly-
wood, and the same press-agent,
now a scenarist, was assigned to

write a screen story for her. The
first thing the writer did was to

mis-spell her name "M-u-e-r"!

ALTHOUGH Dixie Lee will not allow

.hubby Bing Crosby on her sets, she

spends her time between scenes on his

sets, working cross-word puzzles. . . .

Tullio Carminati's full name is Count Tul-

lio Carminati di Brambilla; he uses name
and title on his calling cards. ... A room
of Warren William's home is decorated

like a ship ; the windows are portholes,

and a ship's steering wheel revolves a

hidden bar into sight. . . . Italy bestowed

upon Wallace Beery the National Medal
for the finest screen performance of 1934,

in "Viva Villa". ... A jokester sent Mae
West a copy of a book titled, "What
Every Girl Should Know". . . . Ricardo

Cortez, working with Virginia Bruce in

a picture, was taught by her to knit

—

and he actually made a small sweater for

his dog!. . . . Andy Clyde wired friends

from San Francisco: "Having swell time.

Wish it were paid for". . . . Marlene
Dietrich, believe it or not, was voted by
Hollywood style experts as "The screen's

best dressed woman" of 1934.

Now she'll sign! Left, Katherine De-
Mille, having made good on her own, agrees

to play in a film to be made by her father,

Cecil B. DeMille.
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Come to England's Hollywood
Continued from page 23

Elisabeth Bergner, in the film,

version of her current stage hit,

"Escape Me Never."

played in the picture, 'Catherine the
Great' ?" smiled young Doug. "However,
it is a fact that we are scheduled to play
together in a screen version of 'La
Boheme.' "

Quite so. However, Gertrude Law-
rence's personal pictures were all over the

room, and young Doug was worried to

death over the fact that Gertrude had that

afternoon missed her first performance due
to illness—an illness which later caused
them to close the show. He called her up
while I was there and then begged to cut
our chat short because he was going up
to her hotel and spend an hour. All of
which could most logically be professional
worry. Who can tell?

Their play, "The Moon Is Silver," by
Clemence Dane, was no masterpiece, to my
mind. But there's your example of what
the personal popularity of the movie star

becomes. All London was crowding the

house to see "Our Doug and Gertie"—as

the press fondly called them—"in person."

"Expatriate?" scoffed young Douglas.
"Do they call me that? Well, tell them
that I have something of the same taste for

the world as my father, but there's always
a little bitterness in it, because I'm home-
sick for America !"

I met Elisabeth Bergner under many
circumstances, but I don't think I should
ever truly come to know just how human
she was off the set, if I had not studied

her one whole afternoon on the side lines

at Elstree. She was not "working" but,

as usual, insisted on seeing every working-
point of the picture, "Escape Me Never,"
being made—the way that she thought it

ought to be made. No directing or techni-

cal detail escaped her sharp eyes. But no
little human scrap got by her either. For
example, one of the little charity children
in the big scene fell and lay there crying
until Elisabeth ran and picked her up and
comforted her. Rosalind Fuller, one of

London's accomplished actresses, cracked
up in her big scene and began to cry, too.

Again, Miss Bergner was on the scene,

comforting her and starting her off right
by showing her how she would do the lines.

Later, over tea, Elisabeth confided to me
almost tearfully, how she had spent nearly
the whole of the night before trying to

lose back to members of her company the
pennies she had won from them during the
long waits between appearances on the job.
She would never gamble again, she swore!

It was refreshing to meet Paul Robeson,

America's colored genius, on the Elstree
lot. London is not new to him, although
Elstree is. He first appeared in England
as Brutus Jones carrying on his broad
shoulders and mental make-up the one-man
show, "Emperor Jones." Now he is play-
ing another slant on the same plot, a negro
who has spent part of his life in Liberian
prisons, from which he finally escapes and
establishes himself as king of a small tribe
in the Congo. Those who have seen the
movie of "Emperor Jones" have a treat in

store when "Congo Raid" will be released
shortly by United Artists. I reminded
Robeson of the time I had heard him sing
in a Paris Catholic church to the accom-
paniment of that expert organist, Konrad
Bercovici, who wrote among other things,
"The Volga Boatmen."
And who should happen along but the

father of three of the world's most famous
film sisters, Constance, Joan and Barbara
Bennett? Mr. Richard Bennett himself!
Mr. Bennett said he was on his way to
India to make a film entitled "Daughter
of India." Then he will travel to Mos-

cow to play in the filming of "He Who
Gets Slapped."
While we are on the subject, we may

as well spike that rumor that one of the
world's most popular wisecrackers was on
his way to Elstree to make a team picture
with his wife, the erstwhile Betty Compton.
We refer to the inimitable Jimmy Walker,
who once wise-cracked himself out of New
York, but is now wise-cracking himself
into the hearts of the London populace
through his feature page in The Sunday
Despatch. I had no little trouble in locat-

ing "Jimmy" and his Betty in a little love-
nest cottage in a quiet village 40 miles out
of London town. Said Jimmy Walker,
"There are bigger things in life than the
Empire State, and this little English cot-

tage is one of them. Give us time to catch
up with some of the happiness we've lost,

then we'll come out and do that picture
we've promised. It's only a couple of
hours' drive to Elstree!"

Elisabeth Bergner is not the only one
who is heading for Hollywood whether
she wills it or not. There is that other

English stars who are well known Hollywood figures! Above, Leslie Howard,
at present the star of New York's outstanding stage hit, "The Petrified
Forest," and Merle Oberon, on location for the film they made in England.
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sensation of stage and studio for the mo-
ment. Robert Donat. He has recently

returned from Hollywood after establish-

ing himself as a star of real importance
for his work in the character part of "The
Count of Monte Cristo." He has stepped

directly into the hero role in London's
most popular stage play of the moment,
"Mary Read." It was not so great a job

to make Monte Cristo picturesque, but Mr.
Donat has made it credible with a distin-

guished presence, a line masculine voice,

and a most convincing sincerity. And that

is just the sort of person he is off-stage

where I met him to discuss his future

plans. "There are contracts," he said,

"but I haven't yet signed them. I've had
a year of continuous work," he added. "I

know of a lonely house on the Sussex
coast where I can wear old clothes and
forget the tinsel of stage and screen. I'll

make my plans there—not in Elstree or

Piccadilly." Now I hear that Robert Donat
after due deliberation has signed with
Warners—and ho for Hollywood !

I suppose that George Arliss is the most
popular of these British-American ex-
change stars. In a popular voting contest,

the British public put him above Clark
Gable, Robert Montgomery, or Ronald
Colman—which I don't think the American
feminine film fan would have permitted,

liven Royalty favors Arliss. While it

seems to have been a premature rumor that

he will be knighted, certainly it was a fact

the other evening when I was held up more
than an hour in a taxi in the Strand be-

cause the Prince of Wales was making
his third visit to see the Gaumont produc-
tion of "The Iron Duke" with Arliss in

the role of the Duke of Wellington. We
asked Arliss, just before he returned to

Hollywood, if he was coming back again

to his native England. "Coming back?"
he asked with that sly smile. "Why, I

shall always be coming back—back to the

stage, back to Hollywood, and back to Els-

tree ! That's what makes life interesting."

Reverting for a moment to that British

voting contest for your favorite film star,

the first six male stars were : Arliss, Clark
Gable, Wallace Beery, Robert Montgom-
ery, Ronald Colman. The first six woman
were: Norma Shearer, Marie Dressier,

Greta Garbo, Kay Francis, Marlene Diet-

rich, and Katharine Hepburn. The most
unpopular stars were : James Cagney and
Mae West!

There's been no end of rejoicing in Els-

tree as well as all over England, over the

return of Britain's prodigal son, Leslie

Howard. A test of Mr. Howard's person-

ality was evident throughout the filming

of that gigantic spectacle, "The Scarlet

Pimpernel." Whether in the picture or in

looking on, the popular actor was always
the cynosure of all eyes. To me, there

is always something appealing about Leslie

Howard. Seeing him in his grotesque

make-up at first made me laugh, but the

next minute I could have cried as readily.

He records and elicits the most sensitive

impressions and emotions of any artist we
have today before the camera.

I asked him, "Have you come to any ac-

tual conclusion as to the relative merits of

screen and stage art in putting over a truly

fine idea?"

"Yes," he told me. "I think that the

film today can say all that is to be said on
the boards. But it can go farther, deeper,

and show so many more facets to the

thought beyond what the stage offers. It

can carry the audience to the top of the
highest mountain and to the deepest sea
and bring ten thousand persons to rein-

force it—like they have brought hundreds
into the mobs of the French Revolution in

this picture. Listen to them sing the Mar-
seillaise!—the stage could never give cer-
tain tonal values to the story like that."

I caught just the faintest glimpse of

Jack Barrymdre when he dropped in at

Flstree to get the feel of his future studio

home for some months to come, when he
returns from his holiday in India. There
was an evident struggle going on as to

what should be the subject of Mr. Barry-
more's first British-made picture. Shake-
peare seems to be a possibility. It is about
time that the screen grew up to the stature

of the stage in this respect.

Elstree is still echoing with two fem-
inine names who promise to make film

history for both England and American
studio. Mirk- Oberon is already in Holly-
wood where she went to play the lead in

"Folies Begere," opposite Maurice Che-
valier. But it is her part opposite Leslie

Howard in "The Scarlet Pimpernel," as
Lady Blakeney, that won their hearts. The
other young woman is Flora Robson, wTho
has made a series of terrific personal suc-

cesses. She was the dynamic Elizabeth

in Bergner's film, "Catherine the great."

Now she is carrying London in the title

role of the stage play "Mary Read." In a

month she will be back at. Elstree in the

part of Queen Elizabeth, in a straight-

forward historical film.

While it is true that Gaumont-British
studios at Shepherd's Bush seemed a bit

lonely on my visit, without the dominating
personality of Arliss, yet there was ex-
citement in the air. Gaumont was nego-
tiating for more property, determined to

hold its lead as the biggest studio in Eng-
land. When I was there, they had six

feature films in production. Three of the

big pictures to follow will include titles

that will make the picture-goers sit up in

expectation : "Anna Karenina," "Bella Don-
na," (starring Conrad Veidt), and "Mary
Queen of Scots." They will join the

Dickens procession, (following "Great
Expectations," "David Copperfield" and
"Old Curiosity Shop"), with an early pro-

duction of "Mr. Pickwick."

The Beverly Hills of Hollywood find

a substitute in a range of chalk hills south

of London, called the North Downs. In

Fay Wray, above, is one of the
Hollywood stars now on loan to

the English studios.

that section called Ashdown Forest we find

the secluded retreat of the lovely Made-
leine Carroll, remembered in the U. S. for
" The World Moves On." She lives in an
oak-timbered house built from the stones

of the ancient home of the Sheriff of the

Forest. Behind the old house is a model
farm—orchards, chickens, Jersey cows and
strawberries! Something new in hobbies
for movie stars

!

No sooner had Charles Laughton sailed

away to Hollywood to fulfill his part-time
contract, than London Films sets to work
preparing his next British picture sched-
uled to be made here in Elstree. His in-

finite variety and superb characterization
brought to the screen in "Henry VIII"
has brought to light no less than an origi-

nal story published in Punch! They are
calling it "Sir Tristram Rides West."
Laughton will take the part of a ghost that

haunts a medieval castle bought by an
American.
Noel Coward has a rival ! Hollywood

too will be rivalled in the production of a
second "Cavalcade"—this time on British

soil by an all-British cast. The statesman,
Winston Churchill, has written the script.

It is planned to be released as a Birthday
Gift to the King. Three hundred copies

of the negative will be sent simultaneously
to every corner of the British Empire to

be shown March 1st. And the title will

be "The Reign of George V."
I talked for an hour with Diana Wyn-

yard in her dressing-room in His Majesty's
Theatre, where she is playing superbly in

a play called "Sweet Aloes." The public

in England feel that they owe her a debt
of gratitude for the service she did Eng-
land in her part as a mother of sons in

the American made film of "Cavalcade."
I asked her when she intended to return

to the films. "I think if one has a talent

one should use it," she replied. "It is

nearly four years since I had appeared on
the London stage, and I had a secret de-

sire to see how things were going with
my talent."

There was certainly nothing wrong with
her talent the night I saw her. Miss Wyn-
yard "in person" astonished me in being

so very young! "I am just paying a little

visit to my English home for the moment.
Plans are all set for Hollywood and I shall

carry them out—perhaps before the year is

half out."

At the British International Pictures I

found them all still talking about our
American Helen Chandler, who had just

sailed back to Hollywood. She is the star

of the forthcoming "Radio Parade," and
was working in the last scene of "It's A
Bet," the night before she caught the boat.

Arthur Woods, the young English director,

told me : "We've been watching Miss
Chandler ever since we saw her fine work
in 'Outward Bound,' 'The Last Flight,'

and 'Christopher Strong.' We consider

her a great acquisition to British pictures.

When she finishes her New York stage

engagements we hope to have her again."

Another star who has scored in British

films is Sir Cedric Hardwicke, one of Eng-
land's finest actors. He plays Charles II

in "Nell Gwyn," which United Artists is

now releasing in the United States. Op-
posite Sir Cedric in this picture is the

exquisite Anna Naegel, whose charm and
beauty will probably be snatched by Hol-
lywood—which has already imported Sir

Cedric himself.

The movies are no longer centered sole-

ly on the California coast in a beautiful

town in the blossoming desert. Today,
there are hands across the sea in a splendid

gesture that will make for a more rounded
and fuller art ; that will put the cinema
in the first place in the medium of dra-

matic expression. Elstree—and her sister

studios—are the English cousins of Amer-
ica's Hollywood

!
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Cinematic Life-Story

Continued from page 1
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Gary Cooper in his first important screen role, above, with Ronald Colman
in a scene from "The Winning of Barbara Worth." Ronnie was a star then,
but "Coop" was just a young extra getting a "break" in an important film

at a salary of seventy-five dollars a week.
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but Cooper was unable to afford such a
luxury. Therefore, on the eve of first day
of production, Dick vofunteered to take
Gary to the flying field the next morning.
Nine o'clock came, but no Cooper arrived

at the designated meeting place. Half-
angry, half-anxious, Arlen hurried to his

new friend's hotel room—and found Gary
still in bed.

Enroute to location, Arlen stopped at a

sandwich stand. Gary amazed Dick by
ordering a bottle of near-beer and pretzels.

"Is that all you intend to eat?" Dick de-
manded.

"I reckon this is enough," Cooper opined.

"I got some eatin' to do in the picture."

It later developed that his "eatin' to do"
consisted of munching one bar of chocolate.

After "Wings," Cooper enacted a role

opposite Clara Bow in "It." During this

picture, he also suffered his first contact
with Hollywood gossip—he and Clara were
rumored "in love." Stories emblazoning
their "romance" smashed magazines and
newspapers everywhere—but there was no
more romance than there are watermelons
on apple trees. Gary's answer to all

queries about his "love for Clara" became
historic. "She's a fine actress," he in-

variably replied. Today, years after their

alleged romance and years since they have
worked in a picture together, Cooper credits

Miss Bow with having helped him over the
rough spots and having "taught him about
acting."

"Children of Divorce" was the next step

in the screenlife of Cooper. This picture

gave him the toughest bump of his career.

The director, Frank Lloyd, had from the
first professed considerable faith in Gary's
talents. But at the end of two days, Cooper
was informed that he was so bad, he was
being removed from the cast.

Heart-sick over this seeming collapse of
his dreams, Gary climbed into his car and
headed for the Mojave Desert, there to
"think things out." It is a habit of Cooper
to dash to the desert when he wants to do
some "serious thinking." Himself a slow,
lonely man, his mind works best when the
sky is his roof and the desert sands his

bed. He returned to Hollywood the fol-

lowing day, still undecided about his career,

but no longer confused in his own mind.
He went at once to Henry's, a then-popular
eating place on the boulevard, and ran
headlong into the open arms of Director
Lloyd. The rushes of the second day's
work had shown such a marked improve-
ment that the studio had decided that no
one else could play the part

!

Cooper returned to work imbued with
new confidence, and no longer halting and
awkward. In fact, his improvement was
so marked that he went directly from
"Children of Divorce" to stardom in

"Arizona Bound," the first of a long series

of Westerns. In rapid succession he starred
in "Nevada," "Beau Sabreur," "Legion of
the Condemned," "Doomsday," "Lilac
Time," "Half a Bride," "The First Kiss,"
"Shopworn Angel," and "Wolf Song," dur-
ing which he met Lupe Velez. He played
her lover in the picture, and soon the dia-
metrically opposed Lupe and Gary were
centered in a mad romance that was hear-
say in the farthest corners of the world.
They were seen everywhere together, from
brilliant social functions of Hollywood to
prize fights at the Legion Stadium on Fri-
day nights. They were as inseparable as
clouds and rain.

During this period of his life Cooper
fought clear of dress clothes. He was
rarely seen in any garb other than sweaters
and leather jackets: in fact, he made fa-

mous this type of dressing long before
Jack Oakie and his sweat-shirts came into
prominence.

Cooper's first talking picture, "The Vir-
ginian," found Gary and his old friend,
Arlen, re-united. The first day of produc-
tion, Cooper was to have called for Arlen
at nine o'clock for a long ride to location.

He arrived at four o'clock in the afternoon,
mumbling his apologies. Then followed the
wildest ride of Aden's life. They raced
pell-mell across country, collecting four
speed tickets on the way. Incidentally,
they collected three more on the return
trip—that's how anxious Cooper was to
return to Lupe.
Dead for lack of rest and at best never

a fast thinker, Cooper had difficulty learn-
ing his lines. Arlen had heard that if one
relaxed in a hot bath, he could study and
learn more quickly. So Dick put Gary in
a hot bath at the hotel. Cooper promptly
went to sleep. The next day Gary again
failed to remember his lines, so Arlen once
more put him into a hot bath. "Coop"
again went to sleep.

Arlen gave up this plan. However, he
discovered that Cooper could easily remem-
ber individual lines or "sides," but he
couldn't remember where each such piece of
dialogue occurred. So during the filming
of subsequent sequences, with Gary and
Mary Brian. Arlen climbed into nearby
trees, and from these perches he signaled
the proper lines to Gary. The scheme
worked fine except that Gary had to act
with one eye on Mary and the other on
Arlen.
Following "The Virginian," Cooper's

popularity increased unbelievably. His next
succession of pictures included "Seven
Days' Leave," "Only the Brave," "The
Texan," "Man From Wyoming," "Mo-
rocco," "The Spoilers," "Fighting Cara-
vans," "City Streets," "I Take This
Woman" and "His Woman."
At this point of his career, ill health,

made more acute by his historic quarrel
with Lupe, forced him to take a leave of
absence. He went to Africa to hunt big

game. He sailed during October, 1931

—

still a bachelor interested only in his career.
Although his pictures had been highly

successful before, Cooper returned from
Africa to give the screen his finest per-
formances in "Devil in the Deep" and
"Farewell to Arms." After the latter pic-
ture he was, at least temporarily, the most
sought-after actor in Hollywood. At the
height of his popularity he went to Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer studio on loan, to play
opposite Joan Crawford in "Today We
Live."
He next returned to his own studio to

star in "One Sunday Afternoon" and "De-
sign For Living." It was during the film-
ing of this second picture that Cooper,
interviewed on the subject of love and mar-
riage, denied any and all heart interest, and
maintained that he would not marry for at
least three or four years.
A few weeks later, he became the hus-

band of Veronica Balfe, professionally
known as Sandra Shaw. The wedding took
place in New York, and only members of
the bride's family were present.
They immediately returned to the West,

stopping in Arizona for a two week's
honeymoon. After that Gary resumed his
career, appearing in "Alice in Wonderland."
His White Knight characterization prac-
tically stole that picture. Then he was
"borrowed" by M-G-M to appear opposite
Marion Davies in "Operator 13." Next
came "Now and Forever," and this was
followed by the picture that Paramount
claims is its greatest production of all time—'"Lives of a Bengal Lancer."
At this writing, Cooper is literally "back

where he started." He is again working
for Samuel Goldwyn. This time he is co-
starring with Anna Sten in "The Wedding
Night." His salary has increased, during
the intervening ten years, ten thousand per
cent—from seventy-five dollars a week to
seventy-five hundred dollars a week

!

In looking back over his career, Cooper
staunchly refuses to select a favorite lead-
ing lady, although he talks more at length
about Marion Davies than any other
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actress. According to him, Miss Davies

is most charming to work with, not only

from his own viewpoint, but from those of

the grips, technicians, assistants, and other

set workers.
"If Miss Davies decides she wants a

sandwich or a cold drink, everybody on the

set who is hungry or thirsty is invited to

have the same," Cooper says of Marion.
Cooper has saved his money. There are

some who call him parsimonious, but in

reality he is only careful. He dislikes to

quite recognize this herself yet. Or she

could not have said to me so bravely, "For
the first time in my life I have everything

I want!"
It was the hour for confidences. We

had been chatting before the fire in her

private sitting-room at her home. Outside

the chilly Winter afternoon merged into

dusk. The flames beat a steady tattoo of

light and shadows on Elissa's lovely, pen-

sive face.

That was when I won this right to in-

form you of Landi's real story. I ventured

to put her honesty to the test.

"You have everything you want?" I

asked.
For a long moment she gazed into the

fire. Then, suddenly, she looked me
squarely in the eye. "Everything material,"

she amended. Her passion for America
poured out. "My proudest boast is that

my American friends think of me as one
of them." Born in Venice, Italy, and
raised in England where she attained stage

and screen stardom before coming to Hol-

lywood four years ago, Elissa is the only

foreign player I can call to mind who is

thoroughly converted to America.
She has invested all her earnings here.

The home she has bought in Hollywood is

to be her headquarters for always. As
soon as her divorce decree becomes final

this Spring she will take out her citizenship

papers. Shortly her step-father is arriving

from Italy. Her mother, the Countess

Landi, has been dividing her time between
her famous daughter and her husband, who
has been in business abroad. Elissa has

the greatest affection for her step-father,

who adopted her when she was a baby.

He was a captain in the British navy dur-

ing the World War. And then the family

will be completely reunited when her

brother and his wife and child come from
England. They are scheduled to settle in

Hollywood this Spring, too.

"America is the only country in the

world to live in," declared the widely-

travelled Elissa, as she sat quite erect

across the hearth from me. "It is such a
friendly place. In Europe common, every-

day cordiality simply doesn't exist. Much
has been printed of Hollywood being a city

where everyone is trying to take advantage
of you. On the contrary, Hollywood and
America stretch out welcoming hands.

"I got that whiff of American friendli-

ness when I sailed into New York harbor
four years ago. I was so excited I grinned
and winked at the customs' inspector, and
he grinned and winked right back. I cried

with joy. When he asked if I'd brought
many clothes in my trunks I replied. 'Cer-
tainly not! All my American acquaint-
ances have dressed so much better than I

that I'd be a fool to cart a lot of stodgy-
things across an ocean !'

"/ am not English: I am American!
Although I lived in England for fifteen

years I was always a stranger there. I've

felt at home here from the beginning. Nor
am I ungrateful to w-hat England did for
me in speaking frankly like this. It gave

talk about his success, or his wealth. For
example, I asked him if he owned property

at Palm Springs, the winter home of the

film folk.

"A little," he answered.
Pinned down to facts, he at last ad-

mitted that "a little," in this case, meant
about three thousand acres

!

"A lot of it is just plain desert," Cooper
supplemented.
He has an ambition to return to Africa

and "finish up" his hunting.

Landi Finds Herself
Continued from page 26

Acme

Above, Nils Asther Arriving in
New York after a vacation visit

abroad, including a stay in his,

and Garbo's homeland , Sweden.

me my first success and I appreciate that.

It's hard to explain the difference I feel.

England is so terribly reserved and it did

something to me. A'fade me crawl into a

shell when I wanted to be—friendly

!

"In Europe when people are nice to you
it's sometimes so they can wangle some-
thing out of you. They show a woman
more respect on the surface ; underneath
they quite possibly hate you. I adore
American ways. I'd rather be looked

straight in the eye and know that a person

means what he says. In America there is

a democratic forbearance that I adore.

Instead of hating people who have been

financially lucky, there is an air of Well,
it's yours today and may be mine to-

morrow !"

"In England it is distinctly bad taste to

discuss your personal affairs—to be sym-
pathetic if someone has met with reverses.

Why, in such cases, you aren't supposed to

be interested even ! For instance, if I re-

ceive a present from a friend and know
giving it to me was a sacrifice I'd be apt

to comment : Wasn't it sweet of her to do
this for me when she really shouldn't have
spent the money?' If I said that in Europe
it would be considered in bad taste.

The California home to which Elissa

has become so attached is a spacious and
comfortable villa set in an estate of tw-enty-

five acres. Its terraced gardens look down
over the Santa Monica hills to the Pacific

and inside it is divided into four distinct

apartments. Elissa has her own sitting-

room with its cozy fireplace, and a bed-

room suite. There are similar quarters for

her mother, her secretary, and a wing for

guests. Her servants are strikingly loyal,

and there's a reason. They are given the

best of living conditions. "I want them to

be 'house-proud,' to have a genuine attach-

ment for me and for their home," she

states.

"I want to get a rhino and an elephant,"

he told me. "My first trip I lost five

rhinos, four of 'em because they didn't have
good horns, and the fifth because I fooled
around too long before deciding to shoot."

He is entertaining no plan to retire.

Once he had dreams of buying a great
ranch in Montana, and of going there to

spend his last days. Now, from his con-
versation, I understand that he'd like to

draw his final breath in front of a motion
picture camera.

Elissa is as glamorous as any star I

know in Hollywood, and yet she doesn't

go in for a tricky background. This par-
ticular afternoon she wore a simple sweater
and skirt, most American-looking.

"Real glamor," she contends, "can stand

the close-up test. It isn't dependent on
mystery, but on innate charm, intelligence,

aiid sophistication. Assuredly not arti-

ficialities 1" We were discussing various

screen stars and unconsciously she was giv-

ing away a first-class description of her-

self, it seemed to me.

An ardent horsewoman, Elissa has even
stopped dressing up for her daily canters

over the Hollywood hills. "Except when
I have very formal company riding with
me!" Elissa has a beautiful natural com-
plexion, the healthy glow' of a woman who
spends much time out of doors, and in

day-time uses no make-up.
Her conversion to America is one

aspect of her life which has never been
publicized before. Her long unhappy mar-
riage is the other important phase—the

topic upon which she's spoken only half-
truths until now.

"I believe it would have been better if I

had stated shortly after I first came to

Hollywood that the marriage which seemed
successful was anything but that. But I

didn't, out of respect for my husband.

"We were married early in 1928. I had
already made a name for myself on the
stage in London and was doing my first

film. The truth is that I was not anxious
to marry, for I foresaw that my having
to work would be a serious handicap. I

would gladly have given up acting and
substituted the orthodox duties of a house-
wife and mother, doing my writing on the

side in my spare time, as I've sandwiched
it in between pictures. But my husband
was a young attorney and, unfortunately,

money matters never did work out with

him so that I could retire. I could not

lay down responsibilities.

"I have no desire to re-marry and I was
content to let things drift. Of course, it

was difficult for me here because auto-

matically my social life was so limited. I

had no 'dates.' My husband visited me
once and I pretended to everyone that we
were perfectly happy.

"Not until last Spring did circumstances

arise which made me feel that my freedom
was necessary."

This, then, is her own explanation of

her "restraint!" All the time that she was
fighting for better roles and adjusting her-

self to a new life in America, she was har-

boring the secret of an unhappy marital

condition. And Elissa abhors secrets

!

With divorce breaking that chain she is

at last commander of her own soul again.

Perhaps you are beginning to see just why
this country has enchanted her so. We
have become so accustomed to our native

advantages that we are apt to overlook

our blessings, forget that it is still a haven

for those who have made youthful mis-

takes and seek to start anew.
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To Elissa, however, America is not taken
for granted. It is here that she has dis-

covered the ideal spot in which to live;

work that thrills her, and countless new
friends.

"You will please tell them," she said to

me, "that even now I should not have
spoken like this of my marriage if I had
not believed I owe some explanation. Al-
ways, before, I have had to hedge in inter-

views. There was a role to be played, an
illusion to maintain.
"Today I am free to be myself and here

in America we do not let an impetuous,
young marriage ruin our lives. Nor do we
go on indefinitely sacrificing ourselves. Not,
at least, when we stumble upon the sad
fact that the effort has not been appre-
ciated!"

Elissa has high hopes for the future and
I believe that she will gain her wishes.

She frankly declares that many of her
film assignments have been silly, vapid
characterizations and she wonders how she
survived them. Under long-term contract
to Paramount now, she is delighted with
the manner in which this studio is handling
her.

"This is my home," she repeated,
"whether or not I last in pictures. You
don't adopt a career as an actress ; it

adopts you. There will always be my
writing, anyway." To date she has writ-
ten her novels in long-hand, but at Christ-
mas she was given a portable typewriter.
Soon, I fancy, she'll be banging away on
it with American speed !

That Elissa, the intellectual, approves
so wholeheartedly of Hollywood is balm
to those of us who have had to stand up
under the scorn of the cynics. No wither-
ing blasts from Landi. And the very

definite interest she displays in her fans is

worthy of mentioning, also. Instead of
branding fan letters as a burden, she eager-
ly looks forward to them.

But has she everything she wants ? I

say no !
_

You'll remember that she hastily
altered it to "everything material." I re-
call, too, that during our conversation she
expressed some kind of a wish for Ameri-
can children running around her home.
Eventually I believe she is going to meet
the man who'll make her life truly com-
plete.

Meanwhile, a salute to Landi, first of
the English imports to go 100% American,
with no reservations. Why, knowing this

"haughty creature" as the regular girl she
actually is, I won't be amazed if on my
next jaunt to the beach I catch her riding
the roller coasters and cheerily waving a
hot dog

!

Key-holing Montgomery
Continued from page 25

Bob Montgomery makes acquaintances easily but he clings to his old friends,
and above you see him with his wife and two of his closest friends, Chester

and Sue Morris, attending one of the Hollywood night clubs.

any—is not permitted to use her own judg-
ment."
Bob insists upon periodical vacations

away from Hollywood, in order to "get a
new grip on himself," he says. He has a
farm in New England, on which is a ram-
bling old country home. He likes to go
there because there he finds the extreme
in conservatism, to counteract the effect

of the other extreme in modernism which
is in Hollywood.
He has no telephone on his New England

estate. When he goes there, he is literally

swallowed alive. He disappears as quickly

and completely as a magician's trick egg,

and he reappears as suddenly as the same
magician's rabbit.

Bob is a confusing combinaion of serious

man and playful, likable boy. About his

business, he is the man : concise, terse,

quick-thinking, and slightly stubborn. At
play he is still in his 'teens : prankish, dry
of wit, alert to every opportunity for

amusement. When he is the man, his eyes
are blue-grey and they hold a steely glint

that commands respect. When he is the

boy, his eyes turn a brighter blue, and they
advertise his inner merriment.
No man in pictures, not even Jimmy

Cagney and Clark Gable, look off-screen

more like their on-screen selves than does
Montgomery. That is why he cannot
appear publicly without being recognized.

Even though he manages to hide his face,

the public seems to spot his very mannerisms.
His hobby, his favorite sport, his pet,

are all one—horses. Anything in the form
of horseflesh attracts him. The new race-
track near Hollywood is his daily habitat,

when he is not working. He owns several

horses of his own, and I suspect he'd
rather be photographed with one of his

horses than with Garbo.
His visits to the New England farm

mean hours and hours of riding and fox-
hunting. You have heard and read little

about his love for the latter sport, because
he is afraid the public might misconstrue.
He fears the gossips might write : "So,
Robert Montgomery is riding to hounds

!

Is he trying to go social ?" Consequently
he remains discreetly silent anent his fox-
hunting.
Bob clings to old friends. He is

slow to make new ones. I have never
known another man who chose his intimates
more cautiously. Note that I specified
intimates: Bob makes acquaintances easily,

but he accepts a rare few of these as real
friends. Chester and Sue Morris are per-
haps his closest friends. The Montgomerys
and the Morrisses are together almost
constantly.

They kid each other unmercifully, do

Bob and Chester. Just the other day, when
Morris and I had lunch together, he said

:

"On days when I work, I let Bob make a
few bets for me out at the race-track. Half
a dozen times he has telephoned to tell me
how much he lost for me, but he has never
called to tell me how much he won!"
A few words back, I mentioned Mont-

gomery's attitude toward gossip. Perhaps
I should also have added that he regards
gossip as part of the business ; as a "neces-
sary evil." He once said to me : "When
I return home at the end of a working day,
I leave the gossip at the studio. I don't
take my make-up home, nor do I take my
picture costumes. I think of gossip as I

do of make-up and costumes—part of the
game, and a part to be left inside the studio
gates."

He never troubles himself much with
"rules of living," but once, in answer to a
question as to his personal credo, he an-
swered, "Live and encourage to live."

There is a popular old adage which ad-
vises, "Live and let live." I think Mont-
gomery's rule is an improvement. He not
only lets the other guy live, but he lends
a helping hand. In this respect, I person-
ally know several young actors and
actresses who owe much to the advice and
help of Montgomery. To mention their
names would be to obligate them to Bob.
He does not wish that, therefore their
names must remain secret.

He likes to relax completely. He is not
lazy; he is too busy and too nervously
energetic for that. But he enjoys, as an
example of his relaxation, to lounge in his

car and be motored by a chauffeur. On
other occasions, when he is not in such lazy
mood, he prefers to drive himself.
He dislikes absurdities in business. He

points with an accusing grimace at an out-
standing example of this. A few years
ago, a writer for a national magazine was
sent to Hollywood from New York for the
sole purpose of interviewing him. For
days prior to her arrival, the studio pub-
licity department repeated to Bob, "She'll
be here soon. This interview will be
something." And Bob would say in return,
"What will she interview me about?" And
the reply invariably would be the same,
"Wait and see."

Before the woman's arrival, Bob was on
nervous edge; so much so that he almost
dreaded the interview. When the big day
finally arrived and, after proper introduc-
tions, they were seated at luncheon to-
gether,

_
she told Montgomery the subject

of the interview. She wanted him to give
his advice to young girls in love!

"I can't talk on such a subject!" Bob
exploded. "What do I know about young
girls in love ? You are talking to an actor,
not the dean of a girls' college. I'm terribly
sorry that you have made this long trip
across country for nothing but—what can
I do? I wasn't told the subject of the
interview, or I would have warned you in

advance."
The woman went storyless. As far as

his personal control of his interviews is

concerned, Bob will permit no "silly rub-
bish," as he calls it, to be written. He
hates it.
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Inside the Stars' Homes

remember, mustn't bite the Duchess' tail!"

We had bacon and eggs the day I was
at Glenda's, but as a rule she likes to

serve Eggs Florentine or Eggs Havana or
Belmont Egg. Ever taste a Belmont Egg ?

This is it

:

Belmont Egg
Brown slices of bread in oven, don't

toast them but just brown them, then moist-
en in warm salted milk and butter them.
Break eggs carefully one at a time into a

cup and slip into simmering salted water
one inch deep in saucepan. Toss the water
over the yolks until a delicate pink. Slip

onto the toast, one to a slice, and surround
with chopped meat heated in butter.

The male part of the "gang" likes Eggs
Havana.

Eggs Havana
Place in an omelet pan 6 tablespoons

sausage meat and 2 tablespoons finely

chopped onion, stir and cook five minutes.
Beat 7 eggs until light with a seasoning
of salt and paprika, pour into the pan and
stir and cook until creamy and thick. Pour
over slices of buttered toast and serve hot.

Phil Reed strolled in then, to show Glen-
da some samples of drapes he was thinking

of buying for his new house over on
Toluca Lake.
"Oh no, none of those will do !" cried

his hostess. "Yellow is the thing for that

room. A good-looking cream yellow. And
have something cool and soothing in the
other room or someone will go mad in it

—

now a soft blue might do, or green—no,

green won't go with the walls. Blue, posi-

tively."

"Put on your hat and come pick it out,"

he demanded. "You can look at stuff for

your new place at the same time."

Glenda, it seems, has house-fever. She
has bought another house on the street

back of the acacia-lined one she lives on

Continued from page 11

Inside the charming Farrell
home, Glenda sits by the fire

with Johnny, one of Glenda's
pair of prize Siamese cats.

and is busily and happily tearing it apart
and rearranging it.

"Screenland's readers should take up
my hobby and see what fun they can get
out of it !" she laughed. "Besides, if you're
successful there should be money in it. I

know people who do nothing else for a liv-

ing but buy and remodel houses and sell

them at a handsome profit. This new one
Phil's taking was just a speculation on my
part, but now I'm getting interested. It

had seven rooms when I bought it, but I'm
having a wing put on with a bedroom,

dressing-room and bath, and an odd-shaped
extension next to the play-room. Maybe
I'll like it so well I'll have to live in it

awhile
!"

"Do we buy drapes or don't we buy
drapes?" carped Phil. "Will I have to live

in a house where people go mad in my liv-

ing-room, or will I get a little neighborly
co-operation ?"

Glenda waved him away.
"But I suppose I'll have to go with the

brute," she sighed. "Have I said enough
about breakfasts ? Oh, / know ! Planta-
tion corn cakes ! They're marvelous with
maple syrup—George and Joan make per-

fect pigs of themselves when we have corn
cakes. Hazel has that recipe. And get her
to tell you how to concoct a cheese omelet.

That's a very popular dish at this house,
especially with Dick Powell."

Plantation Corn Cakes
Boil 4 cups milk with '/> cup butter and

pour into 2 cups cornmeal sifted with 1 tea-

spoon salt and stir to smooth batter ; beat

into the batter 4 well-beaten eggs, when the

batter is cool add 5 level tablespoons Hour
mixed with 2 teaspoons baking powder.
Bake on a hot, well-greased griddle.

Cheese Omelet
Beat yolks of 4 eggs with 1 tablespoon

hot water until light and creamy. Beat
whites of 4 eggs to stiff froth with ]4 tea-

spoon salt. Pour the yolks over the whites

and fold until evenly mixed. Melt 2 table-

spoons butter in an omelet pan, pour in egg
mixture, spread smooth, place over a slow
fire and turn pan so that all parts of the

bottom will be evenly browned ; place pan
on top shelf of moderate oven and bake
until firm. Remove from oven, sprinkle

over 3 tablespoons grated cheese mixed
with J4 teaspoon paprika, slide omelet half

out onto a hot platter, lift pan so as to fold

over other half and serve very hot.

Beauty Goes to Your Head

eyes and are doubly dangerous. Maybe
you are going to wear fluffy, upsydaisy
curls, the kind that catch the sunlight and
play hide and seek with it. We wouldn't
know. But you are going to wear curls.

And you are going to love 'em 1

If you are a blonde, so much the better.

Lights have a way of being devastating in

blond hair. But if you are a brunette al-

ways remember that your hair brush is

your best friend and that you can brush
lights in and polish 'til it gleams.
There are many new hair styles you

can wear with these new hats. Those of

you who went Hepburn and cut yourself
bangs are in a fair way to arrive at the
new style already. Curl up those bangs
which have probably grown out a bit by
now and let them hang jauntily over your
forehead.
You would think we were ashamed of

our foreheads to see the interesting things
we are doing with curls over them. There
is a great deal of room for originality in
this new style. You don't have to wear a
curl in the middle of your forehead— (and
when you are bad be horrid). You may
wear the "Little Women" bangs, the softly
curling Colbert bangs, or the easy-to-do
half-bangs on the side of your face op-
posite your part.

As the illustrations show you, a long
bob can be arranged into forehead curls.
Bangs are not essential. But curls cer-
tainly are.

Continued from page 55

You want a permanent if your hair is

not curly, and sometimes even if it is.

Naturally curly hair has a way of curling

when and w'here it wants to and some-
times where it wants to and where you
want it to are not one and the same place.

A permanent solves all this. Even if you
are fortunate enough to have a lovely nat-

ural wave on top, the ends of your hair

(terribly important these days when almost
everybody has short hair of one length or
another), refuse to curl.

So, a permanent you must have. Be
sure before you have it that your hair is in

condition for it. Oil treatments for sev-

eral weeks before the big day will make a
great deal of difference in the softness and
silkiness of your hair. You are probably
used to rubbing the right oil, or hair tonic

into your scalp. This is necessary and
valuable. But be sure to rub it into the
ends as well.

And right here let me say another word
on that pet hobby of mine, brushing. Per-
haps you think, "I can't brush my hair be-
cause it take out my wave." "And I can't

brush mine because it makes my hair so
oily." The first reason, honestly, is not
real at all. Of course if you brush your
hair down flat, it is likely to look as if the
brushing removed the wave. But don't
brush that way. Push up your wave with
your hand, and holding it there, holding
the ends against your head, brush and
BRUSH and BRUSH! Be sure, of

course, that your brush has long bristles

which are capable of getting right down
to the scalp. This brush polishes your hair

and gives it a sheen that no preparation on
earth, no matter how much you have paid

for it, can approximate. You can hardly
over-estimate the importance of brushing.
Almost every unattractive head of hair you
see is unlovely because it isn't brushed
enough.
The other reason, that it makes 3

rour hair

oily, is a misunderstanding of the nature
of the oil in your hair. What it does do,

is to take that oil which is poured out
from your scalp if the scalp is healthy,

and distribute it all along the hair shaft

instead of concentrating it at the roots of

your hair. This is one of the reasons that

brushing makes the hair gleam and sparkle.

Brilliantine helps. But this natural oil in

your hair is nicer than any brilliantine you
ever used. And it is your brush that will

put it on your hair for you.

Brush for beauty, yes, but brush for

cleanliness too. I know it is discouraging

to brush hair and then look at the brush
and see how much dust has come out. It

makes any normal girl shudder. But how
about letting the same dust remain in the

hair and not brushing it out ? This is far

worse. It means that your brush should

be washed at least once each week re-

ligiously. If you are smart, you will want
to have two brushes, so that you may al-

ways have a clean one on hand.
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THANK YOU— Ruby Keeler—for
your wholehearted approval of

Lux. Your fans will appreciate this bit of

personal advice. It makes them feel very

close to you to know that you use Lux

just the same way they do.

Things last longer, look lovelier with

Lux because it has no harmful alkali as

many ordinary soaps have, and with Lux

there's no rubbing. It's these things that

fade colors, weaken fibres. Lux saves

colors, keeps materials looking like new.

Anything safe in water is safe in Lux.

II
SPECIFIED IN ALL THE BIG

I HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS . . .

"We use Lux in our wardrobe department to

keep stockings and costumes new-looking twice as
long," says N'Was McKenzie, Warner Brothers'

wardrobe supervisor. "We're washing almost
every fabric that comes in here in Lux— dresses,

negligees, flannels, even draperies! They look
swell ! It's a real dollars-and-cents saving."
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WHEN we tell you that 46 million

people bought Ex-Lax last year we
aren't just bragging. And we aren't talking

about ourselves . . . but about you and a

problem of yours!

Here's why it is important to you. Occa-

sionally you need a laxative to relieve con-

stipation. You want the best relief you can

get . . . thorough, pleasant, painless.

And when 46 million people find that

one certain laxative gives them the best

relief . . . well that laxative must be good.

When 46 million people agree on one

thing, there must be something about it that

is different . . . and better.

Why America buys more

Ex-Lax than any other laxative

Here are the reasons: People realize more
and more how bad it is to blast the system

with harsh laxatives. Ex-Lax is as thorough

as any laxative you can take, yet it is gentle.

Unlike harsh laxatives, it won't cause stom-

ach pains, it won't upset you, it won't leave

you feeling weak afterwards. People realize

that habit-forming laxatives are bad. And
they have found that Ex-Lax doesn't form a

habit—you don't have to keep on increasing

the dose to get results. People hate nasty-

tasting medicines. Ex-Lax is a pleasure to

take ... for everybody likes the taste of

delicious chocolate.

Ex-Lax comes in 10c and 25c boxes— at

any drug store. If you would like a free

sample, mail the coupon.

• • •

COLD WAVE HERE . . . and we mean colds.

Sneezing, sniffling, coughing, misery-cre-

ating colds. To help keep your resistance

up - KEEP REGULAR . . . with Ex-Lax.

When Nature forgets —
remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

MAIL THIS COUPON—TODAY!
EX-LAX, Inc., P. O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

845 Please send free sample of Ex-Lax.

Name

Address

SCREENLAND

Cross-examining Capra
Continued from page 24

perform so naturally before the camera?"
"It's not a matter of 'making' the players

act naturally. If an actor understands his

part and really feels the role, he will act
naturally of his own accord. If he does
not understand the role, he might as well
never attempt to play the part.

"I do not hold story conferences or long
discussions of the various scenes with the
players. If we discuss a scene at all I try
to do it discreetly. I like to 'sneak up on

Clark is the easiest man to handle I've

ever seen or directed. He has the perfect

attitude toward his work and toward his

director.

"To give a good performance an actor

must have confidence in his director. If

he doesn't trust the director, he should
either Ret a new one or the director should

get another actor. That goes, of course,

for actresses too.

"I found Miss Colbert congenial to work

Not one, but two popular leading men figure in the new picture starring
Kay Francis. Titled "Living On Velvet," the picture is the first screen pro-
duction to engage Kay's talents since her return from a vacation abroad.

'em' and talk over the various parts in-

directly, using parallel ideas or sequences.

In that way I try to keep an actor from
worrying about individual scenes and his

own performance.
"I try never to shoot a scene time and

time again, particularly if some player is

making mistakes. In fact, if we do have
to re-shoot scenes, Til usually blame it on
something other than the actor. To force

a player to make the same scene over and
over has a bad psychological effect."

"What do you think of the so-called

'directorial touches'—trick camera angles

and odd twists in a story?"

"That, in my opinion, is the most im-

portant and interesting question_ you have
asked. True, it is a controversial subject

and open to argument from both sides

but it really means something.

"It is my first and most important rule

that nothing shall be allowed to interfere

with the telling of the story through the

characters on the screen. NOTHING!
That includes camera angles that confuse

the audience and drag its attention from
the story. It also includes the 'subtle

touches' which call attention to the director,

the cameraman, the set-builder or someone

else behind the scenes. The minute the

attention of the audience is taken away
from the characters telling the story—

a

picture is lost beyond recall.

"People go to theatres for an emotional

cathartic. They can get it either through

a good laugh or a good cry. You must
give them one or the other, or both. You
must appeal to their emotions, not to their

intellect. You must appeal to their hearts,

not to their heads. An intellectual picture

hasn't a ghost of a chance at the box-office.

People go to see moving pictures to be

entertained—not to think."

"Who is the easiest person to direct, in

your experience?"
"Clark Gable. I really believe that

with, but I can understand that other
directors might not. She, like Gable, is

intelligent, and if she feared for a min-
ute that the director was not sure of him-
self—that he did not know his business

—

I have an idea that she might be exceed-
ingly difficult.

"As a rule I have little or no trouble
with players. We usually understand each
other at the start and have similar ideas

regarding our stories. If not, we don't

start. We sit down and figure things out
until we are in accord.

"Gable, to my mind, is just about perfect.

He catches a director's ideas immediately,
and he knows just how to carry them out
on the screen so that the story is told in

the very way the director imagined it.

"Are clever character actors, or not so
clever young players, the easier to direct?"
"Good actors are easier to direct,

whether they are young or old. If they
are good, either on the stage or screen,

they have something to offer. The better

they are, the easier they are to handle, and
the less explaining and directing is neces-
sary."

"Will you name the five best actors and
five best actressess in pictures today?'

Mr. Capra thought this one over for

at least five minutes but finally decided

that he could not answer it and be just

to everyone concerned. He explained that

there were many pictures he did not see

and that even among the actors and
actresses he had handled himself, he did

not feel that he could name five and say

they were the best of the lot. It was the

only question that he side-stepped.

"Will you name the five best pictures

you have made?"
"Certainly, I'll try that one. 'Ladies

of Leisure,' 'Lady for a Day,' 'Dirigible,'

'It happened One Night,' and 'Broadway
Bill.'

"

"Is it true, Mr. Capra, that you have
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had the same technical crciv for several
years?"

"Yes, I've had the same assistant, Buddy
Coleman, and the same cameramen, sound
men and chief electrician for the past four
years. I find it much easier to get started

on production if I know the crew well.

It also adds to the efficiency of the troupe
if the members know each other. They
do not have to spend days 'getting ac-
quainted.'

"

"Hozv many pictures do you make a
year?"

"I'm supposed to do three, but I've

found that I can not direct that many and
do them justice. I suppose my average
will be a little more than two. Right now
I'm hunting around for a story. When
one is found, I'll get together with some
writers, and we'll start work on the script.

"When the script is completed and the

story is cast, I usually figure on a shooting
schedule of from 25 to 40 days. After
shooting, of course, comes the work of

cutting and editing."

"Did you graduate from the California
Institute of Technology?"

"I did, with a degree of Chemical Engi-
neering. My first ambition was to write
scientific articles for the layman—articles

on scientific subjects written in such a wav
that the ordinary person without technical

training could understand them. However,
I became interested in pictures—writing
first and then directing—and liked this way
of telling stories. I've been with Columbia
Studios since 1927, and am now working
on a long term contract."

"That's all, Mr. Capra," I said. I've

run out of questions."

The director, who had been exceptionally
good-humored about all my questioning,
grinned genially. I shook hands with him
at the door and headed back for Hollywood
through a drizzling rain.

This Capra looks like anything but a
director. He's short, obviously Italian, and
friendly. He speaks rapidly after he has
decided what he intends to say, but he
never answers carelessly. His voice is low
and he's certainly well educated. Cal-
Tech, his alma mater, has international

ranking.

Born in Palermo, Italy, he came to this

country with his family at six. He sold

papers in Los Angeles, went through the
public schools, and graduated from high
school at the age of sixteen. Worked for

more than a year inspecting sewer pipes

and earned the money to start in college.

Waited on tables at school and edited the
college paper. Left school when a senior
to enlist in the army during the World
War. Became a second lieutenant in the
Coast Artillery but did not go overseas.
After the war he worked as tutor to Anita
Baldwin's son on the old Baldwin rancho
east of Los Angeles. Went back to school,
graduated, and came back to tutor the
Baldwin youth.

Later he went to a scenario school.
Then his money ran out. Sang in local
cafes, and pruned trees in San Fernando
valley. Finally started writing gags for
motion pictures and worked his way up to
directing. Divorced from his first wife in
1927, married to the former Lucille Rey-
burn in 1932. Smokes innumerable ciga-
rettes when nervous. Does not use "show-
manship" tactics ; can't imagine what he
would do with a megaphone on a set.

Believes the farther in the background a
director remains, the better his pictures
will be.

_
Columbia Studios made Capra by giving

him his big chance to direct. Capra has
evened the score—he has just about made
Columbia. His pictures have profited the
company several millions of dollars.
That's success spelled this way:
$U^E$$!
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wisely did not forbid her to marry the

boy, but made her promise that she would
wait a year. So Claudette got engaged
with a fraternity pin and Davenport re-

turned to Georgia and things began to

happen so fast that by the end of six

months, I regret to tell you, our heroine

had completely forgotten her handsome
liance. (He named a daughter after her

later.)

While she was waiting for letters from
Georgia in the early fall of 1924 Claudette,

now a high school graduate, felt that she

should do her part towards the support of

the family, for Mr. Chauchoin's position in

the bank didn't pay so terribly much. First

she tried to sell her drawings, but without

success, and then at someone's suggestion

she decided to give French lessons. While
giving a French lesson to Helen Hackett,

who owned an art gallery in New York,
conversation turned one day to the theatre

and Miss Hackett remarked, "You ought

to go on the stage." That's been said be-

fore, millions of times, but this time some-
thing really came of it. Miss Hackett in-

troduced Claudette to Anne Morrison who
got her a small part in "The Wild West-
cotts" which opened in New York at the

old Frazee Theatre Christmas week of

1924.

Claudette was as pleased as punch—her

first Broadway play ! But no name in

lights on the marquee this time, no star

dressing-room, no gay boxes of orchids,

no supper party at the Waldorf afterwards.

Heavens, no! Claudette was nothing more
or less than a curtain raiser. She came
on the first few minutes of the first act,

she wore a red dress, and she said in rapid

succession, "Isn't it lovely?" . . . "It's a
beautiful party" . . . "Oh, I'm hungry"

—

and went off. Three-line Colbert, they

called her. As Clarence Wyckoff, famous
first nighter, told her afterwards, "My
dear, I didn't see you. I got something in

my eye and when I opened it you were
gone !"

But Claudette's family didn't miss seeing

it. "Weren't they awfully proud of you?"
I asked Claudette once. "No, not espe-

cially," said Claudette. "I think they were
mostly just amazed because I received fifty

dollars for doing so little."

The cast and the producer of "The Wild
Westcotts" were destined to prop up again

in Claudette's life. Al Lewis, the producer,

became a Paramount producer and was re-

sponsible for two of Claudette's best box-

office pictures, "Torch Singer" and "The
Gilded Lily." It was Al Lewis who gave

Claudette her first lesson in acting. The
night of the opening of "The Wild West-
cotts" his instructions to her were, "All

you have to do
?
Claudette, is smile." Elliot

Nugent, the juvenile of the play, later

directed Claudette in "Three-Cornered
Moon." Stuart Walker, the director of

the play, later directed "Tonight Is Ours,"

which co-starred Claudette and Freddie

March. Also in this eventful play were
Edna Mae Oliver and Warren William,

and I just guess I don't have to tell you
that Mr. William has been Claudette's lead-

ing man in two of her late pictures, "Cleo-

patra" and "Imitation of Life." It's a

small world, isn't it? That's what I al-

ways say

!

Once the theatre gets you there's just

nothing you can do about it. One taste of

grease-paint and Claudette was thoroughly

sold on the idea of becoming an actress.

The excitement appealed to her, and so,

confidentially, did that fifty dollars tucked

away in her purse that had never seen fifty

dollars before, and wouldn't again for

quite some time. But deciding to become
an actress, and becoming an actress are
two different things entirely. When "The
Wild Westcotts" closed Claudette started

that dismal round of the agencies and was
just getting herself a half-sole and some
O'Sullivan heels when Fate again took a
hand. Brock Pemberton was casting "The
Marionette Man" and was having the devil

of a time finding a leading lady because he

needed a girl who looked like an Italian

but who had no accent. Madame Burani,

who had formerly been Claudette's piano

teacher when she was a little girl and had
since returned to the stage, told Mr. Pem-
berton that she had the very person for

him, and got the job for Claudette. (This
last year in Hollywood Claudette had a
chance to return this favor with interest

—

and did. Madame Burani's second Holly-
wood picture was as Claudette's maid in

"The Gilded Lily.")

Well, anyway, three-line Colbert went
right into a lead, but the glory, alas, was
short-lived. "The Marionette Man" opened
and closed in Washington, and the con-

sensus of opinion of the critics seemed to

be that the play was bad but Claudette was
worse. And you can just imagine how
poor Claudette, with that inferiority com-
plex, reacted to that. The Potomac looked
like the best way out, but she just couldn't

admit failure to her family, who weren't so

very pleased with this theatrical idea any-
way. So Claudette took the day coach
back to New York.
Then came a little play called "We've

Got to Have Money," which Claudette

joined for the Chicago run and netted her-

self the huge sum of seventeen dollars a

week and a terrific cold because Chicago
was having a record-breaking winter with
sleet and snow and Claudette couldn't eat

and ride in taxis too. She returned to

New York.
But like Mr. Micazvber she was sure

that something would turn up. And sure

enough it did. She got a part in the re-

Film star and bibliophile! Jean
Hersholt with one of his rare
possessions, a first edition of

"David Copperfield."
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vival of "Leah Klescha" which boasted an
all-star cast including William Faversham,
Lowell Sherman, and Arnold Daly ; and
from these experienced thespians Claudette

learned more about the art of acting than

she ever had before. The play went on
tour and in Chicago this time she stopped

at the Edgewater Beach Hotel and had a

grand time to make up for the miserable

winter she spent there. Also playing in

Chicago at the time and stopping at the

Edgewater Beach Hotel was Leslie Howard
who, between tennis games, also taught

Claudette a lot about the theatre. He gave
her a letter of introduction to Al Woods,
which Claudette presented as soon as she

returned to New York. Under the Woods
management she appeared in Chicago in

"The Cat Came Back" and in "High
Stakes," neither of which enjoyed much
success. In May, 1926, she returned to

New York, just one week before her
father died very suddenly.

This was the first real tragedy in Clau-
dette's life and she was completely broken
up. Then on the heels of sorrow came
poverty with all its dismal dreariness.

Mr. Chauchoin died without a will and ac-

cording to the state law his bank accounts

were tied up for a year. Claudette was
penniless, and of course this would be the

longest time of all she had to do without
a job. For three months she had only five

dollars pocket money. La Colbert became
a well known figure on all the best Broad-
way trolley cars and in the Times Square
automat. It was a long hot summer, and
she knew every stone in the pavement, but
in September the "break" came. She got
the lead in Al Woods' "A Kiss in the
Taxi," with Janet Beecher and Arthur
Byron. After all her flops the long Broad-
way run of the play was just like Para-
dise, and the only heart-ache she had that

fall was because her father was not there
to share in her success. How nearly Clau-
dette came to missing out on "The Kiss in

the Taxi" she did not know until several
months later when she met Jeanne Eagels,
the darling of New York, at a party; and
Eagels, out of a clear sky, suddenly said,

"I saw your dress rehearsal, Claudette Col-
bert, and Al Woods who was sitting next
to me said that he was going to fire you
that night. I said, Al, don't be a fool.

That girl is going to be a hit.' I guess I

was right." So after all it was the great
Jeanne Eagels who was responsible for
Claudette becoming a star in the fall of

1926.

After that came a lot of plays, including
"The Ghost Train," "The Pearl of Great
Price," "The Mulberry Bush," "La
Gringo," "Fast Life" and "Tin Pan Alley,"
some of which closed before they had
barely opened. But in 1927 Claudette,
against Al Woods wishes, accepted the
famous role of Lou in "The Barker," with
Walter Huston and an unknown juvenile,
Norman Foster. The play had a run of
six months on Broadway and Claudette's
long slender legs, encased in shiny black
stockings, became definitely a part of all

the New York theatrical columns. She
was called "Legs" Colbert.

Claudette had been so busy ever since
she left high school at the age of sixteen
keeping body and soul together and trying
to make a name for herself in the theatre
(if you think that's easy, try it yourself
sometime), that she had had no time for
romance. But an established star now, her
name in lights, and a luxurious apartment
for the family, Claudette found time for a
little relaxing, and right there ready to
relax with her was the young juvenile
from Indiana who was making a big hit

in his second Broadway show. Claudette
met Norman for the first time at the first

rehearsal of "The Barker" which was in

December, 1927. Norman started "dating"
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her and writing her poems which were
beautiful and sentimental, and it was all

just awfully romantic with stolen kisses in

the wings, and after-theatre suppers in

Joe's speakeasy.

One night Claudctte noticed that Nor-
man's face was flushed and he was cough-
ing badly so she rushed him home to her
apartment, called a doctor, left him in

charge of a surprised mother and grand-
mother, and dashed back to the theatre in

time to go on with his understudy. Nor-
man was laid low with flu for several

weeks and Claudette divided her time be-
tween the theatre and his bedside. In
March, three months after meeting him,
she married him, and the famous "separate
residence marriage," which you have read
so much about, was started. At first they
maintained separate apartments because for

professional reasons they wished to keep
their marriage a secret. Then later be-
cause it seemed more romantic that way.
Then still later because when Claudette
was in New York Norman was in Holly-
wood.

It was while she was appearing in "The
Barker" that Claudette made her first mov-
ing picture, a silent picture with Ben Lyon,
called "For the Love of Mike," which
was made at the old Cosmopolite i Studio
in New York. When she first saw herself

on the screen she had such a head-ache
she had to go home and take six aspirins.

She swore never to do it again. But she
did. Talking pict ires came in with a
bang and Paramount signed Claudette for

two pictures, the first with Edward G.
Robinson, called "A Hole in the Wall"

—

simply awful !—but the second, "The Lady
Lies," with Walter Huston, Charlie Rug-
gles, and little Tom Brown, was a tre-

mendous hit, and established Claudette as

a movie favorite. Paramount lost no time
in signing her to a long-term contract.

She has been with that company ever since,

although two of her best pictures this past

year, "It Happened One Night" and "Imi-
tation of Life," were made at Columbia
and Universal respectively. Before desert-

ing the stage Claudette appeared in the
Theatre Guild production of "Dynamo"
and in Elmer Rice's "See Naples and Die."

She hasn't been on the stage since 1929.

When the Astoria studio was closed in

New York in the spring of 1933, Para-
mount sent Claudette to Hollywood, where
she has been ever since. Hampered many
times by bad pictures she has slowly but
surely climbed the well-known ladder of

fame until today she's "the top" as Cole
Porter says. She is one of the most
sought-after stars in Hollywood, and has
more money-making pictures to her credit

than almost any other personality. And
she has the satisfaction of knowing that

she is what she is, and she has what she
has, all because of hard work. As one old

crap-shooter to another I tell you that little

Lily Chauchoin played it the hard way

—

and won.
But what happened to love and ro-

mance? They drooped and wilted and
finally died along the way, just as they
have always done since time began. Clau-
dette and Norman were awfully young and
terribly in love. And life looked so simple.

But it wasn't. Claudette had high hopes
for Norman and herself playing in the

same Broadway plays, and making the

same Paramount pictures, and remaining
forever the lovers that they were, but you
know how it is with the best laid plans

of mice and men.
Claudette and Norman, after all their

scheming and planning, never really played
together but once, and that was in "The
Young Man of Manhattan." They had
only been married a short time when Nor-
man was signed by Hollywood and was
sent to the Coast to make pictures for

Screen land

Acme

A London Bobbie stops traffic
for a star who stops many a
show. Above, Eddie Cantor in
England on his recent vacation,
strolling the London streets.

nearly all the studios. Claudette's contract
called for her to make pictures in New
York. Everytime Claudette planned to

catch the Chief for Hollywood she was
called back for retakes, and the same thing
happened to Norman. Twice they met in

Chicago for a brief week-end together.

It's rather impossible to keep a romance
alive under such conditions. Only pale

ladies in old classics can sigh over a

memory, cherish a dream, and pine over
a faded rose petal. Modern youth calls for

something more tangible. Transcontinen-
tal love after all is not really very satis-

factory.

When Claudette arrived in Hollywood,
where Norman had been for three years,

they both knew in their hearts that they
no longer loved each other. The passing
years had brought new interests, new
friends, new careers, new ambitions, and
there was nothing left for them to cling

to, nothing but the wraith of a memory
of a boy and girl desperately in love in

New York City. They made every effort

to recapture those lost raptures, and those
silly little things they used to say to each
other backstage : they lived together for a
while; they dashed away to Death Valley
to spend New Year's alone together

;
they

bought each other handsome presents, and
they talked of a trip around the world that

they knew they would never take—but
when love dies it dies, and there is really

nothing you can do about it. So Claudette
and Norman are definitely separated now,
much further than they were when three
thousand miles of America lay between
them. It's sort of sad, isn't it, two such
lovable children who had to grow up. But,

as the French say, e'est la vie, and what
can we do about it?
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— but it's the new test for

BAD BREATH!
Pepsodent Antiseptic offers you

a pure, fresh breath at Vz the usual cost

Screen Style

Secrets

Continued from page 33

describe the gown that is my 'favorite'

:

"It is a heavy white metallic satin cut
daringly low in back and with a front
bodice fashioned of two full folds of ma-
terial crossing the neck and coming over
the shoulders to fasten to the skirt at the
side back. Startlingly simple in line it is

and entirely devoid of ornament, yet a
smashing effect is achieved by a full cape
with a train and the whole is topped by a
large collar of Russian sable! Sumptuous,
of course, and entirely out of range of the
average girl. Yet by substituting another
fabric and a summer fur the gown is so
simple it is particularly easy to copy—and
by wearing the costume in the approved
manner, its effectiveness should in no way
be impaired.

"Secret Four emphasizes a sense of
contrasts effectively expressed in color
schemes. I have developed this emphatically
in a street costume worn by Miss Dunne,
fashioned of heavy black and white corded
silk, and a three-quarter length coat of
the same material has a smart high collar
in contrasting white. A hat of the black
silk is designed with a definite Cossack
influence and adds richly to the smartness
of the ensemble. Besides, this is particu-
larly utilitarian because it permits startling
variety in wardrobes with a minimum num-
ber of costumes. Women should seek
to purchase coats and hats which inter-
change with all their dresses by keeping
to blacks, whites and a few favorite shades
which multiply a wardrobe's 'wearing pos-
sibilities.'

"Secret Five reveals an understanding of
fashion values—the meaning of 'balance'
and 'simplicity.'

"Just as a building, a chair, or an auto-
mobile must have 'balance' so must each
gown. If there is a motif on your right
upper shoulder there should be some treat-
ment in the vicinity of the lower left hip.
It does not necessarily have to be of equai
size, weight, or color, but is required
merely to give 'form.' A woman with
broad shoulders or wide hips should coun-
terbalance these irregularities by minute at-
tention to detail.

"Suppose you are 'large' across the hips.
A peplum at the right distance from the
waist line will tend to overcome this ab-
normality, while a broad bow at the neck-
line will do much to keep the balance of
your costume. There are countless such
ingenious variations. For angular shoul-
ders exaggerated raglan sleeves with heavy
cording capping them, epaulet-fashion, is
unusually effective. On the other hand, a
wider hem line will add further to the
costume's balance and produce the par-
ticular effect you desire. Given some prac-
tice, a woman's instinct will gradually lead
her to countless further conclusions—but
she must make certain they are infallible!

"Simplicity can never be overdone. Very
often a costume which is otherwise entirely
'right' is spoiled by too many accessories.
Women have become accessory-conscious.
And that is good, for they are vastly im-
portant in stressing a color note or metallic
treatment. But keep them simple! For
street clothes the only accessories ever
necessary are the very simplest ones—the
proper gloves and bags, an occasional muff
and as little jewelry as possible. The same
thing, with slight exception, applks to
evening wear—allowing for a little good
jewelry or a flower note desired for a
flattering touch.

t

"Secret Six could legitimately be called
secret sex!' That is—allure. Allure may

THE good opinion of others is im-
portant ... so don't risk offending

them. Look at your tongue in the mir-
ror. The minute you see a grey or
brownish coating on your tongue, you
may be guilty of impure breath. For a

"coated tongue" condition exists in

75% of cases of bad breath, authorities

now find.

Take this simple precaution. Use
Pepsodent Antiseptic ... as thousands
already do. Pepsodent acts to remove
tiny food particles from between the
teeth. It helps to cleanse the lining of
the mouth ... to sweep away dead cells

and particles from the tongue. It kills

the germs it reaches ... the germs often
responsible for unpleasant breath odors.
Your whole mouth feels more refreshed

—you are confident that your breath
is purer, sweeter.

We do not claim that "coated tongue"
always means bad breath. But take no
chances. Use Pepsodent Antiseptic.

Makes $1 equal $3

But in fighting "coated tongue" and
halitosis, never forget the vital difference

Why take chances on impure breath?

between leading mouth antiseptics. So
many leading mouth antiseptics, you
see, have to be used full strength to be
effective. Pepsodent is safe when used
full strength—yet it is powerful enough
to be diluted with 2 parts of water and
still kill germs in 10 seconds. Thus
Pepsodent gives you 3 times as much
for your money— offers added protec-

tion against unwholesome breath.

Look at your tongue tonight.
See what it tells about you. Then use

Pepsodent Antiseptic to be sure your
breath is above reproach. And always

remember—a clean mouth and throat are

among your best defenses against colds.

PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC
Keeps breath pure 1 to 2 hours longer
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be revealed only by careful, understanding
study. Miss Rogers lias it in lar^e degree.

I enhance it in 'Roberta' by designing sbeer

fabrics which catch the light from under-
neath and above—such, for example, as

net, which adds lissomness to the move-
ments of the body. Because Miss Rogers
dances a great deal I bear in mind always
to give her adequate room in which to

move easily, and at the same time con-

serve chic without reverting to the stereo-

typed, billowy, floating chiffon dance frock

which has been used to excess. To this

end I have created a very simple black

satin evening gown, fashioned along the

lines of Vionnet of Paris, with full, bias

skirt.

"Another for the big waltz number

—

which will vie in popularity with the world-
wide fame of the Carioca and Continental,

is a sensational costume developed in high
lustre and lacquered satin. The gown
boasts an entirely new treatment in line,

being moulded tightly to the figure, the

skirt breaking into exaggerated fullness

just below the hipline to allow freedom
for the dance. When in repose the fullness

hangs straight in glistening ripples, while

the cut is very decolletage. The only

jewelry worn are clips, which serve in the

dual capacity of ornaments.
"Another costume revealing sex subtly

is that illustrated in this article worn by
Miss Rogers and fashioned of navy blue

cold stove and talks about its symptoms.
Now and then one excuses himself, goes

outside and commits suicide—to the relief

of the sparse but dogged "crow-d."

The Ram's Headers went dreamily, artily

on for a couple of years, and Jo learned

her trade well. Once in a while she was
given a whack at a comedy role

;
mostly

she hurled her youthful beauty into Tche-
kov's moodier moments — dank Russian
drammers in which everybody died but the

unlucky audience. We, alas, were being

saved for worse fates.

All, of .course, save "Seattle Jo." She
had a lucky look about her. One day she

ups and marries the young marster, Mr.
Bell, and was welcomed into the bosom of

the social Bell clan at their lovely and gra-

cious Washington estate, "Twin Oaks." It

was a somehow strange mating, to me. It

seemed to have little of the earth, earthy

in it. In fact, I always felt that Josephine

was wedded to this other fellow, Art, for-

ever, and that Mr. Bell was a third party

in the home.
Soon after the marriage, the Ram's Head

Players fell apart. But Jo had grown—
grown tremendously. She was a fine young
trouper, even then, of the Uptown, Lorgnon
School.

At that time the Mecca, Heaven, and
Happy Home of high-toned, deep-;dish the-

atrical Art was New York's Civic Reper-

tory Theatre, a gathering of the Drama's
Best Minds founded and headed by Miss
Eva Le Gallienne.

Its headquarters was a historic old fire-

trap on Fourteenth Street, or "downtown,"
which Eva had propped up, rescued from
rats and ghosts, and made the one living

temple of The True Theatre in all America.
Thither the dowdy, eager Young Things of

Greenwich Village trooped to worship at

Le Gallienne's feet. Intellect oozed from
the floors—Art, in large cold drops, fell

from the ceiling on the soiled but devoted

necks below.
In that musty, dusty rat-hole Josephine

Hutchinson came to full flower. She was
the pet, protegee and pride of the metallic

polka-dotted taffeta. The suit is closely

fitted at the hips with deep raglan sleeves

turned back three-quarters of their length

to form, deep cuffs. Wide ruching, made
of the same material, is cut bias and is

fringed at the edges ; three rows are used

on the tunic, another row forms a Pierrot

collar, while the ruching is used on the

navy blue straw hat. A blue velvet bow
is caught in the neck ruff and a velvet

ribbon, carelessly knotted, forms a belt.

With it are worn navy blue suede bag,

gloves and matching blue pumps.
"Really it does not matter much of what

a costume is fashioned so long as it fabri-

cates femininity. For those who wish to

emphasize subtle allure the nine costumes
—all of more than usually spectacular

treatment—worn by Ginger Rogers in

'Roberta' offer interesting variations, while
keeping to this main point.

"In 'Roberta' are to be found one hun-
dred and fifty costumes which I personally

have designed at an approximate cost of

$50,000. They include lingerie, evening
creations, street frocks, sports attire, cock-

tail gowns and any number of odd formal
and informal novelty costumes. They re-

veal all the secrets of the Sphinx and as

many more which confound the modern
designer—but the real secret of each
woman's own individual success may be
adequately summed up in two little words—'know thyself!'"

actress-manager. She played everything.

The old stage rattled to the moans, grunts
and coughs of Ibsen and the consumptive
Russians. Art ran amok. Serious souls

from uptown wrapped their sables about
them and worshipped beside the hungry
toilers and loafers of the Village. Ah—for

a few years Art, Le Gallienne, Hutchinson
and Co. had one hell of a time on 14th

Street

!

Husband Robert Bell faded quietly, im-
perceptibly out of the picture. He was a
gentle, artistic soul, perhaps ill-fitted to

compete with this flaming, soul-devouring
Art for the favor of his young wife. There
was a divorce, and he passed from the

scene. His grass-w:idow marched on, and
ON!
Le Gallienne produced "Alice in Won-

derland," and Jo was a darling Alice, which
did so well for Art that it moved to an
uptown theatre. Leads—bits—Jo played 'em
all in true repertory style. She and her
mentor were absolute tops in the nation's

tiny group of Serious Theatre Artists. Re-
member that a faint but unmistakable odor

of commercialism hovers over such people

as Miss Katharine Cornell like a swamp
fog. As for picture stars—well, my dear,

REALLY

!

Great days, those ! Miss Roberts, the

mother, gave sharp, brilliant character per-

formances in the Le Gallienne troupe. She
still does. She'd be swell in pictures. All

was serious, ardent, earnest, and (to this

stupid layman), pretty darned stuffy and
pretentious.

Suddenly came The Great Change. Hou-
dini or Thurston never did a trick like it.

One day I see Jo Hutchinson writhing in

the grip of high-class drammer, seemingly

as safe from the wiles of Hollywood and

its accursed gold as High Priestess Le Gal-

lienne Herself. The next moment I read

that W'arner Brothers have lured her to

their cinema foundry ! I gasp ! I faint

!

Ah, there must have been tearful partings

!

There must have been a last sad pilgrimage

to that dirty and deserted Shrine of the

Better and Finer on 14th Street. Then on

From Art to Artifice

Continued from page 30
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Study of a pretty girl with a
Hair for style! Maria Alba,
brunette charmer whose next
screen appearance occurs in

"The Great God Gold."

—alas !—to bizarre, unholy Hollywood.
Warners seized their find and worked

their wicked will upon her. Studio me-
chanics grabbed her. They slicked and
waved that rebellious hair. They encased
that lithe young figure in sinful silks and
satins, tightly fitted. Suddenly a smooth,
shellacked young actress appeared—a darned
good actress, too, and clutched to the manly
bosom of the airy young hero, Mr. Richard
Powell. "Happiness," undoubtedly, was
"Ahead"

!

They told me the girl was Josephine
Hutchinson, but shucks ! They couldn't
fool old Hall. Jo Hutchinson was a starry-
eyed, frumpy-haired, lip-stickless maiden in

love with some downtown fellow named
Art. But Hollywood's capture was com-
plete, and the lady conformed to the
cinema vogue of making it an elopement
when she decided to marry James Frank-
lin Townsend, one of the better known
casting directors, the romantic pair slip-

ping away to Las Vegas, Nevada, for a
knot-tying ceremony in the better tradi-
tions of the Hollywood of today.

Today, always the skeptic, I wonder just
how serious "Seattle Jo's" affair with this

guy Art really was. Was it the Real Thing,
or just a Passing Fancy, after all? My
guess is that, Art or no Art, this first-rate

young actress just wanted to get ahead,
like all the rest of us. Art was a good
guy while he had it—but Hollywood hap-
pened to have more. Nobody gets along
very well on Ibsen three times a day. After
a girlhood devoted to Genius, I say Jo's
entitled to caviar on her black bread. It's

all understandable, justifiable and perfectly
dandy.

Just the samee, I think that while Miss
Josephine Hutchinson rubs elbows with the
Sam Katzes in Hollywood's Club Troca-
dero, ghostly sobbing is heard in the ratty
old Civic Repertory Theatre in New York.
It's the wraith of young Jo Hutchinson
wondering where the rest of her is

!
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FASCINATING HAIR
Gorgeous new highlights

brought out in one shampoo!
WHY let drab, lifeless hair add years to your

appearance—dull the charm of your face? In
one single shampoo with Blondex you can bring
out the sparkling lustre, the alluring softness
your hair now lacks. Thousands report that
their first Blondex shampoo made their hair look
softer and prettier than in years. Originally
made especially for blondes—brunettes have
found it puts fascinating glints in drab, dark
hair. Blondex is a delightful shampoo rinse—not
a bleach or dye. Good for the scalp—removes
every bit of dust and oil-film. Try Blondex now,
and see it bring your hair new life, new loveli-
ness, and many a compliment. At all good drug
and department stores. Two sizes, the inexpen-

,

sive 25(6 package, and the economical $1 bottle. ,}'
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TJROM Paris comes the secret of this
J- super-mascara called Winx. Instantly,
it gives your lashes a natural accent. It

make skimpy, pale lashes look luxurious,
sparkling, alive!

I promise this: You'll look far more
attractive the minute you begin to glorify
your lashes with Winx—my perfected for-

mula of mascara—it keeps lashes soft, al-

luring. Your eyes—framed with Winx
lashes—will give your face new mystery,
new charm.

Woman's Greatest Power
—alluring eyes

Millions ofwomen prefer Winx to ordi-
nary mascaras—so will you, I'm certain.
Winx is refined to the last degree—so it's

safe, smudge-proof, non-smarting, tear-

proof—scientifically perfect. Try Winx
today—learn how easy it is to have lust-

rous Winx lashes. Get Winx at any toilet

counter, darken your
lashes, see the instant
improvement.
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arrangements for the airing of the Metro-
politan Opera's Saturday matinees. The
improvement was accomplished with a
single inspired decision to coax Geraldine
Farrar from the seclusion of her retreat in

Connecticut to act as raconteuse, as the
publicity notices fancily put it, and bring
to the great unseen as well as unseeing
audience a touch of personal and intimate

association necessary to make the proceed-
ings more real, intimate, and understand-
able.

For the most obvious of reasons the se-

lection of Miss Farrar to officiate at a
microphone during intermissions in the

opera was at once obviously judicious, in-

telligent, and welcome. Miss Farrar's
name was magic in those magical days
when the Metropolitan required the seat-

ing capacity of that citadel that, in its

day, was the wonder of theatre wonders.
Indelibly associated with the Met's most
brilliant events, was the talented artist

who was born in Melrose, Mass., who had
been starred in opera in Berlin, Monte
Carlo, Warsaw, and Paris before she was
engaged by the leading opera organization
of her own country.

That a former opera star who had per-

formed a repertoire of more than thirty

operatic roles during a period of sixteen

years at the Metropolitan, should have
such a fund of knowledge about opera and
particularly the Metropolitan as to make
her the ideal candidate to enliven opera
broadcasts with a needed personal touch,

was something even a conference of radio

experts could agree on. But the listening

public, unless it happened to hear Miss
Farrar on the radio a couple of years
back, when she described a performance of

"Hansel und Gretel," must have had
extraordinarily high expectations if they
anticipated any such excellence as Ger-
aldine Farrar has brought to her work in

connection with the current opera broad-
casts.

An infinite variety of anecdotes concern-
ing herself, the opera house, its stars of the

past and present, the music itself, or its

composers, brighten these informal talks

which punctuate the performances emanat-
ing from the Metropolitan. No voice en-

gaged in the musical occupations of the

performance going on on the stage is more
pleasing to the ear than the clear diction

and clean-cut pronunciation of this racon-
teuse.

That it all seems so delightfully informal
again proves that thorough preparation is

the key to spontaneity over the micro-
phone as well as from the lecture platform
or the theatre stage. It also proves that

Miss Farrar is still the earnest artist that

she was when she held Metropolitan audi-
ences spellbound in such roles as The
Goose Girl, as Tosca, as Butterfly, as

other figures she bodied so vibrantly as a
star of opera. For if you suppose that

Geraldine Farrar simply drops in at the

Met of a Saturday afternoon as a casual
visitor and takes her place before a small
piano equipped with a microphone and then
starts telling you whatever happens to pop
into her mind, you are more than slightly

mistaken.
How many hours are spent in prepara-

tion of her script in the study of her own
home, we do not know. But a script there
is, and it comes along with Miss Farrar
to the NBC headquarters in Radio City
of a Friday afternoon, at which time, in

a recording room, the script is read into
the microphone of a recording machine and
a record made. This record is then played
back for Miss Farrar to hear herself just

In Close-up: George Raft and
Carole Lombard, whose "Rumba"
dance is shown in this issue.

as you are to hear her next day. And if

things are not just right in her opinion,
there are wholesale revisions of script and
method of reading. All of which tells

again what you are always told about a
star of radio, stage, or movies : that there's

plenty of work before the show starts.

This particular listener is one of the
legion who believe that the opera broad-
casts this year, just as those of a year
ago, prove that in Milton J. Cross there
has been developed one of the most intel-

ligent commentators the art of music can
hope to have as an ally in radio.

Mr. Cross bears a heavy burden in the
broadcasts of the Metropolitan perform-
ances. He is the chap who must worry
about the timing of his talk to fit the
eratic pauses between acts and scenes of
the show. He takes up the slack during
intermissions between where Miss F"arrar

leaves off and the lifting of the curtain for
the next act. He has his definite instruc-
tions as to precisely when the commercial
announcement of the company sponsoring
the opera must be made. To fit it all into

place is something like doing a jig-saw
puzzle on split-second timing.

The points of broadcast for Miss Farrar
and Mr. Cross are the cloak rooms at the
rear of adjacent boxes in what is now
laughingly called "the diamond horseshoe."

Cross draws upon a sound background
of musical education and study for his

comments on opera and music. He was a
serious student of music, so eagerly en-
gaged with his studies at the Damrosch
Institute of Music that he agreed to accept
his first radio offers to sing only on con-
dition that he would be free during the day
to continue his work at the school. In

those pioneer days of radio he soon bridged
the gap between singing and announcing
and became one of the first announcers to
describe the higher forms of music.
With an ear-phone clamped to his head,

Mr. Cross listens in on the opera, the talks

of Miss Farrar, and signals from back-
stage as to how many minutes more it

will be before they "think," (they never
know more than a minute ahead), the
curtain will go up. Then all he has to

do is fit the necessary commercial an-
nouncement in at the precise moment or-

dered—usually just before the curtain of

the last act—and tell the story of the
ensuing act. Just how Milton Cross man-
ages to keep his good humor in a job
like that, we are sure we don't know.
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Baxter's Dreams

Come True

Continued from page 1

7

All the time I was playing with Mona
Barrie, I was visualizing Winifred loung-
ing on it, Winifred arranging the flowers
in the vases. I saw at once it was her type
of room. Rooms can be becoming or un-
becoming, just as much as a hat, you
know." Warner Baxter smiled his dis-

covery. "Winifred, for example, is at her
best in a picture hat—she sets it off, where-
as a woman of less presence might look
merely dwarfed and overdressed in it."

"Don't misunderstand me ! She's not
'dressy' in the sense that she has to be al
ways in regalia, far from it. I know she's

just as inspiring to me in pink gingham,
when she gets up early to breakfast with
me, as she could possibly be in the most
imposing velvet. What I mean is that she's

a woman who repays fine dressing, is never
overshadowed by it."

Here's an interesting tribute from the

screen star whose atmosphere of romance
has ever been a very definite part of his

work, and is now just as definitely a part

of his home. Of both the Warner Baxters
it may be said that they enhance the set-

ting of Belair but are not overshadowed by
it, perhaps because to them both it means
not grandeur, but home, and home is to

both a thing of paramount importance.

"I suppose one reason the possession of

a home means so much to me is that I

know what it means to lose one
;

several,

indeed, if you count those I lost as a young
child," Warner recalls with a hint of grim-
ness. "My father died when I was only
five months old, you know ; this meant my
poor mother was constantly on the move
for years. First back to her old home in

Columbus, Ohio, which had been my birth-

place. Then to New York where we lived

for several years in a dingy flat, until in

1905 we moved to San Francisco to a Nob
Hill apartment overlooking the most gor-
geous panorama of earth, sky, and sea I

have ever known. God, what a change that

was and how I loved it!" He caught his

breath. "Until we opened our eyes that

next April 18th to see the apartment walls
rocking to and fro. Refugees we were
then, with every cherished little possession
we had wiped out by the fire that soon in-

vaded our district.

"Eight days we spent in the park. The
ninth, we managed to get across the Bay,
to be sheltered by friends, but I shall never
forget the sense of utter goneness that went
with the loss of that home. It seemed un-
speakable to me then, and does now—life

without a home."
The Gate City was in the turmoil of

restoration. All their friends scattered to

all points of the compass, when the Baxter
mother and son returned to it. Young
Warner obtained a position with the Un-
derwood Typewriter Company, but the tug-
ging at their heart-strings was too much
for both of them ; they were homesick for

the old High Street house back in Colum-
bus

;
glad enough to return when Uncle

Warren Barrett sent the train-fare. This
decision proved a turning-point in the life

of young Warner, then a boy of sixteen.

For several years he sought and held
commercial jobs of the salesman type; pot-
boilers all of them. Though we find him
selling farm-implements and even touring
the country selling insurance, his inner
thoughts and ambitions were for the stage,
always the stage and its people. "These
subconscious dreams and hopes were the
ones that had the shaping influence in my
life finally," Baxter knows now. "They
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were the moulding force for my career,

and yes, for my home, too. I'm one of
those who have to have a home."
But slowly indeed the dreams material-

ized. False starts, blunders, a mistaken
early marriage, followed by an equally mis-
taken investment in which every cent of
his hard-earned little capital was wiped
out

;
poverty so actual then that more than

once food and Baxter were strangers for
days at a time. Through it all, Baxter
stuck to his dreams and his visions. His
marriage appears to have been a five-month
affair, ended by a parting practically pain-

less, so thin and evanescent had the rela-

tionship grown. Warner had turned over
his entire life-savings, two thousand dol-

lars, to his brother-in-law, sight unseen, to

be invested in a garage. After the collapse

of this, his wife returned to Philadelphia.

They never met again and were eventually
divorced.

Stranded in Tulsa, Oklahoma, Warner
turned to the stage. He was engaged by
the North Brothers Stock Company to

play juvenile parts at twenty-live dollars

per week. The ball had started rolling.

From juvenile he was soon progressing to

leading man, with a salary of thirty-five

dollars. Motion pictures began to intrigue

his interest. He headed for Hollywood
where the motion picture industry was al-

ready flourishing in 1914, but what could

be hoped by a young actor from Okla-
homa? No one brushed off the "welcome"
mat, nor polished the front doorbell in an-

ticipation of his arrival.

He had very little money. He rented an
attic bedroom in Hollywood, and literally-

starved while making the rounds of the

casting offices. He was a good salesman
of farm implements, an ace at selling in-

surance, but when it came to selling War-
ner Baxter to the motion picture industry,

he was a total loss.

It was during the regime of silent pic-

tures, of course. Baxter possessed all the

requisites for screening—a picture face and
the ability to act. But, like Clark Gable
and other aspirants, he could not convince
the casting directors.

Still optimistic, when everything seemed
stacked against him, Warner stuck to his

vision. He could be patient. Some day he
would win. He knew in his heart and soul

he would get his "break" at the right time
and in the right way. He did.

Oliver Morosco, operating one of the

finest stock companies the Pacific Coast has
ever known, granted the boy an interview,

had him read a part
;
signed him on a long-

term contract.

The first thing Warner did was to send
for his mother. She entrained for Los
Angeles at once, arriving before Warner
made his debut at the Burbank Theatre on
Main Street. He met her at the train

;

after an affectionate embrace, he suggested
they have something to eat. When they

had finished their dinner, the boy looked

at his mother rather shyly : "Mums, have
you any money to pay for this?"

He was absolutely broke and had been
without food for two days. But he was
rehearsing to appear on a Los Angeles
stage and was so elated that the food prob-

lem did not bother him. He opened at the

Sunday matinee in "Under Cover" with

Edmund Lowe and Frances Ring playing

the leading roles. Mother was with him
and the world again beautiful.

Transcendingly so, very soon now, with

the coming of love—the real thing this

time!
The day of his first rehearsal, Warner

arrived in front of the theatre ahead of

time—he is always on time for appoint-

ments. As he passed the lobby of the

theatre he observed a beautiful girl chat-

ting with friends.

"What a gorgeous-looking girl
!"

He was so impressed with her brunette
loveliness that he had to have another
glance at her. He passed up and down be-
fore the lobby five times in all. Gaining
courage with each trip, he smiled at the
girl who returned his salutation with her
own winsome smile.

When the company gathered on the stage
for the rehearsal, he found the lovely lady
had preceded him. She was Winifred Bry-
son, a member of the company. She seemed
interested in him and it was not until

months afterward that he learned Miss
Bryson's concern for him had been purely
humanitarian at the start. "His cheeks
were so sunken, his face so ghastly white,

I felt I simply had to feed him," she ex-
plained later.

Pity being akin to love, it was not long
before Winifred Bryson and Warner Bax-
ter were the central figures in a romance
deeply satisfying to both. First of all, they
were friends. They understood each other,
liked the same things, were true comrades.
Both had fought their way upward ; both
knew what it was to be homeless, to find

home only in an attic bedroom. Both
wanted above all else a substantial perma-
nent home of their own. Where should it

be? Los Angeles was decided on. Nothing
seemed to prevent. Warner had saved his

money steadily through the four years of

his courtship. Since that two-thousand-
dollar garage loss, he was more than ever
inclined to be thrifty; never would he
splurge again. His picture prospects seemed
of the brightest. They bought a charming
little home on Beechwood Drive, in the ex-
clusive Wiltshire district, and no two chil-

dren with Christmas toys could have felt

more delight than the two Baxters at this

glorious forward step in the career. They
owned a home at last ; such a charming
one, too, expressing all the harmony and
hospitality for which they were becoming
famed in the film colony. Who could have
foreseen, just when all looked fairest,

Warner was to have his first serious tum-
ble from the bandwagon

!

The picture, "Marriage Circle," was his

undoing. He had been chosen and signed
for leading man above many contestants,

but even the first day on the set he was
apprehensive. He w:as not convinced he
wanted to play the part after all. As out-
lined to him by Ernst Lubitsch, the great

European director, it seemed too theatrical,

too unbelievable. Furthermore, the Conti-
nental technique rather baffled the actor.

Inherently honest, he felt he could never
bring himself to the point where he could
feel natural and sincere in delineating the

role. He asked to be excused from playing
the part. Monte Blue was at once assigned
to it. The picture was one of the first to

be filmed in Hollywood by a Continental
director. It was an over-night sensation.

Monte Blue soared to sensational heights,

became a star. Stoically enough, Baxter
never referred to the matter since. He felt

he would have been miscast. He probably
was right.

Sometimes an opportunity that seemingly
points to great success may be rejected

wisely. "It might be a failure that would
be hard to live down," he told a friend the

day he left the cast.

Lean days followed, even the loss of his

first home, but he never lost hope. He
knew his real opportunity to scale the cine-

ma heights would come, eventually. "Faith

comes to us when we cease to think of ex-
ternal things as having power over us and
realize that God, having all power, will

bring good to pass in our lives," he said in

reply to a fellow artist, apprehensive about

his own future. "Be patient with yourself

and with the working things in your life,

with the details of your business affairs

and with those with whom you are asso-

ciated. You cannot hasten things by your
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A famous star and the mother
he resembles so closely. Above,
Mrs. Jane Barrett Baxter, and
her son, the famous Warner.

impatience. Only your calm, silent trust
and patience will bring results."
Not long afterward he was called to the

Fox Film Studio and given the leading role
in "In Old Arizona," one of the first suc-
cessful talkies. The rest is filmland history.
The "Cisco Kid" made the name of Warner
Baxter known all over the world wherever
motion pictures are screened. He was given
the Academy Award for the finest portray-
al of that year. A long-term contract with
Fox immediately followed. The Baxters
were back on the top wave. No need to
hesitate now on the new home of any size.

Let the architects start their drawings when
they will. And so Belair—the new Baxter
home, on a firmer foundation than ever,
with ever-widening vistas of happiness for
themselves and the friends they welcome.

_
Warner loves to have his intimates about

him. He is a good story-teller and often
entertains his guests by dramatizing the
oddities and whimsicalities he has encoun-
tered in the work and amusement of the
day. He has a flair for sleight-of-hand
tricks and is clever in putting them over.
He enjoys cooking and on gala- occasions
will put on the chef's apron, go into the
kitchen and prepare a meal for his guests.
His chili-con-came is the most eagerly
relished dish among his friends.
He has a relish for the fantastic in the

most trifling incidents of everyday life.

Recently he wanted a nut bowl and cracker.
His love of the fantastic led him to the
creation of a cracker in the form of a squir-
rel, made of copper. One puts the nut in
the squirrel's open mouth, pulls its bushy
tail. The mouth closes. The nut is cracked
and falls into the bowl.
But beneath it all—the story-telling, the

fun-making, the joy of the fantastic—runs
a solid vein of devotion to truth and to
duty. These are qualities that endear him
to all those who really know him.
Women are of the highest importance in

a man's life, Baxter believes ; the right
woman, worth going through fire and brim-
stone to win ; after winning her, it is up
to him to keep the pitch of romance high.
"Women are like violins. Men may make
from the delicate instruments any songs of
which they themselves are capable."
So a married love may be lived in a hat

or a hotel room or a hovel—or a mansion.
The Warner Baxters are living theirs
simply and naturally in a mansion, because
they are mansion-souled people, both of
them.
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Maureen Knows Hollywood
Continued from page 20

polishing. Six months of the process and
she was home again, and playing around
with her friends in her family's military

set. At that stage she was quite carefree.

A bewitching young llirt who hadn't an
ambition in her head, except to have fun
and eventually to settle down and marry
some handsome fellow who would cater

to her every whim.
Then out stretched Hollywood and

grabbed her. She was a Dublin debutante
without the slightest idea of ever becoming
an actress. Fox sent Frank Borzage to
Ireland to direct John McCormick's "Song
O' My Heart" on authentic locations. The
troupe relaxed in the evenings at Dublin's
foremost hotel. Dinner-dancing there was
Maureen.
From all the crowd of men and women

she stood out in Borzage's eyes. He sent

the waiter over with a note, explaining
who he was and begging to speak to her.

Intrigued at a movie director wanting to

talk to her, she nodded yes. He came over,

asserted that she was exactly the type he
was searching for. A lovely, fresh young
Irish beauty to be heroine of the film.

She knew her parents would object. But
Maureen is extraordinarily adventurous.
So she decided not to tell her family, and
for the next four days she went to where
the company was shooting and watched
them. Just as they were finishing the last

scene on the fourth day Borzage called

her, dabbed screen make-up on her, gave
her a few lines to say, and thrust her be-

fore the cameras. She was so astounded
that she went through the test scene before
she realized what it was all about.

Twenty minutes of make-believe and
Borzage knew she was a "natural." He
contacted her family and they finally agreed
to her stepping into the lead in the film.

Maureen and her mother sailed for Holly-
wood to complete the picture and when it

was premiered she was pronounced a
success.

After seeing Maureen settled, her mother
returned to the family in Ireland. Maureen
was on her own. Her troubles began. She
did all right with her career. There came
a brief interlude of uncertainty when a
series of mediocre pictures resulted in her
Fox contract lapsing. But she soon signed
a long-term deal with M-G-M. Of course
she wishes that she could have more roles

like the one she had in "The Barretts."

That was so much more stimulating than
routine leads. However, it's Maureen's
private life which has brought, her grief.

"I was eighteen when I arrived here. I

said to myself, 'Before I am twenty-one I'm
going to try everything once.' " She hesi-

tated, then continued honestly. "My reward
has been—experience. And now I know
that childish philosophy was—bunk !"

She spent her money freely. A big

salary coming in regularly was too large a
temptation to resist. And then, she fell in

love. Here we reach the sad point. For
four years she has been positive that

Johnny Farrow, good-looking, man-of-the-
world writer, is the man she wants to

marry. Still the path isn't smooth. Johnny,
it seems, was married before he ever came
to Hollywood to write scenarios. He has
had his divorce, but both of them are de-

vout Catholics and that former ceremony
of his is the snag.
A year ago, over a secluded table in the

quiet dining-room of the Garden of Allah
where Maureen was living, she first talked
to me.

"Acting? I don't get any particular fun
from it. I'm naturally lazy and I still hate
schedules. Pictures abound with earlv

calls! I attribute my career to luck and,
on my part, to restlessness. Not ambition.
I have no driving urge.

"I don't mean to be ungrateful. Pictures
are more fun than any other kind of work
I could do. The constant uncertainty, the
hope that tomorrow I may get a wonderful
role always buoys me up when I'm blue.

"I've seen a lot for a girl of twenty-two.
Perhaps too much. My guess is that those
who stay at home and stay domestic are
happier. Two motives spur me on: a wish

Good news for proud parents!
Joan Blondell and George Barnes
hear by phone at the studio
where both are working that

the baby is "just fine."

to accumulate enough money to be finan-
cially independent. And—pride ! I would
like to feel that I had accomplished some-
thing, now that I've been in Hollywood so

long
!"

Small, the flyaway tendrils of her brown
hair caressing her health}' cheeks, and so
pretty with those terribly blue eyes, she
mentioned her reasons for loving Johnny
Farrow.
"The only kind of man who can thrill

me is one who is definitely superior to me
in every fashion. I either worship or
despise. I put my love on a pedestal and,
if he does not dominate me, well—

!

"To that clinging-vine heroine I por-
trayed in the pictures with YVeissmuller.
Tarzan was a wonder. His physical su-

periority made him master of his world.
The girl loved him principally because of

her vast respect for him. If I were living

where brawn was of more value than
brains, I'd use all the feminine tricks I

could think of to lure the most attractive

cave-man

!

"I feel the same way in reality, in this

different environment of Hollywood. I'm
in a sophisticated world and Johnny Far-
row to me is a parallel of Tarzan. He is

brilliant ; therefore a success in his line of

work. He is daring
;
consequently never

dull. He has experienced so much more
than I. To be frank, I'm the independent

type who secretly enjoys being bossed!"
Nearly a year elapsed after that chat

before I ran into Maureen again. In the

meantime she'd scored heavily on the

screen. She'd taken a two months' jaunt

back to Ireland, where she hadn't visited

for more than three years. She'd got away
from Hollywood for a breathing spell.

Abroad she was feted as the triumphal star.

So I went to M-G-M for lunch with her,

hoping to find her in an ecstatic "coming
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back to Hollywood happy" mood. But
Maureen had not undergone any startling
change.
"The main benefit of my trip back to

Ireland was the realization that it isn't so
far away. I flew to the Atlantic and, by
flying, it no longer seems so awfully re-
mote. And getting away from Hollywood
for a while was a relief, too. Staying here
all the time puts one in a rut. From now
on I'm going home at least once a year

!"

Unfortunately, there is no happy ending
yet—at this writing—for Maureen and
Johnny. "They say that it will be straight-
ened out. That there will be a dispensa-
tion so we can marry. But it takes so
long

!"

"But your career, Maureen?"
"No career can fill my life !" she replied,

vehemently.
"What do you want then?" I spoke as

gently as I could.

"I haven't saved any money. I want to
go on working until I have a little put
aside.

_
So at least I'll be able to end my

days in a bungalow court if necessary

!

And then, I want to quit work. I want
to marry. And have a child."

Suddenly I sensed how alone Maureen is.

_
"What I need most," she mused aloud,

"is discipline. I sometimes think the only
way I'll be content is to have someone take
complete charge. That's why I want to
marry and settle down to a very normal,
simple life. Quick success on the screen
isn't a guarantee of happiness."
A while later she said, "I don't think one

should ever do what she doesn't want to
do." The headstrong Maureen speaking
again !

Such a complex personality, this lovely
young O' Sullivan. So at odds with the
average movie girl. She didn't struggle
for fame ; she couldn't choose it in prefer-
ence to love. Too bad she hasn't the cus-
tomary vanity, anyway. "There is always
my public !" proclaims the typical Holly-
wood woman when personally upset.
Maureen isn't even that way. Being recog-
nized and flattered, all the hullaballoo,
sincerely doesn't begin to compensate for
a troubled heart.

She has marvelous screen potentialities
because, aside from a unique personality,
she can interpret every shade of emotion.
At least experience has left her endowed
with understanding.
How far she will ultimately progress as

an actress is unpredictable. She has no
desire ever to go on the stage. She isn't a
battler at the studio. She can't go in and
fight for "building" parts, for instinctively
she senses too well that fame is a deceiv-
ing thing. The tinsel hasn't enough dazzle
to fool her. Perhaps, if marriage to her
Johnny Farrow is not to be in the cards,
she will turn to acting as complete sur-
cease. Many have done this. Maureen
may.

Acquiring some close, inspiring friends
seems to me her best immediate alterna-
tive. "I know it's my fault I'm lonely,"
she says. "I've just been thinking about
this. There are so many fascinating people
in Hollywood. I must try to come out of
my shell, forget myself by concerning my-
self with others.

"Often it dazes me when I stop to think
that all over the world, in big cities and in
far-away spots, I'm having fantastic ro-
mances in film after film. It dazes me
because here I am, going from home to the
studio, then home again. Six days a week.
Life 's slipping by !"

Please don't presume that Maureen be-
moans her lot. She scorns self-pity. She,
more than anyone else, appreciates the luck
she's had. That's why you've never heard
of the real Maureen before. But I believe
that now you'll admire her more. You'll
see her not merely as a cute Irish flapper,
but as I do. As a grand scout, a very
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soft foods. Dentyne provides this regular vigorous exer-
cise so necessary to general mouth health. It stimulates
the salivary glands, helps the mouth clean itself, and im-
proves the condition of the teeth.

AS WELL AS A DELICIOUS GUM — You will be de-
lighted with the flavor of Dentyne. Its fresh, stimulating
spiciness makes it the favorite chewing gum of thousands
and thousands of critical people. You will like, too, the
handy vest-pocket package ... an exclusive feature with
Dentyne. The shape originated with, and for many years
has identified, Dentyne.

KEEPS TEETH WHITE- MOUTH HEALTHY
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FREE
The most complete book ever writ-

ten on how to ponder properly.

Mail coupon. Note generous offer.

WHAT IS "HIS"
close-up

REACTION
to your face?

Does your mirror reveal an
over-powdered artificiality?

IF a "close-up" is disappointing, one of the
first things to consider is: "Am I using the

correct powder for my type?" Some powders
age the face from five to ten years. Changing
to the proper blend will subtract these hateful

years.

A new discovery makes it possible to regain
the fresh charm of youth—a way to powder
that makes you look zm-powdered.
Now comes SOFT-TONE Mello-glo, the

powder that is stratified—a costly extra pro-

cess that wafers it, ending all grit. This brings

an utterly new flat effect—this wafered pow-
der smoothes on invisibly, is longer lasting

and covers pores without clogging.

This new creation is utterly unique, as

you"ll agree. Use it and you'll not fear a

"close-up". It won't flake off. It can't shine.

It ends that pasty, "flour-face" look men dis-

like.

See how this super-powder gives you that

un -powdered freshness of youth, how it be-

comes a delicate part of your complexion.

Don't delay—get a box of new SOFT-TONE
Mello-glo today. Compare it with your favor-

ite—see how much better you look. Five flat-

tering shades, caressingly perfumed—50c and
$1.

NOTE: To obtain the new SOFT-TONE Mello-

glo, you. must ask for the gold box with the blue

edge, which distinguishes it from oar Facial-tone

Mello-glo (Heavy) in a gold box with white edge.

ti^ SOFT-TONE

MELLO-GLO
the close-up powder that

gives an UN-powdered look

FREE Merely send Coupon for
fascinating booklet: "The
New Vogue in Powdering

The Mello-glo Co., Boston, Mass. S.C.-4-35

Name-

Street..

City State

For a generous package (not a sample) of new Soft-

tone Mello-glo, enclose 10c, checking shade you wish:

Ivory £!^
s

k
h Natural Rachel Brunette.

human, turbulent soul, who emphatically

deserves a better break than she is re-

ceiving.

What does any degree of fame amount
to when you can't have the one you love?

I suppose these bumps are what Maureen
rates for being a valorous, unchained in-

dividual. She wanted to grasp life, know
its emotions to the full. And she likely

will proceed, gallantly, until she figures out

a philosophy of her very own. A pro-
tective shield, a satisfying design for liv-

ing. But as her life is now—I'm genuinely
sorry for her. She has a career and it's

like holding onto a lion's tail. It would be
foolish to let go until she can make a quick

change, until some solution to her love

plight, some better thing evolves for her.

And meanwhile, as her countrymen would
say, "It's a divil of a dilemma!"

But It's All News to John
Continued from page 21

"Two Martinis," said John to the waiter.

John is also by way of being a psychologist.

"Jerry tells me you're crazy," I informed

him optimistically.

John looked vaguely alarmed. "I try to

keep it a secret when I first meet people,"

he explained, "or at least until I know if

it's safe to relax."

"Never mind," I consoled him. "I'd

probably have guessed it. Say," after a

moment's pause, "they tell me that after

you made 'Another Language' last year

you were deluged with picture offers but

said you wanted to go back to the stage

for more experience. Is that right?"

Once I knew a girl who prefaced im-

portant announcements with "This is no

ie, either." John's revelations are usually

preceded by "You won't believe this."

When he had finished his Martini he

began : "You won't believe this, but I did.

I wasn't deluged with offers as you put it,

but I did have several and turned them
down. You see, what I want is to be a

really good actor and I think the place to

learn that is on the stage. In pictures,

you can't experiment. You make a scene

and it's in the bag. On the stage you can

try out different nuances and bits of busi-

ness both during rehearsals and after the

show has opened."

"And now you've learned enough that

you feel you can sign a contract?" I put in.

"No," said John promptly, "but this last

year on the stage has taught me a lot. I've

got tne only kind of contract I'd want. It

specifies two or three pictures a year and it

also stipulates that they have to be made
in the summer and that I can do plays

in New York between September and

June."
I thought of what time and Hollywood

have done to James Dunn; of what they

did to Alexander Kirkland. I remembered
something Kay Francis said to me once:

"We all come out here with high ideals

and great ambitions. Look at Muni and

Edward G. Robinson. The only kind of

contracts they would sign were those per-

mitting them to do plays. Muni went back

once and did a play. This last year he

just traveled and the stage was forgotten.

Robinson has never done a play since he

first came to Hollywood. He just loafs

between pictures."

If Time could just stand still for John
and Hollywood ebb and flow around him
without touching him !

_
For here is a

really fine actor—one with youth and am-
bition, ideals and illusions. If I were the

Almighty I'd crystallize him as he is today.

But Joshua is dead these many centuries.

Time stands still for no one. And Holly-

wood is a Charybdis that sucks under all

who venture near.

"Your parts in 'Another Language' and

'She Loves Me Not' were very different,"

I remarked, harking back to the interview

but thinking how much more pleasant it

would be just to chat and forget business.

"Which did you prefer?"

"Both," said John promptly. "I don't

want to be typed. 'Another Language'

was a comedy drama. 'She Loves Me
Not' was farce comedy and that was some-

John Beal and Gloria Stuart in
"Laddie," based on Gene Strat -

ton-Porter's novel.

thing I'd never done before and couldn't

make the New York managers believe I

could do. I want to do some musicals
and eventually," hesitantly, "I hope to be

a good enough actor to do the sort of

character leads that Leslie Howard does."

"Well, that's quite a repertoire to aspire

to," I observed, "but I'll tell you this : all

actors howl about not wanting to be typed

but if they aren't they never get to be very

big stars. The public doesn't know just

what to expect of them."
"You won't believe this," said John, "but

being a star means less than nothing to me.

I don't care a tinker's damn about fame
and fortune. The only thing in the world

I care anything about is being a good actor.

If, when people see me in a part, they'll

believe me and come away feeling, 'He can

act' that's all I want.

"You won't believe this," he went on,

"but ever since I was a kid, all I've ever

wanted to do was either draw or act.

When I was in college
—

"

"Princeton, wasn't it?" I interjected.

"Pennsylvania," said John, "—I drew
and drew and drew until suddenly my eyes

went back on me. I thought it would be

foolish to start out to be an artist when
one of my chief tools was no good so I

concentrated on acting. I got pretty good
parts in the Mask & Wig plays.'

"Your home is in Philadelphia, isn't it?"

I went on.

"Joplin, Missouri," said John. "Say!

They've got all my history in the publicity

department if you're interested in that."

"All right." I agreed. "Now, what's in

those little books you're carrying?"

John flushed. "Some sketches I made.

I thought maybe you'd rather look at pic-

tures than talk. But you don't have to if

you don't want to. We can just sit."

I shot him a suspicious glance but he was

dead-panning me. Darned good the sketches

were, too. Yes—young John Beal is going

places

!
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The Girl Behind

the Gardenias

Continued from page 16

didn't mind because there was no top, but
when they started shooting the scene and
put on the cover I nearly died with terror.
They pulled me out—limp. I had fainted
dead away.
"Crowds terrify me, too. I always avoid

'them if possible for I get a panicky feel-
ing I am being crushed.
"As for superstitions, we all kid our-

selves that we don't believe in them; but
most of us have a cherished one or two
tucked about somewhere. For instance, I
like black cats but nothing could induce me
to walk under a ladder. And I insist on
seeing the moon over my right shoulder.
Trying to get the right slant on the last
new_ moon I did a real W. C. Fields fall,

getting all tangled up in a long coat and
a scarf I was carrying. As I went down I

did a double flip-flop that Fields himself
would have envied—but I did see the
crescent at the proper angle

!

"Then, I'm super-sensitive and too easily
hurt and I cry like a baby over the least
thing. Tears are always very near the
surface, but a good cry clears up the emo-
tional atmosphere and everything looks
brighter after a deluge. I used to brood
a lot over real or imagined troubles al-
though I'm out-growing that; but I still

suffer tortures when I'm misunderstood."
Leaving the dining-room we wandered

through the house which Joan has prac-
tically made over during the past few
months, and she showed me every detail
with pride. She loves every inch of it.

She says during that year as a chorus girl
in New York her home was a dreary little
hall bedroom and she used to lie awake
nights dreaming of a real home of her very
own. It is this dream that she has vis-
ualized so beautifully.

_
Upstairs in her own personal suite, con-

sisting of a sitting room, a spacious bath-
room with a glassed-in shower, and the
newly built sleeping porch which she will
use the year around, the decorative color
scheme is Joan's favorite blue and white
At every doorway are two slender white
columns that add a quaint touch that is

altogether charming.
The profusion of flowers that always

decorate every room in her house are per-
sonally arranged by Joan and she devotes
several hours each Saturday making a com-
plete change of bouquets throughout. All
flowers give her a definite thrill but she
chooses lilies and old-fashioned candy-tuft,
with their delicious fragrance, for her own
bedroom.

It is on Saturday night that she usually
entertains with a small buffet supper, and
frequently the same group of intimates are
invited for the next night, too. Joan loves
to have her friends around her but seldom
goes in for formal or large affairs.

She's a whirlwind of energy, very inde-
pendent, and likes to wait on herself. Be-
sides a cook, she has a butler—but she
plans her own menus ; a chauffeur—but she
usually drives her own car; a gardener

—

but she always helps with the planting.
She has a personal maid only at the studio
for she likes to take care of her own
clothes and she's an expert at sewing and
alterations.

Joan cannot possibly sit idle with her
hands m her lap. She is always doing
something—sewing, rearranging the furni-
ture, practicing her music, reading or
studying. Joan is planning for a future day
and is taking a strenuous course in dra-
matics, history, and languages.
Joan didn't want to talk about love, ro-
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OF PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE

thousands of druggists sell-

ing it at a new low price

FOR years, people have willingly bought
Pepsodent.

. .rather than save a few pennies
and endanger teeth by buying harsh, "bargain"
dentifrices. Over a hundred million tubes of
Pepsodent have been sold. . .convincing evidence
that Pepsodent really does remove film safely.

During this period our laboratories have con-
stantly made far-reaching scientific improve-
ments in Pepsodent itself. It has always been
our aim to give you the finest tooth paste money
could buy. Having first accomplished that, we
th en sought to reduce Pepsodent's cost to you.
At the same time we were zealous to maintain
the high scientific excellence that had made
Pepsodent an outstanding leader to public and
dental profession alike.

Ways have been found to make that saving
possible. Today druggists offer you the same fine
scientific Pepsodent Tooth Paste you know so
well at a lower price and in a new 10% largertube.
The formula is identically the same. In every

way Pepsodent is the same product that has won
fame as the"special film-removing tooth paste."

Visit your druggist today and join the millions
who are taking advantage of this extra saving.

Have you ever really tried a true
film-removing tooth paste?

Film is that sticky, gummy coating that forms on everyone's teeth. It
harbors stains from food and smoking . . . makes teeth look dull, yellow.
Worse still, it contains the germs usually associated with tooth decay.

For beauty and health, you must remove film. Pepsodent is kn
in 67 different countries as the special film-removing tooth paste bee
of the safe, effective way it works. Pepsodent results are due tc
exclusive cleaning and polishing agent.

In scientific tests, Pepsodent has been found the least abrasive of
15 leading tooth pastes and 6 tooth powders. Therefore, you can be
sure it is not only effective but safe. No grit -nothing that can harm
the enamel. Use Pepsodent regularly twice a day. And be sure to see
your dentist at least twice a year.
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SKINNY?
THEY'LL NEVER

V, CALL ME SKINNY
k ANY MORE

Compare Your
Measurements

H'GHT. 5 FT. 4 in,

W'GHT. 120 Lbs.

BUST
WAIST
HIPS.

THIGH
CALF .

ANKLE

35 In.

26 In.

36 In.

21 In.

14 In.

V/2 In.

New Quick Way Adds

5 to 15 Pounds fast
NOW there's no need to be "skinny."

Here's a new easy treatment that is

giving thousands solid attractive flesh, en-
ticing curves

—

in just a few weeks.
Doctors for years have prescribed yeast to build

up health. But now with this new discovery you
can get far greater tonic results—regain health,
and also put on pounds of firm, good-looking flesh—and in a far shorter time.

This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast, is

made from specially cultured brewers' ale yeast
imported from Europe—the richest yeast known
—which by a new scientific process is concen-
trated 7 times

—

made 7 times more powerful.
But that is not all ! This marvelous yeast is

ironized with 3 kinds of strengthening iron.

Day after day, as you take Ironized Yeast,
watch flat chest develop, skinny limbs round out
attractively. Skin clears, constipation vanishes,
new health comes—you're a new person.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may be, this
marvelous new Ironized Yeast should build you
up in a few short weeks as it has thousands. If
you are not delighted with the results of the very
first package, your money back instantly.

Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right away,
we make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a
package of Ironized Yeast at once, cut out seal
on box and mail to us with a clipping of this
paragraph. We will send you a fascinating new
book on health, "New Facts About Your Body."
Remember, results guaranteed with very first
package—or money refunded. At all druggists.
Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 264, Atlanta, Ga.

mance, or marriage; she insists that

marriage has no place in her immediate

plans ; but she talked freely of her friend-

ship with Franchot Tone.
Franchot probably understands Joan bet-

ter than anyone. They speak French

together, read plays, attend all the sym-
phony concerts, swim in her new pool, go
dancing in the bright spots and frankly

hold hands during the weepy scenes at

picture shows.
They are both diligently studying voice

under Signor Otto Morando and spend

many evenings practicing their lessons to-

gether. With sweet pride Joan said,

"Signor Morando says that Franchot has

accomplished in one year of intensive study

—he takes two lessons every day—what
usually requires three. There is no limit

to where his voice may carry him, for he

has developed great power. I'm sure grand
opera is ahead of Franchot.

"I have no such voice," she added. "I'm

studying to aid me with my dialogue and

of course, to be able to sing on the screen

whenever the need comes up. I may have

a musical soon. I'd love it."

You see how it is, you can't separate

Joan Crawford from her career—it always

keeps popping up although I was trying

to tell about the girl, not the actress.

Born with rhythm in her body and also

with an intense determination to do some-

thing, to be somebody, it was inevitable

that Joan should turn to the stage.

It was on New Year's Day, 1925, that

she received the wire summoning her to

Hollywood and the screen, and she

has been with the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studio ever since, just recently signing a

splendid new contract for three more

years.

Something like a year ago, the Metro

executive Harry Rapf told me, "I don't

know to this day what I saw in that wide-
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eyed little girl that convinced me she was
made of star material. There was some-
thing very compelling, very different, and
she intrigued my interest. Her absolute

co-operation in developing the qualities

that make a successful screen star is re-

sponsible for her success. She is a hard
worker. Once given the opportunity, she

pushed right ahead. She hasn't yet

reached the top. She is destined to be-

come a great dramatic actress."

Success hasn't spoiled Joan because she

sincerely and honestly believes she hasn't

gone very far yet, so she's doing no shout-

ing. There is a long road ahead of her

before she reaches the goal she has set for

herself.

"I know it means hard work and many
sacrifices, but I'll reach it," said Joan,

straightening herself as if she were march-
ing into battle. "I've been credited with

succeeding through hard work alone. I

like to feel I had some talent to start with

and that through hard, persistent effort

I've developed my abilities.

"I want a chance at versatility in my
roles ; one learns only by doing. I can't

get my studio to believe I can play any-

thing but ultra-modern girls, wearing

Adrian's lovely clothes. But look at

Norma Shearer; she's modern to her little

finger tips, and see what she did in cos-

tume drama.
"I'm not asking to portray Camille, La

Tosca, or the other women of classic drama
—yet! But I want above all other things

in "the world a chance to play Joan of Arc
—George Bernard Shaw's version. And I

want this, oh, terribly!"

This then, is a glimpse of the girl behind

the gardenias—a very real, a very honest

Joan. Impulsive, generous to a fault, who
loves kitchens and gingham frocks—yet at

the height of her career yearns to portray

that glorious character of French history

!

Life Begins Again at Fifty

Continued from page 31

time. "All right then. Don't believe me !"

I'd have been a simpleton
_
not to.

Despite a certain Fieldsian whimsicality

of gesture and expression, he had been

both earnest and convincing.

"Only don't get me wrong," he warned.

"I'm not squawkin'. I've had as many
breaks as the law allows, and more than

the next fellow. If you got stuck on the

top rung all your life, you'd miss out on

a lot of healthy exercise. I'm thanktul

to be startin' out again at fifty instead of

finishin' at forty-nine. And that's a funny

thing," he mused. "Now I look back, I

got started at just about ten and twenty

and thirty and forty, too. Oh it might

have been eleven or thirty-nine—

I

wouldn't want to hang for the difference

—but you get the point.

"I ran away from home at eleven and

never went back till I was earnin' good

monev. At twenty I was playin' the Win-
ter Garden in Berlin—my first European

engagement. A doctor told me I had

consumption. 'Go to Milan,' he said, 'and

eat raw wine.' Raw wine—ever hear that

one?—he meant grapes. 'Eat raw wine,'

he says, 'or you'll die,' Well, I couldn't

afford' to go to Milan and eat raw wine

or cooked, either, so I stayed where I

was.
"More than twenty years later I was

bothered with indigestion, and went to a

doctor friend of mine in New York. He
put the fluoroscope on me.

" 'Hey, Bill,' he says, all excited. 'About

twenty years ago you had consumption.'
" 'Am I O. K. now ?' I ask him.
" 'Sure,' he says. "The scars are all

dry.'

Lilian Harvey, Europe-bound,
after a long Hollywood sojourn
as a star in American pictures,
boards a plane at Los Angeles
smartly garbed in a tailored suit

with divided skirt.
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" 'That's fine,' I told him. 'That's what
I get for eatin' raw wine in Milan.'
"Well, that was twenty. At thirty I

thought I was washed up in vaudeville.
I made up my mind to come out West, get
a job managin' some little theatre, draw
cartoons for the papers, play around in
the sunshine, live like a human being.
Then Ziegfeld hired me, and I stayed
with him nine years. One 'Follies' after
another, but not much sunshine. My
racket was pantomime in those days, and
the silents never gave me a tumble. The
minute I started usin' dialogue, they made
me an offer. Why?" Again his eyes
crinkled in that amiably derisive grin.
"Look for the answer in the back of the
book, lady. / never found it.

"That was when I was about forty. I

played in seven silents and then I got the
gate, and went back to the stage. But
I was sick and tired of the stage—sick
and tired of racin' over my dinner till I

got indigestion and racin' off to a show.
People in the theatrical business are sup-
posed to be harum-scarum. Take it from
me, there's no train in the world so on time
as a ham actor. If he's on at 8:32, he's
ready and waitin' in the wings at 8:31^—whether his insides are twisted with colic
or the thought that he's left his mother
dying at home. Yes, I know—they've
kidded the shirt off that line: 'The show
must go on'—but they can't kid the truth
out of it.

"Anyway, I was fed to the gills with
livin' in a trunk. Suppose you're playin'
one-week stands in vaudeville. You arrive
in town on Monday. The baggage man
doesn't get your trunks in on time. You
rush over to the theatre to rehearse your
music and see that your props are set.

You grab a sandwich or you don't, and
rush back for your act. If things go
wrong, you fuss and fume yourself into
a stew, and by dinner time at five or six
you're so upset that you're better off not
to eat. You do your night show, prayin'
it'll go better than the matinee. You
know the critics are sittin' there, ready
to_ roast hell out of you, so instead of
bein' better, it's probably worse. You go
home and drown your sorrows in sleep,
and oversleep next day because Sunday
night on the train you didn't sleep at all.

After the matinee you unpack your trunk.
You send out your laundry, and in the
hope of gettin' it back by Friday night,
you tell 'em you've got to have it Thurs-
day mornin'. But they know you're a
liar.

"Wednesday's comparatively calm. All
you have to do is find out when the train
leaves and worry about how things are
goin' to be in the next town. Thursday
you start stewin' over your laundry, and
find a gravy spot on the only decent suit
you own. You dash to the tailor's and go
down on your knees to him, and for
double the regular fee and a couple of
passes he promises to get the suit back to
you next day. Next day's Friday, and
you

_
have to pack. The baggage man's

comin' for your trunk at 7 in the morning.
You ask him to come later but he can't.
He's got a date to pitch horseshoes.
Your laundry hasn't come. Between the
matinee and the evening performance you
dash over there. You can't swear at them,
because they might get sore and play you
a dirty trick. They promise to deliver it

in an hour. You rush back to the theatre,
then go home in fear and tremblin'. You
open your door and peek in like a love-
sick kid, waitin' for a letter from his
sweetheart. No laundry, no suit. You
control yourself because you know, if you
don't, it's only yourself you're hurtin'. The
baggage man wakes you at 6 :30 for your
trunk. The laundry comes at 8. The
suit doesn't come at all. You phone the
tailor before the matinee, and he says he'll

Poor Complexion?

Nurses now tell how
famous medicated cream

Corrects ugly skin faults
Thousands use it for Pimples,

Large Pores, Blackheads,
Cold Sores, Chapped Skin

OVER 2 million women today use this

famous medicated cream to relieve

skin irritations, to help clear up blem-
ished complexions— to help restore their

skin to normal healthy loveliness.

Of this vast number of women, thou-
sands are nurses, whose training and
experience have taught them what is best

for the skin.

What it is

This famous medicated cream is Noxzema
Skin Cream—a dainty, snow-white, grease-

less formula that doctors first prescribed

to relieve eczema, sunburn and other skin
irritations.

Nurses discovered its value in helping to
correct skin faults. "It clears my com-
plexion as nothing else does," one nurse
wrote. "It's the best thing ever for rough,
chapped face and hands," wrote another.

If your skin is Rough or badly Chapped
— if you have Cold Sores, Pimples, Black-
heads, Large Pores, just try Noxzema
Cream—and see what a big improvement
it makes in your skin.

Apply Noxzema at night. Wash it off

in the morning with warm water first,

then cold water or apply ice. Apply a
little Noxzema during the day—as a foun-
dation for powder. Use Noxzema until

skin is relieved or blemishes disappear.

Special trial offer
Ask your druggist for a small trial jar— if

he cannot supply you send only 15c for generous
25c jar—enough to make a big
improvement in your skin. Ad-
dress Noxzema Chemical Co.,
Dept. 84, Baltimore, Md.

Red Chapped Hands Relieved

Overnight ... OR NO COST
Make this test tonight on badly Chapped Hands. Get a jar
of Noxzema from your druggist—apply it tonight— as much
as the skin will absorb. Notice them in the morning. If sore-
ness has not disappeared— if hands are not softer, whiter,
your druggist will gladly refund your money.
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GUARANTEED
WEIGHT

REDUCTION
12 POUNDS

FIVE WEEKS
... or no cosf.1

NO DIETING. ..NO STRENUOUS
EXERCISES ... NO SELF DENIAL

Now YOU Can Take Off

POUNDS of UGLY FAT
. . . this SAFE, EASY

QUICK WAY!
SOUNDS too good to be true? Yet it

is true. Redusols increase your metab-
olism ; which after all is nothing more
than turning surplus fat into energy. You
will be amazed at your increased vitality.

YOU MAY EAT WHAT YOU WISH AND
AS MUCH AS YOU WANT

There is no need to change your present

mode of living, yet objectionable, surplus

fat—especially around hips and waist—will

quickly disappear.

THE REDUSOL WAY IS THE SAFE WAY!
H Beware of products claiming more rapid

reduction—physicians agree that 15 pounds
a month is the limit of safety. And, do
not accept any substitute for SAFE Re-
dusols—the harmless capsules which reduce
fat by perfecting metabolism. Redusols
contain no thyroid extract or other harm-
ful ingredient. They are absolutely safe

when taken as directed.

READ HOW A SECRETARY OF STATE
REDUCED 18 POUNDS IN 5 WEEKS!
THE D1LEX INSTITUTE
9 East 40th Street. New York City
Dear Sirs:

I am very glad to tell you that Redusols have re-
duced my weight 18 pounds in the past 6 weeks. Before
taking Redusols I weighed 205 pounds. I now have a
fine appetite, eat 3 good meals a day, feel energetic
and ambitious, and yet have reduced my weight to 187
pounds. This has been done without diet or tiring
exercises . . . simply by taking Redusols.
You may use this letter in any manner you wish.

Very truly yours,
(Signed) JOHN J. LYONS

THIS TESTIMONIAL FROM THE
HONORABLE JOHN J. LYONS

—former Secretary of New York State, reflects
the average experience of hundreds of users
who daily send us unsolicited testimonials.
Many letters on file show reductions of from
30 to 40 pounds ! Why not rid yourself of
burdensome FAT—Remember, you REDUCE
or it costs you nothing!

DON'T WAIT. ..MAIL COUPON NOW
DILEX INSTITUTE, INC.

9 East 4 0th St., Dept. 154, New York City

Enclosed find $3.00, please forward, postpaid, one bos
of 90 Redusols Capsules in plain wrapper.

Q Send Redusols Capsules, C. O. D. I will pay postman
$3.00 (plus 23 cents postage).

If I do not lose at least 12 pounds after taking the first
bos of Redusols as directed, you will refund my $3.

Name

Address

City State
Orders from Canada & Foreign Countries Cash in Advance

send it after you. Knowin' you've got
nothing to lose, you tell him where he
can send himself. You make the train at

the last minute, with your laundry under
one arm, a sandwich and bottle of beer
under the other, and your pockets stuffed

with the junk you didn't have time to

pack on account of the baggage man had
a date to pitch horseshoes

!"

Fields was in full swing by now, and
apparently enjoying himself. He'd risen

and was pacing the floor, his face pre-

ternaturally solemn, his hand lifted now
and then to define a point. Two friends

had come in and, realizing that they'd
stumbled on a good show, subsided grin-
ning into chairs.

"Sometimes," Fields went on, "you say
to yourself : 'Well, now I'm goin' to save
some money, and I won't take a sleeper.'

So you find yourself a seat and curl your-
self into knots, and spend the night lis-

tenin' to fifty-seven different varieties of
snores and the yowl of the baby that no
train's complete without. You don't sleep

a wink, but you save $1.75. You put your
$1.75 into a sound bank, and the banker
nicks you for all the sleeper jumps you've
stayed awake through in a long and sleep-

less existence. So they give him a year
in jail. But the poor guy's sick, so they
send him to a convalescent home with his

wife and take one of his Rolls-Royces
away from him to remind him that he
mustn't do it again. And that, my
friends," he concluded in sonorous tones,

dropping neatly back into his chair, "is

why darkies were born, and why old Bill

Fields returned to the great and glorious
West, where nobody wanted him." He
bowed majestically to a spatter of ap-
plause.

"//, however," he continued, reverting
gradually to the normal, "if the West
didn't want me, I wanted it. I wanted
sunshine and warm weather. I wanted
a house and a bed to sleep in and a
closet to hang my clothes in and a wash-
ing machine I could swear at if it didn't

get my laundry back in time. I wanted
to be out in the open, and play golf and
tennis and handball and squash. But for
all that I had to have work. I couldn't
get it. I offered to write, direct, and play
in my own pictures—for nothing net

—

just to show them what I could do. They
wouldn't take me as a gift.

"Till one night I was eatin' in the
Brown Derby and Al Kaufman came over.

'Bill,' he says, 'I think I've got an idea
for you. I'm goin' to double you up with
Alison Skipworth.'
"So that's how life began for me at

fifty. Now it's tops. My clothes are
hang in' in my own closet in my own house.
I play tennis on my own courts and I've

even gone Hollywood to the extent of a
swimming pool. Though between you and
me," he remarked in a sepulchral aside,

"I'm more for the shower. I've got work
and friends I enjoy, and the world's my
oyster. Sure—but I'm watchin' my step

just the same. I'm no optimist about
things goin' on this way for the rest of

the world. I've been up and down too
often. Next thing you know," he added
with a trace of grimness, "Huey Long'll

get hold of the country, and you'll be
writin' a story about Bill Fields beginnin'

life at ninety, trainin' a couple of fleas.

Only," he pointed out kindly, "no one'll

read .it. Never mind, sister," he com-
forted me next moment, "I'll read it my-
self."

I asked him about his own writing,

knowing that he had a hand in all his

scripts.

"Well," he began, "it's this way. When
I was a kid I could never learn a thing.

I was too dumb—

"

"Let me tell this," interposed Jack Cun-
ningham, with a withering glance at his

collaborator—Cunningham's the writer
who has worked on so many of the Fields

scenarios. "He's afraid he might get some
credit. He's got more natural feel for

pungent line and spontaneous talk than
anyone I've ever struck. He changes
things on the set. He gets some of his

best lines while the cameras are grinding.

Which makes it a little hard on the people
he's working with. Remember, in 'It's A
Gift,' where the boy comes to the grocery
store to tell him the orange ranch is no
good? We needed a line to put over just

what that grocer felt about the orange
grove. We'd racked our brains for days,

and couldn't get the right line. So they
decided to shoot without it. Well, just as

the director was about to yell : 'Cut,' Bill

the grocer says, as quietly and naturally as

though he'd been that grocer all his life

:

'I've got my heart set on it. I'm going
through with it.' Sounds simple, doesn't

it? Just what that grocer would have said.

But the rest of us who were smart enough
to learn our lessons at school were too

dumb to figure it out."

"Take it easy," growled Bill out of the

corner of his mouth. "She'll be callin'

me sweet next." He turned on me with
purpose in his eye. "Listen," he said.

"I'm a peppery, stubborn cuss, but I'm
not bad at heart. Anything else I'll for-

give ; but call me sweet, and so help me,
I'll rack you alive and haunt you dead !"

ANNOUNCING WINNERS OF
MARGARET SULLAVAN COVER GIRL CONTEST:

FIRST PRIZE : evening gown with velvet evening wrap, won by Miss
Virginia Graham, U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, Raleigh, North Carolina.

SECOND PRIZE: $100.00 in cash, won by Mrs. Isabel Vierling Kelch,

8254 Albin Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
THIRD PRIZE: Crosley Radio, won by Mr. Alan Gardner, 9 Dana St.,

Cambridge, Mass.

FOURTH PRIZE: fitted traveling case, won by Miss Jean Cooke, Edge-
wood Park Junior College, Greenwich, Conn.

ADDITIONAL TEN PRIZES of personally autographed new photographs
of Margaret Sullavan, won by Mrs. Faye C. Burke, Denver, Colo. ; Mrs.
Anne McQueen, Canton, Ohio ; Elizabeth Thatcher, Huron, So. Dakota

;

Miss Lucie M. Wiltshire, Washington, D. C. ; Mr. Will S. Gidley, Spring-

field, Mass. ; Laura W. Hutchinson, Charlotte, No. Carolina ; Miss Mae H.
Ashworth, Mt. Vernon, Ind. ; Charmaine Sanguin, El Paso, Texas ; Mrs.
Fred Curtis, McCracken, Kansas; Evella Williams, Crystal Springs, Miss-
issippi.
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Ask Me!
By Miss Vee Dee

Selma B. I liked your letter for it gives
me a chance to answer questions about in-

teresting people—not that all our favorites

are less interesting but you know what I

mean or do you? The young lad who
played Boka in "No Greater Glory" was
Jimmy Butler. He is one of the most
promising youngsters in pictures ; his role

of the son, Jim Jr., in "Only Yesterday"
with Margaret Sullavan and John Boles,

established that fact. He was Bill Wiggs
in "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch."
"Romance in Manhattan" is his new hit.

Mary Carlisle was born on February 3,

1912, in Boston, Mass. She is 5 feet 1

inch tall, weighs 100 pounds, and has
blonde hair and blue eyes. Ginger Rogers'
latest release is "Romance in Manhattan"
with Francis Lederer as her co-star.

Barbara. Donald Woods is compara-
tively a newcomer to the screen and you
are not the only fan who thinks he's pretty

keen. He was born in Winnipeg, Mani-
toba, Canada, in 1906, is 6 feet 1 inch tall,

weighs 160 pounds, and has dark brown
hair and eyes. His first screen appearance
was in "As the Earth Turns" with Jean
Muir. He has played in "She Was a
Lady" with Helen Twelvetrees

;
"Merry

Wives of Reno" with Margaret Lindsay
and Glenda Farrell ; and in "Fog Over
Frisco" with Bette Davis. His latest is

"Sweet Adeline" with Irene Dunne.

D. A. I count the time well lost if I

haven't several arguments to be ironed out
and settled to the entire satisfaction of all

concerned. You are right about Jack Gil-

bert playing the lead in the silent version
of "The Cossacks." I'll give you the en-

tire cast including John Gilbert : Renee
Adoree, Ernest Torrence, Dale Fuller,

Mary Alden, Josephine Borio, Neil Neely,
York Sherwood, Joe Mari and Paul Hurst.

Peggy S. and Richard A. It's a pleasure
to tell you about Charlotte Henry, for she
is one of the most natural young actresses

on the screen, don't you think so ? She
was born on March 3, 1914, in Brooklyn,
N. Y. She has light brown hair, blue

eyes, is 5 feet 1 inch tall and weighs 104
pounds. Among her screen successes are
"Huckleberry Finn," "Lena Rivers," "Alice
in Wonderland," "The Last Gentleman"
with George Arliss, and "Babes in Toy-
land."

/. M. J. How these promising young
players come along—we wouldn't want
them to stay behind, for youth must be
served and served right too. Betty Fur-
ness had the role of Joan Shadzvell in "Life
of Vergie Winters" with Ann Harding.
Betty appeared in "Beggars in Ermine"
with Lionel Atwill ; and in "Dangerous
Corner" with Virginia Bruce and Conrad
Nagel. Later she was in "A Wicked
Woman," in which Mady Christians stars.

Trent (Junior) Durkin. Fo'give me ! I'm
sorry I got you wrong in that reply in the
February issue. But now we all know that
Trent, who used to be "Junior" Durkin,
and Junior, wJio now is "Trent" Durkin
are one and the same—and here's our best
to you for more and better good roles.

M. B. Thanks for your kind words

!

Yes, I know Alan Dinehart is back in

Hollywood under a three-way contract to
write, act and direct for Fox Film.

SOME WOMEN still suffer regularly;

martyrs to the time of month.

OTHERS have put this martyrdom all

behind them. The days they once dreaded
are just a memory. They approach this

time without fear. They pass it without

the old discomfort.
*

MIDOL has made periodic pain a thing

of the past for many, many women.
*

"OH, YES" say some who have read about
it, and heard about it, "but my suffering

is so severe, and I've tried so many
things that didn't help! Midol may not

end all the pain for me."
*

TRUE, there are women who are not re-

lieved of every trace of pain when they

take these tablets. But they get such a
large measure of relief that they are

quite comfortable in comparison.
*

AND the comfort you get from Midol is

not momentary, not an interlude, but
sustained comfort from the very start.

In fact

—

*

THE BEST TIME to begin with Midol is

before any discomfort is felt.

*

YOU MAY escape all pain.

THE ACTION of this medicine is effec-

tive for hours, and two tablets should see

you through your worst day.
*

SO why postpone this welcome comfort
another month?

*

ONE REASON some women still hesi-

tate to try Midol is their doubt of its

being as effective as advertised. Doubters
should ask anyone who has tried it!

*

ANOTHER REASON for hesitating to

take these tablets is the fear that Midol
may be a narcotic. It is not.

THE NEXT time you are in a drug store,

pick up a package of Midol. You'll find

it displayed on the counter. If not, just

ask for Midol.
*

TUCK the slim little aluminum case of

Midol tablets in your purse, and be all

prepared. Be prepared to "be yourself"

all through the days which might other-

wise be given over to the usual pain
and discomfort.

YOU ARE SURE to have an easier time. YOU'LL be grateful!

P. S. It's a true kindness to tell any periodical sufferer
about this real relief. Don't keep your discovery a secret!
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IT CLEARED UP MY

SKIN IN NO TIME

!

Improved Pasteurized

Yeast Safely Corrects Skin

Troubles, Constipation,

Indigestion, "Nerves'*

WHY put up with a blotchy, pimply,
unattractive skin when this sim-

ple treatment will do so much for you?
Your distressing skin condition, like

so many cases of indigestion and
"jumpy" nerves, has probably been
brought on by a sluggish system. Your
trouble is internal and needs internal

treatment.

Science now knows that very often
the real cause of slow, imperfect elimi-

nation of body wastes is insufficient

vitamin B complex. The stomach and
intestines, deprived of this essential

element, no longer do their work prop-
erly. Your digestion slows up. Poisons
accumulate in your system.

Yeast Foam Tablets supply the vita-

min B which is necessary to correct

this condition. These tablets are pure
pasteurized yeast— and yeast is the
richest known food source of the vita-

min B complex. This improved yeast
quickly strengthens your internal mus-
cles and gives them tone. It stimulates
your whole digestive and eliminative
system to normal, healthy function.

With the true cause of your trouble
corrected, pimples and blotches soon
disappear. Indigestion stops. Headaches
go. Pep returns. You look better and
feel better!

Don't confuse Yeast Foam Tablets
with ordinary yeast. These tablets can-
not cause fermentation in the body. Pas-
teurization makes Yeast Foam Tablets
utterly safe for everyone to eat.

Any druggist will supply you with
Yeast Foam Tablets. The 10-day bot-

tle costs only 50c. Get
one today.

YEAST FOAM

TABLETS

A perfect beauty
treatment all in one

jar!

WHO travels far

must travel light

!

The story of the

lady who carried sixteen

trunks has been a warn-
ing to us all. We want
our beauty aids to be both

compact and convenient.

All in one jar, so to

speak. And— this just

shows you how resource-

ful we are—here it is

!

Lady Esther's four-pur-

pose cream is a whole
beauty treatment in itself.

The people who use it,

love it. They say it does

all that any complicated

beauty treatment could do,

in about a tenth of the

time. It does it pleas-

antly, thoroughly, and de-

lightfully. So much so

that you positively look

forward to taking your
make-up off at night with

it. Higher praise is there

none

!

It is a light- cream.

None of the heavy, sticky,

greasy feeling about it

that so many other ex-

cellent creams have. It

gets down to business in

your pores and cleans

them so that they are

fresh and clear at night.

At the same time it

softens the skin, acting as

a smoothing cream and
preventing little lines from
forming. This, as you
know, is a big beauty ad-

vantage because so much
happens to rest and re-

juvenate our faces while

we sleep.

It is one of the few
creams we have heard
about which gals "in the

know" use not only as a

cleansing and night cream,

but as a light base for

powder. When you buy
it you are getting several

creams, all in one jar!

emi-ni es

Beauty News
For You

L'Heure Intime, the fra-
grance of a Spring

evening.

New! A powder that
matches every skin.

of Spring! It gets you,
doesn't it? We thought
so. It gets other people,

too, and that is what is so

important.

We know of a perfume
manufacturer who has
caught it and put it up
in little bottles for your
own especial fascination.

He calls it L'Heure In-

time, and it smells for all

the world like a Spring
evening, fragrant twilight
with a dash of new moon
about it. It makes you
think of the people you
love best in the world.
Perfumes are hard to

describe. Every once in

a while we give up and
say we can't. But this

one perks up our jaded
sense of smell and ad-
jectives. Imagine the way
Spring smells when first

it comes out of winter.
All the springy, flowery
smells in a chorus, but
done delicately, like the
muted strings of a violin.

It is the kind of perfume
you like to identify your-
self with the whole year
round.
You want to smell it

again and again ! As if

you could never get
enough of it, instead of

making you tired of it

after the first inquisitive

whiff or two.
One word of caution

about it. It is a lasting

type of fragrance, one of

the things you look for

first in a perfume you
buy, so it is not necessary
to use more than a drop
at a time. It is a French
perfume and should be
applied in the French
way, on the skin, not on
the clothing.

Ummmmm, that smell

Cheramy's great big
Easter egg and the saucy
bunny who brought it!

Well, we have just

come in breathless from
romping around town in

the search for news for

you. We have met with
success. Before you de-

cided that that may be
just a hollow brag, listen!

Tangee have made a
brand-new powder which
ends that mask-like look
so many of you complain
to me about your skins.

It does so by the same
principle that made the

Tangee lipstick so famous.
This new powder changes
to your own exact skin

tones the moment you put

it on. It ends the artificial

look pow'der sometimes
gives. All you have to

do is to select which
shade, flesh, rachel or

light rachel, is closest to

your own coloring, puff it

on gently, brush it off
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and there you are, looking so fresh, young
and, unpowdered that it seems a miracle.

It isn't a miracle. It is very scientific

and happens because of a new ingredient
in the powder, one which turns the color
of your natural skin tone under it.

I needn't tell you Tangee powder is of
fine and even texture, that it stays on a
long time, and doesn't cake up on you. In
other words, it is a good, honest powder

!

With this new color ingredient added it is

destined to make cosmetic history.

Here is a little Springtime gift that is a
big surprise. An enormous Easter egg of,

of all things! Soap! Scented so delicately
with your favorite Cheramy fragrance.
And right on top of it, tied with the
daintiest of ribbons, is that same favorite
Cheramy perfume.

It is the kind of thing to buy for your-
self when you want to give yourself a
treat, and the kind of thing for your best
friend when you want to show her how
much you think of her and what good
taste you have. The soap is a finely milled
French variety that lasts months; that is,

if you can keep your small brother away
from it ! If you can't, we won't be re-
sponsible for what happens. And it is so
perfectly scented that you can smell its de-
lightful perfume on your hands for hours.
You are particular about your cosmetics,

of course, so it is the contents of a pack-
age that interests you most. Here is a
case, however, where the outside of the
package is as exciting as the inside. The
most impudent French bunny you ever
laid your eyes on— (see him?)—is staring
up over the edge of things, ready to take
flight and scamper away at your first

movement. He is a perfect lamb of a
bunny ! Look for him in the stores and
the moment you lay your eyes on him you
will want him for your very own.

Salutes and Snubs
Continued from page 8

ALADDIN HAD A LAMP BUT WE
GOT MOVIES!

Instead of rubbing an old lamp and wish-
ing, we modern Aladdins rub a coin in the
palm of our hand and buy a ticket to our
favorite movie, to produce the magic result.

The movies are proving to be gloom's worst
enemy—the public's best friend.

Mabel M. Schlenger,
5214 N. Paulina St.,

Chicago, 111.

"DADDY" DUNN!
Gosh, I'm glad Jimmy Dunn is Shirley

Temple's daddy again in "Bright Eyes."
They're a great team. I hope they stick
together. Believe me, when I took my
small daughter to see "Now and Forever,"
I had one heck of a time explaining how
come Shirley called Gary Cooper "daddy."

Elmer H. Mayer,
6814 Fifth Avenue,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

KATIE, YOU'RE FORGIVEN!
Once I had the temerity to call Katharine

Hepburn "flash-in-the-pan" and "poseur."
Apologies are herewith tendered. In "The
Little Minister" she is not only the con-
sumate artiste but singularly beautiful.
What a contribution she'd make to the
cinema as Joan of Arc or "The Tudor
Wench."

George Wilton, Jr.,

1028 Connecticut Ave., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

Please tell women smokers more about

Old Colds throat-ease'saysQauclttti G'^it
) P. Lorillard Co., Inc.

PARAMOUNT S TAR

AMERICAS SMOOTHEST CIGARETTE

EASY ivMr cl

CHARLES STRICKFADEN
plays a Buescher Saxo-
phone in PaulWhiteman's
orchestra. (10-8-34)

BUESCHER BAND
449

Loads of fun, right from the
start, because a sweet-toned
Buescher is so easy to learn I

You play tunes right away.
Surprise your friends. Join a
band or orchestra. Fit your-
self quickly for one of the
many big- pay jobs now open.

on trial. Any
Buescher
instrument

will be sent without obliga-
tion.Write now for details and
handsome Free Book. Mention
instrument : saxophone, cor-
net, trombone, etc.

INSTRUMENT CO

FREE

BUESCHER BUILDING ELKHART. INDIANA

Id Money
and stampsWANTED

POST YOURSELF! It pays! I paid
J. D. Martin, Virginia, $200 for a

single copper cent. Mr. Manning-, New
York, $2,600 for one silver dollar. Mrs. G.
F. Adams $740 for a few old coins. I want
all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and
stamps. I pay big cash premiums.
I WILL PAY $100 FOR A DIME
1894 S. Mint; $50 for 1913 Liberty Head
Nickel (not buffalo) and hundreds of
other amazing prices for coins. Get in
touch with me. Send 4c for Large Illus-
trated Coin Folder and further particulars. It
may mean much profit to you. Write today to

B.MAX MEHL251 Mehl Bldg., FORT W0RTHJEXAS
(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.)

BLACKHEADS!
NEVER SQUEEZE BLACKHEADS.
IT CAUSES SCARS, INFECTION!

Dissolve Blackheads scientifically with amazing
KLEERPLEX WASH. This wonderful NEW DIS-
COVERY contains 5 scientificEingredients. Also
refines Large Pores, stops embarrassing Greaainees,
"Shine". Clears Muddy, Sallow, Tanned Skin. Has
marvelous medicated pore purifying powers. GetB at
the cauee QUICKLY! SAFELY! RENEWS! LIGHT-
ENS! BEAUTIFIES your skin. Gives vou that clean-
cut attractive look. SEE INSTANT IMPROVEMENT.

No chemicals. No staying home. A guaranteed pure natural product,
approved by Health Authorities and thousands of happy users—Men and Women. Nothing like it! Stop wasting time and money
on ordinary products. Your skin deserves the beBt. Get your 2 moa'
supply of Kleernlfx Wash TODAY. Just send $1. — (plus .10 poatuuej
direct to KLEERPLEX (Dept. 22) 1 W. 34th St., N. Y. C„ or pav pot-
man (plus C. O. D. charge). Outside U. S. $1.25 and no C. O. D.a.MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! (Copyright 1934 Kleerples)

DR. WALTER'S
famous flesh colored rubber reducing garments
show a decided improvement in the figure im-
mediately.

LATEST BRASSIERE gives a trim, youthful,
new style figure. (Send bust measure. )... .$2.35

NEW UPLIFT BRASSIERE $3.40

REDUCING GIRDLE. Beauti-
fully made, very comfortable : laced
at back. Send waist and hip
measure $4.75

FLESH COLORED GUM
RUBBER HOSE; fit smoothly
and improve shape at once.

'VT*& Send ankle and calf measures.
11 inch $3.85 pair; 14 inch $6.85 pair.
Send check or money order—no cash.
Dr. Jeanne S.C. Walter, 389 Fifth Ave., New York
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Don't let an

UNSIGHTLY SKIN

rob you of

ROMANCE, HAPPINESS
DO MEN LOOK your way-or do they

look away? An attractive complexion,
naturally fresh, unmarred by sallowness and
ugly blotches unlocks the door to the ro-

mance every woman wants. Thousands of
happy women have regained the fresh skin of

their childhood with Stuart's Calcium Wafers.
Magic, rhey call it. But there's nothing magic
about it. Stuart's Calcium Wafers simply rid

the system of bodily wastes and supply the

system with the little calcium nature needs to

create a healthy, glowing skin! Even stubborn

cases often show marked improvement in a

few days. Isn't it worth a trial?

STUART'S CALCIUM WAFERS
AT ALL DRUG STORES, 10c AND 60c

iffure/ • "^f»

THEY BLEND WITH YOUR HAIR
New dull textured finish makes these
tight holding bob pins almost invisible in
your hair. Look for them at your favorite
store or write for free sample—specify
black, brown, blonde or gray color.

Sta-Rite Hair Pin Co., Shelbyville, Illinois

IF YOU HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....

then write today for my
FREE TRIAL BOTTLE

As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparter
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
my free trial bottleand book telling All About Gray Hair.
ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert, Dept 5, LOWELL. MASS.

Perfumes

20^

SUBTLE, fascinating, allur-
ing. Sells regularly at $12.00 an
ounce. Made from the essence
of flowers :— Send only
Three odors:

(1) Fascination
(2) Lilac
(3) Aristocrat
A single drop lasts a week!

To pay for postage and handling
send only 20c (silver or stamps)
for 3 trial bottles. Only one set
to each new customer. 20c!

Redwood Treasure Chest: H^\t^c
.

fume selling at §2.00 an ounce— (1) Hollywood Bouquet,
(2) Persian Night, (3) Black Velvet. (4) Samarkand.
Chest 6x3 in. made from Giant Redwood Trees of California.
Send only $1 check, stamps or currency. An ideal gift. 51.
PAUL RIEGER, -179 First Street, San Francisco

Heartbreaker? No!
Continued from page 31

you have given them a brighter outlook on
life ; that you have given them inspiration

to go forward."
His secretary had just told me that he

receives hundreds of such letters. One had
just come from a young woman who works
in a perfume factory in Havana, stating

that he had changed her entire life, that

all her work was being done with a song
and life was gay where before it had been
hopeless, and yet her work had not changed
at all.

"Such testimony as that," he said, "is

greater compensation than any money we
ever receive."

While I waited in his outer office for

him to arrive, I thought the room small

and crowded, with secretaries and desks

and photographs and manuscripts and files,

reaching to the ceiling on all sides, and
hardly room to turn around. When I en-

tered his inner office, there was little dif-

ference, except a comfortable chair at the

end of his desk, where I could sit facing

him. I resented the close quarters, even
though all these things were mute evidence

of his contact with thousands of minds, his

active participation in a dozen or so worth-
while organizations, his constant effort to

do his part in helping others.

But the strangest thing happened. Mr.
Lederer began talking in his soft voice with
the slight accent, and I forgot all about the

office. I didn't hear the noise. I didn't

know the space was small. In fact, we
seemed much too far apart and I leaned

forward in my chair to bring me a little

closer. So far as I knew, we might have
been in Queen Marie's boudoir or the Blue
Room at Washington. Now I realized why
that brilliant critic, Heywood Broun, had
written, after seeing Lederer on the stage

:

"Not in years and years have I noticed in

any playhouse that same strange poignancy
of incense and gunpowder which filled the

theatre as young Mr. Lederer approached
a love scene."

I have been with men more at ease. I

have been with men who knew more of the

fine art of making women feel important

to themselves (like Ivan Lebedeff, who be-

longs to the same school of courteous hand-
kissing), but I have never been in the

presence of a more sincere person than

Francis Lederer. It is as if the very soul

of him were seeking expression, seeking

only the good of mankind—a soul longing

for growth only to enlarge its usefulness.

No wonder it irritates him somewhat
that practically every article written about
him has dealt with his technique as a lover.

We have defied him to be as good as Clark
Gable, Leslie Howard, and Robert Mont-
gomery. We have taken it for granted that

he took pride in being called a "love ex-

pert" when as a matter of fact he has in

his repertory over four hundred plays, and
only a small number of them were romantic
roles.

"My views on romance are so different

from the average person's," he says. "Most
people feel that romance must include love

of the opposite sex. I think we can find

romance in any direction we turn. I have
a great friend, a wonderful poet in Bo-
hemia, and he writes exquisitely romantic
poems about what the world terms prosaic

things. For instance, he wrote a most un-
usual poem about a railroad station, and
he writes about garages, grocery stores,

and people and animals that we least often

associate with romance or poetry. I think,

as he does, that life is romance, every step

of the way."
In this connection I might add, Mr.

Lederer thinks that the idea of sex has

been stressed too much in Hollywood, not

only in pictures but in our ideas about the

association of people. He neither decries

nor deplores sex, but insists that it should
be kept in its proper place.

"While sex may be some part of love,

there is sex without love and just as cer-

tainly much love without sex," he adds.

I am not the first woman to "discover"

Lederer. I can't claim the distinction

!

Women have been "discovering" him ever

since he got his first part on the stage.

At least six famous actresses have dis-

covered him, among them our own Lillian

Gish, who tried to bring him to America
for pictures years ago.

The great Reinhardt perhaps went to

more trouble to secure Lederer than he
ever has before or since for any artist. He
made direct appeal to the agent holding
Lederer under contract, telling him he
could not afford to stand in the way of so

great an artist. But it was not until several

prominent actors of Europe wrote an open
letter, which was published in the news-
papers, insisting that Lederer be allowed
to do Romeo under Reinhardt, that he got
his temporary release.

But you may not be familiar with the

rise of Lederer, even though you have seen

his. American pictures, "Man of Two
Worlds," "Pursuit of Happiness" and
"Romance in Manhattan." Speaking of

"Pursuit of Happiness," a brilliant writer

said to me : "The person who said there

had never been a perfect picture perform-
ance had not yet seen Francis Lederer in

'Pursuit of Happiness.'
"

But to get back to his rise : Things have
not always been as rosy for Lederer.
Even ten years ago, it would have taken a

man of great vision to conceive of a man
in Lederer's position rising to such heights.

But Lederer had just such vision and he
never lost it. Not only was his origin

obscure, without the advantages that money
brings, but he suffered the still greater loss

of a harmonious home life, for his parents

were divorced, he remaining with his

father. To a sensitive soul like Lederer,

the lack of harmony was much worse than
lack of money.
Twenty-seven years ago, this handsome

Czecho-Slovakian was born Frantisek
Lederer, in Karlin, just outside of Prague.
He is six feet tall, athletic and clean-

shaven. His hips are narrow but he is all

muscle and you would never suspect that

he weighs 170 pounds. You probably recall

his hair is like Persian lamb and always
slightly disheveled.

His father was a leather merchant and
he and his two sons lived in a crowded
apartment, similar to our tenement district.

The boys were sent to public school but

the severe father allowed them little time
for play ; and he did know enough to im-
press upon them that the only man who
could succeed was the man who used his

brains and not his hands. Francis could

not endure the leather business and his

failure in mathematics in fourth year high .

school forever dispelled the father's hopes
of making a banker out of him.
At thirteen, Francis saw his first matinee,

and from that moment was determined to

become an actor, though no one in his

family had ever been one. His parents

threatened to disown him if he became an
actor and after that he was never allowed

to see plays. In the first one he did at-

tend later, he saw a man smoking and de-

cided he could never be an actor, for he

would not smoke! He believed in physical

fitness and he was a loyal Boy Scout,

acquiring an abhorrence of both tobacco
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Will Rogers and Richard Crom-
well in a scene for Will's new
film opus, "Life Begins at 40."

ani alcohol. If he were not to be an actor,
then he must learn a trade, so he became
apprenticed to a small dry-goods store,
doing everything from cleaning the store
to selling goods. Occasionally during this
time, he saw a picture show, which aroused
in him again the desire to act, whether for
stage or screen.

The director of the Old German Theatre
in Prague gave him permission to sit in
the wings and watch the actors. He
worked in the store all day and sat in the
wings at night. At last he was allowed to
play with the extras, carrying a spear, eat-
ing a sausage, closing a door or any little

thing like that. But he made these scenes
stand out until he was stealing the show
from the principals. Once in the back-
ground he was cleaning a room and he
put

_
such comedy in his work that the

audience watched him instead of the prin-
cipals and this led to what they called an
"apprentice actor" for which he received
the huge compensation of $1.20 a month.
From this lowly beginning, he mounted

step by step, doing stock through many
countries. Finally he was offered the lead

with the Mary Pickford of Germany,
Henny Porten, in "Refuge." His success
was so remarkable that he was offered
one picture contract after another and
might have become a second Croesus, had
he been wanting only money, but he re-
fused to work in any picture that he did
not consider a good story. For years he
continued to work in pictures during the
day and at the theatre at night. When
his great opportunity came in "Romeo and
Juliet," he worked just as hard at the studio
all day and barely had time to get his
bath and make it to the theatre in time to
go into his part.

With all of this work back of him, it is

not surprising to find him with a serious
outlook. You know about his World Peace
Federation, for which organization he has
entirely separate offices and secretaries in
another part of Hollywood. You can no
more interview him and ignore his Peace
Movement than you could talk to Ruby
Keeler and forget she is married to Al
Jolson. This is no pastime hobby with
Francis. It is part of the very warp and
woof of his being, and neither things past
nor things to come will ever separate him
from it. In addition, he is vitally connected
with a dozen or so other organizations,
one of which deals with the problems of
the unemployed. To tell you all about
these would take ten pages more.

It is difficult to talk to Francis Lederer
about intimately personal matters. You
recognize so quickly that he would always
respect another's privacy and you are em-
barrassed to question him as you do the
average player. But I did ask him about
the girl with whom he has been seen most
frequently: Mary Anita Loos, the niece of
the well-known writer, Anita Loos. With
courtesy but restraint, he replied:

"I would never discuss my personal af-
fairs with any one, but if you must men-
tion Miss Loos in my interview, I can only
say that I consider it a very great honor
to know such an extraordinary person.
The association with her is a rare and de-
lightful privilege."

Now, your guess is as good as mine, but
his reply does sound a little more serious
than when he talked about the other girls.

Of course, there is said to be a Mrs.
Lederer, in Europe, from whom he has
been separated for years.

WHY BE FAT?

Janet Tells Her Success Secrets

Continued from page 19

long as the public likes me in this sort of
part, it would be foolish for me to change
even if I wanted to.

"A romantic picture," she added thought-
fully, lifts an audience out of the rut of
daily workaday living, even if only for the
run of the picture, and that's why I really

enjoy making pictures with a bit of ro-
mance. I want people to forget their

troubles, and string along with the char-
acters they see on the screen.

"Incidentally, my screen parts are not
quite so naive as when I began, but that's

only natural. I'm not the same girl as
when I came to Hollywood, and I wouldn't
feel happy playing the same parts. But
the change has been made so gradually,
picture by picture, that it hasn't been very
noticeable.

"Good parts," she told me, "are essential

to success on the screen, and because of
this I believe in leaving decisions about
parts, stories, and direction up to those in

charge. Many stars try to have a voice in

choosing their stories, but I know it's im-
possible for any one person to be star,

producer, and scenario department all at
once. If the studio believes in a certain
picture, I'm willing to take their word for
it!"

She added, smiling, "In the early days I
have been handed scripts which I didn't be-
lieve in, but I didn't make that the cause
for an argument or a quarrel. I would go
in and talk things over—and we'd agree
on a different story."

_
"Talking things over" may seem a de-

cidedly unusual way of convincing a stub-
born scenario department, but this, we
learned, is typical of Janet. She doesn't
sulk. No "I tank I go home" stuff for
her. She simply goes to those in charge,
without fuss or fury, and states her case.
Perhaps you have gathered from her own
statements in this story that she has a gift
for putting her views clearly and per-
suasively.

"I welcome competition," she told me,
"even though you may have heard tales of
established stars who are jealous of new-
comers and rivals. At first I wondered if

the custom of tearing down an established
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NEVER TOOK A

LESSON FROM
A TEACHER

yet Bob is the envy

of his music-loving
friends

You, too, can learn to play
any instrument this amazing-
ly simple way. No expensive
teacher. No tiresome exer-
cises or practicing. You
learn at home, in your spare
time. Yet almost before you
know it you are playing real

tunes! Then watch the invi-

tations roll in — see how
popular you become. Yet the
cost is only a few cents a day.

New Easy Method
You don't have to be "tal-
ented." You can't be too

young or too old. No teach-
er to make you nervous.
Course is thorough, rapid,
simple as A-B-C. First you
are told what to do—then
a picture shows you how to

do it — then you do it your-
self and hear it. In a short
time you become the envy of

your friends, the life of every
party.

DEMONSTRATION LESSON FREE!
Send for free demonstration lessons, together with big
free booklet which gives you details and proof that will

astound you. No obligation. Write letter or postcard
today. U. S. School of Music, 1 1 94 Brunswick Bldg.,

New York City. N. Y.

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE

Piano, Violin,
Guitar, Saxophone,
Drum, Ukulele,
Tenor Banjo,

Hawaiian Guitar,
Piano Accordion,

Or Any Other Instrument
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star to help a newcomer was quite (air.

You know the sort of thing I mean. News-
papers print items that Miss Newcomer
has 'more appeal' than the star. Critics

write that a newcomer 'stole the show'
from the star.

"Then I realized that I had Benefitted by
all this when I began, and it's only fair for

others to profit now. Newcomers need all

the help they can get ! It's up to them to

do their best and up to me to do mine. Let
the best man win

!"

Her attitude to newcomers on her own
lot bears out her statement. When Raul
Roulien was making "Delicious" with her
as his screen debut, she actually told him
how he could "steal" a certain scene—and
made him do it. Many another newcomer
has reached the top through her friendly

advice and counsel.

There's nothing "starry" about her. She
has remained refreshingly human in the
face of success, and undoubtedly this helps
explain why success has lasted. She was
sitting in her little portable dressing-room,
a quaint, one-room affair on wheels, which
can be moved from set to set wherever she
works. In it she goes over her lines,

changes costumes, and rests. It is, defi-

nitely, sacred to Gaynor. She asked,
casually, "Who uses this while I'm away
on vacation?"

Horrified employees leapt to answer, "No
one, Miss Gaynor, of course ! One actress
wanted to use it, but

—
" you gathered that

the trespasser had been quickly and forcibly
impressed with Miss Gaynor's importance.
Janet hardly listened. Obviously, she didn't

much care whether anyone used her dress-
ing-room or not.

She is never late on the set, even though
this is sometimes considered a star's priv-
ilege. She had never held up production
on a picture. The business manager of

the production came over to ask her, "Are
you planning to go to the football game
next Saturday?"

If not, evidently, there would be work.
Janet hesitated a moment, and then

smiled, "Do you really want me to say yes
—or no?"
You can count on the fingers of one hand

the stars who would not have taken ad-
vantage of the chance for extra time off

!

We waited to ask about publicity, often
considered the most vital factor in a star's

success, until the very last, because Janet's
seclusion from interviewers is well known.
She rarely appears at public gatherings, and
her press agents never put on campaigns,
as is done for other stars, to keep her
name in every paper and her picture in

every magazine.

SCREENLAND

"Publicity is terribly important to a be-
ginner," she admitted, "because it helps
put you over. But an established star
shouldn't need it so much. Personally, I'm
not very interested in whether I have much
publicity or not. I don't believe it's a
necessity to my career. My pictures should
speak for themselves!
"As for interviews, I don't believe in

broadcasting my personal beliefs in this or
that, and I think the public tends to grow
tired of stars whose opinions are constantly
appearing in print. So I don't like to be
'quoted' too often!"

Soap supplants clay for model-
ing screen sets. Above, Newt
Jons, sculptor, with a setting
designed for "The Crusades."

In the face of this convincing argument,
I could only put away our pad and pencil

and retire in good order. I hope I haven't

quoted Janet too lengthily, but her views
are so fascinating that it's always a tempta-
tion. With her gaiety, charm, and sheer

delight in living, it's fun to have the priv-

ilege of visiting her—the group of assist-

ants and fellow-actors always standing
around the door of her little portable dress-

ing-room testifies to that. And undoubtedly
the truest explanation of her success is

that audiences—you and you—feel just

the same way.

Have You Seen Kelly?

Continued from page 57

thing in six countries.' The way that shut

them up was marvelouse."
"Marvelouse! Did you hear that? That's

what I get for seeing George Givot. I'm
an unconscious mimic—I can't help it.

Why, for days after I met Zasu Pitts I

was using my hands like this
—

"

No description would do justice to the

way Patsy imitates Zasu Pitts !

"I think she's the greatest comedienne
on the screen today," Patsy put in. "I

hate it when the papers say I was signed

to take her place opposite Thelma. No one
could ever fill her place."

"You've got a place of your own," I as-

sured her, at which she pumped my hand in

typical Kelly fashion.

Sarah Veronica Kelly—Patsy to you—is

a Brooklyn girl, one of a large Irish fam-
ily. She felt that she was "the Patsy,"

always in the way, and so she changed her

name. Sarah Veronica hardly fitted her

—

she was a regular tomboy as a kid and used
to skate and play ball with the boys in the

middle of the street.

"I was in the hospital more than I was
out of it as the result of street accidents,

so my mother thought the best way to keep
me out of mischief and use up my energy
was to let me take tap-dancing lessons.

I began when I was nine and got so in-

terested in it, I gave up baseball. At twelve
I was teaching other kids at the school. I

never thought I'd be a professional. My
brother wanted to get on the stage and he

was promised a part in a Frank Fay act

if he could learn a dance-routine. I went
to the theatre to see that he got the job

and Frank Fay took me instead. It wasn't

an important part, just a bit. I got my
first chance when I went on in the place

of a bov who got sick. I danced and wise-
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cracked and finally landed in musical com-
edy."
Among- the shows Patsy appeared in

were "The Sketch Book," "The Vanities,"
"The Wonderbar" and "Flying Colors."

"I used to spend my money as fast as I

made it—I still do," she went on. "I was
always flat-broke. I swore that I'd never
go into pictures. Not that I expected any
offers but just supposing someone had a
brainstorm— ! Well, during one of the pe-
riods when I was 'flat,' Hal Roach and
Howard Dietz talked me into signing my
present contract and before I came to, I

was on my way to Hollywood.
"So a comedienne's life is not a happy

one?" I asked.

"Oh, don't get me wrong—being a
comedienne is grand, but—well, take the
other evening, for instance. I was walk-

ing along the street when a very good-
looking boy, said 'Say, what's your name?'
Of course I was minding my own business
but that interesting feeling was just creep-
ing over me when he added, 'You look just
like Whats-Her-Name. You know the one
in pictures—the crasy one !'

"Now I ask you ! How would you like
to be known as 'the crazy one' and me get-
ting that lovely romantic glow and all

!"

Patsy thinks the funniest thing about
her is that she has an older sister in Ire-
land whom she has never seen. "She's
got about six or ten kids. I think the
exact number, is eight."

"Has she ever seen you in pictures?"
"I have no idea. I've never written to

her or heard from her. How can you write
to someone you've never seen—and yet
she's my own sister, isn't that funny!"

Greet Spring with that Hollywood Figure

Continued from page 56

have taken stock of yourself and discovered
that you are a bit less than perfection.

What do you do about it?

To begin with, you look into your diet.

Spring-time is upon us, and you can go in

for a body house-cleaning to advantage. If

you're over-weight, keep away from fatten-

ing foods. Clean out your blood with
plenty of fresh vegetables and fruit. Drink
a good eight full glasses of water every
day. Get all the fresh air you possibly can.

Try eating a baked apple and whole
wheat toast for breakfast; an appetizing
green salad, or cottage cheese and pine-
apple, or hot green vegetable with butter,

for luncheon ; and a well-balanced dinner
of, say, beef broth, meat, one green vege-
table, salad and fruit. Remember you
should eat less meat in the Spring.

If you don't care much for salads, per-
haps you'll like the ones Paramount stars
have specially prepared for them. Claudette
Colbert invented this salad and showed the
commissary how to prepare it as she does
at home : You take Romaine lettuce, to-

matoes cut in pieces, a hard-boiled egg
sliced, and put them in a wooden bowl which
has been rubbed with garlic ; use a French
dressing made with pure olive oil and blend
it through the ingredients of the salad with
a wooden spoon.
When Claudette gets tired of this, she

orders California Salad, made of Romaine
lettuce, grapefruit, strawberry, avocado and
green peppers, with a dressing of mayon-
naise diluted with cream and lemon juice.

Gail Patrick is another girl who invented
her own noontime salad. She puts half a
cup of cottage cheese through a sieve, adds
one shredded carrot, four dates cut up,
and used a good French dressing over all.

But you must do something besides diet-

ing. You must get to work seriously to
take off those added winter pounds.
Do your exercise routine outdoors or in

front of an open window. If the people
downstairs complain, invite them to join
you. Help them to get fit with you

!

Here are some excellent limbering-up
exercises that can be done beside an arbor,
a gymnasium, or a plain painter's ladder:

(1) Place the left leg on a rung of the
ladder or arbor-trellis about waist-high

;

grasp the ankle with both hands, and bring
the head forward. Then slowly raise the
head and bend backward as far as possible.
Repeat with right leg.

(2) Place both hands on same rung of
ladder, waist high, spread feet well apart,
and throw the body back as far as possible.
This is called arching the back, and is an
excellent stretching exercise.

(3) Hold ladder with right hand well

above head, and left hand grasping rung
lower down, raise right leg as far up and
out to side as you can, lower slowly and
repeat. Repeat with left leg.

_
If there are two of you doing the exer-

cises, you can add a fourth one to the
limbering-up series :

(4)_ Assistant kneels and grasps you by
the right hand, in his right, supporting
your back with his outstretched left hand.
You arch your back, as far back as you
can go, at the same time raising first the
left and then the right leg, with knee bent
and toe carefully pointed.

If you are eager to get rid of a few
extra pounds so you can wear tennis shorts
or a revealing bathing suit without feeling
embarrassed, and yet you haven't time to
go in for a regular gymnasium course, you
can, if you have the will power, do all that
is necessary in fifteen minutes—only it's

fifteen minutes every day.
Here is your schedule : 3 minutes deep

breathing, either outdoors or in front of
an open window.
3 minutes bicycle exercise. (You don't

need a bicycle for this. Just lie down on
back, hands clasped back of head, raise
legs and rotate them as if riding in air.)

3 minutes exercise for the abdomen. (Lie
on your back on the floor, with toes
braced under a heavy piece of furniture.
Keeping your legs together on floor, slowly
raise trunk to sitting position, hands on
hips. Lower trunk to floor again and re-
peat half a dozen times.)

1 minute leg raising. (Lying on back,
raise both legs up vertically, then lower
them slowly, feet together, until they al-

most touch the floor ; raise them again and
lower, repeating again, then relax.)

1 minute trunk exercise. (Stand erect,
hands on hips, and rotate entire body left

to right in a circular movement.)
1 minute neck exercise. (Standing, hands

on hips, swing head forward and back, and
from side to side, completing with a circu-
lar movement.)

1 minute bending. (Bring hands up over
head and then bend forward, touching
toes.)

1 minute setting up exercises. (Hands
on hips, toes together, raise heels, bend
knees to squatting position, then rise, and
repeat. Warning : Do not do this too
often or too strenuously or it will over-
develop the thighs.)

1 minute stationary running. (Standing
still

_
you run lightly, holding arms close

to sides, elbows bent and hands at shoul-
ders.)

Then there's the shower. But let me tell

you something about taking a shower.

SO TIRED, SO BLUE
Till This ALL-VEGETABLE Laxative

Solved Her Constipation

SHE was so tired—depressed—always having
colds and headaches. And she had tried so

many things she almost despaired of getting
relief. Then she discovered the real answer. A
laxative that gave thorough, natural cleansing,
not mere partial bowel action.
Can there be such a difference in laxatives?

Stop and think for a minute. Nature's Remedy
(NR Tablets) contains only natural plant and
vegetable laxatives, properly balanced. No
phenol derivatives. Ask any doctor the differ-
ence. You'll be surprised at the wonderful feel-
ing that follows the use of NR. You're so re-
freshed—toned up—so pleasantly alive. You'll
want to give NR's a fair trial immediately.
They are so kind to your system—so quickly
effective for relieving headaches, colds, bilious-
ness, chronic fatigue or bad skin. They're non-
habit forming—another proof that nature's
way is best. The economical 25 dose box, only
25c at any drug store.

CSSCC 1935 Calendar-Thermometer, beautifully de-
rit£C signed in colors and gold. Also samples TUIV1S

and NR. Send stamp for postage and packing
to A. H. LEWIS CO., Desk hu-dy. St. Louis, Mo.

rrZL Quick relief for acid indigestion.

TUAAS sour stomach, heartburn. Only 10c.

_ART TREASURE?
ASAMA GOOD LUCK ELEPHANTS—Bring
good luck to your home. Set of Ave, 1 to 3 inches high
each on teak-wood stand. Comes in, Lovely Chinese
Jade Green. Dainty Rose Quartz, Rich Amber

Pure Crystal. Delicate Ivory White. Check Choice.
ORIENTAL PURE SILK SCARFS— One yard
square with Chinese designs in harmonious colors.
Makes an ideal gift, table covers, bridge prizes. Comes
in, Blue & Tan, Q Green & Tan, Maroon & Tan,

Soft Chocolate.
Just to acquaint you with my things. I will send one
Elephant Set and one scarf to you both for $1.00.
I sell them regularly for $1.00 each. Also my full list
of Oriental Lounging Pajamas. Silk Kimonos. Geisha
Girl Cigarette Boxes, etc., all personally imported.
Just fold a $1.00 bill, stamps or check, in this ad and
mail back today. Money refunded immediately if not
satisfied. An ideal gift.

DOROTHY BOYD ART STUDIO
56 Minna Ave. at First, San Francisco

WONDER PEEL PASTE $5
Home Treatment

For Superficial Blemishes

WHY WORRY about
Wrinkles, Pimples,

Blackheads, Acne, Pits,
Freckles, Flabby Neck,
Puffs and Crowsfeet?

ADELE MILLAR PRENTISS
Dept. 5, 3809 W. 7th, Los Angeles, Cal.

SONGS foPTALKINGr PICTURES

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrics or lyrics to your music, seoure U. S. copyright, broadcast your
•ODE over the radio. Our sales department submits to Music publishers
and Hollywood Picture Studios. WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET
UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 604 Meyer Bid;., Western Avenue and

Sierra Vista. Hollywood. California
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GrtmdicA CanYlwir

Hide thiDndfi
Ifyour cheeks are sallow, eyes dull ; if you're

always dead tired, don't try to hide the truth.
Take Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets. A safe

substitute fordangerous calomel. Non-habit-
forming. A pure vegetable compound that
helps relieve constipation, cleanses the sys-
tem, removes the greatest cause of pallid

cheeks. A matchless corrective in use for 20
years. Take one or two at night and watch
pleasing results. Know them by their olive
color. At druggists, 15c, 30c and 60c.

Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so ter-
rible you choke and gasp for breath, if rest-
ful sleep is impossible because of the
struggle to breathe, if you feel the disease
is slowly wearing your life away, don't fail

to send at once to the Frontier Asthma Co.
for a free trial of a remarkable method. No
matter where you live or whether you have
any faith in any remedy under the Sun, send
for this free trial. If you have suffered a
lifetime and tried everything you could learn
of without relief ; even if you are utterly dis-

couraged, do not abandon hope but send to-

day for this free trial. It will cost you
nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 215-VV, Frontier Bldg.
4G2 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

HARDOFHEARING!
SEND FOR THIS 30-DAY TRIAL TREATMENT

Which has restored the hearing, removed
head noises and eliminated catarrh of the
head (or so many people. This treatment
has been used by over 1,157,000 sufferers

inthepast 34years. Write for fullinfor-

mation about this ethical treatment used
by a prominent ear specialistin his office

practice, now simplified for home usei

DR. W. O.COFFEE CO.
1676 St. James Bldg. Davenport, Iowa

Photoplay Ideas
Scones accepted in any form for criticism, revision, copyright and
submission to Hollywood studios. Our sales service selling consistent
percentage of stories to Hollywood Studios—the MOST ACTIVE
MARKET. Not a school—no courses or books to sell. Send original

plots or stories for FREE reading and report. You may be just as
capable of writing acceptable stories as thousands of others. Deal
with a recognized Hollywood Agent who is on the ground and knows
market requirements. Established 1917. Write for FREE BOOK
giving full information.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CO.
551 Meyer Bldg. Hollywood, Calif.

WANT A STEADY JOB?
Start $1260 to $2100 year

MEN—WOMEN 18 to 50. Common education usu-
ally sufficient. Many Spring U. S. Government ex-
aminations expected. Write immediately for 32-page
book, wi'h list of positions and full particulars telling
how to get them. RUSH.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. N305, Rochester, N. Y.

9Mi HAIRWomen, girls, men with gray, faded, streaiedhair. Shampoo
andcoloryourhairatthesametime with new French
discovery " SH AM PO - KO LO R , " takes lew minutes. 1eaves
hair soft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and curl.
Fiee Booklet, Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Depl. 20, 254 W. 31 St, New Voik

L BREED CANARIES FOR US
WESUPPLY BIRDS AND BUY ALL YOU CAN BREED)^^F^^We need thoosands-.payinfr yoa highest prices!£ Breeders ship qb birds from all parts of the court-

's' try. Large illustrated Canary Book catalogue and
list of prices sent: 10c [coin) to coyer cost of mailing.

KRAFT BIRD CO., Dept. MM, 5 East 14th Street, New York

Many people complain that they perspire

too much after taking one. That's because

they don't know how to do it. First, turn

on hot water, then cold, then hot and cold

alternately. When you are ready to quit,

use cold, but don't turn on a hard spray as

this will bring all the blood to the surface

and make you very warm afterwards, caus-

ing excessive perspiration. Instead, turn

on a light spray. Then take your towel

rub, briskly.

At night, if you can't sleep, run a tub

full of warm water. It's soothing. Lie in

it for five minutes, or until you are thor-

oughly relaxed. Don't rub briskly with a

towel afterwards, just pat yourself dry
and get into bed.

People who go around boasting of the

icy showers they take make me tired.

When I was in the army, we had one of

those braggarts. He used to boast about

the cold showers he took at home, how he

often had to break the ice in the rain-

barrel, or wherever it was. One day we
got so tired of listening to him tell about

it that we took him to a nearby pool that

was really ice-covered, broke the ice for

him and pitched him in. That ended the

conversation about icy showers

!

Shock from cold is something to be reck-

oned with. When you first go in bathing

this summer, don't go dashing into the

water head first as so many silly kids do.

Walk in slowly, get the ankles wet, then

stoop and throw water on to the wrists

and shoulders before getting wet all over.

To go back to reducing : Girls in civil

life don't realize how fortunate they are in

not having to watch every mouthful of

food. I've seen girls at the studio who
were under orders to reduce quickly, who
were actually hungry on a strenuous diet.

The sight of a rich creamy pie or cake al-

most made them faint. You don't have to

go into it as vigorously as they do, so

don't pity yourselves when you give up
rich desserts and heavy foods.

Whenever the studio sends me new girls

they've placed under contract, I find they

need to be cut down to fit the screen. They
look lovely in street clothes, and no doubt
that's how they get in, but the camera
magnifies their figures so that on an aver-

age they must be moulded down at least

two inches.

Here's a difficult exercise that is very

good for reducing the abdomen : Stand
erect with your back to a wall. Take one
step forward. Stretch up your arms as

high as you can, chest well lifted, then

bend elbows and place palms on the wall

behind your head. Arch your trunk well

as you "walk" down the wall with your
hands. Straighten up and repeat the exer-

cise several times. Make a conscious ef-

fort to hold your figure tall at all times,

with the abdomen drawn in.

Trunk bendings and twistings are the

type of exercise that provides a sort of

internal massage necessary to the health of

a majority of people who live sedentary

lives. If you're a stenographer, teacher, or

school girl who doesn't go in for sports,

you are likely to need these exercises

rather more than muscle-building ones.

Here are some that are not at all sim-

ple, but you can work up to them if you
become adept at the simpler ones above

:

(A) Stand very erect, with chin up,

chest out, feet apart and arms in West
Point military position, that is, extended at

sides on shoulder level. Bend forward,
rotate arms with elbows held straight, and
clasp hands around the back of each ankle.

Then rise quickly to erect position, and
bend the trunk backward, flinging arms
back until shoulder blades almost touch.

Be sure you exhale on the downward
movement, inhale on the upward. Repeat
this slowly four times, then repeat rapidly
four times.

Free Horoscope

YOUR DESTINY
revealed free by the celebrated Prof. KEV0DJAH,

the great Hindu scientific astrologer.

"He is the most troubling personality of the
century"
"His power is prodigious"
"His revelations past-beiief"

He will give you exact information concerning
the people around you,
and will show you how
to realize your hopes
and to succeed in your
different enterprises.

Prof. KKVOOJAH re-
minds you that predic-
tive astrology requires
natural dispositions that
cannot be acquired. He
claims to be the only
one at present possess-
ing the gift of extraor-
dinary visionary, allow-
ing him to foresee the
import of the events
which he makes con-
spicuous by his astro-
logical calculations.

Faithful to the tradi-

tions of his Ancestors, he offers a free trial to all

those who desire it. To take advantage of this

offer, send your name, address and date of birth,

and you will receive a marvelous study of your
destiny.

(riease enclose 10 cents for correspondence expenses.)
(Postage to France 5 ctntsi

Professeur KEVODJAH, Service AME
80 Rue du Monc-Valerien, Suresnes, (Seine) France

40 Lbs LOST BY WOMAN/
liy our new amazing way. Many report the loss of as much
as 5 lbs. in one week, safely without teas, dangerous drugs,

thyroid extracts, strenuous exercises or starvation diet. Be
modern, have a charming and graceful figure. MRS. L. B.,

Iowa, lost 40 lbs. MBS. M. H., Wash., 2 boxes, lost 21
lbs. MKS. C. J.. So. Car., lost 15 lbs. feels fine. MBS.
L. B., Maine, writes, lost 15 lbs. in one month, feels fine.

Try our Secret Herbal Formula (Double Acting) S. P.

Anti-Fat tablets designed to reduce excess fat safely and
harmlessly. They are tried, tested and praised everywhere.
Fat is dangerous to heart and other human organs. Guar-
anteed to reduce if directions are followed. Just send $1.00
for 1 month's supplv. Trial supply 2 5c. Try first box at

our risk. Send todav. SNYDER TABLET CO., Dept.
_303-H, 1434 N. Wells St., Chicago, Illinois.

PROTRUDING
EARS

A simple modern device sets them in

position immediately. Invisible—com-
fortable—harmless, worn any time by
children or adults. Endorsed by physi-
cians and users as the best method
for correcting this disfigurement. Send
stamps for free booklet and trial offer.

AURA LABORATORIES. Dept. 27
1587 Broadway, New York City

ERVOUS2BI
What's wrong with you ? Do symptoms of
Constipation, Indigestion, Dizzy
Spells, Sweating and Sleeplessness

keep you irritable, exhausted and gloomy? Are
youBashful? Despondent? There's Help for You!
"Medicines, tonics or Drugs probably will not relieve
your weak, Bick. nerves. My wonderful book " Watch
Your Nerves", explains a new method that will help
you regain lost vitality and healthy nerves. Send 25c
for this amazing book. . ROBERT HOLMES, 174
Fuller Bldg,» Jersey City, N. J.

RILL THE HAIR ROOT
My method positively prevents hair from
growing again. Safe, easy, permanent.
Use it privately, at home. The delight-
ful relief will bring happiness, freedom
of mind and greater success.
Backed by 35 years of successful use all over
the world. Send 6c in stamps TODAY for
Illustrated Booklet.

We Teach Beauty Culture
O.J. MAHLER CO., Dept. 29-D, Providence, R. I.

HP I Fb DANCING BY MAIL
fl sJ Beg. Tap; Adv. Tap; Soft Shoe; Waltz
1 1 f Clog; $1.00 each. Ballroom Dances 50c

I ill each. HAT, JJEKOY studied here. Send" 1 m
for List "S". Time-Step 10c.

KINSELLA ACADEMY, 2532 May St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

flKfene s c
P
Ho
r% IKeaire

A (40th Yr.) Stage, Talkie. Radio. GRADUATES: Lee Tracy. Fred
Astaire, Una Merkel. 2ita Johann, etc- Drama, Dance, Musical Comedy,
Teaching, Directing, Person a) Developmen t, S I ock Theatre Training
(Appearances;. For Cataloc. write Sec'y LAND, 66 W. 85 St., N. Y.
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(B) Stand erect, left hand on hip, right
arm at side. Take a long step forward
with the right foot. Bend the knee and
raise the right hand straight over the head.
Swing the trunk forward and down until

the right hand touches the floor. Return
to starting position and repeat with other
hand.

(C) Stand erect, with arms raised above
the head. Bend forward from waist until

arms and body are parallel with the floor.

Slowly raise the left leg in back to a
line with the body also parallel to the
floor, inhaling as you raise it. Sweep
both arms slowly outward and back in a
half-circle as far as they will go, exhaling.
Return to a standing position and repeat
the exercise, standing on the left leg and
raising the right one.

(D) Stand erect, feet slightly apart and
arms extended in West Point military posi-
tion. Bend backward as far as possible
without falling, and at the same time bend
the knees forward in a quarter bend; hold
this position for a moment, then sink down
to a half bend. Return to the quarter bend,
then to the erect position, dropping the
arms. In the quarter bend, the knees are
directly over the toes; at the half bend,
the knees project beyond the toes. Inhale
on the upward movement, exhale on the
downward one. This exercise develops ex-
cellent co-ordination of the muscles. It

is not one for a beginner.
(E) Stand erect, feet slightly apart and

parallel with each other. Holding the

knees stiff, bend forward and rest your
hands on the floor. Keeping your feet in

place, stiffly, walk forward on your hands
until your body is straight, being sup-
ported by the toes and hands. Now walk
back with your hands, raise your trunk
erect and throw your arms out wide, chest
up, inhaling deeply.
Now that it's almost Springtime, it will

be very beneficial for you if you'll go in
for that English habit of walking. I no-
tice that English girls who come to the
studio always seem to like to walk. Ida
Lupino takes long hikes whenever she has
a few hours off.. Elissa Landi likes to take
her dogs for walks over the hills. Both
these girls are noted for beautiful com-
plexions, and they have a naturally lovely
carriage.

When you walk, though, remember your
posture. You think I'm getting very tire
some on this subject, but until correct pos
ture becomes a part of you, you can't
think of it too often. Try that old fashion
of walking with a weight on your head
if you find that you forget about posture
whenever you are in the open. When you
get accustomed to the weight, you can pre-
tend it is there.

Physical fitness isn't just a fad for girls
who want to break into the movies. It's
a way of acquiring health and beauty of
body as well as clearness of mind. It takes
years off your apparent age, and adds
sweetness to your disposition. So let's get
going, girls ! Up and at it

!

James Davies' Answers to Letters

WILL all those who ask for copies of
back issues of Screenland please

address their queries to the magazine ? I

have no back copies.

Remember, if you are still in your teens,

you can afford to be heavier than girls in

their twenties. The pounds will slip off

easily as you grow.

Adele, Gozvanda, N. Y.: You are 14
and already 5' 6 l/2 " tall. No, there is

nothing you can do to get shorter and I

doubt if you can stop growing without
seriously injuring your health. No doubt
you have now reached your full height.
Don't worry about being tall ; some of our
loveliest screen stars are tall, including
Marlene Dietrich, Greta Garbo, Kay
Francis, Kitty Carlisle, Gail Patrick.

Mrs. J. C. B. E., Florida: You are 20
lbs. under-weight.

A. M., Garden City, N. Y.: You should
weigh IS lbs. more. If you are easily ex-
hausted, I advise you to consult your doc-
tor. If not, try drinking hot milk or oval-
tine before going to bed. Confine exercises
to brief swims or routine stretching.

Miss R. D.: You are 22 lbs. over-weight.

Helen A.: You are 26 lbs. over-weight.
If you follow routine for general reduction
given in this article, I can promise you

'

results, but you must exercise regularly.
In six weeks you should notice some dif-
ference.

Bernyce B.: You are 11 lbs. over-
weight. Try the rolling exercise, as well
as general routine, regularly. Concentrate
on correct posture, develop poise, and you
will not look bashful before an audience.
A dramatic school will help you greatly.

Mrs. L. L. L., San Antonio, Texas:
You are, as you say, more than 20 lbs.

over-weight. Don't despair. I've cured
worse cases than yours. Night and morn-
ing, regularly, do the leg-lifting exercises,

first, on back, then face downward ; the
bicycle exercise, and rolling. It would be
well, also, to follow the routine in my
article in this issue.

/. M. B., Sacramento, Calif.: Go in for
a strenuous course of exercise, engage in
sports, especially swimming and hiking,
and you will reduce healthfully and effec-
tively.

Catherine D., Long Island: Yes, you
should lose 10 lbs., apparently in the hips.
Follow my suggestions in this issue, with
longer time spent on hip-reduction exer-
cises.

B. W. A.: You are only a pound over-
weight. You should have no trouble losing
that extra pound if you're sensible about
diet.

_

Betty H„ Oakland, Calif.: You are very
little over-weight. Do ten-minute routine
every morning, and walk when you might
ride, and I think you'll find the difficulty
overcome.

Hattie H., Neivark, N. J.: Your meas-
urements are small for you height, but this
is a good fault. Your weight is not bad.

Winifred W., Havana, Cuba: Your hips
and thighs are too heavy. Get busy on the
right exercises for this condition—and
keep at it

!

Miss A., Brooklyn, N. Y.: Try the
more strenuous exercises given in thu
article.

Mrs. Alma B., East Liverpool, Ohio:
Do arm circling, arm flinging, deep-
breathing exercises for bust. Use warm
olive oil or cocoa butter for shrunken
busts

;
pat it on carefully, never massage.

Mildred Ford, Memphis, Tenn.: You are
a very pretty girl, but your hips are too
large for a Hollywood figure. Try hip
reduction exercises in this article. Good
luck to you.

Keeps Skin Young
Absorb blemishes and discolorations using
Mercolized Wax daily as directed. Invisible
particles of aged skin are freed and all
defects such as blackheads, tan, freckles and
large pores disappear. Skin is then beauti-
fully clear, velvety and so soft—face looks
years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. At all leading druggists.
Phelactine removes hairy growths
—takes them out—easily, quickly
and gently. Leaves the skin hair free.

r—Powdered Saxolite—

i

I Reduces wrinkles and other age-signs. Sim- I

I ply dissolve one ounce Saxolite in half-pint I

I witch hazel and use daily as face lotion. |

\GuidetoBETTER BUYING

CATALOG/
INVEST 1c* wisely. Send
a postcard for
this great
money-saving
book forhome
and family.

T^EW, smart ap-
^"parel, andnew,

attractive home furnishings are pictured in this
book for home-lovers. It tells about the new
Larkin Cozy-Home Club with little 50c weekly
shares. Learn of our big Rewards for Larkin
Secretaries.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

LINCOLN AND INDIAN HEAD
PENNIES WANTED

WE PAY $2 p*CH IF MORE THAN
UP TO *At,n n YEARS OLD

and up to $500 for certain U. S. Cents
Send 10c. today for 16 page fully illustrated catalog

NATIONAL COIN CO.
Box 731 N. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

WANTEOF
ORIGINAL POEMS, SONGS

for immediate consideration
M. M. M. PUBLISHERS

Dept. SU Studio Bldg.
PORTtAND, Ore.

Be an ARTIST
MAKE $50 TO $100 A WEEK!
Our simple, proven methods make it
easy to learn Commercial Art. Cartoon-
ting and Designing quickly, AT HOME,
'in spare time. New low rate. Big new
book, "ART for Pleasure and Profit,"
sent free. State age.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART Studio 174,
1115-lSth St., Washington., D.C.

NJLJoke To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person knows that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years.with his Arti-
ficial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
.They stopped his head '

:
noises. They are invisible
andcomfortable,nowires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
bookleton Deafness. ArtificialEarDrum„ THE WAY COMPANY
/SSHofmann Bldg. Detroit. Michigan
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Again Will Rogers gives us precisely

what we want and expect of him in this

recreation of George Ade's story about a

local politician. Rogers is at his lovable

best as the shrewd manipulator of the poli-

tical doings of his county in Wyoming

—

fighting bitterly a man who married the

only girl the small-town lawyer ever loved.

There is a good story with young love prom-
inent—Kent Taylor and Evelyn Venable.

Jack
Ahoy

Gau-
mont-
British

Jack Hulbert, who is England's most pop-
ular screen comedian, is seen as a wealthy
chap who enlists in the navy and becomes
the farcical hero of a burlesque of a melo-
drama about Chinese pirates and a stolen

submarine. The story is too plotty for

its own and the star's good, though the

film, thanks to Hulbert, and a very pretty

girl named Nancy O'Neil, manages a fair

amount of excitement and amusement.

A vehicle for May Robson, who gives
a performance her fans will cheer to the
echo in the role of a school principal, who
fights corrupt local politicians and is to be
displaced, when a former pupil, now presi-

dent of the U. S., saves her. Some of the
school scenes have spirit, and all of Miss
Robson's acting has appeal, but the over-
stressed melodramatics are a severe handi-
cap to the entertaining qualities.

It's

a Gift

Para-
mount

W. C. Fields at his best. If you have
laughed at "Bill" before, prepare to roar
now, for this tops his every past effort in
straight comedy. There isn't much story,
other than what happens to a lazy fellow
ambitious to sell his grocery store and move
to California—but doesn't. The gags,
with Fields handling them perfectly, are
among the funniest of recent film harvest.
Youngsters and oldsters will enjoy this one.

TAGGING
the TALKIES

Delight Evans' Reviews

on Pages 54-55

Very different! A film that's amazing
for its extraordinary camera work and the

remarkable "acting" of two wild animals,

a deer and a puma—natural enemies which
here fight side by side against their common
foe, the hunter. It is a nature story laid

in the Sierras, with the humans involved
playing a minor part, though of course,

Jean Parker is attractive as the girl who be-

friends the animals. You must see it!

When Paul Muni and Bette Davis are

cast together, good acting must result

—

and it does in this play set in a lawless town
on the Mexican border. Bette plays to the

hilt a part as cruelly colorful as that in

"Of Human Bondage," as the woman who
tramples on others to win the man she loves.

Paul Muni has an equally impressive oppor-

tunity as the man in the case. Exciting

melodrama—for adults, not for children.

Ramon Novarro as a romantic arch-duke,
Evelyn Laye as the dancer with whom he
falls in love, Charles Butterworth and Una
Merkel as a comedy team compose what
should be a most agreeable and engaging
group. Well, they are—but because they do
it all themselves, without much aid from a
stodgy musical comedy plot that gets
pretty dull at times. While it is more stagey
than sprightly, the result is likeable charm.

This is what passes for "sophisticated"
drama, but which is really quite innocuous
romance involving a portrait painter, notor-
ious for her romances with brilliant men, and
a cynical young editor who signs her to
write her autobiography for his magazine.
Ann Harding and Robert Montgomery
make a most effective team. Una Merkel
and Edward Everett Horton supply fine
comedy moments. Very talky, but good.

You must know by this time whether
you enjcy these easy-chair visits to the
African jungles and the veldt. Here Martin
and Osa Johnson give us many novel and
interesting views shot from airplanes, and
one or two mildly exciting action bits

supplied by the beasts which prowl the ter-

rain we visit. It is all very handsomely
photographed, and presented with a view
to making the most of the life and locale.

Tense, taut, and trenchant drama made
vivid and penetrating by the fine acting of

Claude Rains as a writer whose editorials

attacking war elevate his employer to great

political prominence in France. The pub-
lisher sells out to the munition makers and
courts the hero's wife. The hero returns

from the front and kills his betrayer.

Lionel Atwill and Joan Bennett are excel-

lent. Very real and gripping serious drama.

Unless you like sweetness doubly sweet,

this picture may prove too saccharine for

you. The story tells of four women who co-

lease an Italian chateau, all being on marital

vacations—one, played by Ann Harding,
perhaps permanently. It is the suffering

wife attempting to be eternally noble and
courageous who makes it all rather hard
to believe. Reginald Owen and Frank
Morgan are fine. From "Elizabeth's" book.
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Among the many

distinguished women who prefer

Camel's costlier tobaccos:

Mrs. Nicholas Biddlc, Philadelphia

Mrs. Allston Boyer, New York

Miss Mary Byrd, Richmond

Mrs. Powell Cabot, Bolton

Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr.

New York

Mrs. J. Gardner Coolidge, II, Boston

Mrs. Byrd Warwick Davenport
New York

Mrs. Henry Field, Chicago

Mrs. James Russell Lowell, New York

Mrs. Potter d'Orsay Palmer, Chicago

Mrs. Langdon Post, New York

Mrs. William T. Wetmore, New York

TURKISH& DOMESTIC
BLEND

^ CIGARETTES

Copyright, 1935

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Winston.Salem, ftorth Carolina

"Of course

Miss Paine's Hattie Carnegie gown is typical of trie new "peasant" evening dres

I smoke CameL
n

" They're tlie most popular ciga-

rettes—everyone is smoking them

now," continued this alert young

memher of 'New York's inner

circle. "Camels kave suck a grand

smootk flavor. I suppose tkat s

hecause tkeykave more expensive

tohaccos in them. And theynever

make £jy_ nerves jumpy. WTien

I'm tired oift and my nerves feel

frazzled, then a Camel gives me

a nice gentle 'lift' that restores

my enthusiasm.

'

The reason you feel hetter after

smoking a Camel is hecause it

releases your latent energy,which

MISS DOROTHY PAIM

overcomes fatigue. Wdiether it's

social activities, concentration, or

exacting work that makes you

feel tired, you can get a pleas-

ant, natural "lift" hy enjoying a

Camel. And you can smoke as

often as you wish, for Camels

never upset the nerves.

Milder !Is are IVliiaer ! made from finer, more expensive tobaccos..

TURKISH AND DOMESTIC ... THAN ANY OTHER POPULAR BRAND










